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Executive summary
The purpose of VBER evaluation
The purpose of the evaluation is to gather evidence on the functioning of the VBER,
together with the Vertical Guidelines, which will serve as a basis for the Commission to
decide whether it should let the VBER lapse, prolong its duration or revise it.
The evaluation examines whether the objectives of the VBER were met during the period
of its application (effectiveness) and continue to be appropriate (relevance), and whether
the VBER, taking account of the costs and benefits associated with applying it, was efficient
in achieving its objective (efficiency). It also considers whether the VBER provides EU value
added (EU added value) and is consistent with other Commission documents providing
guidance on the application of Article 101 of the Treaty and related legislation (coherence).
The objective of the study
This study is part of the Commission’s evaluation of the VBER and Vertical Guidelines and
the main objective of the study is to provide qualitative and quantitative evidence on the
effectiveness, efficiency and relevance of the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines.
The findings of the study provide evidence-based grounds for a possible revision of the
VBER and the Vertical Guidelines, through identification and analysis of provisions which
may no longer be up to date with the latest market developments and business practices,
and/or overlap with other provisions or give rise to possible inconsistencies.
The study mainly focuses on selective distribution, exclusive distribution, resale price
restrictions, most favoured nation clauses and cumulative effects, while taking into
account additional related vertical restraints, identified in the process of conducting the
study.
The research was conducted via several methodological tools:
•
•

•

•
•

the literature review covers all tasks in the study and it is the primary source of
information for the task on online consumer behaviour, together with a targeted
consumer survey carried out as part of a parallel study.
Comparative legal analysis, which assessed the consistency across the decisions
by national competition authorities of the 28 EU Member States (‘NCAs’) and
judgments by national courts from different Member States in the interpretation of
the current rules and identified elements of these decisions and judgments that are
currently not addressed in the VBER and/or in the Vertical Guidelines. In total, the
study analysed 391 individual cases regarding vertical restraints that NCAs
reported.
Stakeholder in-depth interviews and CATI (computer-assisted telephone
interviews) interviews cover the tasks dealing with the specific vertical restraints
within the scope of this study (resale price restrictions, selective distribution,
exclusive distribution and MFN), as well as the cumulative effects of these
restraints. Further targeted in-depth interviews were carried out to look at the costs
of the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines and their efficiency. In total, 107 individual
companies and industry associations participated in in-depth interviews and 516
individual companies participated in CATI interviews.
An econometric analysis was conducted to complement the interviews, survey
and literature review for specific vertical restraints (RPM, MFN) and to study the
cumulative effects of MFN clauses.
The online survey investigated current distribution models, their evolution in the
past 10 years, as well as the specific vertical restraints within the scope of the study
(RPM, selective distribution, exclusive distribution and MFN). In total, 66 companies
and industry associations participated in this survey.
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•

Case studies were conducted to complement the online survey data on the
analysis of distribution models.

The study provides findings that are based on a geographically balanced sample of relevant
stakeholders (NCAs, national courts competent to apply EU competition law,
manufacturers, brand owners, distributors, online platforms, retailers, other relevant
stakeholders that are parties to vertical agreements and consumers). The sample of
stakeholders in this study aimed to complement the set of stakeholders who participated
in the open public consultation, in order to maximise the variety of views on the functioning
of the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines.
Main conclusions on relevance, effectiveness and efficiency of VBER and the Vertical
Guidelines are outlined below.
Relevance
Distribution models evolution over the last 10 years
The past 10 years have seen a rapid expansion in online trade, both on a B2B and B2C
level. Existing distribution models have had to adapt to new market realities. Undertakings
face increased competition from previously non-existent or too remote markets. Consumer
behaviour has also changed accordingly. New business models, including new forms of
distribution, such as booking ,platforms have emerged and have had a substantial impact
in some sectors, such as the hotel industry.
As firms have adapted to the new environment, so has the way in which they use vertical
agreements. Although the types of agreements covered in the VBER and Vertical
Guidelines have not substantially changed in their essence, an increase of online sales
channels puts agreements which include limitations on cross-selling, such as selective and
exclusive distribution, under heightened scrutiny. Increased price transparency (online)
and reduced consumer search costs are often quoted explanations for the increased use
of online sales restrictions. Other types of agreements so far not explicitly covered in the
Guidelines, such as parity clauses, have gained increased importance.
The VBER and the Vertical Guidelines remain relevant in the landscape of vertical
agreements, but they do not sufficiently cover the latest developments, such as online
platforms.
Consumer behaviour when purchasing online
Online channels are becoming increasingly important in the entire purchasing process.
Consumers use them to get their first impulse to buy, obtain information about the desired
product, about alternative sales channels, and to complete their purchase. Moreover,
consumers make parallel and complementary use of various channels and information
sources – online as well as offline – for a single purchase. This usage pattern is most
prominent in the pre-purchase phase. As the most important activities in the pre-purchase
phase are the search for and evaluation of information, consumers actively switch between
different on- and offline channels, sometimes even using them closely intertwined, e.g.
checking for prices or additional information online while being in a store. The extent to
which consumers use online channels, and which online channels they use can vary
greatly. This can depend on various factors, such as socio-demographic factors,
personality, the extent of the consumer's involvement in the purchasing process, and
whether it is a repeat purchase or not. The purchase decision, the selection of the product
and the retail channel, is typically the result of information search and evaluation via those
channels and, thus, depends on the information provided. Overall, consumers value the
wide choice of channels. They also appreciate being able to access one and the same
retailer/supplier via several channels. It should also be noted that the emergence of new
channels, such as social commerce, for example, can also affect consumers' behaviour.
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Effectiveness
Vertical restraints identified by NCAs and national courts during the past 10 years were
most frequently reported in relation to the following types of clauses:
Price restrictions:
•
•
•

minimum or fixed resale price maintenance (RPM)
maximum resale price
recommended resale price

Selective distribution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

internet sales bans
marketplace/platform bans
price comparison tool bans
restrictions on keyword bidding
dual pricing
brick-and-mortar requirement
cross-selling restrictions

Exclusive distribution:
•
•

territorial restraints and prohibition of export
cross-selling restrictions

Most-favoured nation (MFN) or parity clauses:
•
•

wide and narrow price parity clauses
retail and wholesale MFNs

Single branding was another category with a notable number of cases. Other types of
restraints were reported less frequently, with less than 5% of the overall number of cases.
When the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines were adopted, the level of legal certainty they
provided was initially perceived as sufficient by market players. However, with the
developments in e-commerce and increasing importance of marketplaces and online
platforms, there is a perceived need to revisit the current EU legal framework on vertical
agreements, in particular to address the lack of clear definitions and guidelines specifically
tailored to online sales.
Do the exemptions and restrictions set out in the VBER satisfy the conditions of
Article 101(3) TFEU?
Selective distribution
Selective distribution agreements are widespread in a wide range of economic sectors and
a significant share of product categories in cosmetics, sports goods and household
appliances are sold within selective distribution agreements. According to the interviews
performed, stakeholders generally think that selective distribution agreements should
continue to be block-exempted, since they protect the development of additional sales
services and brand value across the value chain, as well as stakeholder investments.
Based on the information collected, it seems that in the vast majority of the NCA-assessed
cases, the undertakings were required to modify certain terms of their selective
distribution agreements or to remove specific clauses, rather than having to cease using
the agreements altogether. The types of restraints reported by the NCAs included internet
sales bans; marketplace/platform bans; price comparison tool bans; restrictions on
keyword bidding; dual pricing; exclusion of online retailers; and cross-selling restrictions.
Some restrictions, such as internet sales bans, marketplace/platform bans and dual
pricing, were more frequent across the Member States and their legal assessment also
differed to some extent between the Member States.
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Most favoured nation clauses
Two separate categories of MFN clauses are distinguished and considered separately:
wholesale MFNs and retail MFNs. The first type is commonly used by suppliers across
several different sectors. This type of vertical agreement is particularly widespread in the
‘mass market’ segment, where competition is highly price-driven, compared to other
segments (e.g. luxury goods) where quality and reputational aspects play an important
role.
From the interview sample, it emerged that the reduction of frequent price negotiations
between manufacturers and suppliers represents one of the main benefits that justify the
block-exemption of MFN clauses. This seems to be particularly true for the mass market
segment (e.g. common household products, soft drinks).
Retail MFN clauses have recently become prevalent in the online world and have been used
by online platforms to bind suppliers into price parity guarantees. In this context, concerns
have been raised by interviewed stakeholders on the application of MFN clauses by online
travel agencies in the hotel industry. The theoretical literature and the competition
authorities that have investigated ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ MFN clauses do not appear to have
reached a consensus on whether narrow MFN clauses raise less competition concerns than
wide MFN clauses. However, as regards this evaluation study, qualitative insights gained
from the stakeholder interviews and the results of the econometric analysis suggest that
narrow MFNs have generated the same anti-competitive effects as wide MFNs in the hotel
sector.
These findings appear to be in line with the observation in the recent report on Competition
policy for the digital era 1 that “if competition between platforms is sufficiently vigorous, it
could be sufficient to forbid wide MFNs while still allowing narrow MFNs. If competition
between platforms is weak, then pressure on the dominant platforms can only come from
other sales channels and it would be appropriate for competition authorities to also prohibit
narrow MFNs.”
However, the same report emphasises that the effects of MFN clauses depend on the
particular characteristics of the market in which they are used, and therefore a case-bycase analysis is necessary. The evidence collected in the study does not support general
conclusions about the effects of narrow as compared with wide MFNs in sectors other than
the hotel sector. Indeed, outside this sector, the study has not found any widespread
evidence that narrow or wide MFN clauses produce anti-competitive effects.
At the same time, a considerable body of decisions by European competition authorities
have found that wide retail MFN clauses can, in certain market conditions, cause
substantial harm to competition.
A total of 20 NCA cases concerning MFN or parity clauses have been tracked in our analysis.
These cases did not involve other vertical restraints in addition to the MFN clauses and did
not include any of the hardcore restrictions listed in the VBER.
Resale price restrictions
According to interviews with stakeholders across the whole value chain, Member States
and industries, the use of RPM has reduced in the past 10 years, because it is a hardcore
restriction and is therefore illegal, unless the parties using it can demonstrate an efficiency
justification. However, the results of the CATI interviews indicate that RPM, including
minimum advertised prices are still used to some extent.
The Vertical Guidelines contain guidance on when RPM can be justified (para. 225).
However, the NCAs cases illustrate how complex it can be to assess the lawful application

European
Commission
(2019).
Competition
policy
for
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf
1
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of RPM. Thus, it can be argued that the Vertical Guidelines lack clarity (and more concrete
examples) for market players to know exactly when RPM can be:
•
•

anti-competitive, and more importantly,
pro-competitive and thus permissible.

There is a wide consensus in the economic literature that the balance between the
competitive harm and efficiencies of RPM should be considered in terms of the specific
market context in which the restraint takes place. Being essentially a mechanism to
prevent price competition at the intra-brand level, RPM can both be used in support of a
range of anti-competitive practices, and a mechanism to strengthen brand-related services
and inter-brand competition. While the balance of for and against arguments in the
literature is difficult to discern, the relatively recent literature is critical of the ‘service
provision’ motivation for RPM, arguing that it relies on a restrictive set of assumptions.
The literature therefore does not provide a clear indication of market contexts where RPM
would almost certainly be pro-competitive.
The debate in the theoretical literature is not settled by the empirical literature. Several
studies find evidence that RPM is associated with higher consumer prices, but they do not
always investigate the impact of RPM on service provision or the valuation of such services
by consumers. Other studies find empirical support to the ‘service provision’ motivation
for RPM.
The study team also undertook an econometric analysis of the impact of RPM on
competition and consumers. This focused on the European book sector and took advantage
of the fact that RPM was actively in place at different points in time in different Member
States over the past 20 years. The empirical results did not indicate any negative effects
for RPM and lent some support to the benefits of RPM supporting some traditional retail
formats in the book sector. The literature review analysed in the study suggests that RPM
can have both pro and anticompetitive effects.
Recommended resale prices are provided by manufacturers to retailers, and they are a
fairly common practice, according to interviewed stakeholders and as also indicated by
CATI interviews. A low number (11) of NCA cases were reported in this category. In most
instances, the complaints were dismissed due to insufficient evidence that did not meet
the applicable standard of proof for the finding of RPM, meaning that the recommended
resale prices did not operate as fixed or minimum prices. In three of these cases, the
assessment on the information asymmetry between a franchisor and its franchisees was
based on the fact that the franchisees were likely to perceive the franchisor’s
recommended and maximum prices as fixed prices.
Maximum resale price restriction is less common than recommended resale prices,
according to the interviews and CATI results. Maximum resale price restriction is used to
keep consumer prices lower, as part of the pricing strategies of manufacturers and to allow
manufacturers’ brand labels to compete with private labels, thus following the logic of the
Vertical Guidelines.
Cumulative effects of vertical restrictions
Cumulative effects refer to situations in which access to a market or competition in the
market is significantly restricted by the cumulative effect of parallel networks of similar
vertical agreements practised by competing suppliers or buyers.
Such effects have been investigated by a small subset of the literature reviewed for this
study. It suggests that cumulative effects of vertical restraints have the potential to cause
significantly more harm to competition and economic efficiency than their isolated use by
individual competitors.
In the context of MFNs, for example, a wide market coverage by MFN clauses can help
stabilise any potential collusive arrangements. In addition, the widespread use of MFN
clauses communicates a general intent to refrain from engaging in price competition
among market participants. Even without collusion, when MFN clauses cover a substantial
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part of the market, they can give rise to significant price rigidity as a result of making
discounts more unlikely with respect to a substantial amount of transactions in the relevant
market.
Efficiency
Without the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines in place, legal costs for undertakings would
be much higher and the legal certainty provided for the assessment of vertical agreements
would be reduced. Therefore, it is fair to conclude that these legal instruments generate
costs, which are in principle proportionate to the benefits they bring to undertakings in the
EU.
A scenario without the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines would be detrimental to
undertakings as they would need to bear much higher costs of legal assistance, which
would be particularly burdensome for SMEs. The absence of the VBER and the Vertical
Guidelines would lead to increased legal and socio-economic costs, resulting in a reduction
of distribution efficiency. The costs for an undertaking would therefore increase if the VBER
and the Vertical Guidelines were not prolonged.
It is not conclusive whether the costs generated by the application of the VBER and the
Vertical Guidelines have increased compared to the previous legislative framework. Some
stakeholders stated that compliance costs under the current VBER are lower, while others
have highlighted that the costs are higher, especially for suppliers, since, contrary to the
previous version, the current version of the VBER requires also the market share of the
buyer to be taken into account, and therefore the scope of the block exemption is narrower.
For this reason, it effectively increases compliance costs for undertakings. Moreover,
according to law firms, the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines do not sufficiently reflect
market changes, especially digital progress, and consequently their relevance and
effectiveness has been gradually decreasing. The representatives of industry and industry
associations indicated that figures regarding costs cannot be easily accessed and assessed.
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Zusammenfassung
Zweck der Evaluation der VGFV
Zweck der Evaluierung ist es, eine Datenbasis zur Funktionsweise der Vertikalen
Gruppenfreistellungsverordnung (VGFV) zu schaffen, die der Europäischen Kommission als
Grundlage für die Entscheidung, die VGFV auslaufen zu lassen, ihre Dauer zu verlängern
oder oder sie zu ändern, dienen soll.
Die Evaluierung untersucht, ob die Ziele der VGFV während des Zeitraums ihrer
Anwendung erreicht wurden (Wirksamkeit) und weiterhin angemessen sind (Relevanz) und
ob die VGFV unter Berücksichtigung der mit ihrer Anwendung verbundenen Kosten und
Vorteile effizient bei der Erreichung ihres Ziels war (Effizienz). Ferner wird geprüft, ob die
VGFV einen Mehrwert auf EU-Ebene bietet (EU-Mehrwert) und ob sie mit anderen
Veröffentlichungen der Kommission, die Leitlinien für die Anwendung von Artikel 101 AEUV
und damit zusammenhängender Rechtsvorschriften enthalten, vereinbar ist (Kohärenz).
Ziel der Studie
Diese Studie ist Teil der Evaluierung der VGFV und der Vertikalen Leitlinien durch die
Europäische Kommission. Hauptziel der Studie ist es, qualitative und quantitative Belege
für die Wirksamkeit, Effizienz und Relevanz der VGFV und der Vertikalen Leitlinien zu
erbringen.
Die Ergebnisse der Studie liefern eine faktenbasierte Grundlage für eine mögliche
Überarbeitung der VGFV und der Vertikalen Leitlinien, indem Bestimmungen identifiziert
und analysiert werden, die möglicherweise nicht mehr auf dem neuesten Stand der
aktuellen Marktentwicklungen und Geschäftspraktiken sind und/oder sich mit anderen
Bestimmungen überschneiden oder zu möglichen Inkonsistenzen führen.
Die Studie konzentriert sich hauptsächlich auf Selektiven Vertrieb, Alleinvertrieb,
Beschränkungen des Weiterverkaufspreises, Meistbegünstigungsklauseln und kumulative
Effekte, wobei zusätzliche damit zusammenhängende vertikale Beschränkungen
berücksichtigt werden, die bei der Durchführung der Studie ermittelt wurden.
Die Untersuchung wurde auf Grundlage verschiedener methodologischer Instrumente
durchgeführt:
•

•

•

Eine Literaturrecherche deckt alle Teile der Studie ab und ist die primäre
Informationsquelle für die Analyse des Onlineverhaltens von Verbauchern,
zusammen mit einer gezielten Verbraucherbefragung, die im Rahmen einer parallel
erstellten Studie durchgeführt wird.
Eine vergleichende Rechtsanalyse, bei der die Konsistenz zwischen den
Entscheidungen der nationalen Wettbewerbsbehörden der 28 EU-Mitgliedstaaten
(“NWB”) sowie den Urteilen nationaler Gerichte aus verschiedenen Mitgliedstaaten
bei der Auslegung der geltenden Vorschriften bewertet und Elemente dieser
Entscheidungen und Urteile identifiziert wurden, die derzeit nicht in der VGFV
und/oder den Vertikalen Leitlinien behandelt werden. Insgesamt analysierte die
Studie 391 Fälle zu vertikalen Beschränkungen, die von den nationalen
Wettbewerbsbehörden gemeldet wurden.
Interviews mit Interessengruppen und CATI-Interviews (computergestützte
Telefoninterviews) decken die Teile der Studie ab, die sich mit den spezifischen
vertikalen Beschränkungen im Rahmen dieser Studie befassen (Beschränkungen
des
Weiterverkaufspreises,
selektiver
Vertrieb,
Alleinvertrieb
und
Meistbegünstigung), sowie kumulative Effekte dieser Beschränkungen. Weitere
Interviews wurden durchgeführt, um die Kosten der VGFV und der Vertikalen
Leitlinien sowie deren Effizienz zu untersuchen. Insgesamt nahmen 107
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•

•

•

Unternehmen und Branchenverbände an Interviews und 516 Unternehmen an CATIInterviews teil.
Eine ökonometrische Analyse wurde zur Ergänzung der Interviews, der Umfrage
und
der
Literaturrecherche
für
spezifische
vertikale
Beschränkungen
(Beschränkungen des Weiterverkaufspreises, Meistbegünstigung) und zur
Untersuchung
der
kumulativen
Effekte
von
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
durchgeführt.
Eine Online-Umfrage untersuchte die aktuellen Vertriebsmodelle, ihre Entwicklung
in den letzten 10 Jahren sowie die spezifischen vertikalen Beschränkungen im
Rahmen der Studie (Beschränkungen des Weiterverkaufspreises, selektiver
Vertrieb, Alleinvertrieb und Meistbegünstigung). Insgesamt nahmen 66
Unternehmen und Branchenverbände an dieser Umfrage teil.
Fallstudien wurden durchgeführt, um die Daten der Online-Umfrage zur Analyse
von Vertriebsmodellen zu ergänzen.

Die Studie liefert Ergebnisse, die auf einer geografisch ausgewogenen Stichprobe
relevanter Interessengruppen basieren (nationale Wettbewerbsbehörden; nationale
Gerichte, die für die Anwendung des EU-Wettbewerbsrechts zuständig sind; Hersteller;
Markeninhaber; Vertriebshändler; Onlineplattformen; Einzelhändler; andere relevante
Interessengruppen, die an vertikalen Vereinbarungen beteiligt sind; und Verbraucher). Die
Stichprobe der Interessengruppen in dieser Studie zielte darauf ab, die Gruppe der
Interessenvertreter, die an der offenen öffentlichen Konsultation teilgenommen haben, zu
ergänzen, um die Vielfalt der Ansichten über die Funktionsweise der VGFV und der
Vertikalen Leitlinien zu maximieren.
Im Folgenden werden die wichtigsten Schlussfolgerungen zur Relevanz, Wirksamkeit und
Effizienz der VGFV und der Vertikalen Leitlinien dargelegt.
Relevanz
Entwicklung der Vertriebsmodelle in den letzten 10 Jahren
In den letzten 10 Jahren hat sich der Onlinehandel sowohl zwischen Unternehmen
untereinander als auch zwischen Unternehmen und Endkunden rasch ausgeweitet.
Bestehende Vertriebsmodelle mussten sich an neue Marktrealitäten anpassen. Die
Unternehmen sehen sich verstärkter Konkurrenz zuvor nicht existierender oder zu weit
entfernter Märkte ausgesetzt. Auch das Verhalten der Verbraucher hat sich entsprechend
verändert. Neue Geschäftsmodelle, einschließlich neuer Vertriebsformen, wie zum Beispiel
Buchungsplattformen, sind entstanden und hatten in einigen Sektoren, wie zum Beispiel
der Hotelindustrie, erhebliche Auswirkungen.
In dem Maße, wie sich die Unternehmen an das neue Umfeld angepasst haben, hat sich
auch die Art und Weise verändert, in der sie vertikale Vereinbarungen nutzen. Obwohl sich
die Arten von Vereinbarungen, die in der VGFV und den Vertikalen Leitlinien erwähnt
werden, in ihrem Wesen nicht wesentlich verändert haben, lenkt die Zunahme von
Onlinevertriebskanälen die Aufmerksamkeit auf Vereinbarungen, die Beschränkungen des
Cross-Sellings, wie selektiver Vertrieb und Alleinvertrieb, beinhalten. Erhöhte
Preistransparenz (online) und geringere Suchkosten für Verbraucher werden häufig als
Erklärung für die verstärkte Nutzung von Onlineverkaufsbeschränkungen angeführt.
Andere Arten von Vereinbarungen, die bisher nicht ausdrücklich in den Leitlinien behandelt
wurden, wie zum Beispiel Paritätsklauseln, haben zunehmend an Bedeutung gewonnen.
Die VGFV und die Vertikalen Leitlinien sind für vertikale Vereinbarungen nach wie vor
relevant, aber sie decken die neuesten Entwicklungen, wie zum Beispiel Onlineplattformen,
nicht ausreichend ab.
Verbraucherverhalten beim Onlinekauf
Onlinekanäle werden für den gesamten Einkaufsprozess immer wichtiger. Verbraucher
nutzen sie, um einen ersten Kaufimpuls zu erhalten, sich über das gewünschte Produkt
oder über alternative Vertriebskanäle zu informieren und den Kauf abzuschließen. Darüber
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hinaus nutzen Verbraucher parallel und komplementär verschiedene Kanäle und
Informationsquellen – sowohl online als auch offline – für einen einzigen Kauf. Dieses
Nutzungsmuster tritt vor allem in der Vorkaufsphase hervor. Da die wichtigsten Aktivitäten
in der Vorkaufsphase die Suche nach und die Auswertung von Informationen sind,
wechseln die Verbraucher aktiv zwischen verschiedenen On- und Offlinekanälen und
nutzen diese manchmal sogar eng miteinander verflochten, zum Beispiel wenn sie online
nach Preisen oder zusätzlichen Informationen suchen, während sie sich in einem Geschäft
befinden. Inwieweit und welche Onlinekanäle Verbraucher nutzen, kann sehr
unterschiedlich sein. Dies kann von verschiedenen Faktoren abhängen, zum Beispiel von
soziodemographischen Faktoren, der Persönlichkeit, die Bedeutung des Kaufs für den
Verbraucher und davon, ob es sich um einen Wiederholungskauf handelt oder nicht. Die
Kaufentscheidung, das heißt die Auswahl des Produkts und des Vertriebskanals, ist in der
Regel das Ergebnis der Informationssuche und -bewertung über die genannten Kanäle und
hängt somit von den bereitgestellten Informationen ab. Insgesamt schätzen die
Verbraucher die große Auswahl an Kanälen sowie die Möglichkeit, über mehrere Kanäle
auf ein und denselben Einzelhändler/Lieferanten zugreifen zu können. Zu beachten ist
auch, dass das Aufkommen neuer Kanäle, wie zum Beispiel des Social Commerce,
ebenfalls das Verhalten der Verbraucher beeinflussen kann.
Wirksamkeit
Vertikale Beschränkungen, die von den nationalen Wettbewerbsbehörden und nationalen
Gerichten in den letzten 10 Jahren festgestellt wurden, wurden am häufigsten im
Zusammenhang mit den folgenden Arten von Klauseln gemeldet:
Preisbeschränkungen
•
•
•

Mindest- oder Festpreisbindung beim Weiterverkauf
maximaler Weiterverkaufspreis
unverbindliche Preisempfehlung

Selektiver Vertrieb
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verbot des Verkaufs über das Internet
Verbot der Nutzung von Onlinemarktplätzen/-plattformen
Verbot von Preisvergleichsinstrumenten
Beschränkungen des Keyword-Bidding
doppelte Preisauszeichnung
Voraussetzung des Verkaufs im stationären Handel
Beschränkungen des Cross-Selling

Alleinvertrieb
•
•

Gebietsbeschränkungen und Ausfuhrverbot
Beschränkungen des Cross-Selling

Meistbegünstigungsklauseln oder Paritätsklauseln
•
•

weite und enge Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln für den Einzel- und für den Großhandel

Eine weitere Kategorie mit einer hohen Anzahl von Fällen war der Markenzwang. Andere
Arten von Beschränkungen wurden hingegen weniger häufig gemeldet, mit weniger als
5 % der Gesamtzahl aller Fälle.
Zum Zeitpunkt der Verabschiedung der VGFV und der Vertikalen Leitlinien wurde die
dadurch geschaffene Rechtssicherheit von den Marktteilnehmern zunächst als ausreichend
empfunden. Angesichts der Entwicklungen im Onlinehandel und der zunehmenden
Bedeutung von Onlinemarktplätzen und -plattformen wird es jedoch als notwendig
erachtet, den derzeitigen EU-Rechtsrahmen für vertikale Vereinbarungen zu überarbeiten,
um insbesondere den Mangel an klaren Definitionen und Leitlinien, die speziell auf
Onlineverkäufe zugeschnitten sind, zu beheben.
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Erfüllen die in der VGFV festgelegten Ausnahmen und Beschränkungen die
Voraussetzungen von Artikel 101 Absatz 3 AEUV?
Selektiver Vertrieb
Selektive Vertriebsvereinbarungen sind in einer Vielzahl von Wirtschaftssektoren weit
verbreitet, und ein erheblicher Anteil der Produktkategorien in den Bereichen Kosmetika,
Sportartikel und Haushaltsgeräte wird im Rahmen von selektiven Vertriebsvereinbarungen
verkauft. Den durchgeführten Interviews zufolge herrscht allgemein die Ansicht, dass
selektive Vertriebsvereinbarungen weiterhin unter die Gruppenfreistellung fallen sollten,
da sie die Entwicklung zusätzlicher Verkaufsdienstleistungen und den Markenwert über die
gesamte Wertschöpfungskette und damit allgemein die Investitionen der an der
Vereinbarung Beteiligten schützen.
Aus den Daten geht hervor, dass in der überwiegenden Mehrheit der von den NWB
untersuchten Fälle die Unternehmen in der Lage waren, bestimmte Bedingungen ihrer
selektiven Vertriebsvereinbarungen zu ändern oder bestimmte Klauseln zu streichen,
anstatt die Vereinbarungen ganz aufgeben zu müssen. Zu den Arten von Beschränkungen,
die von den nationalen Wettbewerbsbehörden gemeldet wurden, gehörten
Onlineverkaufsverbote,
Onlinemarktplatz-/-plattformverbote,
Verbote
von
Preisvergleichsinstrumenten,
Beschränkungen
des
Keyword
Bidding,
doppelte
Preisauszeichnung, Ausschluss von Onlineeinzelhändlern und Beschränkungen des CrossSelling.
Einige
Beschränkungen
wie
Onlineverkaufsverbote,
Onlinemarktplatz/-plattformverbote und die doppelte Preisauszeichnung waren in den Mitgliedstaaten
häufiger anzutreffen, und ihre rechtliche Beurteilung durch die NWB unterschied sich in
gewissem Maße zwischen den Mitgliedstaaten.
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
Es werden zwei Kategorien von Meistbegünstigungsklauseln unterschieden und getrennt
voneinander betrachtet: Meistbegünstigungsklauseln für den Großhandel und
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln für den Einzelhandel. Die erste Art wird häufig von Lieferanten
aus verschiedenen Sektoren verwendet. Diese Art vertikaler Vereinbarungen ist besonders
im Segment des “Massenmarktes” weit verbreitet, wo der Wettbewerb stark preisgetrieben
ist, im Vergleich zu anderen Marktsegmenten (zum Beispiel Luxusgüter), in denen
Qualitäts- und Reputationsaspekte eine wichtige Rolle spielen.
Aus den Interviews ging hervor, dass die Verringerung häufiger Preisverhandlungen
zwischen Herstellern und Zulieferern einen der Hauptvorteile darstellt, die die
Gruppenfreistellung von Meistbegünstigungsklauseln rechtfertigen. Dies scheint
insbesondere für das Massenmarktsegment (zum Beispiel Haushaltsprodukte oder
Erfrischungsgetränke) zu gelten.
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln für den Einzelhandel haben sich in letzter Zeit im
Onlinehandel durchgesetzt und werden von Onlineplattformen genutzt, um Lieferanten an
Preisparitätsgarantien zu binden. In diesem Zusammenhang wurden von den befragten
Interessengruppen Bedenken hinsichtlich der Anwendung von Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
durch Onlinereisebüros in der Hotelbranche geäußert. In der Literatur und durch die
nationalen Wettbewerbsbehörden werden “weite” und “enge” Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
unterschieden; allerdings besteht keine Einigkeit über die Frage, ob enge
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln weniger Wettbewerbsbedenken aufwerfen als weite
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln.
Die
qualitativen
Ergebnisse
der
Interviews
mit
Interessengruppen und die Ergebnisse der ökonometrischen Analyse deuten jedoch darauf
hin, dass enge Meistbegünstigungsklauseln im Hotelsektor dieselben wettbewerbswidrigen
Auswirkungen haben wie weite Meistbegünstigungsklauseln.
Diese Ergebnisse stehen im Einklang mit dem jüngsten Bericht über die Wettbewerbspolitik
für das digitale Zeitalter 2, nämlich dass es ausreichen könnte, sowohl weite als auch enge
Europäische
Kommission
(2019).
Competition
policy
for
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf
2
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Meistbegünstigungsklauseln zuzulassen, solange der Wettbewerb zwischen den
Onlineplattformen ausreichend stark ist. Wenn der Wettbewerb zwischen den Plattformen
schwach ist, kann der Druck auf die marktbeherrschenden Plattformen nur von anderen
Verkaufskanälen
ausgehen,
und
es
wäre
daher
angebracht,
dass
die
Wettbewerbsbehörden enge Meistbegünstigungsklauseln verbieten.
Der Bericht betont jedoch auch, dass die Auswirkungen von Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
von den besonderen Eigenschaften des Marktes abhängen, auf dem sie verwendet werden,
weshalb stets eine Einzelfallanalyse erforderlich ist. Die in dieser Studie gesammelten
Daten unterstützen keine allgemeinen Schlussfolgerungen über die Auswirkungen enger
im Vergleich zu weiten Meistbegünstigungsklauseln in anderen Sektoren als dem
Hotelsektor. Tatsächlich hat diese Studie außerhalb dieses Sektors keine substanziellen
Belege dafür gefunden, dass enge oder weite Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
wettbewerbswidrige Auswirkungen haben.
Gleichzeitig hat ein beträchtlicher Teil der Entscheidungen der europäischen
Wettbewerbsbehörden
festgestellt,
dass
weite
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln
im
Einzelhandel unter bestimmten Marktbedingungen den Wettbewerb erheblich
beeinträchtigen können.
Insgesamt 20 NWB-Fälle, die Meistbegünstigungs- oder Paritätsklauseln betreffen, wurden
in
dieser
Studie
berücksichtigt.
Diese
Fälle
betrafen
neben
den
Meistbegünstigungsklauseln keine weiteren vertikalen Beschränkungen und beinhalteten
keine der in der VGFV aufgeführten Kernbeschränkungen.
Beschränkungen des Weiterverkaufspreises
Die Befragungen von Interessengruppen der gesamten Wertschöpfungskette, der
Mitgliedstaaten und der Industrie haben ergeben, dass die Anwendung von
Preiserhaltungen in den letzten 10 Jahren zurückgegangen ist, da es sich um eine
Kernbeschränkung handelt und sie daher illegal ist (es sei denn, die Parteien, die sie
anwenden, können Effizienzsteigerungen nachweisen). Die Ergebnisse der CATIInterviews deuten jedoch darauf hin, dass Preiserhaltung, einschließlich beworbene
Mindestpreise zu einem gewissen Grad nach wie vor verwendet werden.
Die Vertikalen Richtlinien enthalten Hinweise darauf, wann die Verwendung von
Preiserhaltungen gerechtfertigt sein kann (Absatz 225). Die Fälle der nationalen
Wettbewerbsbehörden veranschaulichen jedoch, wie komplex es sein kann, die
rechtmäßige Anwendung von Preiserhaltungen zu beurteilen. So kann argumentiert
werden, dass es den Vertikalen Richtlinien an Klarheit (und konkreteren Beispielen)
mangelt, damit die Marktteilnehmer genau wissen, wann eine Preiserhaltung:
•
•

wettbewerbswidrig sein kann, oder, noch wichtiger,
wettbewerbsfördernd und damit zulässig sein kann.

In der Literatur besteht breiter Konsens darüber, dass das Gleichgewicht zwischen der
Verzerrung des Wettbewerbs und den Effizienzvorteilen einer Preisbindung im Hinblick auf
den spezifischen Marktkontext, in dem die Beschränkung stattfindet, betrachtet werden
sollte. Da es sich im Wesentlichen um einen Mechanismus zur Verhinderung des
Preiswettbewerbs auf markeninterner Ebene handelt, kann eine Preisbindung sowohl zur
Unterstützung einer Reihe von wettbewerbswidrigen Praktiken als auch zur Stärkung
markenbezogener Dienstleistungen und des Wettbewerbs zwischen den Marken eingesetzt
werden. Während in der Literatur ein ausgewogenes Verhältnis zwischen Für und Wider
von Argumenten grundsätzlich schwer zu erkennen ist, wird in neueren Veröffenlichungen
die Motivation der “Dienstleistungserbringung” für eine Preisbindung zunehmend kritisch
betrachtet und argumentiert, dass sich diese auf eine Reihe restriktiver Annahmen stütze.
Die Literatur liefert daher keine klaren Hinweise auf Marktkontexte, in denen eine
Mindestpreisbindung mit ziemlicher Sicherheit wettbewerbsfördernd wäre.
Die Debatte in der Literatur wird nicht durch Verweise auf empirisches Wissen beigelegt.
Mehrere Studien zeigen zwar, dass eine Preisbindung mit höheren Verbraucherpreisen
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verbunden ist, aber sie untersuchen nicht immer die Auswirkungen einer Preisbindung auf
die Erbringung von Dienstleistungen oder die Bewertung solcher Dienstleistungen durch
die Verbraucher. Andere Studien bringen wiederum empirische Belege für die Motivation
der “Dienstleistungserbringung” für eine Preisbindung.
Teil dieser Studie war deshalb eine ökonometrische Analyse der Auswirkungen von
Preisbindung auf Wettbewerb und Verbraucher. Diese konzentrierte sich auf den
europäischen Buchhandelssektor und machte sich die Tatsache zunutze, dass dort die
Preisbindung zu verschiedenen Zeitpunkten in verschiedenen Mitgliedstaaten in den
letzten 20 Jahren aktiv praktiziert wurde. Die empirischen Ergebnisse zeigten keine
negativen Auswirkungen der Preisbindung, sondern zu einem gewissen Grad die Vorteile
der Preisbindung, wie sie in einigen traditionelle Einzelhandelsformaten im Buchsektor
angewendet werden. Die analysierte Literatur legt nahe, dass eine Mindestpreisbindung
sowohl wettbewerbsfördernde als auch wettbewerbswidrige Auswirkungen haben kann.
Unverbindliche Preisempfehlungen werden Einzelhändlern von den Herstellern mitgeteilt,
und sie sind laut den Interviews und CATI-Interviews verbreitete Praxis. Von den NWB
wurde hingegen nur eine geringe Anzahl (11) an Fällen in dieser Kategorie gemeldet. In
den meisten Fällen wurden die Beschwerden aufgrund unzureichender, das heißt nicht den
geltenden Beweisstandards für die Feststellung einer Preisbindung entsprechender
Beweise abgewiesen, was wiederum bedeutet, dass die empfohlenen Weiterverkaufspreise
nicht als Fest- oder Mindestpreise galten. In drei dieser Fälle beruhte die Beurteilung der
Informationsasymmetrie zwischen einem Franchisegeber und seinen Franchisenehmern
auf der Tatsache, dass die Franchisenehmer die empfohlenen und maximalen Preise des
Franchisegebers wahrscheinlich als Festpreise wahrnahmen.
Den Interviews und CATI-Interviews zufolge sind Beschränkungen des maximalen
Weiterverkaufspreises weniger verbreitet als unverbindliche Preisempfehlungen.
Beschränkungen
des
maximalen
Weiterverkaufspreises
dienen
dazu,
die
Verbraucherpreise als Teil der Preisstrategien der Hersteller niedrig zu halten und es den
Marken der Hersteller zu ermöglichen, mit Handelsmarken zu konkurrieren. Damit folgen
sie der Logik der Vertikalen Richtlinien.
Kumulative Effekte von vertikalen Beschränkungen
Kumulative Effekte beziehen sich auf Situationen, in denen der Zugang zu einem Markt
oder der Wettbewerb auf dem Markt durch die kumulative Wirkung paralleler Netze
ähnlicher vertikaler Vereinbarungen, die von konkurrierenden Anbietern oder Käufern
eingegangen werden, erheblich eingeschränkt wird.
Solche Effekte wurden ebenfalls in der für diese Studie analysierten Literatur untersucht.
Demnach liegt es nahe, dass kumulative Effekte vertikaler Beschränkungen das Potenzial
haben, dem Wettbewerb und der wirtschaftlichen Effizienz erheblich mehr Schaden
zuzufügen als deren isolierte Anwendung durch einzelne Wettbewerber.
Eine breite Marktabdeckung durch Meistbegünstigungsklauseln kann beispielsweise dazu
beitragen, mögliche geheime Absprachen zu stabilisieren. Darüber hinaus vermittelt die
weit verbreitete Verwendung von Meistbegünstigungsklauseln die allgemeine Absicht, von
einem Preiswettbewerb zwischen den Marktteilnehmern abzusehen. Selbst ohne Kollusion
können Meistbegünstigungsklauseln, wenn sie einen wesentlichen Teil des Marktes
abdecken, zu einer erheblichen Preisstarrheit führen, da sie Preisnachlässe in Bezug auf
eine beträchtliche Anzahl von Geschäften auf dem relevanten Markt unwahrscheinlicher
machen.
Effizienz
Ohne die VGFV und die Vertikalen Leitlinien wären die Rechtskosten für Unternehmen viel
höher, und die Rechtssicherheit bei der Beurteilung vertikaler Vereinbarungen würde sich
verringern. Daher ist die Schlussfolgerung gerechtfertigt, dass diese Rechtsinstrumente
Kosten verursachen, die grundsätzlich in einem angemessenen Verhältnis zu dem Nutzen
stehen, den sie den Unternehmen in der EU bringen.
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Ein Szenario ohne die VGFV und die Vertikalen Leitlinien wäre für Unternehmen nachteilig,
da sie viel höhere Kosten für Rechtsbeistand tragen müssten, was insbesondere für KMU
belastend wäre. Das Fehlen der VGFV und der Vertikalen Leitlinien würde zu höheren
rechtlichen und sozioökonomischen Kosten führen, was eine Verringerung der
Vertriebseffizienz zur Folge hätte. Die Kosten für Unternehmen würden sich daher erhöhen,
wenn die VGFV und die Vertikalen Leitlinien nicht verlängert würden.
Es ist nicht eindeutig, ob die durch die Anwendung der VGFV und der Vertikalen Leitlinien
verursachten Kosten im Vergleich zum früheren Rechtsrahmen gestiegen sind. Einige der
Befragten gaben an, dass die Kosten für die Einhaltung der aktuellen VGFV niedriger sind,
während andere darauf hinwiesen, dass die Kosten insbesondere für Zulieferer höher sind,
da im Gegensatz zur vorherigen Fassung der VGFV in der aktuellen Fassung der VGFV auch
der Marktanteil des Käufers berücksichtigt werden muss und der Anwendungsbereich der
Gruppenfreistellung daher enger gefasst ist. Aus diesem Grund ergeben sich effektiv
Kosten für die Unternehmen. Nach Ansicht von Anwaltskanzleien spiegeln die VGFV und
die Vertikalen Leitlinien zudem die Marktveränderungen, insbesondere den digitalen
Fortschritt, nicht ausreichend wider, so dass ihre Relevanz und Wirksamkeit allmählich
abgenommen hat. Vertreter der Industrie und der Industrieverbände wiesen darauf hin,
dass Zahlen zu den Kosten nicht ohne Weiteres zugänglich und bewertbar sind.
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Résumé analytique
Le but de l'évaluation du VBER
Le but de l’étude d’évaluation est de recueillir des éléments de preuve sur le
fonctionnement du VBER, ainsi que sur les Lignes Directrices applicables aux accords
verticaux, qui serviront de base à la Commission pour décider s’il serait plus approprié de
laisser expirer le VBER, de prolonger sa durée, ou de le réviser.
L'étude d’évaluation examine si les objectifs du VBER ont été atteints pendant la période
de son application (efficacité), ainsi que si ces buts continuent d'être appropriés
(pertinence), et si le VBER, compte tenu des coûts et des avantages liés à son application,
a été efficace dans la réalisation de son objectif fondamental (efficacité). L’analyse
examine également si le VBER fournit une valeur ajoutée européenne (valeur ajoutée
européenne) et s’il est compatible avec d'autres instruments législatifs de la Commission,
en fournissant des orientations sur l'application de l'article 101 du Traité et de la législation
connexe (cohérence).
L'objectif de l'étude
Cette étude fait partie de l'évaluation de la Commission concernant le VBER et ses Lignes
Directrices applicables aux accords verticaux et son objectif principal est de fournir des
preuves qualitatives et quantitatives sur l'efficacité, l'efficience et la pertinence du VBER
et des Lignes Directrices.
Les résultats de l'étude fournissent des bases factuelles pour une éventuelle révision du
VBER et des Lignes Directrices applicables aux accords verticaux, grâce à l'identification
et l'analyse des dispositions qui pourraient ne plus être à jour avec les derniers
développements du marché et des pratiques commerciales, et/ou qui pourraient empiéter
sur d'autres dispositions, ou donner lieu à d'éventuelles incohérences.
L'étude se concentre principalement sur la distribution sélective, la distribution exclusive,
les restrictions sur les prix de revente, les clauses du client le plus favorisé (MFNs) et sur
leurs effets cumulatifs, tout en tenant compte des restrictions verticales supplémentaires
identifiées dans le processus de réalisation de l'étude.
La recherche a été menée avec plusieurs outils méthodologiques :
•

•

•

La revue de la littérature couvre toutes les tâches de l'étude et c'est la principale
source d'information pour la tâche concernant le comportement des consommateurs
en ligne, ainsi que pour l’enquête ciblée auprès des consommateurs réalisée dans
le cadre d'une étude parallèle.
L’analyse juridique comparative, qui a évalué la cohérence entre les décisions
des autorités nationales de concurrence des 28 États membres de l'UE («ANC») et
les jugements des tribunaux nationaux de différents États membres dans
l'interprétation des règles actuelles. Également, l’analyse juridique a identifié les
éléments de ces décisions et des arrêts qui ne sont actuellement pas traités dans le
VBER et/ou dans les Lignes Directrices applicables aux accords verticaux. Dans
l’ensemble, l'étude a analysé 391 cas individuels concernant les restrictions
verticales signalées par les ANC.
Les entretiens approfondis avec les parties prenantes et les entretiens CATI
(entretiens téléphoniques assistés par ordinateur) couvrent les tâches relatives aux
restrictions verticales spécifiques dans le cadre de cette étude (c’est-à-dire les
restrictions des prix de revente, la distribution sélective, la distribution exclusive et
les MFNs), ainsi que les effets cumulatifs de ces restrictions. D'autres entretiens
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•

•

•

approfondis ciblés ont été menés pour examiner les coûts du VBER et des Lignes
Directrices, ainsi que leur efficacité. Au total, 107 entreprises et associations
industrielles ont participé aux entretiens approfondis et 516 entreprises ont participé
aux entretiens CATI.
Une analyse économétrique a été réalisée pour compléter les entretiens,
l'enquête et la revue de la littérature concernant des restrictions verticales en
particulier (RPM, MFNs) et pour étudier les effets cumulatifs des clauses de parité
(MFNs).
L'enquête en ligne a examiné les modèles de distribution actuels, leur évolution
au cours des 10 dernières années, ainsi que les restrictions verticales dans le cadre
de l'étude en question (notamment, RPM, distribution sélective, distribution
exclusive et MFNs). Au total, 66 entreprises et associations industrielles ont participé
à cette enquête.
Les études de cas ont été menées pour compléter les données du sondage en
ligne concernant l'analyse des modèles de distribution.

L'étude fournit des résultats basés sur un échantillon géographiquement équilibré de
parties prenantes concernées (ANC, tribunaux nationaux chargés d’appliquer le droit de la
concurrence de l'UE, fabricants, propriétaires de marques, distributeurs, plateformes en
ligne, détaillants, d’autres parties prenantes pertinentes qui sont parties à des accords
verticaux et les consommateurs). L’échantillon des parties prenantes de cette étude a été
sélectionné pour compléter l'ensemble des parties prenantes qui ont participé à la
consultation publique, afin de maximiser la diversité des points de vue sur le
fonctionnement du VBER et des Lignes Directrices applicables aux accords verticaux.
Les principales conclusions sur la pertinence, l'efficacité et l'efficience du VBER et des
Lignes Directrices sont présentées ci-dessous.
Pertinence
Évolution des modèles de distribution au cours des dix dernières années
Les dix dernières années ont vu une expansion rapide du commerce en ligne, tant au
niveau B2B que B2C. Les modèles de distribution existants ont dû s'adapter aux nouvelles
réalités du marché. Les entreprises sont confrontées à une concurrence accrue qui provient
de marchés qui étaient auparavant inexistants ou géographiquement trop éloignés. Le
comportement des consommateurs a également changé en conséquence. De nouveaux
modèles commerciaux, y compris de nouvelles formes de distribution, telles que les
plateformes de réservation en ligne, sont apparus et ont eu un impact substantiel dans
certains secteurs, tels que l'hôtellerie.
Comme les entreprises se sont adaptées au nouvel environnement commercial, il en va de
même pour la manière dont elles utilisent les accords verticaux. Bien que les types
d'accords couverts par le VBER et les Lignes Directrices n'aient pas radicalement changé
dans leur essence, une augmentation des canaux de vente en ligne place les accords qui
incluent des limitations sur la vente croisée, telle que la distribution sélective et exclusive,
sous une surveillance accrue. La transparence accrue des prix (en ligne) et la réduction
des coûts de recherche des consommateurs sont souvent citées parmi les raisons pour
lesquelles l'utilisation des restrictions à la vente en ligne a augmenté. Jusqu'à présent,
d'autres types d'accords non explicitement couverts par les Lignes Directrices, comme les
clauses de parité, ont gagné en importance.
Le VBER et les Lignes Directrices restent, donc, pertinents dans le contexte des accords
verticaux, mais ils ne couvrent pas suffisamment les derniers développements du marché,
tels que celui des plateformes en ligne.
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Comportement d’achat du consommateur en ligne
Les canaux en ligne deviennent de plus en plus importants dans l'ensemble du processus
d'achat. Les consommateurs les utilisent pour obtenir une première impulsion d'achat,
obtenir des informations sur le produit souhaité, sur les canaux de vente alternatifs, ainsi
que pour finaliser leur achat. De plus, les consommateurs utilisent en parallèle et en
complément différents canaux et sources d'information - en ligne comme hors ligne – lors
d’un achat. Ce modèle d'utilisation est plus important dans la phase de pré-achat. Comme
les activités les plus importantes de la phase de pré-achat sont la recherche et l'évaluation
des informations, les consommateurs basculent activement entre les différents canaux en
ligne et hors ligne, parfois même en les utilisant en parallèle, par exemple en vérifiant les
prix ou des informations supplémentaires en ligne tout en étant dans un magasin. La
mesure dans laquelle les consommateurs utilisent les canaux en ligne et les types de
canaux en ligne qu'ils utilisent peuvent varier considérablement. Cela peut dépendre de
divers facteurs, tels que les facteurs sociodémographiques, la personnalité, le degré
d'engagement du consommateur dans le processus d'achat et s'il s'agit d'un achat répété
ou non. La décision d'achat, la sélection du produit et du canal de vente au détail, sont
généralement les résultats d'une recherche et d'une évaluation d'informations via ces
canaux et, par conséquent, ils dépendent des informations fournies. Dans l'ensemble, les
consommateurs apprécient le large choix offert par les canaux. Ils apprécient également
de pouvoir accéder à un même détaillant/fournisseur via plusieurs canaux. Il faut
également relever que l'émergence de nouveaux canaux, comme par exemple celui du
commerce social, peut également affecter le comportement des consommateurs.
Efficacité
Les restrictions verticales identifiées par les ANC et les tribunaux nationaux au cours des
dix dernières années ont été les plus souvent signalées en rapport avec les types de
clauses suivantes :
•

Restrictions de prix:
•
•
•

•

Distribution selective:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

interdictions de vente en ligne
interdictions de vente sur les “marketplaces”/plateformes en ligne
interdictions d’utilisation des comparateurs de prix
restrictions sur les enchères de mots clés
régimes de double prix
exigence de magasin(s) physique(s)
restrictions de vente croisée

Distribution exclusive:
•
•

•

fixation de prix minimum imposé (RPM)
prix maximum imposé
prix conseillés

restrictions territoriales et interdictions d'exportation
restrictions de vente croisée

Clause de parité, ou du client le plus favorisé (MFNs):
•
•

clauses de parité liées aux prix “vastes” (wide) et “limitées” (narrow)
MFNs au niveau du commerce de détail et de gros.
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Le monomarquisme est une autre catégorie qui a été rencontré dans de nombreux cas.
D'autres types de restrictions ont été signalés moins fréquemment et concernent moins
de 5% du nombre total de cas.
Lorsque le VBER et les Lignes Directrices ont été adoptés, le niveau de sécurité juridique
qu'ils procuraient était initialement perçu comme suffisant par les acteurs du marché.
Cependant, avec les développements du commerce électronique et l'importance croissante
des “marketplaces” et des plateformes en ligne, la perception du besoin de revoir le cadre
juridique actuel de l'UE concernant les accords verticaux a augmenté, en particulier pour
remédier au manque de définitions claires et au manque de Lignes Directrices
spécifiquement dédiées aux ventes en ligne.
Les exemptions et les restrictions énoncées dans le VBER satisfont-elles les
conditions de l'article 101(3) du TFUE?
Distribution sélective
Les accords de distribution sélective sont répandus dans un large éventail de secteurs
économiques et une part importante des catégories de produits dans la cosmétique,
l’équipement sportif et les appareils électroménagers est vendue dans le cadre d'accords
de distribution sélective. Selon les entretiens réalisés, les parties prenantes pensent
généralement que les accords de distribution sélective devraient continuer de bénéficier
de l’exemption par catégorie, car ces accords protègent le développement de services de
vente supplémentaires et la valeur de la marque tout au long de la chaîne de valeur, ainsi
que les investissements des parties prenantes.
Sur la base des informations collectées, il semble que dans la grande majorité des cas
évalués par les ANC, les entreprises ont dû modifier certaines conditions de leurs accords
de distribution sélective ou supprimer des clauses spécifiques, plutôt que cesser
complètement d'utiliser les accords. Les types de restrictions signalés par les ANC
comprenaient les interdictions de vente en ligne; les interdictions de vente sur les
“marketplaces”/plateformes en ligne; les interdictions d’utilisation des comparateurs de
prix; les restrictions sur les enchères de mots clés; les régimes de double prix; l’exclusion
des détaillants en ligne; et les restrictions de vente croisée. Certaines restrictions, telles
que les interdictions de vente en ligne, les interdictions de vente sur les
“marketplaces”/plateformes en ligne et le double prix, étaient plus fréquentes dans les
États membres et leur évaluation juridique différait également dans une certaine mesure
entre les États membres.
Clauses de parité (MFNs)
Deux catégories de clauses de parité (MFNs) sont distinguées et examinées séparément:
les MFNs au niveau du commerce de gros et les MFNs au niveau du commerce de détail.
Le premier type est couramment utilisé par les fournisseurs dans plusieurs secteurs
différents. Ce type d’accord vertical est particulièrement répandu dans le segment du
«marché de masse», où la concurrence est fortement axée sur les prix, par rapport à
d’autres segments (par exemple, les segment de luxe) où la qualité et les aspects de
réputation jouent un rôle crucial.
De l'échantillon des entrevues, il est ressorti que la réduction des négociations de prix
entre fabricants et fournisseurs représente l'un des principaux avantages qui justifient
l'exemption par catégorie des clauses de parité. Cela semble être particulièrement vrai
pour le segment du marché de masse (par exemple, pour les produits ménagers et les
boissons gazeuses).
Les clauses de parité au niveau du commerce de détail sont récemment devenues
répandues dans le marché en ligne et ont été utilisées par les plateformes en ligne pour
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lier les fournisseurs aux garanties de parité des prix. Dans ce contexte, des préoccupations
ont été exprimées par les parties prenantes interrogées sur l'application des clauses MFNs
par les agences de voyages en ligne dans l'industrie hôtelière. La littérature théorique et
les autorités de la concurrence qui ont étudié les clauses MFNs «vastes» et «limitées» ne
semblent pas être parvenues à un consensus sur la question de savoir si les clauses MFNs
limitées soulèvent moins de problèmes de concurrence que les clauses MFNs vastes.
Cependant, en ce qui concerne l’étude d'évaluation, les informations qualitatives obtenues
par les entretiens avec les parties prenantes et les résultats de l'analyse économétrique
suggèrent que les MFNs limitées ont généré les mêmes effets anticoncurrentiels que les
MFNs vastes dans le secteur hôtelier.
Ces résultats semblent correspondre à l'observation du récent rapport sur la politique de
concurrence à l'ère numérique 3, selon laquelle «si la concurrence entre les plateformes est
suffisamment vigoureuse, elle pourrait suffire à interdire les MFNs vastes tout en
autorisant les MFNs limitées. Si la concurrence entre les plates-formes est faible, la
pression sur les plates-formes dominantes ne peut provenir que d'autres canaux de vente
et il serait approprié que les autorités de la concurrence interdisent également les MFNs
limitées. »
Cependant, le même rapport souligne que les effets des clauses MFNs dépendent des
caractéristiques particulières du marché sur lequel elles sont utilisées et qu'une analyse
au cas par cas est donc nécessaire. Les données collectées dans l'étude n'appuient pas les
conclusions générales sur les effets des MFNs limitées par rapport aux MFNs vastes dans
des secteurs autres que le secteur hôtelier. En effet, en dehors de ce secteur, l'étude n'a
trouvé aucune preuve répandue que des clauses MFN limitées ou vastes produisent des
effets anticoncurrentiels.
Dans le même temps, un ensemble considérable de décisions des autorités européennes
de la concurrence a constaté que de clauses MFN vastes au niveau du commerce de détail
peuvent, dans certaines conditions du marché, nuire considérablement à la concurrence.
Au total, 20 cas des autorités nationales de concurrence concernant des clauses MFN ou
de parité ont été suivis dans notre analyse. Ces cas n'impliquaient pas d'autres restrictions
verticales en plus des clauses MFN et ne comprenaient aucune des restrictions
caractérisées énumérées dans le VBER.
Restrictions concernant le prix de revente
D'après les entrevues menées auprès des parties prenantes actives sur toute la chaîne de
valeur, les États membres et les industries sélectionnés, l'utilisation des prix de revente
imposés (RPM) a diminué au cours des dix dernières années, car il s'agit d'une restriction
caractérisée et donc illégale, à moins que les parties qui l'utilisent ne puissent démontrer
une justification liée aux gains en termes d’efficacité. Cependant, les résultats des
entretiens CATI indiquent que les prix imposés, inclus les prix minimums annoncés sont
encore utilisés dans une certaine mesure.
Les Lignes Directrices applicables aux accords verticaux contiennent des indications pour
vérifier quand les prix imposés peuvent être justifiée (par. 225). Cependant, les affaires
des ANC illustrent à quel point il peut être difficile d'évaluer l'application légale des prix
imposés (RPM). Ainsi, on peut affirmer que les Lignes Directrices manquent de clarté (et
d'exemples plus concrets) pour que les acteurs du marché sachent exactement quand le
prix imposé (RPM) peut être:
•
•

anticoncurrentiel, et plus important encore,
pro-concurrentiel et donc admissible.

3
Commission Européenne (2019). Competition policy for the digital era. Disponible sur le lien suivant:
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/reports/kd0419345enn.pdf
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Il existe un large consensus dans la littérature économique sur le fait que l'équilibre entre
le préjudice concurrentiel et l'efficacité des politiques des prix imposés (RPM) doivent être
considéré en fonction du contexte de marché spécifique dans lequel la restriction a lieu.
Etant essentiellement un mécanisme visant à empêcher la concurrence par les prix au
niveau intra-marque, les prix imposés (RPM) peuvent à la fois être utilisés pour soutenir
une gamme de pratiques anticoncurrentielles et offrir un mécanisme pour renforcer les
services liés à la marque et la concurrence inter-marques. Alors que l'équilibre des
arguments pour et contre dans la littérature est difficile à discerner, la littérature
relativement récente critique la motivation de la «prestation de services» liée à
l’application des prix imposés (RPM), en arguant qu'elle repose sur un ensemble restrictif
d'hypothèses. La littérature ne fournit donc pas une indication claire des contextes de
marché où le régime du prix minimum imposé serait presque certainement proconcurrentiel.
Le débat dans la littérature théorique n’est pas réglé par la littérature empirique. Plusieurs
études trouvent des preuves que le prix imposé (RPM) est associé à des prix à la
consommation plus élevés, mais ils n'examinent pas toujours l'impact du prix imposé
(RPM) sur la prestation de services ou l'évaluation de ces services par les consommateurs.
D'autres études trouvent un support empirique à la motivation de la «prestation de
services» liée à l’imposition du prix de revente (RPM).
L'équipe chargée de l’étude a également procédé à une analyse économétrique de l'impact
de l’imposition du prix de revente (RPM) sur la concurrence et les consommateurs. Cette
analyse s'est concentrée sur le secteur du livre au niveau européen et a profité du fait que
les prix imposés (RPM) étaient activement en place à différents moments et dans différents
États membres au cours des 20 dernières années. Les résultats empiriques n'ont indiqué
aucun effet négatif des prix imposés (RPM) et ils ont apporté un certain soutien aux
avantages liés à la politique des prix imposés (RPM), qui offrent un soutien à certains
formats de vente au détail traditionnels dans le secteur du livre. La revue de la littérature
analysée dans l'étude suggère qu'un prix minimum imposé (RPM) peut avoir des effets à
la fois pros et anticoncurrentiels.
Les prix de revente conseillés sont fournis par les fabricants aux détaillants, et ils sont une
pratique assez fréquente, selon les parties prenantes interrogées et comme indiqué
également par les entretiens CATI. Un faible nombre (11) de cas des ANC concernaient
cette catégorie. Dans la plupart des cas, les plaintes ont été rejetées car les preuves
étaient insuffisantes et ne répondaient pas au niveau de preuve applicable pour la
constatation de l’existence de prix imposés (RPM), ce qui signifie que les prix de revente
recommandés ne fonctionnaient pas comme des prix fixes ou minimaux. Dans trois de ces
cas, l’évaluation de l’asymétrie d’information entre un franchiseur et ses franchisés a était
fondée sur le fait que les franchisés étaient susceptibles de percevoir les prix recommandés
et maximaux du franchiseur comme des prix fixes.
Les restrictions concernant le prix de revente maximal sont moins utilisées que les prix de
revente conseillés, selon les entretiens et les résultats des entrevues CATI. Le prix de
vente maximal est utilisé pour maintenir les prix à la consommation plus bas, dans le
cadre des stratégies de prix des fabricants et pour permettre aux marques des fabricants
d’être compétitifs avec les marques privées, suivant ainsi la logique des Lignes Directrices
applicables aux accords verticaux.
Effets cumulatifs des restrictions verticales
Les effets cumulatifs se réfèrent à des situations dans lesquelles l'accès à un marché ou
la concurrence sur le marché est considérablement restreint, à cause de l'effet cumulatif
de réseaux parallèles d'accords verticaux pratiqués par des fournisseurs ou acheteurs
concurrents.
Ces effets ont été étudiés par un petit sous-ensemble de la littérature examinée pour cette
étude. Ces études montrent que les effets cumulatifs des restrictions verticales sont
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susceptibles de nuire considérablement plus à la concurrence et à l'efficacité économique
que leur utilisation isolée par des concurrents individuels.
Dans le contexte des MFNs, par exemple, une large couverture du marché par les clauses
de parité (MFN) peut aider à stabiliser tout arrangement collusoire potentiel. En outre,
l'utilisation généralisée des clauses MFN indique une intention générale de s'abstenir de
s’engager dans une concurrence par les prix entre les acteurs du marché. Même sans
collusion, lorsque les clauses MFN couvrent une partie substantielle du marché, elles
peuvent entraîner une rigidité des prix considérable, du fait de rendre les remises plus
improbables par rapport à un nombre substantiel de transactions sur le marché en
question.
Efficacité
Sans le VBER et les Lignes Directrices en place, les frais juridiques supportés par les
entreprises seraient beaucoup plus élevés et la sécurité juridique fournie pour l'évaluation
des accords verticaux serait réduite. Par conséquent, il est raisonnable de conclure que
ces instruments juridiques génèrent des coûts, qui sont en principe proportionnels aux
avantages qu'ils procurent aux entreprises de l'UE.
Un scénario sans le VBER et sans les Lignes Directrices applicables aux accords verticaux
serait préjudiciable aux entreprises, car elles devraient supporter des coûts d'assistance
juridique beaucoup plus élevés, ce qui serait particulièrement lourd pour les PME. En effet,
l'absence du VBER et des Lignes Directrices entraînerait une augmentation des coûts
juridiques et socio-économiques et, par conséquent, une réduction de l'efficacité de la
distribution. Les coûts supportés par une entreprise augmenteraient, donc, si la durée du
VBER et des Lignes Directrices applicables aux accord verticaux n'étaient pas prolongée.
Il n'est pas clair si les coûts engendrés par l'application du VBER et des Lignes Directrices
aient augmenté par rapport au cadre législatif précédent. Certaines parties prenantes ont
déclaré que les coûts de mise en conformité avec le VBER actuel sont inférieurs, tandis
que d'autres ont souligné que les coûts sont plus élevés, en particulier pour les
fournisseurs. En effet, contrairement à la version précédente, la version actuelle du VBER
nécessite également de considérer la part de marché de l'acheteur et, par conséquent, la
portée de l'exemption par catégorie est plus limitée. Pour cette raison, la version actuelle
du VBER augmente effectivement les coûts de mise en conformité pour les entreprises. De
plus, selon les cabinets d'avocats, le VBER et les Ligne Directrices ne reflètent pas
suffisamment les changements du marché, en particulier en ce qui concerne les progrès
du numérique et, par conséquent, leur pertinence et leur efficacité ont progressivement
diminué. Les représentants de l'industrie et des associations professionnelles ont indiqué
que les chiffres concernant les coûts ne sont pas facilement accessibles et évaluables.
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1 Introduction and objectives
1.1

Background

The purpose of the EU competition rules enshrined in the Treaty (notably Article 101 and
102 of the Treaty) and related secondary EU law (regulations and notices) is to prevent
competition from being distorted to the detriment of the public interest, individual
undertakings and consumers, thereby ensuring the well-being of the European Union.
More specifically regarding vertical supply and distribution agreements, the Commission's
policy aims to ensure undistorted and effective competition in the European supply and
distribution chain so that consumers can benefit from lower prices, increased quality and
variety of products and services, as well as increased incentives to innovate as delivered
by competitive markets.
Article 101(1) of the Treaty prohibits agreements (including vertical agreements) between
undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices, which
may affect trade between Member States and which have as their object or effect the
prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.
As an exception to this rule, Article 101(3) of the Treaty provides that the prohibition
contained in Article 101(1) of the Treaty may be declared inapplicable to agreements that
are on balance efficiency enhancing. Pursuant to Article 101(3) of the Treaty, such
agreements must fulfil four cumulative conditions. They must (i) contribute to improving
the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or economic progress, (ii)
while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting benefits. Moreover, they (iii) should
not impose restrictions that are not indispensable to the attainment of the aforementioned
objectives, and (iv) should not afford the undertakings the possibility of eliminating
competition in respect of a substantial part of the products concerned.
Considering the above, the assessment of agreements under Article 101 of the Treaty
consists of two parts. The first step is to assess (in the context of Article 101(1) of the
Treaty) whether an agreement between undertakings, which is capable of affecting trade
between Member States, restricts competition. This is the case if it reveals a sufficient
degree of harm to competition so that there is no need to examine its actual or potential
effects (restriction by object) or if it results in actual or potential anti-competitive effects
(restriction by effect). The second step, which only becomes relevant when an agreement
is found to be restrictive of competition pursuant to Article 101(1) of the Treaty, is to
determine (in the context of Article 101(3) of the Treaty) the pro-competitive benefits
produced by that agreement and to assess whether these pro-competitive effects outweigh
the anti-competitive effects resulting from the agreement.
The main objective of this study is to provide support to the Directorate General for
Competition (DG COMP) in the evaluation of the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation
(VBER) and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints, which is being carried out in view of the
proximity of the expiration of the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation on 31 May 2022.

1.2

Purpose of VBER evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation is to gather evidence on the functioning of the VBER,
together with the Vertical Guidelines, which will serve as a basis for the Commission to
decide whether it should let the VBER lapse, prolong its duration or revise it.
The evaluation examines whether the objectives of the VBER were met during the period
of its application (effectiveness) and continue to be appropriate (relevance) and, whether
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the VBER, taking account the costs and benefits associated with applying it, was efficient
in achieving its objective (efficiency). It also considers whether the VBER provides EU value
added (EU added value) and is consistent with other Commission documents providing
guidance on the application of Article 101 of the Treaty and related legislation (coherence).

1.3

Objectives of the study

This study is part of the Commission’s VBER evaluation and provides qualitative and
quantitative evidence on the effectiveness, efficiency and relevance of the VBER and the
Vertical Guidelines.
The findings of the study provide evidence-based grounds for a possible revision of the
VBER and the Vertical Guidelines, through identification and analysis of provisions which
may no longer be up to date with the latest market developments and business practices,
and/or overlap with other provisions or give rise to possible inconsistencies.
The study provides findings that are valid for all EU Member States. The methodology
utilised to select a geographically balanced sample of relevant stakeholders (NCAs,
national courts competent to apply EU competition law, manufacturers, brand owners,
distributors, online platforms, retailers, other relevant stakeholders that are parties to
vertical agreements and consumers) is tailored to each task, and it is presented
accordingly in the task-specific sections of this document.

1.4
•
•
•
•
•

Structure of the report

Chapter 2 – overview of the methodology
Chapter 3 – findings on resale price restrictions, selective distribution, exclusive
distribution and Most Favourite Nation clauses
Chapter 4 – answers to evaluation questions (effectiveness, efficiency and
relevance)
Chapter 5 – conclusions and recommendations
Annexes:
-

General questionnaire about the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation (VBER) and
the European Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical Restraints
Annex to the general questionnaire about the VBER
Cases on national competition law decided by NCAs
Classification of different vertical restraints by the NCAs
Interview questionnaire
CATI questionnaire
Survey questionnaire
Case studies – Zalando, Uber and Amazon
Online consumers’ purchasing behaviour in Europe
Econometrics
Literature review
Stakeholders workshop agenda
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2 Overview of the methodology
This chapter provides an overview of the methodology used by the study, the evaluation
matrix which links the evaluation questions to the research tools employed in the study
and a brief overview of the tasks and data collection tools. Detailed questionnaires and
technical information are included in the annexes to this report.

2.1

Intervention logic

The evaluation looks at the functioning of the VBER, together with the Vertical Guidelines,
as a whole (i.e. the Intervention). Therefore, the intervention logic (summarised below)
refers to the VBER in its entirety, together with the Vertical Guidelines, and not only to the
specific provisions that were changed in 2010. In other words, the intervention considered
consists in the 2010 VBER, together with the Vertical Guidelines.
Figure 1: Intervention logic for the VBER, together with the Vertical Guidelines
Needs
In view of the fact that undertakings have to self-assess the compliance of their agreements with
the EU competition rules, it is important to provide, to the extent possible, legal certainty to
companies entering into vertical supply and distribution agreements (e.g. through a safe harbour
from and/or guidance on the application of Article 101 of the Treaty).
In view of the decentralised application of Article 101 of the Treaty by the Commission and the
NCAs, there is a need to provide a common framework, which contributes to a level playing field
for companies operating in the EU.

General objective of the Intervention
(2010 VBER, together with the Vertical Guidelines)
The core of the VBER is to exempt from the prohibition of Article 101(1) of the Treaty certain
categories of vertical supply and distribution agreements for which it can be assumed with
sufficient certainty that they are efficiency enhancing, thus contributing to the promotion of
effective competition and economic efficiency in the internal market. The Vertical Guidelines,
which provide guidance on the application of the VBER and how to apply Article 101 of the Treaty
to vertical agreements that do not benefit from the safe harbour created by the VBER, also serve
the same overall aim. The Intervention’s general objective is thus to promote effective
competition and economic efficiency in the internal market for the benefit of consumers.
More specifically:
•
The Intervention (i.e. the VBER, together with the Vertical Guidelines) aims to facilitate
the stakeholders’ self-assessment of their vertical supply and distributions
agreements, by providing legal certainty as to which of these agreements can be
considered compliant with Article 101 of the Treaty and, conversely, which agreements
require an individual assessment.
•
In line with the limits set by the Empowerment Regulation of 1965, the Intervention aims
to avoid both false positives and false negatives, by ensuring that only those vertical
agreements which fulfil the criteria set out in Article 101(3) of the Treaty are exempted,
inter alia, by taking account of the market power of the parties to the agreement and by
not exempting agreements containing certain types of severely anti-competitive restraints
(hardcore restrictions).
•
The Intervention aims to provide a common framework and to ensure consistency in
the application of Article 101 of the Treaty by NCAs and courts to vertical
agreements.
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Activities/Inputs
Define conditions, in line with the current market circumstances and on the basis of the
Commission’s power to adopt block exemptions and issue guidance in the competition area, that
vertical agreements need to meet in order to benefit from the block exemption.

Output
Companies using the 2010 VBER and Vertical Guidelines to self-assess the compliance of their
vertical agreements with Article 101 of the Treaty.

•
•
•

Results
Ensures improved legal certainty and guidance for assessing the compatibility of vertical
agreements with Article 101 pf the Treaty;
Captures only those agreements for which it can be assumed with sufficient certainty that
they satisfy the conditions for an individual exemption under Article 101(3) of the Treaty;
and
Ensures a consistent application throughout the EU.

Impacts
Promote effective competition and economic efficiency for the benefit of consumers in the internal
market.

External Factors
New market trends and technological development can negatively affect the impact of the
Intervention, e.g. if the definitions and conditions of the VBER are not capable of properly
capturing new business models and market realities.

2.2

Evaluation matrix

The table below summarises the evaluation matrix which links the evaluation criteria
covered in this study (effectiveness, efficiency, relevance) with the specific evaluation
questions, indicators derived from each task of the study and specific data sources (e.g.
in the questionnaires, case studies, survey, desk research, etc.)
Table 1: Updated evaluation framework
Evaluation
criteria
Relevance

Evaluation questions

Indicator (from each
Task)

Data source

How have distribution
models evolved over the
past 10 years?

Indicated changes of
distribution models in
stakeholder responses

Stakeholders interviews
Econometric analysis
Analysis of business
models

What is the consumers’
behaviour when
purchasing online? As
regards decisions on sales
channels, this includes in
particular the analysis of

Consumers’ omnichannel purchase
behaviour

Consumers’ online
purchasing behaviour –
literature review
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Evaluation
criteria

Evaluation questions
online search methods,
purchase decisions, choice
of retailers and repeated
purchases

Effectiveness

Indicator (from each
Task)
Extent of free-riding
between off-line and
online distribution
Need for off-line
distribution

Data source

What types of vertical
restraints have been
identified by NCAs and
national courts during the
past 10 years of
enforcement of EU
competition law, and how
were they assessed?

Differences, if any,
between the decisions of
NCAs and/or between
the judgments of
national courts regarding
the legal assessment of
the same categories of
vertical restraints

Survey concerning
NCAs and their legal
analysis

What is the level of legal
certainty that the VBER
and the Guidelines provide
for the purpose of
assessing whether vertical
agreements and/or specific
clauses are exempted
from the application of Art.
101(1) of the Treaty and
thus compliant with this
provision (i.e. are the
rules clear and
comprehensible, and do
they allow undertakings to
understand and predict the
legal consequences)?

Stakeholder response
assessing familiarity and
confidence of application
of VBER and Vertical
Guidelines

Stakeholders interviews
Econometric analysis
Analysis of business
models
Consumers’ online
purchasing behaviour –
literature review

To what extent is the
treatment of resale price
maintenance (RPM),
selective distribution and
exclusive distribution
clauses in the VBER and
the Guidelines in line with
the objective of only
exempting agreements for
which it can be assumed
with sufficient certainty
that they satisfy the
conditions of Art. 101(3)
of the Treaty? Retail mostfavoured nation (MFN)
clauses and similar are not
the subject of specific
rules or guidance under
the current VBER or
Guidelines: is this
treatment in line with the
aforementioned objective?

Impact on consumer
welfare, efficiency gains,
impact on intensity of
competition

Stakeholders interviews
Econometric analysis

What is the impact of the
cumulative application of
vertical restrictions by
several
manufacturers/suppliers
on the intensity of
competition and consumer
welfare?

Impact on competition
and consumer welfare
(estimated using
econometric methods
and variables for sales
price and sales volume)
Effects of cumulative
application of vertical
restriction in oligopolistic
markets.

Stakeholders interviews
Econometric analysis
Analysis of business
models
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Evaluation
criteria

Efficiency

2.3

Evaluation questions

Indicator (from each
Task)
Potential drawbacks of
application of the market
share threshold in
oligopolistic markets

Data source

Does the assessment of
whether the VBER,
together with the
Guidelines and is
applicable to certain
vertical agreements,
generate costs
proportionate to the
benefits they bring for an
undertaking?

Costs and benefits of
assessing whether a
vertical agreement
complies with the VBER
and Vertical Guidelines

Stakeholders interviews
Interviews with law
firms and legal experts

Would the costs of
ensuring compliance of
vertical agreements with
Art. 101 of the Treaty
increase if the VBER were
not prolonged?

Difference of costs of
compliance under VBER
versus projected costs of
compliance under Art.
101 of the Treaty only

Stakeholders interviews
Interviews with law
firms and legal experts

Have the costs generated
by the application of the
VBER and the Guidelines
increased as compared to
the previous legislative
framework (Commission
Regulation (EC) No
2790/1999 and related
Guidelines)?

Difference of costs of
compliance under VBER
versus costs of
compliance under
Commission Regulation
(EC) No 2790/1999

Stakeholders interviews
Interviews with law
firms and legal experts

Overview of tasks and data collection tools

The figure below shows an overview of the different data collection tools deployed over
the course of the project and maps them to the tasks in the terms of reference. As the
figure shows:
•

•

•
•
•

The comparative legal analysis, to answer the question how the Vertical Block
Exemption Regulation and the European Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical
Restraints are applied in practice by the NCAs to evaluate how effective the
application of the Regulation in practice has been.
The literature review covers all tasks in the study and it is the primary source of
information for the task on online consumer behaviour, together with a consumer
survey carried out as part of a parallel study.Stakeholder interviews, and computer
assisted telephone interviews (CATI) cover the tasks dealing with the specific
vertical restraints within the scope of this study (RPM, selective distribution,
exclusive distribution and MFN) as well as the cumulative effects of these restraints.
Further targeted telephone interviews (not CATI) were carried out to look at the
costs of the VBER and its efficiency.
The online survey covered the tasks dealing with the specific vertical restraints
within the scope of the study (RPM, selective distribution, exclusive distribution and
MFN) as well as the analysis of distribution models.
An econometric analysis was conducted to complement the interviews, survey and
literature review for two specific vertical restraints (RPM and MFN).
Case studies were conducted to complement the online survey data on the analysis
of distribution models.
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Figure 2: Overview of study tasks and data collection tools

2.3.1 Comparative legal analysis
The objective of the comparative legal analysis was to answer the question how the Vertical
Block Exemption Regulation and the European Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical
Restraints are applied in practice by the NCAs to evaluate how effective the application of
the Regulation in practice has been. The vertical restraints investigated by the NCAs in the
past 10 years (i.e. between 1 June 2010 and 1 January 2020) were therefore examined
with the objective of:
1. Assessing the consistency across the decisions by NCAs and judgments by national
courts from different Member States in the interpretation of the current rules; and
2. Identifying elements of these decisions and judgments that are currently not
addressed in the VBER or in the Guidelines.
To this end, the NCAs and the competition authority of Norway participated in a survey,
consisting of a general questionnaire (Annex I) and a case template (Annex II) which had
to be filled in for each individual case. The aim of the survey was to gather information
concerning the basis for analysis of vertical restraints, the evidence used, and the
conclusions reached in relevant decisions by NCAs and judgments by national courts. This
questionnaire covered all competition cases dealing with vertical restraints that have
occurred in the EU Member States and Norway since 1 June 2010, including:
•
•
•

Cases where NCAs have investigated a complaint, but where investigation was not
pursued, and no decision was taken;
Cases where NCAs have taken a formal decision; and
Cases where decisions by NCAs have been appealed before a national court or where
parallel national proceedings were pursued.

In this study, the data that the NCAs provided based on the general questionnaire
represents the number of vertical restraint cases that the NCAs dealt with in the relevant
time period. This study also addresses national guidelines that provide guidance on the
assessment of vertical restraints in addition and complementary to the Vertical Guidelines.
More specifically, it seeks to analyse the scope of such national guidelines and whether
both, these guidelines and the Vertical Guidelines cover the same vertical restraints.
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In total, 392 individual cases regarding vertical restraints were reported by the NCAs 4
(Table 2).
Table 2: Number of vertical restraint cases dealt with by national authorities between 1
June 2010 and 1 January 2020
Member
State

NCA/court(s)

Number of cases (of
which they led to a
decision)

AT

Federal Competition Authority

52 (52)

BE

Belgian Competition Authority

4 (3)

BG

Bulgarian Commission on Protection of Competition

24 (16)

CY

Cyprus Commission for the Protection of Competition

3 (3)

CZ

The Office for the Protection of Competition

7 (6)

DE

Bundeskartellamt

31 (19)

DK

Danish Competition and Consumer Authority (DCCA)/ State
Prosecutor for Serious Economic and International Crime
(SPSEI)/ City Courts and High Court

21 (20)

EE

Estonian Competition Authority

6 (3)

EL

Hellenic Competition Commission

9 (9)

ES

Spanish National Authority for Markets and Competition

18 (6)

FI

Finnish Consumer and Competition Authority

3 (0)

FR

Autorité de la concurrence

32 (14)

HR

Croatian Competition Agency

15 (5)

HU

Hungarian Competition Authority (GVH)

9 (8)

IE

Competition and Consumer Protection Commission

2 (2)

IT

Italian Competition Authority

7 (7)

LT

Lithuanian Competition Council

9 (7)

LU

Conseil de la concurrence

3 (0)

LV

Latvia Competition Council

6 (1)

MT

Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority

3 (3)

NL

Authority for Consumers and Markets

1 (0)

PL

Polish Competition Authority (UOKiK)

10 (10)

PT

Portuguese Competition Authority

14 (9)

RO

Romanian Competition Council

17 (17)

SE

Swedish Competition Authority

10 (3)

SI

Slovenian Competition Protection Agency

5 (4)

SK

Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic

41 (10)

UK

Competition and Markets Authority (CMA)/ Competition
Appeal Tribunal (CAT) and High Court

30 (20)

Total

392 (257)

Of the 392 cases, 257 cases led to a formal decision of the NCA, whereas in 135 cases the
investigation was not pursued and no decision was taken. In 89 cases, the decision of the
NCA has been appealed. It is worth noting that in particular the number of cases that the
Austrian NCA dealt with is quite high compared to the other Member States. Based on the
Austrian NCA’s response to the general questionnaire, the reasons for this relatively high
number seem to relate to the guidance on RPM that the Austrian NCA published in 2014.
4
In addition to the competition authorities from the 28 EU Member States, the Norwegian Competition Authority was
included in the survey. However, no relevant cases were reported for Norway for the period between 1 June 2010 and
1 January 2020.
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These guidelines specifically addressed SMEs in Austria. After the publication of its
guidelines, the Austrian NCA adopted a number of decisions on RPM agreements between
SMEs. However, many of these agreements pre-dated the publication of the Austrian NCA’s
guidelines on RPM. This may suggest that SMEs in Austria initially struggled to apply the
VBER rules on RPM with sufficient legal certainty and may explain the relatively high
number of cases that the Austrian NCA dealt with.
The case template annexed to the general questionnaire required the respondents to
specify the type of vertical agreement that was the subject of the investigation in question
(Table 3).
Table 3: Types of vertical restraints 5
Type of restraint
Price restrictions

Number of cases
222

Resale price maintenance

210

Maximum resale price

4

Recommended resale price

11

Selective distribution

64

Selective Distribution Network based on qualitative criteria

29

Selective Distribution Network based on quantitative criteria

13

Combination of both qualitative and quantitative criteria
Channelling or product mapping

9
3

Exclusive distribution

37

Most-favoured nation (MFN) or parity clauses

20

Wholesale MFN

1

Wide retail MFN

12

Narrow retail MFN

10

Price MFN

15

Non-price MFN

6

Other restraints covered by the Vertical Guidelines

102

Single branding

30

Franchising

14

Exclusive supply

19

Quantity forcing

4

Upfront access payments

2

Category management

1

Tying

1

Other restraints not specifically addressed by the Vertical Guidelines

29 6

Total number of cases

392

With 222 reported cases, price restrictions is clearly the category of vertical restraint that
is most commonly investigated by NCAs. Other more commonly investigated types of

Some cases involved several types of restraints which is why the sum is higher than total number of 391 cases.
19 cases concerned vertical restraints covered by the Supplementary guidelines to Regulation 461/2010 on vertical
restraints in agreements for the sale and repair of motor vehicles and for the distribution of spare parts for motor
vehicles; See: Commission Regulation (EU) No 461/2010 of 27 May 2010 on the application of Article 101(3) of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices in the
motor vehicle sector, OJ L 129, 28.5.2010, p. 52–57.
5
6
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vertical restraints are selective distribution (based on qualitative or quantitative criteria),
exclusive distribution and single branding.
In this study, the 392 cases were organised, within each vertical restraint, by thematic
groups based on similarities between cases, for example similar variations of the vertical
restraints or similar economic sectors. These groups of cases formed the basis for the
comparative analysis, the findings of which are presented in Chapter 3.
Annexes I-IV contain the research tools that were used in the comparative legal analysis.

2.3.2 Desk research and literature review
For all of the research questions to be covered in this study, we first conducted a systematic
literature review that covered the academic research published in academic journals and
conference proceedings in the past five years. Within this, we provided an assessment of
the studies reviewed based on established rankings of the respective journals and
conferences wherever such are available. Details of the literature review method are
included in Annex XI.

2.3.3 Primary field research
2.3.3.1

Sampling strategy

The aim of the sampling strategy was to identify stakeholders on the basis of key criteria
which underpin the evaluation questions and to generate broader conclusions on whether
the current VBER and the Guidelines (or their parts) are still fit for purpose or need to be
reviewed.
As agreed with the Commission, the aim was not to be representative in a statistical sense
(this would have required very large samples) but to capture the diversity of stakeholder
perspectives on vertical agreements, their implementation, their economic rationale and
motivation and to also complement the views that the Commission obtained through its
open public consultation.
The sampling approach is presented below.
Step 1: Selection criteria: sectors and geographical scope
The first step consisted of performing a comprehensive desk research to identify key
sectors/supply chains that are prone to vertical restraints. Starting from an examination
of the VBER and Vertical Guidelines 7, the desk research included an assessment of the
wider economic and legal literature, such as academic journals.
The sampling of potential interviewees in a first stage focused on the economic sectors
where specific types of vertical agreements are more likely to be present. The sample
covers all the vertical agreements and related specific restrictions to be covered in the
study including RPM or similar pricing restrictions, selective distribution including specific
restrictions, and exclusive distribution, as well as MFN clauses.
The following focus sectors were selected (but the interviews were not limited to these
sectors only):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
7

Agriculture
Apparel & footwear
Clothing
Consumer electronics
Cosmetics & beauty care
Gardening equipment
Financial services
Food and beverages
Household appliance

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/legislation/guidelines_vertical_en.pdf
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leisure services (including travel related services)
Furniture
Media
Online price comparison websites
Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities
Sporting goods
Telecom & post
Transport

In terms of geographical scope, the interview programme covered the largest markets in
the EU based on GDP 8: Germany, France and Italy, which are also three of the first four
countries by number of enterprises. 9 In order to combine economic relevance with EUwide coverage across the various geographical areas, Poland, Sweden and Hungary were
selected to complete the list of countries included in the study scope. An additional criterion
that was considered relates to enforcement intensity with regards to vertical restraints.
Step 2: Engaging stakeholders: national sector associations and external factors
After having identified the relevant key market and supply chains to be analysed, the study
team identified the relevant stakeholders at national and European level to be interviewed.
The sample involved a much broader range of stakeholders, compared to the public
consultation exercise.
In order to reach stakeholders, the study team contacted relevant industry associations at
EU level and in the six chosen Member States, markets and supply chains under analysis,
which were used as an entry-point to recruit participants who could provide in-depth
information about the topics under investigation. In addition, several relevant individual
market players already identified in Step 1 have been contacted.
It is important to note the dual role of industry associations. While they can act as a very
relevant multiplier, raising awareness of the study among their members and encouraging
responses, they also act as a filter or gatekeeper: their commitment and willingness to
putting us in contact with their members is based on whether the VBER regulation itself is
seen as priority by them and by their members. At the same time, other priorities such as
current national policy developments can shift the political agenda of the associations and
the perceived urgency of engaging with this study.
In addition, in January 2020 the study team has organised a stakeholder workshop with
EU level and some national level associations to present the objectives and methodology
of the study, discuss outreach to stakeholders and develop a stakeholder engagement
strategy to reach out to as many relevant stakeholders as possible. The agenda of the
workshop can be found in Annex XII.
2.3.3.2

Stakeholder Interviews

The interviews were held following the interview guide in annex V with stakeholders from
six Member States, identified according to the sampling strategy.
The interviews assessed motivations, application, costs, benefits, and impact on
competition intensity and consumer welfare for all operators along a supply chain of the
restrictions under scrutiny.
Further interviews were conducted with NCAs, as well as several law firms and experts in
the context of the assessment of efficiency of the VBER and its Guidelines.
The stakeholder consultation was conducted on a double track: semi-structured telephone
interviews with businesses and computer-assisted telephone interviews (CATI) to reach
small, medium and micro enterprises in the same group of countries. This double approach
8

9

GDP of Germany, France and Italy amounts to EUR 3.3 billion, EUR 2.3 and EUR 1.7 respectively according to 2018
data from Eurostat.
Italy is the Member State with the highest number of enterprises according to Eurostat (3.7 million). France and
Germany have 2.7 million and 2.5 million respectively.
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was adopted to maximise outreach to SMEs which found it difficult to respond to the indepth, semi-structured interviews.
Regarding the composition of the sample, the team conducted 107 individual semistructured interviews, with companies operating in only one of the countries in the scope
of the study as well as exporting to more than one country (of the selected others).
Table 4: Number of companies interviewed in the semi-structured interviews
Country

Number of individual
interviewed companies

All Europe

Share

16

15.0%

France

9

8.4%

Germany

9

8.4%

Hungary

37

Italy

34.6%

6

Poland

5.6%

28

Sweden

26.2%

2

Grand Total

1.9%

107

100%

Most of the companies had adopted one or more of the vertical agreements relevant for
this study. Based on the input of 107 interviewees, the total number of semi-structured
interviews (per country and per type of vertical agreements) is 363 (i.e. a company
operating in three of the selected Member States and answering questions on two different
types of vertical agreements was counted as six ‘interviews’).
Most interviewed stakeholders had adopted resale price restrictions and/or selective
distribution agreements, while fewer companies had made use of MFN clauses (except in
the hotel industry) or exclusive distribution.
Table 5: Number of respondents in semi-structured interviews by type of vertical
agreement and by country
Country

Resale price
restrictions

Selective
distribution

Exclusive
distribution

Number of
interviews

MFN

France

16

20

1

7

44

Germany

17

19

3

7

46

Hungary

47

40

18

22

127

Italy

16

15

4

5

40

Poland

24

31

12

7

74

Sweden

11

13

1

7

32

131

138

39

55

363

Column Total

Table 6 below presents the composition of the sample by industry.
Table 6: Semi-structured interview sample composition by industry (in percentages)

Industry

Agriculture

Re
sal
e
pri
ce
re
str
ict
io
ns

Se
lec
tiv
e
dis
tri
bu
tio
n

1

2
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Ex
clu
siv
e
dis
tri
bu
tio
n

MF
N

Number of interviews

3
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Automobile
Brands association
Clothing
Construction

3

3

1

1

12

8

3

3

12

8

1

29

2

1

1

Consumer electronics

10

11

3

7

31

Cosmetics & beauty care

3

6

39

11

19

E-Commerce

1

7

Financial services

3

8

4

Food and beverages

8
15

24

20

2

General

8

8

1

Hotel

3

2

14

14

Industrial materials

6

7

Marketplaces

2

1

3

Media

1

2

3

Medical, Health Industry

2

2

1

Publishing books, magazines or other publishing
activities

7

2

4

Service provider

1

Sporting goods

8

Telecommunication

Household appliance

7

53
17

3

8

1

1

30

5

4

22

5
3

16

1

2

9

1

18

4

2

1

Toys

7

7

1

Transport

1

3

13
1

13
8

Tourism

Total

39

2

9

16

16

1

16

1

5

55

363

Table 7 provides further information regarding the composition of the sample. Most
interviewed stakeholders are Manufacturers and Retailers. In several cases, interviewed
stakeholders operate at more than one level of the supply chain (i.e. vertical integration):
for example, manufacturers that also own online and/or brick-and-mortar retail outlets.
Table 7: Semi-structured interview sample composition by supply chain level (in
percentages)
Value Chain Position

Industry association

Manufacturer

Manufacturer/Retailer

Manufacturer/Wholesaler

Marketplace
Price Comparison Website

Resale
price
restrictions

Selective
distribution

Exclusive
distribution

6

18

3

2

29

4.6%

13.0%

7.7%

3.6%

8.0%

22

21

4

3

50

16.8%

15.2%

10.3%

5.5%

13.8%

30

28

7

0

65

22.9%

20.3%

17.9%

0.0%

17.9%

2

2

1

1

6

1.5%

1.4%

2.6%

1.8%

1.7%

2

2

0

0

4

1.5%

1.4%

0.0%

0.0%

1.1%

1

0

0

0

1

44

Number of
interviews

MFN
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Retailer

0.8%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

39

35

5

23

102

29.8%

25.4%

12.8%

41.8%

28.1%

3

7

5

15

30

2.3%

5.1%

12.8%

27.3%

8.3%

2

3

0

5

1.5%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

1.4%

14

13

6

6

39

10.7%

9.4%

15.4%

10.9%

10.7%

10

9

8

5

32

7.6%

6.5%

20.5%

9.1%

8.8%

131

138

39

55

363

Service Provider

Service Provider/Wholesaler

Wholesaler

Wholesaler/Retailer
Total

Most companies that accepted to participate in the semi-structured interviews are large
enterprises across all industries or types of vertical agreements. This is due to the fact
that these companies are more likely to have an internal competition law expert who was
able to participate in a detailed interview. Table 8 provides a detail of the number of
interviews by size of the company (interviews with associations are excluded).
Table 8: Semi-structured interview sample composition by company size (in
percentages)
Resale price
restrictions

Row Labels
Large

Exclusive
distribution

Number of
interviews

MFN

86

83

21

36

226

72.3%

72.8%

56.8%

76.6%

71.3%

12

11

4

4

31

10.1%

9.6%

10.8%

8.5%

9.8%

Medium
Small

6

6

7

1

20

5.0%

5.3%

18.9%

2.1%

6.3%

15

14

5

6

40

12.6%

12.3%

13.5%

12.8%

12.6%

119

114

37

47

317 10

Micro
Total

2.3.3.3

Selective
distribution

CATI survey

To reach out to smaller enterprises, the stakeholders’ consultation additionally included a
structured questionnaire administered via a CATI method. This approach enabled the
research to capture market practices and views from SMEs operating in the six countries
in the scope of the study, which would not have been possible through a purely semistructured approach. The CATI questionnaire is in Annex VI.
A total number of 516 individual companies have been interviewed. The distribution by
country is provided in the table below.
Table 9: CATI Distribution by Country
Resale price
restrictions
count
France

10

21

share
20%

Selective
distribution
count
30

share

Exclusive
distribution
count

29%

34

This number does not include industry associations

45

share
33%

Number of
interviews

MFN
count

share

count

32

31%

103

share
20%
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Germany

21

24%

26

30%

33

38%

32

37%

86

17%

Hungary

21

32%

34

52%

18

27%

21

32%

66

13%

Italy

27

37%

30

41%

35

48%

33

45%

73

14%

Poland

18

20%

19

21%

25

28%

32

36%

89

17%

Sweden

26

26%

30

30%

35

35%

31

31%

99

19%

134

26%

169

33%

180

35%

181

35%

516

100%

Total

Regarding the type of vertical agreements adopted by the interviewed companies, Table
10 presents the results of the distribution of 664 agreements adopted by the 516
interviewed companies (with a ratio of 1.3 agreements per interviewed company).
Table 10: Type of vertical agreement by type of company
Resale price
restrictions
count
share

Selective
distribution
count
share

Exclusive
distribution
count
share

MFN
count

share

Individual
companies

Producers

31

19%

34

20%

53

32%

82

49%

166

Wholesalers

29

30%

30

31%

34

35%

27

28%

96

Retailers

74

29%

105

41%

93

37%

72

28%

254

134

26%

169

33%

180

35%

181

35%

516

Total

In terms of CATI sample composition by industry, the highest number of respondents
operate in the food and beverage industry followed by the agriculture sector, the
accessories, footwear and clothing industries and consumer electronics.
Table 11: CATI sample composition by industry
Resale price
restrictions
count
share
Accessories &
footwear
Agriculture
Clothing
Consumer
electronics
Cosmetics &
Beauty
Financial
services
Food &
Beverages
Furniture
Household
appliances
Media
Publishing of
books,
periodicals and
other
publishing
activities
Sporting
goods
Telecom &
Post
Transport
Other

10

Grand Total

Selective
distribution
count
share

Exclusive
distribution
count
share

MFN
count

share

Number of
agreements
count
share

Individual
companies
count
share

13

19%

19

28%

19

28%

17

25%

68

10%

49

9%

12

16%

21

29%

25

34%

15

21%

73

11%

58

11%

15

19%

16

21%

26

34%

20

26%

77

12%

57

11%

17

24%

20

28%

17

24%

18

25%

72

11%

50

10%

5

12%

10

24%

14

33%

13

31%

42

6%

36

7%

0

0%

1

50%

1

50%

0%

2

0%

2

0%

22

27%

21

25%

14

17%

26

31%

83

13%

68

13%

5

16%

7

23%

7

23%

12

39%

31

5%

26

5%

7

28%

4

16%

6

24%

8

32%

25

4%

23

4%

2

20%

2

20%

3

30%

3

30%

10

2%

5

1%

11

24%

14

31%

10

22%

10

22%

45

7%

38

7%

8

21%

7

18%

12

32%

11

29%

38

6%

30

6%

1

6%

0%

6

38%

9

56%

16

2%

16

3%

4

29%

2

14%

3

21%

5

36%

14

2%

14

3%

12

18%

25

37%

17

25%

14

21%

68

10%

44

9%

134

20%

169

25%

180

27%

181

27%

664

100%

516

100%
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In terms of composition of the sample size in terms of position in the value chain, nearly
half of respondents were retailers (with brick & mortar shops), 32% were producers and
19% wholesalers. Table 12 below presents the type of vertical agreements by value chain
position of the respondents.
Table 12: CATI sample composition by value chain position
Resale price
restrictions
count
share

Selective
distribution
count
share

Exclusive
distribution
count
count

MFN
share

count

Number of
interviews
count
share

Producers

31

19%

34

20%

53

32%

82

49%

166

32%

Wholesale

29

30%

30

31%

34

35%

27

28%

96

19%

Retail

74

29%

105

41%

93

37%

72

28%

254

49%

• Physical

72

31%

98

42%

80

34%

63

27%

234

45%

2

8%

7

28%

13

52%

9

36%

25

5%

134

26%

169

33%

180

35%

181

35%

516

100%

• Online
Total

In terms of composition of the sample per size of the interviewee, most respondents were
micro and small enterprises in accordance with the objective of the CATI exercise to collect
practices of SMEs.
Table 13: CATI sample composition by company size
Resale price
restrictions
Size
Large

count
3

Medium

share

Selective
distribution
count

2.2%

8

share

Exclusive
distribution
count

4.7%

share

5

2.8%

Number of
interviews

MFN
count
4

share
2.2%

count
10

share
2%

9

6.7%

13

7.7%

26

14.4%

32

17.7%

69

13%

Small

42

31.3%

110

65.1%

50

27.8%

86

47.5%

160

31%

Micro

80

59.7%

38

22.5%

99

55.0%

59

32.6%

277

54%

Total

134

100%

169

100%

180

100%

181

100%

516

100%

2.3.3.4

Online survey

The main objective of the online survey was to identify and provide statistics on marketing
and sales strategies.
The survey questionnaire covers the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Distribution strategies and their relative importance
Sales channel adoption and their relative importance in terms of total revenue
Channels adopted for placing advertisement and their relative importance in term
of advertising expenditure
Restrictions to sell and advertise

In the survey, we targeted manufacturers/brand-owners and retailers/intermediaries in
the following sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clothing and shoes
Consumer electronics
Electrical household appliances
Computer games and software
Toys and childcare articles
Media (books, other publications, CDs, DVDs and Blue-ray discs, etc.)
Cosmetics and healthcare products
Sports and outdoor equipment
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•
•
•
•

House and garden equipment
Food products
Household products
Pet products

The online survey was disseminated to stakeholders via relevant EU and National
Associations and through contacts acquired during the interview programme. A total
number of 66 stakeholders participated to the survey. The distribution by country is
provided in the table below:
Table 14: Online survey distribution by country
Country

Count

Share

France

15

23%

Germany

15

23%

Sweden

7

11%

Netherlands

6

9%

Belgium

4

6%

Italy

4

6%

Poland

3

5%

United Kingdom

3

5%

Extra-EU

2

3%

Ireland

2

3%

Spain

2

3%

Hungary

1

2%

Austria

1

2%

1

2%

66

100%

Finland
Total

In terms of the sample composition of the online survey by stakeholders’ field of activity,
the highest number of respondents operate in the provision of services, closely followed
by those trading physical goods:
Table 15. Online survey composition by field of activity
Number of
companies

Field of activity

Sample
share

Our main activity is the provision of services

22

33%

Our main activity is the trading of physical goods (or
association of traders)

21

32%

Our main activity involves both the trading and
manufacturing of physical goods

17

26%

Our main activity is the manufacturing of physical
goods (or association of manufacturers)
Total

6

9%

66

100%

In terms of composition of the sample per size of the interviewee, most respondents were
large enterprises. Unfortunately, 29% of the respondents did not specify the size of their
business:
Table 16: Online survey sample composition by company size
Number of
companies

Company size
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Sample
share
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Large enterprise

32

48%

Information not available

19

29%

Small enterprise

6

9%

Micro enterprise

5

8%

Medium enterprise

4

6%

66

100%

Total

The online survey questionnaire is presented in the Annex VII Results of the survey are
integrated into this document where relevant, and a full analysis are part of the final
report.
2.3.3.5

Case studies

The case studies complement the results of the online survey and provide additional
insights into business models currently adopted by e-commerce platforms/marketplaces.
The case studies addressed specific e-commerce platforms/marketplaces. In selecting the
platforms, we applied the following criteria:
1. Geographic presence
2. Dependence of business users on the platform service provider
In order to achieve further variation across case studies, we distinguished between
platforms offering goods and platforms offering services.
These criteria enabled the study to cover a broad range of potential distribution
channel/business model choices within the three case studies.
For the case study on service platforms, Uber is examined in more detail. With regards to
platforms predominantly selling physical goods, case studies on Amazon and Zalando were
conducted.
Each case study included a combination of desk research and interviews with each of the
platforms.
The analysis of the platforms took place in a systematic manner using the DRAM model.
The DRAM enables a systematic identification and analysis of online platforms and
intermediation services. The model comprises (i) endogenous effects as regards to the
platform and business model itself; and (ii) exogenous effects with respect to enabler and
spill-over effects in terms of technical economic and societal dimensions.
The full case studies are reported in Annex VIII.

2.3.4 Econometrics
Agreed scope of the analysis
Four separate econometric studies of the effects of vertical restraints on competition and
consumers were designed in the context of this study.
•
•
•

The case of the books RPM has been identified.
The case of MFN clauses in the hotel booking sector has been identified and analysed
in two separate econometric studies. The first used publicly available data at country
level; the second used a proprietary dataset of hotel level booking data.
A study of the cumulative effects of MFN clauses in the hotel sector has been
undertaken, relying on the same hotel-level dataset mentioned above.

The detailed econometric approach for each analysis is found in Annex X and an overview
is provided below.
Methodology – Book RPM
While RPM is a hardcore restriction, the European Commission accepts fixed book prices
so long as they do not hinder cross-border trade between member states. RPMs have thus
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been explicitly allowed by law, over different time periods, across several EU Member
States. The econometric analysis in this section uses these Fixed Book Price (FBP) policy
variations as a quasi-natural experiment on the basis of which to test the impact of RPM
on market outcomes and consumers.
The econometric strategy thus involves estimating a variant of a two-way fixed effects
model. In particular, the specification in Loyland and Ringstad (2012) 11, which focuses on
FBP agreements in the book sector of Norway, is adopted. De los Santos and Wildenbeest
(2017) 12 also use a difference-in-difference methodology, although they focus on the ebook market and therefore their exact specification is slightly different from the
specifications set out here.
The dependent variables of interest are indexed book prices (regression 1), number of
enterprises in the retail book sector (regression 2) and book quantity (regression 3). A
variety of regressions are estimated for each dependent variable, starting from the most
parsimonious regression up to our preferred specifications which we will refer to as the
benchmark model (all controls and time fixed effects). For illustration the regressions are:
(1) 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡 + Γ1 X𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿1 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(2) 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 + Γ2 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝛿𝛿2 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(3) 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡 + Γ3 Z𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿3 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

The main independent variable is a dummy variable, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , to capture whether FBP is in
force in country i at time t. Therefore, variation in book price legislation is being used as
the measure of ‘treatment’ variation. The coefficients on FBP, 𝛿𝛿, can thus be interpreted
as difference-in-differences estimators and are the coefficients of interest. 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 represents
country-specific fixed effects in the first regression and similarly for 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 and 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ; 𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡 , 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 , 𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡
represents time fixed effects; X,Y and Z are control variables which vary for each
specification and are explained further below; finally 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are random error terms.
A fixed effects model is estimated using data that has a panel structure 13. As a result of
the fixed effects specification, the coefficients of interest (𝛿𝛿) are within estimators that
only measure changes within each country. The fixed effects estimates are unaffected by
any country-specific variables which do not vary over time.
In this type of models, country-level serial correlation in the error terms can be expected,
given the likely persistence of country-level shocks which affect book prices; this is
addressed by estimating the standard error terms with clustering over countries to avoid
underestimating the standard error of the difference-in-differences estimator (Bertrand et
al., 2004) 14.
Methodology – MFNs; country-level data
A similar approach was applied in the econometric analysis of the effects of MFN clauses,
or of their removal, on prices and competition in the hotel booking sector. The analysis
focuses on the online hotel booking sector, as online platforms have become increasingly
important over the past decade in the European hotel bookings sector, while having been
the object of several regulatory and legislative interventions in the same period.

11
These authors test the effect of the FBP change in law (from an agreement to a formal law) in Norway and so their
specification is very similar to that presented here. They focus on one country but look at different regions within Norway.
Their specification is presented for book quantity in the annex; however, they point out that the control variables are
similarly used in their price specification.
12
These authors look at e-book prices and variation in agency or wholesale pricing model among the Big Six Publishers.
Their different focus, and availability of book-level data, explains the different dependent variables of interest. However,
the specification set-up is similar to that used in a difference-in-difference methodology.
13
The results from the Hausman specification test, which indicate the use of fixed effects over random effects.
14
While it is noted that Bertrand et al. (2004) highlight the issues in clustering when the number of states/countries is
low, Rokicki et al. (2017) suggest that cluster-robust standard errors work sufficiently well so long as the number of
states/countries is greater than 20. There are 28 countries in the dataset so this method is appropriate.
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The econometric analysis uses variations in the legality of MFN clauses in the EU as a
quasi-natural experiment to test the impact of these clauses on market outcomes and
consumers.
Two separate exercises were undertaken, one relying on publicly available country-level
data and one using a proprietary database of hotel-level prices.
The country-level econometric analysis of MFN clauses in the hotel booking sector applies
a two-way fixed effects model. This model is a more general version of the canonical
difference-in-differences model 15, which is “a quasi-experimental research design that
researchers often use to study causal relationships” (Wing, Simon & Bello-Gomez, 2018).
Using this model allows the evolution of the dependent variable over time between a
treatment and a control group to be compared.
This type of regression model is commonly used in policy evaluation (Wing, Simon & BelloGomez, 2018; de Chaisemartin & D’Haultfœuille, 2019) as well as in the academic
literature investigating the effect of MFN clauses (CMA, 2017; ECN, 2017; Ater & Rigbi,
2018; Hunold et al., 2016 16; Mantovani et al. 2019). Similar to these studies, the
introduction of laws banning the use of wide and narrow MFN clauses can be interpreted
as an exogenous factor (i.e. not driven by the outcome variables of interest) that varied
over time and across countries.
The specification looks for effects of MFN indicators on alternative dependent variables,
namely room prices and a demand/consumption measure. Several studies have
investigated price levels as the dependent variable (Ater & Rigbi, 2018; Chen & Liu, 2011).
The regression specifications in this study can be described as follows:
(1) 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝛾1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝛾2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,(𝑡𝑡−12) + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
(2) 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜑𝜑𝑡𝑡 + 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜆𝜆1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜆𝜆2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

In the above equations, the price for a hotel room in country i and period t, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,
and the number of nights booked in hotels in country i and period t, 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , are
the dependent variables.

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a vector of treatment variables indicating changes in the use of MFN clauses in
a specific country and period. For example, this variable takes the value 1 in all dates after
a ban on particular MFN clauses is introduced in particular Member States and zero
otherwise.
In addition to the treatment variables, a set of control variables is included in the
regressions.
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a vector of variables that affect supply and demand in the domestic economy
across time and countries (e.g. GDP per capita, unemployment rate and CPI).

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−12 is a vector of country and time specific variables that control for hotel market
specific information.
The proposed panel model also includes country and time fixed effects and an error term. 17
The Huber/White estimator for heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors is used. 18

The standard difference in differences model considers two time periods and one control and treatment group. In
reality, most quasi-experiments, such as the present case, last for a longer time period and have multiple groups with
varying treatment timings.
16
The authors employ a difference-in-trend approach, which “closely resembles a difference-in-differences approach as
a trend is a difference over time” (Hunold et al., 2016).
17
The time fixed effects are dummy variables for each period in the data (on a monthly level) that control for country
independent trends and shocks. Country fixed effects are included by specifying “fe” as an option to the panel regression
command in Stata.
18
We do not cluster the standard errors over countries because of the structure of the data in this study. While we note
that Bertrand et al. (2004) highlight the issues in clustering when the number of states/countries is low, Rokicki et al.
15
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The variables in the panel data have a monthly frequency. Due to the seasonality of the
hotel industry, we account for seasonal patterns in the hotel specific variables (e.g. hotel
price, number of nights and net occupancy rate), as well as some economy wide variables
(e.g. GDP per capita, CPI and unemployment) by de-seasonalising the variables. 19
Methodology – MFNs; hotel-level data
The econometric analysis of the impact of banning narrow MFNs based on hotel-level data
relied on a similar methodology. This second study investigates the effect of the Austrian
and Italian laws banning the use of narrow MFN clauses in the hotel booking sector, using
hotel-level data from Fornova. 20
The dataset for the analysis consists of more than 24 million individual price observations
that have been collected from the metasearch website ‘Tripadvisor’ by using a web-crawler.
Each search on Tripadvisor prompts multiple room price observations from different OTAs.
A range of dependent variables have been created based on this information. The variables
include the minimum and median price, in addition to prices advertised on the hotel’s own
website, as well as the inter quartile range (IQR) and the coefficient of variation.
The treatment variable indicates the switch from narrow MFN clauses to no MFN clauses.
It has been constructed in the same way as for the Eurostat study. However, the treatment
group includes only hotels from cities in Austria and Italy (five cities in Austria, 14 in
Italy). 21 The control group includes nine cities from six countries (Czech Republic, Greece,
Ireland, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain).
The analysis uses a two-way fixed effects model (hotel and time period fixed effects) on a
daily dataset that controls for a range of hotel, city and country-specific variables
(including CPI, interest in a city, lead time, and weekday indicators).
The proposed model specification can therefore be described as follows:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝
= 𝜆𝜆ℎ + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2
+ 𝛽𝛽4 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽5 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝
+ 𝛽𝛽6 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽7 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽8 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2
+ 𝛽𝛽9 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽10 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ + 𝛽𝛽11 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡2 + 𝜀𝜀ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is an indicator summarising the prices offered by different
online travel agencies (OTAs) and/or the hotel website for a hotel room in hotel h, in city
l, in country c, for search date t1, duration of stay d, check-in date t2, from country
perspective p. The study reports several alternative measures of price, including the
minimum price, the median price, the price advertised on the hotel’s own online
channels 22, the inter-quartile range and the coefficient of variation. The variables are logtransformed (except for the coefficient of variation) to account for outliers and different
price levels across cities and countries.
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a treatment variable taking the value 1 if the use of (narrow) MFN clauses is
banned in the country where the hotel h is located, at the time of search, and zero
(2017) suggest that cluster-robust standard errors work sufficiently well so long as the number of states/countries is
greater than 20. We have 28 countries in our dataset and therefore believe this method is appropriate.
19
We use the software package X12 ARIMA, which has been developed by the U.S. Census Bureau for seasonal
adjustment. X12 ARIMA allows us to account for country-specific patterns in addition to the across-country patterns and
shocks that are controlled for by the period fixed effects. We do not include monthly dummy variables in the regression,
as they are perfectly collinear with the period fixed effects. We also explored the use of interaction terms between
monthly dummies and the countries to account for country-specific seasonality in addition to and instead of X12 ARIMA.
However, allowing for country-specific time trends or seasonality has the caveat that it will capture parts of any treatment
effect.
20
Fornova is a company that monitors and collects price data for the hotel booking industry.
21
Unlike for the study based on Eurostat data, Belgium has not been included, due to limited data availability after the
treatment period.
22
If multiple own prices are available for a given search (e.g. from the hotel brand, as well as the corporate group), the
minimum between the two is selected if these are different.
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otherwise. The ban on narrow MFN clauses indicates a switch from narrow to no MFN
clauses in the treatment countries.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a measure of CPI per country. This variable controls for country-specific changes
in the price level over time.

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2 is a proxy for the popularity of and ‘demand’ for a particular city at the
check-in date (t2) 23. The study draws on Google trends search data to proxy demand. This
has been shown in previous literature (Hunold et al., 2017) to provide a good
approximation, while being independent of the price level.
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable that controls for the number of price
observations within each search. Categories are: 5 or less prices, 6-10 prices, 11-15 prices
and more than 15 prices. This variable is important in order to account for the fact the
different numbers of prices shown on Tripadvisor might have an effect on the range of
observed prices.
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the time between the search and the checkin date. The categories are 0 (<=7 days), 1 (>7 days and <=1 month), 2 (>1 month and
<= 2 months) and 3 (>2 months). This variable specification has been chosen because
prices might not have a linear relationship with the lead time.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the number of nights, for which a
search has been performed. Each price refers to one night only. However, in cases where
hotel searches have been performed for multiple nights, average prices are reported on
Tripadvisor. The data only includes searches for one, two or three-night stays. This variable
accounts for any structural differences when observing average prices across two or three
nights. However, the majority of observations (97%) is for a stay of one night only.
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡1 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week, taking the value 1 if
the web-crawler performed the hotel search on that weekday, and 0 otherwise.

𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week, taking the value 1
if the check-in date falls on this weekday, and 0 otherwise.

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is a set of dummy variables controlling for the country of perspective
of each hotel search. This can also be considered the point of sale. This variable allows for
time-invariant price differences as a function of the country from which the booking search
is made. 24

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ is a set of dummy variables for each hotel that allows for hotel fixed effects. As a
result, the coefficients are estimated within each hotel. Fixed effects can capture
components of the price that are a result of time-invariant hotel characteristics. The fixed
effects are not reported in the regression outputs due to the large number of hotels in the
sample.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡2 is a set of time period fixed effects. A dummy variable has been included for every
month-year combination of the check-in dates in the dataset. This variable controls for
changes over time across all countries and cities.
Methodology – cumulative effects
Given the extent of the dataset that was acquired for the study of the impact of MFN
clauses described above, the team decided to use this data to also attempt an assessment
of the impact of cumulative use of MFN clauses in a market and, in particular, to estimate

In cases where Google trends data for a small city was not available, data from bigger nearby cities have been used.
This has only been done in cases, where small cities are close enough so that it can be assumed that they are serving
the same customers (e.g. Montaione and Florence).
24
Fornova, the data supplier, suggested that room price quotes can vary as a function of the country of perspective.
23
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whether greater prevalence of parallel networks of MFN clauses is found to be associated
with worse market outcomes for consumers.
The Vertical Guidelines 25 indicate that access to a relevant market or competition therein
can be significantly restricted by the cumulative effect of parallel networks of similar
vertical agreements practised by competing suppliers or buyers. In the Vertical Guidelines,
‘parallel networks of vertical agreements’ are defined as those that contain restraints
producing similar effects on the market.
Although cumulative effects are a well-established part of the EU vertical restraints policy,
there appears to be little theoretical or empirical investigation of them in the economic
literature. This part of the study aims to make a small contribution towards addressing
this.
For present purposes, it is necessary to operationalise the concept of “parallel networks of
similar vertical agreements practised by competing suppliers or buyers” and translate the
concept into a measurable variable that can be incorporated in an econometric model.
Cumulative effects may result if parallel networks of restrictions compound the anticompetitive effects and/or dampen the pro-efficiency effects of individual restrictions.
The proposed testable hypothesis is therefore the following:

Greater coverage of the online booking market segment by platforms that impose MFNs on
their suppliers leads to higher hotel room prices for consumers
The model investigates the effects on hotel room prices of a cumulative imposition of MFN
clauses 26 by multiple platforms on hotels, which we refer to as “cumulativeness of MFN
clauses” in the market or simply “cumulativeness”.
A unit of observation in the final dataset relates to a search performed by a web crawler
in respect of a single hotel, and records prices quoted by various platforms and, in some
cases, by the hotel’s own website. 27 On that basis, the main dependent variable on which
the analysis focuses is the minimum price within a search. In the data, a given hotel is
observed multiple times for different stay dates and different search dates and from
different country perspectives (the point of sale, meaning the country from where a guest
is searching a hotel on the TripAdvisor website). The dataset thus has multiple overlapping
dimensions. A more detailed description of the dataset can be found in sub-section 1 of
the hotel-level MFN analysis.
The main regressor of interest measures the prevalence of platforms using MFN clauses at
the level of the market: 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡1 . In addition to possibly being affected by the
cumulative adoption of MFN clauses, hotel room prices, within a given booking search,
depend on a series of other factors. The model allows for numerous such effects, including
seasonal demand, day of the week of search and of check-in, duration of stay, how far in
advance the search is relative to the stay, general price level evolution, among others, as
described in more detail below.
The proposed model specifications can therefore be described as follows:

Para 75.
The term ‘MFN’ is used to effectively mean ‘wide MFN’. Even though wide MFNs were not contractually enforceable
during the period of the sample, platforms’ strategies and associated outcomes may have effectively mimicked those of
wide MFN clauses.
27
For example, a hotel search is for a specific type of room at a specific hotel for a specific stay period, with a specific
lead time, and with the search performed from a specific country (country perspective). The country perspective is
defined by the IP address that the crawler connects to. An IP address can be chosen so that the hotel search is recognised
by the website to originate from a particular country. For example, a guest booking a stay in Barcelona from their home
in London has the same country perspective (UK) as a web crawler connecting to a UK IP address. Tripadvisor usually
displays the best available rate (BAR). This means that the prices generally refer to the cheapest available double
bedroom, without any additional services.
25
26
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(1) 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 = 𝜆𝜆ℎ + 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙,𝑤𝑤 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 +
𝛽𝛽3 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2 + 𝛽𝛽4 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽5 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 +
𝛽𝛽6 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽7 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽8 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡2 +
𝛽𝛽9 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽10 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ + 𝛽𝛽11 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡2 + 𝜀𝜀ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝

Note that country and city dummies are not included as they do not add any information
beyond hotel fixed effects (i.e. would lead to perfect collinearity).
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 denotes the minimum across all prices offered by different
online travel agencies (OTAs) and/or the hotel website for a hotel room in hotel h, in city
l, in country c, for search date t1, duration of stay d, in check-in date t2, from country
perspective p. The variable is log-transformed to account for outliers and different price
levels across cities and countries.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙,𝑤𝑤 is a proxy for the extent to which listings in a given market (in city l and
in search week w) are subject to MFN clauses. An increase in the value of this variable is
interpreted to associate with a higher incidence of MFNs within a market. 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙,𝑤𝑤
is defined as one minus the average share of hotels’ price listings (across all platforms)
which are observed to not be subject to MFNs. 28 The construction of this variable is further
described below.
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a treatment variable taking value 1 if a ban on the use of (narrow) MFN clauses
is in place in the country where the hotel h is located, and zero otherwise. The ban of
narrow MFN indicates a switch from narrow to no MFN clauses in the treatment countries.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a measure of CPI per country. This variable controls for country specific changes
in the price level over time.

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2 is a proxy for the popularity and tourism demand of a particular city at
the check-in date (t2). The study draws on Google trend search data to proxy demand.
This has been shown, in previous literature (Hunold et al., 2017), to provide a good
approximation, while being independent of the price level.
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable that controls for the number of price
observations within each search. Categories are up to 5 prices, 6-10 prices, 11-15 prices
and more than 15 prices. This variable is important in order to account for the fact that
the different number of prices shown on TripAdvisor might have an effect on the range of
observed prices.
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the time between the search and the checkin date. The categories are 0 (<=7 days), 1 (>7 days and <=1 month), 2 (>1 month and
<= 2 months) and 3 (>2 months). This variable specification has been chosen because
prices might not have a linear relationship with the lead time.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the number of nights for which a
search has been performed. Each price refers to one night only. However, in the cases
where hotel searches have been performed for multiple nights, average prices are reported
on TripAdvisor. This variable accounts for any structural differences when observing
average prices across two or three days. However, the majority of observations (97%) is
for one night only.
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐ℎ_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡1 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week, taking the value 1
if the web-crawler performed the hotel search on that weekday, and 0 otherwise.

𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡2 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week taking the value
1 if the check-in date falls on this weekday, and 0 otherwise.

These OTAs are: Booking.com, Hotels.com, Expedia, Agoda, Opodo, Venere, Amoma, Priceline, Ebookers, Travelocity,
Edreams. Listings under the name of Tripadvisor, were also included.
28
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𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is a set of dummy variables controlling for the country perspective of
each hotel search. This variable allows for time-invariant price differences as a function of
the country from which the booking search is made. This variable has been included, as
Fornova indicated that room prices can differ depending on the country perspective.
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ is a set of dummy variables for each hotel that serves as hotel fixed effects. As a
result, the coefficients are estimated within each hotel. Fixed effects can capture additive
components of the price that are a result of time-invariant hotel characteristics. The fixed
effects are not reported in the regression outputs due to the large number of hotels in the
sample.
The model was estimated as a panel data, fixed effects regression, with standard errors
clustered at hotel level.
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3 Findings
This chapter presents the findings of the research into market players' behaviour and
motivations and the effects in the market resulting from the use of selective distribution,
exclusive distribution, resale price restrictions and most favoured nation clauses. In
addition, this chapter analyses the cumulative effects of vertical agreements, platform
business models, consumer behaviour and the costs and benefits for undertakings of the
VBER and Vertical Guidelines.
The analysis is based on all the research tools used in the study: literature review,
comparative legal analysis, in-depth interviews with stakeholders and computer-assisted
telephone interviews (CATI), econometric analysis, online consumer survey, and case
studies of online platform business models.
The analysis of the findings of Chapter 3 is used to answer the evaluation questions in
Chapter 4 on the effectiveness, efficiency and relevance of the VBER and Vertical
Guidelines.

3.1

Selective distribution and its effects

Selective distribution systems (SDS) can be used by brands/manufacturers to maintain
greater control over the resale of their products. In such systems, a brand/manufacturer
agrees to supply only those distributors who meet certain minimum criteria. The
distributors, in return, agree to supply only other distributors who are within the approved
selective distribution system or end users. The selection criteria typically comprise
requirements about the outlets in which the products are sold, so that a particular brand
and/or product image can be conveyed or particular pre and post sales assistance can be
offered. Selective distribution arrangements aim to achieve consistent standards and
quality of service in the outlets where the products are sold.
Selective distribution systems are most often used by manufacturers of complex or
technical consumer products which require a high degree of pre-sales advice and postsales service, or by makers of luxury products sold under prestigious brand names which
are heavily promoted to create an exclusive brand image. However, the use of selective
distribution systems is not limited to these product categories.
The information on the use of selective distribution in this study comes from several
research tools:
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of competition cases
Literature review
Stakeholder interviews
CATI Interviews (a sample)
Online survey

Four main types of selective distribution were covered in the study:
•
•
•
•

Qualitative (the network of distributors is based only on objective and qualitative
criteria)
Quantitative (where the brand/manufacturer limits the number of distributors,
either directly, or by applying other quantitative criteria e.g. sales thresholds)
A combination of both qualitative and quantitative criteria
Channelling (i.e. the practice of limiting access to ‘top tier’ products only to certain
distributors)

Selective distribution networks are among the most common vertical agreements that can
be found in the EU markets under analysis. In fact, branded consumer products that are
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not for mass market, but with some specificities that require additional effort in the presales and after-sales phase are often sold under selective distribution agreements.
Overall, 135 in-depth interviews on selective distribution were conducted. This type of
distribution model is quite common in all countries with no significant difference between
countries. It is also quite common across a wide range of sectors taken into account for
the analysis, but it is most prevalent in the clothing, household appliances and cosmetics
industries. The sample is mainly composed of manufacturers (20%), manufacturers which
are also retailers (26%) and retailers (24%). Most of the interviewed stakeholders are
large companies operating cross border.
Selective distribution was also the most common agreement used by the stakeholders in
the CATI interviews sample as it is being used by the 50% of the retailers interviewed, by
35% of the wholesalers interviewed and by 28% of the manufacturers interviewed. A
detailed description of the sample by industry is available in the table below.
Table 17: Interviewed stakeholders in CATI interviews
Industry

Manufacturers

Wholesalers

Retailers

count

count

count

Accessories & footwear

3

0

16

Agriculture

5

6

10

Clothing

1

1

24

Consumer electronics

2

3

15

Cosmetics & beauty

3

4

3

Financial services

0

0

1

Food & beverages

5

6

11

Furniture

5

1

7

Media

0

0

2

Other

4

7

15

Publishing of books, periodicals and other
publishing activities

4

2

8

Transport

2

0

10

34

30

122

Total

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

This chapter has the following sub-chapters that include:
•
•

•
•

Discussion on general distribution: qualitative and quantitative restrictions,
efficiencies generated by specific arrangements
Identification
of
specific
restrictions,
notably:
internet
sales
bans,
marketplace/platform bans, bans on the use of price comparison tool bans,
restrictions to bid on keywords, dual pricing, brick-and-mortar requirements, crossselling restrictions
Accessibility/transparency of criteria for participation in SD
Findings on equivalence principle

3.1.1 Selective distribution network: criteria, motivations and
effects
According to the responses, selective distribution networks are rarely based solely on
quantitative criteria. Quantitative criteria, if present, are usually used in combination with
qualitative criteria. Usually such qualitative criteria have the main aim of ensuring that
retailers have an incentive to offer a high-quality, retail experience. In fact, as per the
interviews, one of the main aims is to avoid free-riding by retailers on the sales efforts of
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other retailers which provide additional services and which are competing for the sale of
the same products.
Responses reflected the fact that the functioning of selective distribution networks can
vary depending on the commercial practices in use in a defined territory, in an industry
and on the strategy and features of the individual stakeholder. The huge variability
between individual situations makes it difficult to draw up a general framework.
From an economic perspective, in terms of pro-efficiency arguments, the literature review
identified similarities between selective distribution systems and RPM, since both are often
presented as a form of protecting brand image and incentivising the investments that
support it. For example, RPM can be used to prevent distribution through discount outlets,
while selective distribution can impose this restriction directly through qualitative
requirements on sales outlets. Thus, in terms of economic motivation, as well as effects,
the two practices can be quite similar in that both involve trade-offs between low prices
and greater provision of non-price dimensions of product distribution, such as service,
convenience and a pleasant shopping experience. An important difference, however, is
that selective distribution does not eliminate intra-brand price competition among those
outlets which are allowed into the distribution system, since these remain free to set retail
prices how they choose. RPM, on the other hand, eliminates intra-brand price competition
completely. RPM also does not necessarily lead to the provision of additional
efforts/services by the distributor as the distributor may decide to keep the additional
margin rather than increasing its service levels depending also to the intensity of
competition downstream. Given the focus of selective distribution systems to stimulate
competition on parameters other than price, selective distribution systems are given a
wide latitude by the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines. The Vertical Guidelines further
recognise that efficiencies can arise in situations concerning free-riding of retailers where
quality standardisation is required to support brand image. According to the Vertical
Guidelines, this is particularly relevant for new products, complex products, and
experience and credence products.
3.1.1.1

Criteria used to select distributors

In this section we analyse the most common types of criteria used to select distributors
and provide descriptive statistics by country and sector, including establishing the
prevalence of quantitative selective distribution.
The information on the use of the most common criteria used to select distributors in this
study comes from several research tools:
•
•

Interviews with stakeholders and CATI interviews
Online survey

In the interviews and stakeholder survey, we found prevalence of selective distribution
networks in the following markets/product categories:
•
•
•
•

Home appliances
Sporting goods
Cosmetics
Luxury goods

As per interviews and survey, selective distribution networks are used in those markets
where the quality of the selling environment and customer experience are central for the
distribution strategies of suppliers.
The majority of the manufacturers use qualitative criteria. Some of them also use a
combination of qualitative/quantitative criteria. Less often, certain suppliers use
channelling practices (especially in the sports goods industry).
Qualitative criteria refer to cases in which the network of distributors is based only on
objective and qualitative criteria. The qualitative criteria that are usually required in
selective distribution networks are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment of trained personnel (product-specific training)
Offer of customer advice before/after sale
Reserving a distinct area within a shop to the product or products of similar quality
Presentation of the product in an appropriate way to preserve the ‘premium quality’
status of the product
Sale of a broad selection of the supplier’s products
Stocking of spare parts
Having a ‘brick & mortar’ store
Having a (product-specific) workshop or customer service centre
Qualitative requirements for online sales (e.g. online customer service, secure
payment methods)

Quantitative criteria refer to cases in which the brand/manufacturer limits the number of
distributors by applying additional quantitative selection criteria. The quantitative criteria
that are usually applied in selective distribution networks are:
•
•
•
•

Minimum size of the separate area in the shop
Minimum purchase clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of units of the
product)
Minimum turnover for brick & mortar shop(s)
Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network

The results from the CATI interviews also show a large prevalence of qualitative criteria
(i.e. having a brick & mortar store, offering customer advice pre- and post-sales, reserving
a distinct area within the shop).
Table 18: Most common types of qualitative or quantitative criteria used to select
distributors – MANUFACTURERS
Which type of criteria do distributors and/or retailers have to fulfil in order to be able to
sell your products?
answer

count

share

They must offer customer advice before or after sale

17

50.0%

Employees must have a product-specific training

14

41.2%

Respect a minimum buy clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of
units of the product)

13

38.2%

Shall stock spare parts of your products

11

32.4%

Reserve a distinct area within a shop

10

29.4%

Have at least one physical store

10

29.4%

Comply with qualitative requirements for online sales (e.g. having an online
customer service, secure payment methods, n

9

26.5%

Minimum turnover

7

20.6%

None of the above

4

11.8%

Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network or location

5

14.7%

Other requirements

2

5.9%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

Table 19: Most common types of qualitative or quantitative criteria used to select
distributors – WHOLESALERS
Which type of criteria do distributors and/or retailers have to fulfil in order to be able to
sell your products?
answer

Count

Share

Offer customer advice before or after sale

17

56.7%

Employees must have a product-specific training

15

50.0%
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Which type of criteria do distributors and/or retailers have to fulfil in order to be able to
sell your products?
answer

Count

Share

Minimum buy clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of units of the
product)

13

43.3%

Have at least one physical store

12

40.0%

Minimum turnover

9

30.0%

Comply with qualitative requirements for online sales (e.g. having a online
customer service, secure payment methods, no

8

26.7%

Stock spare parts of supplier's products

9

30.0%

Reserve a distinct area within a shop

6

20.0%

Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network/location

8

26.7%

None of the above

1

3.3%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

Table 20 Most common types of qualitative or quantitative criteria used to select
distributors – RETAILERS
Which type of criteria do you have to fulfil in order to be part of your suppliers' selective
distribution network?
answer

count

share

Have at least one physical store

67

64%

Offer customer advice before or after sale

51

49%

Minimum buy clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of units of the
product)

38

36%

Reserve a distinct area within a shop

36

34%

Comply with qualitative requirements for online sales (e.g. having an online
customer service, secure payment methods, no

36

34%

Minimum turnover

30

29%

Employees must have a product-specific training

28

27%

Stock spare parts of supplier's products

28

27%

Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network/location

22

21%

None of the above

8

8%

Other requirements (Please specify)
Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

4

4%

Within their selective distribution networks, the manufacturers of popular brands demand
services such as pre-sales specialised assistance or dedicated space (i.e. near the tills) in
which only products of their brand are displayed. At the same time, these manufacturers
can often decide which products are displayed and where: in those kinds of networks they
do not pay for this privilege since it is part of the distribution agreement (in contrast to
mass market products where often the manufacturers have to pay retailers in order to
have dedicated space or they have to provide themselves sales assistance for their own
branded products).
The interviews and the CATI confirm that selective distribution networks are largely based
on qualitative criteria. This is a stable finding across different countries and the different
industries where selective distribution networks can be found.
Based on the interviews, selective distribution networks are rarely based solely on
quantitative criteria. Quantitative criteria are always used in combination with qualitative
criteria. In the interviews we found evidence of use of quantitative criteria in the sports
goods retail industry: in particular, the criteria used are the minimum size of the brand’s
dedicated area and minimum purchase clauses. Moreover, quantitative criteria vary among
manufacturers. Stakeholders during interviews often reported that some criteria related
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to the maximum number of retailers, for example, and their geographical breakdown are
generally not communicated to potential distributors (or competitors), as they are
considered a business secret. The criteria usually communicated to selective distributors
concern the range of products offered to customers that are required in physical points of
sales and online.
Based on the interviews, qualitative criteria usually aim to ensure that retailers have the
right incentives in order to develop, maintain and offer a high-quality, retail experience.
In fact, as per the interviews, one of the main aims of having certain qualitative
requirements is to avoid free-riding by retailers operating within the same selective
distribution network. In fact, one of the main objectives of a selective distribution system
declared by both retailers and manufacturers is protecting the investments made for the
marketing of products and for the market entry of innovative products. Innovative
products (in cosmetics as well as in household appliances) require partners in the supply
chain that are able to invest in human capital (e.g. trained sales force), stock quantities,
marketing and advertisement, display areas and other factors. The need for a stable
network of retailers requires long-standing relationships based on selective distribution
agreements. The use of selective distribution networks enable manufacturers to maintain
a sufficient level of incentives downstream in order to ensure that retailers offer a highlevel, retailing experience to the final customers.
Based on the interviews, in the cosmetics retail sector, qualitative criteria vary among
manufacturers, but generally concern the point of sale’s environment and location, product
presentation and range, as well as services offered to customers (ability to touch and test
the products, demo, personalised advice from qualified beauty consultants, samples etc.).
Those criteria are generally transposed to online sales in order to offer an equivalent
quality of services to customers.
3.1.1.2 Analyse the motivations and the objectives for establishing
selective distribution networks, notably in view of the nature of
the products that prompt the use of selective distribution.
The information in this section comes from several research tools:
•
•
•

Interviews with stakeholders
Online survey
Literature review

Literature review: pro-competitive and anti-competitive
impacts of selective distribution networks
The literature identifies a trade-off between potential loss of customers as a result of higher
prices – stemming from limits to the retailer base and therefore potentially reduced intrabrand competition – versus consumer valuation for brand experience and higher service
quality. Those effects are summarised in the table below:
Table 21: Effects of Selective Distribution Systems (SDS)
Effects of Selective Distribution Systems (SDS)
Pro-competitive
motivations

Encourage provision of retailer services/address free-rider problems, such
as, but not limited to,
Incentivising retailers to maintain/support brand image
Support launch of new products
Protect retailer in making relationship-specific investments

Anti-competitive
motivations

Facilitate supplier collusion/create barriers to entry at supplier level
Foreclosure at retailer level

Welfare effects

Contrary to other vertical restraints, SDS do not eliminate intra-brand price
competition among those outlets which are allowed into the distribution
system, since these remain free to set their retail prices. Nonetheless, SDS
involve trade-offs between low prices and greater provision of non-price
dimensions of product distribution, such as service, convenience and a
pleasant shopping experience. In this case, net welfare effects are a
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Effects of Selective Distribution Systems (SDS)
function of consumer valuation for these non-price services relative to the
costs of their provision.
Source: Contractors on literature review

Pro-competitive effects
SDS encourage provision of retailer services (address free-rider problems). The
provision of valued sales services by retailers is likely to break down in markets where
consumers can make use of such pre-sales services but then buy the products more
cheaply from competing retailers offering low levels of services (free-riding). This freeriding effect is usually stronger where pre-sales service is required for the sale of the
product, such as personalised products or complex technology products (Buettner et al.,
2009) and has been alleged to be more significant given the rise in online sellers. Van Baal
and Dach (2005) estimated that around 20% of consumers are likely to do this, i.e. take
advantage of the lower prices offered by the retailers who free-ride on the services
provided by others 29. As a result, firms can be disincentivised from investing sufficiently
in customer service or capital which supports the image or quality of products. The
rationale for SDS, in this case, is to provide firms with a guarantee that their investments
will not be appropriated in this way – the SDS can exclude from the retail of a certain good
any retailer that does not provide the contracted level of service.
Shin (2007) notes, however, that, even if free-riding occurs, retailers may still be
incentivised to make appropriate levels of investment. It may be sufficient that some
consumers remain with the sellers providing the high level of service to compensate the
service-providing retailers by reducing the intensity of price competition in some demand
segments.
SDS support investment. Hold-up problems can occur if there are relationship-specific
investments that a retailer needs to make in order to sell the brands of a given
manufacturer. The manufacturer could offer those retailers that made such investments
relatively worse selling conditions in the knowledge that this retailer faces high costs if it
exits the relationship. SDS instead provides a form of protection for retailers against holdup by the manufacturer. It will have net positive welfare effects depending on the relative
strength of anti-competitive effects and the value placed by consumers on the retailerlevel investments it protects.
There is a broad theoretical consensus suggesting that, in comparison to price restraints,
SDS are less likely to result in consumer harm and consequently softer regulation is
deemed appropriate for these non-price constraints. Selecting and limiting access by
retailers can also be more efficient than price restraints because retailers derive value from
being members of a selective network. Retailers have an incentive not to be expelled from
the SD network and therefore their adherence to the SDS conditions requires less
monitoring.
SDS and the controversy about restrictions on internet sales. Most of the literature
in this area does not distinguish between different forms of online sales restrictions. The
economic analyses generally consider the incentives and effects of a broadly defined,
hypothetical situation where retailers are not free to decide on the use of online sales
channels.
In an analysis commissioned by a major luxury brand, Buettner et al (2009) argue that,
in the case of luxury goods at least, the image of exclusivity is an integral part of the
product, and thus it must be recognised that if the image is tarnished, the product loses
in value. This is not only detrimental to the supplier, but also to those consumers who
appreciate such goods. The authors also contend that not allowing manufacturers of luxury
goods to protect the exclusive image of their products by means of vertical restraints could
Almost one-ﬁfth of the respondents in this study access information online and buy from a competitor’s physical store,
while one-quarter access information in a physical store and buy from a competitor’s online store.
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make them stop using independent retailers and revert entirely to vertically integrated
sales outlets, which is not in the interest of competition or consumers.
Furthermore, Witt (2016) expects such restrictions to be irrelevant for the welfare of those
consumers who do not value luxury goods, as long as there is sufficient inter-brand
competition and a sufficient number of alternatives in the form of non-branded products,
or products of less prestigious brands that compete primarily on the basis of material
quality and price.
Winter (1993) suggests that SD systems (as is the case for vertical restraints more
broadly) are created in order to counteract an inherent bias towards price competition on
the part of retailers. Under certain conditions, aggressive intra-brand price competition
among retailers is detrimental to the overall value created along the supply chain and does
not necessarily benefit consumers. A shift towards stronger non-price competition by
retailers can be of benefit and vertical restraints can help correct the distorted incentives
of retailers.
Some empirical work indicates that higher prices may not be a signal of anti-competitive
practices and instead they could be associated with higher demand (Sass and Saurman
(1993)).
Anti-competitive effects of Selective Distribution
Foreclosure at retailer level. SDS may be used by manufacturers to prevent certain
retailers from supplying their product, facilitating foreclosure at the retailer level.
Facilitate supplier collusion / create barriers to entry at supplier level. Kinsella et
al. (2009) find SDS can facilitate collusion between suppliers in markets with differentiated
products. In Nurski and Verboven (2016)’s model, collusion between companies acts as
an entry barrier. In this type of model, a ban on SD restrictions would shift market power
away from the bigger players.
SDS used to unduly restrict internet sales. A very large number of papers has debated
the legitimacy of manufacturer-imposed restrictions on internet sales within their selective
distribution systems, in the broader context of how best to adapt the antitrust rules on
selective distribution systems to the context of online sales. This debate mirrors some of
the arguments made in relation to RPM. In particular, supplier motivations may not always
be solely directed to the promotion of the quality of their products, that certain online
sales related restrictions may not be the most suitable way to do so, and that the value of
high levels of retailer service to customers is debatable.
Kinsella et al (2009) suggest that any benefits to consumer welfare resulting from the
investments in product image, which this type of restrictions are purported to protect, are
speculative and without empirical foundation. Instead, they note that “vertical restraints
can easily be imposed to geographically segment markets, raise barriers to entry for
competitors and reduce competition between suppliers upstream, resulting in higher prices
and less choice – results to the unambiguous detriment of consumers” 30.
Similar positions on the use of vertical restraints by manufacturers have been put forth by
Colangelo and Torti (2018), Monti (2013), Ezrachi (2017) Puzhansky (2014) and Buccirossi
(2015) to name a few examples. 31

Kinsella, S., Melin, H., & Schropp, S. (2009). Comments on the CRA Paper Entitled “An Economic Analysis of the Use
of Selective Distribution by Luxury Goods Suppliers”. European Competition Journal, 5(1), 227-260.
31
Anne C. Witt (2016) Restrictions on the use of third-party platforms in selective distribution agreements for luxury
goods, European Competition Journal, 12:2-3, 435-461,
Giuseppe Colangelo & Valerio Torti (2018) Selective distribution and online marketplace restrictions under EU
competition rules after Coty Prestige, European Competition Journal, 14:1, 81-109
G. Monti, “Restraints on selective distribution agreements”, (2013) 36 World Competition 489
A. Ezrachi, “Online marketplace bans and consumer welfare. A tale of quality and long-term investment, or a story of
limited choice and higher prices?”, (2017)
30
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Assessment based on stakeholder interviews and online
survey
Based on the in-depth interviews, CATI interviews and survey, the most common
motivations behind the implementation of selective distribution networks are to protect
brand image and to offer a better customer experience.
Table 22: Motivations for Selective Distribution – MANUFACTURERS
Which are the motivations behind the decision to implement a selective distribution
network?
Answer

count

share

To protect brand image

18

53%

To offer a better customer experience

17

50%

To maintain a stock of a certain size or variety

14

41%

To promote the launch of new products

12

35%

To avoid price competition among retailers

13

38%

To incentivise retailers to adhere to promotional campaigns

9

26%

Others, (Please specify)

3

9%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

Some major inefficiencies that companies find in open distribution models, according to
many stakeholders include:
•

•

•

Counterfeits: Trading counterfeit products is an illegal activity with several
negative impacts for consumers, such as the possibility of damage, lower quality
and the items not being subject to the same environmental standards as original
branded products. Furthermore, counterfeits harm brand image and reputation, and
increase customer support-related costs. Due to the large number of retailers and
resellers across different channels both online and off-line, counterfeits are more
difficult to detect in an open distribution system than in a selective distribution
system and the number of audits required for effective deterrence is large.
Customer experience: intensive (or non-selective) distribution partners typically
can have sale volumes that are too low to incentivise investment in understanding
and promoting branded products. This results in a sub-optimal customer experience,
harming both customers and brands. It can also create the free-rider problems
highlighted above.
Inventory uncertainty: no reliable information on the inventory in the distribution
channel, since there are too many resellers and retailers. Inventory uncertainty
increases the risk of oversupply and undersupply

In the interviews and survey, stakeholders when asked about other potential alternative
measures to achieve the benefits of selective distribution models often mention RPM: this
is generally not a legally possible option, since it is a by object restriction and a hardcore
restriction under the VBER. According to the literature, there can indeed be similarities
between the effects of a selective distribution system and RPM, but, while RPM has been
used to prevent distribution through discount outlets, selective distribution imposes this
restriction through certain qualitative criteria that discount outlets are typically not
fulfilling. Thus, in terms of economic motivation, as well as effects, the two practices may
be quite similar in that they both involve trade-offs between low prices and greater
provision of non-price dimensions of product distribution, such as service, convenience
and a pleasant shopping experience. Interviewed stakeholders, however, recognise the
dangers of using fixed or minimum resale price since the important difference is that
selective distribution does not eliminate intra-brand price competition among those outlets
V. Pruzhansky, “Luxury goods, vertical restraints and internet sales”, (2014) 38 European Journal of Law and Economics
227,
P. Buccirossi, “Vertical restraints on e-commerce and selective distribution”, (2015) 11 Journal of Competition Law &
Economics 747, 764.
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which are allowed into the distribution system, since these remain free to set retail prices
how they choose, while RPM, on the other hand, eliminates intra-brand price competition
completely.
According to some stakeholders, both manufacturers and retailers need to make
investments to promote innovation. Innovative products often require investments in presales and after-sales services that can be supported through selective distribution
agreements. In order to allow those investments, there is the need to have sufficient
margins. If competition between retailers were to be only focussed on price, these margins
could be endangered: as per interviews and survey, the supply chains therefore need to
shift competition from purely price-based competition to competition based on the quality
of services provided.
The rationale mentioned above is not valid across all industries and across all product
categories. For mass market products, stakeholders interviewed recognise that those
products are not meant to be sold in a selective distribution agreement since it would not
be economically profitable. From an economic point of view, they should reach as many
consumers as possible, while they do not need particular sales services. For these
products, competition can be based mainly on price.
According to stakeholder opinion, the use of selective distribution agreements in some
product categories may be questionable when it is not based on product features (which
require a certain level of services mentioned above). As previously mentioned, if the value
of the branded product would not benefit from additional services, then it is highly unlikely
that SDS would be used by a brand. However, in an SDS it may for example be easier to
implement resale price maintenance as a manufacturer is in an (indirect) contractual
relationship with all distributors which can more easily be pressured to stick to certain
prices than in open distribution with the main aim of reducing intra-brand competition and
ensuring higher levels of prices.
Aligned to the Vertical Guidelines, we can recognise that efficiencies can arise in situations
concerning potential free-rider problems and where quality of sales service is required to
support brand image. This is particularly relevant for new products, complex products, and
experience and credence products 32.

3.1.2 Specific types of restrictions within SD systems
Within selective distribution systems we identified several restrictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internet sales bans
Marketplace/platform bans
Price comparison tool bans
Restriction to bid on keywords
Dual pricing
Brick-and-mortar requirements
Cross-selling restrictions within SD network

3.1.2.1

Market assessment

During the in-depth interviews, the vast majority of stakeholders interviewed said they do
not use and are not interested in the use of online sales bans.
As per the interviews, usually brick-and-mortar criteria are meant to be used in order to
avoid free riding by online retailers on the sales efforts of offline retailers that have to
sustain higher burdens in terms of costs and investment requirements. The traditional
argument is that it is easy for the consumer to, for example, visit a brick-and-mortar store
and receive all the product information from a trained sales assistant and then buy the
product at a lower price online. The consequences of such free-riding can further affect
the brick-and-mortar world as well as the online world. In fact, especially for luxury and
SEC(2010)
411
Guidelines
on
Vertical
Restraints.
Para.
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/legislation/guidelines_vertical_en.pdf
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innovative products, there are additional competitive parameters that relate not only to
the price, but also to the quality of the products and of the service to be offered to
customers, which implies investments that cannot be avoided.
Today, free-riding is a problem that affects online sales as well as offline sales. Due to
omni-channel strategies that have been implemented by selective retailers (for a long time
now), free riding is a concern for both channels in both directions: e.g. some customers
seek consultation in a brick-and-mortar store and then purchase the product online and
viceversa.
As per the interviews, in the sports goods industry, there is evidence of the use of separate
selective distribution networks for offline and online retailers. This behaviour, in the view
of some stakeholders, can restrict competition.
As per the interviews and survey, we found that stakeholders across the whole value chain
are increasingly aware of the fact that online marketing within a selective distribution
network must be in line with the standards of the manufacturers. As per the interviews,
manufacturers often require that all marketing materials used by their retailers be either
provided or pre-approved by the brand owner. This is seen by multiple stakeholders as
crucial to ensure that authorised retailers are in harmony with the brand image and that
they contribute to increasing sales revenues. Often qualitative requirements for
advertising pursue the same objectives as other requirements relating to the sale of
branded products – for example, the need, as seen by stakeholders, to maintain the luxury
and/or quality image and the environment in which products are advertised. Advertising
is an essential component of the customer experience, especially in the digital world,
where it is often the first contact point between the customer and the brand/product. It is
therefore important for suppliers that the environment in which this first contact takes
place matches the brand image that the supplier wants to convey regarding its products.
In addition, it is also important to ensure that consumers are only exposed to
advertisements for authentic products and that consumers are not directed via advertising
to sites where counterfeit products are sold.
Table 23: Online restrictions – MANUFACTURERS
If you do sell your products directly online, are your retailers also allowed to:
Answer

count

Sell your products online

share
10

29%

Advertise using search engine advertising (e.g. AdWords)

7

21%

Sell your products on online marketplaces

4

12%

Advertise your products on price comparison websites

5

15%

Others (Please specify)

1

3%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

Table 24: Online restrictions – WHOLESALERS
Do you have agreements with your supplier that forbid your company to:
Answer

count

share

Advertise on price comparison websites?

5

17%

Advertise using search engine advertising (e.g. AdWords)?

4

13%

Sell on online marketplaces?

4

13%

Sell online?

3

10%

22

73%

None of the above
Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews
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Table 25: Online restrictions – RETAILERS
Do you have agreements with your supplier that forbid your company to:
Answer

count

Advertise using search engine advertising (e.g. AdWords)?

share
10

10%

Sell online?

5

5%

Sell on online marketplaces?

9

9%

Advertise on price comparison websites?
None of the above

7

7%

90

86%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

From the CATI interviews, we found that the most frequent restrictions within SDS are
marketplace/platform bans and price comparison tool bans. In any case, we highlight that
among retailers that are also operating online, the vast majority of them (87%) are not
subject to any of the online sales restrictions within SD.
Table 26: Cross-selling restrictions – MANUFACTURERS
Do you apply restrictions on sales between distributors/retailers?
Answer

count

Yes
No

share
6

18%

28

82%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

Table 27: Cross-selling restrictions – WHOLESALERS
Does your supplier impose restrictions on
sales between distributors?
answer

count

Yes

share
5

No

Do you impose restrictions in your
contracts with retailers on sales between
retailers?
answer

12%

count

Yes

25
88% No
Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

share
7

23%

23

77%

Table 28: Cross-selling restrictions – RETAILERS
Does your supplier impose restrictions on sales between retailers?
Answer

count

Yes
No

share
17

16%

88
Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

84%

From in-depth interviews, survey and CATI interviews, cross-selling restrictions exist but
are not prevalent in most of the selective distribution networks analysed.
3.1.2.2

Analysis of competition cases

The number of selective distribution cases is very low in most sectors, with the exception
of the automobile sector which is only partly covered by this evaluation study (i.e. insofar
as the vertical agreements in question are covered by the VBER and not by Regulation
461/2010). Other sectors where the NCAs reported multiple cases include household
appliances, consumer electronics and cosmetics. Please see Annex IV for more details.
The selection of cases discussed below is representative of the most disputed types of
restraints found in selective distribution networks, including internet sales bans;
marketplace/platform bans; price comparison tool bans; restrictions on keyword bidding;
dual pricing; brick-and-mortar requirements; and cross-selling restrictions. The key cases
concerning selective distribution agreements were reported by the NCAs of Germany,
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France and the UK, while Greece reported on an important case dealing with cross-supply
of goods. Please see Annex III, which provides an overview of the case summaries.
Outright internet sales bans
The 2011 ECJ judgment in Case C-439/09 Pierre Fabre confirmed that an outright internet
sales ban imposed on distributors in a selective distribution system constitutes a restriction
of competition by object pursuant to Article 101(1) TFEU as well as a hardcore restriction
for the purposes of Regulation No 2790/1999 33, but which may be exempted individually
under Article 101(3) 34.
The French and the UK’s NCAs adopted a similar approach when assessing whether the
online sales bans in their respective cases could be considered to amount to by object and
hardcore restrictions, or whether they met the Metro criteria 35 in order to fall outside
Article 101(1) TFEU.
The UK NCA and the competent national courts conducted a step-by-step analysis of the
online sales ban imposed by Ping Europe Limited, a manufacturer and distributor of golf
clubs, which built on the reasoning of Pierre Fabre.
In 2017, Ping was fined £1.45 million by the UK NCA for banning UK retailers from selling
its golf clubs online.
The Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT) upheld the NCA's decision. It referred to the Vertical
Guidelines and the European Court of Justice’s judgments (Pierre Fabre and the
subsequent Coty judgment, which is mentioned below 36). The CAT concluded that there is
now a body of case law and decisional practice showing that an absolute ban on internet
sales in a selective distribution network reveals a sufficient degree of harm to competition
to be considered a restriction of competition by object.
The Court of Appeal endorsed the UK NCA's and CAT’s findings that the online sales
prohibition as set out in Ping’s internet sales policy (ISP) restricts competition. The ISP
limited the ability of retailers within the network to sell to customers who are outside the
geographic range of their premises. This in turn restricts competition on price, as
customers are unable to buy from the cheapest authorised dealer but are instead limited
to those dealers whose shops they can visit.
In Stihl, the French NCA 37, dealt with an internet sales ban for gardening equipment, the
use of which can be potentially dangerous for the consumer. While this was in principle a
legitimate liability concern for the undertaking, which was recognised also by the
competent court in France, Stihl’s practices were still considered to have exceeded what
was necessary to achieve their objective.
The French NCA accepted as legitimate that a manufacturer might adopt certain
restrictions within a selective distribution system for the sale of high-quality or complextechnology products. In this case, the nature of Stihl’s products (chainsaws, bush-cutters,
pole-saws, electric pruners), justified specific rules for online sales in order to ensure their
quality and safe use.
However, the NCA considered the online terms applied by Stihl, in particular the
requirement for hand delivery to the customer, not objectively justified and considerably
The previous block exemption regulation governing vertical agreements.
Case C-439/09 Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique SAS v Président de l’Autorité de la concurrence and Ministre de
l’Économie, de l’Industrie et de l’Emploi [2011] ECLI:EU:C:2011:649.
35
1. the properties of the product necessitate a selective distribution system; 2. resellers are chosen on the basis of
objective criteria of a qualitative nature which is determined uniformly for all potential resellers and applied in a nondiscriminatory manner; and 3. the restrictions do not go beyond what is necessary; See Case 26/76 Metro v
Commission (No 1) [1977] ECLI:EU:C:1977:167.
36
Case C-230/16 Coty Germany GmbH v Parfümerie Akzente GmbH [2017] ECLI:EU:C:2017:603.
37
The German NCA also assessed Stihl’s internet sales ban but did not open proceedings. The obligation was
comprehensively presented and explained in several telephone calls, pleadings and personal meetings. In the course of
the contacts, the supplier made adjustments to the distribution system, so that the decision-division saw no reason to
initiate a formal procedure as part of its discretion. The supplier was informed that the functioning of the distribution
system would continue to be monitored.
33
34
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more restrictive than what would be strictly necessary to meet the safety and brand
protection needs of Stihl. The NCA found that such a requirement had the effect of a de
facto prohibition on online sales.
On the other hand, in relation to a ban on the use of third-party internet platforms, the
French NCA held that the ban ensured consumer safety in relation to those goods, and
allowed Stihl to ensure that its distributors were following a number of safety information
obligations. If the products were sold on general marketplaces, Stihl would have been
unable to control these information requirements.
This set of decisions and judgments are indicative of the value that is put on online sales
to promote cross-border sales, consumer choice and strengthen competition. Outright
bans on internet sales are unlikely to be accepted. The approach could be different if they
are strictly necessary to achieve valid objectives to the benefit of consumers.
Marketplace/platform bans
The landmark case on marketplace/platform bans relates to the preliminary reference by
a German court in Case C-230/16 Coty. In this case, the referring court sought to enquire
whether: 1. selective distribution system is appropriate for luxury products; 2. a platform
ban is compliant with Article 101 (1) TFEU under the Metro criteria 38; 3. the third-party
platform ban should be considered a hardcore restriction under Article 4(b) and/or (c)
VBER. The ECJ held that a selective distribution system designed to preserve products’
luxury image is compatible with Article 101(1) TFEU on the condition that the Metro criteria
are met. Marketplace bans may equally escape Article 101 (1) TFEU based on the Metro
criteria, as they may, for example, be appropriate to ensure that goods will be exclusively
associated with the authorised distributors. Lastly, the ECJ held that platform bans do not
constitute hardcore restrictions within the meaning of Article 4 b) or 4 c) VBER as they
neither restrict the customers to whom authorised distributors can sell nor passive sales
to end users 39.
Interestingly, in 2018, the Higher Regional Court of Hamburg extended the ECJ’s
interpretation in Coty by concluding that a non-discriminatory qualitative marketplace ban
aimed to preserve a special product image in a selective distribution system is not
necessarily limited to luxury goods only 40.
The German NCA dealt with several cases 41 concerning marketplace platform bans and
consistently took the view – prior to the ECJ's Coty decision – that such bans were likely
in violation of Article 101(1) TFEU and corresponding national law. In response, the
investigated undertakings in Germany modified their sales conditions with respect to online
marketplaces.
The German NCA viewed platform bans as falling within the scope of Article 4(c) VBER,
because they restricted the ability of authorised retailers, specifically SMEs, to make online
sales to end customers. It explained that such restrictions are not immediately justifiable
by considerations regarding the principle of equivalence 42, as there is no service that is
comparable to online marketplaces in brick-and-mortar trading. Furthermore, it considered
absolute bans on online marketplaces as disproportionate compared to the potential harm

1. the properties of the product necessitate a selective distribution system; 2. resellers are chosen on the basis of
objective criteria of a qualitative nature which is determined uniformly for all potential resellers and applied in a nondiscriminatory manner; and
3. the restrictions do not go beyond what is necessary; Case 26/76 Metro v Commission (No 1) [1977]
ECLI:EU:C:1977:167.
39
Case C-230/16 Coty Germany GmbH v Parfümerie Akzente GmbH [2017] ECLI:EU:C:2017:603.
40
Higher Regional Court of Hamburg, 3rd Civil Senate, judgment of 22.03.2018, 3 U 250/16. Available at:
http://www.landesrechthamburg.de/jportal/portal/page/bsharprod.psml?showdoccase=1&doc.id=KORE209972018&st=ent.
41
Please see e.g. Sennheiser, Stihl, ASICS, Adidas, Ford, Opel, PSA Peugeot Citroën in Annex III.
42
imposing criteria for online sales equivalent to the criteria imposed for the sales from the brick-and-mortar shop
38
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to the image of the product, and that qualitative, less anti-competitive criteria could have
achieved the same result.
In a few instances, the French NCA cooperated with the German NCA 43 following the same
procedural steps 44 when dealing with a potential infringement by the same undertaking.
However, the Paris Court of Appeal initially took a divergent view on the prohibition of
sales via an online platform imposed by Caudalie – a French manufacturer of body care
products and perfumes. Only after a second appeal before the French Supreme Court did
the Paris Court of Appeal rule that platform bans may, under certain circumstances, be
permissible for non-luxury products – the same approach taken by the Higher Regional
Court of Hamburg.
In setting up a selective distribution network for the sale of its cosmetic products by
pharmacies, Caudalie put in place two different agreements: one covering authorised
resellers at brick-and-mortar points of sale and one covering authorised resellers on
websites (while only authorised resellers that already have a point of sale can be
authorised to resell on their own websites).
In combination, these agreements prevented all pure online players from being part of
Caudalie’s distribution network, and prohibited resellers from selling on websites other
than their own, such as internet marketplaces. In April 2013, Caudalie brought an action
for injunctive relief against eNova, a company operating an online marketplace platform
that started selling Caudalie’s products.
In 2016, the Paris Court of Appeal ruled that this outright prohibition against the use of
online marketplace platforms was likely to constitute a hardcore restriction of competition.
Meanwhile the 2017 CJEU’s Coty decision clarified that a supplier of certain luxury goods
running a selective distribution network can lawfully prohibit agreed distributors from
selling the products on a third-party internet platform, such as Amazon or eBay.
This prompted Caudalie’s subsequent appeal of the Paris Court of Appeal’s ruling to the
French Supreme Court, which succeeded on the grounds that previous decisions had failed
to appreciate the potential illicit harm that the behaviour of the marketplace could cause
Caudalie, in respect of the operation of a legitimate selective distribution network. The
Supreme Court referred the case back to the Paris Court of Appeal which finally upheld
Caudalie’s marketplace ban by ruling that platform bans may, under certain circumstances,
apply to non-luxury products. Following the Supreme Court decision, the Paris Court of
appeal considered that Caudalie’s prohibition of online sales via a platform did not breach
competition law as far as the restrictions were proportionate to the purpose of brand image
protection 45.
Courts appear therefore to have become more lenient towards online marketplace bans,
but there is still some uncertainty as to the general applicability of recent rulings. In
particular, it is still not clear to what extent the permissibility of marketplace bans is limited
to specific types of products and whether it is relevant to which extent other forms of
online retailing are alternatives for affected retailers, such as sales via the authorised
distributors’ own websites.
The arguments and the discussion of the economic effects of marketplace bans in the
different circumstances of the cases above can form a basis for the Commission to provide
guidance and criteria on the treatment of marketplace bans under the Vertical Guidelines.

See e.g. the Adidas case.
In the course of investigation, questionnaires were sent out to approx. 3000 retailers and 90 manufacturers.
Administrative proceedings were closed on 27 June 2014 after Adidas had amended its sales conditions. Adidas decided
to revise its guidelines for online sales, so called e-commerce conditions at an early stage of the proceedings so that no
prohibition decision was necessary.
45
See
Annexe
3,
Caudalie,
Court
of
appeal,
13
July
2018.
Available
at :
https://www.concurrences.com/IMG/pdf/paris_13.07.2018-1720787.pdf?45089/827e26d50de8a0bbb115d9c1320f89adc5820de8.
43
44
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Bans on the use of price comparison tool
The only case of high relevance dealing with a price comparison tool ban in a selective
distribution agreement was the Asics case reported by the German NCA. The agreement
imposed a per se ban on the use of price search engines for the sale of running shoes. In
August 2015, the German NCA issued a declaratory decision stating that the application
of the disputed clause was unlawful because the per se ban on the use of price search
engines violated Article 101 TFEU and corresponding national law.
Asics appealed against the decision to the Higher Regional Court Düsseldorf, which upheld
the German NCA's decision specifically with respect to the per se ban on the use of price
search engines. Asics’ appeal was subsequently rejected by the Federal Supreme Court,
which confirmed the German NCA's assessment of per se bans on the use of price search
engines as being anti-competitive.
The German Federal Supreme Court concurred with the German NCA that Asics'
restrictions on its retailers, prohibiting them from using price comparison engines,
constituted a hardcore restriction within the meaning of Article 4(c) VBER. The court
referred to the fact that the prohibition applied irrespective of the specific design of the
price comparison engine and effectively allowed no option through which Asics retailers
could reach online customers. The case was further differentiated from Coty, as the goods
affected (i.e. running shoes) were not considered luxury goods. The German Supreme
Court did not consider it necessary to put the issue before the ECJ for a preliminary ruling.
It would be useful for the Commission to clarify whether and under what circumstances a
restriction or ban on the use of price comparison tools may amount to a hardcore
restriction under the VBER and/or in which cases price comparison tool restrictions may
be justified.
Restrictions to bid on keywords
In late 2018, the European Commission imposed a fine on the clothing brand Guess for,
inter alia, restricting authorised retailers from using its brand names and trademarks for
the purposes of online search advertising. The restrictive provisions in the selective
distribution agreements and practices implemented by Guess formed part of an overall
company strategy that was aimed at diverting online sales of Guess products towards
Guess's own website and restricting intra-brand competition among authorised
distributors. Such restrictions prevent retailers' websites from appearing in a prominent
position in paid search results when consumers search using specific keywords, to
safeguard top listings for the supplier's own retail activities or to keep bidding prices down.
By reducing the ability of authorised retailers to sell the contract products to customers
outside their area of activity, the provisions had the object of restricting competition within
the meaning of Article 101(1) TFEU and constituted a hardcore restriction under Article 4
(c) VBER 46.
In 2015, the German NCA examined a prohibition by Asics on its retailers' use of brand
names as a keyword in paid search engine advertising. Asics’ distribution agreements
contained a prohibition to use Asics’ trademarks on third-party webpages, which according
to the NCA infringed Article 101 TFEU and § 1 GWB, and was found to be a hardcore
restriction under Article 4 c) VBER.
Similar to price comparison tool bans, in order to ensure legal certainty it would be of
added value to clarify under what circumstance, such a prohibition of the use of brand
names as a key word in search engine advertising amounts to a hardcore restriction under
the VBER and/or under which circumstances it may be justified.
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Dual pricing
According to the Vertical Guidelines, manufacturers are prohibited from imposing dual
pricing, i.e. charging different wholesale prices to the same retailer depending on whether
the retailer’s products are sold online or offline 47.
Dual pricing cases include four cases in Germany, all of which were resolved by voluntarily
agreed commitments without need for a formal NCA decision: Lego (July 2016); Gardena
(November 2013); Bosch Siemens Hausgeräte (December 2013); Dornbracht bathroom
fittings (May 2011).
The use of a dual pricing system for online and offline sales constitutes an infringement of
Article 101(1) TFEU and a hardcore restriction pursuant to Article 4(b) VBER, although the
rules allow case-by-case exemptions 48.
The German NCA has been active in stopping such practices. The latest of such cases was
against Lego. The German NCA considered that Lego’s discount system provided various
“discount points” to reflect and reward certain functions carried out by retailers, but some
of these were de facto only available for functions carried out by physical stores (such as
the shelf space reserved for Lego products in metres). The German NCA viewed this as
“structural disadvantage” for online retailers versus their brick-and-mortar counterparts,
and that it was therefore detrimental to the competitiveness of online sales. If online
retailers cannot effectively compete with other retailers, this weakens competition overall
and is to the detriment of consumers.
In the other reported German cases, manufacturers included clauses in their distribution
agreements discriminating against online sales vis-à-vis offline sales, by applying a
functional rebate system. The system resulted in higher prices for products intended to be
resold by a distributor online than for products intended to be resold off-line. Distributors
had therefore less incentive to reach more and different customers through online sales
channels. The German NCA qualified such practices as hardcore restrictions constituting
an infringement of Article 101 TFEU and corresponding national law. Voluntary
commitments were undertaken in all reported cases and the NCA did not take formal
decisions.
The Lego case may go beyond the other decisions in so far as it may cover also price
differentiation between different types of retailers (online v brick-and-mortar shops) rather
than applying different prices to hybrid retailers depending on whether they sell online or
offline.
Cross-selling restrictions
The Commission investigation in the Guess case found that Guess' distribution agreements
restricted authorised retailers from cross-selling among authorised wholesalers and
retailers. The Commission concluded that Guess' illegal practices deprived European
consumers of the possibility to shop cross border and thus limited their consumer
choices 49.
The Greek NCA reported a case against Germanos – a chain of telecom retail stores
operating in the Greek territory. Investigation by the HCC showed that Germanos infringed
Article 101 TFEU and Article 1 of Competition Law 3959/2011 (formerly Law 703/77) by
restricting cross-supplies between distributors/franchisees within its selective distribution
system. The Greek NCA, in a single decision, prohibited the anti-competitive conduct with
fines and adopted commitments ordering Germanos to amend all the relevant
anticompetitive terms in its franchise contracts. The appeal court annulled only the part of

See Rec. 52 and 64 Vertical Guidelines.
European Commission, ‘Final report on the E-commerce Sector Inquiry’, COM(2017) 229 final. See also: 36957 Glaxo
Wellcome 08.05.2001
Prohibition Decision (Art. 101 & 102 Ex 81 & 82).
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40428 Guess 17.12.2018, Prohibition Decision (Art. 101 Ex 81).
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the 580/2013 decision regarding the determination of the fine, while a separate fine for
each infringement in the same amount was eventually imposed on Germanos.
Given the low number of cases concerning cross-selling restrictions between distributors,
there is not an obvious need for clarification. However, since there is still uncertainty about
the possibility to combine exclusive and selective distribution systems, the Vertical
Guidelines may need some clarification on this matter.

3.1.3 Accessibility/transparency of criteria for participation in SD
In this section we analyse the approval/refusal procedures of manufacturers/brands,
including the level of objectivity and transparency when sharing criteria with retailers
interested in participating in the network. The information in this section comes from
several research tools:
•
•

Interviews with stakeholders
Online survey

Even if there is no obligation on manufacturers to be “transparent” or “non-discriminatory”
in their choice or application of criteria, since the Block Exemption applies regardless of
the nature of the criteria, in the interviews and survey several retailers complained about
the lack of transparency and objectivity of the selection criteria used by the manufacturers
to choose the members of their distribution network.
The functioning of selective distribution networks can vary depending on the commercial
practices in use in a defined territory, in an industry and on the strategy and features of
the individual stakeholder. The huge variability between individual situations makes it
difficult to draw up a general framework.
Usually the procedure of acceptance/refusal in the distribution network starts with a
request: this request can originate from retailers that ask manufacturer/wholesaler if they
can sell the product under the selective distribution network or from a
manufacturer/wholesaler looking for retailers to sell its products.
Objectivity and transparency in the supply chain can vary according to the strategy of the
individual product supplier. The criteria can be either publicly available on the supplier’s
website or they are shared upon request or they may not be shared at all. In a transparent
procedure, the selective distribution contract is shared with all retailers who want to join
the network.
Retailers that do not meet the contractual criteria can be excluded from the network. It is
a difficult and labour-intensive activity to check whether retailers are fulfilling all
requirements. Especially in the home-appliances and cosmetics sectors, agreements are
set up and remain unchanged for years, and it may become difficult to ensure that those
clauses are respected after many years.
Moreover, often retailers also sell other manufacturers’ products: they need to comply with
other companies’ requirements, making monitoring even more complex at times, since the
same retailer must be compliant with multiple and sometimes conflicting criteria from
different selective distribution networks.
As per the interviews and survey, in the cosmetics sector we found a higher degree of
transparency. In the home appliance industry, where retailers are required to make
significant investments for the selling of new innovative products, major brands regularly
evaluate each point of sale on the basis of their criteria grids. In the event one or several
them are not met, the distributor is allowed a delay to become compliant or else lose or
fail to obtain the supplier’s approval.
On the other hand, retailers across industries often have imperfect knowledge of the
acceptance/rejection criteria in their agreements with suppliers and accompanying
conditions. Sometimes the criteria are not explicitly expressed in contracts. The
transparency of the criteria is often related to the size of stakeholders; major brands have
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transparent selection criteria that are communicated to retailers, but others (often smaller
brands) are less transparent.
Table 29: Accessibility/transparency of criteria for participation in SD –
MANUFACTURERS
Do you make the criteria to access the distribution network available to your distributors or
retailers?
answer

count

share

Yes, they are published online or in other form

10

29%

Yes, they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks

11

32%

They are not published or shared with any business partner

8

24%

They are not disclosed in written form but communicated orally

5

15%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

Table 30: Accessibility/transparency of criteria for participation in SD – WHOLESALERS
Are the criteria to access the distribution network clear and transparent and applied
consistently between distributors?
answer

count

share

16

53%

Yes, they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks, the procedure
is clear and transparent

7

23%

Even if they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks for them,
the procedure is not at all clear and transparent

2

7%

They are not disclosed, and the procedure is not at all clear and transparent

3

10%

Even if they are available online or in other form, the procedure is not clear and
transparent

2

7%

Yes, they are available online or in other form. The procedure is clear and
transparent

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

Table 31: Accessibility/transparency of criteria for participation in SD – RETAILERS
Are the criteria to access the distribution network clear and transparent and applied
consistently between retailers?
answer

count

share

Yes, they are available online or in other form. The procedure is clear and
transparent

63

60%

Yes, they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks, the procedure
is clear and transparent

15

14%

They are not disclosed, and the procedure is not at all clear and transparent

13

12%

Even if they are available online or in other form, the procedure is not clear and
transparent

6

6%

Even if they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks for them, the
procedure is not at all clear and transparent

4

4%

Others

4

4%

Source: Contractors on CATI Interviews

CATI Interviews confirm that in the large majority of cases for retailers, wholesalers and
manufacturers the selection criteria are available online or in another form, or that they
are shared whenever any potential business partner asks for them, ensuring that the
procedure is clear and transparent.
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3.1.4 Relevance of equivalence criterion in case law/
stakeholder’s view on equivalence criteria
Within a selective distribution system, dealers should be free to sell, both actively and
passively, to all end users, including over the internet. As such, restrictions can be imposed
on retailers when using the internet to reach customers, but these must be overall
equivalent to the criteria imposed for sales from brick-and-mortar shops. The Vertical
Guidelines explain, however, that “this does not mean that the criteria imposed for online
sales must be identical to those imposed for off-line sales, but rather that they should
pursue the same objectives and achieve comparable results and that the difference
between the criteria must be justified by the different nature of these two distribution
modes”.
The main aim of criteria for online sales is to ensure retailers have an incentive to offer a
high-quality retail experience also online. In fact, as per the interviews, one of the main
aims of qualitative requirements is not to hinder online sales but to avoid free-riding by
retailers on investments in additional sales services which the brand considers useful.
Those criteria are generally transposed to online sales in order to offer an equivalent
quality of services to customers.
Within a selective distribution system, distributors (authorised retailers) can sell the
supplier’s products through their brick and mortar stores and/or their online stores.
Moreover, some suppliers also sell their products direct-to-consumers through owned brick
and mortar stores and/or online stores.
According to the interviews and survey with stakeholders, it emerged that the retail
landscape has changed dramatically over the past few years as a result of new technologies
and accelerated digitalisation. Technological developments have changed consumer
behaviour and expectations. The consumer journey is a fluid omni-channel process
whereby consumers switch easily within online (retailers and platforms), between online
and brick and mortar and within brick and mortar. In response to changing consumer
behaviour and in order to meet consumers' expectations, companies look to create omnichannel environments for the consumer to optimise consumer choice and high-quality
availability of the products.
Online sales have grown significantly over the past decade due to the technological
developments and digitalisation mentioned above. As a result of these developments,
suppliers are now able to connect directly with consumers (and the other way around)
more and better than ever.
More and more companies have significantly expanded their direct-to-consumer online
retail operations. The increased importance of online sales can be seen where in certain
sectors the most important operators used to be purely players on the upstream section
of the supply chain. Brick and mortar stores in selective distribution are still relevant for
consumers, as they fulfil certain needs that are not covered by online stores (e.g. the
possibility to touch and feel the product or be guided and informed by the salesperson).
Moreover, it was suggested by multiple stakeholders that there is a growing importance of
differentiated and experience-driven, brick and mortar stores as opposed to retailers that
provide an undifferentiated service to the consumer. In fact, consumers visiting a brick
and mortar store are no longer looking for a transaction only, as that can easily be done
online. In the opinion of stakeholders, these developments have driven brand owners to
co-operate more closely with wholesalers and retailers within selective distribution network
to serve the consumer better. Hence, unlike before when there was a desire to exclude
online players from the business, today many suppliers are focusing their strategy on
protecting the value of their products. In this scenario, suppliers usually want standards
that must be used in any kind of distribution channel (online and offline). Obviously, not
all the requested criteria can be fulfilled by the online players and requirements are
sometimes adapted for the e-commerce business.
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Usually, qualitative criteria for online sales have the main aim of ensuring that retailers
have an incentive to offer a high-quality retail experience. In fact, as per the interviews,
one of the main aims of qualitative requirements in a selective distribution system is not
to hinder online sales but to avoid free-riding by retailers competing in the same market
on services offered to the customer. According to manufacturers, those criteria are
generally transposed to online sales in order to offer an equivalent quality of services to
customers. In particular, basic requirements include having an online customer service and
secure payment methods.

3.2

Exclusive distribution and its effects

The Vertical Guidelines list several types of vertical agreements that feature elements of
exclusivity. Aside from exclusive distribution itself, these include single branding, exclusive
customer allocation, franchising, and exclusive supply. While the analysis in this study
focuses on exclusive distribution and, by way of attempting to establish a distinction to
the former agreement type, exclusive customer allocation, contradictions in the collected
data suggest that stakeholders do not make clear distinctions between the various forms
of exclusivity. As this study tried to establish whether interviewed undertakings engaged
in exclusive customer allocation solely for the purpose of distinguishing that practice from
exclusive distribution as defined in the Vertical Guidelines, any deeper ex-post analysis of
the collected data remains inconclusive beyond an evidently closer relation between
exclusive distribution and exclusive customer allocation than between these and other
types of agreements containing variants of exclusivity. Due to close similarities between
exclusive distribution and exclusive customer allocation, and a lack of clear distinction
between the two in stakeholder responses, findings that do not specifically cover territorial
concerns will apply for both.
Exclusive distribution is, according to the Vertical Guidelines, a vertical agreement in which
“the supplier agrees to sell his products only to one distributor for resale in a particular
territory. At the same time the distributor is usually limited in his active selling into other
(exclusively allocated) territories.” 50 Similarly, in exclusive customer allocation
agreements “the supplier agrees to sell his products only to one distributor for resale to a
particular group of customers. At the same time, the distributor is usually limited in his
active selling to other (exclusively allocated) groups of customers.” 51
In all parts of the conducted data collection, the legal analysis, interviews, and online
survey, there is evidence of stakeholders applying a wider interpretation of exclusive
distribution and exclusive customer allocation. This only became fully apparent in the
subsequent analysis of the collected data, meaning that it was only possible to match
stakeholders' replies with the study's focus on “exclusive distribution by territory or
customer group” to a limited extent.
In this chapter, the study seeks to answer questions on the impact on competition of these
agreements in general, and more specifically on the prevalence of exclusive distribution at
different levels of trade on the interaction of exclusive distribution with selective
distribution agreements, and on the motivations for using these forms of vertical restraint.
This market analysis is supported by the analysis of cases submitted by NCAs, which serves
as an introduction.

3.2.1 Analysis of competition law cases
As for the market analysis below, the cases reported by NCAs include a small number of
exclusive distribution cases, with only 36, just 9.2%, of a total 391 submitted cases. The
number shrinks further when taking into account that the figure includes cases where
exclusivity was part of the analysed agreement, but not the actual focus of the case as
50
51

European Commission. Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (Text with EEA relevance) (2010/C 130/01) Paragraph 151.
European Commission. Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (Text with EEA relevance) (2010/C 130/01) Paragraph 168.
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such. There are also several cases where it is unclear from the case description whether
the respective case concerned exclusive distribution or exclusive customer allocation, as
defined in the Vertical Guidelines, or exclusivity clauses in general.
The number of cases on exclusive distribution is very low in most sectors. The highest
number was reported in the pharmaceutical industry and the media sector. Please see
Annex IV for more details.
The majority of cases that dealt with exclusive distribution agreements concerned
territorial restraints and prohibition of export and long-term exclusive cooperation
requirements 52. In addition, the Cypriot NCA reported on a case of cross-selling
restrictions. Please see Annex III, which provides an overview of the case summaries.
3.2.1.1

Territorial restraints and prohibition of export

The German NCA investigated a complaint about a contract between a manufacturer of
branded sneakers allegedly limiting active and passive sales outside the exclusive territory
of their authorised dealers and thus allegedly enabling the manufacturer to apply different
prices in different national markets. The case appears to have concerned both exclusive
and selective distribution. However, due to the complexity of the EU-wide scope of the
selective distribution system, the NCA decided that it was not well placed to investigate
the complaint.
Territorial restrictions and supply exclusivity on the dog and cat food markets were
investigated by the French NCA, which found the territorial restrictions and supply
exclusivity clauses in the exclusive distribution agreements between the feed suppliers
and their distributors to be restrictive. The Paris Court of Appeal and the French Supreme
Court subsequently upheld the NCA's decision and imposition of fines.
Several NCAs reported exclusive distribution cases in the pharmaceutical sector, which
concerned bans on the sale of pharmaceuticals outside the Member State’s territory. The
Romanian NCA and the competent national courts considered a ban on passive sales
outside the Romanian territory in exclusive distribution contracts for medicinal products to
be in breach of Article 101(1) TFEU and Article 5(1) of the Competition Law Act in three
reported cases in this sector. Other NCAs and national courts appear to have taken a
similar approach. When the Italian company Enervit imposed a ban on sales of Italian
products outside the national borders, the Italian NCA accepted commitments with
modified contractual terms between Enervit and its dealers. The objective was to eliminate
the imposition of a ban on passive sales outside the exclusive territory. The Bulgarian NCA
and the competent Bulgarian courts which investigated similar cases, did not find that
agreements containing restrictions on the active sale of pharmaceutical products had as
their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.
It appears that the approach by NCAs when treating territorial restrictions in vertical
agreements is largely consistent and depends on whether such restrictions concern active
or passive sales. While restricting passive sales clearly limits consumer choice, restrictions
on active sales in the form of marketing pharmaceuticals may be justifiable in some cases.
The assessment of territorial restraints and prohibition of export thus seems to be
consistent among the Member States.
3.2.1.2

Long-term exclusive cooperation requirements

The Greek NCA assessed agreements for the exclusive supply of motor fuels concluded
between oil companies and petrol stations operating under the trademark of a particular
supplier. The agreements were concluded for a duration exceeding the five-year limit for
non-compete clauses, while the suppliers benefited from “artificial ownership” of the land
on which the petrol station operated, which made the agreements valid under Article 5
VBER. The Greek NCA accepted commitments by the undertakings to refrain from entering
Exclusive distribution is exempted by the VBER where both the supplier's and buyer's market share do not exceed
30%, even if combined with other non-hardcore vertical restraints, such as a non-compete obligation limited to five
years. See Rec. 152 of the Vertical Guidelines (Guidelines).
52
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into any new agreements exceeding five years, on the basis that these could lead to the
foreclosure of the market. The Maltese NCA accepted similar commitments in relation to
an exclusive distribution agreement between a private school and a supplier of school
uniforms.
The Bulgarian and Portuguese NCAs dealt with several cases in the media sector, which
concerned exclusive agreements between TV content providers and broadcasters. The
Bulgarian NCA found that the agreements in question did not include any hardcore
restrictions and the parties' market share was below the threshold of Article 3 of the VBER,
which was later confirmed in an appeal decision by the Supreme Administrative Court. The
Portuguese NCA concluded that due to the specific features of the agreements (duration
exceeding five years, cumulative effect and asynchronism) and the possible existence of
a dominant position, these agreements could create barriers to competition.
Aside from differences in the factual background of each case, there do not appear to be
noticeable inconsistencies between Member States when it comes to the treatment of longterm exclusive cooperation requirements in vertical agreements.

3.2.2 Market assessment
The market analysis of this study is founded on three sources, semi-structured interviews
of mainly large corporations active at a Europe-wide level, a CATI survey of predominantly
SMEs, and an open online survey. Each of these has shown that exclusive distribution is
not a widespread practice across European businesses.
Interest to discuss exclusive distribution agreements has been signalled in just 11.5% of
all conducted semi-structured interviews, and this number includes an unknown share of
respondents applying a wider interpretation of exclusive distribution. As a consequence,
the following analysis is based only on those responses where there is reasonable
confidence there was no confusion between exclusive distribution and other types of
exclusive agreements. Virtually all stakeholders who apply exclusive distribution or
exclusive customer allocation as defined in the Vertical Guidelines have stated that these
agreements do not play a major role in their overall operations.
At 24%, the CATI survey of SMEs revealed a higher share of undertakings engaging in the
practice, which can be explained by exclusive distribution lending itself particularly well to
highly specialised businesses 53: this evidence from the literature might be confirmed by
the high share of companies operating in cosmetics (especially at wholesale level) and
sporting goods. The apparent reason for this, according to interviewed stakeholders, is
that exclusive distribution generates benefits that offset inherent restrictions of
competition in markets not large enough to sustain multiple distributors. These market
limitations, in turn, often are a result of higher than usual investments required to maintain
distribution.
In contrast to these two more targeted data collection exercises, the open online survey
shows a very low response rate on exclusive distribution, with less than 4% of respondents
having stated experience with any form of exclusive distribution. Overall, the use of
exclusive distribution agreements appears to be limited for most sectors.
Conversely, the practice does remain more relevant for specific markets, such as
specialised electronics (e.g. medical lab equipment), industrial machinery and frozen
products 54, just as it did 20 years ago, according to interviewed stakeholders. It has been
argued that suppliers of highly differentiated products can benefit from exclusive
distribution, for instance through exclusivity effects on brand image and customer trust,

Heide, Jan B., Shantanu Dutta, and Mark Bergen. "Exclusive dealing and business efficiency: Evidence from industry
practice." The Journal of Law and Economics 41.2 (1998): 387-408.
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Heide, Dutta, Bergen (1998)
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particularly in the pharmaceutical industry, but also pay TV and sometimes
telecommunications, according to both literature and interviewed stakeholders 55.
Input from stakeholders indicates a high level of satisfaction with the treatment of
exclusive distribution in the VBER and Vertical Guidelines, with over 80% of respondents
stating they find the VBER and its Guidelines beneficial. Simultaneously, there appears to
be little doubt about the legal certainty that the VBER and the Guidelines provide for
exclusive distribution and exclusive customer allocation themselves. However, criticism
was raised on the definition of active versus passive sales.
A high number of cases reported by the NCAs mention exclusive distribution as part of the
agreements under investigation, but exclusivity was not considered as relevant or
problematic in the NCAs’ decisions.
As mentioned, the most common controversial issue relating to the use of exclusive
distribution agreements is the distinction between active and passive sales, which is
considered especially important where sales are made online. Some stakeholders reported
that certain practices have a negative impact on competition. . An example of these
practices is the translation of a website into different languages, which the Vertical
Guidelines explicitly declare as a form of passive selling and restrictions on passive sales
(as defined by the Vertical Guidelines) cannot be exempted under the VBER. This was
mentioned numerous times, particularly when the language options provided on the
website include languages not commonly used in the website owner’s own territory, which
is perceived as an unfair practice undermining the complainants’ distribution models. While
the precise impact on competition warrants further analysis, it I this study’s assessment
that complainants seek to limit the possibility of consumers in their allocated territories to
look for alternatives elsewhere, and want to protect their distribution model against the
increasing opening of the single market.
This issue was raised by suppliers, wholesalers and retailers, but for different reasons.
Suppliers state that this form of marketing undermines their distribution strategy and can,
when the supplier, rather than the retailer, provides after-sale services increase costs,
while wholesalers and retailers experience the need to increase their investments to adjust
to the introduction of competition in previously exclusively allocated territories. The market
position of the supplier is important in assessing the potential competitive and welfare
effects of such translations of websites, as the impact differs whether it hits intra-brand
competition of large suppliers or affects inter-brand competition of several smaller
ones., 56.
The cumulative effects of such restrictions can be important. When several suppliers
operate similar distribution networks under exclusive distribution arrangements, there is
an increased risk of weakening of competition or collusion at distributor or supplier level.
This risk is furthered if several suppliers appoint common dealers under exclusivity
arrangements. 57
3.2.2.1
The level of trade (wholesale vs. retail) where exclusive
distribution occurs
There are indications of a disparity between the use of exclusive distribution reported by
the semi-structured interviews, the insights from the CATI survey, and the economic
literature. Where the literature, and paragraph 159 of the Vertical Guidelines, claim that
these agreements are mainly applied to the final goods and services level of trade, our
findings formed by stakeholder input from the semi-structured interviews indicate that
exclusive distribution is used more frequently at wholesale level. In fact, 57% of the
operators interviewed were wholesalers (43% were retailers), although a reason for this

Bakó, B. (2019). When Two Is Better Than One. Exclusive contracts in vertically integrated oligopolies.
http://gtcenter.org/Archive/2019/Conf/Bako3235.pdf
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Michael Sinkinson, Pricing and Entry Incentives with Exclusive Contracts: Evidence from Smartphones (Jan. 2014),
assets.wharton.upenn.edu/~msink/exclusive_handsets.pdf
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may well be that the concerned larger undertakings tend to distribute primarily through
wholesalers to begin with.
The results of the CATI interviews among SMEs show that most manufacturers have an
exclusive distribution agreement with both wholesalers and retailers (38%), either
depending on the territory, the allocated customer group, or across different products.
Conversely, the share of manufacturers that mostly have exclusive distribution with either
retailers or wholesalers was 30% and 32% respectively.
It was, however, the retailers that had the highest share of respondents stating they are
part of an exclusive distribution, with 21% of surveyed retailers applying the practice. The
share of wholesalers was 19% and manufacturers 14%. The retailers indicate that they
have agreements either directly with manufacturers and/or through wholesalers (60% for
each).
Gathered data suggests exclusivity by territory is much more prevalent than exclusivity
by customer group, although there is also evidence for some overlap between the two –
i.e. there are additional territorial restrictions in addition to the customer allocation (e.g.
one distributor is allocated one group of customers in a territory, and a second distributor
is allocated another, and other distributors are allocated different territories). A distinction
within a given territory is rather made by product type, where a product range targeted
at a specific customer group is distributed differently from a different range targeted at a
different group. However, very often, such a distinction results in the application of
different kinds of distribution agreements altogether – i.e. one product is distributed
exclusively, whereas others are distributed without any restriction.
There are indications that there could be a marked difference in the application of exclusive
distribution depending on whether the final customer transaction happens at B2B or B2C
level. It appears that exclusive distribution occurs more commonly with B2B wholesalers
and retailers than it does in B2C retail. Again, this can be explained by specialised products
being more relevant to business customers than to consumers. However, there can be no
conclusive assessment on this in the framework of this study, as the distinction does not
appear in the VBER or the Vertical Guidelines and consequently was not made in the initial
sampling strategy, and it was not possible to clarify the issue comprehensively with
stakeholders retrospectively.
3.2.2.2
Effects of the interplay between selective and exclusive
distribution, such as the combination of selective and exclusive
distribution in the same territory at different levels, i.e. wholesale and
retail, or in different EU Member States
Difficulties regarding the combined application of selective and exclusive distribution do
not appear to be substantiated by the findings of this study. The application of exclusive
distribution on a wholesale level, with the associated requirement of maintaining a
selective distribution network with retailers by the wholesaler is a common practice,
although appears to be not as common as other exclusivity arrangements. In how far this
practice raises concerns regarding territorial supply constraints (i.e. retailers are prohibited
or discouraged to source products from a different wholesaler than the one assigned to
their territory), it could not be answered.
Some respondents have noted that there is a marked shift away from exclusive distribution
towards selective distribution. Where a newly introduced brand or product is initially
exclusively distributed, these networks are increasingly opened up and transformed
towards selective or even unrestricted distribution models as the brand’s or product’s
market (position) matures.
In the CATI survey just 18% of the suppliers that use exclusive distribution stated they
also use selective distribution when asked which vertical agreements they apply. Yet,
contradictorily, 77% of the same set of respondents who stated they use exclusive
distribution said they apply both distribution models. Around 72% said they make a
distinction by level of trade, 34% make a distinction by product and 32% by territory.
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Given these numbers it must be assumed that surveyed undertakings applied a looser
definition of exclusivity. Yet, this cannot be verified due to the anonymised nature of the
CATI results the analysis is based on.
Where differences of distribution models across Member States exist – i.e. where suppliers
do not apply a consistent exclusive distribution network throughout all the territories they
are active in – an increase of cross-border and cross-territory sales has contributed to the
erosion of the viability of exclusive distribution networks, according to several respondents
to the semi-structured interviews. The already mentioned growth in e-commerce has had
an impact on the role of exclusive distribution networks within the Single Market. Where
territorial exclusivity used to be fairly straightforward in its application, it now appears that
distribution models which rely on territorial sales restrictions are becoming less viable
under the impact of the increasing role of online and within the framework of existing
competition rules. Therefore, undertakings appear to be moving away from applying
exclusive distribution as a strategy at least at the retail level, and are seeking to shift
towards other distribution models, such as selective distribution.
The Vertical Guidelines specifically rule out the application of the Block Exemption
Regulation’s exemption to any cases with limitations on either active or passive sales when
exclusive and selective distribution is combined. 58 For that reason, such differences of
distribution models across Member States seem to be limited to sectors where crossterritory sales are less common or viable. Based on the CATI survey an example of these
sectors is agriculture, where there are logistical limitations for perishable products, and
publishing, where language barriers reduce the scope for cross-territory sales. Beyond
this, as reported by an interviewed stakeholder, usually these different practices are due
to historical business relations in different countries.
3.2.2.3
Motivations and the objectives that prompt the use of exclusive
distribution
While the use of exclusive distribution offers a set of benefits strongly linked to the type
of good or service, as detailed below, there are also limitations on its applicability to be
considered.
From the point of view of suppliers, they aim to reward and support essential investments
made by distributors where these are deemed necessary for the given product – e.g.
maintaining a cold distribution chain for frozen food. This also applies where there is a
strong likelihood that such investments are required, and this results in a limitation of the
profitability to the point of unviability of a certain market activity in a certain territory. For
instance, where the given market size is so small that the existence of competing
distributors negatively impacts the viability of a market activity as a whole, and the use of
exclusivity is justified as a means to maintain the market activity in question, as pointed
out by an interviewed supplier of medical lab equipment.
Indeed, 47% of surveyed producers in the CATI survey listed the protected return of
investment for their distributors and retailers as their motivation to apply exclusive
distribution, compared to 43% who listed the protection of their own undertaking’s
investments. The most frequently mentioned motivation, however, was an increase in
logistics for 58% of responding suppliers. Wholesalers and retailers are less focused on
gains in logistical efficiency, as 53% and 62% stated protecting their investments as a
motivation to enter exclusive distribution agreements. Increased logistic efficiency was
listed by 35% and 28% respectively, by comparison.
Exclusive distribution agreements allow for the specialisation of distributors, which may
result in higher quality of the services associated with the good, a benefit exclusive
distribution has in common with exclusivity arrangements beyond the scope of this study’s
focus. The concepts of brand recognition and brand image are closely tied to this, and
exclusive distribution allows producers to maintain and raise these, whereas distributors
benefit from being associated with the brand. The CATI survey backs the view of the
58

European Commission. Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (Text with EEA relevance) (2010/C 130/01) Paragraph 152.
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interviewed stakeholders, with 34% mentioning an increased brand image as a motivation
to have exclusive distribution.
However, since a manufacturer usually aims to achieve as high a market penetration as
possible, most interviewed undertakings which apply exclusive distribution see it as a
necessary requirement rather than an outright beneficial approach. This means they only
engage in the practice because it is that or not engage in the specific market at all, and
where other distribution models are possible, overall profitability tends to be higher That
said, profitability of engagement with markets that necessitate exclusive distribution will
obviously still justify that engagement, or it wouldn’t occur at all. They name high
management costs, reliance on one distributor to cover a given territory and the associated
inflexibility as disadvantages, which very often outweighs any potential efficiency gains,
such as those related to logistics. Several interviewed stakeholders also said they tend to
use an exclusive distribution networks for new unproven brands and open up their
distribution practices and switch to selective or even unrestricted distribution once the
brand or product has proven market maturity.
For these reasons, the application of exclusive distribution seems to have limited scope,
and undertakings frequently stated their lack of interest in the practice, citing an
inapplicability to the kind of products they deal with – e.g. FMCG. For others who have
applied or are applying exclusive distribution, the evaluation study has registered in many
cases a preference towards selective distribution models. Stakeholders state that they can
achieve many of the benefits listed above, and at the same time reduce some of the costs
associated both with exclusive distribution on the one hand and achieving better market
coverage on the other.
On the distributing side, being part of an exclusive distribution network eases competitive
pressure, which allows to offset some of the investments necessary to fulfil technical
distribution requirements. In addition, listing specific products exclusively in a territory
creates a pull factor, increasing sales of other products to customers drawn to the retailer
by the exclusively sold products. Gaining access to product-specific know-how is also
considered an advantage, as a certain degree of security of the market activity.
A concern frequently mentioned in connection with exclusive distribution is a perceived
inadequate distinction between active and passive sales. When asked to elaborate, these
stakeholders clarified that they consider the Vertical Guidelines to give legal certainty on
the distinction, and there is wide recognition of the necessity of a separate treatment of
the two concepts. However, they disagree with the Vertical Guidelines on the criteria of
the distinction, since the distinction is essential for the exemption of exclusive distribution.
Undertakings point at perceived issues with certain online sales practices, such as having
a translated webpage, being classified as passive rather than active as problematic and
concerning for them. The concerned stakeholders expressed that they view such practices
as active selling and disagree with the definitions applied in the Vertical Guidelines on
these points.
This has not only been raised by retailers and distributors, which feel their market position
undermined, but also by manufacturers that experience a diminishing effectiveness of their
distribution approach, endangering their operation in specific markets altogether.

3.3

Resale price restrictions and their effects

This section is based on the literature review, legal analysis, stakeholder interviews, CATI
consultation and econometric analysis of RPM.
Stakeholder interviews
The overall number of conducted interviews is 108. Types of vertical restraint are quite
common in all countries with no significant difference between countries. They are also
quite common across all sectors considered for the analysis.
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The results of the CATI consultation (134 CATI interviews), show that the large majority
of respondents which implement some form of vertical restriction on price have
agreements which define a recommended resale price, a maximum resale price, and
minimum resale price or a minimum advertised price, as shown in the table below.
Table 32: Stakeholders reporting the use of resale price restrictions in CATI interviews
Type of stakeholder in
value chain/use of price
restrictions

Minimum resale
price or minimum
advertised price

Maximum resale
price

Recommended
resale price

Manufacturers

30%

26%

74%

Wholesalers

12%

8%

96%

Retailers

27%

18%

83%

Table 33: Breakdown of CATI respondents for resale price restrictions by sectors
Manufacturers
count

share

Wholesalers
count

share

Retailers
count

share

Accessories & footwear

1

3%

2

6%

11

35%

Agriculture

3

10%

7

23%

2

6%

Clothing

2

6%

3

10%

15

48%

Consumer electronics

1

3%

7

23%

11

35%

Cosmetics & beauty

2

6%

1

3%

3

10%

Financial services

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Food & beverages

8

26%

7

23%

10

32%

Furniture

3

10%

0

0%

3

10%

Media

0

0%

1

3%

2

6%

Other, please specify:

2

6%

4

13%

6

19%

Publishing of books,
periodicals and other
publishing activities

5

16%

2

6%

4

13%

Transport

1

3%

0

0%

3

10%

Total number in category
(undertakings covering
more than one sector are
counted once)

31

29

74

Introduction and definitions
Retail Price Maintenance (RPM) refers to the situation whereby one party, typically a
manufacturer or supplier, attempts to restrict the ability of the other, typically a distributor
or retailer, to price its goods and services freely. Of particular interest from a competition
law perspective is a situation where a manufacturer imposes a fixed or minimum retail
price on the retailer. Other common restrictions on retail prices include recommended
resale prices, maximum resale prices and minimum advertised prices. Impositions that
are effectively less restrictive of the retailer’s ability to compete on price with other
retailers are generally considered less likely to have detrimental effects. However, some
of these, apparently less restrictive, variants can become a de facto minimum or fixed
resale price. In this report, the term ‘resale price maintenance’ is thus to be understood
in a broad sense to cover any strategy that has the effect of imposing fixed or minimum
resale prices. The following would therefore also be likely to be found to constitute resale
price maintenance:
•

Fixing the distributor's margin;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting a maximum discount which a distributor must apply;
Making rebates or promotional costs (or other supply benefits) conditional upon
adherence to a given price level;
Linking the resale price a distributor must apply to that of competitors' products;
Using threats, intimidation or warnings to coerce a buyer to comply with the
supplier's recommended resale prices;
Indirect pressure linked to mechanisms to identify or monitor instances of
discounting; and
Obliging retailers to report other distributors deviating from the ‘recommended’
price level.

Price restrictions have been by far the most common types of restraints reported by NCAs.
Most cases involved vertical agreements in the food and beverages, and the consumer
electronics sectors across different Member States (mainly in Austria with 25 and 14 cases
respectively). A slightly lower number of cases occurred in the household appliances,
construction materials and apparel and footwear sectors. It should be noted that according
to the reported national cases, price restrictions concerned almost all types of industries
(with the exception of agriculture and book publishing). Please see Annex IV for more
details.
The selection of the cases below concerns minimum or fixed RPM, maximum resale prices
and recommended resale prices. Please see Annex III, which provides an overview of the
case summaries.

3.3.1 RPM
3.3.1.1

Literature review

The theoretical literature puts forward a range of arguments of pro- and anti-competitive
motivations for RPM and mechanisms through which RPM can impact competition,
consumers and welfare. Most of these arguments can be categorised as efficiency gains
resulting from adequate provision of retailer services that can affect demand for the
manufacturer’s products and anti-competitive effects due to collusion and rent extraction
that RPM may facilitate.
A relatively thinner strand of the literature looks at the effects of RPM empirically. These
are generally investigated around competition authority interventions or policy variations
either over time or across regions. A large part of these studies is not particularly recent.
A wide range of arguments have been made in relation to the effects of RPM on competition
and consumers or welfare, including both pro-competitive and anti-competitive effects.
Anti-competitive effects centre on possible horizontal effects at either the upstream or
downstream levels of the vertical relationship as well as reinforcement of strong market
positions. Pro-competitive effects centre on the role for vertical restraints to address
externalities that arise from misalignment of incentives between suppliers and retailers of
a same product. This wide range of arguments can generally be grouped under one or
several of the following topics:
•

Theoretical analysis of anti-competitive motives and effects of RPM:
-

•

Facilitating upstream collusion/softening upstream competition (suppliers)
Raising barriers to entry to/foreclosure of competing suppliers
Facilitating downstream collusion/weakening downstream competition (retailers)
Raising barriers to entry to/foreclosure of competing retailers
Commitment device/preserving monopoly rents (suppliers)
Produce higher levels of retailer service that may be welfare reducing

Theoretical analysis of pro-competitive (or ‘no anti-competitive’) motives or effects
of RPM:
-

Encourage provision of retailer services/address free-rider problems
Support launch of new products
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•

Other theoretical arguments/mixed effects:
-

•

Ensure retailer incentives to maintain adequate inventory
RPM does not add to supplier’s ability to extract monopoly rents – ‘single
monopoly profit’ argument
Impacts when RPM agreements cover a large share of the market
Insights from behavioural economics literature

Empirical studies analysing the effect of RPM:
-

Analysing effects on retail prices and volumes
Analysing effects on particular retail formats or retailer services that the RPM is
purported to have targeted

Welfare effects are dependent of market context
The literature recognises that the balance between positive and negative effects from RPM
can vary as a function of particular market contexts. 59
In the earlier literature RPM was traditionally viewed as being imposed by an upstream
firm on a price-taking retail market. In this baseline market structure, several authors
(e.g. Telser (1960) and Yamey (1954)) noted that RPM prevents ‘excessive’ intra-brand
competition from limiting retailers’ incentives to invest in (free-rideable) services. At the
same time, RPM can facilitate manufacturers’ price-fixing conspiracies via an increase in
market transparency and limiting gains to deviation or be used to help retailers raise
barriers and fight entry by competing (e.g. discount) retail formats.
The latter is more often referred as a potential negative effect when RPM is driven by
retailers with market power. Furthermore, if oligopolistic interaction among retailers is
assumed, RPM may have negative social welfare effects even when consumers value the
additional services that it induces. (Schulz (2007) 60)
When demand uncertainty is an important risk for retailers, manufacturers may use RPM
to protect retailers against demand fluctuations and encourage adequate stocking. This
can be beneficial to consumers as supply ruptures become less common, but as RPM
prevents prices decreasing during negative demand shocks, this may be harmful to
consumers, who could otherwise have benefited from lower prices. In addition,
manufacturers can use RPM as a commitment device to support rent extraction in a
dynamic setting. 61
Several papers in the earlier literature find that when both retail and wholesale markets
are competitive, RPM is highly unlikely to have negative welfare effects, including for
example, Overstreet and Fisher (1985) and Klein and Murphy (1988).
Giovannetti and Stallibrass (2009) argue that anti-competitive effects are more likely when
upstream competition is weak and there are barriers to entry at either the manufacturer
or distributor level. In particular, for collusive anti-competitive effects to be a threat it is
necessary that suppliers or retailers form a tight oligopoly such that RPM is applied by all
or many of them.
A series of theoretical modelling contributions have focused on the weaknesses of the
service provision motivation for RPM practices. 62 Literature argues that many of the
accepted justifications for RPM are of doubtful validity or are only valid under limited
circumstances. In particular, the higher costs associated with service provision by retailers
cause welfare loss on consumers that do not value the associated services and may
E.g. Peeperkorn, (2008); Rey and Verge (2008).
Schulz, Norbert. “Does the Service Argument Justify Resale Price Maintenance?” Journal of Institutional and Theoretical
Economics (JITE) / Zeitschrift Für Die Gesamte Staatswissenschaft, vol. 163, no. 2, 2007, pp. 236–255.
61
Greater detail provided in the lit review annex. References include: Deneckere et al (1996) Deneckere et al (1997).Hart
et al (1990), Chen and Chen (2011), O’Brien and Shaffer (1992), Rey and Vergé (2004)
62
Cheng (2017), Graça and Masson (2017), and Hunold and Muthers (2017) are recent examples of this literature.
59
60
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produce a prisoner’s dilemma situation among manufacturers where each incur costs on
ineffective brand differentiating services. 63 Graça and Masson (2012) show that the
negative effects above extend to a wide set of assumptions and therefore that it is far
from clear that even an RPM that is devised to incentivise retail services will be ultimately
consumer or welfare enhancing. In other words, even if no exclusion or collusion are
alleged, presales demand-inducing information provision is a flimsy defence for RPM if
consumer surplus is the standard, and not always convincing if total surplus is the
standard. 64
The argument that RPM serves an efficiency purpose in preventing competition from
driving down free-rideable retailer services, depends furthermore on the strong
assumption that manufacturers can only use linear prices. If, instead, two-part tariffs are
possible (an assumption that is not unrealistic, given the complexity of real-word
contractual arrangements between manufacturers and retailers), and assuming complete
information (a rather more unrealistic assumption), the whole downstream surplus can be
extracted with fixed fees, and the retailers are then the same at all levels of services and
implement those recommended by the manufacturers.
Foros et al. (2010) show, on the other hand, that even when companies individually adopt
RPM to dampen competition, market forces may suffice to minimise this effect to the point
that RPM becomes harmless. In particular, in their model, although banning the dominant
company from using RPM always increases welfare, restricting the extent of industry-wide
adoption of RPM below the level that would otherwise be sustained in the industry may
have adverse welfare effects by leading to higher retail prices than would be the case with
the use of RPM that would prevail in an unregulated market economy. 65
3.3.1.2

Market assessment

According to interviews with stakeholders across the whole value chain, Member States
and industries, minimum resale price has decrease over the past ten years, given that it
is a hardcore restriction. Moreover, without proving an economic efficiency to use minimum
resale price, it would be illegal. However, the results of CATI interviews show that minimum
resale price or minimum advertised prices are still an ongoing practice, as shown in the
table below.
Table 34: Stakeholders reporting the use minimum resale price and minimum advertised
price in CATI interviews
Type of stakeholder in value
chain/use of minimum resale price
or minimum advertised price

Minimum resale
price or minimum
advertised price

Manufacturers

30%

Wholesalers

12%

Retailers

27%

e.g. Hunold and Muthers page 23: “The detrimental effect of minimum RPM on consumer surplus and manufacturer
rents is driven by manufacturers’ competition for non-contractible retailer services that increase sales of one product by
diverting sales away from the other product.”
64
Further examples of the range of modelling situations where RPM has negative welfare effects: Comanor (1985) and
Scherer (1983) note that it is possible for the retail services-promoting RPM to be in the interest of manufacturers and
yet reduce total welfare; Scherer, Steiner, and Comanor (2005), find that ‘‘it is quite possible to have increased output
as a result of RPM and at the same time reduced consumer welfare’.’
65
In this particular model, RPM allows each retailer-manufacturer pair to be a Stackelberg leader relative to all retailermanufacturer pairs that do not adopt RPM. This results in an equilibrium in which all or all but one of the companies will
agree to an RPM contract, as each attempts to be a leader. With restrictions on the use of RPM by a dominant companies,
policy-makers are able to ensure that the dominant company is a follower, not a leader, and this results in lower prices
to consumers. On the other hand, restricting the number of companies that are allowed to adopt RPM does not fare as
well. With around half the firms as leaders, and the other half as followers, price increases to consumers are magnified,
resulting in overall higher prices to consumers than there would have been in the absence of any constraints.
63
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Minimum resale price can result in significant fines from NCAs, and not less important, in
reputational damage of the company. The same is true for the use of minimum advertised
prices. Companies see it as RPM and are deterred from using it. However, the analysis of
NCA cases suggests that there is still use of minimum resale price. The NCAs reported
overall 210 cases of RPM, which represents 53.7% of all reported vertical cases. The vast
majority of disputed practices in vertical agreements thus concern RPM.
The main reasons why temporary RPM could be beneficial are to offer a better customer
experience, avoid free-riding 66 and facilitate investments. 67 It may be especially important
in the periods following the launch of new products and campaigns. The frequency of
launch periods and campaigns for new products varies between monthly campaigns (e.g.
for clothing) to two to four times a year in different sectors (e.g. cosmetics, electronics).
Typical launch campaigns depend on the sector and product and usually last between one
week (e.g. clothing) and one month (e.g. cosmetics), while launch campaigns for
technological products (e.g. electronics) might last up to three months.
One of the problems manufacturers and most interviewed retailers raised is that
consumers learn about a new product in a brick-and-mortar store and later they buy them
online. According to the interviewees, sometimes the price online significantly decreases
(by 30%, according to some stakeholders) just a few days after the launch of a new
product. Such ‘online price dumping’ is a major concern for some of the interviewed
stakeholders. This negatively affects brick-and-mortar stores and some retail chains have
closed, for example in toys industry; specialised shops offered a unique experience for
children and their parents and helped familiarise them with a manufacturer’s brand. Some
manufacturers indicate that they cannot open their own brand shops everywhere and
therefore they rely on brick-and-mortar stores to promote and sell their products.
One solution, according to manufacturers, could be to allow RPM for new products for a
limited period of time with associated investment in showrooms, for example. For some
products, consumers also need advisory services. Also, according to manufacturers, RPM
could also help the retailers to respect the qualitative criteria requested for some products
(in order to offer a better customer service through quality/trained personnel, for fitting
out the points of sales, etc.). In addition, sometimes there are products that, despite being
demanded by the customers, are not being sold by the companies due to the too low price
levels on the market, which makes it unprofitable for those companies to sell those
products. The minimum price during a specific time period (such as launch campaigns)
would help distributors not have to fear the aggressive prices and would therefore better
promote the product and allow for the safe introduction of the product. Most of the
interviewed stakeholders do not believe that RPM can produce efficiencies, other than in
the periods of product launches and during promotional campaigns
The Vertical Guidelines contain guidance on when RPM can be justified (para. 225).
However, the NCAs cases illustrate how complex it can be to assess the lawful application
of RPM. Thus, it can be argued that the Vertical Guidelines lack clarity (and more concrete
examples) for market players to know exactly when RPM can be:
•
•

anti-competitive, and more importantly,
pro-competitive and thus permissible.

3.3.1.3

Analysis of competition cases 68

The Austrian NCA reported a large number of cases on RPM, the legal assessment of which
was very similar. In all instances, the Austrian NCA and the Cartel Court concluded that
the disputed vertical restraints constituted a violation of Article 101(1) TFEU, and were
neither exempted pursuant to the VBER nor individually exempted pursuant to Article 101
e.g. shop A offers a product and associated customer service and shop B offers only the product for a lower price
without the customer service.
67
See, for example, contributors in OECD’s 2013 roundtable on vertical restraints for online sales
http://www.oecd.org/competition/VerticalRestraintsForOnlineSales2013.pdf, p. 112.
68
Due to the large number of cases in this category, the assessment of RPM includes cases reported by the most active
NCAs (Germany and France) and all NCAs where RPM represented more than 50% of the reported cases.
66
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(3) TFEU. The Cartel Court outlined in its judgment that efficiencies pursuant to Article
101 (3) TFEU were not evident in most cases. Similarly, the Cypriot, Czech, Danish,
German, Polish and UK NCAs found most of the investigated RPM practices to be prohibited
according to Article 101 TFEU and equivalent provisions of national law. The authorities,
including the competent courts, imposed fines in some cases, while the anti-competitive
practice in other cases was discontinued by commitment decisions.
The French NCA, on the other hand, dismissed the complaint about price restrictions in
cases against Nintendo, Samsung, Demeco, Dow Agrosciences and a manufacturer of
wood packaging. The Spanish NCA followed the same approach with respect to Carrefour,
Asafras, eDreams Odigeo S.A and Marti Tor Impomedic. The Croatian (two cases),
Lithuanian and Hungarian NCAs terminated proceedings due to insufficient evidence of
anti-competitive agreements. The Bulgarian NCA also reported one case, where an
infringement involving RPM restrictions covering the period 2003-2005, which was time
bared due to the expiry of the five-year limitation period; the Greek NCA found no explicit
RPM clauses in one of the franchise agreements under investigation.
Based on the reported cases it appears that the national authorities did not face larger
difficulties in legal assessment of RPM as the criteria for assessment are relatively
straightforward. However, the NCAs seemed to have somewhat divergent approaches
especially on the assessment when a price restriction is assimilated to or in other words is
treated as a RPM.
3.3.1.4

Econometric analysis of impact of RPM 69

The econometric analysis investigated the use of RPM, and their effect on several market
outcomes, by studying a particular sector (books) where their use is or has been permitted
in recent years. In various countries, Fixed Book Price (FBP) rules allow publishers to
mandate that booksellers are not permitted to sell books below a set price dictated by the
publisher 70. This rule either exists as an agreement among book publishers within a
country or as a legal requirement 71. The stated aim of such rules is to protect the cultural
integrity of book publishing in national markets and to promote certain positive
externalities that are perceived to arise from a strong and diverse book publishing and
bookselling sectors.
One concern of several countries, which have FBP rules, was that ‘low-service’ retailers
were heavily discounting popular, bestseller books, while not stocking the more niche
books. There were concerns that this discounting would lead to reduced margins in
specialised bookshops (which stock a wider range of books and can be considered ‘highservice’ booksellers) and would endanger their business model which to some extent relies
on relatively stable sales of bestsellers to support the stocking of other, niche books with
much more volatile sales behaviour. This effect has the potential to (a) lead to closure of
specialised bookshops, ultimately limiting consumer access to a wide range of book titles,
or at least (b) lead to some niche books being unprofitable to stock, thereby limiting the
breadth of literature available to consumers and as a result the breadth of titles published
within national markets. Therefore, an argument in favour of implementing FBP rules was
that the prohibition of discounting would maintain bookseller profitability and hence
preserve, or increase, the number of specialised bookshops along with the range of titles
stocked.
The FBP rule is therefore a form of RPM. Econometric techniques can then be used to
examine the influence of these RPM agreements by comparing countries which
never/always have an FBP rule with countries that do not have an FBP rule but then
introduce one and countries that have an FBP rule but then revoke it.
Full econometric analysis can be found in Annex X.
In practice, small discounts are allowed, depending on the country. There are also separate rules for selling to libraries
and public bodies (such as schools) and selling on cultural days such as World Book Day. Note also that e-books are
often subject to different rules.
71
For example in Norway the agreement exists between the Norwegian Bookstore Association and the Norwegian
Publishers Association. This is called Bokavtalen. See Annex X.
69
70
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To analyse whether RPM rules affect consumer welfare it is important to study their effect
on prices and the quantity sold. Furthermore, in this context it is possible to examine the
effect of RPM agreements on the number of bookshops in order to see whether one of the
original aims of the policy was achieved.
To be more specific, a two-way fixed effects model is utilised over various time periods
between 1996 and 2018. There are seven countries which introduce/remove the RPM
agreement within this time period, which provides a promising degree of variation to
capture the effect 72. Further details on variables used, the econometric specification and
details about FBP rules can be found in Annex X.
Results from this econometric analysis suggest that average book prices are lower in
periods and countries in which the RPM rules were placed. On average, book prices are
5.1% lower where a RPM agreement (a fixed book price) is in effect. However, our
assessment of the precision of this estimate and of the robustness of the results recognises
some limitations and advises a cautious interpretation. Despite the need for caution, in all
variants of the model that were tested, there was never evidence of RPM having had a
positive impact on book prices (i.e. book prices are never found to have increased through
a fixed book price agreement).
The analysis reveals that the number of books sold increases in countries with
agreements in place. On average, book sales are 25.4% higher in countries with
agreements (FBPs). In terms of the number of bookshops, there is little evidence
there is a difference in the number of bookshops between countries which have
agreements and those which do not.

RPM
RPM
that
RPM

Therefore, the evidence suggests that in the book sector RPM agreements lead to a higher
output and slightly lower prices. As a result, consumer welfare would seem to have been
higher in the presence of these RPM agreements.
It should, however, be noted that the book sector has some unique features and
characteristics, such as the cultural importance attached to the sector which led to
countries pursuing such fixed book price agreements in the first place.
As such, the results found for this sector may not be fully applicable to other sectors and
caution is advised when translating them. That being said, these results do provide
evidence that RPM agreements have the potential to increase consumer welfare in certain
circumstances.

3.3.2 Maximum resale price restriction
3.3.2.1

Market assessment

According to the interviews, maximum resale price restriction is less common than resale
recommended price. CATI interviews also show that the use of maximum resale price is
not very widespread, as shown in the table below:
Table 35: stakeholders reporting the use of maximum resale price in CATI interviews
Type of stakeholder in
value chain/use of
maximum resale price

Maximum resale
price

Manufacturers

26%

Wholesalers

8%

Retailers

18%

Maximum RPM is used for several reasons:
•

72

Keep consumer prices lower, as part of their pricing strategies.

These countries are Austria, Croatia, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, Italy and Slovenia.
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•

Allow brand labels to compete with private labels. In food and drink industry, for
example, brand labels products are typically more expensive than private label
products, which belong to the retail chains. Retail chains have control of pricing both
brand label products and their own private label products. Therefore, maximum
resale price restriction is a tool for manufacturers to keep their products competitive
in terms of price.

However, according to some stakeholders, it might negatively affect brick-and-mortar
stores, which do not have big retail power and need to sell products at a price that might
be not very profitable.
3.3.2.2

Analysis of competition cases

Only three cases involving an assessment of maximum RPM were reported by the NCAs,
namely the NCAs of Greece (Unilever), Spain (National Trade Association for Animal Health
– ASEMAZ-AZA), and France (Kalivia medical products).
Unilever Greece was engaged in anti-competitive vertical practices in breach of Art. 1 of
L. 703/1977 (current L. 3959/2011) and Article 101 TFEU for a period of over 30 years.
The wholesalers were restricted from determining their own sale price to retailers and
obliged to price the products in line with the wholesale catalogue, which was found to be
a hardcore restriction, according to the Greek NCA. The contractual terms on prices could
also be considered as imposition of maximum prices through a monitoring system, since
in case of non-application of the price catalogue and a very low fixed distribution margin
to wholesalers, such prices amounted to fixed prices.
The Spanish and French NCAs dismissed the complaints as they did not find any anticompetitive effects in the vertical agreements concluded between the parties. The former
concluded that the agreements did not contain any clause included in Article 4 of the VBER,
considering that in these cases maximum prices imposed by suppliers to wholesalers did
not amount to an RPM which is a forbidden restriction of competition.
Since the number of cases concerning maximum RPM is very low and based on the
assessment of the NCAs in the reported cases, it seems that disputes arise as a
consequence of established corporate practices 73, rather than unclear rules on setting
resale prices.

3.3.3 Recommended resale prices (RRP)
Recommended resale price (also known as Recommended Retail Price and Suggested
Resale Price) is the price that the company that makes a product suggests it should
be sold for.
3.3.3.1

Market assessment

According to interviewed stakeholders, RRPs are typically provided by manufacturers to
retailers and are a fairly common practice, which is also confirmed by the results of the
CATI interviews, presented in a table below.
Table 36: Stakeholders reporting the use of resale recommended prices in CATI
interviews
Type of stakeholder in value chain/use
of resale recommended prices

Recommended
resale price

Manufacturers

74%

Wholesalers

96%

Retailers

83%

RRP are not binding and serve as a price indication for retailers, which are still free to set
resale prices. Some manufacturers do not provide a recommended resale price directly to
73

The contractual clauses concerned the period from 26.09.1996 to 31.12.2017.
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retailers, but publish recommended prices on their websites, providing indicative prices to
consumers. Resale recommended prices might vary for the same products and be lower
during promotional and campaign periods.
According to manufacturers, their market research helps them better understand the
consumers’ willingness to pay and competitive products than retailers. In addition, it is
not always easy to understand how innovative products should be placed on the market
and RRP could be very important to indicate the likely value of a given product both for
retailers and consumers.
RRP allow manufacturers and retailers in business planning and forecasting, helping better
estimate sales and revenues and better calculate future investments.
Manufacturers provide RRP in different ways. According to stakeholders, the most common
way is providing lists of recommended prices in written form via e-mail; additional ways
are using annual price lists and providing recommended prices by a phone call, which is
less common. According to some manufacturers, most retailers do not follow the RRP
provided by them.
3.3.3.2

Analysis of competition cases

A low number (11) of cases were reported also in the category of recommended resale
prices. In most instances, the complaints were dismissed due to insufficient evidence for
proving that the recommended resale prices operated as fixed or minimum prices. There
were only three cases where a restriction of competition was found.
The Spanish NCA (in the cases FAVI y AMICYF, ASEMAZ-AZA, Mi Rancho En Avila, and
Farma Descuento) and the Portuguese NCA (in the case DIA Portugal Supermercados)
found infringements of competition law with respect to recommended resale prices that
were considered to be fixed prices in the framework of a franchising system in the food
industry. The NCAs appears to have based its assessment on the information asymmetry
between the franchisor and its franchisees, where the latter were likely to perceive the
franchisor’s recommended and maximum prices as fixed prices. The proposed
commitments concerned specific changes to the relevant contracts regarding free pricing
policy (i.e. that franchisees are entirely free to charge resale prices lower than the
maximum and recommended prices by the supplier). These changes were considered to
solve the effects on competition derived from the conduct.
In the case Aerodrom Ljubljana, the Slovenian NCA considered pricing conditions imposed
on car taxi services to be restricting or eliminating competition between the members of
the Taxi Society, thereby infringing the provision Article 6 of Slovenian Competition
Protection Act and Article 101 TFEU. It therefore accepted commitments by the Taxi
Society that agreed to repeal all provisions, which either imposed a (possible) mandatory
compliance with the prices imposed by the taxi society or imposed a sanction to a member
of the society if they do not act accordingly.

3.4
Retail most-favoured nation (MFN) clauses
(and similar clauses) and their effects
The information on the use of MFN clauses in this study comes from several research tools:
•
•
•
•

Assessment of competition cases
Literature review
Stakeholder interviews (semi-structured and CATI)
Econometric analysis
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3.4.1 Introduction
3.4.1.1
Analysis of the types of MFNs and similar clauses used (including
most-favoured customer clauses (MFCs) and price parity clauses between
suppliers and buyers as well as between platforms and business users)
In its traditional definition (which originates from international trade agreements) a most
favoured nation (MFN) clause involves a promise by one party – typically a supplier/seller
– to treat a customer as favourably as that supplier treats its best customer. In the context
of a vertical supply chain where a supplier relies on retailer intermediaries to sell its
products, an MFN protects a particular intermediary against the supplier offering better
terms to any other intermediary.
Outside the international trade context, Most Favoured Nation clauses (MFCs) are also
commonly referred to as Price Parity clauses (PPCs). The term ‘retail MFN’ is often used in
this context to clarify that the MFN in question is not a commitment in terms of the
wholesale price but rather in terms of the retail price.
This study focused on retail MFN, observing to what extent (e.g. across sectors and
countries) some sub-categories of retail MFN are used. In particular, the two types below
influence the retail terms of a transaction:
•
•

Price MFN
Non-price MFN

While the below relate to the sales channels to which the MFN clause applies:
•
•

Wide MFN
Narrow MFN

The recent literature, as well as recent competition cases, have focused on the use of MFNs
in the online context. In the online context, MFN arrangements between suppliers and
online platforms have gained a somewhat different nature, compared to the original
definition of these clauses when they were applied in the vertical relationship between a
supplier and an intermediary exchanging physical goods. In particular:
•
•
•
•

The arrangement focuses not on the price that the intermediary (generally an online
platform) receives from the supplier, but on the retail price at which the product is
offered on other sales channels (other platforms and direct sales channels);
The supplier may be the one that determines the price at which the product is sold
to final customers;
The supplier may also sell directly to final customers, in which case there may be
competition between the supplier and the platform; and
The intermediary, i.e. an online platform, may have greater market power than the
supplier.

In the online world application of MFN clauses, a distinction has emerged between socalled wide and narrow MFNs 74.
Wide MFNs specify that better terms cannot be offered to any party, or via any channel,
than those offered to the contracting party. For example, a hotel owner might be required
by an Online Travel Agency (OTA) to always advertise on the OTA's website the best
available prices. Narrow MFNs state instead that better terms cannot be offered via the
supplier’s online direct channel. For example, a hotel owner that contracts with a certain
OTA, would be able to offer lower prices on the websites of other OTAs and on offline
channels. However, the price offered on the OTA’s website would have to be at least as
favourable as the one displayed on the hotel’s own website.

The examples in the following paragraph apply the definition of ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ MFN clauses in the context of the
hotel online booking industry. However, the scope of ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ parity clauses may differ according to the sector,
due to differences in the sales and/or marketing channels used in each sector.
74
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Retail MFN as “best price promise”
Akman and Hviid (2006) noted, at the time when this point was not well understood in the
literature, that MFNs are closely related to best-price guarantees. Retail MFNs can look
attractive from a consumer’s perspective since, for products for which a platform has
agreed an MFN with the respective supplier, the platform can make a ‘best price promise’,
given that the MFN gives the platform the assurance that consumers will not find cheaper
prices for the supplier’s product anywhere else. This apparent competitiveness is
particularly misleading in the case of MFNs. The platform has less incentive for its own
retail price to be lower than the MFN. Thus the MFN protects the platform from competition
from other platforms by removing the risk that its prices will be undercut. As such, these
clauses can facilitate collusion and monopoly pricing.
Treatment of MFNs under VBER and under Article 101 TFEU
Recent decisions by the EC and NCAs have analysed MFNs under Articles 101 and
102 TFEU: Section 3.4.3 provides an analysis of competition cases related to MFN clauses.
The Commission’s Staff Working Document supporting its e-commerce Report considers
that parity clauses in vertical agreements are covered by VBER, provided neither of the
parties’ market share exceeds the 30% threshold.
The Commission analysed MFNs under Article 102 TFEU in the Amazon e-books MFN
investigation. The Commission took the preliminary view that Amazon may have abused
its dominant position through a number of MFN clauses requiring e-book publishers and
suppliers to inform Amazon about more favourable or alternative terms given to competing
platforms (relating to price, promotions, and e-book features) and to offer Amazon similar
(or better) terms. The Commission considered that such clauses could strengthen
Amazon’s dominant position by reducing the ability and incentive of e-book suppliers and
competing platforms to develop new business models.
The possibility of applying Article 102 TFEU to retail MFN clauses was also raised in the
online hotel booking cases. In particular, the French NCA noted that the imposition of wide
MFNs by one or multiple platforms could be deemed to constitute individual or collective
abuse of a dominant position. However, ultimately the French NCA did not not have to
qualify the practices at hand since Booking.com proposed commitments 75.

3.4.2 Market assessment
The study carried out 49 semi-structured interviews on MFN. The stakeholders interviewed
were mainly operating in the hotel industry and in the cosmetics and beauty sector. There
is no significant difference in the application of MFN clauses in different countries since it
is a type of agreement typical of a specific industry and not based on characteristics of a
specific geographic area. A total of 181 CATI interviews were conducted; the interview
sample (Table 37) confirms the presence of agreements at all levels of the supply chain,
with a prevalence of suppliers and retailers.
Table 37: CATI sample composition by supply chain level
Supply chain level

75

Count

Suppliers

82

Retailers

72

Wholesalers

27

See: https://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/sites/default/files/commitments//15d06.pdf.
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3.4.2.1
Analyse the sectors/countries/markets situations where MFN
clauses are widespread or most commonly used
Interviews with stakeholders and CATI
Stakeholder interviews highlighted the presence of both narrow and wide MFN clauses with
some sector and country specificities.
Table 38: Use of Wide MFN
Use of Wide MFN

Argumentation

Producers/manufacturers/
service providers

Wholesalers

Retailers

Online

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Large retailer
chains: avoid
continuous price
negotiations with
the manufacturers,
ensuring price
competitiveness

Small hotel chains/independent
hotels: OTA-imposed clauses
generate a benefit for this
category of hotels, namely the
reduction of marketing effort;
Big hotel chains: required for
the visibility of the brand, given
market conditions.
These benefits (less marketing
expenditures and higher
visibility) are directly related to
the services offered by OTAs,
rather than to the application of
an MFN clause. However, it is
impossible for the hotels to be
present on the platforms
without accepting the use of
MFN clauses.
This is due to the bargaining
power of the OTAs, which justify
the use of these clauses in order
to defend their marketing
investments by preventing other
platforms from free-riding.

However, the investigations and the decisions taken by the NCAs in recent years have led
to the removal of wide MFN clauses in the hotel industry, due to their anti-competitive
effects presented in detail in Section 0 and 3.4.2.3.
Table 39: Use of Narrow MFN
Use of Narrow
MFN
Argumentation

Producers/manufacturers/
service providers

Wholesalers

Retailers

Online

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Small hotel
chains/independent hotels:
OTA-imposed clauses
generate a benefit for this
category of hotels, namely the
reduction of marketing effort;
Big hotel chains: required for
the visibility of the brand,
given market conditions.
These benefits (less marketing
expenditures and higher
visibility) are directly related
to the services offered by
OTAs, rather than to the
application of an MFN clause.
However, it is impossible for
the hotels to be present on
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the platforms without
accepting the use of MFN
clauses.
This is due to the bargaining
power of the OTAs, which
justify the use of these
clauses in order to defend
their marketing investments
by preventing other platforms
from free-riding.

Evidence gathered from the stakeholder interviews showed that MFN clauses are more
frequently applied in two market segments:
•
•

Mass markets (i.e. goods produced in large quantities that do not have the features
of luxury products); and
Hospitality sector;

The evidence gathered from stakeholders does not suggest that the use of these clauses
is more widespread in certain Member States than in others.
However, it has been pointed out that some Member States have adopted laws banning
the use of MFN clauses (both wide and narrow) by hotel booking platforms (Austria,
Belgium, France, and Italy).
In terms of the approach by the NCAs, the German authority prohibited the narrow parity
clause of Booking.com. 76 According to the interview findings with a large hotel chain,
across all the other Member States, none of the other NCAs has taken a similar decision
and the approach of the NCAs has been more lenient so far, There are ongoing
commitments by Booking.com to certain NCAs to not use wide clauses for five years.
According to an association of smaller hotel chains, even when national laws prohibit all
the types of MFN clauses, OTAs still maintain their pressure on pricing; the non-leading
OTAs especially have begun to circumvent these laws by offering promotions without
notifying the hotels and cutting margins, thus running counter to the agency contract. This
aggressive behaviour has triggered the leading OTAs, in order to protect their market
positions, to react in the same way (allegedly circumventing the law). However, this claim
shall be evaluated in light of the findings of the econometric analysis (Section 3.4.4).
These findings on differences in approach between NCAs and national legislators seem to
confirm the evidence gathered by the Commission during the public consultation: among
other reasons, respondents were “concerned about the different interpretation and
standards of enforcement when it comes to most favoured nation clauses”.
The sample composition of the CATI interviews (Table 40) suggests that MFN clauses are
used in several industries:
Table 40: CATI interviews sample composition by industry
Industry

76

Sample share

Other, please specify:

14.4%

Household appliances

11.0%

Sporting goods

9.9%

Food & beverages

9.4%

Telecom & post

8.3%

Accessories & footwear

7.7%

Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities

7.2%

Agriculture

6.6%

After having previously prohibited the parity clause of the German OTA, HRS.
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Industry

Sample share

Consumer electronics

6.1%

Media

5.5%

Clothing

5.0%

Cosmetics & Beauty

4.4%

Transport

2.8%

Furniture

1.7%

Total

100%
Source: Elaboration of the contractor

The following tables (Table 41, Table 42 and Source: Elaboration of the contractor

Table 43 provides an additional insight into the use of price and non-price clauses.
According to the findings from the CATI interviews, these two types of clauses seem to be
commonly used at all levels of the supply chain, without any particular difference
depending on the type of stakeholder.
Table 41: CATI interviews: Most common types of MFN – SUPPLIERS
What type of parity clause do you have in your agreements?
Type of MFN

Share

Same lowest prices to all my distribution channels (Wide price MFN)

48.8%

Same non-price related conditions to all my distribution channels (Wide nonprice MFN)

36.6%

Same non-price related conditions only to some distribution channels (Narrow
non-price MFN)

36.6%

Same lowest prices only to some distribution channels (Narrow price MFN)

32.9%

Source: Elaboration of the contractor

Table 42. CATI interviews: Most common types of MFN – WHOLESALERS
What type of parity clause do you have in your agreements?
Type of MFN

Share

You offer to a supplier/retailer equal or better prices than to any other
supplier/retailer (Price MFN)

33%

You offer to a supplier/retailer the same product range, conditions or other
features as to any other supplier/retailer (Non-price MFN)

63%

Others

77

4%
Source: Elaboration of the contractor

Table 43. CATI interviews: Most common types of MFN – RETAILERS
What type of parity clause do you have in your agreements?
Type of MFN
You request to a supplier the same contractual terms as to any other supplier
(Non-price MFN)
You request to a supplier equal or better pricing conditions than to any other
supplier (Price MFN)
Source: Elaboration of the contractor

77

Not specified by the respondents.
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3.4.2.2
Analyse the motivations and the objectives that prompt the use of
the various MFN clauses
Interviews with stakeholders and CATI interviews
The main motivations and objectives underlying business decisions to engage or not in
MFN clauses can be clustered within the two market segments identified in Section 3.4.2.1.
1. In the mass market segment, MFN clauses are requested by retailers to avoid
continuous price negotiations with manufacturers and maintain a competitive price
for the products concerned. According to the experience of a large retailer active
in several Member States, MFN clauses in this segment tend to cover both price
and non-price clauses. Most SMEs (both suppliers and retailers) see MFN clauses
as a way to reduce frequent negotiations on terms or prices, but also as a means
of giving preferential treatment to their business partners and ensure their loyalty.
From the perspective of retailers, MFN clauses are mainly used to avoid the practice
of customers visiting their stores and then finalising the purchase online (showrooming practice).
These clauses are often established through a process similar to a tender
mechanism and, in order to ensure the correct implementation of the agreements
between the parties, market monitoring tools are widely used (either through
specialised market intelligence solutions, or through direct monitoring by the
salesforces of the companies involved).
2. In the hotel industry, the rationale for these clauses seem to vary significantly,
depending on the size of the players. Large hotel chains flagged some key reasons
for which MFN clauses have a negative impact on their business:
o These chains make the majority of their sales through direct channels and
their costs of marketing and ‘distribution’ are lower through their own websites
compared to the fees requested by the largest online travel agencies (OTAs);
o The ‘quality score’ ranking used by the major OTAs is considered by some
stakeholders as not sufficiently transparent. Large hotel chains claim to have
faced retaliatory measures. Following business decisions such as setting a
higher booking price for their rooms, or reducing the number of rooms
advertised on the OTAs’ website, the algorithm underlying the OTA's quality
score automatically lowered the ranking of the interested hotels concerned.
Equally, large hotel chains observed a preferred position in recommended lists
by hotels that agreed to pay higher fees to the OTAs: this practice might lead
to the best outcome for the platforms, rather than reflecting the best pricequality offers available to consumers. Although the existence of a ranking
mechanism and of companies’ proprietary algorithms is not directly related to
the application of MFN clauses, these can be seen as ‘equivalent measures’.
The OTAs rely significantly on the existence and on the effectiveness of these
tools to increase their bargaining power vis-à-vis the hotels;
o Interviewees also considered that, although in theory narrow MFN clauses
allow a greater degree of price differentiation by hotels, including the ability
to offer loyalty discounts (on channels other than their own website), de facto
these clauses are as restrictive as the previous wide MFN clauses. In particular,
the interviewees reported that the OTAs do not share with the hotels the email addresses of the customers making the booking, hence eliminating an
essential marketing tool for the hotel. Therefore, regardless of the price
differentiation possibilities that are contractually allowed by narrow MFNs, the
hotels are not able in practice to take advantage of these, lacking the
opportunity to approach their customers directly.
However, both large and small hotels cannot avoid allocating a share of their
investments to OTA fees; the former need to have as much visibility as possible,
targeting the average consumer that is looking for a bargain and who therefore
uses these platforms as a one-stop-shop. Notably, OTAs offer an appealing bundle
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of other services (e.g. car rental services) that are often interesting for non-regular
customers that are looking for the best offer, rather than being driven by loyalty to
the hotel brand.
According to the interviews with some small hotels, the cost opportunity of
advertising via OTAs is instead positive. Although the commission paid by this
category of hotels is around 20% of the revenue per booking (a rate roughly twice
as high as the one paid by large chains), these rates are lower than the estimated
marketing and IT costs necessary to ensure visibility on the market. Interviewees
reported that without OTAs they would be unlikely to achieve a similar number of
booked rooms.
Findings from the CATI interviews confirm those that emerged from the semi-structured
interviews: the main reasons for engaging in these clauses is the need to ensure pricecompetitiveness on the various product markets, as well as the advantage of avoiding
frequent negotiations between the parties involved in commercial relationships (Table 44,
Table 45 and Table 46).
Notably, the most frequent motivation highlighted by the suppliers is the importance of
establishing a long-term ‘loyal’ commercial practice with wholesalers and retailers.
Table 44: CATI interviews: Most common motivations and objectives for the use of MFN
clauses – SUPPLIERS
Which of the following motivations to use parity clauses in your agreements are the
most relevant?
Motivations and objectives

Share

To be competitive, keeping the distributors/retailers loyal by giving them preferential
terms

75.6%

To avoid too frequent negotiations between the contracting parties

48.8%

To take advantage of the distributors and/or retailers’ investments in a product

37.8%

To avoid the practice of consumers visiting a platform or a shop to get informed about
the product but then subsequently buying the product in a more convenient shop or
online

25.6%

Table 45: CATI interviews: Most common motivations and objectives for the use of MFN
clauses – WHOLESALERS
Which of the following motivations to use parity clauses in your agreements are the
most relevant?
Motivations and objectives

Share

To avoid too frequent negotiations between the contracting parties

63%

To be sure to get the best deal possible, reducing uncertainty about potential price
fluctuations (e.g. facilitating long-term investments)

41%

To avoid the practice of consumers visiting a platform or a shop to get informed about
the product but then subsequently buying the product in a more convenient shop or
online

30%

To avoid risk of opportunism (e.g. protecting your advertising investments on a
product, avoiding the possibility that the supplier/retailer will not sell the same product
at better terms to others)

30%

The practices of webrooming and showrooming 78 have been mentioned more frequently
(compared to wholesalers and suppliers) by retailers, as one of their most common
concerns tackled by the use of MFN clauses.

78

The term showrooming originates in the physical versus online store scenario, whereby a shopper visits a physical
store to gain information about a product but purchases online. Similarly, webrooming involves looking up product
information on a platform’s website but making the purchase online elsewhere.
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Table 46: CATI interviews: Most common motivations and objectives for the use of MFN
clauses – RETAILERS
Which of the following motivations to use parity clauses in your agreements are the
most relevant?
Motivations and objectives

Share

To be sure to get the best deal possible, reducing uncertainty about potential price
fluctuations (e.g. facilitating long-term investments)

61.1%

To avoid the practice of consumers visiting an online platform or a shop to get informed
about the product but then subsequently buying the product in a more convenient shop
or online or in another online store

47.2%

To avoid risk of opportunism (e.g. protecting your advertising investments on a
product, avoiding the possibility that the supplier/retailer will sell the same product at
better terms to others)

41.7%

To avoid too frequent negotiations between the contracting parties

41.7%

3.4.2.3
The impact of MFN clauses on the intensity of competition and
consumer welfare: pro-competitive and anti-competitive effects and
theories of harm
Literature review: pro-competitive and anti-competitive effects
Most of the recent literature on MFNs focuses on so-called retail MFNs and particularly on
MFNs in the online world such as those linking online platforms with their suppliers. For a
discussion of both efficiencies and anti-competitive effects, it is important to take into
account the distinction between wide and narrow MFNs. Most of the literature initially
considered only wide MFNs. These involve a restriction on the prices posted by a given
supplier on all distribution channels where it lists. In what follows, ‘MFNs’ is generally taken
to refer to ‘wide MFNs’, and narrow MFNs are discussed only when explicitly mentioned.
For wide MFNs, particularly in the online context, several of the anti-competitive effects
discussed by the economic literature mirror those that have been argued to result from
RPM.
In terms of pro-competitive effects, there is a strand of the literature that argues that wide
MFNs are necessary to sustain the business model of platforms and, as such, MFNs have
a welfare benefit to the extent that platforms do too. The literature also recognises that
the existence of platforms in the market is normally regarded as positive and procompetitive, since they improve the flow of information by aggregating the relevant data
of suppliers and making such information available to consumers, thereby reducing
searching costs. They also reduce switching costs by empowering consumers; bring
security to online transactions; promote innovation and, finally, help suppliers to enter or
expand in the market by reducing advertising costs, among others.
Table 47 below summarises these effects.
Table 47: Summary of literature findings on MFN
Effects of (wide) Most-Favoured Nation
clauses (MFN)
Pro-competitive motivations

•

•
•
•

Helping a high cost/high-quality
platform to defend its quality
investments by preventing other
platforms from free-riding;
Reduction of consumer search and
negotiation costs, promoting interbrand competition;
Prevention of rent-seeking behaviours
by suppliers; and
Protection of resellers against demand
uncertainty and unfavourable price
dynamics.
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Effects of (wide) Most-Favoured Nation
clauses (MFN)
Anti-competitive motivations

•
•
•

Weakening competition between
retailers/platforms;
Impede innovation, entry and
expansion at the retailer/platform level;
and
Facilitating collusion between
retailers/platforms.

Softening competition between retailers/platforms
Absent retail-MFN clauses in a competitive market platforms would have the incentive of
reducing their commission rate in order to gain market share and, in turn, suppliers (i.e.
hotels, book publishers etc.) would be motivated to attract consumers to low-commission
platforms by offering lower retail prices than the ones presented in other more expensive
distribution channels. This should reinforce competition among platforms, lower
commission rates charged to suppliers and, ultimately, lead to better retail prices for
consumers.
Wide retail-MFN clauses prevent the mechanism described above from operating. Suppliers
forgo the freedom to set higher retail prices in those platforms that charge them high
commission rates. Since high commissions have no impact on the market share that
platforms can gain, platforms have no incentive to compete in terms of commission rates
and no incentive to lower them.
As a result, suppliers are faced with higher commission rates, which they have the
incentive of transferring to consumers by charging them higher retail prices in order to
maintain their profits. Hence, by virtue of wide retail MFN clauses, suppliers would be
forced to increase the retail price in all other sales channels, such that price competition
for the products of the same supplier would be eliminated, leading to the setting of
homogeneous supra-competitive prices offered to the end-consumer. 79
The risk of retail MFNs softening competition may be greater when the bargaining positions
of suppliers is weak relative to retailers. In the e-commerce context, platforms usually
have a strong negotiation position with respect to suppliers, in particular where they
deliver a large share of total transactions. In those cases, retail MFNs are usually imposed
by platforms as a ‘take it or leave it’ offer, and suppliers sign up to them to gain access to
the customers on the other side of the platform. The use of MFNs in these situations can
serve to reinforce a platform’s market position, protect it from competition from other
platforms or potential entrants and create self-reinforcing effects.
Fletcher and Hviid (2014) suggest that retail MFN clauses, because of their horizontal
element, are worse than pure RPM clauses that affect only the vertical relation between a
supplier and a customer. This is because the online retailer controls the minimum price
that is being set in the market, and it can manipulate that price by increasing its
commission (OECD, 2013).
Impede innovation, entry and expansion at the retailer/platform level
Absent MFNs, if incumbent platforms decide to charge high commissions, potential
competitors will have the incentive to enter or expand into the market by offering a lower
commission rate that would attract favourable treatment from suppliers. Yet, with retail
MFNs, suppliers would be unable to offer a better price through these cheaper platforms,
which invalidates the business model of entry or expansion on the basis of lower
commission rates. If no competitive forces act to drive down platform commissions, then
equilibrium commissions are high across all platforms. Conversely, where suppliers are not
This anti-competitive effect is discussed in Boik and Corts (2016), and Johnson (2017): retail MFN clauses can limit
competition between platforms on the level of the commissions they charge to suppliers. This leads to higher
commissions and eventually to higher prices being charged to final consumers.
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bound by MFNs, a given platform could offer them a low commission rate, in exchange for
the supplier offering its products at a lower price on the platform, and gain market share
in that way. This could incentivise suppliers to break rank and de-list from the high
commission platforms.
Moreover, even if entry occurs, retail MFNs could have the effect of distorting the entrant’s
choice of business model towards a model more like that of the incumbent, meaning that
price competition would still be limited. Indeed, Boik and Corts (2016) show that if the
potential entrant has a business model relatively similar to the incumbents, MFNs could
actually encourage entry. This is because MFNs could signal to potential entrants that the
existing business model is successful in the particular market and therefore can motivate
investment and entry by new platforms with similar characteristics.
Softening competition between suppliers
Some authors also argue that retail MFN clauses restrict inter-brand competition, by
protecting suppliers from low-price competition from other suppliers. According to these
authors, this is because retail MFN clauses disincentivise price-cutting, increase price
transparency and raise retail prices across all suppliers. The higher the commissions, the
more difficult for suppliers to offer low prices to consumers. Consequently, retail MFNs
have the potential effect of pushing up the retail prices of the whole market. 80
Facilitate collusion between retailers/platforms
Retail MFNs can facilitate collusion between retailers/platforms as they increase price
transparency and price stability in a given market. Their effects in the affected markets
are similar to those from practices of a uniform RPM across all retailers. Both are essentially
a price-setting mechanism across intra-brand competitors.
Furthermore, MFNs discourage cheating on the terms agreed among competing
retailers/platforms. The gains from, for example, offering to charge a supplier a lower
commission than the collusive level are limited when the platform with the lower
commission cannot reduce the price it shows on their website.
MFNs can be a signalling strategy between competitors to communicate that they do not
intend to engage in aggressive price competition, particularly if a large proportion of the
market is similarly covered by MFN clauses.
Narrow MFN clauses
In contrast to wide MFNs, narrow MFNs constitute a less intrusive restriction on pricing by
market participants and thus give rise to fewer anti-competitive concerns. In particular,
while wide MFNs establish a network of restrictions, involving a series of participants

80
The German NCA's 2013 prohibition decision relating to the MFN clauses of the German OTA HRS, reasoned that
through preventing the hotels from achieving more flexibility in their pricing, the retail MFNs affected not only the
competition between the agents (i.e. intra-brand competition) but also the competition between the hotels (inter-brand
competition). According to the NCA, the effect of the retail MFNs was strengthened by the fact that other main online
travel agents, Booking.com and Expedia, also used similar retail MFNs (FCO 2013c, para. 174).
Baker and Chevalier (2013) describe how MFNs can operate as a ‘tax’ on price cutting by the supplier: any price cutting
by the supplier anywhere in the market becomes more expensive because it must also cut the prices to the retailer(s)
with the MFN. What the supplier can gain from entering into a lower price agreement with a small retailer/platform may
not compensate the profits achievable by offering only a higher price. Other authors have made similar arguments:
Cernak and Chaiken (2013) describe it as “price stickiness” (reluctance by the seller to compete on price, which increases
with the number of MFNs) (Cernak and Chaiken, p.2); Jacobson and Weick (2012) refer to “stabilizing prices at elevated
levels” (Jacobson and Weick 2012, p. 6); and Dennis (1995) refers to “setting a price floor” whereby “no one is able to
obtain a better price… than the dominant [buyer]” (Dennis 1995, p. 80). Baker, J., & Chevalier, J. (2013). The
competitive consequences of most-favored-nation provisions. Antitrust, 27(2), 20–26. Cernak, S., & Chaiken, T. (2013).
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nation’s
clauses,
practical
law
company. http://www.schiffhardin.com/Templates/media/files/publications/PDF/Cernak_Chaiken_Most-FavoredNation-Clauses_20130311.pdf. Accessed 8 April 2014. Jacobson, J. & Weick, D. (2012). Contracts that reference rivals
as
an
antitrust
category, The
Antitrust
Source,
1–11
April
2012, http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/antitrust_source/apr12_full_source_4_26f.authcheck
dam.pdf. Accessed 8 April 2014. Dennis, A. (1995). Potential anticompetitive effects of most favored nation contract
clauses in managed care and health insurance contracts. Annals of Health Law, 4(1), 71–85.
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competing in the same market level, narrow MFNs establish a single link – between a
supplier and a platform/retailer.
A fundamental difference is that a platform in a narrow MFN agreement has no guarantee
that the supplier will not list its products at lower prices in other platforms. In fact, the
supplier is free to negotiate a low commission with an alternative platform and be
incentivised to list there at a lower price. Since, in principle, lower listing prices attract
more consumers, platforms retain their incentive to compete on commission fees under
narrow MFNs.
On the other hand, the extent to which these differences might be significant in terms of
market outcomes depends on a series of factors:
Suppliers may not wish other platforms to undercut their own channels – when
suppliers’ own channels are very important, a narrow MFN becomes quite similar to
a wide MFN;
• If the platform with whom the narrow MFN is in place has a very strong market
position, lower listing prices by smaller platforms may have little impact on the
volumes that they are able to sell; and
• Narrow MFNs do not protect platform investments in the same way as wide MFNs,
and they offer an important protection to platforms only if suppliers’ own channels
carry significant volume of sales;
•
It should also be considered that, in situations where suppliers do not have own
distribution channels, the concept of narrow MFN is meaningless.
•

MFNs may protect platform investments against some forms of free-riding,
including showrooming and webrooming
The pro-competitive effects of platform MFN clauses include the efficiency benefits of
enabling the platforms to protect any investments that they may have made to provide
pre-purchase services to buyers such as reviews or advice (LEAR, 2012). As is the case
for RPM in the retail context, MFN clauses may help a high-cost/high-quality platform to
defend its quality investments by preventing other platforms from free-riding on them.
In order to operate, platforms may have to constantly invest and innovate so that they
can provide better designed information and search facilities for consumers with the
purpose of increasing the volume of visits and transactions conducted through their
website.
Some such investments can be supplier-specific, such as setting up special distribution
channels and training employees in order to better promote certain brands. Platforms are
incentivised to undertake these investments if they then attract more customers, increase
their sales volume and gain more commissions.
Where the platform is an intermediary whose function is to enable buyers and sellers to
find the most appropriate match (such as online travel agents), once a match has been
found the parties do not need the intermediary to conclude the transaction. Instead, the
parties can free-ride on the intermediary’s services by trading directly. If the intermediary
performs a socially efficient economic activity, then preventing such free-riding would
constitute a valid efficiency justification (Buccirossi, 2015). 81
Such free-riding could have initial positive effects for consumers and suppliers but
also have negative effects on competition in the medium term. Indeed, platforms
in time have fewer incentives to innovate and make investments, and the market
lose transparency to the detriment of consumers, while price competition
considerably weaken.
81
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The prevalence of these effects has been studied in a series of papers for example by Anderson and co-authors, under
the term ‘billboard effects’. These papers find substantial empirical support to these free-riding effects (Anderson,
2009, Anderson, 2011, and Anderson and Han, 2017): listing in an OTA is found to increase hotels own website sales
by between 7.5% and 26%; sales on own website are found to be between three to nine times the incremental sales
in OTAs; and OTAs are visited by almost two thirds of all online hotel direct customers.
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Johansen and Vergé (2017) show that when suppliers reach consumers both indirectly, by
choosing which intermediary platform(s) to list their products, and directly through their
own website, price parity clauses can simultaneously lead to higher profits for platforms
and suppliers, and increase consumer surplus if inter-brand competition is sufficiently high.
However, these efficiency arguments should be treated with caution, given that a platform
benefits from reduced competition in the platform market and may therefore not
necessarily adopt the restrictive policy only to protect the ancillary services that are valued
by consumers (Buccirossi, 2015). As the market power of a few platforms has increased,
the role of retail MFN clauses in protecting the platforms’ investments has become more
questionable.
MFNs reduce search costs and strengthen interbrand competition
Another argument in favour of retail MFN clauses is that, by restricting suppliers' ability to
price-differentiate between sales channels, they reduce consumer search and negotiation
costs, thus promoting inter-brand competition. In the absence of ‘price uniformity’,
consumers must check the prices offered by each supplier on each platform. Each
consumer, individually, will only be able to compare a limited number of price offers from
a few suppliers. Platforms enhance consumers’ ability to compare offers from different
suppliers and, in this way, strengthen inter-brand competition. If, however, each supplier
appears in each platform at different prices, then consumers would still need to search
across all platforms to find best deals. This limits platforms’ effect on improving consumers’
search capabilities. According to this argument, price differentiation of suppliers between
platforms reduces direct competition between the suppliers and reduces the incentive for
consumers to use platforms to purchase their products. 82
MFNs prevent rent-seeking behaviours by the supplier and/or protect platforms
against demand uncertainty
In certain situations, the platform/retailer may be exposed to rent-seeking behaviour by
the seller and/or be faced with competition from other platforms/retailers that do not
necessarily have better products or are able to deliver their services/products more costeffectively but are simply able to purchase at lower prices. After making the first sales, a
supplier may have recovered its fixed costs and be willing to sell at lower prices to
subsequent intermediaries in order to increase sales. This may disincentivise the
platform/retailer from making relationship-specific investments, so that in turn new, better
or cheaper products might not enter the market. This situation is known as the ‘hold-up
problem’. An MFN clause is able to solve this problem by committing the supplier to not
lowering the price charged to different buyers. By protecting the first platform/retailer’s
investment and preventing rent-seeking behaviour by the supplier, an MFN clause can have
pro-competitive effects.
Similarly, an MFN clause can protect platform/retailer against demand uncertainty and
unfavourable price dynamics. If negative demand shocks occur, the seller may react by
lowering prices. If consumers understand this could happen, and in a context of demand
uncertainty, consumers may delay purchases in expectation of a future price drop. The
lack of commitment not to drop prices can therefore reduce demand overall and possibly
lead to an inefficient equilibrium. MFN clauses offer suppliers a way out from this
commitment problem and can produce more efficient equilibria.

82

This type of argument can be traced back to earlier literature on the impact of search costs on market equilibria.
Stiglitz and Salop (1977): “Bargains and Ripoffs” A Model of Monopolistically Competitive Price Dispersion”, The Review
of Economic Studies, express this argument well: “The central implication of costly information gathering is that the
equilibrium will not occur at the perfectly competitive price. This is a fairly straightforward observation: suppose every
firm did charge the perfectly competitive price. Then some firm(s) could raise their prices slightly without losing any
customers. Consumers would be unwilling to gather the extra information needed to switch stores or brands. Clearly
there is a limit on the price increases at one store that consumers would be willing to tolerate without leaving. However,
since the relative store prices determine the gains from a search, then as every store raises prices slightly, the cycle
of price rises by a few stores may occur again. Hence prices throughout the market may continue to rise.”
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Market factors that affect the impact of MFNs
The risk that MFNs will distort or limit competition are higher in more concentrated markets
and where the parties to the agreement have high market shares (Salop and Scott Morton
2013, Jacobson and Weick 2012). In particular, powerful suppliers increase the risks of
collusion while powerful retailers increase the risk of exclusionary effects. Conversely,
where there is a relatively high number of suppliers, both the chances for a retailer to
exclude competitors through raising their costs (unless the market is characterised by
‘must-have’ platforms) and the ability of suppliers to achieve a collusive outcome are
significantly lessened.
On the other hand, Edelman and Wright (2015) find that the negative effects of MFNs may
be greater in markets with a very competitive intermediation layer. Intermediaries have
an incentive to make expenditures that attract consumers to their site or store if MFN
clauses ensure that these expenditures do not give them a price disadvantage relative to
other intermediaries. In these circumstances, there is excess expenditure of this type by
intermediaries, which harms consumers because it raises prices, and the effects are worse
the stronger competition at the intermediation level.
Another relevant finding of the literature is that retail MFN clauses imposed by platforms
with high market power have a greater risk of being anti-competitive than clauses used
by platforms with low market power. More generally, however, the negative effects on the
market are not “necessarily linked to the market power of the” platforms (OECD 2015). In
fact, even a platform with a small market share, which applies a retail MFN clause to a
substantial share of the suppliers in the market., ensures “that all competing platforms,
and even all distribution channels, will display higher prices for a significant proportion of
suppliers present on these platforms”. Thus, such competing platforms would have no
incentive to reduce the commission fee. Furthermore, they would be inclined to also
impose retail MFN clauses in order to ensure that their retail prices are not higher than
those displayed on the competing platforms. Therefore, retail MFNs create a set of
incentives, which can extend beyond the market share of the platform that imposes them.
Interviews with stakeholders and CATI interviews
According to the interviewed stakeholders, the supply side of the hotel industry is generally
fragmented, and even the largest chains do not hold significant market shares.
Respondents from the hotel industry stated that there is no conclusive evidence of any
positive impact by the OTAs on prices (i.e. lower consumer prices) in the past ten years,
regardless of the growth rate of the hotel sector. According to industry insights, OTAs now
account for 15-20% of the bookings of large chains and up to 50% of the reservations
made to small hotels.
An aspect to be borne in mind in the evaluation of the pro-competitive and anti-competitive
effects of MFN clauses lies in the peculiar nature of the contractual relationship between
platforms, hotels and customers. OTAs act as agents, being the intermediaries in the
contract concluded between the client who books a room at the hotel. The hotel chains
interviewed reported that they are liable to their clients, while platforms do not share with
them any risk or investment; the business model of these platforms ensures that they
focus exclusively on their marketing investments 83, a totally different scenario compared
to the capital expenditures undertaken by the hotels. The hotel industry fears that the
high rates that need to be paid to OTAs to obtain visibility on these platforms, in the longterm might erode the profit margins of the hotels, leading either to higher prices to recoup
investments, or to a decrease in capital expenditure which would be detrimental for the
quality offered to consumers.
According to interviewees from the hotel industry, the market is progressively shifting from
a scenario in which hotels compete against each other by trying to get the highest share
of clients, to a scenario in which hotels are competing with the platforms. The competition
is moving towards the channels in which the reservations are made. This trend might be
83

OTAs’ advertising expenditures are estimated in the magnitude of 1 billion.
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exacerbated by the very high concentration in the OTA market at EU level, which looks like
a duopolistic competition between two major platforms. Moreover, small non-leading OTAs,
therefore less monitored by public authorities, push larger OTAs to an even more
aggressive attitude (forced promotions, reduced margins, etc.) to protect their market
position.
However, according to one interviewed online platform, active in markets other than the
hospitality sector, MFN clauses can be anti-competitive only when two conditions hold at
the same time: the type of clause imposed on the supplier is a wide MFN and the online
platform has significant market power. This is due to the fact that when a platform with
market power imposes a wide MFN, suppliers that need to be present and visible on the
most important platforms will use the price they can charge on that platform as the
benchmark for all their other sales channels. This means that these suppliers will forego
the possibility to set a lower price on channels/platforms where their cost of selling is
lower. By pre-empting lower prices on other channels, a wide MFN clause imposed on
suppliers by a platform with market power can have a broad impact on online sales.
The authors of the 2019 report Competition policy for the digital era 84 adopt an even
stricter approach. According to this report, “if competition between platforms is sufficiently
vigorous, it could be sufficient to forbid wide MFNs while still allowing narrow MFNs. If
competition between platforms is weak, then pressure on the dominant platforms can only
come from other sales channels and it would be appropriate for competition authorities to
also prohibit narrow MFNs.”
Findings from CATI interviews provide additional insights on the impact of MFN clauses on
competition, highlighting two major negative effects: increased collusion between
competitors, due to the exchange of pricing information, and a reduction in the levels of
competition and innovation (Table 48, Table 49 and Table 50).

Table 48: CATI interviews: The impact on competition and consumer welfare from the
use of MFN clauses in the market – Suppliers
What do you think are the effects of the use of parity clauses in your industry?
Effects

Share

Reduced market competition and innovation

48%

Increased collusion between competitors (e.g. due to the exchange of
information on prices)

46%

Limited the possibility for your business to deal with third-party
distributors/retailers

41%

Table 49: CATI interviews: The impact on competition and consumer welfare from the
use of MFN clauses in the market – Wholesalers
What do you think are the effects of the use of parity clauses in your industry?
Effects

Share

Weakened competition in the market and reduced innovation

37%

Increased collusion between competitors (e.g. due to the exchange of
information on prices)

37%

Limited possibility for your business to deal with third-party
distributors/retailers/manufacturers (e.g. limiting entry/expansion in the market)

37%
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Table 50: CATI interviews: The impact on competition and consumer welfare from the
use of MFN clauses in the market – Retailers
What do you think are the effects of the use of parity clauses in your industry?
Effects

Share

Increased collusion between competitors (e.g. due to the exchange of
information on prices)

46%

Limited possibility for your business to deal with third-party
distributors/retailers/manufacturers (e.g. limiting entry)

40%

Softened competition in the market and reduced innovation

40%

However, when the stakeholders were asked to provide information on the impacts on their
business (compared to the overall impact on the industry), the answers seem to contradict
the figures presented above. The reduction of competition and innovation flagged by
suppliers and wholesalers as their major concern (Table 48 and Table 49) is not matched
by the information presented in Table 51 and Table 52, where the “impossibility of investing
in R&D” is not mentioned as one of the most frequent impacts. Moreover, the suppliers
perceive strong competition in the market (Table 51), in contrast with the answer provided
to the previous question.
Table 51: CATI interviews: The impact of the use of MFN clauses by other players on
your business – SUPPLIERS
In which way are you affected by the use of parity clauses by other players in the
industry?
Effects

Share

The competition with other manufacturers lowers prices

43%

Loss of sales

37%

Loss of customers

37%

Reduction of market power

33%

Impossibility of investing in R&D

28%

Higher distribution/retailing costs

20%

Table 52: CATI interviews: The impact of the use of MFN clauses by other players on
your business – WHOLESALERS
In which way are you affected by the use of parity clauses by other players in the
industry?
Effects

Share

Loss of sales

41%

Reduction of market power

37%

Loss of customers

30%

The competition with other manufacturers lowers prices

22%

Impossibility of investing in R&D

11%

Table 53: CATI interviews: The impact of the use of MFN clauses by other players on
your business – RETAILERS
In which way are you affected by the use of parity clauses by other players in
the industry?
Effects

Share

Loss of sales

33%

Reduction of market power

26%
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In which way are you affected by the use of parity clauses by other players in
the industry?
Effects

Share

The competition with other manufacturers lowers prices

26%

Loss of customers

22%

Impossibility of investing in R&D

17%

Others, please specify

1%

Overall, the most selected answer by the respondents to the CATI interviews (counting the
total numbers for the three types of stakeholders along the supply chain) is the loss of
sales due to the use of MFN clauses by other players in the market. This appears to call
into question the effectiveness of these clauses, and it might suggest a different impact of
MFN clauses between wholesale and retail level. As explained in Section 0, stakeholders
claimed that MFN clauses are mostly used to ensure price competitiveness and loyalty
between commercial partners. However, Table 51, Table 52 and Table 53 suggest that,
when the views of all sides of the market are taken into account, the use of these clauses
leads to a loss of sales.

3.4.3 Analysis of competition law cases
This section presents some national cases on MFN clauses in vertical agreements. The
hospitality sector (including hotels and restaurants and related marketing services) was
the only sector where a significant number of cases occurred (more than half of the total
cases). These cases occurred in Czechia, Germany (two cases), Finland, France, Hungary,
Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden (two cases) and the United Kingdom. Please see
Annex IV for more details.
Of the 12 cases reported by the NCAs in the hospitality sector, nine cases concerned online
travel agencies (OTAs) and the sale of hotel accommodation (namely Booking.com,
Expedia and HRS) and three cases concerned online platforms for ordering food (e.g.
Viala.hu). The vertical agreements in question were very similar in all cases. The platform
providers applied MFN clauses vis-à-vis their counterparties (hotels or restaurants); both
wide MFN clauses and narrow MFN clauses were used. The wide MFN clauses required the
hotels or restaurants to not offer prices on any other sales channel that were lower than
the prices offered on the platform that applied the MFN clause; in other words, to always
offer the lowest price on the platform that applied the MFN clause. The narrow MFN clause
required the hotels or restaurant to not offer lower prices on its own direct sales channels
(e.g. its own website).
The French, Italian and Swedish NCAs accepted commitments from the OTA Booking.com,
under which Booking.com agreed to allow hotels to display lower room prices on other
OTAs and on offline channels (telephone, hotel reception, bilateral e-mails, travel
agencies). However, Booking.com retained the right to prevent hotels from displaying
lower room prices on their hotel website.
The UK NCA followed a similar approach in the private motor insurance sector. Contracts
that contained wide MFN clauses were considered as restricting service providers’ ability
to set different prices on different sales channels. Narrow MFNs preventing service
providers from offering a product at a lower price on their own websites were not seen as
restricting competition.
Regarding wide MFN clauses, the NCAs followed a similar approach in applying the VBER.
They assessed these clauses in light of the market share threshold of Article 3 of the VBER,
with the market being the market for the supply of online platform services to suppliers
(for example, hotels or restaurants). This was also the assumption for the cases that did
not lead to a final infringement decision (because the undertakings under investigation
agreed to remove the contested MFN clauses from their contracts) and for which the NCA
did not need to reach a conclusion on the definition of the relevant market. In cases that
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led to a decision, the NCAs found that the use of wide MFN clauses restricted competition
between online platforms by preventing price competition between them and by making
market entry for new platform providers difficult (as these cannot compete by offering
lower prices).
Narrow MFN clauses, on the other hand, were not treated in the same way by all NCAs.
Most NCAs considered that narrow MFN clauses had only a low or no negative impact on
competition, as the hotels or restaurants were still able to offer lower prices on other online
platforms. However, a different stance was taken by the German NCA in relation to the
narrow MFN clause of Booking.com. The NCA considered inter alia that Booking.com's
narrow MFN clauses would also restrict competition between hotels, by restricting their
freedom to set prices. According to the German NCA, hotels would have no incentive to
reduce prices on a platform if they could not offer lower prices on their own (commissionfree) sales channels.
Therefore, the NCAs did not take a uniform approach to the narrow MFN clauses used by
Booking.com. The German NCA prohibited these clauses, whereas other investigating
NCAs decided to take no action in respect of the clauses. It should be noted that the VBER
did not apply to Booking.com’s MFN clauses, due to its significant market share.
3.4.3.1

Commentary

From an antitrust standpoint, there is a strong consensus that while MFN provisions can
lead to pro-competitive outcomes or at least play a competitively neutral role, they may
also result in competitive harm and a loss of consumer welfare. Therefore, competition
agencies and courts have held that MFNs should be assessed on a case-by-case basis,
taking into account their legal and economic context, including the specific terms of the
MFN clause.
This state of affairs is not ideal from both the competition authorities’ standpoint, seeking
to make the best use of their limited resources, and that of practitioners seeking to advise
their clients.
It would be preferable, instead, if clear guidance could be provided on the circumstances
in which the use of MFNs should not raise competition concerns, such as safe harbours, as
well as the circumstances where the presumption would be of illegality.
More recent cases have focused less on traditional MFN clauses (where a supplier promises
the recipient that it will provide the best price or the most favourable sale conditions) and
more on retail MFNs or platform MFNs (where a supplier who markets products through a
platform guarantees the platform operator that it will not offer the same products for a
cheaper price or more advantageous terms through another platform). Retail MFN
provisions are typically used in combination with an agency model, where the suppliers
remain in control of the prices offered through the platform, and the platform realises its
revenues through taking a commission on the sale.
Certain competition authorities have sought to apply a distinction in their treatment of
wide and narrow MFN clauses. Outcomes have differed, with some authorities deciding to
allow narrow MFNs while others have prohibited both wide and narrow MFN clauses. 85
From a theoretical standpoint, there are arguments suggesting that narrow MFNs are less
harmful, while still achieving some of the efficiency gains associated with MFN clauses in
general. Yet the assumptions underlying these arguments may not apply in some markets,
in particular those where the platforms that impose the narrow MFNs have a very strong
In the private motor insurance (PMI) price comparison website (PCW) market investigation, the UK NCA found that
“if there are any anticompetitive effects from narrow MFNs in the PMI market, these effects are unlikely to be significant”
on the basis that providers would offer lower prices on low commission PCWs despite the narrow MFN, and the websites
of PMI providers did not appear to be a significant restraint on PCWs. (UK Competition and Markets Authority, Private
motor insurance market investigation, Final Report dated 24 September 2013) By contrast, the German NCA found in
its decision against Booking.com that none of the conditions of Article 101(3) were met, noting: “Narrow MFNs ‘palpably
restrict price competition and … quality competition’ and that the general efficiency gains that hotel booking OTAs bring
do not result from the narrow MFN.” (German Competition Authority (Bundeskartellamt), Decision B 9 – 121/13 dated
22 December 2015).
85
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market position and the suppliers that use them have a correspondingly weak bargaining
position. In those circumstances, it appears that narrow MFN clauses are more likely to
produce anti-competitive effects resembling those of wide MFN clauses.
Price effects
The German NCA has argued, in line with some of the economic literature reviewed for
this study, that the competitive effects of MFN clauses are similar to RPM even though MFN
clauses do not restrict the resale price of a buyer. Therefore, the NCA discussed, but
eventually left open, the possibility of considering MFNs in the scope of Article 4(a) of the
VBER concerning resale price maintenance, and therefore as a hardcore restriction that
would not benefit from the block exemption.
Without explicit guidance, however, the equivalence of effects between MFNs and RPM is
far from obvious. MFN clauses do not target the resale price of the buyer in a vertical
relationship but instead limit the supplier’s pricing options at other retailers. An MFN clause
also does not directly restrict the ability to discount even if it is likely to have that effect,
by committing a supplier to offer the same discount to the MFN-protected retailer that it
does to any of its other retailers.
Exclusionary effects
Exclusionary effects are also an important concern that has been raised in antitrust
investigations against MFN clauses. For example, in the HRS decision, the German NCA
alleged that HRS's MFN clauses prevented “access to cheaper offers through lower
commissions or another strategy which is advantageous for the hotels”. The NCA offered
as an example Justbook, an OTA entrant with a different business model (based on mobile
reservations), which offered more advantageous terms to hotels but whose request for
cheaper room offers was nevertheless refused by hotels due to the presence of retail MFNs
protecting HRS.
The UK NCA noted similarly that “wide MFNs will make it hard for an entrant to adopt a
differentiated, low-premium entry strategy”, 86 giving the example of the failure of Covea
SGAM to enter the insurance market. Covea was deterred from pursuing a low-price
strategy through the existence of wide MFNs, and concluded that it was unlikely to succeed
on the market by differentiation based on marketing.
MFNs and collusion
In most of the cases that have been reviewed during this study, collusion does not appear
as a primary concern arising from the use of MFN clauses. The European Commission's
Amazon e-books case is an exception in this regard. The publishers under investigation
were alleged to have engaged in a horizontal concerted practice to switch to an agency
system controlled by MFN clauses, and refrain from distributing e-books through a
distributor/reseller system. The publishers were concerned by Amazon’s resale of e-books
below the wholesale price, as a loss leader to facilitate the sale of its Kindle device, which
hurt the publishers’ profits in other channels such as printed books. The Commission
reasoned that, in this context, retail MFN clauses functioned as a “commitment device”. 87
The precedent value of some of the existing cases is complicated by the fact that they
have been resolved by commitments or consent decree procedures which do not result in
a formal finding of an infringement. For instance, the Commission's investigations into
MFN clauses have not led to an infringement decision, but rather to the voluntary removal

86
CMA. (2014). Final report, private motor insurance market investigation, https://assets.digital.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/media/5421c2ade5274a1314000001/Final_report.pdf. Accessed 22 December 2014.
87
Case COMP/39.847 – E-books (2013). Commitments Decision C(2012) 9288 OJ C 73/07 (addressed to Hachette Livre,
HarperCollins, Verlagsgruppe Georg von Holtzbrinck, Simon and Schuster, and Apple).
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of the relevant clauses, 88 or as in the e-books case, the acceptance of binding
commitments that address the competition concerns.

3.4.4 Econometric analysis
As described above, and with specific detail provided below, various NCAs investigated the
potential for anti-competitive effects from MFN clauses, but eventually arrived at different
enforcement decisions at different points in time. Concurrently, different Member States
adopted different legislative approaches in relation to MFN clauses, at different points in
time. Such policy variation provides a quasi-natural experiment setting for an econometric
investigation of the effects of MFN clauses on market outcomes and consumers. 89
In particular, two separate econometric analyses are developed, one relying on publicly
available data at country level and one drawing on a proprietary database of hotel-level
price data. Both focus on the switch from a policy context in which narrow MFN clauses
are allowed to one where no form of MFN clauses are allowed.
Empirical investigation of narrow MFN clauses – country-level data

3.4.4.1

The first econometric analysis investigated the impact of MFN clauses on prices and
demand in the hotel sector, using data at national level.
Starting in 2010, several NCAs investigated the use of MFN clauses by online travel agents
in their agreements with hotels and these investigations led to differing outcomes. In April
2015, the French, Italian and Swedish NCAs accepted commitments from the OTA
Booking.com to replace its wide MFNs with narrow MFNs, with effect from July 2015.
Booking.com decided to implement this change throughout the EEA – an approach that
Expedia followed shortly thereafter. The German NCA issued a first prohibition decision
against the use of MFN clauses 90 by the German OTA, HRS, in December 2013 and a
second one against Booking.com’s narrow MFN in December 2015. In August 2015,
January 2017, August 2017 and July 2018, France, Austria, Italy and Belgium respectively
adopted laws banning the use of wide and narrow MFN clauses by hotel booking platforms.
The table below summarises the NCA decisions and national laws adopted in relation to
MFNs in the online hotel booking sector:
Table 54: Regulatory and legislative interventions against MFNs in the online hotel
booking sector in the EU 91
Country

Date 92

Intervention

Germany

20 December
2013

The German NCA prohibits HRS’s MFN clauses.

EU/EEA

July 2015

Booking.com replaces wide with narrow MFN
clauses EEA-wide, in accordance with commitments
to the French, Italian and Swedish NCAs.

EU/EEA

1 August 2015

Expedia replaces wide with narrow MFN clauses
EEA-wide, without giving formal commitments.

For example, Pay TV. (2004). Press release by the European commission IP/04/2004, http://europa.eu/rapid/pressrelease_IP-04-1314_en.htm.; Theater Digitalization. (2011). Press release by the European commission IP/11/257,
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-11-257_en.htm?locale=en; Ruhrgas/Gazprom. (2005). Press release by the
European Commission IP/05/710, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-05-710_en.htm
89
The different national decisions seem to be due to differences in the assessments rather than to fundamental
differences in the market characteristics in each country (e.g. Hunold, 2016)
90
The NCA prohibited HRS’s MFN clause entirely, i.e. both the wide and the narrow elements.
91
It should be noted that decisions by antitrust authorities and legislation to amend the law of contract may have
differing impacts. NCA decisions are enforceable by a public authority, with the possibility of fines. Contract law generally
relies on private enforcement. It also appears that the laws in question do not regulate measures that may produce
equivalent effects to MFN clauses.
92
Unless indicated otherwise, the date refers to the date on which the measures were implemented – in some cases
this is later than the date on which they were announced.
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Country

Date 92

Intervention

France

5 August 2015

The Loi Macron renders wide and narrow MFN
clauses imposed by hotel booking platforms void
and unenforceable.

Germany

22 December
2015

The German NCA prohibits Booking.com’s (narrow)
MFN clauses (effective 1 February 2016).

Austria

1 January 2017

Austria amends its law on unfair competition to ban
the use of all MFN clauses by hotel booking
platforms.

Italy

29 August 2017

The Competition and Market Law bans all hotel
booking platform MFN clauses.

Law adopted prohibiting the use of narrow MFN
clauses by hotel booking platforms.
Source: London Economics’ analysis based on Hunold et al. (2016),
Mantovi et al. (2019), Colangelo (2019) and Global Competition Review (2018).

Belgium

19 July 2018

The econometric analysis focused on the legislation banning the use of MFN clauses by
hotel booking platforms in Austria (January 2017), Italy (August 2017) and Belgium (July
2018). Other Member States that have experienced interventions relating to narrow MFNs
(e.g. Germany) have not been considered, due to data limitations and ongoing litigation
in relation to a prohibition decision by the German NCA.
The study investigated the effect of prohibiting narrow MFN clauses on hotel prices and
demand, measured in number of nights booked. It employs a two-way fixed effects model
on monthly country-level data ranging from 2015 to 2018. Most of the data originates
from Eurostat, while the treatment variable has been constructed based on the laws
adopted by Austria, Italy and Belgium mentioned above.
The analysis indicated that hotel prices decreased in the treatment countries (Austria,
Italy, Belgium) following the adoption of laws banning narrow MFN clauses, while no
significant effect on demand could be identified. On average, hotel prices decreased in
these countries by 4.1 percentage points (relative to prices in 2015). This effect is relative
to 18 other EU Member States that did not experience MFN-related legislation and is
statistically significant at the 1% level.
Given that no statistically significant effect of the treatment on demand was identified (and
therefore it can be assumed that no negative effect on demand occurred), the legislative
ban on (narrow) MFN clauses appears to have increased consumer welfare.
In interpreting the results, it is important to take into consideration that only three out of
the 21 EU Member States in the sample have experienced a legislative change during the
sample period. Nonetheless, the results passed several robustness checks and are stable
across several model specifications.
Equally, the results may be specific to the hotel booking sector and to a change from
narrow to no MFNs. Banning all wide MFN clauses and/or banning narrow MFNs in other
sectors might produce different results.
3.4.4.2

Empirical investigation of narrow MFN clauses – hotel-level data

This second study investigates the effect of the Austrian and Italian laws banning the use
of narrow MFN clauses in the hotel booking sector, using hotel-level data from Fornova. 93
The analysis performed on this data is similar to the econometric analysis of the Eurostat
data, but draws on hotel-level data rather than country-level hotel price indices.
The dataset for the analysis consists of more than 24 million individual price observations
that have been collected from the metasearch website ‘Tripadvisor’ by using a web-crawler.

93

Fornova is a company that monitors and collects price data for the hotel booking industry.
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Each search on Tripadvisor prompts multiple room price observations from different
OTAs. A range of dependent variables have been created based on this information. These
variables include the minimum and median price, in addition to prices advertised on the
hotel’s own website, as well as the inter quartile range (IQR) and the coefficient of
variation. One observation in the processed dataset refers to multiple price observations
from different OTAs within a single search for a particular hotel and date.
94

The treatment variable indicates the switch from narrow MFN clauses to no MFN clauses.
It has been constructed in the same way as for the Eurostat study. However, the treatment
group includes only hotels from cities in Austria and Italy (five cities in Austria, 14 cities
in Italy). Unlike for the study based on Eurostat data, Belgium has not been included, due
to limited data availability after the treatment period. The control group includes nine cities
from six countries (Czech Republic, Greece, Ireland, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain).
The analysis uses a two-way fixed effects model (hotel and time period fixed effects) on a
daily dataset that controls for a range of hotel, city and country-specific variables
(including CPI, interest in a city, lead time, weekday indicators).
The findings on the treatment variable are in line with economic reasoning and are
consistent across the different variations of the dependent price variable. The ban of
narrow MFN clauses seems to have strengthened competition in the relevant markets,
having led to a reduction in the best price that consumers can find for a typical booking.
The regressions indicate a negative effect of the ban of narrow MFN clauses on the
minimum price (-12.0%), the median price (-11.9%) and the hotel website price (10.9%). The results also show a positive effect on the coefficient of variation (+4.6%). 95
These results are highly statistically significant and in line with Hunold et al. (2017).
In addition to the findings being consistent across different regressions, the estimates are
also robust to a range of checks and to various sub-samples.
When comparing the results of the analysis based on country-level data (Eurostat) with
the analysis based on hotel-level data (Fornova), it becomes clear that the regressions
identify similar effects. The findings of both analyses indicate that the switch from narrow
to no MFN reduces hotel room prices. However, the results are not perfectly comparable,
as the underlying samples in the datasets of the two analyses differ. Nonetheless, the
findings are consistent within and across both analyses: narrow MFNs appear to have a
significantly negative impact on competition in these markets such that banning the use
of these clauses leads to better outcomes for consumers.

3.4.5 Summary of findings/conclusions
According to stakeholders, NCAs have adopted differing approaches to enforcing the
competition rules in relation to narrow MFN clauses: respondents are concerned about
perceived differences in interpretation and standards of enforcement when it comes to this
type of clause.
In sectors other than the hospitality industry and online marketplaces (i.e. mass-market
products, brick-and-mortar distribution), the use of MFN clauses by suppliers, distributors
and retailers seems to raise fewer concerns for the NCAs.
The findings of the econometric analysis suggest that narrow MFN clauses limit competition
in the hotel booking sector, and result in higher prices for consumers. Given that no
statistically significant effect on demand was identified, a ban on narrow MFN clauses (in
the observed countries) appears to have increased consumer welfare.
94
As a note of caution, it should be recognised that, in this sector, metasearch websites may not in all cases be comparing
the exact same room type or the exact same booking conditions. That being said, there is an entire business model,
that has emerged in recent years, providing price comparison information to hotels and booking agents, on precisely
the same sort of data as that which is used here.
95
Which may be indicative of greater variability in platform business models and contractual arrangements, which may
also be associated with greater competition.
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The equivalence of effects between MFNs and RPM is far from obvious. MFN clauses do not
target the resale price of the buyer in a vertical relationship but instead limit the supplier’s
pricing options at other retailers. An MFN clause also does not directly restrict the ability
to discount even if it is likely to have that effect, by committing a supplier to offer the
same discount to the MFN-protected retailer that it does to any of its other retailers.

3.5
Restraints not specifically addressed in the
VBER and the Guidelines based on NCAs decision
practice
This subsection provides an overview of cases regarding vertical restrictions that could be
classified as new types of vertical restraints – i.e. restraints that are not specifically
addressed in the VBER and the Guidelines. The majority (19) of the cases reported as not
specifically addressed under the VBER concerned restrictions covered by the
supplementary guidelines to Regulation 461/2010 on vertical restraints in agreements for
the sale and repair of motor vehicles and for the distribution of spare parts for motor
vehicles 96. The remaining 10 cases fall within the scope of the VBER, but in 7 of these
cases the NCAs did not assess the restraint and closed the case without an official decision
due to no grounds for action. For this reason, only three cases were selected as having
added value for the analysis at hand. The overview of these cases is provided in Annex IV.
The analysis of the data received allowed us to identify at least three new types of vertical
restraints that are not specifically addressed in the VBER and the Guidelines.
The cases relating to such new types of vertical restraints have been provided by the
German NCA and the Spanish NCA.

3.5.1 Data tracking clause
Description of the restraint
The subject matter of the case that the German NCA provided concerned the transport
sector, more specifically Deutsche Lufthansa AG ("Lufthansa") and their corporate clients.
The clauses in the vertical agreements gave Lufthansa access to competitively sensitive
information of rival companies. In order to qualify for certain discounts or sales refunds,
major customers of Lufthansa had to provide such data. This included not only information
about flights booked with companies of the Lufthansa group and its corporate partners,
but also sales data for flight bookings with its competitors. The German NCA initiated the
proceedings based on several complaints from business customers regarding clauses
providing certain rebates or ‘incentives’ only when the customers provided Lufthansa with
detailed booking information concerning contracts/flights with Lufthansa’s competitors.
This data flow was referred to as ‘data tracking’.
Legal assessment of the case and its outcome
The relevant agreements between Lufthansa and their corporate customer agreements
concerned air traffic services. In their decision to make binding the commitments that
Lufthansa had proposed, 97 the German NCA found that the clauses in these agreements
constituted an infringement of Article 101 TFEU and corresponding national law. This was
based on the finding that the data tracking, based on the corporate customer agreements,
enabled Lufthansa to distort competition on certain routes, for example by targeted price
cutting on specific routes.

See: Commission Regulation (EU) No 461/2010.
http://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/DE/Entscheidungen/Kartellverbot/2012/B9-9609.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=4
96
97
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In particular, due to the data access, Lufthansa had essentially complete transparency of
the travel profile of the respective corporate customer, allowing it to draw conclusions
about the travel habits and travel destinations of the corporate customer and about the
capacity utilisation and prices of their competitors. Furthermore, the German NCA found
in its preliminary assessment that the relevant agreements did not meet the criteria of the
VBER. Lufthansa ultimately proposed to the German NCA that it would remove the relevant
clauses.

3.5.2 Restrictions on the use of trademarks for online advertising
and the use of price comparison tools 98
Description of the restraints
The online sales restriction cases which have been reported by the German NCA included
inter alia a prohibition to use Asics Deutschland GmbH trademarks for online advertising
and the use/support of price comparison engines. By the end of 2012, Asics introduced
these restrictions as part of its selective distribution system in Germany (“selective
distribution system 1.0 or SDS 1.0”).
It should be noted that the Guess case investigated by the European Commission also
dealt with restricting authorised retailers from using its brand names and trademarks for
the purposes of online search advertising. The Commission concluded that such
restrictions prevent retailers' websites from appearing in a prominent position when using
specific keywords, to safeguard top listings for the supplier's own retail activities or to
keep bidding prices down. The restrictions thus restrict competition within the meaning of
Article 101(1) TFEU and constitute hardcore restriction under Article 4 c) VBER 99.
Legal assessment of the case and its outcome
In August 2015, the German NCA issued a declaratory decision (i.e. no fines were imposed)
stating that the application of the SDS 1.0 was unlawful, because the prohibition to use
Asics’ trademarks on third-party webpages violated Article 101 TFEU and corresponding
national law. 100 According to the German NCA, the vertical agreement included hardcore
restrictions within the meaning of Article 4 c) VBER.
The German NCA concluded that it was not possible to justify the prohibition of the use of
brand names with legal arguments relating to the use of trademarks. 101 The decisive factor
was whether one of the brand’s functions, particularly its indication-of-origin function
(brand reference to the manufacturer and the product’s (commercial) origin), the
advertising function (advertising with the brand in the course of trade) or the investment
function (use of the brand to acquire or maintain a good reputation that is suitable for
attracting customers and building customer loyalty) are impaired by such use 102.
Accordingly, Asics would have had the possibility of laying down specific contractual
requirements for the design of the advertisement that was to appear under
‘Advertisements’ in the search results list, by means of which it could exclude the
possibility of any mistake on the part of the consumer concerning the origin of the product.
For this reason, the per se ban on the use of price search engines and the prohibition to
use Asics’ trademarks on third-party webpages was found by the German NCA to be
unnecessary and disproportionate, and thus in violation of Article 101 TFEU and § 1 GWB.
Asics appealed against the decision to the Higher Regional Court Düsseldorf, which upheld
the German NCA's decision specifically with respect to the per se ban on the use of price
Please note that these restrictions have been previously mentioned in Section 3.1.5.2.3 on Selective Distribution.
40428 Guess 17.12.2018, Prohibition Decision (Art. 101 Ex 81).
100
https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/DE/Entscheidungen/Kartellverbot/2015/B2-9811.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=3
101
Concerning the question of whether a third party is entitled to use another company’s brand as a key word in Google
Adwords, the ECJ decided that this does not necessarily constitute a trademark violation, see ECJ, loc. cit., Google France
and Google, paragraph 75 ff.
102
Ibidem, paragraph 79; decision of 22nd September 2011, C – 323/09, Interflora, paragraph 42, 60 ff.
98
99
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search engines, while appeal on other grounds was not granted. Asics’ appeal was
subsequently rejected by the Federal Supreme Court, which confirmed the German NCA's
assessment of per se bans on the use of price search engines as being anti-competitive.
In Asics, the German Federal Court of Justice concurred with the German NCA that Asics’
restrictions on its retailers, prohibiting them from using price comparison engines,
constituted a hardcore restriction within the meaning of Article 4(c) VBER. The court
referred to the fact that the prohibition applied irrespective of the specific design of the
price comparison engine and effectively allowed no option through which Asics retailers
could reach online customers. Unlike in the Coty case, customers did not have access to
the authorised dealers’ online offer to an extent relevant in practice in view of the
combination of restraints. The case was further differentiated from Coty, as the goods
affected (i.e. running shoes) were not considered luxury goods.

3.5.3 Penalty clause for leaving the contract before its expiration
Description of the restraint
The subject matter of the case that the Spanish NCA submitted concerned the telecom
sector, more specifically Telefónica Móviles España, S.A.U. and its business customers from
the SMEs’ segment of mobile communication services. Regarding vertical agreements
concluded by Telefónica, in order to obtain discounts from Telefónica in mobile
communication services, its SME customers entered into fixed-term agreements. In case
of a breach of these contracts, SMEs had to pay the discounts back to Telefónica. The
Spanish NCA stated that Telefónica designed the terms of the contract granting these
discounts in order to prevent customers from switching to competitors; the penalty for
leaving the contract before its expiration was allegedly the full amount of discounts. Thus,
the penalty was increasing in time and the window opportunity to leave the contract
without penalty or automatic renewal was very narrow (only one month before the end of
the contract).
Legal assessment of the case and its outcome
According to the Spanish NCA, Telefónica was committing a single and continuous
infringement under Article 101 TFEU, arising from the establishment of a network of
parallel agreements with its business customers through the design and implementation
of retail mobile communications services contracts called ‘Special SME Premium Contracts’.
This was due to (i) the method of calculating penalties; (ii) the automatic renewal of
commitments to stay, and (iii) the existence of a minimum notice period to avoid penalties
and the reduced transparency associated with the conditions underlying these contracts.
Telefónica alleged that the nature of the penalty, i.e. the full amount of price discounts,
was necessary to avoid customer free-riding. Telefónica was willing to offer the discounts
as long as the customer complied with the contract. If the customer left the contract before
its expiration, Telefónica considered that it was fair to be compensated by reclaiming the
discounts it had offered to the customer (as these occurred when they were subsidised
customers wtih phones under preferential conditions).
The NCA issued a decision imposing fines and concluded that the vertical agreement is
prohibited under Article 101(1) TFEU and not exempted on the basis of a block exemption
or an individual exemption pursuant to Article 101(3) TFEU. The court of first instance
found that the contracts in question were not vertical in nature under EU competition law.
In addition, the court stated that there were efficiency reasons for reclaiming the discounts
if the customer had terminated the contract before its expiration. The NCA further
appealed this ruling before the Spanish Supreme Court. On 18 February 2019 this court
partially overruled the judgment of the court of first instance and held that the restraints
in the relevant contracts were indeed vertical restraints, but that the NCA had failed to
prove an infringement (no proof of anti-competitive effects).
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3.6

Cumulative effects of vertical agreements

According to the VBER and the Guidelines, cumulative effects refer to situations in which
access to a market or competition in the market is significantly restricted by the cumulative
effect of parallel networks of similar vertical agreements practised by competing suppliers
or buyers.
It is suggested that cumulative effects of vertical restraints have the potential to cause
significantly more harm to competition and economic efficiency than their isolated use by
individual competitors.
Negative effects from cumulative use of vertical restraints can occur for restraints that
would not, in isolation, raise competition concerns, and significantly compound those that
are already harmful when used individually. Furthermore, the cumulative use of particular
vertical restraints may negate the efficiency arguments that could be made for the
restraints when used in isolation. As such, cumulative use of vertical restraints can both
increase the negative effects and partly nullify the efficiency motivations of individual ones.
However, there is limited investigation in the literature, both theoretical and empirical, of
these effects. This note hopes to make a contribution towards addressing these questions.
The Vertical Guidelines (para 79) note that “Article 6 of the Block Exemption Regulation
enables the Commission to exclude from the scope of the Block Exemption Regulation, by
means of regulation, parallel networks of similar vertical restraints where these cover more
than 50% of the relevant market".
Selective distribution
In selective distribution systems (SDS), negative effects can arise as a result of cumulative
effects, including wide market coverage of SDS or SDS used in combination with other
restraints. For example, when applied by most or all competing suppliers, selective
distribution may facilitate collusion (at distributor or supplier level) (Vertical Guidelines
para 178). In addition, if selective distribution is combined with exclusive distribution, or
with protected territories, competition rules are less lenient.
Exclusive distribution
In exclusive distribution systems, when several suppliers operate similar distribution
networks under exclusive distribution arrangements, there is an increased risk of softening
of competition or facilitating collusion (at distributor or supplier level), and thus result in
a reduction of intra-brand and inter-brand competition to the detriment of consumers. This
risk is increased if several suppliers appoint common dealers under exclusivity
arrangements.
The risk of parallel networks of exclusive distribution systems leading to collusion among
suppliers is heightened when these involve a limited number of distributors across multiple
competing suppliers. In particular, the use of common exclusive resellers can facilitate the
implementation and monitoring of price alignment strategies among suppliers. This raises
the question of whether the application of the VBER to exclusive distribution agreements
should take into account the relative market share of distributors that have exclusive
distribution agreements with several suppliers in a given market, but still do not exceed
the 30% market share threshold.
Cumulative effects can furthermore heighten the risk of foreclosure of more efficient
dealers or dealers with a different business model. In certain market segments, it can be
common that most suppliers rely on only a few resellers for the distribution of their
products. In this way, these few resellers gain a market position that protects them from
competition from potential entrants. This can be detrimental to consumers to the extent
that entrants could have introduced more efficient approaches to reselling.
Cumulative effects can also arise in terms of a spill over of the reduction in intra-brand
competition that a single exclusive distribution agreement causes leading to to a reduction
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in inter-brand competition due to the presence of parallel networks of exclusive
distribution. If resellers do not overlap, such parallelism increases the costs to consumers
of making inter-brand comparisons but does not directly deter inter-brand competition by
competing resellers. In turn, if there is substantial overlap across exclusive resellers
appointed by competing suppliers, inter-brand comparison by consumers is facilitated but
reseller incentives to pitch brands against each other are weakened.
It should be noted that exclusive distribution systems are commonly used for products
that have strong brands and that typically compete with other brands in the same market
segment on dimensions other than price. The weaker competition at the retail level, that
results from widespread use of exclusive distribution arrangements, can mean that any
(price) competition among manufacturers is not passed on to consumers, reducing further
any incentives for these manufacturers to engage in (price) competition at all. This effect
is likely to be stronger if common resellers operate as exclusive distributors to competing
suppliers.
MFN
Although the VBER and the Guidelines define a cumulative effect as a situation where
access to a market or competition in a market is restricted by parallel networks of similar
vertical restraints applied by competing suppliers or buyers, it should be noted that a
single wide retail MFN clause is capable of restricting the pricing behaviour of - the supplier
on multiple sales channels. Indeed, the wide retail MFN clause applied by an intermediary
platform involves a promise by a supplier that deals with the platform that its products will
not be offered at a lower price on any other platform. The clause therefore constrains the
supplier in relation to the price of its products on all the other sales channels that it uses. 103
Furthermore, the clause affects the pricing strategy of all the other platforms used by the
supplier. For this type of restriction, therefore, the homing behaviour of suppliers is of
particular significance.
Some of the literature has suggested that cumulative effects of MFNs can occur when one
or a few platforms, with some degree of market power, introduce MFN clauses in relation
to a large number of their suppliers. This has been studied by Salop and Scott Morton
(2013) 104 and Cernak and Chaiken (2013) 105. These authors find that the widespread use
of MFN clauses results in cumulative effects which magnify the anti-competitive effects of
individual MFN clauses.
The European Commission noted the cumulative effect of the parallel usages of MFN
clauses in the e-books case; the German NCA also noted the industry-wide use of retail
MFN clauses in its HRS decision, stating that the use of MFNs by different platform
operators strengthens the anti-competitive effects in the market, particularly given the

A single wide retail MFN clause imposed by a platform on a multi-homing supplier restricts the price of the supplier’s
products on multiple platforms. For wide retail MFN clauses therefore, a 'cumulative effect' can arguably arise in two
ways: (i) where the clauses are imposed by a platform that deals with suppliers which themselves multi-home on other
platforms, and (ii) where multiple platforms impose the clauses on their suppliers.
Of course, it should not be assumed that a platform which uses wide retail MFN clauses will be able to impose them on
all the suppliers that use the platform. Some 'must-have' platforms may have sufficient bargaining power to do so, but
smaller and more fringe platforms may not be able to impose their MFN clause on at least some of the suppliers that
use them.
104
Salop, S., & Scott Morton, F. (2013). Developing an administrable MFN enforcement policy. Antitrust,
27(2), 15–19. The authors argue that multiple MFNs with high market coverage are a situation where MFNs are more
likely to raise competitive concerns, everything else being equal: “the broader the coverage of MFNs, the more likely
they are to have price effects downstream. This conclusion comes with caveat, however, that highly efficient MFNs are
more likely to gain large coverage.”; op cit, p18.
105
Cernak, S., & Chaiken, T. (2013). Most favoured nation’s clauses, practical law company. http://www.
schiffhardin.com/Templates/media/files/publications/PDF/Cernak_Chaiken_Most-FavoredNationClauses_20130311.pdf. Accessed 8 April 2014. The authors provide examples in support of the argument that
antitrust enforcement agencies and courts are more likely to allege collusion if a large percentage of the relevant
competitors, either buyers or sellers, adopt similar MFNs; op cit p2.
103
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combined market shares of HRS, Booking.com and Expedia, the MFN clauses covered
nearly 90% of the relevant market. 106
These cumulative effects arise as a result of MFNs making it more costly for suppliers to
engage in discounts. Thus, a wide market coverage by MFN clauses can help stabilise any
potential collusive arrangements. In addition, the widespread use of MFN clauses
communicates a general intent to refrain from engaging in price competition among
market participants. Even without collusion, when MFN clauses cover a substantial part of
the market, they can give rise to significant price rigidity as a result of making discounts
more unlikely with respect to a substantial amount of transactions in the relevant market.
In its investigations into MFN clauses, the European Commission has intervened against
their use in cases where their cumulative effects threatened to create exclusionary effects
(e.g. the theatre digitalisation case) or cause the complete harmonisation of commercial
terms (e.g. Pay TV 2004).
RPM
A small number of papers have set out specific theories of harm which show that RPM may
weaken competition in settings where there are networks of agreements between multiple
manufacturers and retailers – e.g. O’Brien and Shaffer (1992), Dobson and Waterson
(2007), and Rey and Vergé (2010).
For example, if all upstream manufacturers simultaneously impose RPM on their competing
retailers, Dobson and Waterson have shown that in a bargaining framework, RPM can
reduce retailers’ incentives to negotiate on wholesale prices by preventing downstream
undercutting. This, in turn, dampens upstream competition and creates higher retail prices
to the detriment of consumers.
Rey and Vergé (2010) find that when there are interlocking relationships between rival
manufacturers that distribute their products via the same competing retailers, RPM
dampens competition at both manufacturing and retail levels and leads to industry-wide
monopoly pricing. (Rey and Verge (2010) capture strategic interactions among
manufacturers and retailers through a combination of RPM and a two-part tariff at the
wholesale level.)
Hunold and Muthers (2017), under fairly general assumptions, note that when RPM is used
simultaneously by multiple competing manufacturers, it can lock manufacturers into a
‘prisoner’s dilemma’ type situation, reduce manufacturers’ profits and make consumers
worse off. Manufacturers’ competition for retailer services motivates the use of RPM and
leads to higher consumer prices without any countervailing consumer benefit. The
detrimental effect of RPM on consumer surplus and manufacturer rents is driven by
manufacturers’ competition for non-contractible retailer services that increase sales of one
product by diverting sales away from competing manufacturers’ products. 107
At a general level, it appears that the more widespread the use of RPM practices by
manufacturers in a specific segment, the less effective they may be in actually inducing
additional sales services by distributors. Distributors have limited capacity in promoting
specific brands or products in their shops and the more manufacturers use RPM, the less
likely it is that it will actually translate into the provision of additional promotional activities
or services. Thus, the argument of promoting additional provision of retail services, that

FCO 2014d, para. 163.
The result therefore depends importantly on there being a negative effect on each retailer’s sales of one product as
a result of the retailer promoting sales of another product. This may be intuitively justified by retailer capacity constraints
and/or consumer demand characteristics. Retailer capacity constraints (e.g. prominent shelf space) is likely to be
capacity constrained so that benefitting some manufacturers implies harming others. Even if there were no retailer
capacity constraints, though, demand behaviour could bring about the same effect, particularly for highly substitutable
products. In other words, retailer promotional efforts could increase demand for the products of a particular
manufacturer, but this would occur at the expense of demand for competing manufacturers’ products, at least to some
extent.
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is often used to justify RPM, no longer applies in the context of networks of overlapping
restrictions.
Shaffer (2013) reviews findings in the literature on the effects of the use of RPM
restrictions by multiple manufacturers. Where all (or almost all) firms in the market are
engaged in RPM, the reviewed literature indicates that even with otherwise strong retail
level competition, the negative effects of RPM dominate. Furthermore, in some cases, the
harm to consumers from manufacturers adopting RPM can actually be increasing in the
degree of downstream fragmentation. Conversely, where not all firms in the market are
engaged in RPM, the ability of suppliers to use RPM to support supra-competitive retail
prices decreases the more fragmented the downstream industry is.
Shaffer goes on to note that the conclusions from the literature are far more mixed in
relation to whether the effects of RPM disappear or worsen as upstream market
fragmentation increases.

3.6.1 Econometric analysis of cumulative effects of vertical
restraints
A review of the literature on empirical effects of vertical restraints did not find any studies
that specifically investigate cumulative effects. One of the difficulties for studying
cumulative effects is the lack of data covering either a large cross section or a time series
of vertical practices that reflect the extent to which vertical restraints are used in the
market and that contain sufficient variation in their use so that cumulative effects can be
estimated.
One dataset with some of these characteristics is the very large hotel booking dataset that
the study team accessed for this project. This dataset has over 3 million observations of
hotel booking searches across hundreds of hotels and hundreds of booking dates. This
data allowed for the development of a methodology to study the cumulative effects of MFN
clauses using econometric techniques.
Given the nature of the data, it was only possible to observe instances in which MFN
clauses 108 are not present. 109 Therefore, the measure of cumulativeness was based on the
number of listed prices that were inconsistent with the presence of an MFN clause. For
each hotel, this number was computed on a weekly basis and divided by the total number
of prices listed for that hotel within the same week. This can be interpreted as a proxy for
the facility with which a given hotel may be able to list on platforms that do not impose
MFNs. This measure is then averaged across all hotels within a given city and subtracted
from one in order to obtain a proxy for how difficult it may be for hotels to find platforms
that do not impose MFNs, or, in other words, a proxy for the cumulative imposition of MFN
clauses by platforms on the average hotel operating in a given market.
The results of the econometric analysis – based on 3.3 million observations – are
significant for the main coefficient of interest, and the remaining regressors exhibit the
expected signs. The coefficient on the regressor of interest indicates that greater
prevalence of MFN-imposing platforms among the listings of hotels is associated with a
higher minimum price per search (with a 10 percentage points increase in the measure of
cumulativeness being associated with a 1.8% increase in the minimum price).
108
The data allows, in principle, for separate treatment of wide and narrow MFN clauses but, given the much lower
prevalence in the data of hotel own website prices, most of the analysis that follows focuses on wide MFNs.
109 In a set of price quotes for a given booking search for a given hotel, a price that is higher than the minimum price
indicates the presence of a platform that does not have a wide MFN clause with that hotel. The converse may not be
true: a platform with one of the lowest prices does not necessarily have an MFN clause with the respective hotel. Indeed,
such a platform could be a competitive entrant trying a business model with low prices and low commission rates. It is
important that the proposed variable does not confound these two very different types of situations. Hence, the proposed
measure is based on the extent to which MFNs are observed to not occur, and therefore acts as a proxy for rather than
an exact indicator of the cumulative imposition of wide MFNs.
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Results are robust to a wide range of changes in the model or sample, such as excluding
individual countries from the estimation (to check whether results are driven by a single
country) and changing the scope of certain markets (to make sure that competing hotels
are correctly grouped together). 110
Exploring alternative dependent variables such as the first quartile and the median price
suggests that the relationship between cumulativeness and room price is stronger for the
lower end of the price distribution. At the same time, this is probably the region of the
price distribution that matters most for consumers.
There is also evidence of cumulative effects of MFN clauses being associated with higher
hotel own prices. This can be interpreted as reflecting a generally weaker competition in
the market for online hotel booking associated with a wider use of MFN clauses by
platforms.
The effects analysed here appear to be much weaker for lower priced hotels within the
sample. This may be an indication that the market remains more competitive at the very
low end and that platforms seek to exploit any potential gains from weaker competition in
those demand segments that exclude the lowest priced hotels.

3.7

Analysis of business models

The marketing literature shows that supplier use a vast number of different distribution or
sales channels. This multi-channel sales approach serves to provide the customer with an
integrated customer experience and a satisfying purchasing journey. The provision of
goods and services via intermediary services and platforms is an additional opportunity to
sell the product. The latter are thus a further element in the value chain.
The analysis of the business models of the selected companies showed that innovation is
a core characteristic of online businesses. Each of the companies considered in the case
studies appear to be constantly evolving and expanding their former core business models.
In addition to its original business model as an online fashion retailer, Zalando has
successively expanded into other areas. Today, Zalando is active along the entire fashion
value chain, from production, distribution to fulfilment. Furthermore, it allows third-party
retailers, brands and manufacturers on its platform and affords them independent control
over the items sold. With regards to those partnerships Zalando takes on, an intermediary
functions by handing responsibilities over to the supplier including pricing, product
presentation, and fulfilment. In this respect at least, Zalando’s Fashion Store can be
considered a hybrid or dual-role platform. Furthermore, personalised and data-driven
marketing and targeting strategies as well as the integration of stylists and influencers on
the platform in order to allow the integration of new visual aspects, serve to create
attention for the platform, products and suppliers alike as well as an environment for
consumers that is tailored to their individual needs. In addition, the shopping experience
provided by Zalando online slowly migrated to the offline world as well. The company
opened several brick-and-mortar stores across Germany.
Amazon has also developed considerably since its launch and its platform business is highly
complex. The retail business, where Amazon acts and the marketplace business where
third-party sellers act, are embedded in a comprehensive ecosystem with content creators,
payment partners, manufactures, brands, delivery service and logistic providers and
advertisers etc. Therefore, Amazon can be classified as a hybrid platform – on the one
hand, the company is a retailer and on the other it offers marketplace services. Whereas
Zalando still mainly distributes fashion products, Amazon not only offers a broad selection
covering multiple product categories, but Amazon also took steps towards the distribution
of services and especially, self-manufactured electronic devices, while moving ahead in
110

For a full description of all robustness checks, please refer to the relevant annex.
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the cloud business (AWS) and gaining a foothold in the entertainment industry. The case
study made clear that Amazon is a growing ecosystem which develops on the basis of its
core business.
Uber, the only platform under consideration that exclusively provides services, is also
expanding its business model, but remains largely focussed on the transport sector. In
addition to rides for individuals and companies, the company also offers services, such as
food delivery, provides new mobility means for rent and helps to connect carriers with
shippers. Licensed drivers, fleet partners, and taxis can offer rides via the platform,
benefitting from it as another channel to attract customers. 111 For this group of platform
users, Uber provides platform services. At the same time, customers can rent eBikes,
eScooters as well as other micro mobility means via the same application. For this, Uber
is partially partnering with suppliers but also owns its own micro mobility solutions –
mimicking a dual-role platform as well.
On the whole, it can be observed that the companies under consideration pursue different
diversification strategies, which can help to redistribute risks and achieve positive
synergies. The classic vertical and horizontal diversification strategy can be observed
across all the companies considered. They unlock multiple stages of the value chain and
expand the product portfolio. This also means that the considered platform mostly takes
on a dual-role and sharing the commercial risks by acquiring ownership of the products
(e.g. freight forwarding of Uber or Amazons and Zalandos retail business) on the one hand,
while on the other acting as intermediaries in exchange of a commission (e.g. Uber rides,
Amazon marketplace). At the same time, approaches of latent diversification strategies
can be detected. Furthermore, all these endeavours involve an increase of the contractual
relationship with all the user groups for each of the providers. This includes the use of
vertical agreements with many actors of different natures. The choice of the contractual
partners, at least with regards to the product suppliers for the marketplaces, can vary
greatly depending on the way it is organised. In open marketplaces any partners are
included that satisfy certain conditions even selling competing products (e.g. Amazon). In
close marketplaces, it is more likely that partners are selecting partners that complement
with their products the existing basket of products of the platform (e.g. Zalando).
The full analysis of the case studies is presented in Annex VIII.

3.8
Consumers’ online purchasing behaviour in
Europe
Consumer purchasing behaviour has changed significantly over time. Online channels
become an integrated part of the entire buying process from information research and
evaluation to purchase completion and post-purchase phase. The path that consumers
take in a specific purchasing process depends on a wide variety of factors.

In some court rulings, for instance, in France and Spain, Uber held to be a transport service provider, especially with
regards to some parts of the segment Uber Rides, and not merely an intermediary online platform enabling transport
services. According to the court judgement in France Uber's service, which consisted in establishing a link between nonprofessional drivers using their own vehicle and people wishing to make a journey in an urban environment, is not
merely an intermediary service. The service provided by Uber in this case is a transport service. The Court of Justice
came to a similar conclusion in Spain. One reason given was that the ride provided by a non-professional driver would
not
have
been
possible
without
Uber.
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=200882&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir
=&occ=first&part=1&cid=333964,
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=198047&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir
=&occ=first&part=1&cid=1485447.
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Studies by various academics such as Boardman and McCormick (2018) 112 and RodríguezTorrico et al. (2017) 113 have shown that socio-demographic factors play a decisive role in
determining which sales channels are used by consumers. For instance, for consumers,
who can primarily be described as digital natives 114, m- and e-commerce emerged as the
highest priority sales channel. This high priority of e-commerce resulted from motivators
such as ease of access, convenience, high range of selection and idea shopping. Physical
(brick-and-mortar) stores, however, were most popular among customers who are over
the age of 60 years. Although a large number of studies show that consumers use multiple
channels throughout the purchasing process and also appreciate the variety of sales
channels available to them as they cater to their specific needs 115, Boardman and
McCormick (2018) found that the likelihood of multichannel shopping increases with age.
Young consumers in their sample hardly mixed multiple channels at all. Furthermore,
although Rodríguez-Torrico et al. (2017) found that consumers are generally combining
the digital purchase experiences with brick-and-mortar store visits and therefore creating
a high demand for the omnichannel behaviour, they also found that the two factors – need
for touch and impulsiveness 116 – may determine which device is ultimately preferred by
the consumer during purchase. According to their findings, consumers who are most prone
to the impulsiveness when making a purchase generally prefer to use mobile devices as
their prioritised sales channel, while consumers who have a high need for touch are highly
likely to be predisposed to online devices (e.g. computers) and omnichannel process of
purchasing. The second group of consumers are characterised by being evaluative and
contemplative when making purchase decisions. Online devices allow them to obtain more
detailed information due to better visuals. The purchasing process take more time. Wang
et al. (2016) 117 noticed something similar. They concluded that the most obvious
advantage of offline sales channels over their online counterparts was the opportunity to
actually touch the products. 118 On the other hand, consumers who want to learn about
product details and reviews of the product by their peers will go online to search for a
product.
However, not just personal factors determine how consumers search online and make
purchase decisions. Product-specific characteristics determine the customer journey as
well. Consumers tend to conduct even more research and utilise their ability to quickly
search for alternative products online extensively to make a more informed purchase,
when they intend to buy a more expensive item or an item they have generally more
interest in. People carry out keyword searches when it comes to major and hard-choice
purchases rather than minor ones. 119
The choice of channel, after extensive research, to complete the purchase, depends on a
range of factors. Several studies show that even though price plays an influential role in
the decision, it is not the only factor. For instance, Rejón-Guardia and Luna-Nevarez

Boardman, Rosy, & Helen McCormick. 2018. "Shopping channel preference and usage motivations." Journal of
Fashion Marketing and Management: An International Journal 22 (2):270-284.
113
Rodríguez-Torrico, Paula, Rebeca San José Cabezudo, & Sonia San-Martín. 2017. "Tell me what they are like and I
will tell you where they buy. An analysis of omnichannel consumer behavior." Computers in Human Behavior 68:465471.
114
Individuals born after 1980.
115
van der Veen, Gerrita, & Robert van Ossenbruggen. 2015. "Mapping Out the Customer's Journey: Customer Search
Strategy as a Basis for Channel Management." Journal of Marketing Channels 22 (3):202-213.
116
The authors refer to personality traits.
117
Wang, Yu-Min, Hsin-Hui Lin, Wei-Chun Tai, & Yi-Ling Fan. 2016. "Understanding multi-channel research shoppers:
an analysis of Internet and physical channels." Information Systems and e-Business Management 14 (2):389-413.
118
Touching products can provide important information to consumers e.g. for fresh produce or clothing. However,
beyond the characteristics of the product itself, there is also an inherent “need for touch” with consumers. See e.g.
Peck, Joann, & Terry L. Childers. 2006. "If I touch it I have to have it: Individual and environmental influences on
impulse purchasing." Journal of Business Research 59 (6):765-769.
119
Sondhi, Parikshit, Mohit Sharma, Pranam Kolari, & ChengXiang Zhai. 2018. "A Taxonomy of Queries for E-commerce
Search." SIGIR '18 The 41st International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research & Development in Information Retrieval,
Ann Arbor.
112
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(2017) 120 stated that price differences may have limited influence on consumers’ decision
of sales channels. The authors were able to show that basic consumer preferences for
short delivery times, superior return rights and the level of information provided have a
much stronger impact on consumer choice of where to buy. A similar result was found by
Gensler et al. (2017) 121. Although they found that the price has a significant influence on
which channel is ultimately used for purchase, they also identified various other factors
that are at least as influential for the consumers sales channel choice as price. These
include perceived product quality, delivery times, information and support in the decisionmaking process.
Consumers invest little time and effort on repeated or habitual purchases. Such purchases
are often associated with household products such as detergents and cleaning products.
Normally, consumers do not spend much time thinking about which retailer or brand they
buy from. They have usually already learned from experience which product they need
and buy it without further research.
The full analysis of online consumer purchasing behaviour can be found in Annex X. Further
information on consumers purchase behaviour across Europe will be available in a
complementary study, “Study on consumer purchasing behaviour in Europe”.

3.9

Cost savings generated by the VBER

This chapter aims to:
1. Analyse the costs incurred by undertakings when assessing compliance of their
vertical agreements with Article 101 TFEU, including whether they are lower under
the current legal regime compared to the previously applicable legal regime; and
2. Analyse the extent to which the VBER and the Guidelines result in cost savings for
undertakings when assessing compliance with Article 101 TFEU compared to a
counterfactual scenario without the VBER and the Guidelines.
The methodology to collect information regarding the aforementioned analysis of costs
was based on 10 case studies in the form of interviews conducted by phone, e-mail or in
person, since quantifying costs has proven to be a difficult task. The interviewed
respondents were law firms advising clients on vertical restraints, industry associations, a
manufacturer of construction equipment operating globally, and a professor of competition
law. The respondents received the interview questionnaire including three questions
accompanied by the guide in order to help them prepare the answers prior to the
interviews. The summary of the types of interviewees and the sources of their feedback is
shown in the table below.
Table 55: Types of interviewees regarding cost savings generated by the VBER

No.

1.

Type of interviewee

Law firm

Source of
feedback

E-mail

Date of the
interview/receipt
of written
contributions

Contribution to
the European
Commission’s
public
consultation on
the evaluation
of the VBER
and the
Guidelines 122

11/02/2020

No

Rejón-Guardia, Francisco, & Cuauhtemoc Luna-Nevarez. 2017. "“Showrooming” in Consumer Electronics Retailing:
An Empirical Study." Journal of Internet Commerce 16 (2):174-201.
121
Gensler, Sonja, Scott A. Neslin, & Peter C. Verhoef. 2017. "The Showrooming Phenomenon: It's More than Just About
Price." Journal of Interactive Marketing 38:29-43.
122
Feedback period 4 February 2019 – 27 May 2019.
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No.

Type of interviewee

Source of
feedback

Date of the
interview/receipt
of written
contributions

Contribution to
the European
Commission’s
public
consultation on
the evaluation
of the VBER
and the
Guidelines 122

2.

Law firm

E-mail

13/02/2020

Yes

3.

Law firm

E-mail

26/02/2020

No

4.

Law firm

Phone interview

17/02/2020

Yes

5.

Law firm

Phone interview

25/02/2020

No

6.

Law firm

Meeting

20/02/2020

Yes

7.

Industry association

Phone interview

13/02/2020

Yes

8.

Industry association

Phone interview

20/02/2020

Yes

9.

International manufacturer of
construction equipment

E-mail

20/02/2020

No

10.

Professor of competition law

E-mail

22/02/2020

No

The answers to the interviews regarding the evaluation support study on the EU
competition rules applicable to vertical agreements in the VBER and the Guidelines are
presented below and have been divided per question 123. The objective of this task was to
provide qualitative and quantitative evidence on the efficiency of the VBER and the
Guidelines.

3.9.1 Costs of the VBER and the Guidelines compared to the
previous legal regime
This subsection presents replies from the interviewed stakeholders concerning information
on different types of costs (i.e. legal, administrative or any other costs) incurred by various
kinds of undertakings – i.e. SMEs, large undertakings or multinational undertakings, when
assessing compliance of their vertical agreements with Article 101 TFEU, in comparison to
the costs under the previous legal regime.
Summary
In general, none of the respondents could provide any specific figures concerning the costs
in question. Some law firms have replied that the costs under the current VBER regime
are lower, while other law firms have highlighted that the costs are higher, especially for
suppliers, as the current legal regime allows for fewer cases to be exempted from the
prohibition under Article 101(1) TFEU. The professor of competition law has indicated that
since the block exemption under the current VBER extends to the relevant market share
of buyers, it effectively increases costs for undertakings. Moreover, according to the law
firms, the VBER and the Guidelines do not sufficiently reflect market changes, especially
digital progress, and consequently the relevance of the Vertical Guidelines has been
gradually decreasing. The representatives of industry and industry associations indicated
that figures regarding costs are a delicate issue and cannot be easily accessed and
assessed.
Law firms
All the law firms strongly suggested specific amendments to the current VBER and the
Guidelines considering the latest technological and market developments. One of the
respondents indicated that due to the VBER and the Guidelines, the legal costs for
Answers to the question no. 3 from the questionnaire, i.e. Have you contributed to the European Commission’s public
consultation on the evaluation of the VBER and the Guidelines? If so, what was your response? are included in the replies
to question no.1.
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undertakings appear to be lower compared to the previously applicable EU legal regime.
However, there is no visible difference in costs savings in comparison to the previous EU
legal regime. Another law firm stated that under the current VBER and Guidelines,
compliance costs for undertakings are higher than before, as it is very difficult for
undertakings to self-assess if their market shares would allow for the applicability of the
Block Exemption Regulation .
The law firms noted that the duration of the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation and the
accompanying Guidelines is too long and that digital market changes are not considered.
They also noted that the relevance of the Vertical Guidelines has decreased due to market
developments and that NCAs took different approaches to assessing certain types of
vertical restraints under the VBER, in particular online sales restrictions. The law firms
referred to the NCAs in Germany, the Netherlands and the UK. One of the law firms referred
to guidelines that the Dutch NCA issued in 2019 and submitted that they are based on the
Vertical Guidelines. However, according to this law firm, these guidelines focus more on ecommerce and therefore provide more legal certainty for undertakings operating in an
online environment, as compared to the Vertical Guidelines.
Under the previous version of the VBER, lawyers needed to be involved in the drafting of
the vertical agreements, this used to be done by in-house lawyers – hence there was not
much work for law firms in the area of vertical restraints. With the adoption of the new
VBER, legal costs for undertakings initially decreased or disappeared. However, the selfassessment of undertakings’ market shares in order to comply with the market share
thresholds enshrined in the VBER often involves legal assistance provided by external
lawyers, which leads to new costs for undertakings. Recently, the market has changed so
much (due to online sales and marketplaces) that undertakings need again more legal
advice.
According to law firms, the VBER and the Guidelines do not sufficiently reflect these market
changes leading to the fact that undertakings pay to get legal advice, but this advice
cannot provide legal certainty. In turn, the undertakings are not able to efficiently develop
and offer their services, and therefore end up paying double.
Professor of competition law
The professor has stated that it is difficult for him to clearly assess whether the costs for
market participants under the current VBER are lower than under the previous legal
regime. He has emphasised that the current VBER tightened the condition (the block
exemption) for the relevant market share by extending it also to the share of buyers.
However, this criterion does not reduce costs, rather increases them – especially since the
burden of determining this premise often rests with the supplier, which may not have
sufficient information about the market share of their buyers (acting as contractors or
potential contractors), and this process generates inter alia the costs of collecting
information.
According to the professor, both regimes (i.e. from 2010 and 1999) are very similar, and
the costs of their implementation and compliance therefore are at a similar level. One of
the factors that may have induced a lower cost of compliance with the current VBER
compared to the VBER regime of 1999 is that undertakings and public authorities already
have more extensive experience in complying with the conditions of the block exemption.
The two legal regimes, subject to the abovementioned reservation, in principle do not
differ from each other, unlike the ‘revolutionary’ change that introduced the VBER of 1999.
It is possible that costs based on the VBER of 2010 might have also been reduced by the
expiry of the Commission Regulation (EC) No 1400/2002 of 31 July 2002 on the application
of Article 81(3) of the Treaty to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices
in the motor vehicle sector.
Representatives of industry and industry associations
The representatives of industry and industry associations could not provide any specific
figures as they had not received data from their members and the figures would vary from
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one case to another. These data are rather delicate and cannot be easily assessed.
According to the representatives of industry and industry associations, legal certainty is a
driver of cost savings for economic entities. The more legal clarity, the less undertakings
need to spend on compliance procedures. The main variables regarding savings are manhours, workforce and time spent to produce goods or provide services. It has been
indicated that the time to enter the market and to reach market power has shortened
considerably, and this needs to be reflected in the VBER.
One of the industry representatives responded that costs related to the time spent by inhouse legal counsel and others in the business to answer questions relating to the
assessment of agreements has actually increased. For more complex cases, external
advisor costs are also relevant. At the same time, the industry representatives did not
notice any significant difference between the costs under the current version of the VBER
and its predecessor.

3.9.2 Costs of the VBER and the Guidelines as compared to a
scenario without the VBER and the Guidelines
This subsection presents replies from the interviewed stakeholders concerning information
on different types of costs (i.e. legal, administrative or any other costs) incurred by various
kinds of undertakings, i.e. SMEs, large undertakings or multinational undertakings, when
assessing compliance of their vertical agreements with Article 101 TFEU, in comparison to
a scenario without the VBER and the Guidelines.
Summary
Generally, none of the respondents could provide any specific figures concerning the costs
in question. However, they agreed that without the VBER and the Guidelines in place, the
legal costs for undertakings would be much higher and certainty regarding the legality of
vertical agreements would be reduced. The law firms contended that a scenario without
the VBER and the Guidelines would be absolutely detrimental to undertakings as they
would need to bear much higher costs of legal assistance, which would become particularly
burdensome for SMEs. The professor of competition law also noted that not only legal
costs would increase in the absence of the VBER and the Guidelines, but also socioeconomic costs, resulting in a reduction of distribution efficiency. It was also emphasised
that the costs for an undertaking would be reduced if the Vertical Guidelines were updated
more frequently or when the market so requires. In this context, the commonly raised
issue was the legal certainty of the provisions of the VBER and the Guidelines.
Law firms
According to one of the law firms, the VBER and the Guidelines can result in considerable
cost savings, because not all undertakings need to make a detailed assessment of their
vertical agreements. The Vertical Guidelines are helpful in providing guidance, and the
more specific examples they contain, the greater the savings for undertakings. However,
it is very difficult to provide details on these cost savings.
The law firms could not provide specific figures regarding the costs savings. In their
contribution to the public consultation on the VBER and the Guidelines, the main issues
that were raised included developments in digital distribution, dual distribution via
websites, dual pricing and the approach to resale price maintenance, which should be
taken by the European Commission – whether a strict or flexible one.
The majority of the law firms indicated that the VBER and the Guidelines have undoubtedly
led to cost savings for undertakings in comparison to a scenario where the VBER and the
Guidelines do not exist. What is understood by lawyers as a saving is first and foremost
the time investment, and thus savings in terms of labour and money. The saving is also
that cost of legal services that a customer would otherwise incur, for example, to assess
the correctness of a contract on which he operates. In addition, savings on the side of
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undertakings include penalties that they have avoided because they acted in line with the
Vertical Guidelines – i.e. they had modified their sales policies to comply with competition
law (distribution systems, etc.).
One of the law firms, which predominantly provides legal assistance to undertakings
(brands-manufacturers) on selective distribution cases, stated that without a specific legal
regime in place, undertakings would be paying a lot of money for legal advice, which would
become particularly burdensome for SMEs. It was emphasised that the VBER enables
commercial freedom, which otherwise would not exist. However, the VBER is designed
primarily for brick-and-mortar sales, which negatively affects:
1. New products and services; and
2. Managing the online environment – the VBER provides a basis, but the current
version is insufficient as undertakings are still paying legal fees, thus doubling the
costs.
Undertakings would not have an incentive to set up selective distribution systems if they
found it too expensive. The Vertical Guidelines therefore need to be updated by introducing
a few key cases to help with their interpretation. The Vertical Guidelines should
differentiate between three types of distribution channels – i.e. distribution via brick &
mortar shops, online sales and marketplaces (considered to be a new type of distribution
channel distinct from traditional online sales). Clearer guidance can benefit all market
players (manufactures, retailers, marketplaces and consumers).
The law firms highlighted that the current VBER regime makes it difficult for undertakings
to define their distribution policies. One of the respondents suggested to create a short list
of ‘Do’s & Don’ts’ that would make it easier for the average undertaking (which does not
have their own legal department) to comply with the competition law requirements.
Thanks to this list, the Vertical Guidelines would not only contribute to savings, but also
increase its added value. By eliminating legal uncertainty among undertakings, the Vertical
Guidelines could exert a positive impact on further development of their business in
accordance with the rules of fair competition.
Professor of competition law
The professor stated that in the absence of the VBER and the Guidelines, legal certainty
on whether their agreements comply with the requirements arising from Article 101 would
be significantly reduced not only for undertakings but also for competent authorities and
courts. Consequently, in the absence of a legal regime, not only legal (procedural, etc.)
costs would increase, but also socio-economic costs, e.g. hardcore restrictions. Such RPM
could be treated differently across the Member States and, if not treated as hardcore
restrictions, collusive behaviour between manufacturers and retailers might be more
frequent leading to higher retail prices, possibly resulting in a reduction of distribution
efficiency. The lack of sufficient legal certainty, especially attributable to the need to
examine the compliance of many vertical agreements in the light of the premises of Article
101(3) of the TFEU that are difficult to assess, could often discourage undertakings from
concluding such agreements in the first place (in numerous cases not violating competition
and often being pro-competitive). According to the professor, it seems that the only
scenario in which the total lack of the VBER and the Guidelines would not generate such
costs would be one in which the Article 101 TFEU prohibition were limited solely to anticompetitive horizontal agreements.
Representatives of industry and industry associations
The industry associations could not provide any specific figures as they had not received
data from their members. However, the members raised certain concerns regarding the
clarity of the provisions of the VBER and the Guidelines. The impact of the VBER and the
Guidelines on their business is less relevant than rules on horizontal agreements between
undertakings. According to the members of the associations, the definitions under the
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VBER are often not clear. There have not been many discussions on costs savings between
the members and there are no concrete figures on cost savings.
Representatives of industry and industry associations have responded that if there was no
legal framework in place, it would result in legal uncertainty for undertakings. They have
stated that while the nature of the costs remains the same, the amounts differ drastically.
Regarding the specific figures, it has been indicated by one of the representatives of
industry that due to the passage of time, it has not been possible to immediately retrieve
specific information on the cost of a self-assessment that they had conducted in the past.
The representatives of industry have estimated the cost of legal advice from external
counsel to have been between EUR 160,000 – EUR 200,000/company 124 over the past 10
years, but they could not provide specific figures for the time spent by employees, since
they do not track and record it. However, according to a representative, internal time is
usually proportional to the time spent by external counsel. Relevant work under the VBER
and the Guidelines can be done in-house at a much lower cost for the undertaking. The
representatives indicated that even when external counsel is engaged, the costs will not
exceed EUR 500 – EUR 10,000 per year per company. This is a significant difference that
demonstrates the importance of the VBER and the Guidelines in terms of cost savings and
emphasises the benefits of legal certainty generated by the VBER for the operation of the
undertaking.

124

In 2016, the company reported operating income EUR 204,205.548 and the number of employees 13,397.
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4 Evaluation questions
4.1

Effectiveness

4.1.1 Types of vertical restraints identified by NCAs and national
courts in the past 10 years
In this survey, the NCAs have identified 392 individual cases regarding vertical
restraints. 125 The reported cases span across 21 sectors: agriculture, apparel and footwear,
consumer electronics, cosmetics and beauty care, financial services, food and beverages,
household appliance, leisure services, furniture, media, information service activities,
publishing of books, sporting goods, telecom and post, transport, motor vehicles,
construction materials, fuel, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and ‘other’. Of the 392 cases, 257
were pursued and led to a finding by a NCA or the competent national court. The reasons
for not pursuing the other cases were mainly insufficient evidence on the existence of a
vertical restraint or the removal of the vertical restraint by the parties to the agreement
before the NCA took a formal decision.
The categories of vertical restraints that have been identified by the NCAs during the past
10 years of their enforcement of EU competition law concern:
1. Restraints that meet the criteria of the block exemption;
2. Restraints that remove the benefit of the block exemption, i.e. hardcore restrictions
enshrined in Article 4 of the VBER; and
3. Excluded restrictions defined in Article 5 of the VBER.
The four main types of the aforementioned identified vertical restraints which form a major
subject matter of the legal analysis comprise:
1. Price restrictions
This is the largest group, with 222 cases reported. This constitutes 56.7% of the total
number of analysed cases. These cases have been divided into minimum or fixed resale
price (RPM), maximum resale price and recommended resale price. A total of 77
agreements were prohibited (almost all of them together with fines), while in 68 cases
only fines were imposed. In 23 cases, commitments were undertaken by the parties to the
agreement. This means that in the vast majority of price restriction cases fines were
imposed, and a large share (34.7%) of the agreements was also prohibited. Only one
tenth of the cases was resolved through commitments. The high number of fines and
prohibitions can be explained by the fact that of all the price restriction agreements
investigated, 131 (almost 60%) were found to include hardcore restrictions enshrined in
Article 4(a) VBER.
2. Selective distribution
In total 64 cases concerning restraints in the form of selective distribution have been
reported. This constitutes 16.36% of the total number of analysed cases. These cases
have been divided into internet sales bans; marketplace/platform bans; price comparison
tool bans; restrictions on keyword bidding; dual pricing; exclusion of online retailers; and
cross-selling restrictions. Nineteen cases led to prohibition decisions, whereas in 14 cases
commitments were undertaken. The share of cases concluded by commitments is 34.7%,
and therefore much higher than for price restrictions. At the same time, only 22 (or onethird) of selective distribution agreements included hardcore restrictions.
3. Exclusive distribution;
125

No relevant cases on vertical restraints have been reported by the national competition authority from Norway.
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In total, 37 cases concerning vertical agreements regarding exclusive distribution have
been reported. This constitutes around 9.5% of the total number of analysed cases,
divided into territorial restraints and prohibition of export and cross-selling restrictions.
Thirteen of the investigated agreements were prohibited (with or without fines) and eight
cases were concluded with commitments. About 40% (15 cases) of the investigated
exclusive distribution agreements included hardcore restrictions.
4. Most-favoured nation (MFN) or parity clauses
In total 20 cases concerning most-favoured nation or parity clauses have been reported.
This constitutes 5,11 % of the total number of analysed cases. Eight MFN cases led to
commitments by the parties to the agreement, while four agreements were prohibited.
Compared to price restriction, selective distribution and exclusive distribution cases, MFN
cases are thus the only category where commitments were the most common outcome.
At the same time, none of the investigated MFN agreements included hardcore restrictions
within the meaning of Article 4 of the VBER.
Other vertical restraints that have been identified by NCA and national courts during the
past 10 years of enforcement of EU competition law include:
1. Single branding (30 cases constituting 7.67% of the total number of analysed
cases);
2. Exclusive supply (19 cases constituting 4.85% of the total number of analysed
cases);
3. Franchising (14 cases constituting 3.58% of the total number of analysed cases);
4. Quantity forcing (four cases constituting 1.02% of the total number of analysed
cases);
5. Upfront access payments (two cases constituting 0.51% of the total number of
analysed cases);
6. Category management (one case constituting 0.25% of the total number of
analysed cases)
7. Tying (one case constituting 0.25% of the total number of analysed cases); and
8. Restraints not explicitly mentioned in the VBER and the Guidelines (23 cases
constituting 5.8% of the total number of analysed cases).
With regards to the last category – restraints not explicitly mentioned by the VBER and
the Guidelines, three cases have been classified as potentially new. This constitutes less
than 1% of the total number of analysed cases. These restraints include a data tracking
clause (one case reported by the German NCA on an acquisition of sensitive information
by means of vertical agreement), restrictions on the use of trademarks for online
advertising and restrictions on the use of price comparison engines (one case reported by
the German NCA); and a penalty clause for leaving the contract before its expiration
(one case reported by the Spanish NCA).
Vertical agreements concerning purchasing, selling or reselling of certain goods or services
also contained provisions on intellectual property rights.

4.1.2 Legal certainty provided by the VBER and the Guidelines
when assessing vertical agreements and/or specific clauses
exempted from the application of Article 101(1) TFEU
In the light of market and technological developments over the past 10 years, there is
potentially room for improvement of the VBER and the Guidelines.
According to the interviewed law firms advising clients on vertical restraints, the VBER and
the Guidelines do not sufficiently reflect the market changes and e-commerce
developments, especially the increased importance of e-commerce, leading to reduced
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relevance and effectiveness of the VBER and Vertical Guidelines and the need for
companies to pay for legal advice, although this advice cannot guarantee legal certainty.
In this context, a frequently raised issue by law firms and members of industry associations
was the level of legal certainty provided by the VBER and the Guidelines regarding legal
definitions and the fact that the current VBER and the Guidelines are insufficient as a basis
for analysing the online commercial environment. The law firms have indicated that
updating the VBER and Vertical Guidelines could improve legal certainty and ensure a
positive impact on further development of their business by clarifying the definitions and
providing more comprehensive guidance for the self-assessment of market shares. The
lack of sufficient legal certainty results especially from the need to examine the compliance
of many vertical agreements under Article 101(3) TFEU, an analysis that is difficult and
complex. This could often discourage entrepreneurs from concluding such agreements in
the first place (despite often being pro-competitive).
The responses from law firms and industry associations and representatives indicate that
clearer guidance can benefit all market players (manufacturers, retailers, marketplaces
and consumers) and thus increase legal certainty.

4.1.3 Do the exemptions and restrictions of the VBER satisfy the
conditions of Article 101(3)?
4.1.3.1

Selective distribution

As mentioned in Chapter 3.1, selective distribution agreements are widespread in a range
of economic sectors, and a significant share of product categories in cosmetics, sports
goods and household appliances are sold within selective distribution agreements.
According to the interviews performed, most of the stakeholders seem to be satisfied with
the way selective distribution agreements are treated under the current regulatory
framework. This result is quite relevant since this evidence has been collected by
companies in different sectors and at different levels of the supply chain, from suppliers,
manufacturers and brand owners to wholesalers and retailers. In most of the cases,
stakeholders think that selective distribution agreements should continue to be blockexempted since they are an instrument that allows purely price-based competition to be
avoided. It protects the development of additional sales services and brand value across
the value chain, as well as investments by operators from manufacturers to retailers. In
most of the cases selective distribution agreements are seen as the best instrument to
develop and maintain a sustainable supply chain with sufficient and regular investments
by authorised distributors. Most of the stakeholders contacted during the VBER review are
satisfied by the current approach of the VBER, since it allows the right balance between
the strategies of the brands and the functioning of the retailers: well-functioning selective
distribution networks can improve services and products.
Based on the market analysis and on the analysis of the cases reported by the NCAs, the
following points seem to be critical in the review of VBER:
Whether new limits should be imposed on the use of selective distribution
as such
The level of detail provided by the NCAs does not enable an accurate assessment of
whether there have been any cases where a selective distribution system was considered
illegal, while some particular restrictions within SD agreements were considered illegal.
However, in the vast majority of the assessed cases, the undertakings were requested to
modify the conditions in their selective distribution framework or remove certain clauses,
rather than abolish it altogether.
Lack of transparency/accessible selection criteria
From the reported cases, it appears that the objectivity and transparency of qualitative
criteria in selective distribution agreements falling within the scope of the VBER has not
been challenged before the NCAs or the national courts. The market assessment shows
that in the large majority of cases for retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers the
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selection criteria are available online or in another form, or that they are shared whenever
any potential business partner requests them, ensuring that the procedure is clear and
transparent.
Specific restrictions within SD systems
The NCAs reported cases on internet sales bans; marketplace/platform bans; price
comparison tool bans; restrictions on keyword bidding; dual pricing; exclusion of online
retailers; and cross-selling restrictions. Some restrictions, i.e. price comparison tool bans
(DE), bidding on keywords (DE) and cross-selling (EL), were reported by a single authority
in a single case and have therefore limited significance for cross-country comparative
analysis. On the other hand, internet sales bans, marketplace/platform bans and dual
pricing were more frequent across the Member States and their legal assessment differed
to some extent.
4.1.3.2

Exclusive distribution

A certain level of ambiguity remains for cases where cumulative effects may be present,
as the VBER and Vertical Guidelines do not explicitly state under which circumstances the
application of exclusive distribution by several market players, which each remain below
the relevant market share thresholds, does not fulfil the conditions of Article 101(3) TFEU.
Yet, there is broad consensus that this ambiguity is not entirely avoidable, and a tighter
regulatory framework would lead to efficiency losses outweighing any savings gained from
such a clarification.
The picture is less clear for cases where exclusive distribution agreements interact with
other types of vertical restrictions, such as selective distribution networks. Responding
undertakings have pointed out that such combinations are merely referred to as “normally
a hardcore restriction” 126 in the Vertical Guidelines, and do not sufficiently specify under
which circumstances a combination of selective and exclusive distribution may benefit from
the VBER, for example, when applied at different levels of trade.
Another factor undertakings have frequently addressed in their responses, as already
described in chapter 3.4, is the distinction between active and passive sales, which is
considered, in part, to be inaccurate. The focus here lies on online selling practices, where
the distinction between what constitutes active and passive selling has been criticised.
However, undertakings expressed that the Vertical Guidelines mostly give legal certainty
on the matter, even though some interviewees disagree. The distinction is at the heart of
any assessment as to whether exclusive distribution can be deemed to satisfy the
conditions of Article 4 b (i) of the VBER. In particular, the assessment, that providing
different language options on websites “does not, of itself, change the passive character
of such selling”, 127 met criticism from undertakings running or taking part in exclusive
distribution networks.
The analysis of the interaction of exclusive distribution with selective distribution in chapter
3.4.2 has shown that there appears to be a lack of clarity in the understanding of the two
distribution concepts. While undertakings appear to be certain which of the two models
they apply, the legal analysis suggests that this understanding isn’t always sound, and
there is a degree of confusion regarding the definitions. The VBER itself includes a
definition of selective distribution (Article 1(e)) but not of exclusive distribution. The
Vertical Guidelines offer an explanation of exclusive distribution (Vertical Guidelines,
Paragraph 151ff) and define selective distribution largely by differentiating it from
exclusive distribution (Vertical Guidelines, Paragraph 174).
The Vertical Guidelines also explain that “a combination of exclusive distribution and
selective distribution is only exempted by the Block Exemption Regulation if active selling
in other territories is not restricted” 128. A restriction of active selling, however, is an integral
condition of most exclusive distribution agreements. It appears that the VBER and Vertical
126
127
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European Commission. Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (Text with EEA relevance) (2010/C 130/01) Paragraph 169.
European Commission. Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (Text with EEA relevance) (2010/C 130/01) Paragraph 52.
European Commission. Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (Text with EEA relevance) (2010/C 130/01) Paragraph 152
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Guidelines in their current form do not give adequate clarity to market participants on the
combination of the two practices. Additional clarity on if and how to combine exclusive and
selective distribution would therefore be helpful with respect to: i) the parallel operation
of exclusive and selective distribution in different territories within the EU; ii) the parallel
operation of exclusive and selective distribution at different levels of trade; and (iii) the
parallel application of exclusive and selective distribution at the same level of trade in the
same territory.
4.1.3.3

MFN

Economic research has identified both pro-competitive and anti-competitive effects for
MFN clauses. The VBER and the related Vertical Guidelines contain no specific rules or
guidance on the use of these clauses – i.e. subject to the market share threshold and the
absence of hardcore restrictions, all types of MFN clause are currently block exempted.
Outside the market share safe harbour of the VBER, MFN clauses are currently treated as
restrictions 'by effect', leading to different enforcement outcomes in different sectors and
territories. Indeed, NCAs have adopted different approaches to the narrow MFN clauses of
Booking.com. 129
During the stakeholder interviews conducted for this study, it was possible to capture the
point of view of only one group of stakeholders in the hotel distribution sector (hotels and
hotel chains) and only to a very limited extent the point of view of booking platforms. The
interviews thus offer only a partial view of the use of MFN clauses in this sector. The major
concern reported by hotels is that this sector is characterised by the presence of a few
powerful online platforms (OTAs), which have become a necessary business partner for
hotels of all sizes. These platforms have the economic resources that outweigh
considerably any investment in online marketing made by any hotel or hotel chain, which
allows them to increase their customer base and, as a consequence, their bargaining power
vis-à-vis individual hotels. As identified in the literature and in previous court cases, the
justification for the use of parity clauses by OTAs and online platforms in other sectors is
to avoid the free-riding effect in which customers may first use the platform to identify the
preferred service or good and then finalise the purchase directly on the supplier's own
website. In that scenario, the platforms would not recoup their investments and would not
be viable. This effect, applied to the hotel sector, could ultimately reduce the visibility of
smaller hotels that mentioned that they favour the visibility provided by the OTAs.
Nevertheless, there is a widespread opinion among interviewed stakeholders that the VBER
and the Guidelines should tackle the use of MFN clauses by OTAs in the hotel industry in
a more specific way. The objective is to avoid long-term distortions which might lead to an
even higher bargaining power by OTAs in negotiating their service fees, leading to the
long-term risk of the overall degradation of the quality of the service provided by hotels
to customers: excessive fees paid to the platforms would ultimately erode the necessary
resources for hotels to undertake investments.
The findings of the econometric analysis, based on two sets of regressions using countrylevel data (Eurostat) and hotel-level data (Fornova), are in line with economic reasoning
and are consistent across the different variations of the dependent price variable. The
findings of both analyses indicate that the switch from narrow to no MFN reduces hotel
room prices. Although the results are not perfectly comparable, as the underlying samples
in the datasets of the two analyses differ, the results are consistent within and across both
analyses; narrow MFNs appear to have a significantly negative impact on competition in
these markets such that banning the use of these clauses leads to better outcomes for
consumers.
However, it is important to note that these concerns may be specific to the hotel booking
sector; wide and narrow MFN clauses may produce different effects and merit different
treatment in other sectors. As emerged from Chapter 3 of this report, the application of
MFN clauses in other sectors (notably, mass market products), did not raise particular
129

Booking.com’s market share exceeded the 30% threshold to be covered by the VBER.
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concerns indicating the need for any differential treatment between narrow and wide MFN
clauses, nor any consistent evidence to indicate that the use of these clauses should be
prohibited.
As explained in Section 3.4.2.3.1, on the equivalence of effects between MFNs and RPM,
this is not obvious: MFN clauses do not target the resale price of the buyer in a vertical
relationship but instead limit the supplier’s pricing options at other retailers. An MFN clause
also does not directly restrict the ability to discount (even if it may have that effect) by
committing a supplier to offer the same discount to the MFN-protected retailer that it does
to any of its other retailers.
4.1.3.4

Resale price restrictions

RPM
The VBER and the Vertical Guidelines outline the negative and positive impacts of RPM on
competition and are very effective in deterring the market players from the use of RPM.
According to interviews with stakeholders across the whole value chain, Member States
and industries, they do not make use of RPM because it is a hardcore restriction and
without a proven economic efficiency case for the use of RPM, it would be illegal. The
situation is similar for minimum advertised prices. Companies see it as another version of
RPM and are deterred from using it. However, the results of CATI interviews show that
minimum resale price and minimum advertised prices are still an ongoing practice (but no
efficiency rationales were presented).
Most of the interviewed stakeholders do not believe that the application of RPM can
produce efficiencies, other than in the period of a product launch or during promotional
campaigns. In addition, most of the interviewees believe that the application of RPM might
drive up the prices of some products, thus negatively impacting consumers, and the profits
gained might not necessarily be invested in product innovation and better customer
experience.
One of the difficulties faced by market players is that the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines
are not entirely clear regarding the circumstances in which RPM could be anti-competitive,
and more importantly, pro-competitive and more examples would be very helpful for
increasing clarity for market players.
There is a wide consensus in the economic literature that the balance between the
competitive harm and efficiencies of RPM should be considered in terms of the specific
market context in which the restraint takes place. Being essentially a mechanism to
prevent price competition at the intra-brand level, RPM can both be used in support of a
range of anti-competitive practices, and a mechanism to strengthen brand-related services
and inter-brand competition. While the balance of for and against arguments in the
literature is difficult to discern, the relatively recent literature is critical of the ‘service
provision’ motivation for RPM, arguing that it relies on a restrictive set of assumptions.
The literature therefore does not provide a clear indication of market contexts where RPM
would almost certainly be pro-competitive.
The debate in the theoretical literature is far from settled by the empirical literature.
Several studies find evidence that RPM is associated with higher consumer prices, but they
do not always investigate the impact of RPM on service provision or the valuation of such
services by consumers. Other studies find empirical support to the ‘service provision’
motivation for RPM.
The study team also undertook an econometric analysis of the impact of RPM on
competition and consumers. This focused on the European book sector and took advantage
of the fact that RPM was actively in place at different points in time in different Member
States over the past 20 years. The empirical results did not indicate any negative effects
for RPM and lent some support to the benefits of RPM supporting some traditional retail
formats in the book sector.
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Maximum resale price
“A maximum resale price may also help to ensure that the brand in question competes
more forcefully with other brands, including own label products, distributed by the same
distributor” (para. 229 VBER Guidelines).
According to the interviews and CATI, maximum resale price restrictions are less common
than recommended resale price. Maximum RPM is used to keep consumer prices lower, as
part of manufacturers’ pricing strategies and allow brand labels to compete with private
labels, thus following the logic of the Vertical Guidelines.
However, according to some stakeholders, maximum resale prices might negatively affect
brick-and-mortar stores, which do not have big retail power and are forced by maximum
resale price restrictions to sell products at prices that may not be profitable for them.
Recommended resale prices
According to interviewed stakeholders, recommended resale prices are typically provided
by manufacturers to retailers and are a fairly common practice, which is also indicated by
the CATI interviews.
A low number (11) of cases were reported by the NCAs in this category. In most instances,
the complaints were dismissed due to insufficient evidence. Despite the low number of
reported cases, it seems that further clarification of the rules on the assessment of
evidence in the Vertical Guidelines may be necessary, potentially taking the NCAs’
decisions presented in Chapter 3 as illustrative examples.

4.1.4 What is the impact of the cumulative application of vertical
restrictions by several manufacturers/suppliers on the
intensity of competition and consumer welfare?
Negative effects from cumulative use of vertical restraints can occur for restraints that
would not, in isolation, raise competition concerns, and significantly compound those that
are already harmful when used individually. Furthermore, the cumulative use of particular
vertical restraints may negate the efficiency arguments that could be made for the
restraints when used in isolation. As such, cumulative use of vertical restraints can both
increase the negative effects and partly nullify the efficiency motivations of individual ones.
Selective distribution and exclusive
In selective distribution systems (SDS), negative effects of systems of parallel restrictions
can arise as a result of cumulative effects, including wide market coverage of SDS or SDS
used in combination with other restraints. For example, when applied by most or all
competing suppliers, selective distribution may facilitate collusion (at distributor or
supplier level) (Vertical Guidelines para 178).
In exclusive distribution systems, when several suppliers operate similar distribution
networks under exclusive distribution arrangements, there is an increased risk of
weakening of competition or collusion, (at distributor or supplier level), and therefore a
reduction of intra-brand and inter-brand competition to the detriment of consumers. This
risk increases if several suppliers appoint common dealers under exclusivity arrangements.
MFN
The reviewed literature suggests that cumulative restrictive effects can occur when several
platforms, with some degree of market power, introduce MFN clauses in relation to a large
number of their suppliers. Widespread use of MFN clauses is found to result in cumulative
effects which magnify the anti-competitive effects of individual MFN clauses.
These cumulative effects arise as a result of MFNs making it more costly for suppliers to
engage in discounts. Thus, a wide market coverage by MFN clauses can help stabilise any
potential collusive arrangements. In addition, the widespread use of MFN clauses
communicates a general intent to refrain from engaging in price competition among
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market participants. Even without collusion, when MFN clauses cover a substantial part of
the market, they can give rise to significant price rigidity as a result of making discounts
more unlikely with respect to a substantial amount of transactions in the relevant market.
The study team also investigated econometrically whether there were significant effects
of cumulative use of narrow MFN clauses on market outcomes of interest.
For the purpose of this analysis, the study team sourced a large dataset of hotel booking
platform price quotes across several European cities and multiple hotels, covering the
period 2016-2018.
The results indicate that if the market prevalence of platforms that do not impose MFNs
were to increase by 10%, room prices would decrease by on average 4.3%. These results
are estimated on the basis of 3.3 million observations.
This analysis therefore provides a strong indication that the pervasiveness of MFN clauses
– in the sense of the clauses being adopted by multiple platforms – has a negative impact
on consumers. In other words, if in these markets the prevalence of non-MFN-imposing
platforms were to increase, then hotel room prices can be expected to lower significantly.
RPM
A small number of papers have set out specific theories of harm which show that RPM may
weaken competition in settings where there are networks of agreements between multiple
manufacturers and retailers – e.g. O’Brien and Shaffer (1992), Dobson and Waterson
(2007), and Rey and Vergé (2010).
Studies have examined the scenario that all upstream manufacturers simultaneously
impose RPM on their competing retailers. Dobson and Waterson have shown that in a
bargaining framework, RPM can reduce retailers’ incentives to negotiate on wholesale
prices by preventing downstream undercutting. This, in turn, dampens upstream
competition and creates higher retail prices to the detriment of consumers.
Hunold and Muthers (2017) argue that RPM, when adopted by multiple competing
suppliers, can put them in a prisoner's dilemma situation, where brand promotion
expenditures increase for all, causing higher prices for consumers, without increasing, and
possibly even decreasing, the overall service quality. This result shows how cumulative
effects challenge the retailer service promotion argument as an efficiency defence for RPM.
Rey and Vergé (2010) find that when there are interlocking relationships between rival
manufacturers that distribute their products via the same competing retailers, RPM
dampens competition at both manufacturing and retail levels and leads to industry-wide
monopoly pricing. (Rey and Verge´ (2010) capture strategic interactions among
manufacturers and retailers through a combination of RPM and a two-part tariff at the
wholesale level.)
Shaffer (2013) reviews findings in the literature on the effects of the use of RPM
restrictions by multiple manufacturers. Where all (or almost all) firms in the market are
engaged in RPM, the reviewed literature indicates that even with otherwise strong retail
level competition, the negative effects of RPM dominate. Furthermore, in some cases, the
harm to consumers from manufacturers adopting RPM can increase with the degree of
downstream fragmentation. Conversely, where not all firms in the market are engaged in
RPM, the ability of suppliers to use RPM to support supra-competitive retail prices
decreases with the level of fragmentation of the downstream industry.
Shaffer further notes that the conclusions from the literature are far more mixed in relation
to whether the effects of RPM disappear or worsen as upstream market fragmentation
increases.
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4.2

Efficiency

4.2.1 Does the assessment of whether the VBER, together with
the Guidelines, is applicable to certain vertical agreements
generate costs proportionate to the benefits they bring for
an undertaking?
Based on the input obtained from the interviewees, we can conclude that the costs
generated by VBER and the Guidelines are relatively proportionate with the benefits of the
legislation. However, with rapidly changing market conditions (online sales and
marketplaces), the costs of applying the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines are constantly
going up.
Under the previous version of the VBER, lawyers needed to be involved in the drafting of
the vertical agreements. In-house lawyers were employed, and therefore there was not
much work for law firms in the area of vertical restraints. This was likely due to the
introduction of the new market threshold, which includes the share of the buyer.
With the current VBER, the initial legal costs have decreased or disappeared. However, the
self-assessment of companies’ market shares in order to comply with the market share
thresholds enshrined in the VBER often involves legal assistance provided by external
lawyers, which leads to new costs for companies. Recently, the market has changed so
much (due to online sales and marketplaces) that companies need again more legal
advice.
Law firms and industry associations have indicated that the legal compliance costs for a
market participant would be reduced if the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines were updated
regularly or when the market so requires.

4.2.2 Would the costs of ensuring compliance of vertical
agreements with Art. 101 of the Treaty increase if the VBER
were not prolonged?
The VBER and the Guidelines have undoubtedly led to cost savings for market participants
in comparison to a scenario without the VBER and the Guidelines in force, according to
interviewed experts. The law firms contended that a scenario without the VBER and the
Guidelines would be detrimental to market participants as they would need to bear much
higher legal costs, which would become particularly burdensome for the SMEs. Not only
would the legal (procedural, compliance, etc.) costs increase, but also the socio-economic
costs, possibly resulting in a reduction of distribution efficiency – VBER enables commercial
freedom, which otherwise would not exist. However, the VBER is designed primarily for
brick-and-mortar sales, which may negatively affect the introduction of new products and
services in the market, and makes managing the online environment more burdensome.

4.2.3 Have the costs generated by the application of the VBER
and the Guidelines increased compared to the previous
legislative framework (Commission Regulation (EC) No
2790/1999 and related Guidelines)?
There are two types of answers to this question.
Some law firms have replied that the costs under the current VBER regime are lower, i.e.
the VBER and the Guidelines result in cost savings, because many companies do not need
to make a more detailed assessment of their vertical agreements. Moreover, it has been
stated that the Vertical Guidelines are helpful in interpreting legal provisions, and the more
specific examples they contain, the greater the savings for companies. However, it was
very difficult for companies to provide more specific information on these cost savings.
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By contrast, other law firms and a professor of competition law have highlighted that the
costs are higher, especially for suppliers, as the current legal regime allows for fewer cases
of agreements to be exempted from the prohibition under Article 101(1) of the TFEU and
causes difficulties for companies to assess whether their market would allow them to be
exempted under the VBER from the abovementioned prohibition.

4.3

Relevance

4.3.1 How have distribution models evolved over the past 10
years?
The largest impact on distribution models has been the growth of online sales and
online marketplaces. One of the problems reported by interviewed manufacturers and
retailers is that consumers learn about a new product in brick-and-mortar stores, and after
that they buy them online from online platforms. Online purchasing is increasingly popular
among consumers for a wide range of products: overall the share of individuals purchasing
online has increased by 100% since 2008 130. This means that in most of the sectors under
analysis consumers can purchase the desired products and services through a variety of
different channels such as offline and online shops, marketplaces and other online
platforms.
According to the interviewees, sometimes the price on online platforms is reduced by 30%
just a few days after launching the new product. This negatively affects the brick-andmortar stores and some retail chains have closed, for example in the toys industry.
Specialised shops offer a unique experience and help customers to familiarise themselves
with the manufacturer’s brand. However, specialised shops require investments that
cannot be easily replicated by all manufacturers, and therefore, general brick-and-mortar
stores need to be protected, so that this sales channel, which is used by manufacturers
across several industries, is not lost. The minimum price during a specific time period (such
as launch campaigns) would allay distributors fear of aggressive pricing during this period.
It could thus allow them to better promote and successfully introduce the products.
However, most of the interviewed stakeholders do not believe that the application of RPM
can produce efficiencies, other than in the periods of product launches and during
promotional campaigns.
Distribution models in the hotel industry have changed radically since 2009 when OTAs
started to play a major role in the market. Today, as stakeholders have reported, it is a
necessary condition for all hotels to be visible on these platforms. MFN clauses are a
common type of agreement used by digital marketplaces, including OTAs. Their effect is
to “level the playing field and intensify the competitive pressure” 131. These websites
aggregate a large amount of data and provide users with information that customers would
otherwise find difficult to obtain. This brings a higher market transparency largely to the
benefit of users. However, at the same time, the market power of sellers is strongly
reduced.
The OTAs provide a recognised service to small hotels, allowing them to have online
visibility that would not be achievable using direct marketing. In exchange for the OTA's
commission fees, the hotel can access a much larger customer base, especially at an
international level. However, this benefit reduces with the size of the hotel: the larger the
hotel chains, the greater the investments in promotion and advertising, the lower the
benefits of the exposure on OTAs’ websites (as explained in Chapter 3). As reported by
interviewed stakeholders, more than half of the online customers for small hotels, are
provided by the OTAs: significantly fewer customers than previously directly contact the
hotel to make reservations. To increase the customer base not provided by the OTAs,
130
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Eurostat – Share of individuals purchasing online in the last 3 month – EU 28.
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hotels of any dimension have improved their loyalty programmes (e.g. providing additional
services for recurring customers who make direct reservations).
According to the interviewees, over the past 10 years the features of selective distribution
agreements have not changed significantly; in the markets analysed, the selection criteria
and the level of requirements have not experienced major changes. The only notable
change concerns the increasing use of online criteria, which are seen by stakeholders as
nothing more than the adaptation of the brick-and-mortar criteria to the e-commerce
sector.
In fact, for sectors where there is a prevalence of selective distribution networks, the role
of e-commerce is increasing. Technological developments have changed consumer
behaviour and expectations. The consumer journey is a fluid omni-channel process
whereby they switch easily online between retailers and platforms, as well as between
online and bricks & mortar, and within bricks & mortar and between mono-brand and multibrand. In this context, consumers expect to have a continuous omni-channel experience.
In response to this changing consumer behaviour and in order to meet consumers'
expectations, companies seek to create seamless omni-channel environments for the
consumer to optimise consumer choice and offer a high level of availability of the brand
within the selective distribution channel.
The aforementioned growth in e-commerce has also had an impact on the role of exclusive
distribution networks within the Single Market. Where before territorial exclusivity was
fairly straightforward in its application, easy access for buyers to sellers outside their
territory has highlighted the relevance of provisions on cross-selling and the distinction of
active and passive selling. The competition pressures resulting from passive sales by
distributors and retailers from other territories increases the desire of undertakings to be
able to restrict these possibilities in addition to the currently (and only partially) allowed
restriction of active sales.
It appears that distribution models which rely on territorial sales restrictions are becoming
less viable under the impact of the increasing role of online services and within the
framework of existing competition rules. Therefore, undertakings appear to be moving
away from applying exclusive distribution as a strategy, at least at the retail level, and are
seeking to shift towards other distribution models, such as selective distribution.
Nevertheless, exclusive distribution remains a relevant practice in highly specialised
markets, such as medical lab equipment and high-end yachting supplies, and on the
wholesale level, where the impact of e-commerce has been less severe, and buyers appear
to remain more loyal to their local suppliers than buyers on the retail level. This is,
however, largely motivated by the existing trust towards local suppliers, language barriers
having more of an impact in B2B transactions where the existence of or access to suppliers
targeting international markets is limited, and logistical efficiencies outweighing any other
gains switching to another supplier would bring.
Alongside the growth of e-commerce over the past 10 years, there has been a noticeable
decline in individual offline retail in several areas, according to retail respondents. Although
this is not necessarily the case in all markets, the impact is felt across all goods sectors,
including those more resilient to a shift of consumers to online channels. These effects are
even more relevant in markets that must rely on exclusive distribution to limit the number
of sellers within a territory to be effectively sustained. Providing a clear framework for
interactions of this vertical agreement with a changed market reality remains relevant.
E-commerce hasn’t only put buyers in touch with sellers within the Single Market, but also
with sellers globally. This added competitive pressure on European undertakings is
exacerbated by a range of practices which are either, according to interviewed
stakeholders, not adequately regulated or enforced. The list includes the issue of product
piracy or false labelling of packages of products bought through international online
retailers. European stakeholders have criticised a lack of checks that would effectively
counter these practices. Also, the waiver of import VAT for parcels with contents of a value
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of up to EUR 22 has been flagged as an unfair advantage for sellers outside the Single
Market, and delivery cost rebates for developing economies further add to the imbalance.
Interviewed undertakings have criticised the classification of China as a developing
economy in particular. Lastly, especially in the markets for consumer electronics and
household appliances, requirements to provide for the disposal of sold items places
domestic retailers at a disadvantage compared to international sellers.
Platform business models appear to be constantly evolving. Overall, the companies pursue
different diversification strategies. This includes horizontal and vertical strategies,
sometimes even entering new (adjacent) markets. However, all these strategies are ways
in which risks are redistributed and positive economies of scale, as well as synergies, are
achieved. Today, many platforms take on a dual role, acting as both retailer and
intermediary service provider. For instance, Amazon and Zalando do not only produce and
distribute their own products, but they also act as retailer selling products they source
from suppliers at a wholesale level, as well as granting third-party sellers access to their
platforms by offering intermediary services in exchange for a commission. The selection
of third-party sellers that will be permitted access can vary greatly depending on the way
the platform is organised. In open marketplaces any partners are included that satisfy
certain conditions, even those selling competing products (e.g. Amazon). In closed
marketplaces, it is more likely that platforms are selecting partners whose products
complement the existing basket of products of the platform (e.g. Zalando). Furthermore,
all these business endeavours involve an increase in the number of contractual
relationships with all the user groups for each of the providers. This includes the use of
vertical agreements with many actors of different types.

4.3.2 How do consumers behave when purchasing online? As
regards decisions on sales channels, this includes in
particular the analysis of online search methods, purchase
decisions, choice of retailers and repeated purchases.
Over the past ten years, online channels have become increasingly important for
consumers' decision-making at almost all of stages of the purchasing process.
Conventional brick-and-mortar stores are no longer the only sales and information channel
accessible, and consumers across all age groups appreciate the variety of channels now
available as they cater to their specific needs (van der Veen and van Ossenbruggen
2015) 132. Today’s consumers make parallel and complementary use of various channels
and information sources – online as well as offline – for a single purchase. This usage
pattern is most prominent in the pre-purchase phase. As the most important activities in
the pre-purchase phase are the search for and evaluation of information, consumers
actively switch between different on- and offline channels, sometimes even using them
closely together – e.g., checking for prices or additional information online while being in
a store. In particular, consumers who want to learn about product details and reviews of
the product by their peers will go online to search for a product. 133 Especially with high
involvement purchases, consumers tend to perform a lot of searches prior to making a
purchase decision. This was documented among others by Bronnenberg et al. (2016). 134
The authors found that in the context of online shopping of electronic or expensive
products, customers utilise their ability to quickly search for alternative products online
extensively to make a more informed purchase.
According to data provided by GlobalWebIndex (GWI), the most used channels for product
discovery today appear to be search engines and e-commerce platforms. However,
van der Veen, Gerrita, & Robert van Ossenbruggen. 2015. "Mapping Out the Customer's Journey: Customer Search
Strategy as a Basis for Channel Management." Journal of Marketing Channels 22 (3):202-213.
133
Wang, Yu-Min, Hsin-Hui Lin, Wei-Chun Tai, & Yi-Ling Fan. 2016. "Understanding multi-channel research shoppers:
an analysis of Internet and physical channels." Information Systems and e-Business Management 14 (2):389-413.
134
Bronnenberg, Bart J., Jun B. Kim, & Carl F. Mela. 2016. "Zooming In on Choice: How Do Consumers Search for
Cameras Online?" Marketing Science 35 (5):693-712.
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gradually social media, messaging services and voice assistants are starting to play a role
in consumer purchase journeys as well. Such services and new technologies will likely alter
the decision-making process of customers for at least some product segments. Today,
companies continue to use new technologies to create more points of contact with
consumers. Retailers and manufacturers themselves can significantly benefit from the
fragmentation of channels. By using several channels, retailers can distribute their costs
more effectively. Furthermore, the combination of offline and online channels has a
positive impact on the quality perception of the consumer, on the purchase decision and
the consumer's experience. In addition, studies emphasise that consumers who use
multiple channels simultaneously purchase more products, spend more money and pay
higher prices (Flavián et al. 2020). 135 Furthermore, according to Chen et al. (2017) 136, the
trend of social commerce has made significant changes in the way a typical customer
makes purchase decisions. Their findings revealed that in the context of social commerce,
the purchase intention of the participants relied most notably on two prime predictors –
affective appraisals from others and cognitive appraisal. 137 They found out that in social
commerce, product rating and reviews from other customers plays a vital role in defining
the cognitive appraisal among customers while the forums and in-app communities have
a direct influence on affective appraisal. These findings strongly suggest that the social
commerce paradigm highly influences the purchasing intentions of customers as they seek
to obtain approval and appraisal from others.
Apart from these general insights into customer behaviour, it is important to note that
each customer journey is unique and depends on many conditions. First, the literature has
established that socio-demographic aspects (region, age, sex) determine the differences
in customer journey. In addition, the type of product – strength of brands and intensity of
customer involvement – also plays an important role in how the customer journey
proceeds. The product type determines how consumers search – in terms of search terms
– which and how many channels are used for information, and which information is crucial
for the purchase decision. Ultimately, the product type also has an influence on the chosen
sales channel. Although offline channels continue to be crucial for sales, the portion of
online shoppers has been rising steadily in recent years.

Results of various studies cited in Flavián et al. (2020).
Chen, Aihui, Yaobin Lu, & Bin Wang. 2017. "Customers’ purchase decision-making process in social commerce: A
social learning perspective." International Journal of Information Management 37 (6):627-638.
137
The authors followed the theory that the attitude of an individual towards a specific object is composed on the basis
of both cognitive and affective components. They elaborate that when consumers interact with, for example, a website,
they form an attitude about it, and this attitude ultimately influences the decision to buy. In principle, “[c]ognitive
appraisals refer to the utilitarian aspect of attitude, while affective appraisals are evaluations based on feelings, emotions
and gut reactions […]”.(Chen et al. (2017).
135
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5 Conclusions
This study is part of the Commission’s evaluation of the VBER and Vertical Guidelines and
the main objective of the study is to provide qualitative and quantitative evidence on the
effectiveness, efficiency and relevance of the VBER and the Guidelines.
The findings of the study provide evidence-based grounds for a possible revision of the
VBER and the Guidelines, through identification and analysis of provisions which may no
longer be up to date with the latest market developments and business practices, and/or
overlap with other provisions or give rise to possible inconsistencies.
The study mainly focuses on selective distribution, exclusive distribution, resale price
restrictions, most favoured nation clauses and cumulative effects, while taking into
account additional related vertical restraints, identified in the process of conducting the
study.
The research was conducted via several methodological tools: literature review,
comparative legal analysis, stakeholders’ in-depth interviews and computer-assisted
phone interviews (CATI), econometric analysis, online survey and case studies of online
platforms business models.
The main findings of relevance, effectiveness and efficiency of VBER and the Guidelines
are outlined in this section.
Relevance
Distribution models evolution over the last 10 years
The past 10 years have seen a rapid expansion in online trade, both on a B2B and B2C
level. Existing distribution models have had to adapt to new market realities. Undertakings
face increased competition from previously non-existent or too remote markets. Consumer
behaviour has also changed accordingly. New business models, including new forms of
distribution, such as booking platforms, have emerged and have had a substantial impact
in some sectors, such as the hotel industry.
As firms have adapted to the new environment, so has the way in which they use vertical
agreements. Although the types of agreements covered in the VBER and Vertical
Guidelines have not substantially changed in their essence, an increase of online sales
channels puts agreements which include limitations on cross-selling, such as selective and
exclusive distribution, under heightened scrutiny. Increased price transparency (online)
and reduced consumer search costs are often quoted explanations for the increased use
of online sales restrictions. Other types of agreements so far not explicitly covered in the
Guidelines, such as parity clauses, have gained increased importance.
The VBER and the Vertical Guidelines remain relevant in the landscape of vertical
agreements, but they do not sufficiently cover the latest developments, such as online
platforms.
Consumer behaviour when purchasing online
Online channels are becoming increasingly important in the entire purchasing process.
Consumers use them to get their first impulse to buy, obtain information about the desired
product, about alternative sales channels, and to complete their purchase. Moreover,
consumers make parallel and complementary use of various channels and information
sources – online as well as offline – for a single purchase. This usage pattern is most
prominent in the pre-purchase phase. As the most important activities in the pre-purchase
phase are the search for and evaluation of information, consumers actively switch between
different on- and offline channels, sometimes even using them closely intertwined, e.g.
checking for prices or additional information online while being in a store. The extent to
which consumers use online channels, and which online channels they use can vary
greatly. This can depend on various factors, such as socio-demographic factors,
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personality, the extent of the consumer's involvement in the purchasing process, and
whether it is a repeat purchase or not. The purchase decision, the selection of the product
and the retail channel, is typically the result of information search and evaluation via those
channels and, thus, depends on the information provided. Overall, consumers value the
wide choice of channels. They also appreciate being able to access one and the same
retailer/supplier via several channels. It should also be noted that the emergence of new
channels, such as social commerce, for example, can also affect consumers' behaviour.
Effectiveness
Vertical restraints identified by NCAs and national courts during the past 10 years were
most frequently reported in relation to the following types of clauses:
Price restrictions:
•
•
•

minimum or fixed resale price maintenance (RPM)
maximum resale price
recommended resale price

Selective distribution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

internet sales bans
marketplace/platform bans
price comparison tool bans
restrictions on keyword bidding
dual pricing
brick-and-mortar requirement
cross-selling restrictions

Exclusive distribution:
•
•

territorial restraints and prohibition of export
cross-selling restrictions

Most-favoured nation (MFN) or parity clauses:
•
•

wide and narrow price parity clauses
retail and wholesale MFNs

Single branding was another category with a notable number of cases. Other types of
restraints were reported less frequently, with less than 5% of the overall number of cases.
When the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines were adopted, the level of legal certainty they
provided was initially perceived as sufficient by market players. However, with the
developments in e-commerce and increasing importance of marketplaces and online
platforms, there is a perceived need to revisit the current EU legal framework on vertical
agreements, in particular to address the lack of clear definitions and guidelines specifically
tailored to online sales.
Do the exemptions and restrictions set out in the VBER satisfy the conditions of
Article 101(3) TFEU?
Selective distribution
Selective distribution agreements are widespread in a wide range of economic sectors and
a significant share of product categories in cosmetics, sports goods and household
appliances are sold within selective distribution agreements. According to the interviews
performed, stakeholders generally think that selective distribution agreements should
continue to be block-exempted, since they protect the development of additional sales
services and brand value across the value chain, as well as stakeholder investments.
Based on the information collected, it seems that in the vast majority of the NCA-assessed
cases, the undertakings were required to modify certain terms of their selective
distribution agreements or to remove specific clauses, rather than having to cease using
the agreements altogether. The types of restraints reported by the NCAs included internet
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sales bans; marketplace/platform bans; price comparison tool bans; restrictions on
keyword bidding; dual pricing; exclusion of online retailers; and cross-selling restrictions.
Some restrictions, such as internet sales bans, marketplace/platform bans and dual
pricing, were more frequent across the Member States and their legal assessment also
differed to some extent between the Member States.
Most favoured nation clauses
Two separate categories of MFN clauses are distinguished and considered separately:
wholesale MFNs and retail MFNs. The first type is commonly used by suppliers across
several different sectors. This type of vertical agreement is particularly widespread in the
‘mass market’ segment, where competition is highly price-driven, compared to other
segments (e.g. luxury goods) where quality and reputational aspects play an important
role.
From the interview sample, it emerged that the reduction of frequent price negotiations
between manufacturers and suppliers represents one of the main benefits that justify the
block-exemption of MFN clauses. This seems to be particularly true for the mass market
segment (e.g. common household products, soft drinks).
Retail MFN clauses have recently become prevalent in the online world and have been used
by online platforms to bind suppliers into price parity guarantees. In this context, concerns
have been raised by interviewed stakeholders on the application of MFN clauses by online
travel agencies in the hotel industry. The theoretical literature and the competition
authorities that have investigated ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ MFN clauses do not appear to have
reached a consensus on whether narrow MFN clauses raise less competition concerns than
wide MFN clauses. However, as regards this evaluation study, qualitative insights gained
from the stakeholder interviews and the results of the econometric analysis suggest that
narrow MFNs have generated the same anti-competitive effects as wide MFNs in the hotel
sector.
These findings appear to be in line with the observation in the recent report on Competition
policy for the digital era 138 that “if competition between platforms is sufficiently vigorous,
it could be sufficient to forbid wide MFNs while still allowing narrow MFNs. If competition
between platforms is weak, then pressure on the dominant platforms can only come from
other sales channels and it would be appropriate for competition authorities to also prohibit
narrow MFNs.”
However, the same report emphasises that the effects of MFN clauses depend on the
particular characteristics of the market in which they are used, and therefore a case-bycase analysis is necessary. The evidence collected in the study does not support general
conclusions about the effects of narrow as compared with wide MFNs in sectors other than
the hotel sector. Indeed, outside this sector, the study has not found any widespread
evidence that narrow or wide MFN clauses produce anti-competitive effects.
At the same time, a considerable body of decisions by European competition authorities
have found that wide retail MFN clauses can, in certain market conditions, cause
substantial harm to competition.
A total of 20 NCA cases concerning MFN or parity clauses have been tracked in our analysis.
These cases did not involve other vertical restraints in addition to the MFN clauses and did
not include any of the hardcore restrictions listed in the VBER.
Resale price restrictions
According to interviews with stakeholders across the whole value chain, Member States
and industries, the use of RPM has reduced in the past 10 years, because it is a hardcore
restriction and is therefore illegal, unless the parties using it can demonstrate an efficiency
European
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justification. However, the results of the CATI interviews indicate that minimum resale
price and minimum advertised prices are still used to some extent.
The Vertical Guidelines contain guidance on when the use of RPM can be justified (para.
225). However, the NCAs cases illustrate how complex it can be to assess the lawful
application of RPM. Thus, it can be argued that the Vertical Guidelines lack clarity (and
more concrete examples) for market players to know exactly when RPM can be:
•
•

anti-competitive, and more importantly,
pro-competitive and thus permissible.

There is a wide consensus in the economic literature that the balance between the
competitive harm and efficiencies of RPM should be considered in terms of the specific
market context in which the restraint takes place. Being essentially a mechanism to
prevent price competition at the intra-brand level, RPM can both be used in support of a
range of anti-competitive practices, and a mechanism to strengthen brand-related services
and inter-brand competition. While the balance of for and against arguments in the
literature is difficult to discern, the relatively recent literature is critical of the ‘service
provision’ motivation for RPM, arguing that it relies on a restrictive set of assumptions.
The literature therefore does not provide a clear indication of market contexts where RPM
would almost certainly be pro-competitive.
The debate in the theoretical literature is far from settled by the empirical literature.
Several studies find evidence that RPM is associated with higher consumer prices, but they
do not always investigate the impact of RPM on service provision or the valuation of such
services by consumers. Other studies find empirical support to the ‘service provision’
motivation for RPM.
The study team also undertook an econometric analysis of the impact of RPM on
competition and consumers. This focused on the European book sector and took advantage
of the fact that RPM was actively in place at different points in time in different Member
States over the past 20 years. The empirical results did not indicate any negative effects
for RPM and lent some support to the benefits of RPM supporting some traditional retail
formats in the book sector. The literature review analysed in the study suggests that RPM
can have both pro and anticompetitive effects.
Recommended resale prices are provided by manufacturers to retailers, and they are a
fairly common practice, according to interviewed stakeholders and as also indicated by
CATI interviews. A low number (11) of NCA cases were reported in this category. In most
instances, the complaints were dismissed due to insufficient evidence that did not meet
the applicable standard of proof for the finding of RPM, meaning that the recommended
resale prices did not operate as fixed or minimum prices. In three of these cases, the
assessment on the information asymmetry between a franchisor and its franchisees was
based on the fact that the franchisees were likely to perceive the franchisor’s
recommended and maximum prices as fixed prices.
Maximum resale price restriction is less common than recommended resale prices,
according to the interviews and CATI results. Maximum resale price restriction is used to
keep consumer prices lower, as part of the pricing strategies of manufacturers and to allow
manufacturers’ brand labels to compete with private labels, thus following the logic of the
Vertical Guidelines.
Cumulative effects of vertical restrictions
Cumulative effects refer to situations in which access to a market or competition in the
market is significantly restricted by the cumulative effect of parallel networks of similar
vertical agreements practised by competing suppliers or buyers.
Such effects have been investigated by a small subset of the literature reviewed for this
study. It suggests that cumulative effects of vertical restraints have the potential to cause
significantly more harm to competition and economic efficiency than their isolated use by
individual competitors.
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In the context of MFNs, for example, a wide market coverage by MFN clauses can help
stabilise any potential collusive arrangements. In addition, the widespread use of MFN
clauses communicates a general intent to refrain from engaging in price competition
among market participants. Even without collusion, when MFN clauses cover a substantial
part of the market, they can give rise to significant price rigidity as a result of making
discounts more unlikely with respect to a substantial amount of transactions in the relevant
market.
Efficiency
Without the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines in place, legal costs for undertakings would
be much higher and the legal certainty provided for the assessment of vertical agreements
would be reduced. Therefore, it is fair to conclude that these legal instruments generate
costs, which are in principle proportionate to the benefits they bring to undertakings in the
EU.
A scenario without the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines would be detrimental to
undertakings as they would need to bear much higher costs of legal assistance, which
would be particularly burdensome for SMEs. The absence of the VBER and the Vertical
Guidelines would lead to increased legal and socio-economic costs, resulting in a reduction
of distribution efficiency. The costs for an undertaking would therefore increase if the VBER
and the Vertical Guidelines were not prolonged.
It is not conclusive whether the costs generated by the application of the VBER and the
Vertical Guidelines have increased compared to the previous legislative framework. Some
stakeholders stated that compliance costs under the current VBER are lower, while others
have highlighted that the costs are higher, especially for suppliers, since, contrary to the
previous version, the current version of the VBER requires also the market share of the
buyer to be taken into account, and therefore the scope of the block exemption is narrower.
For this reason, it effectively increases compliance costs for undertakings. Moreover,
according to law firms, the VBER and the Vertical Guidelines do not sufficiently reflect
market changes, especially digital progress, and consequently their relevance and
effectiveness has been gradually decreasing. The representatives of industry and industry
associations indicated that figures regarding costs cannot be easily accessed and assessed.
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I

General
questionnaire
about
the
Vertical Block Exemption Regulation
(VBER) and the European Commission’s
Guidelines on Vertical Restraints

The objective of this questionnaire is to gather relevant data on the use and application of the Vertical
Block Exemption Regulation (hereafter “the VBER”) and the European Commission’s Guidelines on
Vertical Restraints (hereafter “the Guidelines”) by the national competition authorities (hereafter
“the NCAs”) and the competent national courts. It aims at gathering information concerning the
basis for analysis of vertical restraints, the evidence used, and the conclusions reached in relevant
decisions by NCAs and judgments by national courts in order to:
1.

Identify elements of these decisions and judgments that are currently not addressed in the
VBER or in the Guidelines;

2.

Assess the consistency across the decisions by NCAs and judgments by national courts from
different Member States in the interpretation of the current rules.

This questionnaire covers all competition cases (except the on-going cases where no final decision
has been taken) dealing with vertical restraints that have occurred in your Member State in the past
10 years (since 1 June 2010), including:
•

Cases you have investigated but where the investigation did not lead to a finding of an
infringement of competition and eventually was discontinued;

•

Cases where you have established an infringement of competition or adopted a commitment
decision (including a decision to close the case, where available);

•

Cases where your decision has been appealed before a national court.

Please do not disclose any confidential information from the cases while filling in this questionnaire
and the annex. If necessary, the European Commission will contact you separately on any aspects
which concern confidential information of relevance for the Commission, whereas the contractor is
legally bound by a non-disclosure obligation. Furthermore, the contractor agrees to treat any
correspondence, including but not limited to emails and attachments, between the European
Commission and the contractor as being confidential.
Please submit the completed form (including the annex) to:
Katarína Kubovicová, VVA – k.kubovicova@vva.it
Frithjof Michaelsen, VVA – f.michaelsen@vva.it
You may also wish to contact us in case of any enquiries on how to complete the form.

How many competition cases dealing with vertical restraints has your
NCA investigated (i.e. discontinued cases, infringement and commitment
decisions, and decisions appealed before the national courts) since the entry
into force of the current VBER (1 June 2010)? Please provide a full list of the
cases.



For these cases, please complete the case template in the Annex. Please complete a
separate template for each case.

Has your NCA or another competent authority in your Member State issued national
guidelines on vertical restraints? If yes, please provide a hyperlink to the full text of these
guidelines.
Provide hyperlink:
3.1 Why have these national guidelines been adopted?
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How many competition cases dealing with vertical restraints has your
NCA investigated (i.e. discontinued cases, infringement and commitment
decisions, and decisions appealed before the national courts) since the entry
into force of the current VBER (1 June 2010)? Please provide a full list of the
cases.


3.2 Do these national guidelines cover vertical restraints which are currently not addressed
under the European Commission’s Guidelines? If yes, please list and describe these
vertical restraints:
3.3 Do these national guidelines introduce an approach for the assessment of vertical
restraints that differs from the approach outlined in Chapter VI of the European
Commission’s Guidelines? If yes, please briefly describe the approach and the differences:

How do the VBER and the Guidelines affect the costs incurred for your authority (compared
to a scenario of a legal regime without the VBER and Guidelines in force)?
With the VBER and the Guidelines in force, the costs are:
☐ Significantly
lower

☐ Slightly lower

☐ More or less
the same

☐
higher

Slightly

☐ Significantly
higher

☐ Unknown

Please briefly explain why:

How do the current VBER and Guidelines affect the costs incurred for your authority
(compared to the previous legislation on vertical restraints that was in force before 2010)?
With the current VBER and Guidelines in force, the costs are:
☐ Significantly
lower

☐ Slightly lower

☐ More or less
the same

☐
higher

Please briefly explain why:
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II

Annex to the general questionnaire
about the VBER

This template needs to be completed in English.
Please use a separate template for each competition case.
Internal reference [will be filled in by the Contractor]:


Information about the vertical agreement in question

1.1. Who were the parties to the vertical agreement (if confidential, please indicate the role of the
parties/nature of the contract, e.g. a contract between a manufacturer and a distributor)?
1.2. In which economic sector were the parties to the vertical agreement active?
☐ Agriculture

☐ Media

☐ Apparel & footwear

☐ Information service activities (e.g.
price comparison websites)
☐ Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing
activities
☐ Sporting goods

☐ Consumer electronics
☐ Cosmetics & beauty care
☐ Financial services
☐ Food and beverages
☐ Household appliance
☐ Leisure services (including travel related services)
☐ Furniture

☐ Telecom & post
☐ Transport
☐ Other – please specify in the next row:

1.3. Please describe the content of the vertical agreement (max. 1 paragraph):
1.4. Which vertical restraints were part of the vertical agreement (multiple answers possible)?
☐ Price restrictions – where the buyer’s freedom to determine its resale prices is restricted, please specify:
☐ Resale price maintenance (fixed or minimum resale price set by the seller)
☐ Maximum resale price (there is a maximum retail price set for a product or service)
☐ Recommended resale price (there is a non-binding suggestion for the product or service)
☐ Selective distribution – where the supplier sets criteria, restricting the number of authorised distributors and
their possibilities of resale to non-authorised distributors, please specify:
☐ Selective Distribution Network based on qualitative criteria (for instance based on the nature/features of
the product)
☐ Selective Distribution Network based on quantitative criteria (like fixing the maximum number of dealers,
or requiring a minimum store size)
☐ Combination of both qualitative and quantitative criteria
☐ Channelling or product mapping – a complex distribution system, with many categories of authorised
distributors, with those in each category being allowed to handle a different product portfolio
☐ Exclusive distribution – where the supplier sells the contract goods to only one distributor for resale in a particular
territory or customer group. The distributor is usually limited in its active selling into other (exclusively allocated)
territories/customer groups.

☐ Most-favoured nation (MFN) or parity clauses – where the supplier guarantees one buyer/ intermediary
contract terms that are better or equal than the terms agreed with other buyers/ intermediaries, please
specify:
☐ Wholesale MFN – the supplier agrees to apply to the buyer prices and/or other terms that are at least
as favourable as those applied to other buyers – a wholesale MFN does not apply to the retail price.
☐ Wide retail MFN –the supplier agrees to offer its products to the buyer/intermediary on terms that are
at least as favourable as those offered on any other online (and possibly offline) retail channel.
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☐ Narrow retail MFN –the supplier agrees to offer its products to the buyer/intermediary on terms that
are at least as favourable as those offered on its own direct online (and possibly offline) retail channels.
☐ Price MFN – The parity obligation applies in respect of the price of the product.
☐ Non-price MFN – The parity obligation applies in respect of other parameters, for example product
range, conditions, availability and customer service.
☐ Other restraints covered by the Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical Restraints – please specify:
☐ Single branding (where the buyer is restricted to
placing all or most of its orders with one particular
supplier; e.g. so-called “English clauses” where the
buyer has to report any better offer to the seller in
order to allow the latter to match it)

☐ Quantity forcing (where the buyer is obliged or
induced to purchase a large extent of its supplies
from one buyer)
☐ Upfront access payments (where the supplier pays
a fixed fee to a distributor in order to get access to
its distribution network and remunerate services
provided to the suppliers by the retailers)

☐ Franchising (where the supplier licenses
intellectual property rights relating in particular to
trademarks or signs and know-how for the use and
distribution of goods or services. Such agreements
often contain a combination of clauses concerning
selective and exclusive distribution as well as noncompete clauses)

☐ Category management (where the distributor
entrusts the supplier with the marketing of a
category of products, including those of competitors)
☐ Tying (where a customer of one product is obliged
to purchase another distinct product. This will fall
under Article 101(1) if it results in a single-branding
obligation)

☐ Exclusive supply (where the supplier is obliged or
induced to sell the contract products only or mainly
to one buyer)

☐ Other restraints not covered by the Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical Restraints – please specify in the
row.
1.5. Please briefly present the different procedures (led by the NCA or national courts) that investigated
the vertical agreement (including information about the initiation of the case, major investigative
measures (e.g. inspections), claims or appeals against certain procedural steps, decisions taken):
Investigation by and decision of the national competition authority (NCA)


2.1

Was this vertical agreement investigated and/or assessed by the NCA?

☐ Yes – continue with Question 2.2.
2.2

Has the case been pursued and led to a finding of an infringement of competition or commitment
decision?

☐ Yes – continue with Question 2.4.
2.3

☐ No – continue with Question 3.1.

☐ No – continue with Question 2.3.

If no, why was the case discontinued (or partially discontinued)?

☐ Legal reasons, e.g. no investigation launched due to no restriction of competition in the relevant market or
exempted by the VBER, please specify:

☐ The vertical agreement meets the requirements of the VBER and is therefore exempted from the application of
Art. 101(1) TFEU.
☐ The vertical agreement meets the requirements of another Regulation and is therefore exempted from the
application of Art. 101(1) TFEU.
☐ The vertical agreement does not meet the requirements of the VBER, but meets the requirements of Art. 101(3)
TFEU and is therefore exempted from the application of Art. 101(1) – no grounds for action under Art. 5 Reg.
1/2003.
☐ Other – please specify in the next row.

☐ Factual reasons, e.g. insufficient evidence in the investigation phase – please specify in the next row.
☐ Other – please specify in the next row.
2.4

Please provide the date and reference to the formal NCA decision (with hyperlink to the full text),
including decisions where the case was discontinued, if available:
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2.5

Please summarise the legal assessment of the NCA (findings of the proceeding, market definition,
proof, compliance with relevant competition law etc.):

2.6

According to the assessment of the NCA, which of the following provisions of the VBER applied to
the vertical agreement?

☐ The vertical agreement did not meet the criteria of Article 2.
☐ The vertical agreement did not meet the market share threshold requirement according to Article 3.
☐ The vertical agreement included hardcore restrictions according to Article 4.
☐ Part of the vertical agreement was excluded from the scope of the VBER according to Article 5.
☐ None of the above – please explain in the next row.
2.7

Were efficiencies analysed in the decision? If yes, what type of efficiencies were invoked?
☐ No

☐ Yes, please specify in the next row
2.8

How was the case assessed by the NCA?

☐ The vertical agreement is neither covered by any Block Exemption Regulation nor by Art. 101(3) TFEU and is
prohibited according to Art. 101(1) TFEU.
☐ Other – please specify in the next row:
2.9

What was the outcome of the case?

☐ Prohibition without fines
☐ Prohibition with fines
☐ Fines only

☐ Commitments undertaken – please specify in the next row.
2.10 Has the decision of the NCA been appealed?
☐ Yes – please continue with Question Error! Reference
source not found.2.11

☐ No – please continue with Question 3.1.

2.11 Please provide the date and reference to the appeal decision (with hyperlink to the full text):
2.12 How has the appeal court decided?
☐ The court upheld the decision of
the NCA.

☐ The court annulled the decision of
the NCA.

☐ The appeal procedure or the
delivery of the court ruling is still
pending.

2.13 If the appeal court annulled the decision of the NCA, what were the reasons for the annulment?
☐ Different interpretation of the law, e.g. a sales ban falling outside the scope of Article 101(1) TFEU.
☐ Different interpretation of the facts, e.g. failure to substantiate a probable restriction of competition.
☐ Procedural reasons.
☐ Other (e.g. partial annulment) – please specify in the next row.
2.14 Please summarise the legal assessment of the appeal court (findings of the proceeding, market
definition, proof, compliance with relevant competition law etc.):
2.15 How was the case treated by the NCA after the Court had annulled the NCA decision?
☐ The case is still under investigation by the NCA with a view to issue a new decision or to appeal.
☐ The case was not pursued further by the NCA.
☐ Other – please specify in the next row.

3.1

Independent proceedings before the competent national courts
Was the vertical agreement tried before the national courts independently of any NCA procedure
(e.g. injunction procedure)?

☐ Yes - please continue with Question 3.2.

☐ No
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3.2

Please provide the date and reference to the final court ruling (with a hyperlink to the full text):

3.3

What was the court’s assessment of the restriction based on?

☐ Article 101 TFEU
☐ VBER

☐ National competition law or other national law sources – please specify in the next row
☐ European Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical Restraints

☐ National guidelines on vertical restraints – please provide a link/attachment in the next row

☐ Legal precedent, i.e. prior national decisions, case law or CJEU jurisprudence – please specify in the next row
☐ Other – please specify in the next row

Please specify and provide links/references to the national guidelines cited case law or other sources used:
3.4

According to the assessment in the final ruling, which of the following provisions of the VBER applied
to the vertical agreement?

☐ The vertical agreement did not meet the criteria of Article 2.

☐ The vertical agreement did not meet the market share threshold requirement according to Article 3.
☐ The vertical agreement included hardcore restrictions according to Article 4.

☐ Part of the vertical agreement was excluded from the scope of the VBER according to Article 5.
☐ None of the above – please specify:
3.5

Were efficiencies analysed in the judgment? If yes, what type of efficiencies were invoked?

☐ Yes, please specify in the next row
3.6

☐ No

What was the decision in the final ruling?

☐ The vertical agreement meets the requirements of the VBER and is therefore exempted from the application of Art.
101(1) TFEU.
☐ The vertical agreement meets the requirements of another Regulation and is therefore exempted from the
application of Art. 101(1) TFEU, please specify in the next row.
☐ The vertical agreement does not meet the requirements of the VBER but meets the requirements of Art. 101(3)
TFEU and is exempted from the application of Art. 101(1).
☐ The vertical agreement is neither covered by any Block Exemption Regulation nor by Art. 101(3) TFEU and is
prohibited according to Art. 101(1) TFEU.
☐ No restriction of competition has been established and Art. 101(1) TFEU does therefore not apply.
☐ Other – please specify:
3.7

Please summarise the conclusions reached in the final ruling:
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III

Competition law cases of
Competition
Authorities
competent national courts

National
and/or

The table below provides an overview of 68 cases 139 on vertical restraints reported by NCAs and
competent national courts as being dealt with in the past 10 years. It is submitted that these cases
concern a good selection with the legal assessment of different types of vertical restraints, and allow
for conclusions regarding potential discrepancies in the assessment of such types of restraints, as
per the objectives of the study.
Member
State
Bulgaria

Short
name of
the case
Associated
Laboratori
es Ltd.

Case summary

Link to the case

The Bulgarian Competition Authority
(CPC) defined two product markets in
this case: a market for the supply of
laboratory equipment - immunological
analysers and a market for reagents for
performing immunological tests. The
court later confirmed the market
definition.

Decision
№1197/16.10.2012 (BG):
http://reg.cpc.bg/Decision.
aspx?DecID=300034239

The case concerned an agreement
between
the
supplier-importer
Associated Laboratories Ltd. (ALab) and
Chrono Ltd. concerning the supply of
“Roche”
medical
apparatus
and
consumables for them. ALab is a joint
venture between 7 medical laboratories
and Chrono. From the middle of 2010
to February 2011 ALab was buying
medical equipment and consumables
from Roche Germany and selling them
to Chrono. Chrono was reselling the
goods to the medical laboratories –
parent companies of ALab and other
laboratories. After February 2011,
Chrono became the official distributor
of Roche and started buying products
directly from the producer and then
reselling
the
equipment
and
consumables to the laboratories.
The analysis shows that there is a
horizontal
co-purchase
agreement
between the medical laboratories
through the establishment of ALab as
well as a vertical resale agreement
between Chrono and the laboratories.
The CPC found that both the copurchase agreement and the vertical
resale agreement do not have as their
object or effect the prevention,
restriction or distortion of competition.
The Supreme Administrative Court
(SAC)
upheld
the
Commission's
139

out of 392 cases in total.
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Decision
12638/02.10.2013 (BG):
http://www.sac.governmen
t.bg/court22.nsf/d6397429
a99ee2afc225661e00383a
86/a0b04a1ecdd0362ac22
57bf6005663b2?OpenDocu
ment
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BG SAT AD

conclusions that the vertical agreement
between the undertakings does not
implement the third element of the
infringement under Art. 15 of the Law
on Protection of Competition, since
there is no evidence that the pricing
behaviour of the undertakings is an
obligation arising from the common will
of the parties to the agreement and the
vertical relationships and not a
consequence of an independent market
policy of the undertakings.
The case concerned both exclusive
distribution to a specific territory in
Bulgaria and exclusive supply of TV
broadcasting, in particular:
1. Agreement between BG SAT and
Bulsatcom for providing nationwide
broadcasting rights for the TV channel
TV+ which includes major sports events
in its programme.
2. Contracts between BG SAT and other
broadcasting operators for providing
broadcasting rights for TV+ to a specific
territory – specified part of the territory
of Bulgaria.
Two relevant markets were defined:
wholesale market for distribution of TV
content and retail market for the
provision of television broadcasting to
viewers. No hardcore restrictions were
found
in
the
agreements.
No
substantial effect on trade between
member states was found and therefore
art. 101, TFEU was not applicable. The
identified vertical restraints were
exempted under Decision No. 55/2011
for block exemption from art. 15 of the
LPC which essentially refers to the
conditions for exemption under the
VBER. The market shares of the parties
were below the maximum threshold set
in art. 3 of the VBER. The decision was
appealed.
The Supreme Administrative Court
(SAC) accepts that the CPC has
correctly identified the relevant product
and geographic markets and the
market share of the undertakings
alleged to be in breach of competition
law. The SAC accepts the conclusions of
the CPC that, given the analysis of the
relevant product market for wholesale
distribution of television programs with
a poly-thematic and sports profile, and
the negligible market share that the
undertaking has on it, the undertaking
does not have a dominant position in
the defined product and geographic
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Decision No. 472 of
24.04.2012 published here
(BG):
http://reg.cpc.bg/Decision.
aspx?DecID=300032595
Decision N
5954/26.04.2013 of the
Supreme Administrative
Court (BG):
http://www.sac.governmen
t.bg/court22.nsf/2ac9e8ad
cd0dabe6c2256ee700493d
97/67efeb3307b4d88ac225
7b48004349d0?OpenDocu
ment
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Autotechni
ka Ltd.

market.
The
SAC
confirms
the
Commission conclusion that since the
market share of the undertaking on the
wholesale market is negligible and does
not exceed the 30% threshold laid
down
in
the
Block
Exemption
Regulation and the company has a
market share of 25% in the relevant
retail market, the concluded informal
agreement is exempt from the
prohibition under Art. 15, para. 1 of the
Law on Protection of Competition due to
the fulfilment of the conditions under
the VBER.
Autotechnika Ltd. is the exclusive
importer of the SEAT brand in Bulgaria.
The Company sells directly to local
distributors new SEAT vehicles and
spare parts for them. The dealers
conduct
repair
and
maintenance
services. The dealers carry out retail
activities as independent distributors in
the sense that they are not part of the
company structure of the importer;
they organize and subsidise the
promotional activities within their
designated area. The distribution
contract
contains
obligations
to
maintain
corporate
identity
in
showrooms, the cost of which is shared
between the parties. Nevertheless, the
supplier (Autotechnika) recommends
that the dealers sell at minimum prices
corresponding
to
price
list
of
Autotechnika valid at the time of sale.
As regards the spare parts, the Supplier
sells to the dealers at a wholesale price
and issues a price list for the spare
parts it sells in its own repair shops, but
it is made clear in the agreement that
this list is indicative and optional.
The contracts contain a non-compete
clause concerning the distribution and
repair and maintenance activities. The
supplier also requires using only
original spare parts.
The CPC defined the following markets:
1. market for wholesale and retail
distribution of new motor vehicles and
warranty repair and maintenance
services;
2. market for distribution of motor
vehicles spare parts.
The contracts between Autotecnika and
the distributors were examined by the
NCA. Distributors are found to be
independent and part of a selective
distribution system. The non-compete
restraint was found to be covered by
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(BG):
http://reg.cpc.bg/Decision.
aspx?DecID=300039391
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Croatia

BSH

the de minimis rule due to the small
market share of the parties (around
1%). As regards the RPM restrictions
which were applied in the period 20032005, it was concluded that this
infringement was time bared due to the
expiry of the 5-year limitation period
under the LPC.
The case concerned an investigation
into alleged dual pricing. The results of
the preliminary market investigation
showed that under its 2016 Rebate
Scheme BSH gave the buyers who sold
the products concerned exclusively
online lower rebates than the buyers
who operated in traditional stores.

English summary –
08.10.2017:
www.aztn.hr/ea/wpcontent/uploads/2018/03/
UPI-034-032016-010081.pdf

However, despite the fact that the data
collected in the preliminary market
investigation were understood as
sufficient
indices
to
open
the
infringement proceeding, in the course
of the proceeding it was established
that BSH did not implement dual pricing
practices, which are considered a
hardcore restriction. Where the NCA
examined the contracts that BSH
concluded with the traders who were
engaged in online and offline trade at
the same time (hybrid traders), it found
that there was no dual pricing involved.
If this had been the case, BSH would
have given lower rebates for all the
products that were sold online, in other
words, lower rebates would not have
been granted exclusively to the
undertakings selling online but also to
the hybrid traders who sell both online
and offline.

Cyprus

Lalizas SA

It was also established that no apparent
harm was inflicted on end consumers in
terms of prices given the fact that at
that time the internet stores had more
or less equal or lower prices for
electrical
household
appliances
supplied by BSH than traditional brick
and mortar shops and hybrid traders.
Therefore, the CCA terminated the
proceeding.
The franchise agreement between the
parties provided that G&G Rementzo
Ltd was given the right to enter as a
member, the distribution network of
LALIZAS SA and the right to trade
marine products, boat and fishing
equipment as well as other related
products.
The case concerns sections 3 (1)(a) and
3 (1)(c) of the national legislation as
well as articles 101(1)(a) and 101(1)(c)
of the TFEU.
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(EL):
http://www.competition.go
v.cy/competition/competiti
on.nsf/All/E1C571334F44D
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penDocument
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The Cypriot NCA, upon the receipt of a
complained filed by G&G Rementzo,
proceeded to evaluate the terms and
conditions of the franchise agreement
which was entered into between
LALIZAS SA and G&G Rementzo.
The Commission noted that LALIZAS SA
had the incentive to impose Resale
Price Maintenance and the franchisee
did not have any right to negotiate the
prices. The latter was obliged to follow
the prices indicated by LALIZAS SA
without being able to give any discount
to its customers. Moreover, the
franchisee had to comply with the
commercial policy of the said company
without any derogation.
The CPC additionally mentioned that
since there is a hard-core restriction
concerning RPM in the franchise
agreement there is no need to evaluate
the effects of the franchise agreement.
However, the CPC assessed the fact
that LALIZAS SA was actually able to
determine and monitor prices through
software, which was installed at the
franchisee’s store, a fact which
constitutes a restriction by effect.
In addition, the Commission evaluated
the provisions of
the franchise
agreement regarding the restriction of
cross supplies between the members of
the MS Network.
The CPC after having assessed the
provisions of the franchise agreement
and after having considered the fact
that the members of the franchise
network could only sell their products
on a retail level and only at a certain
geographic area, it noted that this
conduct results in the restriction of
cross supplies amongst the members of
MS Network.
The CPC noted also that in case where
the franchisee did not have enough
stock could not buy any products from
other members belonging to the Marina
Sports Network which might probably
had surplus to their stock. The
franchisee was obliged to purchase the
relevant products solely by the
franchisor and its approved suppliers.
The Commission noted that the
complainant should at least be able to
purchase the relevant products from
the other members of the MS Network
and should not be restricted solely to
retail sales.
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The Commission on the basis of the
analysis conducted in the preliminary
investigation
concluded
that
the
relevant market as follows: The market
of marine equipment and generally
equipment for yachts, recreational
boats, amateur and professional fishing
vessels, vessels for water sports and
coastal ships within the territory of the
Republic of Cyprus.

Czechia

Booking.co
m

The CPC unanimously decided that
LALIZAS SA infringed section 3 (1)(a),
3 (1)(c) of the national legislation as
well as articles 101(1)(a) and 101(1)(c)
of the TFEU.
The Booking.com´s delivery conditions
contained wide parity clauses on price,
conditions and availability (wide MFNs)
and since 1 July 2015 narrow parity
clauses on price and availability
(narrow MFNs), clauses on minimum
room availability for reservation on the
Booking.com platforms, clauses on
recommendation on room availability
for reservation on the Booking.com
platforms
and
minimum
room
allocation clauses.
It was proven that the wide MFN
clauses, which were concluded in period
of 1 May 2009 and 30 June 2015 led to
the distortion of competition on the
relevant market of services providing
on-line
booking
of
short-term
accommodation, including searching,
comparing and immediate booking for
end-customers and on the market of
providing short-term accommodation
services (both of these markets were
geographically determined by the
territory of the Czech Republic), and at
the same time they could have an
appreciable effect on the trade between
the Member States in the field of the
on-line accommodation reservation.
Concerning the other clauses that were
considered (narrow MFN, minimum
allocation, minimum availability and
recommendation
on
reasonable
approach to room availability), the
Office concluded that they did not raise
concerns.
The Office issued the decision stating
that Booking.com infringed the Article 3
(1) of the Act No. 143/2001 Coll., on
the Protection of Competition and on
Amendment
to
Certain
Acts
(hereinafter referred to as “the
Competition Act”) and the Article 101
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The first instance decision
– ÚOHS-S0664/2015/KD37030/2018/830/DKl, of
12.12. 2018:
https://www.uohs.cz/cs/ho
spodarska-soutez/sbirkyrozhodnuti/detail16473.html
The decision of appeal –
ÚOHS-R0219/2018/HS29914/2019/310/AŠi of
01.11. 2019:
https://www.uohs.cz/cs/ho
spodarska-soutez/sbirkyrozhodnuti/detail16474.html
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Styrotrade

(1) of the treaty on the Functioning of
the
European
Union
(hereinafter
referred to as “TFEU”) by concluding
wide MNF clauses. Implementation of
anticompetitive
agreements
was
prohibited and a fine was imposed on
Booking.com. Concerning the rest of
the clauses, the Office assumed them
as not being eligible for infringement of
the Article 3 (1) of the Competition Act
and at the same time there were no
grounds for action within the meaning
of the second sentence of the Article 5
of Council Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003
on the implementation of the rules on
competition laid down in Articles 81 and
82 of the Treaty.
The Czech NCA initiated preliminary
investigation of the contracts including
RPM clauses concluded by Styrotrade
and Styroprofile with their purchasers.
between 5 March 2014 and 18 March
2016. The initiative warned the NCA
about Styrotrade´s General Terms and
Conditions (hereinafter referred to as
„GTC “), which were an integral part of
the company´s purchase agreements.
The agreements included Article 1.9
called
measure
against
unfair
competition – “minimum selling price”.
Purchasers were assigned a duty to
keep minimum resale prices (more
precisely they were prohibited to sell for
prices lower than invoice price;
according to the initiative, invoice price
wasn’t the same as final purchase price
due to later bonuses which were
granted on the basis of the generated
turnover). The NCA found that the GTC
in question were designed for contract
relations of Styrotrade and Styroprofile.
Agreements between Styrotrade and/or
Styroprofile have been concluded to the
distortion of competition on one hand
and the purchasers on the other, with
the object of directly or indirectly
establishing a minimum price of (i)
materials for insulation (especially
polystyrene products), (ii) building
profiles (especially building profiles for
thermal insulation systems ETICS,
building profiles for plasterboard
structures
and
building
plaster
profiles), and (iii) accessories for the
aforementioned products.
On 8 June 2015, the NCA commenced
an administrative proceeding no.
ÚOHS-S0331/2015/KD in the matter of
possible violation of art. 3(1) of the Act
No. 143/2001 Coll. on Protection of
Competition, as amended (hereinafter
referred to as „Act“), and/or Article 101
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Decision of 13.12.2016
(CZ):

https://www.uohs.cz/cs/hospo
darska-soutez/sbirkyrozhodnuti/detail-15789.html
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(1) (a) of the Treaty on the Functioning
of the EU (hereinafter referred to as
„TFEU“).
The GTC were, as an integral part of
purchase agreements, concluded by
both
companies
Styrotrade
and
Styroprofile. According to Art. 9.1 GTC
the purchasers were obliged under the
threat of sanctions to obey the
minimum
selling
price provision.
Styrotrade and Styroprofile initiated
concluding the contracts containing Art.
1.9 GTC to prevent the purchasers from
selling goods for prices considered
being too low. Art. 1.9 GTC, however,
was not included in all contracts
between Styrotrade/Styroprofile and
their purchasers; in some (rather rare)
cases, the effectiveness of this article
was
contractually
excluded.
Agreements including Art. 1.9 GTC
were also concluded with purchasers
operating outside the territory of the
Czech Republic, particularly in Slovakia
and France. The NCA found that active
monitoring by Styrotrade/Styroprofile
was insignificant.
For the purposes of administrative
proceeding, the Office has defined the
relevant product market as (i)
polystyrene EPS and XPS, (ii) building
profiles and (iii) accessories of the
abovementioned products. The relevant
geographic market comprises the Czech
Republic in the case of polystyrene EPS
and XPS. In the case of building profiles
and accessories the Office has defined
relevant market as Europe-wide. The
party to the proceeding held 22 % of
the market share in the market of EPS
and XPS. This market share ranks the
undertaking among the largest players
in the market alongside with companies
BACHL, spol. s r.o. (a subsidiary of
German producer) and DCD IDEAL spol.
s r.o. In the case of building profiles and
accessories significantly lower market
share, less than 10 %, can be assumed
due to the definition of relevant
geographic market.
The competitor’s market share in the
market of EPS and XPS in the Czech
Republic exceeded the 5 % and the RPM
agreements included other EU Member
States (Slovakia, France) at the same
time. In accordance with point 53 of the
Commission notice Guidelines on the
effect on trade concept contained in
Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty (2004/C
101/07) the NCA assumed that the
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Denmark

Canett
Furniture

impact on trade between Member
States was significant. Therefore Article
101 TFEU was applicable to the conduct
and a prohibition decision with fines
was issued.
The Danish NCA dealt with a case
concerning the furniture wholesaler
Canett Furniture A/S and its alleged
infringement of the Danish Competition
Act’s prohibition on resale price
maintenance. In the period from 11
February 2014 to October 2014, the
company made it a requirement for a
reseller to comply with the indicative
prices as minimum prices for the
company's furniture.
The company was also charged for
preventing, through its guidelines for
online sales, passive sales to Norway
and Germany by requiring that internet
access from these countries should be
blocked by resellers. Canett Furniture
has been cleared of this particular
charge.

English summary:
https://www.en.kfst.dk/ny
heder/kfst/english/news/2
016/20161215-furniturewholesaler-fined-dkk-600000-for-competition-lawbreach/
Court judgement no. 71588/2016 of 15.12.2016
(DK):
https://www.kfst.dk/media
/15872/20161215-canettfurniturerettenholstebro.pdf

In Denmark, all penalties are criminal
by nature and the DCCA cannot impose
fines but have to refer the case to the
State Prosecutor for Serious Economic
and International Crime. Therefore, the
DCCA has not made a legal assessment
in the case.

Finland

SLM
Finland Oy

The vertical agreement was not
exempted and was prohibited according
to Art. 6 of the Danish Competition Act
(equivalent to Art. 101(1) TFEU). The
City Court of Holstebro fined Canett
Furniture DKK 600,000 (€ 80,300) for
infringing the Danish Competition Act’s
prohibition
on
resale
price
maintenance.
The restaurants using the online
ordering
service
(Pizza-online.fi,
operated by SLM Finland Oy) were
prohibited from using other similar
services. Moreover, the restaurants
were prohibited from charging different
prices for meals ordered in the different
channels (online/on-the-spot).
According
to
the
FCCA’s
initial
assessment, the arrangement could
have
had
negative
effects
on
competition, but as SLM Finland Oy
changed the terms and conditions of
the service in mid-2015 so that the
restaurants were no longer required to
use Pizza-online.fi exclusively in order
to use the service at all, the FCCA
stated that there were no reasons to
further investigate the case. As to the
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Decision of 21.12.2017
(FI):
https://www.kkv.fi/globala
ssets/kkv-suomi/ratkaisutaloitteetlausunnot/ratkaisut/kilpailu
asiat/2017/muutratkaisut/r-2014-000023.pdf
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France

Booking.co
m

Bikeurope
B.V.

Andreas
Stihl SAS

price parity clause, the FCCA assessed
the
clause
under
Sections
5
(comparable to Art. 101 TFEU) of the
Finnish Competition Act. During the
investigation, the FCCA did not receive
any proof of there being a violation of
Sections 4, 5 or 7 of the Finnish
Competition Act. Although the price
parity clause could have harmed
competition,
the
FCCA
did
not
investigate its effects on competition
any further as the clause did not
prevent the restaurants from using
other service providers or from freely
setting the prices. With regard to the
market definition, the FCCA did not
consider it necessary to precisely define
the markets.
Booking.com imposed price parity and
wide parity clauses whereby hotels
using this platform had to offer their
services on terms that are at least as
favourable as those offered on any
other online and offline retail channels.
The Autorité de la concurrence
accepted the commitments offered by
Booking.com. It held in particular that
the offered commitments:
- should provide an impetus to
competition between Booking.com and
competing
OTAs
allowing
the
commissions levied on the hotels to
fall;
- give hotels some countervailing power
by
considerably
improving
their
commercial and pricing freedom;
- maintain at the same time the OTAs’
(Online travel agents) economic model
which
provides
consumers
with
powerful research and comparison
services.
Bikeurope B.V and Trek Bicycle
Corporation agreed between 2007 and
2014 to prohibit their authorised
retailers from selling Trek cycles online.
The Autorité de la concurrence has
fined Bikeurope B.V. for having
prohibited between 2007 and 2014, in
the high-end cycles market, its
authorised retailers from selling its
bicycles online through the terms of
sales by considering that the practices
constitute hardcore restrictions.
Andreas Stihl SAS and Stihl Holding AG
& Co KG agreed between 2006 and
2017 to prohibit their distributors from
selling Stihl and Viking products online.
The Autorité de la concurrence fined
Andreas Stihl SAS and Stihl Holding AG
& Co KG for demanding a hand-delivery
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English
summary
–
21.04.2015:
https://www.autoritedelaco
ncurrence.fr/en/communiq
ues-de-presse/21-april2015-online-hotel-bookingsector

English
summary
–
01.07.2019:
https://www.autoritedelaco
ncurrence.fr/en/pressrelease/autorite-de-laconcurrence-has-finedbikeurope-havingprohibited-its-authorised

English
summary
–
24.10.2018:
https://www.autoritedelaco
ncurrence.fr/en/communiq
ues-de-presse/24-october2018-online-retail-outdoorpower-equipment
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of outdoor power equipment products
by the distributor to the buyer. Thereby,
they de facto forbade online sales of
their products on their distributors’
websites, which was considered to
constitute a hardcore restriction.
Caudalie

Adidas

Nestlé
Purina
Petcare
France

Kalivia

Caudalie was accused of prohibiting
sales on platforms online.
The Paris Court of Appeal has dismissed
the complaint by considering that the
prohibition of resale online via a
platform such as that proposed by the
complainant eNova did not breach
competition law as far as the
restrictions were proportionate to the
objective of brand image protection.
Moreover, the court stated that even if
it had not considered the platform ban
legitimate, these restrictions would not
constitute
a
hardcore
restriction
pursuant to the ECJ COTY judgement.
Adidas
prohibited
its
authorised
retailers from being present on online
marketplaces.
The Autorité de la concurrence closed
the investigation against Adidas after
the latter modified the conditions for
online sale of its products. The
investigation by the Autorité de la
concurrence was undertaken in liaison
with the Bundeskartellamt.
Nestlé Purina Petcare France, Royal
Canin SAS and Hill’s Pet Nutrition SNC
applied fixed resale prices and
territorial
restrictions
throughout
France between 2004 and 2008.
The Autorité de la concurrence fined
Nestlé, Mars Incorporated, ColgatePalmolive Groups and their specialist
subsidiaries for having applied, through
agreements, fixed prices, territorial
restrictions and supply exclusivity on
the dog and cat food markets.
Kalivia
was
accused
of
having
implemented fixed prices and a
discrminiatory selection of suppliers of
ophthalmic lenses.
The Autorité de la concurrence
dismissed the complaint because
although the investigated selection
criteria might appear vague or unsuited
to the specific nature of the products,
there are no restrictive effects on
competition
–
such
as
market
foreclosure – likely to occur, especially
due to the very limited importance of
the Kalivia network (less than 5% of
glasses sold in France during the
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Court judgment of
13.07.2018 (FR):
http://www.magentalegal.com/blog/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/
CA-Paris-pole-1-ch-8-13juill-2018-n-1720787.pdf

English
summary
–
18.11.2015:
https://www.autoritedelaco
ncurrence.fr/en/communiq
ues-de-presse/18november-2015-onlinesales

English
summary
–
20.03.2012:
https://www.autoritedelaco
ncurrence.fr/en/communiq
ues-de-presse/20-march2012-sale-dry-dog-andcat-food-specialist-retail

English
summary
–
26.02.2013:
https://www.autoritedelaco
ncurrence.fr/en/communiq
ues-de-presse/26february-2013-networkauthorised-healthcareprofessionals
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relevant period). Concerning the
maximum prices, the Autorité de la
concurrence held that they have procompetitive effects.
Nintendo

Germany

Booking.co
m

The FCA investigated potential resale
price
maintenance
agreements
between Nintendo and its distributors
for the Wii console, games and
accessories for the period between
2006 and 2007 and October –
November 2009.
The French Competition Authority held
that there was insufficient proof of
resale price maintenance on the basis
of the three-stage test under national
law. In particular, the FCA found that
although
Nintendo
provided
recommended resale prices to its
distributors, the first stage of the test,
Nintendo did not implement a policy of
price surveillance or price monitoring,
the second stage of the test. Also, the
FCA found insufficient proof regarding
price-related information exchange, the
third stage of the test.
The hotels’ prices in their own direct
online sales channels and on their own
websites could not be lower than the
prices
offered
via
Booking.com
(“narrow price parity clause”).
The market affected is the German
market for the sale of hotel rooms via
online hotel platforms. The NCA found
that the narrow price parity clauses
investigated restrict both competition
between the existing online hotel
platforms and competition between the
hotels themselves. Firstly, they infringe
the hotels' freedom to set prices on
their own online sales channels. There
is little incentive for a hotel to reduce
its prices on an online hotel platform if
at the same time it has to display higher
prices for its own online sales.
Secondly, it still makes the market
entry of new platform providers
considerably difficult. The narrow price
parity clause barely provides an
incentive for the hotels to offer their
rooms on a new portal cheaper if they
cannot
implement
these
price
reductions on their own websites as
well. There is no apparent benefit for
the consumer.
The Court of Düsseldorf has annulled
the
Bundeskartellamt’s
prohibition
decision against Booking.com. In its
decision the Court first of all, in
accordance with the Bundeskartellamt,
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Decision No. 15-D-18 of
01.12.2015 (FR):
https://www.autoritedelaco
ncurrence.fr/sites/default/fi
les/commitments//15d18.p
df

English summary of the
decision – 22.12.2015:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Entsch
eidung/EN/Fallberichte/Kar
tellverbot/2016/B9-12113.pdf?__blob=publication
File&v=2
Judgement of the Court 04.06.2019 (DE):
https://www.justiz.nrw.de/
nrwe/olgs/duesseldorf/j201
9/Kart_2_16_V_Beschluss_
20190604.html
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HRS

held that narrow price parity clauses in
principle have an anti-competitive
effect. However, the Court argued that
the narrow best price clause as a
necessary ancillary agreement to the
service contract that the parties
conclude with the contract-bound
hotels was harmless under antitrust
law. In view of the fact that, according
to the Court, Booking.com was obliged
to provide considerable input services
in advance, the Court held that the
narrow price parity clauses were
necessary in order to safeguard a fair
and balanced exchange of services
between the platform operators and the
hotels. The Court held that it was
irrelevant that 99 percent of first-time
bookings were made via Booking as the
Bundeskartellamt had not provided an
assessment of the reasons for this. To
this extent, the Court also had doubts
regarding the appreciability of the
restriction
and
held
that
price
undercutting
would
significantly
increase in the event of a permanent
prohibition of the price parity clause. In
the Court’s view, Booking.com was
allowed to use such clauses to prevent
a disloyal redirection of customer
bookings, all the more so since the
brokerage
service
provided
by
Booking.com had an effect beyond the
successful one-time transaction - due
to follow-up bookings which were also
made via the hotels’ own direct sales
channels. The Court stated that any
less restrictive measure than the
clauses at issue were not feasible. The
Bundeskartellamt does not share the
Court’s views on the examination
standard and thus filed a nonadmission complaint to the Federal
Court of Justice.
The MFN clauses in the contracts
concluded between the HRS online
platform and its hotel partners oblige
the hotels to always offer their lowest
room price, maximum room capacity
and most favourable booking and
cancellation conditions available on the
Internet also via the HRS portal. Since
March 2012 the hotels are even
prohibited from offering guests better
conditions if they book in directly at the
hotel's reception desk.
The NCA concluded that only at first
view do most favoured customer
clauses used by online booking
platforms seem to benefit consumers.
Ultimately the clauses prevent the offer
of lower hotel prices on other retail
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English summary of the
decision – 20/12/2013:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Entsch
eidung/EN/Fallberichte/Kar
tellverbot/2014/B9-6610.pdf?__blob=publication
File&v=3
Judgement of the Court 09.01.2015 (DE):
https://www.justiz.nrw.de/
nrwe/olgs/duesseldorf/j201
5/VI_Kart_1_14_V_Beschlu
ss_20150109.html
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channels. Most favoured customer
clauses thus restrict competition
between
existing
online
hotel
platforms. Moreover, they make the
market entry of new platforms
considerably more difficult because
they prevent new platforms from
offering hotel rooms at lower prices.

Lego
GmbH

The Court of Düsseldorf held that the
best price clauses practiced by HRS
restrict competition between the
various online hotel platform providers.
This constituted a violation of § 1 of the
Act against Restraints of Competition
(GWB). The hotels are prevented by the
wide MFNs to set their hotel room prices
and other conditions compared to the
various
portals
and
in
directdistribution differently. Because of the
wide MFNs, hotels are obliged to always
give HRS at least the same favourable
room prices and price conditions. Nor
should HRS be worse off than any other
online or offline distribution channels
regarding availability, booking and
cancellation terms. Wide MFNs also
discourage (take away the economic
incentive) the other online hotel
platforms from offering the hotels listed
on HRS lower brokerage commissions
in return to obtain the ability to offer
the hotel rooms on their platform at
cheaper prices and conditions than
HRS. Since the market share of HRS
determined by the Bundeskartellamt
exceeds 30%, the wide MFN causes a
noticeable distortion of competition and
does not benefit from the VBER.
Moreover, the best price clauses are not
admissible on the grounds of efficiency
advantages
following
the
legal
exception of Article 101 (3) TFEU.
The manufacturer was accused of
discriminating online-shops vis-à-vis
brick-and–mortar shops (applying a
functional rebate system). In addition,
the Bundeskartellamt assessed if the rebate
system was in line with Art. 102 TFEU.
The manufacturer was cooperative.
a change of the rebate system was
and the FCO’s proceedings was
accordingly. There was no

Sennheiser

Finally,
offered
closed

formal
decision taken and therefore no final
assessment made.
According to the German NCA, the
selective distribution system included
criteria for online-shops that hindered
distributors from selling online via
marketplaces like amazon and eBay.
The criteria also were not overall
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English
summary
–
18.07.2016:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Meldu
ng/EN/Pressemitteilungen/
2016/18_07_2016_Lego.ht
ml

English
summary
–
24/10/2013:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Entsch
eidung/EN/Fallberichte/Kar
tellverbot/2013/B7-1-13-
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equivalent to those for the sales from
brick and mortar shops. Amazon
marketplace was explicitly mentioned
as a shop that would not fulfil the
criteria while Amazon itself was
authorized dealer.

35.pdf?__blob=publication
File&v=3

The
decision
division
received
complaints
about
Sennheiser’s
distribution
system
from
several
retailers. After a legal examination it
informed Sennheiser that the criteria
set out in the contracts probably
infringed § 1 GWB, Art. 101 TFEU.
Sennheiser as a reaction changed the
criteria insofar as Amazon Marketplace
was no longer be chosen as an example
of an online-shop that does not fulfil the
criteria and informed its distributors
about this change. After that the
decision division decided not to open an
official legal proceeding.
Bosch
Siemens
Hausgerät
e GmbH

Stihl

Bosch Siemens Hausgeräte intended to
establish a discount system that put so
called hybrid dealers at a disadvantage
who sold household appliances via both
a brick and mortar shop and via a
webshop. The more sales these
retailers generated via their webshops,
the less rebates they received.
The Bundeskartellamt examined the
rebate system as a part of a selective
distribution system in the markets for
household appliances. Due to the
rebates offered, BSH discriminated
online
distribution.
The
Bundeskartellamt found that the rebate
system was an infringement of Art. 101
TFEU, § 1 GWB and would be a
hardcore restriction in the sense of
Article 4 VBER as it restricted passive
sales to end users by members of the
selective distribution system.
The case concerned the obligation to
personally brief and hand over
particularly dangerous devices and the
obligation for some distributors to
comply with a competition clause.
The NCA examined a limitation of
shipping was (as a possible restriction
of online trade. The supplier made
adjustments to the distribution system,
so that the decision-division saw no
reason to initiate a formal procedure as
part of its discretion. The supplier was
informed that the functioning of the
system
would
continue
to
be
monitored.
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English
summary
23.12.2013:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Meldu
ng/EN/Pressemitteilungen/
2013/23_12_2013_BoschSiemensHaushaltsger%C3%A4te.ht
ml

No formal decision was
taken. No press release or
case summary available.
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Asics
Deutschlan
d GmbH

The case concerned a selective
distribution agreement for the sale of
sporting goods, particularly running
shoes.
Following several complaints by several
running shoe dealers in Germany
against the introduction of the Asics
selective distribution system (“SDS
1.0”), the Bundeskartellamt initiated
administrative proceedings (file no. B298/11)
based
on
an
alleged
infringement of Art. 101 TFEU, § 1 GWB
in September 2011. To investigate the
(online) markets informal information
requests were sent to manufacturers
and distributors of sports and running
shoes. In the course of the proceedings
Asics replaced SDS 1.0 by a different
version of a selective distribution
system.
In
August
2015
the
Bundeskartellamt issued a declaratory
decision stating that the application of
the SDS 1.0 was unlawful because the
per-se ban on the use of price search
engines and the prohibition to use
Asics’ trademarks on third party
webpages violated Art. 101 TFEU, § 1
GWB.
Asics appealed against the decision to
the Higher Regional Court Düsseldorf.
By decision of 05.04.2017 (VI-Kart
13/15 (V) the Court upheld the decision
based on the assessment of the per-se
ban on the use of price search engines.
Further leave to appeal was denied.
Asics’ appeal against this denial was
rejected by the Federal Supreme Court
by decision of 12.12.2017 (KVZ 41/17)
without an oral hearing. In its reasoning
the
Court
confirmed
the
Bundeskartellamt’s assessment of perse bans on the use of price search
engines.
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English summary of the
decision – 26.08.2015:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Entsch
eidung/EN/Fallberichte/Kar
tellverbot/2016/B2-9811.pdf?__blob=publication
File&v=2
Judgment of the Higher
Regional Court, Düsseldorf,
VI-Kart 13/15 (V), Decision
of 05.04.2017:
https://www.justiz.nrw.de/
nrwe/olgs/duesseldorf/j201
7/VI_Kart_13_15_V_Beschl
uss_20170405.html
Judgement of the Federal
Supreme Court, KVZ 41/17,
Decision of 12.12.2017:
http://juris.bundesgerichts
hof.de/cgibin/rechtsprechung/docum
ent.py?Gericht=bgh&Art=e
n&nr=80673&pos=0&anz=
1
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Adidas AG

The case concerned
restrictions.

internet

sales

The Bundeskartellamt had come to the
preliminary conclusion that in the case
at hand the per se ban on sales via
online marketplaces constitutes a
restriction of competition within the
meaning of Article 101(1) TFEU and § 1
GWB. As adidas reached market shares
of over 30 % on the markets for football
clothing and shoes and on some other
markets in Germany, Regulation (EU)
No. 330/2010 was not applicable to its
distribution agreements.

Ford
Werke
GmbH,
Adam Opel
AG,
Peugeot
Citroën
Deutschlan
d GmbH

Car manufacturers Ford Werke GmbH,
Adam Opel AG and Peugeot Citroen
Deutschland
GmbH
formulated
conditions
for
the
car
retailers
concerning
the
cooperation
with
intermediary portals in a way that they
have been interpreted as a prohibition
to sell cars via those portals.
The Bundeskartellamt initiated the case
because of reports in the relevant trade
press concerning the introduction of socalled “internet standards” by the car
manufacturers Ford Werke GmbH,
Adam Opel AG and Peugeot Citroen
Deutschland GmbH; investigation has
shown that a majority of the respective
brand retailers were no longer willing to
cooperate with the intermediary portals
out of a concern that they would lose
the manufacturer´s bonuses and sales
assistance on which they depended.
The Bundeskartellamt carried out
market survey of the manufacturers
concerned and of the two large new car
portals autohaus24 GmbH and Mein
Auto
GmbH.
Bundeskartellamt
informed the manufacturers that
according to its initial assessment, it
regarded the establishment of Internet
standards as a contravention of
applicable German and European
competition law. The supplementary
guidelines on vertical restraints in
agreements for the sale and repair of
motor vehicles and for the distribution
of spare parts for motor vehicles define
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English
summary
–
27.06.2014:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Entsch
eidung/EN/Fallberichte/Kar
tellverbot/2014/B3-13712.html

English summary – Ford B9-28/15-1: 11.11. 2015,
PSA - B9-28/15-2: 01.12.
2015, Opel - B9-28/15-3:
11.11. 2015:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Entsch
eidung/EN/Fallberichte/Kar
tellverbot/2015/B9-2815.pdf?__blob=publication
File&v=2
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the concept of “end user” in Art. 4 c) of
the VBER as including consumers who
conduct their purchase through an
intermediary. The use of the Internet to
acquire customers for a certain range of
motor
vehicles
and
to
receive
electronically placed orders from these
customers
does
not
affect
the
intermediary status. The preliminary
assessment of the Bundeskartellamt
was that the mediation of new cars via
the web portals that work like
Autohaus24 GmbH and MeinAuto GmbH
is not prohibited on competition
grounds since these portals act as an
intermediary for a particular consumer.
The limitation of such intermediary
activity has been regarded as a
hardcore restriction and thus a serious
infringement. An individual exemption
from the prohibition on cooperation
with end user intermediaries pursuant
to Art. 101 (3) TFEU was not evident.

Gardena

Manufactu
rer of
branded
sneakers
140

140

The manufacturers expressed their
willingness to clarify that Internet
standards do not apply to web-based
intermediary portals that act as
customer intermediaries. Proceedings
were closed after the motor vehicle
manufacturers had communicated this
clarification to the retailers and had
provided evidence of this to the
Bundeskartellamt.
The case concerned the conditions for
distribution of gardening equipment
between Gardena, a manufacturer of
gardening equipment, and retailers as
distributors.
The
Bundeskartellamt
assessed these conditions, regarding
them as a prohibited so-called double
(dual) pricing system since the
functional discount was designed so
that distributors were only able to
benefit from the full discount through
their offline turnover. Gardena was
therefore accused of discriminating
against online distribution.
No formal decision was taken because
the company involved committed in
writing to no longer practice different
discounts for online and off-line
distribution.
The case concerned a distribution
system for branded sneakers with a
sole importer/distributor for each EEAcountry who has established a selective
distribution system for his territory
including only authorized dealers.

Name not reported due to confidentiality reasons.
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English
summary
–
27.11.2013:
https://www.bundeskartell
amt.de/SharedDocs/Entsch
eidung/EN/Fallberichte/Kar
tellverbot/2016/B5-14413.pdf;jsessionid=0188BF8
A423E524FD5ED279D664D
81A9.1_cid371?__blob=pu
blicationFile&v=2

N/A
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The Bundeskartellamt received a
complaint by a big retailer who had not
been able to source the sneakers from
(authorized) retailers in other EU
member states. The retailers had
stated that – according to their contract
terms – they were not allowed to
deliver cross border. Instead, the
complainant had always been referred
to the sole importer in his country. The
complainant outlined that in his view
the distribution system blocked not only
active, but also passive cross-border
sales and was aimed at keeping up
different price levels in the various EU
member
states.
Moreover,
the
complainant argued that this practice
was facilitated by the jurisdiction of the
European Court of Justice on the
burden of proof in cases of alleged
unlawful parallel trade which was
misused by the manufacturer to force
retailers to disclose their source of
delivery.

Hülstawerke
Hüls GmbH
& Co. KG

However, due to the EU-wide scope of
the selective distribution system and
the necessary investigations involving
also several other Member States, the
NCA decided that the Commission was
better placed to review the complaint.
The case concerned a complain
concerning resale price maintenance
for hülsta products.
The Bundeskartellamt investigated the
infringement against Art. 101(1) TFEU.
The Bundeskartellamt’s investigations
showed that representatives of the
companies had concluded a basic
agreement with their retailers to
maintain minimum sales prices to the
end consumer and discount ranges.
They had implemented the agreement
by means of various measures. Despite
differences in detail regarding the
period of infringement and specific
implementation
measures,
the
infringements fined exhibited the
following similarities:
- The minimum sales prices and
discount ranges agreed were generally
based on the recommended retail
prices
(RRP)
of
the
respective
manufacturer.
- In addition to the price targets, the
companies agreed on when and which
products were to be included in or
excluded
from
individual
retailer
advertising campaigns.
- Establishment of a strict system to
monitor the retailers' pricing strategies,
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English summary - 3.8.2016;
4.11.2016; 30.11.2016;
15.12.2016:
https://www.bundeskartellamt
.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/
EN/Fallberichte/Kartellverbot/
2017/B1-164-13_B1-16713_B1-87-14_B1-4715.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
&v=3
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Deutsche
Lufthansa
AG

actively involving the retailers, who
helped monitoring the prices.
- The threat, which was carried out in
some cases, to refuse to supply
retailers which did not maintain the
minimum prices and discount levels set.
And, in individual cases, more or less
automatic penalty mechanisms s e.g.
"the yellow and red card" for deviating
retailers which set prices below the
minimum prices.
- These measures were supplemented
in some cases by special "rules of play"
for online sales, the aim of which was
to establish a solid and stable price
architecture in the market.
The Bundeskartellamt found this
practice
constituted
a
harcore
restriction pursuant to Art. 4 para 1 lit.
a) VBER.
The case concerned clauses that gave
Lufthansa access to competitively
sensitive
information
of
rival
companies. In order to qualify for
certain discounts or sales refunds,
major customers of Lufthansa had to
provide such data. This included not
only information about flights booked
with companies belonging to the
Lufthansa group and its cooperation
partners but in particular also sales
data for flight bookings with its
competitors.
Lufthansa´s
corporate
customer
agreements concern competition in the
markets for the domestic German
regular service, for air traffic to
neighbouring European countries, as
well as for international air traffic, each
for time-sensitive business travelers
and departing from German airports.
Even without a detailed market survey,
the Decision Division provisionally
considered the operator to be dominant
in several or even all of the markets
thus defined.
On the basis of its investigation, the
decision division has determined that
the alleged clauses in the corporate
client contracts may constitute a
violation of § 1 GWB / Art. 101 TFEU.
The data transmitted to Lufthansa by
means of data tracking enables the
operator to distort competition on
certain routes through short-term and
targeted measures. A distortion of
competition is assumed in those cases
in which the market conditions are
artificially altered without restricting
one's own ability to act and thus the
intensity of competition is reduced.
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Decision of 17.12.2012 (DE):
http://www.bundeskartellamt.
de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/
DE/Entscheidungen/Kartellver
bot/2012/B9-9609.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
&v=4
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Lufthansa may influence the conditions
of competition because of the market
transparency, which it obtains from its
customers under the contractual
arrangements. Lufthansa would have to
grant
far
less
unspecific
price
reductions to a large number of
potential customers in the event of
effective competition.

Dornbrach
t

The corporate customers surveyed
indicated that their contracts with third
airlines
contained
confidentiality
statements and that they would violate
these clauses by the Lufthansa request
to disclose all sales data. In addition,
the data access gives Lufthansa
complete transparency about the travel
profile of the respective corporate
customer, allows them to draw
conclusions about the travel habits and
travel destinations of the corporate
customer and about the capacity
utilization
and
prices
of
their
competitors. Thus, the negotiation
opportunities of corporate customers
are unilaterally altered to Lufthansa´s
benefit.
The case concerned a selective
distribution system intended to support
a three-channel distribution system,
i.e. manufacturer, wholesaler, and
sanitary craftsmen. The manufacturer
granted the wholesaler discounts if the
wholesaler sold to resellers that fulfilled
certain qualitative criteria such as
professional installation and after sales
services. These arrangements made it
economically
less
attractive
for
wholesalers to sell to certain resellers
such as DIY stores, internet shops and
discounters that did not fulfil the
criteria, thus favouring the traditional
three channel distribution, i.e. resale
from wholesalers to sanitary craftsmen.
The discount system practised by
Dornbracht under its specialist trade
agreement was assessed by the NCA as
a hardcore restriction within the
meaning of EU competition law.
An exemption under Commission
Regulation (EU) No. 330/2010 on the
application of Article 101(3) of the TFEU
to categories of vertical agreements
and concerted practices (vertical
restraints block exemption regulation)
was not possible. A dual pricing system
is problematic from a competition point
of view, not least because the
monitoring of such a system requires
the retailer to reveal what he has sold
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English summary –
13.12.2011:
https://www.bundeskartellamt
.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/
EN/Fallberichte/Missbrauchsau
fsicht/2016/B5-10010.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
&v=3
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Greece

Germanos

to whom and through which distribution
channel. However, such sensitive
internal corporate data are business
secrets, which require protection in the
interest of competition. In the present
case, too, the Bundeskartellamt had
information
suggesting
that
wholesalers were called upon to reveal
their
turnover
from
Dornbracht
products if there was any doubt as to
whether they fulfilled the criteria of the
specialist trade agreement.
Germanos
has
signed
franchise
agreements with the majority of the
franchisees throughout a long period of
time that exceeded 20 years (19902012). Germanos’s franchising network
was based on predetermined contract
clauses (“pilot agreements”), that
presented
only
minor
adjustments/amendments
in
each
franchising case. The contracts were
used in the business course from 1990
to 2013 with minor amendments at
times.
The relevant product markets include:
Retail
sale
of
telecommunication
devices and accessories, IT products,
digital products, batteries and various
technology products. The relevant
geographic market is the Greek
territory.
The Greek NCA found that Germanos
has infringed Articles 1 of Competition
Law 3959/2011 (formerly Law 703/77)
and 101 TFEU, by:
i.
engaging
in
resale
price
maintenance and
ii.
restricting
cross-supplies
between distributors/franchisees within
its selective distribution system.
In addition, the non-compete clause,
included in the standard franchise
contract, was too general with regard to
the scope of its application, given that
the franchisees were not allowed to
participate in any similar activity for 18
months to one year (depending on the
period the contract was signed) after
the termination of the contract, without
limitation or other qualification with
respect to geographic area coverage
(covering the whole Greek territory).
The appeal court annulled only the part
of the 580/2013 decision regarding the
determination of the fine (different
interpretation of article 25 of law
3959/2011). The court accepted the
Decision of HCC concerning procedural
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Decision no. 580/2013 of
15.11.2013 (EL):
https://www.epant.gr/apof
aseisgnomodotiseis/item/115apofasi-580-2013.html
Athens Administrative
Court of Appeal judgement
no. 527/2016 of 2016
(EL):
https://www.epant.gr/files/
2013/apofaseis/580_2013_
DEA_527_2016_GERMAN.p
df
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issues as well as HCC’ s compliance with
the relevant competition law in all three
above mentioned infringements. The
court argued that HCC should not have
determined a single fine for all three
infringements
but
should
have
determined separate fine for each
infringement.
HCC complied with the decision of the
court of appeal and recalculated
separate fines for each infringement
(6.150.930€ for RPM, 3.075.464€ for
restriction of cross supplies and
1.025.154€
for
non-compete
obligations). HCC imposed the exact
same amount of fine as in the initial
decision.

BP Hellas

The Court of Appeal rejected all the
claims of Germanos concerning the
decision of HCC. The only requirement
was the recalculation of the fine
imposed.
Vertical agreements concluded between
oil companies and petrol stations that
operate under the trademark of a
particular supplier/oil company for the
exclusive supply/purchase of motor
fuels. A feature of these petrol stations
is that they are owned by the petrol
station operator and not by the oil
company. The oil companies entered
into commercial lease agreements with
petrol
station
operators
and
subsequently subleased the stations
back to their lessors while at the same
time signing exclusive commercial
cooperation agreements with them for
a duration exceeding the 5-year limit
for non-compete clauses, with certain
terms reaching up to 22 years.
According to the HCC preliminary
assessment, the above agreements
amount to a non-compete obligation of
more than five (5) years, thus
excessively restricting the petrol station
operators’ contractual freedom and
hindering entry and/or expansion in the
retail fuel markets.
Precisely, Ar. 5 of the Regulation
explicitly
provides
that
a
noncompetition obligation in a vertical
agreement does not fall within its ambit
when the duration of such a clause
exceeds five (5) years, irrespective of
the market shares of the undertakings
concerned. Therefore, such a clause
may fall within Ar. 1 (1) TFEU. On the
other hand, the same article of the
Regulation provides that if the operator
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Decision no. 602 of
16.02.2015 (EL):
https://www.epant.gr/apof
aseisgnomodotiseis/item/96apofasi-602-2015.html
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of the petrol station operates from
premises owned by the supplier or
leased to it by a third party not
connected to the operator, then the
vertical agreement is valid even if its
duration exceeds five (5) years.
The oil companies when contracting
with the said distributors seem to
employ a mechanism that renders them
“artificial ownership” of the land on
which (and premises in which) the
petrol station operates. In particular,
the oil companies lease the land on
which (and the premises in which) the
petrol
station
operates
by
the
owner/operator of this station (or
his/her relatives) and then they
sublease it to the operator distributor.
Such
a mechanism
appears
to
circumvent the exemption of Ar. 5 of the
Regulation and in particular the fiveyear duration limit provided for noncompete obligations. By using this
mechanism (i.e. “artificial ownership
construction” in terms of the Guidelines
on Vertical restraints 2010/C 130/01,
par. 67) the suppliers bind the
operators to supply agreements with a
duration of more than five years, thus
imposing on them a non-compete
obligation and not allowing them to
change supplier after the five-year
duration terminates.

ELAISUNILEVER
HELLAS SA

The result would be the foreclosure of
the market due to raising barriers to
potential competitors to enter the
market or to increase the market share
given the cumulative effect of the
clauses under investigation (coverage
of the market by similar agreements of
nine (9) oil companies that operate in
the Greek and are under investigation).
The
case
ELAIS-UNILEVER
SA
concerned price restrictions, including
maximum
RPM.
ELAIS-UNILEVER
engaged in anticompetitive vertical
practices via contract clauses with its
wholesalers by imposing resale price
maintenance, restriction of active and
passive
sales
and
non-compete
obligation clauses in breach of art. 1
Law703/1977(current Law 3959/2011)
and art. 101 TFEU for the period from
26.09.1996 to 31.12.2017.
The HCC did not accept UNILEVER’s
claim that the clauses did not apply in
practice. According to the decision,
such clauses constitute hard core
restrictions of competition and their
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Decision no. 663 of
23.07.2018 (EL):
https://www.epant.gr/apof
aseisgnomodotiseis/item/36apofasi-663-2018.html
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application is indifferent for the
foundation
of
the
infringement,
notwithstanding the fact that the HCC
proved that the relevant clauses were,
indeed, applied in practice.
The HCC, also, established that
UNILEVER
was
engaged
in
anticompetitive
vertical
practices
through the imposition of restrictions to
wholesalers on active and passive
sales. Without applying an exclusive
distribution
system,
UNILEVER
prohibited the wholesalers from selling
their products to UNILEVER’s clients
and to territories, others than the ones
specified by UNILEVER, holding its
(UNILEVER) right to provide its
products also to other wholesalers of
the same territory. Thus, UNILEVER
was engaged in hard core restrictions of
competition through market allocation
(clientele and territorial) and reduced
intrabrand competition.
The contracts under examination, also,
included
non-compete
obligation
clauses. The wholesalers could not sell
other products than the ones supplied
by UNILEVER, without its prior written
consent. The HCC concluded that such
clauses could not fall under the block
exemption Regulation since UNILEVER
had a very high share in the market of
margarines (dominant position) and the
duration of the clause was beyond the
5-year-period.
For
the
above
assessment, the HCC took, also, into
consideration the competitors’ shares in
the relevant market and the lack of
bargain power of the wholesalers.

Roma
Pizza

Additionally, the HCC concluded that
art. 1 par. 3 of L. 703/1977 (current L.
3959/2011) and art. 101 par. 3 TFEU
were inapplicable since UNILEVER was
engaged in hardcore restrictions of
competition.
Specifically,
on
the
restriction of active and passive sales
and non-compete clauses, the HCC
concluded that they do not lead to
efficiencies regarding the production or
distribution of products while allowing
consumers a fair share of the resulting
benefit.
The case concerned a franchising
agreement between Roma Pizza and its
franchisees. The vertical agreement is
between independent undertakings,
since the franchisees acquire ownership
of contractual goods and bear financial
risks.
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Decision no. 639/2017 of
03.02.2017 (EL):
https://www.epant.gr/apof
aseisgnomodotiseis/item/54apofasi-639-2017.html
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Hungary

Viala
Kereskedel
mi

Alt Cash
Kereskedel
mi

The relevant product market is the
market of quick service restaurants that
comprises of:
All relevant sub-categories of
products involved (e.g. burger, pizza,
snack/sandwich, “souvlaki”)
Including both fast food chains
as well as small individual enterprises
-The relevant geographic market is the
Greek territory.
-No explicit RPM Clauses were found in
the franchise agreement. Moreover, the
evidence gathered did not meet the
standard of proof for RPM.
-There were certain issues concerning
the implicit restriction of cross supplies
between the franchisees.
-The single branding concerning a)the
exclusive purchase of raw materials (eg
dough, sauces, pasta) was justified for
reasons of maintaining the common
identity and reputation of the franchise
network, whereas b) the exclusive
purchase of end use products (water,
sodas and beers) cannot be justified on
such a basis.
-The
post
term
non-compete
obligations exceeded the time and
geographic limits of the VBER.
The case concerned an agreement
between the food ordering platform
operated by the company under
investigation
and
its
restaurant
partners
that
stipulated
that
restaurants have to apply identical
conditions
(including
prices
and
delivery conditions) on the platform and
on other online and offline sales
channels of the restaurants (excluding
other online platforms). The relevant
market was the provision of online food
ordering platform services in the
territory of Hungary. The agreements in
question
presumably
had
anticompetitive effects limiting competition
on the level of the platforms, in
particular harmonious level of prices
among all platforms and limited entry.
The case concerned suspected RPM and
quantity forcing by the manufacturer of
cash-registers vis-à-vis retailers and
maintenance service providers.
The relevant market was the market of
cash registers.
The case was terminated because
GVH could not prove that
undertaking forced its partners
follow the recommended prices;
evidence showed that many of
partners
did
not
follow
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English
summary
of
27.04.2018:
http://www.gvh.hu/en/pre
ss_room/press_releases/pr
ess_releases_2018/netpinc
er_undertook_to_modify_it
s_contracts_signed.html

English summary of
16.07.2013:
http://www.gvh.hu/en/pre
ss_room/press_releases/pr
ess_releases_2013/8310_e
n_the_gvh_terminated_its
_proceedings_against_alt_
cash_kft.html
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recommendations. The evidence did
not prove the quantity forcing either.

Ireland

Booking.co
m

Booking.com had required hotels that
were listed on its website to agree to
offer the Booking.com ‘price parity’.
This meant that hotels were obliged to
offer Booking.com their best price, so
that a hotel could not offer lower prices
elsewhere, whether online or offline, on
its own channels or on third-party
channels.

Decision of 25.09.2015:
https://www.ccpc.ie/busine
ss/wpcontent/uploads/sites/3/20
17/02/BookingcomSignedCommitmentsSe
ptember2015.pdf

The CCPC was of the view that MFN
agreements
have
the
effect
of
restricting competition in breach of
section 4(1)/Article 101(1) in a number
of ways:
Hotels are unable to offer different
rates on different Online Travel Agents
(“OTAs”), so that consumers cannot
shop around for better value – the
effect of the MFN is that a hotel will
offer exactly the same price on each of
the OTAs.
It creates barriers to entry to the OTA
market because it prevents new or
smaller
OTAs
competing
with
Booking.com by offering consumers
lower prices for equivalent hotel rooms.
It reduces the incentive for OTAs to
compete with each other by offering
lower commission rates to hotels than
those offered by competing OTAs. Since
the OTAs cannot offer different prices
on their website, they have little or no
incentive to reduce the commissions
they charge hotels.
Hotels are unable to offer lower prices
to particular customers who contact
them directly. For example, a hotel will
not be able to sell rooms to late walkins at a discount to the Booking.com
rate (which they might want to do
because the room would otherwise go
unsold).

Italy

Booking.co
m and
Expedia

Apart from the CCPC, a number of other
EU national competition authorities
(NCAs) investigated similar conduct by
a number of OTAs. The CCPC
cooperated closely with its colleague
NCAs with a view to achieving a
consistent application of remedies
across the EU.
The case concerned the adoption, by
Booking and Expedia, of the Most
Favoured Nation clauses in the
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Text of the commitments
decision
concerning
Booking.com (IT):
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contractual relationships
partner hotels in Italy.

with

the

As part of the opening order, the market
for online hotel reservation services distinct from the market for traditional
brick-and-mortar booking services was considered as a relevant market in
which to assess the contested clauses.
The association of hotels Federalberghi
was the complainant in this case..
The proceeding was based on the
possible violation of the art. 101 of the
TFEU.
As provided by Italian law, in
accordance with Art. 14-ter law no.
287/90, Booking (one companies
reported in the complaint) has
submitted commitments to respond to
the concerns raised.
Italian, French and Sweden Authorities
launched jointly the market test in
order to allow interested third parties to
comment.
In Italy, some comments were received
from the complainant. These comments
were followed by further modifications
of the commitments proposed.
Subsequently Expedia also agreed to
modify its own conduct on the market
by removing from its contract the MFN
clause in a similar way as that made by
Booking.
The commitments of Booking consist
of: i) modification of the "wide" MFN
clause, so that it is only applicable to
prices publicly offered by the hotels
through its direct online sales channels
(‘narrow MFN clause’), leaving to the
hotels full freedom to determine the
terms of the offer on other OTA and on
online and offline channels of direct
sales; ii) elimination of the quality
clause;
iii) compliance
of
their
communication policy with the content
of the commitments; iv) prohibition of
conditioning the application of lower
incentives or other incentives to the
compliance with the "wide" MFN clause.
Expedia announced that it will not sign
nor implement obligations that require
hotels to offer room rates and
conditions on the Expedia websites that
are equal to or less than those offered
through any other OTA (online travel
agency). Moreover, hotels will be able
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https://www.agcm.it/dotc
msCustom/getDominoAttac
h?urlStr=192.168.14.10:8
080/41256297003874BD/0
/660EE2E99780F7B5C1257
E350039D1CD/$File/p2542
2.pdf
Text
of
the
decision
concerning Expedia (IT):
https://www.agcm.it/dotc
msCustom/getDominoAttac
h?urlStr=192.168.14.10:8
080/41256297003874BD/0
/4AC063DE04DC3DB1C125
7F92003FE656/$File/p259
40.pdf
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to offer lower room rates or cheaper
terms not offered to Expedia on their
offline channels, provided they are not
marketed or published online. Expedia
has
implemented
an
unilateral
withdrawn of the MFN clauses and the
new contracts have been stipulated
according to the models already
modified.

Enervit
S.p.A.

The
complainant
Federalberghi
appealed the commitment decision of
the AGCM, asking for an injunction
relief to suspend the commitments
undertaken
by
Booking.com
and
Expedia. On July 29, 2015, the TAR
Lazio
rejected
the
request
for
suspension. In 2017, the Italian
legislator
introduced
a
ban
on
contractual clauses forbidding hotels
and tourist accommodation operators
from offering prices, terms and
conditions better than those charged by
the same through third parties (i.e.
online booking platforms).
The case concerned a number of
restrictions on price maintenance,
selective and exclusive distribution, in
particular the alleged imposition of a
minimum resale price in the form of a
maximum
percentage
discount
applicable to the consumer and the
alleged imposition of a sales ban on
products packaged in Italian outside
the national borders. The company
recognised an extra percentage of
discount on the price of supply of the
products, as a premium for compliance
with the suggested minimum selling
prices. There were also ‘standard’
communications sent by Enervit to the
complainant consisting in invitation to
look at the company’s price list and to
‘not market the brand products to
customers how are outside Italian
territory’; ban on passive sales outside
the exclusive territory/customer group;
a ‘non-competition agreement on a
permanent basis’
The relevant markets were identified in:
i) food supplements and food products
for sportspeople; ii) food supplements
and foodstuffs intended to specific
nutritional needs related to wellbeing
and diet. The size of the markets has
been considered national.
The proceeding was based on the
examination of possible restrictions of
competition relevant with the Art.101
TFEU, attributable to the company
Enervit. As required by Italian law, in
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Case of 09.07.2014 (IT):
https://www.agcm.it/dotc
msCustom/getDominoAttac
h?urlStr=192.168.14.10:8
080/41256297003874BD/0
/AF574670CF31D5D4C125
7D3900371540/$File/p250
21.pdf
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Lithuania

Apranga
Group and
Benetton
Group

accordance with Art. 14-ter law no.
287/90, the company reported in the
complaint submitted commitments to
respond to the concerns raised. Only
one comment was received from
Ipergmc, a company who sells the
Enervit products through its website.
The comment did not concern the
content of the commitments but
contests in a general manner an
unequal treatment in the different
supply conditions that Enervit submits
to its resellers. Enervit replied that the
consideration of the online-seller
Ipergmc was not relevant to the
subject-matter
of
the
public
consultation and ineffective in relation
to
the
subject-matter
of
the
investigation. Moreover, the company
pointed out that, as it is not in a
dominant position in any of the relevant
markets identified, it is free to
negotiate the term of supply of its
products
according
to
the
characteristics of each
individual
distributor. In the final sum, the
commitments submitted by Enervit
appeared as appropriate to give a
definitive clarification to its sellers that
they are entirely free to determine their
own price policies without any possible
interference and without this in any way
prejudicing the trade relationship.
Investigation was initiated following the
public information that suppliers of
different trademarks clothing may have
implemented
practices
aimed
at
restricting
distributors
from
determining
resale
prices
independently.
There was no factual evidence that any
of the suspected undertakings had
infringed Article 5 of Law on
Competition or Article 101 of TFEU. In
one case the investigation was
terminated having found the agency
agreement. Meanwhile, in another case
there was no sufficient evidence to
conclude the RPM agreement.

Malta

141

Private
school and
uniform
retailer 141

Complaint was submitted by another
uniform supplier.
On 29 May 2018, the OC issued its first
commitments
decision
since
the
introduction of the commitments
procedure in 2011. The Competition Act
allows the OC to conclude competition
law
proceedings
by
accepting
commitments offered by undertakings

Ibid.
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Decision of 18.04.2013 No.
1S-55 – Apranga Group (LT):
https://kt.gov.lt/lt/dokumentai
/del-tyrimo-pradeto-2012-mrugsejo-18-d-lietuvosrespublikos-konkurencijostarybos-nutarimu-nr-1s-127del-drabuziu-ir-kitu-aprangosprekiu-prekyba-uzsiimanciuukio-subjektu-veiksmuatitikties-lietuvos-respublikoskonkurencijos-istatymo-5straipsnio-ir-suta

Decision of 14.08.2014 No.
1S-128/2014 - United
Colors of Benetton (LT):

https://kt.gov.lt/uploads/docs/
docs/13944_imp_c6c0497341
3531c2ce2ff8978afe82fe.pdf

Decision of 29.05.2018:
https://mccaa.org.mt/medi
a/2891/school-uniformsfinal-decision-290518.pdf
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if they address the competition
concerns raised by the Director
General. The assessment of the OC is
based on a preliminary evaluation
which includes market investigation
and analysis, and the assessment of
third-party objections, pursuant to
Articles 12C(2)(a) and (b) of the
Competition
Act.
Through
this
procedure, there is no conclusion on
whether competition law has been
infringed, but the Decision legally binds
the undertakings concerned to respect
the commitments.
The OC issued a decision which renders
the commitments offered by a private
school and a uniform supplier legally
binding. The commitments addressed
the preliminary competition concerns of
the OC relating to an agreement which
granted the uniform supplier the
exclusive right to perform the sourcing
and retail services of the school
uniforms and other such items and
accessories as instructed by the private
school and which was concluded
between the parties involved. In its
preliminary
assessment,
the
OC
expressed its views and concerns that
the agreement concluded between the
parties may in fact raise fears of market
foreclosure which hinder and restrict
competition because the exclusivity
agreement was valid for five years, the
duration of which was to be further
prolonged through automatic renewal
for further years.

Netherlan
ds

Thuisbezor
gd.nl

The commitments consisted of:
• An amendment of the current
agreement by completely removing the
clause providing for automatic renewal.
• A new Request for Quotations had to
be issued at the end of the term of the
agreement by the school. The new
agreement could not have a duration
longer than four years.
• The school had to place a notice on its
website and send an email to all parents
whereby the latter were informed that
the school does not in any way prohibit
parents from purchasing uniforms from
other suppliers, as long as these are in
line with the specifications provided.
The case concerned Thuisbezorgd.nl/
Takeaway.com,
which imposed
a
narrow retail MFN on its restaurants.
In November 2015, the ACM received a
complaint from a restaurant about the
narrow retail MFN (in the decision:
narrow APPA). In response to the
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Decision of 18.11.2016
(EN):
https://www.acm.nl/sites/d
efault/files/old_publication/
publicaties/16836_besluitthuisbezorgd-englishnew.pdf
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enforcement
request
from
the
restaurant, ACM launched an initial
substantive investigation. This was
based on the enforcement request
submitted by the restaurant, including
the supplementary documents provided
later by the restaurant.
ACM
contacted
and
requested
information from relevant parties,
including Thuisbezorgd.nl and parties
with a similar concept, namely:
Sneleten.nl, Just Eat and Hungry.nl.
Among other things, a meeting took
place with Thuisbezorgd.nl on 4
October 2016. In addition, the industry
association
Koninklijke
Horeca
Nederland (the Dutch trade association
for the hotel and catering industry,
hereinafter: KHN) supplied information
at the request of ACM. ACM also
conducted telephone interviews with
franchisors of national restaurant
chains concerning online and offline
ordering and delivery of meals. Finally,
ACM
consulted
‘public’
sources
including the GfK report entitled ‘Pick
up & Delivery: Channel Insights’ on
meal takeaway and delivery services of
March 2016 (hereinafter: GfK Report
2016) and media reports concerning
developments in the field of online meal
ordering.
The ACM concluded that on the basis of
the facts and circumstances which
emerged from the initial substantive
investigation, that harm to consumer
welfare was not likely and that any
action on the part of ACM would not be
efficient and effective. ACM therefore
decided not to conduct a more detailed
investigation into this
matter. The interest of a more detailed
investigation in response to the
enforcement
request
from
the
restaurant weighs less heavily than the
interest of investigating other cases,
including the deployment of personnel
and resources.

Poland

The
Swatch
Group
Polska

ACM declined the request to take a
decision within the meaning of Section
56, paragraph 1, of the Dutch
Competition Act.
The vertical agreement concerned
fixing minimum resale prices of
branded watches Omega, Tissot,
Certina, Longines, Rado, Swatch, Flik
Flak, ck distributed to the retailers on
the territory of Poland by The Swatch
Group as the exclusive wholesale
distributor.
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Decision no. DOK-4/2015
of 8.12.2015 (PL):
https://decyzje.uokik.gov.p
l/bp/dec_prez.nsf/43104c2
8a7a1be23c1257eac006d8
dd4/43c6ad922422afc6c12
57f1d005b7627/$FILE/Dec
yzja_porozumienie_Swatch
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The NCA found that the supplier
together with distributors were fixing
the minimum resale prices of branded
watches (Omega, Tissot, Certina,
Longines, Rado, Swatch, Flik Flak, ck)
distributed to retailers on the territory
of Poland by The Swatch Group as the
wholesale exclusive distributor. The
NCA found that the abovementioned
practice constituted an infringement of
the
prohibition
of
competitionrestricting agreements specified in
Article 6 of Polish Act on Competition
and Consumer Protection. In the
decision, the practice was recognised as
restricting competition on the national
Polish market for retail sale of watches.
The President of the Office of
Competition and Consumer Protection
ordered the practice to be discontinued.

Portugal

Controlinv
este Media

The decision was appealed. In the
judgement of 19th October 2018, the
District Court initially upheld the
decision of the NCA, reducing the total
amount of fines imposed on the
undertakings. The NCA appealed
against the judgement as far as the
reduction of fines is concerned and
therefore the appeal procedure is still
pending before the Court of Appeal.
Comment: Paragraph 11 of the Polish
Regulation of the Council of Ministers of
30 March 2011 on the exemption of
certain types of vertical agreements
exemption from the prohibition on
competition restricting agreements
(hereinafter as: “Vertical Regulation”)
reflects the Article 4 of the VBER.
The
case
concerned
exclusive
agreements for the licensing of
television and multimedia broadcasting
rights regarding various Portuguese
League I and League II football clubs.
The AdC’s assessment led it to the
conclusion that the time length,
cumulative effect and asynchronism of
PPTV’s exclusive agreements with 34
League I and League II football clubs
made them likely to raise strong
barriers
to
competition
in
the
Portuguese market for premium sports
rights (television broadcasting rights to
football matches played regularly
throughout the year by national football
clubs).
Nonetheless,
the
commitments
proposed by Controlinveste and PPTV
were deemed adequate to respond to
the AdC’s concerns.
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_8.12.2015_wersja_jawna.
pdf
Judgement of District Court
in Warsaw - the Court of
Competition and Consumer
Protection - of 19.10.2018
(PL):
http://orzeczenia.warszaw
a.so.gov.pl/content/$N/154
505000005127_XVII_AmA
_000018_2016_Uz_201811-22_001

English summary of
03.06.2015:
http://www.concorrencia.p
t/vEN/News_Events/Comu
nicados/Pages/PressReleas
e_201510.aspx?lst=1&Cat
=2015
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NOS,
SGPS, S.A.

Altice
Pictures,
S.à.r.l.

DIA
Portugal
Supermerc
ados,
Sociedade
Unipessoal
, Lda (DIA)
and its

The case concerned an exclusive
agreement
for
the
licensing
of
television and multimedia broadcasting
rights regarding various Portuguese
League I and League II football clubs.
The AdC’s assessment led it to the
conclusion that the time length,
cumulative effect and asynchronism of
NOS’s and NOS Lusomundo’s exclusive
agreements made them likely to raise
strong barriers to competition in the
Portuguese market for premium sports
rights (television broadcasting rights to
football matches played regularly
throughout the year by national football
clubs). This risk was compounded by
the changes in the shareholding of
sports pay-TV channel Sport TV, which
brought together the main acquirers of
sports rights (Vodafone, Altice, NOS).
Nonetheless, the AdC took the view
that a wider intervention was best
suited to resolve all the competition
issues
identified,
issuing
a
Recommendation to the Government to
that end.
The case concerned an exclusive
agreement
for
the
licensing
of
television and multimedia broadcasting
rights regarding various Portuguese
League I and League II football clubs.
The AdC’s assessment led it to the
conclusion that the time length,
cumulative effect and asynchronism of
Altice’s and PT’s exclusive agreements
made them likely to raise strong
barriers
to
competition
in
the
Portuguese market for premium sports
rights (television broadcasting rights to
football matches played regularly
throughout the year by national football
clubs). This risk was compounded by
the changes in the shareholding of
sports pay-TV channel Sport TV, which
brought together the main acquirers of
sports rights (Vodafone, Altice, NOS).
Nonetheless, the AdC took the view
that a wider intervention was best
suited to resolve all the competition
issues
identified,
issuing
a
Recommendation to the Government to
that end.
The proceedings concerned DIA’s
franchising agreements.
Pursuant to its investigation, the AdC
considered that, in view of the
information asymmetry between DIA
and its franchisees, the latter were
likely to perceive DIA’s recommended
and maximum prices as fixed prices.
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Decision of 21.12.2018,
PRC/2016/02 and
Recommendation to the
Government of 21.012019:
http://concorrencia.pt/vPT/
Praticas_Proibidas/Decisoe
s_da_AdC/Paginas/PRC201
602.aspx

Decision of 21.12.2018,
PRC/2016/03 and
Recommendation to the
Government of
21.01.2019:
http://concorrencia.pt/vPT/
Praticas_Proibidas/Decisoe
s_da_AdC/Paginas/PRC201
603.aspx

English summary of
21.06.2016:
http://www.concorrencia.p
t/vEN/News_Events/Comu
nicados/Pages/PressReleas
e_201614.aspx?lst=1&Cat
=2016
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franchisee
s

Romania

Belupo
lijekovi

The AdC thus identified competition
issues in various regional food retail
markets in Portugal.
The commitments submitted by DIA
were deemed adequate to respond to
the AdC’s competition concerns."
The exclusive distribution contract
concluded during January 2006 –
November 2009 by Belupo and A&G
contained clauses prohibiting exports of
Belupo’s products outside Romania,
clauses for monitoring any requests for
information regarding the export or
sale of Belupo’s products outside the
Romanian territory or any such orders
received and a penalty clause, in order
the distributor would comply with these
clauses.
Belupo’s products sold by A&G in
Romania were medicines sold only by
prescription (Rxs). Some of these
products were included in the national
health programs. In Romania, Belupo
was present on 7 medicine markets,
defined at ATC 4 level.
On the wholesale distribution market of
pharmaceutical products, during 20072009, A&G held low market shares.
Considering the channel of distribution,
on the wholesale market for medicines
distributed to pharmacies, A&G held
also reduced market shares for the
same period.
By introducing the export ban clause in
the contract concluded between Belupo
and A&G, Belupo prohibited both active
and passive sales. Having regard to the
considerations above, the restriction of
A&G’s right to engage in passive sales
wasn’t necessary to achieve the
benefits of an exclusive distribution
agreement by allowing the distributor
to concentrate its activity in the
contract territory.
By restricting both active and passive
sales outside the Romanian territory,
the contract imposes to A&G an
obligation by which he is prevented
from obtaining higher revenues that
would have determined an increased
efficiency for the distribution activity,
thus influencing the market structure of
the Romanian medicines wholesale
market.
In the present case the distribution
contract concluded by Belupo with A&G
constituted a market sharing vertical
agreement because it contains export
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Decision no. 51 of
28.10.2011 (RO):
http://www.consiliulconcur
entei.ro/uploads/docs/item
s/bucket7/id7313/decizia_
nr_51_28102011_site.pdf
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ban clauses. This agreement had as
object the restriction of competition by
isolation of the Romanian market and
preventing parallel trade within the
internal market.
Consequently,
by
prohibiting
the
passive sales, the distribution contract
concluded by Belupo with A&G did not
satisfy at least one of the four
exemption cumulative conditions, due
to the fact that it contained a restriction
on competition that is not indispensable
to the attainment of the objectives such
as improvement in the distribution of
goods or insuring consumers a fair
share of the benefits.
In conclusion, the distribution contract
concluded by Belupo with A&G did not
meet
the
exemption
conditions
provided for in article 101(3) of the
TFEU and VBER and in Article 5(2) from
the Competition Law and thus were not
exempted from the prohibition provided
for the article 101(1) of the TFEU,
respectively article 5(1) of the
Competition Law.

Baxter

The Competition Council found an
infringement of Article 5 of the
Competition Law and Article 101 TFEU
by Belupo and A&G for a restriction of
competition by isolating the Romanian
market and preventing parallel trade
within the internal market and,
consequently, applied fines by decision.
The
Romanian
NCA
investigated
contracts signed by Baxter AG during
2005 – 2009 with Actavis and
Farmaceutica Remedia and during
2002-2009 with Sofmedica contain
clauses prohibiting the exports of
Baxter AG’s products outside Romania
and clauses for monitoring the
distributors sales of the’ Baxter AG’s
products.
By introducing the export ban clause in
the
contracts
signed
with
its
distributors, Baxter AG prohibited both
active and passive sales. In regard to
the
considerations
above,
the
restriction of distributor’s right to
engage in passive sales wasn’t
necessary to achieve the benefits of an
exclusive distribution agreement by
allowing the distributor to concentrate
its activity to the contract territory.
The export ban clause is intended to
prevent and to impede the distributors
to resell, at their choice, in other
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Decision no. 52 of
28.11.2011 (RO):
http://www.consiliulconcur
entei.ro/uploads/docs/item
s/bucket7/id7314/decizie_f
inala_52.pdf
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territories, Baxter’s products marketed
by Baxter AG in Romania. By restricting
the right of the distributors to engage
in both active and passive sales outside
Romanian borders, the distribution
agreement requires an obligation by
which the distributors are prevented
from obtaining additional income, thus
implicitly influencing the structure of
the market where he operates. In
addition, exports outside the Romanian
territory would have been a good
source of income, money that would
have
determined
an
increased
efficiency for the distribution activity,
thus influencing the market structure of
the
Romanian
pharmaceutical
wholesale market.
By restricting both active and passive
sales outside Romanian territory, the
contracts imposes to the distributors an
obligation by which they are prevented
from obtaining higher revenues that
would have determined an increased
efficiency for the distribution activity,
thus influencing the market structure of
the
Romanian
pharmaceutical
wholesale market.
The export ban clause has the aim of
preventing the distributors right to
freely
resell
Baxter
products,
commercialized by Baxter AG in
Romania, to other countries.
In the present case, the distribution
contracts signed by Baxter AG with
each of the three distributors, i.e.
Actavis, Farmaceutica Remedia and
Sofmedica had as object the restriction
of competition by isolation of the
Romanian market and prevention of
parallel trade within the internal
market.
Consequently,
by
prohibiting
the
passive sales, the distribution contracts
concluded by Baxter AG with each of
the three distributors do not satisfy at
least one of the four exemption
cumulative conditions, due to the fact
that the contracts contain a restriction
on competition that is not indispensable
to the attainment of the objectives such
as improvement in the distribution of
goods or assuring consumers a fair
share of the benefits.
In conclusion, the distribution contracts
concluded by Baxter AG with each of
the three distributors did not meet the
exemption criteria provided for the
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SC Bayer
SRL

article 101(3) of the TFEU and Article
5(2) of the Competition Law and thus
cannot
be
exempted
from
the
prohibition provided for the article
101(1) of the TFEU, respectively article
5(1) of the Competition Law.
The case concerned the contracts
concluded by Bayer with its distributors
during December 2008 - March 2009
contain clauses prohibiting both the
acquisition of BCC products from other
sources than Bayer and the exports of
BCC products outside Romania. Clauses
for monitoring the acquisitions, the
inventories and sales of the distributors’
BCC products and a penalty clause, in
case the distributors would not comply
with their obligations, were also
introduced in the contracts, in order to
ensure that the distributors comply with
the two clauses.
The contracts concluded by Sintofarm
with its distributors during December
2005 - March 2009 contain clauses
prohibiting the exports of Sintofarm
products outside Romania. Clauses for
monitoring
the
acquisitions,
the
inventories and sales of the distributors’
BCC products and a penalty clause, in
case the distributors would not comply
with their obligations, were also
introduced in the contracts, in order to
ensure that the distributors comply with
the export ban clause.
By restricting the right of the
distributors to engage not only in
active, but also in passive sales outside
the allocated territory, the agreements
concluded represent a restriction of
competition that goes beyond the
exemption granted by the Vertical Block
Exemption Regulations. Therefore, the
contracts
concluded
with
the
distributors
do
not
qualify
for
exemption under VBER.
Moreover, even if an agreement that
contains clauses that prohibit parallel
trade can lead to better distribution of
goods and transfer of benefits to
consumers, it cannot be presumed that
parallel trade restriction is essential to
achieve
these
objectives,
as
a
prohibition on passive sales outside the
territory allocated is not necessary,
since the sale does not involve passive
distributor
for
marketing
and
advertising efforts.
Consequently, the contracts concluded
by Bayer with its distributors and by
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Decision no. 98 of
27.12.2011 (RO):
http://www.consiliulconcur
entei.ro/uploads/docs/item
s/bucket7/id7390/decizie_s
ite.pdf
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Sintofarm with its distributors do not
satisfy at least one of the cumulative
conditions, since they are not providing
consumers a fair share of benefits from
these supply contracts, according with
the provisions of Article 101(3) TFEU
and Article 5(2) of the Competition Law,
as amended.

Slovenia

Aerodrom
Ljubljana
d.d.

In conclusion, the distribution contracts
concluded by Bayer and Sintofarm with
their distributors does not meet the
requirements of Article 101(3) TFEU
and Article 5(2) of the Competition Law
and therefore cannot be exempted from
the prohibition in Article 101(1) TFEU
respectively Article 5(1) of the
Competition Law. This has consistently
been the position of the European
Commission, repeatedly confirmed by
the ECJ, that an agreement that
prevents parallel imports can not be
exempted under Article 101(3) TFEU.
The case concerned price restrictions,
in particular recommended prices
imposed by the Aerodrom Ljubljana on
the Taxi Society. The parties to the
procedure concluded an agreement
which restricted access to the market of
taxi services from the Ljubljana airport
for taxi drivers who are not a members
of the Taxi Society, by laying down
additional conditions for the taxi
services from Ljubljana Airport (such as
quality class, age, and colour of the
vehicle). The Taxi Society additionally
adopted the decisions by associations
of undertakings, which imposed on the
members of the Taxi Society the
obligation to comply with the accepted
prices of car taxi services, which in turn
would result in the restriction of
competition between the members of
the Taxi Society or elimination of
competition with regard to nonmembers of Taxi Society , thereby
infringing the provision Article 6 of
Slovenian Competition Protection Act.
The NCA defined the relevant service
market as the market for car taxi
services from the Ljubljana Jože Pučnik
Airport from the places reserved for taxi
drivers.
The
relevant
geographic
market was defined as market for taxi
services from Ljubljana airport. There
was
no
effective
supply
interchangeability for those services,
there was an analysis conducted taking
into
account
various
types
of
transportation from Ljubljana airport
(shuttle services, limousine services,
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Commitment decision of
21.06.2013 (SI):
http://www.varstvokonkurence.si/fileadmin/va
rstvokonkurence.si/pageuploads
/informacija_javnega_znac
aja/Odlocba_306-48-2010112-preciscena.pdf
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Spain

National
Trade
Associatio
n for
Animal
Health
(ASEMAZAZA)

MI
RANCHO
EN AVILA,
S.L. et al.

Carrefour

Asafras

absence of train transportation from
Ljubljana airport).
The contracts between the Lab
Companies and the retailers include
clauses where, according to the
claimant, there are resale price
recommendations that operate as fixed
prices, as well as, in some cases,
mandatory fixed prices. Some of them
also impose territorial exclusivity
obligations as well as obligations to
provide
sensitive
commercial
information.
After the analysis of the information
requested to the Lab Companies and
the wholesalers within the framework of
the preliminary investigation, the CNMC
considered
that
the
agreements
between the LAB companies and the
wholesalers did not distort competition
for the following reasons: They did not
contain any clause included in Article 4
of
the
VBER,
considering
that
recommended prices, as well as
maximum prices imposed by suppliers
to wholesalers were not a forbidden
restriction
of
competition.
The
exclusivity obligations considered, were
only geographical and did not limit the
number of wholesalers. Finally, the
suppliers as well as the buyers’ market
share were under the 30% threshold
established in Article 3 of the VBER.
The case concerned, in the framework
of a franchising system, restraints
regarding recommended resale prices
and quantity forcing.
The found restraints and the effects on
competition derived from the conduct;
were
solved
by
the
proposed
commitments (changes in contracts).
The case concerned resales price
maintenance in vertical agreements.
During the preliminary investigation, no
evidence of vertical restrictions (resales
price maintenance) in the market of
Retail sales in non-specialised stores
was found.
The
case
concerned
restraints
regarding
quantity
supply,
recommended resale prices and noncompetition clauses in the framework of
a franchising system.
During the preliminary investigation, no
evidence of vertical restrictions (market
of retail sales in non-specialised stores)
was
found
or
they
met
the
requirements of the VBER.
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Resolution of 04.10.2018
(ES):
https://www.cnmc.es/node
/371949

Resolution of 10.03.2016
(ES):
https://www.cnmc.es/node
/344195

Decision
S/0456/13
of
13.02.2014 (ES):
https://www.cnmc.es/node
/344057

Decision S/DC/0508/14 of
10.04.2014 (ES):
https://www.cnmc.es/node
/344190
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eDreams
Odigeo
S.A.

Marti Tor
Impomedi
c

Telefónica

Sweden

Booking.co
m

The case concerned resale price
maintenance and abusive commercial
conditions.
During the preliminary investigation, no
evidence of vertical restrictions in the
market of distribution of travel services
was found.
The case concerned resale price
maintenance (online channel).
The NCA concluded that the conduct
was of minor importance which, having
regard to their legal and economic
context, was not capable of having a
significant effect on competition.
The case concerned contract terms in
which, in order to obtain discounts from
TELEFÓNICA in mobile communication
services, its SME customers entered
into fixed-term contracts. In case of
breach of these contracts, SMEs had to
pay back to TELEFÓNICA the discounts
allegedly enjoyed.
TELEFONICA has committed since 2006
a single and continuous infringement,
prohibited by Article 101 of the TFEU,
arising from the establishment of a
network of parallel agreements with its
business customers through the design
and implementation of retail mobile
communications services contracts
called 'Special SME Premium Contracts'
due to (i) the method of calculating
penalties; (ii) the automatic renewal of
commitments to stay and the existence
of a minimum notice period to avoid it
and
the
reduced
transparency
associated
with
the
conditions
underlying these contracts.
The case concerned price parity clauses
in Booking.com’s contracts with hotels
in Sweden, both “narrow” and “wide”.
In the subsequent private litigation
case, the issue was “narrow” parity
clauses.
The Competition Authority preliminarily
found that price parity between
Booking.com and its competitors (“wide
parity”) restricted competition. Price
parity between Booking.com and hotels
own web pages (“narrow parity”) was
however preliminarily not found to raise
concerns.
The
SCA
accepted
Booking.com’s commitment to, among
other things, remove price parity
between
Booking.com
and
its
competitors.
Visita, a Swedish hotel association, filed
a complaint against Booking.com over
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Decision S/DC/0541/14 of
10.05.2018 (ES):
https://www.cnmc.es/node
/368379

Decision S/DC/0592/16 of
15.12.2016 (ES):
https://www.cnmc.es/node
/354218

Decision S/0422/12 of
29.10.2014 (ES):
https://www.cnmc.es/sites
/default/files/2388941_1.p
df

English
summary
of
21.04.2015:
http://www.konkurrensver
ket.se/en/news/commitme
nts-given-by-booking-combenefit-consumers/
Judgement of the Court,
PMT 7779-18 of
09.05.2019 (SE):
https://www.domstol.se/gl
obalassets/filer/domstol/pa
tentochmarknadsoverdoms
tolen/avgoranden/2019/pm
t-7779-18.pdf
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Expedia
Inc.

United
Kingdom

Private
motor
insurance
providers
142

the “narrow MFN” provisions after the
Competition Authority ended its case
after accepting commitments from
Booking.com. Visita won the case in the
first instance, Patent and Market Court.
Booking.com appealed to the last
instance, Patent and Market Court of
Appeal. Patent and Market Court of
Appeal overturned the first ruling. The
Court found that Visita had failed to
sufficiently substantiate the claim that
narrow MFN restricted competition.
Among other things, the Court noted
that Visita had not analysed how
market conditions in Sweden had
developed compared to the markets in
France and Germany where such
clauses were more or less prohibited.
The case concerned the Price parity
clauses in contracts with hotels (both
wide and narrow).
The decision refers to the fact that SCA
had accepted commitments from
Booking.com
that
removed
the
competition
problem
caused
by
Booking.com’s wide parity clauses.
When Expedia changed its contracts in
a similar way, the SCA ended its
investigation.
As part of its market investigation (not
carried out under Article 101 or the UK
equivalent), the CMA investigated
whether contracts between private
motor insurance providers and PCWs
contained ‘narrow’ or ‘wide’ mostfavoured
nation
clauses
which
restricted insurance providers’ ability to
set different prices on their own website
or on different sales channels.
The CMA found that some of the
contracts between private motor
insurance
providers
and
price
comparison websites (PCW) contained
‘wide’ most-favoured nation clauses
which restricted insurance providers’
ability to set different prices on
different sales channels. This was found
to be a feature of the PCW market
which limited competition, giving rise to
an adverse effect on competition.
Ultimately, this led to higher insurance
premiums. The CMA decided to remedy
this adverse effect on competition by
(a) prohibiting wide MFNs, and (b)
prohibiting behaviours by large PCWs
which
seek
to
replicate
the
anticompetitive effects of wide MFNs.
No such finding was made in relation to
narrow MFNs.

142

Ibid.
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English
summary
of
05.10.2015:
http://www.konkurrensver
ket.se/en/news/investigati
on-of-the-online-travelagency-expedia-closed/

Final report of 24.09.2014:
https://assets.publishing.s
ervice.gov.uk/media/5421c
2ade5274a1314000001/Fin
al_report.pdf
Order of 18.03.2015:
https://assets.publishing.s
ervice.gov.uk/media/55098
79f40f0b613e6000029/Ord
er.pdf
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Booking.co
m and
Expedia

Agreements that restricted each of
Booking.com and Expedia’s ability to
discount the headline rate at which
room-only
hotel
accommodation
bookings were offered to consumers
(Discounting Restrictions) (a form of
resale price maintenance (RPM)).
NOTE: The agreements also contained
retail most-favoured nation clauses,
sometimes referred to as ‘rate parity’
obligations, although these were NOT
the focus of the investigation. ‘Wide
retail MFNs’ are contractual restrictions
by which a hotel is obliged to offer the
same or a better price for a room on a
particular online travel agent (OTA) as
the price offered on other OTAs;
‘Narrow retail MFNs’ are contractual
restrictions by which a hotel is obliged
to offer the same or a better price for a
room on a particular OTA as the price
offered on the hotel’s own online direct
sales channels.
The Statement of Objections alleged
that the parties had infringed the
Chapter I prohibition and/or Article
101(1) TFEU in relation to the online
offering
of
room-only
hotel
accommodation bookings by OTAs. The
OFT alleged in the Statement of
Objections that Booking.com and
Expedia had each entered into separate
arrangements with IHG that restricted
the OTA’s ability to discount the
headline rate at which room-only hotel
accommodation bookings were offered
to consumers.
The
OFT
decided
to
accept
commitments from the parties to
remove
restrictions
on
offering
discounts from headline rates for hotel
rooms in the UK subject to certain
conditions (including such discounting
to be restricted to ‘closed groups’, for
instance in the context of membership
or loyalty schemes).
The
commitments
decision
was
appealed by a third party, quashed by
the CAT, and the investigation was reopened. On 16 September 2015, the
CMA decided that it was appropriate to
close the investigation on the grounds
that it no longer constituted an
administrative priority. The decision
does not amount to a decision or view
as to whether a party acted illegally and
no implication may be drawn that any
party was acting illegally.
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The (now quashed)
commitments decision of
31.01.2014:
https://webarchive.nationa
larchives.gov.uk/20140402
182536/http://www.oft.go
v.uk/shared_oft/ca-andcartels/oft1514dec.pdf
The case closure summary
of 16.09.2015:
https://assets.publishing.s
ervice.gov.uk/media/55f84
04aed915d14f1000014/Hot
el_online_booking__case_closure_summary.p
df
The following appeal
relates to the OFT’s
decision of January 2014 to
accept commitments CAT 16 (2014), Skyscanner
Ltd v CMA – judgment of
26.09.2014:
https://www.catribunal.org
.uk/sites/default/files/1226
_Skyscanner_Judgment_C
AT_16_260914.pdf
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Ping

The CAT assessment:
1.
Procedural impropriety: The
OFT failed to take into account relevant
considerations,
namely
the
representations that Skyscanner made
on the impact the commitments would
have on the meta-search sector and/or
on inter-brand competition;
2.
Irrationality: The OFT failed to
take account of a matter of which it
ought to have taken account and acted
as no reasonable authority should act
(by failing to inform itself about the
possible impact on price transparency
of the restriction on disclosure of price
information
envisaged
in
the
commitments);
3.
Ultra vires: The OFT did NOT
act ultra vires its powers by accepting
commitments which affect third parties.
The case concerns an online sales ban a clause in the wider written term of
Ping’s standard selective distribution
agreement with its distributors. The
infringing agreement was that the
retailer would not sell Ping golf clubs
online. The CMA found the agreement
(in respect of each Account Holder),
was not objectively justified, and had as
its object the prevention, restriction or
distortion of competition within the UK
and between EU Member States and
may have affected trade within the UK
and between EU Member States, and
was not exempt by virtue of Article
101(3).
The main legal assessment concerned
1) whether the ban was an object
infringement, and 2) whether the online
sale was ‘objectively justified’ meeting
the so-called the ‘Metro criteria’ to fall
outside Article 101(1).
1) The CMA found following an
individual and specific examination of
the content and objectives of the Online
sales ban and the legal and economic
context of which it forms a part, that
the Online sales ban revealed by its
nature a sufficient degree of harm to
competition, and that accordingly it had
as its object the prevention, restriction
or distortion of competition within the
UK and between EU Member States.
Content - the content of the Online
sales ban was a contractual agreement
between Ping and its Account Holders
not to sell Ping golf clubs online.
Objectives – the CMA found that, the
written expression of the Online sales
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Decision of 24.08.2017:
https://assets.publishing.s
ervice.gov.uk/media/5a3b7
d11e5274a73593a0ce5/sp
orts-equipment-nonconfidential-infringementdecision.pdf
Competition Appeal
Tribunal (CAT)
Appeal of 24.10.2017
Hearing of 10-25.05.2018
Judgment of 07.09.2018:
https://www.catribunal.org
.uk/sites/default/files/2018
10/1279_Ping_Judgment_
CAT_13_070918.PDF
Court of Appeal
judgement:
https://www.catribunal.org
.uk/sites/default/files/2020
01/C3_2018_2863_PING_E
UROPE_2020_EWCA_Civ_1
3.pdf
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ban establishes that its objective is to
prohibit any sales on the internet of
Ping golf clubs by UK Account Holders.
The CMA found the fact that consumers
cannot click-to-basket and complete
the transaction online reduces, by its
very nature, the ability and incentives
of retailers to attract and win
consumers’ business using the internet.
In particular, retailers cannot attract
consumers
located
outside
their
catchment areas to buy Ping golf clubs
online by offering better prices or a
quality online service and was by its
very
nature,
liable
to
restrict
competition between Account Holders
through an important sales channel
(namely, online) both within the UK and
across the EU more generally.
Legal and economic context – included
i) Ping’s and its competitors systems of
selective distribution, ii) that it was a
standard term agreed to by all account
holders, iii) Ping had a significant [2030%] market share, iv) the nature of
the product was such it could be sold
online and Ping golf clubs were sold
online in other jurisdictions like the
USA, v) pre-sales custom fitting was
widespread and provided by Ping’s
competitors without a ban, vi) there
was consumer demand for custom fit
clubs online, vii) online was an
important and growing channel.
2) The CMA assessed if the ban was
‘objectively justified’. The CMA found
the online sales ban pursued legitimate
aim, custom fitting, protecting brand
image and addressing free-riding, but
only had a limited effect in achieving
that aims, and were not necessary as
there were less restrictive realistic
alternatives, and that in any event a
ban
on
online
sales
was
disproportionate way to promote
custom fitting. The case was appealed
before the national corts.
A) The CAT addressed the appeal in
three parts [94]:
1) Does the ban satisfy the criteria in
the Metro case.
The CAT found the core of the test is
whether the restriction (here the ban)
is necessary for non-price competition
to exist. It is not a balancing exercise
weighing up the likely pro- and anticompetitive effects of the restriction.
The CAT found the CMA had made an
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error of law in assessing the
proportionality of the online sales ban
but instead should have assessed if it
was necessary to compete on product
quality. The CAT found whilst Ping
competes on non-price parameters
(e.g. quality and innovation) against
other golf club manufacturers, it could
still do so without the ban. This is clear
from the fact that other golf club
manufacturers do not prohibit online
sales
yet
nevertheless
compete
vigorously on non-price parameters
against Ping. The ban may assist Ping
to compete more vigorously on nonprice
parameters
than
it
could
otherwise do absent the ban, but this is
a balancing exercise which falls to be
considered under Article 101(3).
2) Does the agreement reveal a
sufficient
degree
of
harm
to
competition to be considered a
restriction ‘by object’ within Art.
101(1), taking into account its
provisions, its objectives and all
relevant aspects of its economic and
legal context?
The CAT upheld the CMA’s decision,
finding the CMA was correct to find that
the ban reveals in itself a sufficient
degree of harm to competition to
constitute
an
object
restriction,
notwithstanding Ping’s legitimate aim.
The potential impact of the ban on
consumers and retailers is real and
material. It significantly restricts
consumers from accessing Ping golf
club retailers outside their local area
and from comparing prices and it
significantly reduces the ability of, and
incentives for, retailers to compete for
business using the internet.
3) If the ban is restrictive of
competition
by
object,
can
it
nevertheless be redeemed under Article
101(3)?
Conditions 1 and 3: The CAT found that
consumers benefit from custom fitting
because they receive a better quality
product. This constitutes an “efficiency”
in the sense of the first condition of
Article 101(3). They found that the
internet ban marginally increases
custom fitting rates of Ping’s clubs. The
scale of the benefit attributable to the
ban is, however, limited because the
ban is not a particularly effective means
of increasing custom fitting rates.
However there are less restrictive,
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alternative measures in the sense that
they are comparably effective at
achieving the benefits of the ban. The
CAT rejected Ping’s contention that the
Decision would generate a free-riding
problem. The consequence is that, as
the CMA found in the Decision the policy
cannot be considered “indispensable” to
the attainment of the efficiency.
Condition 2: The CAT conducted the
‘fair share’ ‘balancing exercise’ by
considering the benefits of the
restriction (in terms of the marginal
increase in custom fitting rates and
associated efficiency gain) against the
disbenefits to consumers in terms of
increased inconvenience and reduced
choice of retailer (and the reduction in
competition this generates). It found
the benefits of the ban were very
limited: it motivates relatively few
consumers (who would not otherwise
have had a custom fitting) to get a
custom fitting and does little to
counteract free-riding. The disbenefits
were also relatively constrained in view
of the fact that relatively few
consumers purchase custom fit clubs
online. However, it found that the policy
does not on balance generate benefits
outweighing
its
disbenefits.
We
therefore conclude that this condition is
also not fulfilled.
Condition 4: It is clear that the policy
does not risk the elimination of
competition: inter-brand and intrabrand competition would continue to
exist despite the policy.

BMW UK

B) The Court of Appeal has recently
handed down its judgment upholding
the CAT.
New car internet portal, carwow,
complained to the CMA that BMW UK
was stopping its dealers from listing
BMW and MINI cars on the portal.
The CMA carried out an initial
assessment of the complaint and met
both carwow and BMW UK. Following its
engagement with the CMA, BMW UK
informed the CMA of its decision to
change its policy in order to allow its
dealers to work with carwow and similar
internet-based new car portals.
Given this change of policy, the CMA
decided against initiating a formal
investigation in the light of its
prioritisation principles. This decision
did not amount to a statement as to
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Ultra
Finishing

whether any business has infringed
competition law.
The case concerned RPM in a vertical
agreement
between
the
parties.
Following a complaint to the CMA
raising concerns about the supply of
bathroom fittings products by Ultra, the
CMA launched an investigation.

Press release of 17 May
2016:
https://www.gov.uk/cmacases/bathroom-fittingssector-investigation-intoanti-competitive-practices

Ultra had introduced online trading
guidelines relating to the online sales of
certain products. The guidelines were
recommendations
regarding
the
representation of Ultra’s brands on
resellers’ websites, including images
and logos. They also contained a
‘recommendation’, which was stated
not to be legally binding, that online
prices should be no lower than 25% off
in-store RRPs. However, despite being
described as a ‘recommendation’, the
evidence demonstrated that the key
objective of Ultra’s online trading
guidelines was to prevent resellers from
selling or advertising the respective
products
online
below
the
‘recommended’ online price. The
guidelines were implemented through a
copyright licence for the use of Ultra’s
images, which it used as a mechanism
to ensure that resellers signed up and
adhered
to
the
online
trading
guidelines. The licence enabled Ultra to
threaten to withdraw a reseller’s rights
to use Ultra images for online sales if a
reseller set online prices below the
recommended online price.

ITW Limited

The CMA found that, in the context of
online sales, Ultra’s ‘recommendation’
as to online prices in practice effectively
restricted the ability for resellers to set
online prices below a specified level and
therefore amounted to resale price
maintenance. The CMA thus concluded
that Ultra infringed the Competition Act
1998 and Article 101 TFEU by
participating in an agreement and/or
concerted practice with certain of its
resellers that had as its object the
prevention, restriction or distortion of
competition.
The case concerned RPM in a vertical
agreement between the parties. In
2012, Foster Refrigerator UK, a division
of ITW, issued a ‘discounting policy’ to
its entire network of resellers (the
minimum advertised price or MAP
Policy). The MAP Policy prohibited
resellers from advertising any Foster
products below a minimum advertised
price (MAP) both online and offline. The
MAP Policy was introduced to improve
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the margins available to resellers from
selling Foster products, and to reduce
competitive pressure
on
Foster’s
traditional dealers from lower prices
available online.
Following the introduction of the MAP
Policy, Foster regularly monitored
resellers’ websites to check that
resellers were not advertising Foster’s
products for sale below the MAP. Foster
also requested its resellers to report
instances where Foster products were
advertised for sale below the MAP.
Further,
where
Foster
identified
instances where resellers’ online prices
for Foster products were below the MAP,
Foster took enforcement action to
compel resellers to change their online
prices so that they were no lower than
the MAP.
In the light of the evidence set out in
this Decision, the CMA found that
Foster’s prohibition on advertising
prices below the MAP genuinely
restricted in practice the ability of
resellers to determine their online sales
prices at a price below the MAP and, as
such, amounted to resale price
maintenance (RPM) in respect of online
sales of Foster products. The CMA thus
concluded that ITW infringed the
Competition Act 1998 and Article 101
TFEU by participating in an agreement
and/or concerted practice with certain
of its resellers, which had as its object
the prevention, restriction or distortion
of competition.
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IV

Classification
of
different
restraints by the NCAs

vertical

1. Price restrictions
Figure 3 presents an overview of the Member States and sectors in which the price
restriction cases reported by the NCAs have occurred. The table is colour-scaled from white
(zero cases) to dark green (highest number of cases) to easily spot in which Member
States and sectors there is a concentration of cases. The same colour scale is used for all
subsequent tables.
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2. Selective distribution
Figure 4 presents an overview of the Member States and sectors in which the selective
distribution cases reported by the NCAs have occurred:
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3. Exclusive distribution
Figure 5 presents an overview of the Member States and sectors in which the exclusive
distribution cases reported by the NCAs have occurred:
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4. Most-favoured nation (MFN) or parity clauses
Figure 6 presents an overview of the Member States and sectors in which the most-favoured nation
cases reported by the NCAs have occurred:
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Figure 6 – Most-favoured nation cases by Member State and sector
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5. Other restraints dealt with by the VBER and the
Guidelines
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Figure 7 – Other restraints dealt with by the VBER and the Guidelines cases by Member
State and sector
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V

Interview questionnaire
1. Interview questionnaire in English

QUESTIONNAIRES TASKS 2-6
The European Commission has appointed Valdani, Vicari & Associati (VVA), LE Europe,
WIK-Consult and The Austrian Institute of Economic Research (WIFO) to conduct a study
on the Commission Regulation (EU) No 330/2010 (Vertical Block Exemption Regulation,
VBER) and on the Commission Notice providing guidance on the interpretation of the VBER
and Article 101 of the Treaty (VGL). This study focusses on the European competition rules
applied on “vertical agreements”, i.e. agreements for the sale or purchase of goods or
services between parties operating at different levels of the supply chain.
The purpose of this study is to provide support to the Directorate General for Competition
(DG COMP) in the evaluation of the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints. The
aim of the exercise is to assess if the legislation still meets the specific objectives of the
legal framework: the findings of the study will support the evidence base for a possible
revision of the VBER and the Guidelines, through identification and analysis of provisions
which may no longer be up to date with the latest market developments and business
practices, any overlaps with other provisions or other inconsistencies.
The interviews aim to gather insights from relevant stakeholders, evaluating the
importance of different sales channels and distribution strategies. The questionnaire is
structured into six sections, the first one is dedicated to the screening questions, the last
part which focusses on the overall Vertical Block Exemption Regulation and the Guidelines,
while the core parts of the interview aim at collecting insights on specific practices
regarding the following four types of agreements, namely:
•
•
•
•

Retail Price Maintenance (RPM);
Selective Distribution Model;
Exclusive Distribution Model;
Most Favoured Nation (MFN).

Retail Price Maintenance
Resale price maintenance (RPM), refers to those agreements or concerted practices
having as their direct or indirect object the establishment of a fixed or minimum
resale price or a fixed or minimum price level to be observed by the buyer. These
clauses are treated as a hardcore restriction. Including RPM in an agreement gives
rise to the presumption that the agreement restricts competition and thus falls
within Article 101(1). It also gives rise to the presumption that the agreement is
unlikely to fulfil the conditions of Article 101(3), for which reason the block
exemption does not apply.
However, undertakings have the possibility to plead an efficiency defence under
Article 101(3) in an individual case. It is incumbent on the parties to substantiate
that likely efficiencies result from including RPM in their agreement and
demonstrate that all the conditions of Article 101(3) are fulfilled.

Selective Distribution
Selective distribution agreements restrict on the one hand the number of
authorised distributors and on the other the possibilities of resale. The restriction
of the number of dealers depends on selection criteria linked in the first place to
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the nature of the product. Restriction on resale foresees a restriction on any sales
to non-authorised distributors, leaving only appointed dealers and final customers
as possible buyers. Selective distribution is almost always used to distribute
branded final products.

Exclusive Distribution
In an exclusive distribution agreement, the supplier agrees to sell his products only
to one distributor for resale in a particular territory. At the same time the distributor
is usually limited in his active selling into other (exclusively allocated) territories.
The possible competition risks are mainly reduced intra-brand competition and
market partitioning, which may in particular facilitate price discrimination.
When most or all of the suppliers apply exclusive distribution, this may soften
competition and facilitate collusion, both at the suppliers' and distributors' level.
Lastly, exclusive distribution may lead to foreclosure of other distributors and
therewith reduce competition at that level.

Most Favoured Nation
In general, Most-Favoured Nation Clauses (also "parity clauses") are contractual
terms agreed between undertakings at diverse levels of the value chain
(manufacturers/distributors/retailers/intermediaries). With these clauses, a party
guarantees a counterparty equal or better trading terms as it uses with any other
party.
Retail MFNs: Retail Most-Favoured Nation Clauses (MFNs) are contractual terms
with which the supplier agrees to offer its products to a retailer/intermediary on
terms which are the same or better than those offered on other retail channels.
The core characteristic of "Retail MFNs", is that they are agreed in the context of a
B2C transaction, influencing the retail terms (e.g. through them the seller agrees
to charge a retail price to the end-consumer on a platform that is at least as low
as the prices it charges through other sales channels).
The terms in question may include price ("Price MFNs"), product range, availability,
conditions and business model ("Non-price MFNs").

The parity obligation may apply in respect of the online or offline channels,
and of all other retail channels (e.g. Wide MFNs) or only certain direct or
indirect (e.g. Narrow MFNs - supplier's own website).

Part A: The Interviewee
Question A1: Which industry does your business cover? (if your answer differs
depending on the geographic market, please clarify):
Agriculture
Household appliances
Accessories & footwear
Furniture
Clothing
Media
Publishing of books, periodicals and
Consumer electronics
other publishing activities
Cosmetics & beauty care
Sporting goods
Financial services
Telecom & Post
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Food and beverages
Transport
Other:
Notes:
Question A2: Which of the following steps along the supply chain does your business
cover? (multiple answers possible)
Production/Manufacturing
Wholesale distribution
Brick & mortar retail
%
on
total
retail
activities:
Online retail
%
on
total
retail
activities:
Notes:
Question A3: In the industry(es) covered by your business, which is your market
position? Is your company among the leading ones or are you a newcomer in the sector?
Notes:
Question A4: In which countries does your business operate? Which is the main country
of operation?
Austria
Germany
Poland
Belgium
Greece
Portugal
Bulgaria
Hungary
Romania
Croatia
Ireland
Slovakia
Cyprus
Italy
Slovenia
Czech Republic
Latvia
Spain
Denmark
Lithuania
Sweden
Estonia
Luxembourg
United Kingdom
Finland
Malta
Rest of Europe
France
Netherlands
Rest of World
Notes:
Question A5: What is the approximate share of cross-border transactions for your
business (% turnover)? [If more than one industry selected in Question A1]: Does your
answer differ depending on the industry? Please clarify.
Cross-border sales (other EU countries):
Cross-border supplies (other EU countries):
Cross-border sales (outside EU):
Cross-border supplies (outside EU):
Notes:
Question A6: Which type of vertical restriction agreements would you be able to discuss
in your industries?
Selective distribution agreements
Exclusive distribution agreements
Retail Most Favoured Nation (MFN) or parity clauses
Price restrictions
Notes:
Question A7: Does the approach to these vertical restriction agreements vary according
to:
country
industry
Notes:
Question A8: Do you want the information provided in reply to this questionnaire to be
anonymised so that the findings in the evaluation support study cannot be attributed to
your organisation? Please consider that any confidential information provided will be
treated as such and will not be shared with other entities or included in the evaluation
support study.
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Yes
No
Question A9: What is your company’s size?
Micro (less than 10 employees and less than €2 million annual turnover)
Small (less than 50 employees and less than €10 million annual turnover)
Medium (less than 250 employees and less than €50 million annual turnover)
Large (over 250 employees over €50 million annual turnover)
Notes:

Part B: Limitations to resale prices: direct or
indirect restrictions
Question B1: Which of the following types of restrictions to resale prices (either direct,
indirect or both) do you have encountered with your suppliers/distributors/retailers?
Maximum resale price (i.e. there is a maximum retail price set for a product
or service)
Minimum resale price (i.e. there is a minimum retail price set for a product
or service)
Minimum advertised prices (i.e. there is a minimum price a product or
service can be advertised for. Actual sales are not affected and can be sold
to a lower price)
Recommended price (i.e. there is a non-binding suggestion for the product
or service)
Other:
Notes:
Question B2: In what way do these price restriction agreements vary across the
different industries and countries covered by your business?
Notes:
Question B3: If applicable, in what way do these price restriction agreements vary
across different product categories within your industry?
Notes:
Question B4: Please indicate reasons why the encountered price restriction agreements
are beneficial?
To offer a better customer experience and to avoid free riding
(e.g. shop A offers a product and associated customer
service and shop B offers only the product for a lower price
without the customer service). Please indicate the price
restriction that is used to achieve such benefit and explain
how the restriction contribute to achieve such benefit
“Double marginalisation” (both firms in the supply chain
want to extract their profits and in so doing end up creating
a retail price that is significantly higher, and a quantity that
is significantly lower, than it would be if they merged). Please
indicate the price restriction that is used to achieve such
benefit and explain how the restriction contribute to achieve
such benefit
To reduce transaction costs (for instance by avoiding
frequent price negotiations). Please indicate the price
restriction that is used to achieve such benefit and explain
how the restriction contribute to achieve such benefit
To protect brand image (for example to maintain high-end
status for certain goods (Luxury watches, designer
handbags, etc). Please indicate the price restriction that is
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used to achieve such benefit and explain how the restriction
contribute to achieve such benefit
To promote launch of a new product or other promotional
campaigns (for example in association with 2-for-1
promotions). Please indicate the price restriction that is used
to achieve such benefit and explain how the restriction
contribute to achieve such benefit
To facilitate investment (for instance towards R&D). Please
indicate the price restriction that is used to achieve such
benefit and explain how the restriction contribute to achieve
such benefit
Guaranteed profit margins. Please indicate the price
restriction that is used to achieve such benefit and explain
how the restriction contribute to achieve such benefit
Other:
Question B5: Please indicate reasons why these agreements restricting resale prices
are not beneficial. Please explain
Doesn’t offer sufficient benefits to my business. Please
explain
Lack of willingness of business partners. Please explain
Competition policy requirements too restrictive. Please
explain
Uncertainty about compliance. Please explain
Inappropriate for your type of business. Please explain
Costs are too high (compliance costs? Other costs? please
specify)
Don’t know enough about them
Other:
Notes:
Question B6: Do agreements restricting resale prices have an impact on your business?
Please explain.
Notes:
Question B7: Do agreements restricting resale prices have an impact on other actors
in supply chains you are a part of? Please explain.
Notes:
Question B8: What is the typical impact of the agreement(s) restricting resale prices
on the market price of the concerned product(s)?
Notes:
Question B9: How does, or would, the use of agreements restricting resale prices by
your business impact the market for the affected product categories?
Notes:
Question B10: Which party typically benefits the most from the agreement? Why?
Notes:
Question B11: Which party typically initiates the agreement(s) restricting resale prices?
(a producer/manufacturer; a distributor; a retailer; mutual). Please explain.
Notes:
[To wholesalers/retailers] Question B12: Are you aware of specific sets of
rules/restrictions that de facto amount to a situation where you find preferable to set
prices equal to the level suggested by the supplier? Please explain and provide examples
Notes:
Question B13: In your experience, do price restriction agreements aim at encouraging
the use of specific sales services by retailers? (e.g. pre-sale support) If so which ones
and how?
Notes:
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Question B14: Are limitations to resale prices effective in providing the right incentives
to retailers?
Notes:
Question B15: Are other means of incentivizing retailers less preferable, why?
Notes:
Question B16: Is free riding a concern more for online sales channels than offline sales
channels, or vice-versa? Why?
Notes:
Question B17: How are these agreements typically reached?
Written (contract, letter, email)
Orally
Agreement on pricing algorithms
Other:
Notes:
Question B18: Has the implementation of the agreements restricting resale prices
changed over the last 10 years both for the way the agreements are reached as well as
how they are monitored and enforced once they are in place?
Notes:
Question B19: How has the arrival of online platforms (e.g. Amazon, Alibaba) impacted
price restriction practices?
Notes:
Question B20: In your experience, how are these agreements enforced? Are there any
retaliation systems?
Through algorithms or other software
Through “retaliatory” measures specified in the agreement (e.g. contract
termination, refuse to supply, remove from selective distribution networks
etc.)
Through threats of retaliatory measures
Through financial incentives (e.g. additional bonuses)
Other:
Notes
Question B21: If a business in your sector were to apply a minimum RPM agreement,
at present: to the best of your knowledge, which costs would that business have to
consider? Which would be the most significant cost?
Charges or fees
Required person hours
Waiting time on approval
Legal counsel
Other:
Notes:
Question B22: In your experience, why was it not possible to use alternatives that can
achieve the same or equivalent benefits as minimum RPM agreements? (e.g. contractual
clauses which require a certain amount of investments)
Notes:
Question B23: Would you consider applying minimum RPM agreements if exemptions
based on efficiency justifications were included in the relevant regulation on vertical
restrictions? Please explain what changes to current rules would be beneficial for you
when it comes to the application of minimum RPM?
Notes:
Question B24: Would the application of minimum RPM agreements help retailers to
support their investments in quality customer services (e.g. pre and post-sales technical
assistance)? How? Please give details on which parts of these investments could be made
possible by minimum RPM agreements. Can you give an example for a product/service
where minimum RPM agreement would improve distribution?
Notes:
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Question B25: What is the impact of minimum RPM agreements on consumers in your
view? Please explain the impact on innovation, quality, consumer price.
Notes:
Question B26: One application of minimum RPM agreements with the potential to be
exempted from regulated vertical restrictions is their use in product launches or
promotional campaigns. How long is a typical launch period/campaign for your business?
Less than 1 day
1 - 3 day
3 days - 1 week
1 – 2 weeks
2 – 3 weeks
3 weeks - 1 month
> 1 month
Notes:
Question B27: How frequently do you engage in these launch periods/campaigns?
Notes:
Question B28: Does the typical launch period/campaign vary depending on the
category of product/the target consumers? (e.g. supposing you are a retailer of
household appliances, do a washing-machine and a dishwasher require different time
span for campaigns due to the characteristics of the product?)
Notes:
Question B29: Are there other applications for minimum RPM agreements (other than
product launches or promotional campaigns) which can produce efficiencies?
Notes:
Questions on cumulative effects
Question B30: In your view, if multiple companies are using agreements restricting
resale prices within the same geographic market and/or within the same industry, why
would it be beneficial for the companies involved?
Notes:
Question B31: To the best of your knowledge, have you encountered in your industry
a situation in which one or more companies were encouraging other companies to use
agreements restricting resale prices? How was this enforced and monitored?
Notes:
Question B32: Are you affected by other market players using agreements clauses in
your sector? If so, how are you affected? Please provide details
Notes:
Question B33: How does or would a widespread use of agreements restricting resale
prices impact the market for the affected product categories as a whole?
Notes:
Question B34: Have you encountered that other restrictions are applied to the same
product under on top of price restrictions (e.g. exclusive distribution, MFN clause,
selective distribution)? If so, which ones?
Notes:

Part C: Selective distribution agreements
Question C1: Do you have set up or are part of one of the following types of selective
distribution networks?
“Qualitative” (the network of distributors is based only on objective and
qualitative criteria) [see Question C2 for examples]
“Quantitative” (distributors can be part of a selective distribution network
only when fulfilling certain quantitative thresholds) [see Question C3 for
examples]
A combination of both qualitative and quantitative criteria
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Channelling (i.e. the practice of favouring the access to “top tier” products
only to certain distributors)

Other:
Notes:
Question C2: Please specify qualitative criteria applied in your selective distribution
networks
Employment of trained personal (product-specific training);
Offer of customer advice before/after sale
Reserving a distinct area within a shop restrictive to the product or products
of similar quality
Presentation of product in an appropriate way to preserve the “premium
quality” status of the product
Sale of a broad selection of the supplier’s products
Stocking spare parts
Have a “brick & mortar” store
Having a (product-specific) workshop or customer service centre
Qualitative requirements to online sales (e.g. online customer service,
secure payment methods
Other:
Notes:
Question C3: Please specify quantitative criteria you applied in your selective
distribution networks
Minimum size of the separate area in the premises of the shop
Minimum buy clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of units of
the product for offline sales
Minimum turnover for brick & mortar part
Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network
Other:
Notes:
Question C4: Why do you have set up or taken part in selective distribution networks?
To offer a better customer experience and to avoid free
riding (e.g. Shop A offers a product and associated
customer service and shop B offers only the product for
a lower price without the customer service). Please
explain
To protect brand image (for example to maintain highend status for luxury goods (Luxury watches, designer
handbags, etc). Please explain
To maintain a stock of a certain size or variety. (Please
explain)
To incentivise retailers to adhere to promotional
campaigns. (Please explain)
Other:
Notes:
Question C5: In your experience, why it was not possible to use alternatives that can
achieve the same or equivalent benefits as selective distribution networks?
Notes:
Question C6: What type of sales services are being encouraged?
Notes:
Question C7: Is selective distribution effective in providing the right incentives to
retailers? Please explain.
Notes:
Question C8: Why are other means of incentivising retailers (i.e. not selective
distribution) less preferable?
Notes:
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Question C9: Is free riding a concern more for online sales channels or offline? Please
explain why.
Notes:
Question C10: What is the impact of the selective distribution agreement on your
business / that of other stages in the supply chain (down/upstream)? Please explain.
Notes:
Question C11: What is the impact of the selective distribution agreement on the market
price of the product?
Notes:
Question C12: In your opinion, which party benefits the most from the agreement?
Why?
Notes:
Question C13: How does the procedure of acceptance/refusal in the distribution
network work? Please explain.
Notes:
Question C14: Do the retailers know the exact criteria to be part of the network? How
is this information about criteria shared with them (e.g. the information is publicly
available or manufacturers need to be inquired)? Please explain.
Notes:
Question C15: How has the arrival of on-line platforms (e.g. Amazon, Alibaba) changed
the way such agreements are reached?
Notes:
Question C16: Why are you not part of these selective distribution networks? Please
explain
Doesn’t offer sufficient benefits to my business. Explain
Lack of willingness of business partners. Explain
Competition policy requirements too restrictive. Explain
Uncertainty about compliance. Explain
Inappropriate for your type of business. Explain
Costs are too high (compliance costs? Other costs? please specify)
Don’t know enough about them
Other:
Notes:
Question C17: Are there any other agreements in addition to the ones listed above that
you have in place and which influence your business relationships with
suppliers/retailers?
Notes:
Question C18: Would any of these types of agreements be of potential interest to your
business? Please explain why.
Notes:
Question C19: Do you apply (comply with) restrictions on the sales between retailers
(“cross-selling”) at different levels of the supply chain? If yes, please explain how and
why.
Notes:
Question C20: Do you find the VBER and Guidelines clear enough for you to apply
(comply with) restrictions to cross-sales in your operations? If not, briefly explain why.
Notes:
Pricing differentiation across retail channels and ban on online sales
Question C21: Are you answering the following questions from the perspective of a
manufacturer/supplier or a distributor/retailer? [Fill in answer from Question A2 unless
unclear]
Manufacturer/Supplier
Distributor/Retailer
Notes:
Questions for Manufacturers/Suppliers [See Question C21]
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Question C22: Do you differentiate your pricing between retailers (i.e. whether they
are mixed, online-only or B&M-only)? If yes, please explain in detail any differentiation
strategy across geographic and product markets and variation over time (within last 10
years)
Do you charge different prices to online-only and B&M-only
retailers? How do you choose your pricing strategy? If yes,
please describe the price difference
How do you consider mixed retailers: are they a separate
category or do they receive the same terms as online-only /
B&M-only retailers? Does this depend upon the percentage of
online sales for the mixed retailers and if yes, how?
Notes:
Question C23: What was the reason for the introduction of this pricing differentiation
policy?
To protect service provision
To protect brand image
Due to retailer pressure
To maintain supplier profit margins
Other:
Notes:
Question C24: Do you impose other non-pricing conditions in respect to online selling?
If yes, please describe the conditions and how these are applied across products,
geographic markets and changes over time (within the last ten years) for the following
two categories of retailers
Online-only retailers
Mixed retailers
Notes:
Question C25: Do you impose requirements on retailers’ ability to sell online on thirdparty platforms (e.g. Amazon or eBay)? If yes, please describe the conditions and how
these are applied across products, geographic markets and time (last ten years)
Notes:
Question C26: How are these arrangements/restrictions enforced (e.g. monetary fine,
restriction of product access, removal of distribution agreement) and monitored?
Notes:
Question C27: What are the benefits and the costs for your business arising from these
requirements? Please describe
Notes:
Question C28: To the best of your knowledge, what are the effects of this policy on
consumers? Please explain:
They face higher prices as a result
They face a restricted access to products. Please explain
how
They benefit from higher service provision or brand
quality. Please explain how
Notes:
Question C29: Do you consider the use of applying different prices (“dual pricing”) to
different retail channels to not be a problematic/illegal practice and to be covered by the
block exemption under VBER? Please explain
Notes
Question C30: How well do you believe existing regulation and Guidelines cover these
restrictions on online selling?
Notes:
Question C31: What is your understanding on the legality of platform bans?
Notes:
Questions for Retailers
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Question C32: Have you asked suppliers to consider introducing different prices across
the different retail channels? If yes, what was the reason for this?
yes
no
To protect retailer profit margin. Please explain
To prevent discounting. Please explain
To prevent free riding on consumer service provision. Please
explain
Other:
Notes:
Question C33: Are you aware that your supplier differentiates the pricing you receive,
relative to competitors, as a result of you being an online-only / B&M-only / mixed
retailer? If yes
yes
no
Do you face higher or lower prices than competitors? Please
explain
Are you aware of the price difference? Please explain how
Are these pricing differences uniform or do they vary across
product or geographic markets? Please indicate any change
within the last 10 years
Notes:
Question C34: Are you aware of whether dual pricing agreements occur in your product
market (regardless of whether this directly affects you or not)? If yes
yes
no
How prevalent is this? What percentage of the product market
would be covered by such agreements?
What is the effect of this policy for retailers? Please explain,
providing details on costs and benefits
Notes:
Question C35: To the best of your knowledge, what are the effects of these dual pricing
agreements on consumers? Please explain
Notes:
Question C36: Do you consider the use of applying different prices (“dual pricing”) to
different retail channels to not be a problematic/illegal practice and to be covered by the
block exemption under VBER? Please explain
Notes:
Question C37: Are there requirements to comply with in order to sell online on your
own website platform or on third-party platforms (e.g. Amazon or eBay)? If yes, please
describe the conditions and how these are applied across products, geographic markets
and changes over time (within the last ten years)
Notes:
Question C38: How are these arrangements/restrictions enforced (e.g. monetary fine,
restriction of product access, removal of distribution agreement) and monitored by the
supplier?
Notes:
Question C39: What are the benefits and the costs for your business arising from these
requirements? Please describe
Notes:
Question C40: To the best of your knowledge, what are the effects of these
requirements on online selling on consumers? Please explain:
They face higher prices as a result
They face a restricted access to products. Please explain
how
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They benefit from higher service provision or brand
quality. Please explain how
Notes:
Question C41: Are you aware of whether these restrictions are applied in a nondiscriminatory way across all retailers? Please explain
Notes:
Questions on cumulative effects
Question C42: How does or would a widespread use of Selective distribution
agreements impact the market for the affected product categories as a whole?
Notes:
Question C43: Are you affected by other market players applying Selective distribution
agreements clauses in your sector? If so, how are you affected? Please provide details
Notes:
Question C44: How has the advent of intermediation platforms and agency business
models (e.g. Booking.com, Amazon, Expedia) changed the way these agreements are
reached and used?
Notes:
Question C45: In your view, did the way Selective Distribution agreements are
implemented and how often they are used changed over the last 10 years? Please,
explain.
Notes:

Part D1: Exclusive distribution
[only if respondent is a supplier]

agreements

In an Exclusive Distribution agreement, the supplier agrees to sell his products only to
one distributor for resale in a particular territory or customer group who is protected
from active sales into his territory or customer group by other (exclusive) distributors.
Question D1.1: At which level does your company adopt exclusive distribution
agreements?
Wholesale level
Retail level
Question D1.2: What type of exclusive distribution agreements do you have in place?
Notes:
Question D1.3: If it is by territory, could you please describe the type of territories?
Notes:
Question D1.4: if it is by customer group, could you please describe by which type?
Notes:
Question D1.5: If you apply other criteria of exclusivity, could you please describe
them?
Notes:
Question D1.6: Do you cumulate exclusive distribution agreements with other vertical
restriction clauses that limit the distributors’ actions? (e.g. Non-compete obligations,
minimum quantity purchase, exclusive sourcing and others)
Non-compete obligation with duration up to 5 years
Non-compete obligations with duration longer than 5 years
Minimum purchase or stocking obligations or incentives
Exclusive sourcing obligations or incentives
Others,
please
describe:
Notes:
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Question D1.7: Could you please describe what are the objectives your company aims
to achieve cumulating those restrictions?
Notes:
Question D1.8: Is the decision to establish an Exclusive Distribution agreement with
your wholesale distributor and/or retailer determined by the characteristics of your
industry? If yes, could you please explain how?
Notes:
Question D1.9: Which party of an Exclusive Distribution agreement more commonly
asks to implement this type of clauses and why? (i.e. supplier, wholesaler, retailer)
Notes:
Question D1.10: Does your company adopt different distribution models on a
geographical basis? If yes, could you please explain the rationale of this decision?
Notes:
Question D1.11: Does your company adopt a different distribution model on a
product/brand base? If yes, could you please explain the rationale of this decision?
Notes:
Question D1.12: Does your company adopt a mix of selective and exclusive distribution
agreements?
In the same territory but at different levels (i.e. wholesale and retail)
In different EU Member States
Other
distribution
models:
Question D1.13: If yes, what is the strategic motivation
Notes:
Question D1.14: What are the motivations and objectives that prompted the use of
exclusive distribution agreements? (i.e. higher efficiency gains in logistics, specific
investments to be borne, increased brand image)
Notes:
Question D1.15: What are the benefits and the costs for your company to be part of
an exclusive distribution agreement? How does the distributor compensate for these
costs?
Notes:
Questions on cumulative effects
Question D1.16: How does or would a widespread use of Exclusive distribution
agreements or equivalent clauses impact the market for the affected product categories
as a whole?
Notes:
Question D1.17: How does or would a widespread use of Exclusive distribution
agreements cumulated with other limitation clauses (e.g. non-compete obligations,
minimum purchase or stocking obligations, exclusive sourcing, others) impact the
market for the affected product categories as a whole?
Notes:
Question D1.18: Are you affected by other market players applying Exclusive
distribution agreements clauses in your sector? If so, how are you affected? Please
provide details
Notes:
Question D1.19: How has the advent of intermediation platforms and agency business
models (e.g. Booking.com, Amazon, Expedia) changed the way these agreements are
reached and used?
Notes:
Question D1.20: In your view, did the way Exclusive Distribution agreements are
implemented and how often they are used changed over the last 10 years? Please,
explain.
Notes:
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Part D2: Exclusive distribution agreements
(for wholesale distributors and retailers)
Question D2.1: In which category fall your main supplier(s)?
Wholesale distributors
Manufacturers
Others,
please
specify:
Notes:
Question D2.2: Do you have Exclusive Distribution Agreements with your supplier(s)?
Notes:
Question D2.3: What type of exclusive distribution agreements do you have in place?
Notes:
Question D2.4: If it is by territory, could you please describe the type of territories?
Notes:
Question D.2.5: if it is by customer group, could you please describe by which type?
Notes:
Question D.2.6: If you apply other criteria of exclusivity, could you please describe
them?
Notes:
Question D2.7: Do you have in place exclusive distribution agreements which cumulate
with other vertical restriction clauses that limit the distributors’ actions? (e.g. Noncompete obligations, minimum quantity purchase, exclusive sourcing and others)
Non-compete obligation with duration up to 5 years
Non-compete obligations with duration longer than 5 years
Minimum purchase or stocking obligations or incentives
Exclusive sourcing obligations or incentives
Others,
please
describe:
Notes:
Question D2.8: Could you please describe what are the objectives your company aims
to achieve cumulating those restrictions?
Notes:
Question D2.9: Is the decision to establish an Exclusive Distribution agreement with
your supplier(s) determined by the characteristics of your industry? If yes, could you
please explain how.
Notes:
[To wholesalers only, see QA2] Question D2.10: Do you have Exclusive Distribution
Agreements with your retailer(s)?
Notes:
[To wholesalers only, see QA2] Question D2.11: Is the decision to establish an
Exclusive Distribution agreement with your retailer(s) determined by the characteristics
of your industry? If yes, how?
Notes
Question D2.12: Does your company adopt different distribution models on a
geographical basis? If yes, could you please explain the rationale of this decision?
Notes:
Question D2.13: Does your company adopt a different distribution model on a
product/brand base? If yes, could you please explain the rationale of this decision?
Notes:
Question D2.14: What are the motivations and objectives that made your company
participate to an exclusive agreement? (i.e. brand reputation, greater business stability,
availability of specific property rights/know how)
Notes:
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Question D2.15: Which party of an Exclusive Distribution agreement more commonly
asks to implement this type of clauses?
Producer
Wholesale distributor
Retailer
Notes:
Question D2.16: What are the benefits and the costs for your company to be part of
an exclusive distribution agreement? How does the supplier compensate for these costs?
Notes:
Questions on cumulative effects
Question D2.17: How does or would a widespread use of Exclusive distribution
agreements or equivalent clauses impact the market for the affected product categories
as a whole?
Notes:
Question D2.18: How does or would a widespread use of Exclusive distribution
agreements cumulated with other limitation clauses (e.g. non-compete obligations,
minimum purchase or stocking obligations, exclusive sourcing, others) impact the
market for the affected product categories as a whole?
Notes:
Question D2.19: Are you affected by other market players applying Exclusive
distribution agreements clauses in your sector? If so, how are you affected? Please
provide details
Notes:
Question D2.20: How has the advent of intermediation platforms and agency business
models (e.g. Booking.com, Amazon, Expedia) changed the way these agreements are
reached and used?
Notes:
Question D2.21: In your view, did the way Exclusive Distribution agreements are
implemented and how often they are used changed over the last 10 years? Please,
explain.
Notes:

Part E: Retail Most-Favoured Nation clauses
(MFNs) and equivalent clauses
In general, Most-Favoured Nation Clauses (also "parity clauses") are contractual
agreed
between
undertakings
at
diverse
levels
of
the
value
(manufacturers/distributors/retailers/intermediaries). With these clauses, a
guarantees a counterparty equal or better trading terms as it uses with any other

terms
chain
party
party.

Retail MFNs: Retail Most-Favoured Nation Clauses (MFNs) are contractual terms with
which the supplier agrees to offer its products to a retailer/intermediary on terms which
are the same or better than those offered on other retail channels.
The core characteristic of "Retail MFNs", is that they are agreed in the context of a B2C
transaction, influencing the retail terms (e.g. through them the seller agrees to charge
a retail price to the end-consumer on a platform that is at least as low as the prices it
charges through other sales channels).
The terms in question may include price ("Price MFNs"), product range, availability,
conditions and business model ("Non-price MFNs").
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The parity obligation may apply in respect of the online or offline channels, and
of all other retail channels (e.g. Wide MFNs) or only certain direct or indirect
(e.g. Narrow MFNs - supplier's own website).
Question E1: Which of the following macro-category of MFNs or equivalent clauses do
you
have
in
place
in
the
agreements
with
your
suppliers/distributors/retailers/intermediaries?
The clause requires the supplier to offer its products to a
retailer/intermediary at equal or better prices as those offered
to any other retailer/intermediary (“Price MFNs” or equivalent)
The clause requires the supplier and the retailer/intermediary to
offer the same product range, conditions, availability and
customer service (“Non-price MFNs” or equivalent)
Notes:
Question
E2:
Did
you
establish
in
contracts
with
your
suppliers/distributors/retailers/intermediary “Retail MFN clauses” whereby the seller
guarantees to the buyer contractual terms at least as favourable as those offered by the
seller to any other buyer, therefore influencing retail prices to the end-consumer? (These
clauses are also known as “Most-favoured customer clauses”, “Prudent buyer clause”,
“Price parity clause”, “Non-discrimination clause, or “Across-customers agreement”).
Please explain.
The buyer guarantees to the seller that its product/services will
be sold to the final consumer at contractual terms which are at
least as favourable as those offered by the buyer to any other
seller (also known as “Most-favoured supplier clauses”, or “Nondiscrimination clause”)
The seller guarantees to the buyer that if there is a rival seller
offering the same product at better terms, the seller will meet
or beat the competitive terms (also known as “Meeting
competition clause”, or “Across-sellers-agreement”)
Other:
Notes:
Question E3: [If Q E2 is not applicable] Did you establish in contracts with your
suppliers/distributors/retailers/intermediary “Non-retail MFNs” or equivalent clauses? If
yes, please describe the characteristics of these clauses.
Yes
No
Notes:
Question E4: On the online channel, which of the following types of Retail MFNs or
equivalent clauses do you have in place with your suppliers/distributors/retailers?
“Wide MFNs”, with which the seller agrees to offer the online intermediary
(such as a marketplace, or a price comparison website) a retail price that
is at least as favourable as the one charged on any other sales channel
“Narrow MFNs”, with which the seller agrees to offer the online
intermediary (such as a marketplace, or a price comparison website) a
retail price that is at least as favourable as the one charged on its own
direct website
Other:
Notes:
Question E5: In what way do these MFN clauses vary across the different industries
and countries covered by your business?
Notes:
Question E6: If applicable, in what way do these MFN clauses vary across different
product categories within your industry?
Notes:
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[For suppliers] Question E7: If you have in place “Wide MFN clauses” with
retailers/intermediaries, do you also have business relationships with other
retailers/intermediaries who do benefit of “Wide MFNs” terms and who are competing
with the first ones?
Yes.
Please
specify
the
number
of
retailers/intermediaries:
No
Notes:
[For suppliers] Question E8: If you have in place “Retail MFNs” with
retailers/intermediaries, what share of the supplier’s total sales/total online sales comes
from the retailer/intermediary that imposes the MFN?
Notes:
[For retailers/intermediaries] Question E9: If you have in place “Retail MFN
clauses” with your suppliers, which means do you use to monitor compliance with these
clauses?
Periodical competitors’ price/terms monitoring
Periodical information request to the suppliers
Random monitoring, as the compliance is very hard to evaluate
Others:
Notes:
[For retailers/intermediaries] Question E10: With regard to the compliance
monitoring of the MFNs and equivalent clauses you have in place with your suppliers, do
you find it too costly/hard?
Yes
Yes, with particular regard to “Non-price MFNs”
Yes, with particular regard to brick-and-mortar retail model
No
Notes:
Question E11: Over the last 3 years, do you think that the retailers/intermediaries have
changed the scope of the retail MFN clauses requested to their suppliers? Please explain
Yes, with regard to the channels covered
Yes, with regard to their content such as price, inventory,
conditions and customer service
Yes, with regard to other reasons. Please specify.
No
Notes:
Question E12: Can you clearly recognize the difference between Retail MFNs and Resale
Price Maintenance (RPM) agreements based on their effects on prices?
Yes. Please explain why
No. Please explain why
Notes:
Question E13: In your experience, can MFNs and equivalent clauses have the same
effect of an RPM agreement on prices?
Yes, in particular “Retail MFNs” can. Please explain how.
Yes, all MFNs can. Please explain which clauses and how
No
Notes:
Question E14: In your experience, can MFNs and equivalent clauses facilitate collusion
between competitors (e.g. competing sellers directly or indirectly exchanging pricing
information, causing collusion on price)? Please, explain why.
Notes:
Question E15: In your opinion, can “Retail MFNs” and equivalent clauses restrict the
ability of your business to deal with third party intermediaries/distributors/retailers,
therefore impeding the market access to new competitors? If yes, please provide
examples.
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Notes:
Question E16: In your opinion, can MFNs and equivalent clauses soften competition
and, thus, reduce potential innovation in your market? Please, explain why
Notes:
Question E17: In your view, what is the impact of MFNs and equivalent clauses on
consumers? Please explain
Negative: higher prices
Negative: less variety of choice
Positive: lower prices
Positive: better customer service
Notes:
Question E18: In your opinion, do the features of your sector encourage the use of
MFNs and equivalent clauses in business agreements? Please, explain why
Notes:
[For suppliers] Question E19: If you have “Retail MFNs” in place with
retailers/intermediaries, please provide the following information on:
The total sales subject to the “Retail MFNs”
The total online sales subject to the “Retail MFNs”
Notes:
[For suppliers] Question E20: If you have “Retail MFNs” in place with
retailers/intermediaries, what is their average market share?
Notes:
Question E21: Why did you decide to use Retail MFNs and equivalent clauses in your
agreements?
[Retailer/intermediary]:
To
avoid
free
riding
(e.g.
“showrooming”, when consumers visit a platform to get informed
about the product offer, but then subsequently visit the preferred
supplier’s own website to buy the product). Please give
examples/evidence of actual showrooming type behaviour by
consumers in the sector. Please explain
[Retailer/intermediary]: To reduce transaction costs (e.g.
avoiding frequent terms negotiations). Please explain
[Retailer/intermediary]: To be sure to get the best deal possible,
therefore reducing uncertainty about potential price fluctuations in
order to facilitate long-term investments (e.g. investments in
demand-enhancing features to offer a better customer service).
Please explain
[Retailer/intermediary]: To avoid risk of opportunism (e.g. when
an intermediary made advertising investments on a product and
uses MFNs to ensure that the supplier will not exploit it by selling the
same product at better terms to others). Please explain
[Seller]: To prevent delays in transacting and to reduce transaction
costs (e.g. by avoiding frequent terms negotiations between the
contracting parties). Please explain
[Seller]: To take advantage of the risk and cost mitigation offered
by the buyer (e.g. large-scale advertisement, complex payment
systems, customer service). Please explain.
[Seller]: To take advantage of buyer’s investments to a product
(e.g. ensuring loyalty to the buyer through the agreed preferential
terms). Please explain
[Seller]: To be competitive, keeping the customers loyal by giving
them preferential terms. Please explain
Other:
Notes:
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[For retailers/intermediaries] Question E22: What type of investments do you aim
to protect with the “Retail MFNs” and equivalent clauses you have in place with your
suppliers? Please explain
General demand-enhancing features
Marketing investments
Advertising investments
After sale support
Guarantees
Other:
Notes:
[For retailers/intermediaries] Question E23: If you have “Retail MFNs” in place with
your suppliers, how do you charge for the services covered by the clauses? Please explain
Per acquisition
Per click
Other:
Notes:
[For retailers/intermediaries] Question E24: If you have “Wide MFNs” in place with
your supplier, please explain why “Narrow MFNs” are not sufficient for your business.
Notes:
[For retailers/intermediaries] Question E25: If you have “Narrow MFNs” in place
with your supplier, please explain why you did not require parity with any other
retailer/intermediary (namely “Wide MFNs”)
Notes:
Question E26: If you do apply Retail MFNs or equivalent measures: what are the
negative consequences associated with implementing them? Please explain
Loss of customers (undertaking that are not taking advantage
of the MFNs)
Loss of sales on direct sales channels
Downward pressure on price due to the competition between
suppliers
Reduction of suppliers’ market power, whereby dominant
companies could abuse of MFNs imposing their negotiating
power
Legal counsel fees for assuring compliance
Other:
Notes:
Question E27: Which party proposed the agreement including the MFNs or equivalent
clauses? Please explain the rationale
You
The counterpart
Both
Notes:
Question E28: In your opinion, which party benefits the most from the clauses? Please,
explain why
Notes:
Question E29: How did you reach an agreement on these clauses? Please explain
Written (letter, email)
Oral (face-to-face, phone)
The clauses form part of our standard terms of business, but are
negotiable
The clauses form part of our standard terms of business and are
non-negotiable
Other:
Notes:
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[For
retailers/intermediaries]
Question
E30:
Do
you
apply
other
incentives/disincentives
to
encourage
your
suppliers
to
give
you
price/content/inventory/conditions parity (e.g. relating to visibility, ranking, service
levels, commission rates)? If yes, please provide details.
Notes:
[For suppliers] Question E31: Do any of the retailers/intermediaries used by your
business apply other incentives/disincentives to encourage you to give them retail
price/content/inventory/conditions parity? If yes, please provide details and explain how
you react to these incentives/disincentives.
Notes:
Question E32: Why do you not use these types of clauses? Please explain
They
would
not
benefit your business.
Explain
Difficulty in reaching
an agreement with
your partners. Explain
Restrictions imposed
by competition law or
other
legislation/regulation.
Explain
Legal
uncertainty
concerning
compliance. Explain
They don’t fit your
business
model.
Explain
Costs
outweigh
benefits
(please
specify the types of
costs)
Lack of information
Other:
Notes:
Questions on cumulative effects
Question E33: Could your business be potentially interested in any of these clauses?
Please explain why
Notes:
Question E34: Aside from the agreements listed above, have you any other kind of
agreement in place that that is able to influence pricing? Please, specify
Notes:
Question E35: Are you aware of other market players applying MFNs or equivalent
clauses in your sector? By which market players?
Notes:
Question E36: In your view, if multiple companies are using MFNs or equivalent clauses
within the same geographic market and/or within the same industry, why would it be
beneficial for the companies involved?
Notes:
Question E37: To the best of your knowledge, have you encountered in your industry a
situation in which one or more companies were encouraging other companies to use
MFNs or equivalent clauses? How was this enforced and monitored?
Notes:
Question E38: How does or would a widespread use of MFNs or equivalent clauses
impact the market for the affected product categories as a whole?
Notes:
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Question E39: Are you affected by other market players applying MFNs or equivalent
clauses in your sector? If so, how are you affected? Please provide details
Loss of customers
Loss of sales on direct
sales channels (if any)
The
competition
between
suppliers
create
downward
pressure on price
Impossibility
of
investing in R&D
Reduction of market
power
Other:
Notes:
Question E40: How has the advent of intermediation platforms and agency business
models (e.g. Booking.com, Amazon, Expedia) changed the way these agreements are
reached and used?
Notes:
Question E41: In your view, the way MFNs and equivalent clauses are implemented
changed over the last 10 years? Please, explain.
Notes:

Part F: The Vertical Block Exemption Regulation

Article 101 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) prohibits
practices which prevent, restrict and distort competition, and sets out conditions for
exceptions to these restrictions. Simplified, these practices may be allowed if they
provide objective benefits giving consumers a fair share of these benefits, without
implying restrictions non indispensable (to achieve these objectives), nor allowing the
possibility of eliminating competition in the respective market.
The purpose of Commission Regulation (EU) No 330/2010 (Vertical Block Exemption
Regulation, VBER) is to exempt from the prohibition contained in Article 101(1) of the
Treaty those vertical agreements for which it can be assumed with sufficient certainty
that they satisfy the conditions of Article 101(3) of the Treaty.
In other words, subject to certain conditions the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation
(VBER) provides an automatic clearance to a set of vertical agreements in the European
economy.
The Guidelines on Vertical Restraints aim to help companies to make their own
assessment of vertical agreements under the EU competition rules. They describe vertical
agreements which generally fall outside Article 101(1), they clarify the conditions for the
application of the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation and they provide practical
guidance on how vertical agreements are assessed in individual cases.
General questions on the application of VBER and its Guidelines
Question F1: Has your organisation benefited from the VBER? Please explain in which
way or why not.
Notes:
Question F2: Do you find the VBER and Guidelines clear enough for you to apply them
in your operations? If not, briefly explain why.
Notes:
Question F3: Do you require legal counsel in order to apply the VBER and the
Guidelines?
Notes:
Question F4: Has your business benefited from the introduction of the VBER and the
Guidelines in 2010 in comparison to the previous version of the VBER (Commission
Regulation (EC) No 2790/1999) and its related Guidelines)?
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Notes:
Question F5: To what extent have distribution models in your sector changed over the
last 10 years (e.g. as a result of the increased importance of e-commerce and/or the
arrival of e-commerce platforms). Please explain/describe
Notes:
Questions on the treatment of vertical agreements in the VBER and its
Guidelines
Question F6: Has your organisation benefited from the treatment of the vertical
agreements (price restrictions, most-favoured nation clauses, selective distribution
networks, exclusive distribution agreements) in the VBER? Please explain in which way
or why not.
Notes:
Question F7: Do you find the VBER and Guidelines clear enough with respect to the
following categories of vertical agreements (price restrictions, most-favoured nation
clauses, selective distribution networks, exclusive distribution agreements)? If not,
briefly explain why.
Notes:
Question F8: Do you require legal counsel with respect to conduct that may qualify as
the following categories of vertical agreements (price restrictions, most-favoured nation
clauses, selective distribution networks, exclusive distribution agreements)?
Notes:
Question F9: Has your business benefited from the introduction of the VBER and the
Guidelines in comparison to the previous legislative framework (Commission Regulation
(EC) No 2790/1999 and related Guidelines) with respect to conduct that may qualify as
the following categories of vertical agreements (price restrictions, most-favoured nation
clauses, selective distribution networks, exclusive distribution agreements)?
Notes:
Question F10: Have changes in distribution models affected the use of the following
categories of vertical agreements (price restrictions, most-favoured nation clauses,
selective distribution networks, exclusive distribution agreements) in your sector? How?
Notes:
Question F11: In your view, do the current rules on the following categories of vertical
agreements (price restrictions, most-favoured nation clauses, selective distribution
networks, exclusive distribution agreements) need to be adapted in light of the changes
in distribution models? How?
Notes:
Question F12: Has the role of the following categories of vertical restrictions (price
restrictions, most-favoured nation clauses, selective distribution networks, exclusive
distribution agreements) in offline retail changed in the past 10 years?
Notes:
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VI

CATI questionnaire

CATI questionnaire in English
EN
Good morning / afternoon, I am calling you regarding a study currently being
undertaken by the European Commission. The topic of the study is vertical distribution
agreements for SMEs. As this survey covers issues related to sales distribution
agreements between producers, wholesalers and retailers, could you please pass me on
to the individual within your enterprise that would have the best overview on this topic?
Respondent
instruction:
Read
out
if
necessary
A most suitable individual would either be a general manager or owner in a small
enterprise or a leader of the sales department or legal officer in a medium enterprise.
If
the
respondent
is
this
person:
[start
the
interview]
If the respondent is not this person [obtain information about new respondent]
Would you please give me the telephone number of that person?
Name:
_____________________________________________
Direct
telephone
number:
__________________________________
This survey is anonymous and the data will be stored on a secure database. It will not
be possible to connect your answers to you, unless you would prefer differently. The
results will be analysed anonymously on an aggregate level and will be stored for further
analyses (without any personal data).
Section
0:
Identification
questions
Before we conduct the key survey questions, the first few questions of this study aim to
collect information about your enterprise
Q1ALL:
In
which
industry
does
your
company
operate?
[MCQ]
ALL
Interviewer
instruction:
Read
out
answer
[Op.1]
Agriculture
[Op.2]
Accessories
&
footwear
[Op.3]
Clothing
[Op.4]
Consumer
electronics
[Op.5]
Cosmetics
&
Beauty
[Op.6]
Financial
services
[Op.7]
Food
&
Beverages
[Op.8]
Household
appliances
[Op.9]
Furniture
[Op.10]
Media
[Op.11] Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities
[Op.12]
Sporting
goods
[Op.13]
Telecom
&
Post
[Op.14]
Transport
[Op.15] Other, Please specify:
Q2ALL: Which type of definition is most appropriate for your company [SCQ]: ALL
[Op.1] Production/Manufacturing {Redirects to Manufacturer questions - 5 PROG after
question
4}
[Op.2] Wholesale distribution {Redirects to Distributor questions - redirect to 35 PROG
after
question
4}
[Op.3] Retail in physical shops {Redirects to Retailer questions - redirect to 75 PROG
after quesiton 4}[Op.4] Retail in Online shops {Redirects to Retailer questions - redirect
to 75 PROG after question 4}
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Q3ALL:
What
is
the
size
of
your
company?
[SCQ]
ALL
[Op.1]
Micro
enterprise
–
9
or
less
employees
[Op.2]
Small
enterprise
–
Between
10
and
49
employees
[Op.3]
Medium
enterprise
–
Between
50
and
249
employees
[Op.4] Large enterprise – More than 250 employees
Q4ALL: Please indicate all the countries where you operate [MCQ]: ALL
Interviewer
instruction:
Do
not
read
out
answer
[Op.1]
Austria
[Op.2]
Belgium
[Op.3]
Bulgaria
[Op.4]
Croatia
[Op.5]
Cyprus
[Op.6]
Czechia
[Op.7]
Denmark
[Op.8]
Estonia
[Op.9]
Finland
[Op.10]
France
[Op.11]
Germany
[Op.12]
Greece
[Op.13]
Hungary
[Op.14]
Ireland
[Op.15]
Italy
[Op.16]
Latvia
[Op.17]
Lithuania
[Op.18]
Luxembourg
[Op.19]
Malta
[Op.20]
Netherlands
[Op.21]
Poland
[Op.22]
Portugal
[Op.23]
Romania
[Op.24]
Slovakia
[Op.25]
Slovenia
[Op.26]
Spain
[Op.27]
Sweden
[Op.28]
United
Kingdom
[Op.29]
EU
27
[Op.30]
Rest
of
Europe
[Op.31] Rest of World
PRODUCERS
Q5P: Which of the following agreements do you have in place with your distributors
and/or
retailers?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] Only some distributors and/or retailers can sell our products and these are
selected
on
specific
criteria
(selective
distribution)
[Op.2] Only one distributor and/or retailer can sell our products (exclusive distribution)
[Op.3]
Resale
price
limitations
or
recommended
prices
[Op.4] Parity clauses in which best conditions (for example best price) are applied to all
including
the
supplier’s
channel
[Op.5] None of the above --> (screen out)
[Only if the respondent selected more than one option to answer Q1 and/or
Q4]
Q6P: Do your agreements vary per sector and/or per Member State in which you are
active
(if
applicable)?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
No
[Op.2]
Yes
Q6.1: If yes, how do they vary? Please specify: _____________________
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[Questions from Q7P to Q16P only if Q5P = Op.3]
Q7P: In regard to the agreements which include a resale price limitation, which of the
following
conditions
are
applied?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Maximum
sale
price;
[Op.2]
Minimum
advertised
price;
[Op.3]
Recommended
price;
[Op.4] Different catalogues of products by type of distributor and/or retailer
[Op.5] Other, please specify: _________________________________
Q8P: Which of the following motivations justify the application of sale price limitations
[MCQ]:
[Op.1]
To
avoid
price
competition
amongst
retailers;
[Op.2] To prevent excessive increase of margins on products on the supply chain;
[Op.3]
To
reduce
frequency
of
price
negotiations;
[Op.4]
To
protect
brand
image
and/or
promote
product
quality;
[Op.5]
To
promote
the
launch
of
new
products;
[Op.6] To ensure returns on investments in research and development of innovative
products.
[Op.7] To ensure that distributors and/or retailers have sufficient stock of your products;
[Op.8] To incentivise retailers’ investments in specialised customer pre-sales or aftersales
services
[Op.9]
Other
motivations,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.10] I don’t know
Q9P: Who initiated or has shown the initial interest towards the application of price
limitations?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
My
company
[Op.2]
The
distributor
[Op.3]
The
retailer
[Op.4]
Mutual
[Op.5] I don’t know
Q10P: Please indicate how these agreements are typically reached [MCQ]:
[Op.1] Written, for example in a contract or letter
or via email
[Op.2]
Oral
agreements
[Op.3]
Other,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.4] I don’t know
Q11P:
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
[Op.2]
[Op.3]
[Op.4]
[Op.5]
Q12P:
[Op.1]
[Op.2]
[Op.3]
[Op.4]
[Op.5]

How do you ensure the fulfilment of these agreements by the counterparts?
Financial
incentives
for
those
who
respect
the
agreement
Contract termination for those who do not respect the agreement
Financial retaliatory measures for those who do not respect the agreement
Other,
please
specify:
_____________________
None of the above
How do you monitor the fulfilment of these agreements? [MCQ]
Periodic
monitoring
of
practiced
retail
prices
Reliance on retailers reporting or complains about practiced retail prices
Use
of
pricing
algorithms
Other,
please
specify:
_____________________
None of the above

Q13P: Would you consider applying a minimum sale price agreement with your
distributors or retailers if this was allowed for promotional campaigns of new products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
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Q14P: On a scale from 1 to 5, to what extent would you benefit from the application of
a
minimum
resale
price
for
new
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
1
–
Not
at
all
[Op.2]
2
–
To
a
low
extent
[Op.3]
3
–
Moderately
[Op.4]
4
–
To
a
large
extent
[Op.5] 5 – Considerably
Q15P: Please select which of the following motivations would justify the use of minimum
sale
prices
[MCQ]:
[Op.1]
Avoid
a
too
rapid
decrease
of
the
price
[Op.2] Promote the willingness of distributors/retailers to sell more innovative products
[Op.3]
Promote
investments
in
retail
services
[Op.4]
Others,
please
specify:
_________________
[Op.5] I don’t know
Q16P: Please select which of the following impacts would occur if minimum sale prices
were
to
be
allowed
[MCQ]:
[Op.1]
Reduction
of
sales
of
your
products;
[Op.2]
Increase
of
sales
of
your
products;
[Op.3]
Increased
level
of
prices
for
consumers;
[Op.4]
Presence
of
more
innovative
products
on
the
market;
[Op.5]
More
transparency
for
consumers;
[Op.6]
Less
price
competition
among
retailers;
[Op.7]
None
of
the
above.
[Op.8]
Other,
please
specify:
________________
[Op.9] I don’t know
[Questions from Q17P to Q22P only if Q5P=Op.1]
Q17P: Which type of criteria do distributors and/or retailers have to fulfil in order to be
able
to
sell
your
products?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Employees
must
have
a
product-specific
training
[Op.2]
They
must
offer
customer
advice
before
or
after
sale
[Op.3]
Reserve
a
distinct
area
within
a
shop
[Op.4]
Shall
stock
spare
parts
of
your
products
[Op.5]
Have
at
least
one
physical
store
[Op.6] Comply with qualitative requirements for online sales (e.g. having an online
customer service, secure payment methods, no use of marketplaces/price comparison
websites)
[Op.7] Respect a minimum buy clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of
units
of
the
product)
[Op.8]
Minimum
turnover
[Op.9] Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network or location
[Op.10]
Other
requirements
[Please
specify]
[Op.11] None of the above
Q18P:
Do
you
sell
your
products
directly
online?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q18.1P:
If
yes,
are
your
retailers
also
allowed
to:
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Sell
your
products
online
[Op.2]
Sell
your
products
on
online
marketplaces
[Op.3]
Advertise
your
products
on
price
comparison
websites
[Op.4]
Advertise
using
search
engine
advertising
(e.g.
AdWords)
[Op.5] Others [Please specify]
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Q19P: Do you make the criteria to access the distribution network available to your
distributors
or
retailers?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes,
they
are
published
on-line
or
in
other
form
[Op.2] Yes, they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks
[Op.3] They are not disclosed in written form but communicated orally
[Op.4] They are not published or shared with any business partner
Q20P: Who does request to enter into a selective distribution agreement more
commonly?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
A
manufacturer/producer
(you)
[Op.2]
A
wholesaler
[Op.3]
A
retailer
[Op.4] All equally
Q21P: Do you apply restrictions on sales between distributors/retailers? [SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q22P: Which are the motivations behind the decision to implement a selective
distribution
network?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
To
offer
a
better
customer
experience
[Op.2]
To
protect
brand
image
[Op.3]
To
maintain
a
stock
of
a
certain
size
or
variety
[Op.4]
To
incentivise
retailers
to
adhere
to
promotional
campaigns
[Op.5]
To
avoid
price
competition
amongst
retailers
[Op.6]
To
promote
the
launch
of
new
products
[Op.7] Others, [Please specify]
[Questions from Q23P to Q28P only if Q5P=Op.2]
Q23P: With which kind of value chain partner do you have exclusive distribution
agreements?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Wholesalers
[Op.2]
Retailers
[Op.3] Both
Q24P: With which kind of partner are you more likely to agree exclusive distribution?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Wholesalers
[Op.2]
Retailers
[Op.3] Both equally
Q25P: Who does request to enter into an exclusive distribution agreement more
commonly?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
A
manufacturer/producer
(you)
[Op.2]
A
wholesaler
[Op.3]
A
retailer
[Op.7] All equally
Q26P: Do you use both selective and exclusive distribution networks… [MCQ]
[Op.1] ..in the same territory but depending on the level of the distributor (wholesale
or
retail)
[Op.2] ..in the same territory but depending on the specific product?
[Op.3] ..for the same product but depending on the level of the distributor (wholesale
or
retail)?
[Op.4]
..for
the
same
product
but
depending
on
the
territory?
[Op.5] None of the above.
Q27P: Is the decision to establish exclusive distribution agreements determined by the
characteristics
of
the
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes,
please
explain:
_________
[Op.2] No
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Q28P: Which of these motivations influenced the decision to establish exclusive
distribution
agreements?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Increased
logistics
efficiency
[Op.2]
Increased
brand
image
[Op.3]
Ensure
an
adequate
return
on
your
company’s
investments
[Op.4] Ensure an adequate return on investments made by the distributor and/or the
retailer
[Op.5] Other. Please specify: _______________
[Questions from Q29P to Q34P only if Q5P=Op.4]
Q29P: What type of parity clause do you have in your agreements? [MCQ]
[Op.1]
Same
lowest
prices
to
all
my
distribution
channels
[Op.2]
Same
lowest
prices
only
to
some
distribution
channels
[Op.3] Same non-price related conditions to all my distribution channels
[Op.4] Same non-price related conditions only to some distribution channels
[Op.5] Same conditions and/or price for both online platforms and business users
[Op.6] Others, please explain:
Q30P: Which of the following motivations to use parity clauses in your agreements are
the
most
relevant?
[MCQ]:
[Op.1] To avoid too frequent negotiations between the contracting parties
[Op.2] To avoid the practice of consumers of visiting a platform or a shop to get informed
about the product but then buy the product in a more convenient shop or online;
[Op.3] To take advantage of the distributors and/or retailers’ investments to a product;
[Op.4] To be competitive, keeping the distributors/retailers loyal by giving them
preferential
terms
[Op.5] Others, please specify: _____________________
Q31P: Which party proposed the agreement including the parity (or equivalent) clauses?
[SCQ]:
[Op.1]
You
[Op.2]
The
distributor
and/or
retailer
[Op.3] Mutual
Q32P: What do you think are the effects of the use of parity clauses in your industry?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] Increased collusion between competitors (e.g. due to the exchange of
information
on
prices);
[Op.2] Limited the possibility for your business to deal with third party
distributors/retailers
[Op.3]
Reduced
market
competition
and
innovation
[Op.4]
Others,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.5] I don’t know
Q33P: Are you affected by the use of parity clauses by other players in the industry?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
1
–
Not
at
all
[Op.2]
2
–
To
a
low
extent
[Op.3]
3
–
Moderately
[Op.4]
4
–
To
a
large
extent
[Op.5] 5 – Considerably
Q34P:
If
you
are
affected,
in
which
way?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Loss
of
customers
[Op.2]
Loss
of
sales
[Op.3]
The
competition
with
other
manufacturers
lowers
prices
[Op.4]
Impossibility
of
investing
in
R&D
[Op.5]
Reduction
of
market
power
[OP.6]
Higher
distribution/retailing
costs
[Op.7] Others, please specify: _________________
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WHOLESALERS
Q5W: Which of the following agreements is your company part of? [MCQ]
[Op.1] Agreements with suppliers where we can distribute their products if we respect
some criteria but we are not the only distributors in the Country for these products;
[Op.2] Part of an exclusive distribution agreement with one or more suppliers in which
we are the only allowed distributors in the in a specific geographical area or for a specific
customer
group;
[Op.3] Part in distribution agreements which include resale price limitations or
recommended
prices;
[Op.4] Part in distribution agreements which include parity clauses that ensure us best
prices and/or conditions are applied in comparison to other distributors;
[Op.5] None of the above --> (screen out)
[Only if the respondent selected more than one option to answer Q1 and/or
Q4]
Q6W: Do your agreements vary per sector and/or per Member State in which you are
active
(if
applicable)?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
No
[Op.2]
Yes
Q6.1W: If yes, how do they vary? Please specify: _____________________
[Questions from Q7W to Q17W only if Q5W = Op.3]
Q7W: In regard to the agreements which include a resale price limitation, with which
commercial
partner
do
you
have
these
clauses?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Your
suppliers
[Op.2]
Your
retailers
[Op.3] Both
Q8W: Which of the following conditions on prices are applied? [MCQ][
[Op.1]
Maximum
sale
price;
[Op.2]
Minimum
advertised
price;
[Op.3]
Recommended
price;
[Op.4] Different catalogues of products by type of distributor and/or retailer
[Op.5] Other, please specify: _________________________________
Q9W: Which of the following motivations justify the application of sale price limitations:
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
To
avoid
price
competition
amongst
retailers;
[Op.2] To prevent excessive increase of margins on products on the supply chain;
[Op.3]
To
reduce
frequency
of
price
negotiations;
[Op.4]
To
protect
brand
image
and/or
promote
product
quality;
[Op.5]
To
promote
the
launch
of
new
products;
[Op.6] To ensure returns on investments in research and development of innovative
products;
[Op.7] To ensure sufficient stock of the products distributed by your business;
[Op.8] To incentivise retailers’ investments in specialised customer pre-sales or aftersales
services
[Op.9]
Other
motivations,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.10] I don’t know
Q10W: Who initiated or has shown the initial interest towards the application of price
limitations?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
My
company
[Op.2]
The
supplier
[Op.3]
The
retailer
[Op.4] Mutual
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Q11W: Please indicate how these agreements are typically reached [MCQ]:
[Op.1] Written, for example in a contract or letter
or via email
[Op.2]
Oral
agreements
[Op.3]
Other,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.4] I don’t know
Q12W:
How
is
ensured
the
fulfilment
of
these
agreements?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Financial
incentives
for
those
who
respect
the
agreement
[Op.2] Contract termination for those who do not respect the agreement
[Op.3] Financial retaliatory measures for those who do not respect the agreement
[Op.4] Other, please specify: _____________________
Q13W: How is monitored the fulfilment of these agreements? [MCQ]
[Op.1]
Periodic
monitoring
of
practiced
retail
prices
[Op.2] Reliance on retailers reporting or complains about practiced retail prices
[Op.3]
Use
of
pricing
algorithms
[Op.4]
Other,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.5] None of the above
Q14W: Would you consider applying a minimum sale price agreement with your retailers
if this was allowed for promotional campaigns of new products? [SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q15W: On a scale from 1 to 5, to what extent would you benefit from the application of
a
minimum
resale
price
for
new
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
1
–
Not
at
all
[Op.2]
2
–
To
a
low
extent
[Op.3]
3
–
Moderately
[Op.4]
4
–
To
a
large
extent
[Op.5] 5 – Considerably
Q16W: Please select which of the following motivations would justify the use of minimum
sale
prices
[MCQ]:
[Op.1]
Greater
incentive
to
distribute
more
innovative
products
[Op.2] Avoid a too rapid decrease of prices ensuring a margin on new products
[Op.3]
Others,
please
specify:
_________________
[Op.4] I don’t know
Q17W: Please select which of the following impacts would occur if minimum sale prices
were
to
be
allowed
[MCQ]:
[Op.1]
Reduction
of
sales
of
your
products;
[Op.2]
Increase
of
sales
of
your
products;
[Op.3]
Increased
level
of
prices
for
consumers;
[Op.4]
Presence
of
more
innovative
products
on
the
market;
[Op.5]
More
transparency
for
consumers;
[Op.6]
Less
price
competition
among
retailers;
[Op.7]
None
of
the
above.
[Op.8]
Other,
please
specify:
________________
[Op.9] I don’t know
[Questions from Q18W to Q24W only if Q5W=Op.1]
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Q18W: Which type of criteria do you have to fulfil in order to be part of your suppliers’
selective
distribution
network?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Employees
must
have
a
product-specific
training
[Op.2]
Offer
customer
advice
before
or
after
sale
[Op.3]
Reserve
a
distinct
area
within
a
shop
[Op.4]
Stock
spare
parts
of
supplier’s
products
[Op.5]
Have
at
least
one
physical
store
[Op.6] Comply with qualitative requirements for online sales (e.g. having a online
customer service, secure payment methods, no use of marketplaces/price comparison
websites)
[Op.7] Minimum buy clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of units of the
product)
[Op.8]
Minimum
turnover
[Op.9] Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network/location
[Op.
10]
Other
requirements
[Please
specify]
[Op.11] None of the above
Q19W:
Do
you
sell
your
products
directly
online?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q21W: If yes, for the same products, does the supplier use any online selling techniques
that
you
are
not
allowed
to
use?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q20W: Do you have agreements with your supplier that forbid your company to: [MCQ]
[Op.1]
sell
online?
[Op.2]
sell
on
online
marketplaces?
[Op.3]
advertise
on
price
comparison
websites?
[Op.4]
advertise
using
search
engine
advertising
(e.g.
AdWords)?
[Op.5]
Others
[Please
specify]
[Op.6] None of the above
Q22W: Are the criteria to access the distribution network clear and transparent and
applied
consistently
between
distributors?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] Yes, they are available on-line or in other form. The procedure is clear and
transparent
[Op.2] Even if they are available on-line or in other form, the procedure is not clear and
transparent
[Op.3] Yes, they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks, the
procedure
is
clear
and
transparent
[Op.4] Even if they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks it, the
procedure
is
not
at
all
clear
and
transparent
[Op.5] They are not disclosed, and the procedure is not at all clear and transparent
Q23W: Does your supplier impose restrictions on sales between distributors? [SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q24W: Do you impose restrictions in your contracts with retailers on sales between
retailers?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
[Questions from Q25W to Q32W only if Q5W=Op.2]
Q25W: With which kind of value chain partner do you have exclusive distribution
agreements?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Suppliers
[Op.2] Retailers
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Q26W: With which kind of partner are you more likely to agree exclusive distribution?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Suppliers
[Op.2]
Retailers
[Op.3] Both equally
Q27W: Who does request to enter into an exclusive distribution agreement more
commonly?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
A
manufacturer/producer
[Op.2]
A
wholesaler
(you)
[Op.3]
A
retailer
[Op.7] All equally
Q28W: Do you use both selective and exclusive distribution networks with retailers…
[MCQ]
[Op.1] ..in the same territory but depending on the specific product?
[Op.2]
..for
the
same
product
but
depending
on
the
territory?
[Op.3] None of the above.
Q29W: Have you entered both selective and exclusive distribution agreements with the
same
supplier
for
different
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q30W: If yes, do you have a selective distribution agreement for competing product?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q31W: Is the decision to establish or enter exclusive distribution agreements
determined
by
the
characteristics
of
the
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes,
please
explain:
_______
[Op.2] No
Q32W: Which of these motivations influenced the decision to establish or enter exclusive
distribution
agreements?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Increased
logistics
efficiency
[Op.2]
Increased
brand
image
[Op.3]
Ensure
an
adequate
return
on
your
company’s
investments
[Op.4] Ensure an adequate return on investments made by the distributor and/or the
retailer
[Op.5] Other. Please specify: _______________
[Questions from Q33W to Q40W only if Q5W=Op.4]
Q33W: If you apply agreements with parity clauses, with whom? [SCQ]
[Op.1]
Suppliers
[Op.2]
Retailers
[Op.3] Both
Q34W: Which of the following types of agreements with parity clauses do you apply?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] You offer to a supplier and/or retailer equal or better prices than to any other
supplier
and/or
retailer
[Op.2] You offer to a supplier and/or retailer the same product range, conditions or other
features
as
to
any
other
supplier
and/or
retailer
[Op.3] Others, please specify: _____________________
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Q35W: Which of the following motivations to use parity clauses in your agreements are
the
most
relevant?
[MCQ]:
[Op.1] To avoid too frequent negotiations between the contracting parties
[Op.2] To avoid the practice of consumers of visiting a platform or a shop to get informed
about the product but then subsequently buy the product in a more convenient shop or
online;
[Op.3] To be sure to get the best deal possible, reducing uncertainty about potential
price
fluctuations
(e.g.
facilitating
long-term
investments);
[Op.4] To avoid risk of opportunism (e.g. protecting your advertising investments on a
product, avoiding that the supplier/retailer will not sell the same product at better terms
to
others);
[Op.5]
Others,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.6] I don’t know
Q36W: Which party proposed the agreement including the parity (or equivalent)
clauses?
[MCQ]:
[Op.1]
You
[Op.2]
The
supplier
[Op.3] The retailer
Q37W: Which of the following type of investments do you aim to protect through parity
clauses?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Marketing
investments;
[Op.2]
Advertising
investments;
[Op.3]
After
sale
support;
[Op.4]
Other
investments
to
boost
consumer
demand;
[Op.5]
Guarantees;
[Op.6]
None
of
the
above;
[Op.7] Others, please specify: _____________________
Q38W: What do you think are the effects of the use of parity clauses in your industry?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] Increased collusion between competitors (e.g. due to the exchange of
information
on
prices);
[Op.2] Limited possibility for your business to deal with third party
distributors/retailers/manufacturers (e.g. limiting entry/expansion in the market)
[Op.3]
Softened
competition
in
the
market
and
reduced
innovation
[Op.4] Others, please specify: _____________________
Q39W: Are you affected by the use of parity clauses by other players in the industry?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
1
–
Not
at
all
[Op.2]
2
–
To
a
low
extent
[Op.3]
3
–
Moderately
[Op.4]
4
–
To
a
large
extent
[Op.5] 5 – Considerably
Q40W:
If
you
are
affected,
in
which
way?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Loss
of
customers
[Op.2]
Loss
of
sales
[Op.3]
The
competition
with
other
manufacturers
lowers
prices
[Op.4]
Impossibility
of
investing
in
R&D
[Op.5]
Reduction
of
market
power
[Op.6] Others, please specify: _________________
RETAILERS
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Q5R: Which of the following agreements is your company part of? [MCQ]
[Op.1] Agreements with suppliers and/or wholesale distributors where we can sell their
products if we respect some criteria but we are not the only retailers in the Country for
these
products;
[Op.2] Part of an exclusive distribution agreement with one or more suppliers and/or
wholesale distributors in which we are the only allowed sellers in the in a specific
geographical
area
or
for
a
specific
customer
group;
[Op.3] Part in retail agreements which include resale price limitations or recommended
prices;
[Op.4] Part in retail agreements which include parity clauses that ensure us best prices
and/or
conditions
are
applied
in
comparison
to
other
retailers;
[Op.5] None of the above --> (screen out)
[Only if the respondent selected more than one option to answer Q1 and Q4]
Q6R: Do your agreements vary per sector and/or per Member State in which you are
active
(if
applicable)?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
No
[Op.2]
Yes
Q6.1: If yes, how do they vary? Please specify: _____________________
[Questions from Q7R to Q17R only if Q5R = Op.3]
Q7R: In regard to the agreements which include a resale price limitation, with which
commercial
partner
do
you
have
these
clauses?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Your
suppliers
[Op.2]
Your
wholesale
distributor
[Op.3] Both
Q8R: Which of the following conditions on prices are applied? [MCQ][
[Op.1]
Maximum
sale
price;
[Op.2]
Minimum
advertised
price;
[Op.3]
Recommended
price;
[Op.4] Different catalogues of products by type of distributor and/or retailer
[Op.5] Other, please specify: _________________________________
Q9R: Which of the following motivations justify the application of sale price limitations:
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
To
avoid
price
competition;
[Op.2] To prevent excessive increase of margins on products on the supply chain;
[Op.3]
To
reduce
frequency
of
price
negotiations;
[Op.4]
To
protect
brand
image
and/or
promote
product
quality;
[Op.5]
To
promote
the
launch
of
new
products;
[Op.6] To ensure returns on investments in research and development of innovative
products.
[Op.7] To have a return on the investment in specialised customer pre-sales or aftersales
services
[Op.8]
Others,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.9] I don’t know
Q10R: Who initiated or has shown the initial interest towards the application of price
limitations?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
My
company
[Op.2]
The
distributor
[Op.3]
The
manufacturer;
[Op.4] Mutual
Q11R: Please indicate how these agreements are typically reached [MCQ]:
[Op.1] Written, for example in a contract or letter
or via email
[Op.2]
Oral
agreements
[Op.3]
Other,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.4] I don’t know
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Q12R:
How
is
ensured
the
fulfilment
of
these
agreements?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Financial
incentives
for
those
who
respect
the
agreement
[Op.2] Contract termination for those who do not respect the agreement
[Op.3] Financial retaliatory measures for those who do not respect the agreement
[Op.4] Other, please specify: _____________________
Q13R: How is monitored the fulfilment of these agreements? [MCQ]
[Op.1] Periodic monitoring (by the manufacturer) of practiced retail prices
[Op.2] Reliance on retailers reporting or complains about practiced retail prices
[Op.3]
Use
of
pricing
algorithms
(by
the
manufacturer)
[Op.4] Other, please specify: _____________________
Q14R: Would you accept an agreement with your supplier imposing minimum resale
prices if this was allowed for new products and for a limited promotional period? [SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q15R: On a scale from 1 to 5, to what extent would you benefit from the application of
a
minimum
resale
price
for
new
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
1
–
Not
at
all
[Op.2]
2
–
To
a
low
extent
[Op.3]
3
–
Moderately
[Op.4]
4
–
To
a
large
extent
[Op.5] 5 – Considerably
Q16R: Please select which of the following motivations would justify the use of minimum
sale
prices
[MCQ]:
[Op.1] Greater incentive to sell more innovative products/ invest in retail services
[Op.2] Avoid a too rapid decrease of the price ensuring a margin on new products
[Op.3]
None
of
the
above
[Op.4] Others, please specify: _________________
Q17R: Please select which of the following impacts would occur if minimum sale prices
were
to
be
allowed
[MCQ]:
[Op.1]
Reduction
of
sales
of
your
products;
[Op.2]
Increase
of
sales
of
your
products;
[Op.3]
Increased
level
of
prices
for
consumers;
[Op.4]
Presence
of
more
innovative
products
on
the
market;
[Op.5]
More
transparency
for
consumers;
[Op.6]
Less
price
competition
among
retailers;
[Op.7]
None
of
the
above.
[Op.8] Other, please specify: ________________
[Questions from Q18R to Q23R only if Q5R=Op.1]
Q18R: Which type of criteria do you have to fulfil in order to be part of your suppliers’
selective
distribution
network?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Employees
must
have
a
product-specific
training
[Op.2]
Offer
customer
advice
before
or
after
sale
[Op.3]
Reserve
a
distinct
area
within
a
shop
[Op.4]
Stock
spare
parts
of
supplier’s
products
[Op.5]
Have
at
least
one
physical
store
[Op.6] Comply with qualitative requirements for online sales (e.g. having a online
customer service, secure payment methods, no use of marketplaces/price comparison
websites)
[Op.7] Minimum buy clause (e.g. requirement to buy a certain number of units of the
product)
[Op.8]
Minimum
turnover
[Op.9] Maximum number of authorised retailers within the same network/location
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[Op.
10]
Other
[Op.11] None of the above

requirements

[Please

specify]

Q19R:
Do
you
sell
your
products
directly
online?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q21R: If yes, for the same products, does the supplier use any online selling techniques
that
you
are
not
allowed
to
use?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q20R: Do you have agreements with your supplier that forbid your company to: [MCQ]
[Op.1]
sell
online?
[Op.2]
sell
on
online
marketplaces?
[Op.3]
advertise
on
price
comparison
websites?
[Op.4]
advertise
using
search
engine
advertising
(e.g.
AdWords)?
[Op.5]
Others
[Please
specify]
[Op.6] None of the above
Q22R: Are the criteria to access the distribution network clear and transparent and
applied
consistently
between
retailers?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] Yes, they are available on-line or in other form. The procedure is clear and
transparent
[Op.2] Even if they are available on-line or in other form, the procedure is not clear and
transparent
[Op.3] Yes, they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks, the
procedure
is
clear
and
transparent
[Op.4] Even if they are shared whenever any potential business partner asks it, the
procedure
is
not
at
all
clear
and
transparent
[Op.5] They are not disclosed, and the procedure is not at all clear and transparent
[Op.6] Others [Please specify]
Q23R: Does your supplier impose restrictions on sales between retailers? [SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
[Questions from Q24R to Q30R only if Q5R=Op.2]
Q24R: With which kind of value chain partner do you have exclusive distribution
agreements?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Producers
[Op.2] Wholesalers
Q25R: With which kind of partner are you more likely to agree exclusive distribution?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Producers
[Op.2]
Wholesalers
[Op.3] Both equally
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Q26R: Who does request to enter into an exclusive distribution agreement more
commonly?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
A
manufacturer/producer
[Op.2]
A
wholesaler
[Op.3]
A
retailer
(you)
[Op.4] All equally
Q27R: Have you entered both selective and exclusive distribution agreements with the
same
supplier
for
different
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes
[Op.2] No
Q28R: If yes (to the previous question), does it affect your preference in selling products
under
one
of
the
two
agreements?
[SCQ]
[Op.1] ..Yes, I have a greater interest in selling products under the exclusive agreement
[Op.2] ..Yes, I have a greater interest in selling products under the selective distribution
agreement
[Op.3] ..No, there is no difference
Q29R: Is the decision to establish or enter exclusive distribution agreements determined
by
the
characteristics
of
the
products?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
Yes,
please
explain:
_______
[Op.2] No
Q30R: Which of these motivations influenced the decision to establish or enter exclusive
distribution
agreements?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Increased
logistics
efficiency
[Op.2]
Increased
brand
image
[Op.3]
Ensure
an
adequate
return
on
your
company’s
investments
[Op.4] Other. Please specify: _______________
[Questions from Q31R to Q38R only if Q5R=Op.4]
Q31R: If you apply agreements with parity clauses, with whom? [SCQ]
[Op.1]
Suppliers
[Op.2]
Online
platforms
[Op.3] Both
Q32R: Which of the following types of agreements with parity clauses do you apply?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] You request a supplier equal or better pricing conditions than to any other
supplier
[Op.2] You request to a supplier the same contractual terms as to any other supplier
[Op.3] You offer the online platform the same or better condition to any other platform
[Op.4] Others, please specify: _____________________
Q33R: Which of the following motivations to use parity clauses in your agreements are
the
most
relevant?
[MCQ]:
[Op.1] To avoid too frequent negotiations between the contracting parties
[Op.2] To avoid the practice of consumers of visiting an online platform or a shop to get
informed about the product but then subsequently buy the product in a more convenient
shop
or
online
or
in
another
online
store;
[Op.3] To be sure to get the best deal possible, reducing uncertainty about potential
price
fluctuations
(e.g.
facilitating
long-term
investments);
[Op.4] To avoid risk of opportunism (e.g. protecting your advertising investments on a
product, avoiding that the supplier/retailer will not sell the same product at better terms
to
others);
[Op.5]
Others,
please
specify:
_____________________
[Op.6] I don’t know
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Q34R: Which party proposed the agreement including the parity (or equivalent) clauses?
[SCQ]:
[Op.1]
You
[Op.2]
The
supplier/distributor
[Op.3] Mutual
Q35R: Which of the following type of investments do you aim to protect through parity
clauses?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Marketing
investments;
[Op.2]
Advertising
investments;
[Op.3]
After
sale
support;
[Op.4]
Other
investments
to
boost
consumer
demand;
[Op.5]
Guarantees;
[Op.6]
None
of
the
above;
[Op.7] Others, please specify: _____________________
Q36R: What do you think are the effects of the use of parity clauses in your industry?
[MCQ]
[Op.1] Increased collusion between competitors (e.g. due to the exchange of
information
on
prices);
[Op.2] Limited possibility for your business to deal with third party
distributors/retailers/manufacturers (e.g. limiting entry/expansion in the market)
[Op.3]
Softened
competition
in
the
market
and
reduced
innovation
[Op.4] Others, please specify: _____________________
Q37R: Are you affected by the use of parity clauses by other players in the industry?
[SCQ]
[Op.1]
1
–
Not
at
all
[Op.2]
2
–
To
a
low
extent
[Op.3]
3
–
Moderately
[Op.4]
4
–
To
a
large
extent
[Op.5] 5 – Considerably
Q38R:
If
you
are
affected,
in
which
way?
[MCQ]
[Op.1]
Loss
of
customers
[Op.2]
Loss
of
sales
[Op.3]
The
competition
with
other
manufacturers
lowers
prices
[Op.4]
Impossibility
of
investing
in
R&D
[Op.5]
Reduction
of
market
power
[Op.6] Others, please specify: _________________
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VII Survey questionnaire
Privacy
1) Do you want the information provided in reply to this questionnaire to be anonymised
so that the findings in the evaluation support study cannot be attributed to your
organisation? Please consider that any confidential information provided will be treated as
such and will not be shared with other entities or included in the evaluation support study.
*
( ) Yes
( ) No

2)
Would
you
like
to
share
more
information
with
us?
(If yes, please insert your email address in the box below. We will keep your address
confidential and it will only be used to contact you in case you would like to have a followup conversation with us. Equally, please specify in the box below if you would like to share
with us additional data/attachments to substantiate your answers) *
( ) Yes
( ) No
Comments:

General questions
3) Is your company’s main field of activity the manufacturing and/or trading of physical
goods?*
( ) Yes, our main activity is the trading of physical goods (or association of traders)
( ) Yes, our main activity is the manufacturing of physical goods (or association of
manufacturers)
( ) Yes, our main activity involves both the trading and manufacturing of physical goods
( ) No, our main activity is the provision of services
Comments:
4) Is your company an intermediary platform providing
If yes, please describe your business model in the "Comments" box below*
( ) Yes
( ) No
Comments:

5) In which year was your company founded?*
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( ) Before 2009
( ) 2009
( ) 2010
( ) 2011
( ) 2012
( ) 2013
( ) 2014
( ) 2015
( ) 2016
( ) 2017
( ) 2018
( ) 2019
6) Is your company established/has an affiliate company in:*
( ) Only one country of the EU28
( ) Several countries of the EU28
7) Please specify the countries where your company is established/has an
affiliate company:*
[ ] Austria
[ ] Belgium
[ ] Bulgaria
[ ] Croatia
[ ] Cyprus
[ ] Czech Republic
[ ] Denmark
[ ] Estonia
[ ] Finland
[ ] France
[ ] Germany
[ ] Greece
[ ] Hungary
[ ] Ireland
[ ] Italy
[ ] Latvia
[ ] Lithuania
[ ] Luxembourg
[ ] Malta
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[ ] Netherlands
[ ] Poland
[ ] Portugal
[ ] Romania
[ ] Slovakia
[ ] Slovenia
[ ] Spain
[ ] Sweden
[ ] United Kingdom
8) Where is your company’s headquarter located?*
( ) Austria
( ) Belgium
( ) Bulgaria
( ) Croatia
( ) Cyprus
( ) Czech Republic
( ) Denmark
( ) Estonia
( ) Finland
( ) France
( ) Germany
( ) Greece
( ) Hungary
( ) Ireland
( ) Italy
( ) Latvia
( ) Lithuania
( ) Luxembourg
( ) Malta
( ) Netherlands
( ) Poland
( ) Portugal
( ) Romania
( ) Slovakia
( ) Slovenia
( ) Spain
( ) Sweden
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( ) United Kingdom
( ) Rest of EEA
( ) Rest of the world
9) Where is your company’s European headquarter located?*
( ) Austria
( ) Belgium
( ) Bulgaria
( ) Croatia
( ) Cyprus
( ) Czech Republic
( ) Denmark
( ) Estonia
( ) Finland
( ) France
( ) Germany
( ) Greece
( ) Hungary
( ) Ireland
( ) Italy
( ) Latvia
( ) Lithuania
( ) Luxembourg
( ) Malta
( ) Netherlands
( ) Poland
( ) Portugal
( ) Romania
( ) Slovakia
( ) Slovenia
( ) Spain
( ) Sweden
( ) United Kingdom
( ) Rest of EEA
( ) Rest of the world
10) How many employees are currently employed (in the EU28) at your
company? *
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( ) Less than 10 persons employed
( ) 10-49 persons employed
( ) 50-249 persons employed
( ) 250 and more persons employed
11) What was the annual revenue for your company last year (2018)? If you are
established/have an affiliate company outside the European Union, please
consider the annual revenue for the EU28*
( ) Less than 2 million
( ) 2-10 million
( ) 10-50 million
( ) More than 50 million
12) Which of the following categories of physical goods is traded and/or
manufactured by your company in the EU28? (Please select all the categories
that apply)*
[ ] Clothing and shoes
[ ] Consumer electronics
[ ] Electrical household appliances
[ ] Computer games and software
[ ] Toys and childcare articles
[ ] Media (books, other publications, CDs, DVDs and Blue-ray discs, etc.)
[ ] Cosmetics and healthcare products
[ ] Sports and outdoor equipment
[ ] House and garden equipment
[ ] Food products
[ ] Household products
[ ] Pet products
[ ] Other - Please specify: _________________________________________________*
Comments:
13) Please describe the type of services provided by your company
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
14) The products distributed by your company are sold in all the EU28 or only in
certain Member States? Please provide details on your country coverage, on which
category of products is distributed in each country and explain why certain countries
are not covered
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____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
15) The services distributed by your company are provided in all the EU28 or only
in certain Member States? Please provide details on your country coverage, on which
type of services are distributed in each country and explain why certain countries are
not covered

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Sales channels
16) Which of the following distribution strategies does your company apply?
(More
than
one
answer
is
possible)
In the "Comments" box, please explain whether these distribution models
evolved/changed over the last 10 years or not
[ ] Intensive distribution (No market segmentation occurs. The product is distributed via
all potential partners and channels)
[ ] Selective distribution (Market segmentation occurs. The product is distributed via a few
selected partners and channels)
[ ] Exclusive distribution (Market segmentation occurs. The product is distributed via
exclusive partners and channels)
[ ] Other - Please specify: _________________________________________________*
[
]
Does
not
apply
_________________________________________________*

Please

specify:

Comments:
17) Please provide (an indicative) percentage and an absolute value of revenues
(in the EU28) by distribution model (i.e. intensive distribution, selective
distribution,
exclusive
distribution).
In the "Comments" box, please explain how these distribution models are applied across
the products/services you provide. If you operate in more than one Member State, please
explain whether these distribution models vary depending on the country or not.
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Intensive
distribution

Selective
distribution

Exclusive
distribution

Other
distribution
models

Rev
enu
es
(in
EUR
)

_________________
_________________
_______________

_________________
_________________
_______________

_________________
_________________
_______________

_________________
_________________
_______________

Rel
ativ
e
shar
e
(%
of
tota
l
rev
enu
es)

_________________
_________________
_______________

_________________
_________________
_______________

_________________
_________________
_______________

_________________
_________________
_______________

Comments:
18) Which sales channels do you use? (Please select all the channels used)
In the "Comments" box, please explain whether these sales channels evolved/changed
over the last 10 years or not
[ ] Own brick & mortar shops
[ ] Offline via own catalogues
[ ] Own online shop(s)
[ ] Own online marketplace(s)
[ ] Brick & mortar shops of third parties
[ ] Offline via catalogues of third parties
[ ] Online shops of third parties
[ ] Online marketplaces provided by third parties
[ ] Online platforms (including price comparison websites)
[ ] Sales representatives
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[
]
Other
channels
_________________________________________________*
[
]
Does
not
apply
_________________________________________________*
Comments:
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19) Please indicate the relative share (in %) and the absolute value of sales (in the EU28) generated by each channel
In the "Comments" box, please explain how these sales channels are used across the products/services you provide. If you operate
in more than one Member State, please explain whether the importance of these channels vary depending on the country or not
Comments:

Own
brick
&
mort
ar
shop
s

Offl
ine
via
ow
n
cat
alo
gue
s

Own
onlin
e
shop(
s)

Own
onlin
e
mark
etplac
e(s)

Brick
&
morta
r
shops
of
third
partie
s

Relativ
e
share
(% on
total
reven
ues)
Reven
ues (in
EUR)
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provi
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by
third
partie
s

Online
platfor
ms
(includi
ng price
compari
son
website
s)

Sa
les
re
pr
es
en
tat
ive
s

Other
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20) Which are the motivations and the objectives that explain the use of different
sales channels? Please describe and explain whether these motivations vary across the
products/services you provide. If you operate in more than one Member State, please
explain whether these restrictions vary depending on the country or not
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
21) In your activity, is there any restriction that you have in place with your
commercial partners that has an impact on the use of different sales channels?
Please describe and explain whether these restrictions vary across the products/services
you provide. If you operate in more than one Member State, please explain whether these
restrictions vary depending on the country or not
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
22) In your activity, is there any restriction that you have in place with your
commercial partners that has an impact on the level of your online and offline
sales? Please describe and explain whether these restrictions vary across the
products/services you provide. If you operate in more than one Member State, please
explain whether these restrictions vary depending on the country or not
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
23) In your activity, is there any restriction that you have in place with your
commercial partners that has an impact on cross border sales and/or sourcing?
Please describe and explain whether these restrictions vary across the products/services
you provide. If you operate in more than one Member State, please explain whether these
restrictions vary depending on the country or not
[ ] Rebates/Discounts
[ ] Price incentives
[ ] Non-price incentives
[ ] Other restrictions: _________________________________________________*
[ ] Does not apply
Comments:
24) What restrictions do you have in place with your contractual partners? (More
than
one
answer
is
possible)
In the "Comments" box, please explain whether these restrictions evolved/changed over
the last 10 years or not
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[ ] Brick & mortar shop requirements
[ ] Pricing restrictions
[ ] Retail most-favoured customer clauses
[ ] Restriction of the use of price comparison tools or other online retrictions
[ ] Restrictions as to the territory where the products can be sold (within or outside the
EEA)
[
]
Other
restriction(s)
_________________________________________________*

Please

specify:

[
]
Does
not
apply
_________________________________________________*

Please

specify:

Comments:
25) Please indicate the relative share (in %) and the absolute value of sales (in
the
EU28)
generated
by
each
vertical
restriction.
In the "Comments" box, please explain how these sales channels are used across the
products/services you provide. If you operate in more than one Member State, please
explain whether the value of sales generated by each restriction varies depending on the
country
or
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not

Brick &
mortar
shop
require
ments

Pricin
g
restric
tions

Retail
most
favou
red
custo
mer
claus
es

Restric
tion of
the use
of
price
compa
rison
tools
or
other
online
restrict
ions

Restriction
s as to the
territory
where the
products/s
ervices
can be
provided
(within or
outside
the EEA)

Other
restric
tions

Relativ
e share
(% on
total
revenu
es
coming
from
vertical
restricti
ons)
Revenu
es (in
EUR)
Comments:
26) For each type of vertical restriction you have in place with your contractual
partner, please explain if you require (or you are required) to provide certain
quantitative or qualitative data (E.g. information on prices, number of units sold,
revenues, other sensitive information) and which is the rationale for collecting such
information
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
27)
Would
you
like
to
share
more
information
with
us?
(If yes, please insert your email address in the box below. We will keep your address
confidential and it will only be used to contact you in case you would like to have a follow258
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up conversation with us. Equally, please specify in the box below if you would like to share
with us additional data/attachments to substantiate your answers)
( ) Yes
( ) No
Comments:
Advertising methods
28) Which channel do you use to place advertisement? (Please select all the
channels
used)
In the "Comments" box, please explain whether these advertisement channels
evolved/changed over the last 10 years or not
[ ] Print media
[ ] TV
[ ] Radio
[ ] Price comparison websites
[ ] Search engines
[ ] Social media
[
]
Other
online
platforms
_________________________________________________*

and

[
]
Does
not
apply
_________________________________________________*

Please

Comments:
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29) Could you please indicate the relative expenditure (in %) and the total expenditures for each channel where you place
advertisement?
In the "Comments" box, please explain how these sales channels are used across the products/services you provide. If you operate
in more than one Member State, please explain whether these expenditures vary depending on the country or not

Print
media

TV

Radio

Price
comparison
websites

Expenditures
(in EUR)
Relative
expenditure
(% on total
advertising
expenditure)
Comments:
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30) What restrictions do you have in place with your contractual
partners in terms of online advertising? (Please select all the
restrictions)
In the "Comments" box, please explain whether these advertisement
channels evolved/changed over the last 10 years or not
[ ] Restriction on the use of (certain) price comparison tools
[ ] Restriction on the use of (certain) practices when using search engines
[ ] Restriction on the use of social media
[ ] Restriction on the use of (certain) other platforms and websites
[ ] Territorial restrictions
[
]
Other
Please
_________________________________________________*

specify:

[ ] Does not apply
Comments:
31) Which are the motivations and the objectives that explain the
use of restrictions on advertising? Please describe and explain whether
these restrictions vary across the products/services you provide. If you
operate in more than one Member State, please explain whether these
motivations and objectives vary depending on the country or not
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
32) Would you like to share more information with us?
(If yes, please insert your email address in the box below. We will keep your
address confidential and it will only be used to contact you in case you would
like to have a follow-up conversation with us. Equally, please specify in the
box below if you would like to share with us additional data/attachments to
substantiate your answers)
( ) Yes
( ) No
Comments:
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VIII Case studies – Zalando, Uber and
Amazon
1. Methodology
The case studies will address specific e-commerce platforms/marketplaces.
In order to achieve some variation across case studies, we distinguish
between platforms offering goods and platforms offering services This
enables us to cover a broad range of potential distribution channel/business
model choices within the three case studies.
In selecting the platforms, we will apply the following criteria:
1.

Geographic presence

2.

Dependence of business users on the platform service provider

The actual analysis of the platforms then takes place in a systematic manner
using the DRAM model. The DRAM intends to enable a systematic
identification and analysis of online platforms and intermediation services.
The model comprises of (1) endogenous effects as regards to the platform
and business model itself; and (2) exogenous effects with respect to enabler
and spill-over effects in terms of technical economic and societal
dimensions. 143
Figure 1: Data Revenue Attention Model

Source: Arnold, R., & Hildebrandt, C. 2017. The Socio-Economic Impact of Online Platforms.
Bad Honnef: WIK; and Arnold, R., J. Bott, C. Hildebrandt, S. Schäfer, & S. Tenbrock. 2016.
Internet-basierte Plattformen und ihre Bedeutung in Deutschland. Bad Honnef: WIK., p.24.

In this context, the focus is solely on the business model; therefore, our
approach primarily seeks to analyse the endogenous building blocks of the

These and the following textual descriptions are essentially based on Arnold, R., J. Bott, C. Hildebrandt, S. Schäfer,
& S. Tenbrock. 2016. Internet-basierte Plattformen und ihre Bedeutung in Deutschland. Bad Honnef: WIK.,

143
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model - flows of data, revenue and attention as well as the respective user
roles in these areas.
In view of this, the case studies are structured according to the points:
(1) User roles: The first step of the analysis required the identification
of users and their roles in relation to the platform under
consideration. In general, four different user roles can be identified:
(1) end user; (2) supplier; (3) advertiser, and (4) data intermediary,
(5) others. The analysis focus on the question of which groups of
users participate and interactions on the platform and how these
activities can be described in more detail.
(2) Streams: The second part of the analysis then deals with the three
streams mentioned in the above – data, revenue and attention. The
main aim here is to investigate the importance of each stream and
their role in the overall value added of the platform under
consideration.
a. The data stream within the DRAM basically comprises all
conceivable types of data that are transferred among the user
roles, between user roles and the platform or to third parties.
In principle, two types of data can be distinguished. Data that
the respective user provides voluntarily and data that is
collected without the active participation of the user.
b. The revenue flow circulates both within the platform, between
different users and between each user and the platform itself,
where it often generates a direct added value for one and
more user roles. The following revenue streams were
identified in earlier projects: (1) advertising, (2) selling of
data, (3) freemium, (4) subscription, and (5) commission or
pay per use. The aim is to identify which of the described
models are used by the platform and which new models exist.
c. The attention flow is the third important element. Similar to
the other streams, attention is mediated by the
intermediation service. The case study will answer the
question of how this occurs, which user roles are involved and
what impact attention has on value creation.
(3) An overarching issue is the question of the contractual relationships
between the individual users within the user roles and the platform
and what trading practices the platform uses to generate revenue,
data and attention flows. In order to obtain information about this,
a thorough analysis of the terms and conditions of the platform
considered, desk research and semi-structured interviews were
carried out. Thereby, the following points are considered
a. Gathering information on trading practices already identified
and the identification of further trading practices
b. Attempt to link certain types of trading practices to each of
the considered platforms
Each platform has to be understood and analysed within its own ecosystem
of supporting services. Our model is able to capture and systematically
describe them as we outline in the figure below.
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Figure 2: Two schematic examples of a two-sided vs. ecosystem approach
to the online platform economy

E-commerce marketplace

Two-sided
approach

Ecosystem approach

PS = Platform Service

Source: Own representation.

The case studies are intended to cover platforms providing goods and
services in order to capture different business strategies. For the case study
on service platforms, Uber is examined in more detail. With regards to
platforms predominantly selling physical goods, case studies on Amazon and
Zalando are conducted.
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Case study I – Zalando

Zalando SE (hereinafter referred to as Zalando) is a Germany-based online
fashion retailer and platform provider founded in 2008. Zalando is
considered to be one of Europe’s leading players in the e-commerce sector.
The platform is currently active in 17 European markets. For the first half of
2019, the company reported almost 2 billion website visits. This
engagement translates into more than 28 million users in 2019, which is
15% more than in the previous year. Total revenue, thus, amounted to about
€3 billion. 144
Figure 3: Locations of Zalando’s Offices, Fulfillment Centers and Outlets

Source:
Own
presentation
of
information
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/company/our-history-start-grown
04/12/2019].

provided
[Last

on
access:

Started off as a traditional online fashion retailer, Zalando has evolved to
become a fashion and lifestyles platform in the past several years, by
opening its online and offline destinations and services to a wide range of
partners. As part of this, Zalando is granting third parties access to their
logistics network, enabling brands as well as retailers to directly sell their
own stock and products via Zalando’s fashion Stores. Furthermore, Zalando
advise brands or retailers on advertising and marketing. 145
However, the original business segments Fashion Store (Zalando’s online
shops), Offprice as well as Zalando’s Private Labels still play a dominant role
for the company. Zalando’s Fashion Stores are the longest-standing and
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/company/our-history-start-grown [Last access: 04/12/2019].
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/company/our-business-fields [Last access: 14/12/2019];
https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/media-download/ZalandoSE_annual_report_2018.pdf [Last access: 04/12/2019];
https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/media-download/Zalando-SE_Half-YearReport_2019.pdf [Last access: 14/12/2019].
144
145
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largest channel of the platform operator, which are accessible in several
European countries and different languages. Its product range comprises
shoes, clothes, accessories, as well as beauty products and sports
equipment for women, men and children from more than 2,000 brands. The
Offprice business of Zalando serves the sale of previous season’s
assortments. The Zalando Lounge (Zalando’s shopping club) “offers
registered members exclusive sales campaigns at discounted prices”.
Furthermore, Zalando opened brick-and-mortar outlet shops across
Germany (Zalando Outlets), which serves as an additional sales channel.
Beside its outlet stores, Zalando opened a brick-and-mortar beauty store in
Berlin in 2008 at the same time as the launch of the beauty segment in the
Fashion Store. The last core segment is Zalando’s private labels. Under
labels such as Anna Field, KIOMI and Pier One Zalando produces its own
products such as shoes, clothing and accessories. 146
In addition to these three business areas, Zalando operates in a several
emerging business fields. In 2015, the company founded Zalon - a style
advice service. Via Zalon independent stylists connect and engage directly
with customers and provide personal shopping advice and inspirations and
enable an individualized shopping experience. 147 The Customer-toCustomer (C2C) application Zalando Wardrob launched in late 2018. The
application aims to enable user to digitize their wardrobe, find and share
inspiration, as well as buy or sell clothes. The users have the option to either
offer their items to the community or to Zalando. 148 Items purchased by
Zalando were distributed via Zircle - brick-and-mortar stores offering second
hand fashion items.
Furthermore, Zalando developed Partner Services that aim to connect
partners with Zalando’s entire infrastructure. Zalando’s Partner Services
comprises several products like Zalando Partner Program, Zalando
Marketing Service, Zalando Fulfillment Solutions and Connected Retail. 149
Zalando’s Partner Program, connects customer directly with brands,
manufacturers and retailers. The products are therefore not acquired from
Zalando via the wholesale market and then distributed. Instead, the brands,
manufacturers and retailers sell and ship the products directly to consumers
via the Zalando Fashion Store and in accordance with Zalando’s delivery
standards or by availing Zalando’s fulfilment services. Brands,
manufacturers and retailers are able to integrate their inventory directly into
the Zalando Fashion Store and they still retain full control over the
assortment, prices and brand representation. 150 In addition to that,
Zalando’s program Connected Retail supports retailers in digitizing their
inventory from warehouses and local stores and linking it to Zalando. 151 By
February 2019, about 700 retailers have been participating in the
program. 152 Integration interfaces and software programs to manage
product data and databases are provided by Zalando’s subsidiaries Anatwine
Ltd. and Inc. as well as Tradebyte Software GmbH.
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/company/our-business-fields [Last access: 11/12/2019].
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/company/our-business-fields [Last access: 11/12/2019];
https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/mediadownload/zalando_annual_report_2015_e_s_1.pdf [Last access: 17/12/2019].
148
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/magazine/wardrobe-future [Last access: 12/12/2019].
149
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/innovation/partner-services [Last access: 12/12/2019].
150
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/innovation/partner-services [Last access: 12/12/2019].
151
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/innovation/building-connections-offline-online [Last access:
12/12/2019]; https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/media-download/ZalandoSE_annual_report_2018.pdf [Last access: 04/12/2019].
152
https://etailment.de/news/stories/zalando-connected-retail-22016 [Last access: 12/12/2019].
146
147
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Zalando Fulfillment Solutions (ZFS) gives fashion brands access to Zalando’s
logistics infrastructure. Through the service, Zalando takes over the order
fulfillment for partners from inbound to return in case the contractual
agreements cover those services. Zalando Marketing Services (ZMS) is
Zalando’s in-house marketing unit which mainly develops data-driven
marketing approach for the platform itself, but also for fashion and lifestyle
brands and retailers across many different channels. According to Zalando,
“ZMS serves as strategic partner to advertisers, helps to increase their brand
impact, drive their sales and celebrate product drops with tailored
messages, on Zalando and beyond.” The influencer marketing segment via
Collabary is a special sub-service of ZMS. Collabary connects influencers
and brands in order to create inspiring content and expand reach. 153
Zalando, thus, covers the entire value chain across a wide variety of services
and at the same time integrates offline und online channels. In the
description of the main elements of Zalando's platform service so far, some
of the main users have already been identified, which will be discussed in
more detail below.

2. User roles
Zalando connects several players operating in the fashion industry in a
variety of ways and services – starting from the end customer and extending
to retailers, brand and manufacturers, stylists, advertisers etc. 154 The
following figure presents some of the main user groups of the platform and
their roles in the narrow as well as the broad sense which we will discuss in
more detail below.
Figure 3: User roles

Source: Own presentation.

The end consumers are the most central user group of Zalando’s
operation. They take on the role of buyers who purchase the products –
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/innovation/partner-services [Last access: 12/12/2019];
https://www.collabary.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI14Kisa285gIV3sqyCh1nogJ1EAAYASAAEgKEmfD_
BwE [Last access: 17/12/2019].
154
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/company/our-history-start-grown [Last access: 14/12/2019].
153
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clothing, shoes, accessories, sports goods and beauty products – and make
use of the pre- and post-purchase service like display of product
information, payment arrangements, delivery, customer services, return
etc. provided by Zalando. As described in the above Zalando currently
counts more than 28 million active customers across 17 European
countries. 155 This number is steadily rising. That also corresponds to the
data of the website visits. According to Statista Zalando’s traffic
performance based on the quarterly visits increased from the first quarter
of 2014 to the first quarter of 2019 by about 170%. 156 Data provided by
SimilarWeb indicates that a large portion of those total visits are attributable
mainly to German, Dutch, France, Italian and Polish customers. 157 Norway,
however, has a rather low number of visits in the last six month, but has
one of the lowest bounce rates. This means that compared to the other
countries, customers from Norway are more engaged with the platform. Due
to their relatively large product portfolio – in terms of product categories
and price ranges – and their wide-spread marketing strategy, Zalando is
able to attract a wide range of different customers . For instance, German
customers are mostly drawn to simple and basic products sold via Zalando,
whereas British customers are more likely to purchase high end or premium
items. Dutch customers, for example, are very likely to purchase sports
goods. Italian customers like to make their purchases on the go. Customers
from Czech Republic, however, prefer bigger screens when making purchase
decisions. 158
The two other essential groups are brands or manufacturers as well as
retailers. Both groups provide the items put up for sale. As described in
the above, Zalando’s portfolio currently includes about 2,000 brands and
700 retailers. The product range assembled includes clothing, footwear,
beauty and sports goods. On the platform, thus, lower-price products as
well as high priced premium products can be found.
Payment services are also part of the platform services. Zalando is
partnering with over 20 different credit institutions and other intuitions
providing payment services. In all 17 countries without exceptions,
customers are able to choose between VISA, MasterCard and PayPal. Beside
these, there are different payment options per country.
Delivery services or logistics providers are getting relevant after the
actual purchase. Their role is to provide a prompt and seamless delivery of
the purchase items, as well as their potential return. While Zalando owns
some logistics centres deliveries and return pick-ups continue to be handled
https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/media-download/Zalando-SE_Half-YearReport_2019.pdf
156
https://www.statista.com/statistics/370649/zalando-quarterly-traffic/ [Last access:
04/12/2019]; https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/media-download/2019-1031%20Q3%202019%20Factsheet.pdf [Last access: 12/12/2019].
157
Calculation based on data provided by https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.de;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.at; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.nl;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.fr; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.it;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.co.uk;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.ch;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.se;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.be;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.es;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.dk; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.fi;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.pl; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.no;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.cz; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.ie
[Last access: 15/12/2019].
158
https://coperate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/news-stories/free-be-different-how-ourcustomers-shop-across-europe [Last access: 15/12/2019].
155
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by national and international parcel and postal service providers. DHL or
DHL Express is employed in almost all 17 countries, in addition to usually at
least one other service provider.
The services provided by marketing affiliates, unlike the other user
groups mentioned so far, are not directly linked to the end consumer. Their
main role is to strengthen the attention of the end consumer towards the
platform as well as the marketed products. Besides third party affiliates like
Google and Facebook, Zalando’s in-house marketing service ZMS enables
the development of customized data-based marketing approaches for the
platform itself, but also for and with advertisers, brands/manufacturers and
retailers active on Zalando.
Software as a Service provision plays a crucial role in Zalando’s business
strategy, especially with regards to its Partner Program. Services like those
provided by Zalando subsidiaries Anatwine Ltd. and Inc. as well as Tradebyte
Software GmbH serve to connect brands and manufacturers with
marketplaces and online retailers. They provide solutions for the integration
of product data and databases into Zalando’s Fashion Stores.
A modern way to generate attention is to involve influencers on the
platform as well. The role of the influencers is to attract attention as well as
expand the reach and user base of the platform as well as the marketed
products by posting different outfits.
The stylists are expected to provide direct advisory services and to assist
consumers with direct shopping advice. They are thus, in contrast to the
influencers, directly interacting with the customers and ensure greater
consumer involvement.

3. Streams
The DRAM distinguishes between three types of streams – Attention,
Revenue, and Data. Each one of these will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
The analysis of the attention stream is linked to the question of how the
platform creates attention and which user groups are involved and what
impact attention has on value creation. One of the main streams of attention
flows between the end customer on one side and the platform itself but also
the brands/manufacturers, retailers, stylists, and influencer who are active
on the platform on the other side. As described in the above, Zalando has
28 million active customers across Europe and counts about 2 billion site
visits within the first six month of 2019. This alone is an expression of the
attention Zalando is drawing. In addition, Zalando customers usually visit
its websites directly. According to Zalando, about 90% of Zalando’s traffic
can be classified as direct traffic. 159 This suggests that there is a high
awareness among the customers to start their customer journey directly at
Zalando, especially due to the general usage of apps on mobile devices.
Mobile, in general, makes up the origin of more than 80% of the traffic on
Zalando. 160 Even if only the desktop traffic is considered, about 45% of the

https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/media-download/2019-1107_Investor_Factbook_November_2019_1.pdf [Last access: 12/12/2019]
160
https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/media-download/2019-1107_Investor_Factbook_November_2019_1.pdf [Last access: 12/12/2019]
159
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traffic within the last six month can be classified as direct traffic. 161 44%,
however, originate from search engines and about 5% are redirections from
social networks. On both channels Zalando is active with advertising and
(sponsored as well as organic) contents to attract customers. On Zalando’s
websites itself, various strategies are also used to generate attention.
Zalando’s Marketing Services has access to numerous valuable consumer
and purchase data that enables the company to optimize targeting
strategies. 162 With the help of algorithms 163 and data-based knowledge,
Zalando can place specific advertisements or products based on the
customer’s interest and thus generate more attention for the platform but
also for brands and retailers. Another modern way of creating attention is
the involvement of stylist and influencers as described in the above. During
the last six month, customers engaged with Zalando’s websites on average
for about 7 minutes. The average number of pages visited is 9.5. The
average bounce rates were about 35%. 164
The revenue stream is very multi-facetted and includes almost all the user
roles discussed in the previous chapter. According to the Zalando, as by
2018 the main revenue channel of the company is still its Fashion Store.
Almost 89% of Zalando’s revenue can be attributed to this business
segment. 9% can be attributed to the Offprice segment and only 2% to the
new emerging business fields described in the above. As far as the individual
flows are concerned, one of the most obvious is that of the customers to the
platform itself. Usually, customers pay the platform when purchasing an
item. Depending on whether the item is owned by Zalando, i.e. the product
was either produced by Zalando itself (Zalando’s privat labels) or was
purchased in wholesale, the revenue associated with the transaction passes
directly to the company. However, if a product is purchased from a brand or
retailer participating in the partner program, Zalando only acts as an
intermediary platform and earns commissions. The value of the commission
is determined depending on the overall service level provided by Zalando
with regards to fulfilment and marketing services. In this case, the retail
Calculation based on data provided by https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.de;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.at; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.nl;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.fr; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.it;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.co.uk;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.ch;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.se;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.be;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.es;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.dk; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.fi;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.pl; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.no;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.cz; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.ie
[Last access: 15/12/2019].
162
zms.zalando.com [Last access: 15/12/2019].
163
See for instance https://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/stories/fashion-savvyalgorithm [Last access: 15/12/2019];
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/stories/zalon-x-algorithmic-fashion-companion
[Last access: 10/12/2019].
164
Calculation based on data provided by https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.de;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.at; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.nl;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.fr; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.it;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.co.uk;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.ch;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.se;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.be;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.es;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.dk; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.fi;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.pl; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.no;
https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.cz; https://www.similarweb.com/website/zalando.ie
[Last access: 15/12/2019].
161
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price of an item is determined by the brand, manufacturer, or retailer itself.
The same applies to Zalando. When Zalando acts as a retailer, the company
sets prices autonomously. This traditional retail business (wholesale
purchasing and resale) currently accounts for 90% of Zalando’s revenue.
Conversely, this means, that the partner program accounts for less than
10% of sales.
Stylists and Influencers generally receive some form of commission on their
service. Stylists who work at Zalando are paid by Zalando. 165 Influencer,
however, can either receive commission from Zalando or from brands,
retailers and/or agencies requiring their services and depending on the
content created. 166 Consumers, however, do not have to pay directly for the
service provided by stylists and influencers. There is no direct monetary
exchange here. Usually, parcel and postal service provider or other logistics
providers as well as payment service provider also receive certain payments
or commission for their services depending on contractual agreements
between each party involved. Since payments are usually processed via the
platform, with the exception of click & collect orders, it is reasonable to
assume that there is a contractual relationship between the Zalando and the
payment service providers and any commission payments, when they occur,
are transacted between them. The revenue stream between the logistics
service provider, Zalando and brands as well as retailer engaging in the
partner program, depend mostly on which services the latter obtain from
the Zalando. If Zalando is responsible for collection and delivery, it can be
assumed that there is a revenue stream between Zalando and the logistics
provider. If brands or retailers themselves are responsible to ensure
delivery, there might be a revenue stream between these two parties.
Zalando Wardrobes creates another new revenue stream. The users use the
application free of charge and sell the pre-owned products for the desired
price either to other customers or to the platform. Zalando describes the
usage and selling process as follows “Through the integrated messenger,
users can exchange information about items and negotiate prices. When
prospective buyer and seller agree, the seller ships the item and collects the
money through their chosen payment option (paypal, bank transfer, cash,
etc.) directly within the app”. 167 The users can also sell products directly to
Zalando who pays them in credits for the Zalando Fashion Store. 168
The last stream to examine is the data stream. Zalando gather mainly two
different types of customer data. The first kind of data is process data. These
data includes content and transactional data like name, address, payment
details etc. These data is mainly used to perform the contract when a
customer places an order. The second kind of data is so-called tracking data
or clickstream data. This type of data enables Zalando to follow the
customer’s journey online – notably this covers the Zalando website itself
and third party websites. These data is primarily used to ensure a
personalized shopping experience and for marketing purposes. Consumer
data is also used for algorithmic predictions especially with regards to
logistics management, but is also used to detect frauds. According to
Zalando “all data is either pseudonymized or aggregated to ensure customer

https://annual-report.zalando.com/2015/assets/downloads/company/zalando_strategy.pdf [Last
access: 27/03/2020].
166
https://www.collabary.com/ [Last access: 27/03/2020].
167
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/magazine/wardrobe-future [Last access:12/12/2019].
168
https://corporate.zalando.com/en/magazine/wardrobe-future [Last access:12/12/2019].
165
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privacy.” 169 Zalando only passes on consumer data to external service to the
extent and for the period necessary for the provision of the respective
service. If a customer purchases a product from Zalando partners, Zalando
passes on certain purchasing data to the partner (name, details on the items
ordered and delivery address) so that the partner is able to actually deliver
the ordered products. Postal and parcel services also receive certain
information about the customer in order to fulfil its service those data
include name, delivery address, post number, and email address. 170
Furthermore, Zalando receives and passes on information to the payment
service provider. Those agreements and the extent in which data is
forwarded differ on national level corresponding to national and European
law. 171 Data analysis for marketing and targeting purposes remains in-house
(ZMS).

https://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/stories/gdpr-zalando [Last access:
28/11/2019]; https://corporate.zalando.com/en/newsroom/en/stories/one-year-gdpr-zalando [Last
access: 16/12/2019].
170
https://en.zalando.de/zalando-privacy-policy/ [Last access: 16/12/2019].
171
https://en.zalando.de/zalando-privacy-policy/#chapter-15 [Last access: 27/12/2019].
169
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Case Study II – Uber
Uber Technologies, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as Uber) is an American
global tech platform founded in 2009. 172 The platform is currently active
with its various services in 69 countries and more than 900 cities
worldwide. 173 Uber originally launched as a ride-hailing service, it evolved
to be a multi-purpose logistic platform offering various services. These
services comprise not only transportation services on demand, but also food
delivery, logistic services for companies, and micro mobility systems with
electric bikes and scooters. 174
Figure 3: Active Countries*

Source: Own presentation of information provided on https://www.uber.com/global/en/cities/
[Last access: 11/02/2020]. *Uber is also active in Hong Kong and Macao.

Uber’s core platform business consists of two segments: Rides and Eats. As
indicated in the above, Uber started out as a ride-hailing service. Today, this
original service is called Uber Rides. This service connects consumers with
(licensed) drivers who provide rides. 175 Originally, the company offered
black luxury car rides only. By now, Uber users can select from various cars
serving different purposes and price points 176 and use additional services
172

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020].
173

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb6.p
df [Last access: 12/02/2020].
174
The history of Uber is provided on Uber’s website, see https://www.uber.com/enDE/newsroom/history/ [Last access: 12/02/2020].
175

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020].
176
Uber differentiate between the following car options: UberX seats 4 passengers and the rides are
usually conducted with d-segment cars. UberXL seats 6 passengers in an SUV and minivan, which
usually costs more than UberX. UberSelect is Uber’s entry-level luxury service that seats up to 4
passengers. Select cars are typically BMW, Mercededs, Audi, etc. UberBlack is Uber’s original ride
option and is usually conducted with high-end black cars. UberBlackSUV seats more passengers than
UberBlack, however, in terms of luxury it is at the same level as UberBlack. UberLux is Uber’s most
luxurious ride option. UberWAV enables users to book wheelchair-accessible rides. See for more
information:
https://www.uber.com/de/en/;
https://www.ridesharingdriver.com/whats-the-
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like Uber Pool and Uber Assist. Uber Pool enables the matching of riders with
other riders heading in the same direction. This allows riders to share the
ride and thus the costs. 177 Uber Assist, on the other hand, is designed to
provide assistance to riders who need extra help. When a rider selects
Assist, the rides are usually performed by drivers who have received special
training to assist riders into the vehicle and can accommodate folding
wheelchairs, walking aids and scooters. 178 Furthermore, Uber also launched
the options Uber Flash and Uber Taxi 179 finally integrating also traditional
taxi services into the platform. With Uber Flash and Uber Taxi users in
several countries can also access and book rides conducted by licensed local
taxi drivers. 180 Uber Rides is not only accessible to private persons, but also
to companies, their employees, customers, and clients as well as to
healthcare organisations and patients. This is done through the option Uber
for Business. 181182
In general Uber Rides “works in the following way: Passengers can book a
trip with a private driver by downloading the App, logging on 183 and
requesting a ride. From the pool of registered drivers, Uber then locates
available drivers closest to the passenger and informs them of the request.
The driver has 10 seconds to accept the trip before another driver is located.
[…]. After arrival at the destination, the passengers swipes the ‘Complete
Trip’ button in the App […].” 184
The second segment Uber Eats debuted in 2015 in Chicago, LA and New
York. Eats allows consumers to search for and discover restaurants, order a
meal and either pick-up at the restaurant or have the meal delivered. 185
Uber Eats has hundreds of restaurants to choose from. Once the customer
orders a meal, the customer is able to follow its order in the app. They will
be able to see the restaurant accept the order and start prepping the meal.
Then, when the order’s almost ready, a nearby Uber partner–in a car, on a
bike, or scooter–will go to the restaurant to pick it up. Next, they’ll drive or
ride to you. You’ll be able to see their name and photo and track progress
on the map. 186
Uber’s Other Bets consist mainly of the company’s New Mobility offerings
and Uber Freight. Uber’s New Mobility offerings refer to products that
provide consumers with access to rides through a variety of modes,

difference-between-uberx-xl-uberplus-and-black-car/; https://www.uber.com/de/en/ride/uberwav/
[ [Last access: 23/02/2020].
177
https://www.uber.com/de/en/ride/uberpool/ [Last access: 23/02/2020].
178
https://www.uber.com/us/en/about/accessibility/; https://www.uber.com/au/en/ride/assist/
[Last access: 23/02/2020]
179
https://www.uber.com/en-SA/newsroom/ubertaxi-saudi/ [Last access: 23/02/2020].
180
https://www.uber.com/jp/en/ride/ubertaxi/ [Last access: 23/02/2020].
181
https://www.uber.com/de/en/business/; https://www.uber.com/newsroom/uber-health/ [Last
access: 23/02/2020].
182
The information in this section is not conclusive. Uber may not provide some of the described
products in some countries or may provide them exclusively under a different name. It is also possible
that additional products may exist in some countries.
183
In order to actually use the Uber and the app, the customer has to register first. .
184
Domurath, Irina. 2018. “Platforms as contract partners: Uber and beyond”. Maastricht Journal of
European and Comparative Law. Vol. 25 (5). 565-581.
185

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020].
186
https://about.ubereats.com/en/ [Last access: 19/02/2020].
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including auto rickshaws 187, eBikes, eScoutes 188, boats 189, and
helicopters 190. 191 Investments in these segments serve the purpose to
provide riders with a full set of transportation options to meet consumer
needs within a single Uber app. 192 Uber Transit is also part of Uber’s New
Mobility offerings. Uber Transit provides users with real-time information on
public transport. 193 Uber Freight launched to connect trucking companies
and their drivers directly with shippers. 194195
The ATG and Other Technology Programs include all activities aimed at
developing new technologies. The most important current projects are the
development and commercialization of autonomous vehicle and ridesharing
technologies, as well as Uber Elevate. 196 To achieve this, Uber also enters
into strategically important partnerships with automobile manufacturers.
Uber’s key partners are Toyota, Volvo and Denso. 197

4. User roles
Similar to Zalando in fashion, Uber connects several players operating in the
transport or logistic sector as well as beyond – including end
users/customer, private driver, deliverer (Uber Eats), restaurants,
businesses, payment processors, map API providers, fleet partners, cities,
taxis, micro mobility partners, carrier and shipper, marketing partners, and
healthcare organisations.
As with Zalando, the end users are the most central user group of Ubers’s
operation. Users are on the demand side and ultimately take advantage of
both Uber's services and those offered through Uber. According to Uber, as
of December 2019 Uber registered about 111 million monthly active
platform users worldwide. Compared to the previous year, the number has
increased by 22%. 198 While the end users of Zalando and, as will be seen
later, of Amazon are mainly private customers, the end users of Uber are
https://www.uber.com/en-IN/blog/new-delhi/launching-uber-auto/ [Last access: 23/02/2020].
https://www.jump.com/de/de/?_ga=2.35328675.327941017.1582390388144444695.1580116952 [Last access: 23/02/2020].
189
https://www.uber.com/hr/en/u/uberboat/ [Last access: 23/02/2020].
190
https://www.uber.com/blog/new-york-city/uber-copter/ [Last access: 23/02/2020].
187
188

191

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020].
192

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020].
193
https://www.uber.com/us/en/ride/transit/ [Last access: 23/02/2020]. In some countries Uber
also allow payment for public transport.
194

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020]; https://www.uber.com/de/newsroom/uber-freight-deutschland/
[Last access: 23/02/2020].
195
Another new product that falls into this segment is Uber Works. Uber Works connects people
looking for shifts with companies. https://www.works.co/de/de/ [Last access: 23/02/2020]; only
available in the USA.
196

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020].
197

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020].
198
https://investor.uber.com/news-events/news/press-release-details/2020/Uber-AnnouncesResults-for-Fourth-Quarter-and-Full-Year-2019/ [Last access: 29/02/2020]
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defined differently, depending on which service is actually used. When using
Uber Rides or Uber Eats, you will find on the demand side either private
individuals, companies or healthcare organisations. This depends on who
owns the account that is used to book a service. In general, Uber does not
allow users to book services for others via their own account. This is mainly
because the person who owns the account enters into a contractual
relationship with Uber for the service provided not the person who ultimately
happens to be in the car or receiving the meal. However, if companies use
Uber for Business or healthcare organizations use Uber Health, both can
book rides for their employees, customers and patients. However, with
regards to Uber Freight, the customers are mainly the shippers. They are
looking for suitable carriers to transport the freight.
The (licensed) drivers 199, fleet partners, taxis and deliverers are the
ones who provide the service that is ultimately intermediated via Uber Eats
and Rides. The user group is thus located on the other side of the platform.
Whether a private (licensed) driver, deliverer, or a company operating a fleet
of vehicles can offer services through Uber depends on numerous
conditions, especially with regard to the equipment of the vehicles, which
they must meet. The conditions may vary slightly from one country to
another. The company and the partners must also comply with the
legislation in the respective country.The user groups, driver in general and
deliverer do not have to be separated in terms of personnel. Drivers are also
allowed to act as deliverer for Uber Eats. 200
Other than Uber Rides, which represents a two-sided platform service, Uber
Eats is a three-sided platform service. The third market players are
restaurants. The restaurant cooperates with Uber and offers customers the
possibility to place an order from the menu on the platform Uber Eats. In
addition to the preparation of the dish, the restaurants are free to also
provide the delivery using their own personnel. 201
As described in the above, end users turn to Uber in order to receive a
certain service - getting a ride or their meals delivered. Uber essentially
provides another channel making these already existing services available
to end users. For this, Uber is mostly acting as an intermediary online
platform. However, in some court rulings, for instance, in France and Spain,
Uber held to be a transport service provider, especially with regards to some
parts of the segment Uber Rides, and not merely an intermediary online
platform enabling transport services. According to the court judgement in
France Uber's service, which consisted in establishing a link between nonprofessional drivers using their own vehicle and people wishing to make a
journey in an urban environment, is not merely an intermediary service.
The service provided by Uber in this case is a transport service. The Court
of Justice came to a similary conclusion in Spain. One reason given was that
the ride provided by a non-professional driver would not have been possible
without Uber. 202

Which may have a licence that may be required under the applicable national legislation for private
hire vehicles with drivers.
200
https://www.uber.com/us/en/drive/basics/how-to-start-delivering/;
https://www.uber.com/de/en/drive/requirements/vehicle-requirements/ [Last access: 01/03/2020]
201
https://help.uber.com/ubereats/article/restaurant-uses-its-own-delivery-stafffaq?nodeId=cf914a9f-f894-4fc3-a66c-aa2cc39948e9 [Last access: 01/03/2020].
202
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=200882&pageIndex=0&doclan
g=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=333964
,
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=198047&pageIndex=0&doclang
=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=1485447 [Last access: 20/03/2020].
199
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In general, Uber provides matchmaking and is handling the payment
process. In order to fulfil both services Uber enters partnerships with
payment processors and map API providers. In general, Uber
authorizes the use of deposit cards and credit cards. The company therefore
enters into partnerships with various providers. In some countries, payment
is also allowed through local partner solutions or even via PayPal or google
pay. Partnering with map API providers is essential in order to perform the
service that Uber provides. The display of locations on maps and the
processing of geolocation data are important so that drivers and customers
know where one another are at any given time. In addition, this map-based
integration enables real-time tracking of deliveries such as meal orderings
or freight shipments. 203
The main focus of Uber Freight is on connecting the two user groups
carriers and shippers.
The last two user groups are cities and new mobility partners. In recent
years, Uber has made several investments in order to offer its customers,
in addition to transport by vehicles, new transport options, especially ebikes,
escooters, boats, etc. On the platform costumers can book Uber own micro
mobility systems or those of third parties. 204
Marketing partners help creating attention for Uber as well as their
partners.

5. Streams
As described in the above there are three main streams that have to be
analysed when investigating online platforms – attention, revenue, and
data.
Again, the analysis of the attention stream is link to the question how the
platform creates attention and which user groups are involved and what
impact attention has on value creation. The main stream of attention flows
between the end customers – the ones requesting a ride, or ordering a meal
or the ones wanting to ship cargo. They want to make use of a certain
service – like getting a ride, a meal or having their freight transported. As
described in the above, Uber currently has 111 monthly active platform
customers worldwide and a continuously increasing number of trips. Both
figures increased by more than 20% compared to the previous year. 205
Uber is also investing in advertisement. Uber uses several marketing
channels. Their most important channels are social networks followed by
search engine and TV. Many users seem to find the Uber App (for the initial
download) mainly through the search engines. According to SimilarWeb
about 60.6% of the traffic redirected to the Uber App – which a customer
will need in order to be able to book any service provided via Uber –
originated from search engines. Another 14.2% originated from referrals
and 1.4% from social networks. For Uber the values measured are more or
less similar. Interestingly, the top 5 search terms used within the search
engine also include Uber’s company name. This indicates the high
https://www.uberfreight.com/support/tracking-your-shipment [Last access: 01/03/2020];
https://about.ubereats.com/en/ [Last access: 01/03/2020]
204
Usually its Ubers owns those means of transportation. If not, this is indicated in the app.
205
https://investor.uber.com/news-events/news/press-release-details/2020/Uber-AnnouncesResults-for-Fourth-Quarter-and-Full-Year-2019/ [Last access: 01/03/2020].
203
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awareness of the existence of Uber. 206 The visibility for drivers and
restaurants is mainly generated by the platform itself. This is supported
through customer review systems.
The revenue stream is multi-facetted and, again, includes almost all the
user roles discussed in the previous chapter. In the last quarter 2019, Uber
reported that total gross bookings revenue growth to $18 billion from $14
billion in the previous year. 207 In the same time period adjusted net revenue,
however, accounts for $4 million. The adjusted net revenue rose by about
40% compared to the last quarter of 2018. 208 The biggest share of bookings
and revenue can be attributed to Uber Rides. In fact, Uber Rides is
responsible for 75% of total gross bookings in last quarter of 2019 and for
about 80% of the company’s adjusted net revenue. The last years have
shown that Rides revenue growth is accelerating and Rider engagement
remains strong. Eat is the second most profitable segment. Uber Eats
account for about 20% of total gross bookings and 10% of Uber’s adjusted
net revenue. The growth rate is particularly high in this segment. Depending
on which of the two values is considered, the growth rate compared to the
previous year is 70% or 150%. Other Bets including Uber Freight are the
most recently launched segments of Uber, and already amounts for more
than 1% of gross bookings as well as adjusted net revenue worldwide. 209
By leveraging Uber’s brand, tech & product infrastructure the latter
segments enable Uber to scale their business and gain positive synergy
effects. What the company and its partners receive per service provided
depends on several factors. One of the factors is the product selected by the
end customer. With regard to Uber, the company usually acts as an
intermediary and is responsible for payment processing. The outstanding
balance is transmitted by the end users of the platform. The drivers' share
is then forwarded to them. The prices for the end users are set by Uber. The
prices are determined using a proprietary algorithm. Uber utilize a dynamic
pricing model. In general, this is a pricing strategy in which businesses set
flexible prices for products or service based on current market demands. In
the case of Uber, the dynamic pricing model “matches fares to a number of
variables such as time and distance of [the requested] route, traffic and the
current rider-to-driver demand. Sometimes, this means temporary surge
charges during particularly busy periods.” 210 The rationale for this is to
encourage drivers to take on rides when demand is high by charging riders
higher prices. Drivers and riders will be notified when fares increase. The
https://www.similarweb.com/app/google-play/com.ubercab/statistics [Last access:
01/03/2020]; https://www.similarweb.com/app/googleplay/com.ubercab.eats/statistics#trafficSources [Last access: 01/03/2020]. The main source of
traffic for Uber Fright is search engines (75%). https://www.similarweb.com/app/googleplay/com.ubercab.freight/statistics#trafficSources [Last acess: 01/03/2020].
207
https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/q4/Quarterly-Earnings-ReportQ42019.pdf [last access: 21/02/2020]. Uber defines “Gross Bookings as the total dollar value,
including any applicable taxes, tolls, and fees, of Rides and New Mobility rides, Uber Eats meal
deliveries, and amounts paid by Uber Freight shippers, in each case without any adjustment for
consumer discounts and refunds, Driver and restaurant earnings, and Driver incentives.”
208
https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/q4/Quarterly-Earnings-ReportQ42019.pdf [last access: 21/02/2020]. Adjusted Net Revenue “measures the total net financial
activity reflected in the amount earned by us after taking into account all Driver and restaurant
earnings, Driver incentives, and Driver referrals.”
206

209

https://s23.q4cdn.com/407969754/files/doc_financials/2019/sr/InvestorPresentation_2020_Feb13.
pdf [Last access: 19/02/2020]. https://investor.uber.com/news-events/news/press-releasedetails/2020/Uber-Announces-Results-for-Fourth-Quarter-and-Full-Year-2019/ [Last access:
01/03/2020].
210
https://www.uber.com/en-NL/blog/how-ubers-dynamic-pricing-model-works/ [Last access:
01/03/2020]
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riders can then decide whether to book the trip or wait until the rush is over
and dynamic rates decreases. 211 The price for end users is composed as
follows: 1. Base rate: This rate is determined by the time and distance of a
trip; 2. Booking fee: In some countries Uber impose a flat booking fee to
each trip; 3. Busy times and areas: If demand exceed supply, prices
temporarily increase until supply and demand rebalanced. 212 While Uber
retains 100% of the booking fee, the company will only receive a percentage
share of the remaining fares. Usually, drivers have to pay a commission of
about 25%. 213 Also what the meal deliverers receive in payment from Uber
is composed of three components: 1. fixed pickup fee, 2. fixed drop-off fee,
and 3. per mail rate for the total distance form pickup to drop-off. Again,
Uber receives a commission which can vary between 20% and 30%
depending on the city. 214
In the cases, where Uber provides its own means of transportation for rent
or acts as a freight forwarder, it is reasonable to assume that the revenue
stream takes a somewhat different path. For example, in the case of Uber
Freight, where the company purchases capacity at the wholesale market
from the carriers and then resells those capacities to the shipper, there
might be two independent payment processes. Uber will probably pay the
carriers and the payments from the shipper remain at Uber. The situation
might be similar when customers book micro mobility solutions that belong
to the company.
Since payments are usually processed via the platform, it is reasonable to
assume that there is a contractual relationship between the Uber and the
payment service providers and any commission payments, when they occur,
are transacted between them. The situation is similar with the other services
that Uber avails itself of, such as those of map API providers and marketing
partners.
The last stream to examine is the data stream. In order to use Uber
customers are obligated to open a user account. Account registration
requires you to submit to Uber certain personal information, such as your
name, address, mobile phone number and age, as well as at least one valid
payment method supported by Uber. 215 Private drivers and delivers have to
sign in as well and provide similar information. At the same time the
company will have to manage the data of the partners.

https://www.uber.com/en-NL/blog/how-ubers-dynamic-pricing-model-works/ [Last access:
01/03/2020]
212
https://www.uber.com/us/en/price-estimate/ [Last access: 01/03/2020]
213
https://www.uber.com/gh/en/drive/basics/tracking-your-earnings/
214
https://www.uber.com/gb/en/drive/delivery/uber-eats-earnings/ [Last access: 01/03/2020].
215
https://www.uber.com/legal/de/document/?name=general-terms-of-use&country=unitedstates&lang=en [Last access: 22/02/2020]
211
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Case Study III – Amazon
In terms of market capitalization, AMAZON.COM, INC. (hereinafter referred
to as Amazon) is one of the largest companies in the world. 216 The u.s.website amazon.com was launched in July 1996. It started as an online
bookstore and with 25 million titles it became the biggest bookstore
worldwide. Soon it diversified. Today Amazon is an e-Commerce company
with a wide range of products and complementary services. The Group's
head office is located in Seattle in the US State of Washington, while the
European corporate and administrative headquarters are located in
Luxembourg.
Amazon’s turnover has grown continuously in the recent years. In 2018 it
generated around 232.89 billion US dollars on its 14 online marketplaces
worldwide. Four marketplaces are in Asia-Pacific, five in Europe, one is in
Middle-East and four are in the Americas. 217 With 193.6 billion US dollars in
net sales, the United States were Amazon’s biggest market in 2019.
Germany was ranked second with 22.2 billion U.S. dollars, ahead of the UK
with 17.5 billion. 218 The following table provides an overview of Amazon's
marketplaces in Europe, whereby the German marketplace also includes
Switzerland, Austria and Lichtenstein.
Table 56: European Amazon Marketplaces
Country

Website

Launched

Germany

Amazon.de

October 1998

France

Amzon.fr

August 2000

The United Kingdom

Amazon.co.uk

October 1998

Italy

Amazon.it

November 2010

Spain

Amazon.es

September 2011

The Netherlands

Amazon.nl

March 2020

Source: Own presentation of information provided on https://services.amazon.com/globalselling/global-selling-guide.html. [Last access: 16/03/2020] and on
https://ecommercenews.eu/amazon-launches-in-the-netherlands/
[Last access : 16/03/2020]

Amazon makes its money by selling a wide range of products and services
to customers. Thereby the company divides its customers into three groups:
consumers, sellers and developers. The consumer represents the retail
business, which is conducted through online and physical shops. In addition
to classical retailing, the range also includes merchandising products,
content and self-manufactured electronic devices. These embrace for
example tablets (Amazon Fire), Streaming devices (Amazon Fire TV), ebook-reader (Amazon Kindle), speaker/voice assistants (Amazon Echo,
Amazon Alexa), Smart Home Equipment (Cloud Cam, Ring Home Security)
etc.. 219 Since 2009, Amazon has also been selling products such as notebook
cases, batteries or computer and audio/video cables under private labels,
including the Amazon Basics brand.

https://fortune.com/fortune500/2019/search/ [Last access: 17/02/2020]
https://services.amazon.com/global-selling/global-selling-guide.html [Last access: 17/02/2020]
218
https://www.statista.com/statistics/672782/net-sales-of-amazon-leading-markets/ [Last access:
17/02/2020]
219
Liebe, A., Lennartz, J., Arnold, R. (2020): Strategische Ausrichtung bedeutender Anbieter von
Internetplattformen, WIK-Diskussionsbeitrag No 458, Bad Honnef.
216
217
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Amazon offers a loyalty programme, Amazon Prime, to consumers. It is a
fee-based membership program. Members typically receive free or
discounted express shipping. Furthermore the Prime membership allows
access to certain digital content including audiobooks, digital video, ebooks, digital music, and other subscription services.
Marketplace services for third-party sellers are programs that enable
brands, manufacturers, or retailers to offer and sell products on the amazon
platform and to fulfil them through Amazon's fulfilment network (FBA). In
these transactions, Amazon is not the seller.
Through the AWS segment, that offers a broad range of global computing,
storage, database and other services, Amazon targets developers and
companies of all sizes, including start-ups, government agencies, and
academic institutions. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a cloud computing
provider founded in 2006 as a subsidiary of Amazon.com. Numerous popular
services such as Dropbox, Netflix, Foursquare or Reddit use the services of
Amazon Web Services. It is one of the leading international providers of
cloud computing. AWS is a growing part of Amazon and became more and
more import in the business of Amazon during the last years. The segment
has shown particularly strong growth and increased by 47% in 2017 and
43% in 2018 compared to the respective previous year. 220
Moreover, Amazon offers advertising services and some more additional
services that underline the Amazon ecosystem. An example is Amazon Pay
which is an online payments processing service. Launched in 2007, Amazon
Pay offers users the option to pay with their Amazon accounts on external
merchant websites. 221
Through the acquisition of further companies and the development of new
business areas Amazon is continuously expanding its own ecosystem. While
the majority of turnover is generated on Amazon’s e-commerce platform,
the actual earnings are rather generated by surrounding services such as
Amazon Web Services .
Amazon has built a very extensive fulfillment network and operates more
than 175 logistics centers around the world. They have a total area of almost
14 million square meters. The majority of all logistics centers are located in
North America and Europe. In Europe Amazon logistic centers are placed
the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Poland and the Czech
Republic. 222 The logistics centers are where "fulfillment", i.e. the processing
and dispatching of customer orders, takes place. In other words, Amazon
logistics centers not only store products, but also perform the shipping
function, where employees quickly and efficiently assemble, pack and ship
customer orders. Thanks to Amazon’s robot technology, scanners and
computer systems, millions of items can be processed in the logistics
centers every day. Amazon also operates distribution centers that sort
packages by destination and delivery speed, "specialty centers" that are
used seasonally in some countries or only for certain product categories,
and "receive centers" that distribute popular products across the network. 223

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1018724/000101872419000004/amzn20181231x10k.htm [Last access 30/03/2020]
221
https://pay.amazon.co.uk/ [Last access 30/03/2020]
222
https://www.hellotax.com/blog/de/amazon/warenlager/standorte/ [Last access 30/03/2020]
223
https://www.aboutamazon.de/logistikzentrum/warum-amazon-warenlager-fulfillment-centerhei%C3%9Fen [Last access 30/03/2020]
220
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The description of the key elements of Amazon’s platform business already
showed the main users, which will now be discussed in more detail below.

6. User Roles
Over the course of time, Amazon has developed a complex ecosystem with
its marketplaces in the center. The following user roles can be identified:
The end consumers represent the largest group of users. They take on the
role of buyers who purchase the products – electronics, books, clothes etc.
– and make use of the pre-and post-purchase services like presentation of
product information, payment arrangements and services, delivery, return,
etc. provided by Amazon. Customers access the Amazon platform through
the websites, mobile apps, the voice assistant Alexa, and physically visiting
the stores in those countries where physical stores are present.
The number of active customer accounts has grown continuously in recent
years. The following graph shows this impressively. In 2015 already 300
million customers had an active account.
Figure 8: Number of active accounts worldwide 1997-2015

Source: Own presentation based on Statista.
https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/297615/umfrage/anzahl-weltweit-aktiverkunden-accounts-von-amazon/ [Last access 19702/2020]

At the beginning of 2018 Amazon announced 100 million paid Prime
members globally. In 2017 more new members joined Prime than in the
previous years.
More and more people use the Amazon marketplace when they want to
purchase products online and every second e-commerce order is processed
via Amazon. According to statistics from the IFH Cologne, there is a rising
trend: While in 2004 a German Amazon customer ordered on average from
Amazon about eight times during the year, in 2017 the average number of
orders per year was 41 times. 224
Another user group are third party sellers on Amazon’s platform. There
are several ways of how products are sold on the Amazon platform. On the
one hand there are first party sales by Amazon itself. Amazon sources
products from its suppliers (called “vendors”) and sells them as a retailer
https://www.ifhkoeln.de/pressemitteilungen/details/kein-weg-vorbei-amazon-schneidetkundenzugang-ab/ [Last access 30/03/2020]
224
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on the platform. Amazon controls the pricing and includes the product in its
product lists. In addition, Amazon also allows third party sellers to offer
their products on its marketplaces. Order fulfilment can be carried out both
by Amazon and by the retailer. According to a 2018 Statista survey of
Amazon sellers mainly in the US, almost half of all companies generated
more than 80 percent of their income from Amazon sales. 225
A look at the share of worldwide gross sales of physical goods by
independent third party sellers, mostly small and medium-sized enterprises,
as opposed to own first party sales, shows steady growth. 226 While the
marketplaces in China (amazon.cn) and India (amazon.in) are currently
only accessible to sellers who are based within these countries, Amazon
offers merchants the opportunity to sell worldwide on the 14 other
marketplaces, regardless of their place of business.
A number of NCAs and national authorities have investigated the terms of
Amazon vis-à-vis third party sellers on the platform. In July 2019 the
German Bundeskartellamt has stopped its abuse proceedings against
Amazon with regard to the review of its standard agreements and certain
behaviour towards third party sellers on the German marketplace
amazon.de. Amazon has amended its standard agreements for marketplace
sellers in the points objected to by the Bundeskartellamt and has given
assurances of further changes to the operation of the marketplace which will
remove the competition concerns. In the point of view of the
Bundeskartellamt the changes represent considerable improvements for the
third party sellers without affecting the interests of the customers in the
marketplace, in particular the quality of service. Amazon is making the
changes in its standard agreements and Conditions of Business (Business
Solutions Agreement - BSA) not only for the German marketplace
amazon.de, but also for all European marketplaces (amazon.co.uk,
amazon.fr, amazon.es, amazon.it) and worldwide on all of its online
marketplaces, including the US and Asian marketplaces. 227
Also in France the French Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance has
launched an investigation and brought it before the Commercial Court of
Paris. Amazon has been given a fine for unfair commercial terms of 4 million
€. 228
Further user groups are content creators, payment partners,
manufactures, delivery services and logistic providers, advertisers
etc. They complement the already described business and are important for
the ecosystem and (in some cases) customer loyalty towards Amazon.

7. Streams
In the following, corresponding to the DRAM, the three types of streamsAttention, Revenue and Data will be discussed.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/259782/third-party-seller-share-of-amazon-platform/ [Last
access 30/03/2020]]
226
https://ir.aboutamazon.com/static-files/0f9e36b1-7e1e-4b52-be17-145dc9d8b5ec. [Last access
30/03/2020]
225

227

https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidung/DE/Fallberichte/Missbrauchsaufsicht/2
019/B2-88-18.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=4 [Last Access 19/02/2020]
228
https://cdn2.nextinpact.com/medias/jugement-tribunal-commerce-paris-amazon-2-sept2019.pdf. [Last access 30/03/2020]
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To look at the attention stream means to look how Amazon attracts
attention and which user groups are involved. The question is also what
impact attention has on value creation. Attention streams involve
consumers and the sellers, advertisers, service providers etc.
During the last years Amazon became more and more attractive for all the
user groups. This is based on the immense growth of the platform.
Customers often visit the Amazon website directly because they expect high
quality and trust the platform.
With the Prime customer loyalty program, Amazon is once again consciously
drawing attention to itself. The possibility to receive goods speedily and
without shipping costs increases the relevance of Amazon as an entry point
for the consumer shopping journey. The Prime membership also includes,
as already mentioned, access to extensive content libraries whereas other
providers or platforms might require an additional payment. The customer
attention flows to Amazon.
The revenue streams differ between groups of customers. In the case of
Amazon acting as a retailer, sales are generated when consumers act on the
platform and a purchase contract is concluded by an order..
The agreements with the third-party sellers contain provisions on
commissions shipping costs, etc.. They become revenue-effective when the
services are provided to the third party seller. The fees for the seller
programs may be fixed, a percentage of sales, per unit activity fees or some
combination thereof.
The AWS agreements cover the worldwide sale of computing, storage,
database and other services. The services have their own prices. Revenue
is generated when the customer makes use of the services. The costs to the
customer in turn depend on the amount of services provided, such as
computing or storage capacity, which is delivered on demand. Individual
services, such as computing and database services, are also offered as a
fixed quantity over a certain period of time, for which sales are posted
proportionally.
Subscriptions are paid at the time of or in advance of delivering the services.
Revenue from such arrangements is recognized over the subscription
period. Other revenue primarily includes sales of advertising services.These
are determined primarily on the basis of the number of clicks or impressions.
For an internet platform like Amazon data collection and data usage is a
very important asset. For example, the collection of customer data is
essential. Data streams as well as the collection and usage of data by
Amazon relating to the sales activity of third party sellers on the platform
are currently subject of an investigation initiated by the EU Commission
which is still ongoing.
The importance of data related activities is underlined by further activities
of internet platforms. Around 450 cables represent the underwater
infrastructure of the Internet. 229 According to the research company
Telegeography, Internet companies are responsible for about 80% of the
planned investments in transatlantic cables between 2018 and 2020.
Amazon is involved to invest massively in this infrastructure and to lay its
own cables or to do so in cooperation with other companies. 230 In addition
https://www.submarinecablemap. com/#/[ Last access 30/03/2020]
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/digital/seekabel-amazon-google-facebook-internet-afrika1.4413372[Last access 30/03/2020]
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to securing the company's own business model, this will also allow it to
expand to the infrastructure level.
In addition to submarine cables, platform companies are increasingly
investing in cloud services and content delivery networks, extending their
reach from the application layer to the service and infrastructure layer.
Ultimately, the expansion of communications networks is a reaction to the
increased expansion of infrastructure for data storage, processing and
analysis. The internet platforms are investing massively in their own cloud
infrastructure and building their own data centers worldwide. Little is known
about Amazon's data centers. 231 The locations are given only very roughly
and their number is unclear. With a Wikileaks release in 2018, a map of
locations became known, and also that Amazon more often works from
other companies' data centers or operates its own data centers under the
name of little-known subsidiaries. In some cases Amazon uses
pseudonyms. 232
The case study showed the complexity of Amazon’s platform business. The
main user roles like end consumers, third part sellers and Amazon itself are
embedded in a comprehensive ecosystem with content creators, payment
partners, manufactures, delivery service and logistic providers, advertisers
etc. The examination of attention, revenue and data streams and the related
underlying agreements illustrated this understanding of the Amazon
platform.

231
232

https://aws.amazon.com/de/compliance/data-center/data-centers/
https://wikileaks.org//amazon-atlas/
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IX

Online consumers’ purchasing
behaviour in Europe

I Introduction

For some time now, it has been observed that online shopping is becoming
increasingly popular with consumers. Since 2008 the share of individuals
purchasing goods and services online has increased by about 100% (figure
4). It is also expected that the share will continue to rise in the future.
Consumers no longer have to rely solely on their local suppliers but can
purchase the desired products through a variety of different channels such
as offline and online shops, marketplaces and other online platforms.
Figure 3: Share of individuals purchasing online in the last 3 month - EU
28

Source: Internet purchases by individuals. Eurostat.

Correspondingly, the discovery of new brands and products is shifting more
and more from the high-street to the internet’s data highway. According to
a recent GlobalWebIndex (thereafter GWI) study, consumers predominately
find and search products and brands via search engines, followed by social
networks and other online platforms. 233 However, online and offline markets
are firmly intertwined in actual consumer purchase processes: From need
recognition over information search and evaluation of alternatives to the
actual purchase as well as post purchase behaviour, consumers mix and
match online and offline channels. 234 As a marketing phenomenon, this is
commonly described as “omnichannel environment”. 235
GlobalWebIndex. 2018. Commerce – GlobalWebIndex’s biannual report on the latest trends in online commerce.
This is also known as Research Online, Purchase Offline (ROPO) effect and reverse ROPO effect when consumer
research offline and purchase online. See e.g. Kowalczuk, Jessica. 2018. "The Evolvement of Online Consumer
Behavior: The ROPO and Reverse ROPO Effect in Poland and Germany." Journal of Management and Business
Administration. Central Europe 26 (3):14-29.
235
Brynjolfsson, Erik, Yu Jeffrey Hu, & Mohammad S. Rahman. 2013. "Competing in the Age of Omnichannel
Retailing." MITSloan Management Review.This can also be referred to by “multichannel”. While some researchers
233
234
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It seems likely that consumer behaviour varies depending on the product
category, type of purchase as well as personal factors. Equally, the specific
entry points and information sources will likely differ for individual purchase
decisions. Thus, it is difficult to foresee how the growing preference for using
online channels at least in some parts of the purchase process is influencing
the incentives for actors offering services and products to consumers and/or
along the value chain to impose certain types of vertical restraints. On the
one hand, drastically reduced search costs online e.g. through search
engines, price comparison websites, marketplaces increase transparency for
consumers. On the other hand, online marketing methods such as
tracking/profiling of consumers, dynamic pricing, programmatic advertising
may obscure existing restraints to both consumers and competent
authorities or increase the potential for free-riding between offline and
online retailers.
Thus, beside the emphasis that is given to the exploration of existing
agreements of supply-side actors, it will also be necessary for the
Commission to understand consumer behaviour and the potential
interactions between consumers and (online and offline) retailers along the
purchase process and across product categories in order to gain a
comprehensive picture of the current situation with the aim of evaluating
the VBER and the corresponding guidelines. In line with this objective, the
Commission has drawn up the following research questions for Task 8 of the
project. The ultimate goal of Task 8 is to develop a research briefing that
supports the Commission in contracting an additional study closing
potentially existing gaps in the area of consumer purchase processes and
the e) possible existence and extent of free-riding between offline and online
retailers.
In general, this section will provide answers to the following questions:
a) “how consumers decide which sales channels they use, e.g. brick and
mortar and online shops,
b) how consumers typically search products on the internet, via generic
terms or via specific brands/products,
c) how consumers find retailers selling the desired products online,
d) how the characteristics of the products are influencing the online and
offline pattern of consumers’ purchase, notably how repeated
purchases of the same good (vs. non-repeated ones) could influence
the online and offline pattern of consumers’ purchases,
e) possible existence and extent of free-riding between offline and
online retailers; in particular also in relation to the desire to impose
specific vertical restraints (RPM, selective distribution, brick & mortar
requirement, dual pricing etc. ) across sectors and products, and
f) possible free-riding and extent between online suppliers and online
intermediaries; in particular in relation to the need to impose retail
MFC clauses across sectors and products.”
To approach these research questions, we first set out to conduct a
systematic literature review that covers the academic research published in

draw fine lines of distinction between the two terms, for the purpose of the present report they can be used
interchangeably. We tend to use “omnichannel”, but will refer to multichannel in direct quotes where appropriate.
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academic journals and conference proceedings in the last five years. 236
Within this, we provide an assessment of the studies reviewed based on
established rankings of the respective journals and conferences wherever
such are available. With the Tender Specifications pointing primarily to a
narrative literature review as the Commission seeks to gain a
comprehensive understanding of the subject matter and wants to identify
gaps in the existing knowledge potentially with the prospect of conducting
further work, we add a narrative literature review.
The final sub-section referring to Task 8 will build on the insights gathered
in the literature review to develop a research brief for a potential additional
research project that focusses on consumer purchase behaviour in an
omnichannel environment.

Notably, we diverge somewhat from the Tender Specifications with the choice of also taking into account
conference papers as well as high quality pre-prints. We follow this route, because these additional sources provide
more recent results than journals which suffer from a substantial publishing lag. Journal articles are usually published
with a time lag of 2 to 5 years from submission. This allows us to provide the Commission with a more accurate picture
of the status quo of the research carried out in this area of consumer behaviour over the past five years. Furthermore,
we would opt to not limit the scope solely to research building on consumer standing panels. In particular academic
research usually builds on several different approaches depending on the research objective and question. Consumer
research can utilize a variety of different qualitative and quantitative methods. These methods include, but are not
limited to, focus groups, (semi-)structured interviews, experiments or empirical analysis based on secondary data.

236
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I Systematic literature review

For the systematic literature review, we identified and selected an initial set
of relevant search terms for each of the research questions mentioned in
the above. These lists were successively expanded in the course of the
literature review. We present the list of search terms we used below. In a
second step, we selected the relevant studies based on exclusion criteria
that emerged during the process. The literature identified as relevant was
then used to identify additional studies based on the citations and crosscitations of the initial batch of studies.
Table 57: Search terms

Search terms
Customer journey
Shopping behaviour
Social commerce
Free-riding sales channels
Webrooming
Showrooming
Omni-channel purchase decision
Multi-channel purchase
Search (engine) inquires e-commerce
Searching products online
The relevant studies these search terms returned is presented in the
following table.
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Table 58: Result of the systematic literature review
Full reference

Type of
research

Last, F. Year. “Title of the
article.” Journal/Conference,
Volume (No): Page(s).

Qualitative vs. Survey, focus
quantitative
groups,
research
interviews,
experiment
etc.

representative
N
sample, selfselected sample,
small samples,
student sample
etc.

BE, BG, CZ,
Short description of the key
DK, DE, EE,
results (about two sentences).
IE, EL, ES, FR,
HR, IT, CY, LV,
LT, LU, HU,
MT, NL, AT,
PL,PT, RO, SI,
SK, SE, UK
and others

Benn, Yael, Thomas L. Webb,
Betty P. I. Chang, & John
Reidy. 2015. "What
information do consumers
consider, and how do they
look for it, when shopping for
groceries online?" Appetite
89:265-273.

Quantitative

Experiment

Small sample
N = 40
and/or selfselected sample

UK

According to the findings of this
Not ranked
study, almost all of the
according to
participants (95%) made use of ABS
the virtual departments on the
website (categories) while 80%
customers felt the need to make
use of the search box on the
website to find the grocery
product they needed. 60% of the
candidates were even found to be
making use of the special offers
page on the marketplace before
finalizing their shopping decision
for groceries.

Interview
method

Non-probability, N = 50
purposive
sample

UK

E-commerce is growing in
popularity due to consumer
motivation factors like ease of
access, convenience, high range
of selection, and idea shopping.

Boardman, Rosy, & Helen
Qualitative
McCormick. 2018. "Shopping
channel preference and usage
motivations." Journal of
Fashion Marketing and

Method

Sampling

Sample
size

290

Countries

Key results

Ranking
(Journal/
Conference)
A+
A
B
C
D
E
Not ranked

*

Number
of
citations
N

24
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Management: An International
Journal 22 (2):270-284.
Bronnenberg, Bart J., Jun B.
Kim, & Carl F. Mela. 2016.
"Zooming In on Choice: How
Do Consumers Search for
Cameras Online?" Marketing
Science 35 (5):693-712.

Younger people opt for mobile
commerce while physical stores
are preferred by people over 60
Quantitative

****

25

Dataset
analysis

Not applicable; N = 12,700 Mostly US
the dataset
panelists
contains data
from different
sources; no
survey data as
such. Instead 3
sources were
used: comScore
tracking data,
camera product
pages, and price
histories from
price tracking
tools

Consumers who are looking for
an expensive product in
consumer electronics category,
the product search process
usually includes over a dozen
search queries before making a
purchase decision.

Chen, Aihui, Yaobin Lu, & Bin Quantitative
Wang. 2017. "Customers’
purchase decision-making
process in social commerce: A
social learning perspective."
International Journal of
Information Management 37
(6):627-638.

Survey

Self-selected
sample that
ought be a
representative
sample

Probably
mostly CN

Researchers found that in the
**
context of social commerce,
consumer purchase intention
usually relies on two predictors of
purchase - cognitive appraisal
and affective appraisal.

26

Farah, Maya F., & Zahy B.
Quantitative
Ramadan. 2017. "Disruptions
versus more disruptions: How
the Amazon dash button is
altering consumer buying
patterns." Journal of Retailing

Survey

No clear
N = 630
information
provided;
probably a
simple random
sampling or selfselected sample

US

Amazon Dash buttons achieve
**
high engagement with the
customers and drive high sales
by appealing to the impulsiveness
behaviour of the customers.

9

N = 243
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and Consumer Services 39
(C):54-61.
Frasquet, Marta, Alejandro
Quantitative
Descals, & Maria Ruiz-Molina.
2015. "Identifying patterns in
channel usage across the
search, purchase and postsales stages of shopping."
Electronic Commerce Research
and Applications 14 (6):654665

Survey

Representative
sample

N = 1,533

UK, ES

The authors found that certain
**
intrinsic and extrinsic
motivational factors influences
sales channel usage differently at
each purchasing stage and for
each product category.
Furthermore, the authors
conclude that multichannel
shoppers are not a homogeneous
group. There are many types of
multi-channel shoppers across
the entire spectrum from
exclusively online shoppers to
exclusively offline shoppers,
depending on general preferences
and product categories.

24

Herrando, Carolina, Julio
Quantitative
Jimenez-Martinez, & M. Jose
Martin de Hoyos. 2018.
"Surfing or flowing? How to
retain e-customers on the
Internet." Spanish Hournal of
Marketing - ESIC 22 (1):2-21.

Survey

Representative
sample

N = 771

ES

According to the results of this
study, consumers who are
passionate are more prone to
getting significantly impacted by
the social state of flow (positive
social responses) and become
more easily trusting on the
brand, leading to a higher
probability of such customers
making a purchase.

Not ranked
according to
ABS

102

No information
provided

N=55;
No information
Video
provided
recording
and verbal
protocols

In case of products or services
that consumers have purchased
before repeatedly, their sales
journey gets impacted by prior
knowledge and experiences.

***

34

Karimi, Sahar, K. Nadia
Mixed method Experiment,
Papamichail, & Christopher P.
interview,
Holland. 2015. "The effect of
questionnaire
prior knowledge and decisionmaking style on the online
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purchase decision-making
process: A typology of
consumer shopping
behaviour." Decision Support
Systems 77:137-147

yield a
large
amount of
data

There are four criteria that
influence future purchase journey
of consumers when shopping for
repeatedly purchased products,
including - number of criteria,
number of alternatives available
to the consumer, duration of
purchase, and number of cycles
repeated.

Li, Yang, Hefu Liu, Qian
Quantitative
Huang, Feng Yang, & Matthew
Lee. 2018. "Consumer
Decision Making in Multichannel Retail: the Effects of
Online Channel Media Richness
and Cross-channel
Integration." 51st Hawaii
International Conference on
System Sciences, Hawaii.

Survey

N = 258
No clear
information
provided;
probably a
simple random
sampling or selfselected sample

CN

Businesses having multi-channel Not ranked
according to
environment for the consumer
increases the convenience for the ABS
consumers while also generate a
higher credibility of the brand. A
multi-channel environment helps
alleviate some privacy concerns
as well as the possibility of
deception.

56

Neslin, Scott A., Kinshuk
Qualitative
Jerath, Anand Bodapati, Eric T.
Bradlow, John Deighton, Sonja
Gensler, Leonard Lee, Elisa
Montaguti, Rahul Telang, Raj
Venkatesan, Peter C. Verhoef,
& Z. John Zhang. 2014. "The
interrelationships between
brand and channel choice."
Marketing Letters 25 (3):319330.

Logical
reasoning

Not applicable; Not
it is a qualitative applicable;
it is a
paper
qualitative
paper

Not applicable;
it is a
qualitative
paper

Following the argumentation of
Not ranked
the authors, consumers do not
according to
simply prefer one sales channel
ABS
over another when purchasing in
general. However, based on
personal experience and classical
economic benefit theory, the
authors emphasize that
consumers' channel choices are
based on several criteria that
influence each other. Specifically,
they assume that the consumer
chooses the channel that
provides the greatest utility for a

25
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given combination of brand and
sales channel availability.
Furthermore, the benefits will
include factors such as the
positioning of the retailer or
manufacturer, the consumer's
information search process and
past experience.
Discussion

Not applicable; Not
it is a qualitative applicable;
it is a
paper
qualitative
paper

Not
applicable;; it
is a qualitative
paper

The IoT devices will bring more
Not ranked
simplication to the process of
according to
making a purchase decision for
ABS
customers. The researchers found
that AI technology will help the
IoT devices learn the shopping
behaviour and patterns among
the consumers for better
shopping experience.

15

Park, Sangkyu, & Dongwon
Quantitative
Lee. 2017. "An empirical study
on consumer online shopping
channel choice behavior in
omni-channel environment."
Telematics and Informatics 34
(8):1398-1407.

Multivariate
probit model

Transaction data N=21,182
from a South
Korean homeshopping
retailer

KR

Consumers prefer to use mobile
or e-commerce channels when
looking for credence goods or
experience goods as it leads to
having access to reviews from
other customers.

Not ranked
according to
ABS

11

Ramadan, Zahy B., Maya F.
Quantitative
Farah, & Danielle Kassab.
2019. "Amazon's approach to
consumers’ usage of the Dash
button and its effect on
purchase decision involvement
in the U.S. market." Journal

Survey

No clear
information
provided;
probably a
representative
sample or
simple random
sampling

US

The success of Amazon Dash
button has many internal factors
that have contributed to the
success of the button because
consumers are already in a
position to trust a reputed brand
like Amazon and the limited
major brands that have Dash

*

3

Nölle, Nikolai, & Frank
Wisselink. 2019. "Pushing the
Right Buttons: How the
Internet of Things Simplifies
the Customer Journey." In
Future Telco: Successful
Positioning of Network
Operators in the Digital Age,
edited by Peter Krüssel, 319328.

Qualitative

N = 630

294
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of Retailing and Consumer
Services 47:133-139.

buttons. The researchers argued
that it would be difficult to
replicate this success by other
retailers.

Rodríguez-Torrico, Paula,
Quantitative
Rebeca San José Cabezudo, &
Sonia San-Martín. 2017. "Tell
me what they are like and I
will tell you where they buy.
An analysis of omnichannel
consumer behavior."
Computers in Human Behavior
68:465-471.

Survey

Self-selected
sample

N = 284

Sondhi, Parikshit, Mohit
Quantitative
Sharma, Pranam Kolari, &
ChengXiang Zhai. 2018. "A
Taxonomy of Queries for Ecommerce Search." SIGIR '18
The 41st International ACM
SIGIR Conference on Research
& Development in Information
Retrieval, Ann Arbor.

Dataset
analysis

Data on search Not
Probably
queries on an e- applicable; mostly US
commerce site the authors
analysed 3
million
unique
queries

295

Probably
mostly ES

***
The intent of purchase often
decides the type of sales channel
used by the customers.
Impulsiveness purchases are
often driven on mobile devices
and internet commerce
platforms.

11

By making an analysis of search Not ranked
queries used by the consumers
according to
on e-commerce platforms, the
ABS
researcher found that search
queries can be indicative of
consumer purchase behaviour
and intent. The authors
distinguish between five
categories of E-Commerce
queries, each corresponding to
distinctive search behaviours: 1)
Shallow Exploration Queries
(short and vague queries used for
an initial exploration of the
product space), 2) Targeted
Purchase Queries (queries used
for familiar items), 3) Major-Item
Shopping Queries (queries used
to shop for major and relatively
expensive items that require

5
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intensive exploration), 4)MinorItem Shopping Queries (queries
used to shop for minor and
relatively inexpensive items that
still requires exploration), and
5)Hard-Choice Shopping Queries
(used by consumers that want to
deeply explore all possibilities).
Su, Ning, Jiyin He, Yiqun Liu, Quantitative
Min Zhang, & Shaoping Ma.
2018. "User Intent, Behaviour,
and Perceived Satisfaction in
Product Search." WSDM '18
Proceedings of the Eleventh
ACM International Conference
on Web Search and Data
Mining, Marina Del Rey.

Questionnaire Simple random
survey,
sampling or selfdataset
selected sample
analysis

Survey: N No information
= 295;
provided
Dataset: N
= 1,000.

The researchers conclude that
Not ranked
there is a possibility of reliably
according to
predicting user satisfaction from ABS
product search, most notably in
the cases where search is either
decision making intent or target
finding intent. Using this
information, e-commerce
marketplace can better adjust
their search algorithms to target
customer satisfaction in a reliable
manner

6

van der Veen, Gerrita, &
Quantitative
Robert van Ossenbruggen.
2015. "Mapping Out the
Customer's Journey: Customer
Search Strategy as a Basis for
Channel Management."
Journal of Marketing Channels
22 (3):202-213.

Mixed method
combining
surveys and
interviews

No clear
information
provided;
probably a
simple random
sampling or a
representative
sample

N = 3,184

Multichannel sales environment is Not ranked
suitable for a large consumer
according to
groups as different age groups
ABS
have priority for a variety of
different sales channels. In
selecting a sales channel,
consumers look for three factors peace-of-mind, reassurance, and
convenience.

28

Wang, Yu-Min, Hsin-Hui Lin,
Quantitative
Wei-Chun Tai, & Yi-Ling Fan.
2016. "Understanding multichannel research shoppers: an

Survey
method

Probably a self- N = 191
selected sample
or simple

296

NL

No information According to the findings, the
**
provided
characteristics of the sales
channels make a lot of difference
for the consumers and these

80
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analysis of Internet and
physical channels."
Information Systems and eBusiness Management 14
(2):389-413.

random
sampling

Wolny, Julia, & Nipawan
Qualitative
Charoensuksai. 2014.
"Mapping customer journeys in
multichannel decisionmaking." Journal of Direct,
Data and Digital Marketing
Practice 15 (4):317-326.

Multi-method, Small sample
interviews and
personal diary
collection

Zhang, Kem, & Morad
Benyoucef. 2016. "Consumer
behavior in social commerce:
A literature review." Decision
Support Systems 86 (C):95108.

Qualitative

Literature
review

Flavián, Carlos, Raquel
Gurrea, & Carlos Orús. 2020.
"Combining channels to make
smart purchases: The role of
webrooming and
showrooming." Journal of
Retailing and Consumer
Services 52. Forthcoming.

Quantitative

Experiment

characteristics vary significantly
between physical and online
channels. Hence, consumers will
opt for multi-channel sales
experience based on the
characteristics of the channel that
are important to them.
N = 16

No information Consumer purchase journey is
Not ranked
provided
divided by the researchers into
according to
three types - impulsive journey, ABS
balanced journey, and considered
journey.

26

Not applicable; Not
it is a qualitative applicable;
paper
it is a
qualitative
paper

Not applicable;
it is a
qualitative
paper

According to the research study
***
findings, the consumer purchase
behaviour in the case of social
commerce can be summed up as
a combination of the stimulusorganism-response model and
the five-stage consumer decision
making framework.

92

No clear
N =210
information
provided;
probably a
simple sampling

ES

The results indicate that
Not ranked
webrooming leads to smarter
according to
shopping decisions than
ABS
showrooming. Webrooming also
leads to higher personal
attribution than showrooming,
meaning that consumers feel
responsible and in control of their
purchase outcomes

0
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Heitz-Spahn, Sandrine. 2013. Quantitative
"Cross-channel free-riding
consumer behavior in a
multichannel environment: An
investigation of shopping
motives, sociodemographics
and product categories."
Journal of Retailing and
Consumer Services 20
(6):570-578.

Mix method
combing
experiment
and survey

No information N =741
provided,
probably simple
random
sampling or
representative
sample

FR

Not ranked
The results indicate that crossaccording to
channel free-riders mainly seek
ABS
to fulfil price comparison,
convenience and flexibility needs.
The likelihood of cross-channel
free-riding differs across
products.

166

Rejón-Guardia, Francisco, &
Quantitative
Cuauhtemoc Luna-Nevarez.
2017. "“Showrooming” in
Consumer Electronics
Retailing: An Empirical Study."
Journal of Internet Commerce
16 (2):174-201.

Survey

Stratified
N =176
non-probabilistic
sampling

ES

According to the results perceived Not ranked
control, website compatibility,
according to
and subjective
ABS
norms impact online purchases.

14

Gensler, Sonja, Scott A.
Neslin, & Peter C. Verhoef.
2017. "The Showrooming
Phenomenon: It's More than
Just About Price." Journal of
Interactive Marketing 38:2943.

Survey

No clear
information
provided;
Probably
representative
sample or
sample random
sampling

US

The authors found that expected B
average price savings from
showrooming are positively
associated
with showrooming. They also
found that non-price factors play
a key role in consumers'
showrooming decisions. For
instance, online search or time
pressure that consumers might
face is negatively associated with
their propensity to showroom.
Furthermore, factors like waiting
times in brick- and mortar stores
as well as perceived gains in

76

Quantitative

N =556
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quality of the product is positively
associated with showrooming.
Nesar, Sana, & Lamay Bin
Quantitative
Sabir. 2016. "Evaluation of
Customer Preferences on
Showrooming and
Webrooming: An Empirical
Study." Al-Barkaat Journal of
Finance & Management 8
(1):50-67.

Survey

No information N = 330
provided,
probably simple
random
sampling

IN

The results indicate that sociodemographic factors influence
sales channel selection.

Vogel, Julia, & Michael Paul.
Quantitative
2015. "One firm, one product,
two prices: Channel-based
price differentiation and
customer retention." Journal
of Retailing and Consumer
Services 27:126-139..

Experiment

Representative
sample

N = 2,135

GE

Results show that channel-based C
price differentiation
harms retention through price
unfairness and limited selfdetermination.

30

Dotson, Jeffrey P., Ruixue
Quantitative
Rachel Fan, Elea McDonnell
Feit, Jeffrey D. Oldham, & YiHsin Yeh. 2017. "Brand
Attitudes and Search Engine
Queries." Journal of
Interactive Marketing 37:105116.

Mixed
methods
combing
survey and
search query
data analysis

Sample from a
panel of
consumers

N = 1.511

US

Users search for specific brands
when shopping online after
conducting extensive search
queries in a specific category of
products.

3

19

Ai, Qingyao, Yongfeng Zhang, Quantitative
Keping Bi, Xu Chen, & W.
Bruce Croſt. 2017. "Learning a
Hierarchical Embedding Model
for Personalized Product
Search." SIGIR '17
Proceedings of the 40th

Experiment
and data
analysis

Amazon product Several
Probably
dataset
thousand
mostly US
data
points,
(see Table
1 on page
6)

The findings of this study
indicated that an embedded
hierarchical model can predict
product search baselines
effectively in real-time. This
suggested that consumer search

Not ranked
according to
ABS

35

299

Not ranked
according to
ABS
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International ACM SIGIR
Conference on Research and
Development in Information
Retrieval, Shinjuku.
Lali, Muhammad Ikram, Raza Quantitative
Mustafa, Kashif Saleem, M.
Saqib Nawaz, Tehseen Zia, &
Basit Shahzad. 2016. "Finding
Healthcare Issues with Search
Engine Queries and Social
Network Data." International
journal on Semantic Web and
information systems 13
(1):48-62.

queries are predictable and based
on a hierarchy.

Dataset
analysis

Google and
Twitter data

Several
data points
(see Table
1 on page
52)

300

No information
provided;
probably
worldwide

Their research study showed that Not ranked
according to
use of classification tasks can
ABS
help detecting product search
queries from users based on
social media posts, most notably
on Twitter. A methodology has
been proposed by the
researchers to identify this firsthand information.
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II Key insights from research briefs
and other non-academic sources

In addition to the review of academic studies foreseen in the Tender
Specifications, we also provide a brief review of relevant research briefs
from consultancies and other market actors. Notably, some these market
actors have potentially vested interests e.g. Shopify. We mention such
potential interests in the footnotes. Overall, the desk research on industry
research briefs reveals that published insights on the customer journey fall
short in both granularity and immediate relevance of findings with regard to
the specific research questions identified by the Commission. Furthermore,
it becomes obvious that there is little transparency as regards the definitions
of product categories, actual survey questions, methods as well as sample
sizes. Furthermore, insights as regards individual Member States remain
patchy and predominantly focussed on only large markets. Around half of
the studies did not feature EU Member States at all, but instead focussed
on the US. We include them nonetheless as their results appeared relatively
informative. Studies focussing solely on Asia or developing countries were
disregarded though. Finally, often there is also a clearly apparent lack of
originality in these research briefs, i.e. there is substantial cross-referencing
to essentially the same – relatively small – set of initial sources. We selected
thus as best as we could the relevant insights from the most original
sources. Nonetheless, the key insights presented in the following bullets
points should be interpreted with care. In summary, we do not think that
these research briefs can add substantially to finding answers to the
research questions posed by the Commission.
Key insights in the reviewed research briefs:
The impact of digital means within the customer journeys differs
across product categories:
•

The role of digital means to find and evaluate information as well as
to make purchases differs across product categories. It is particularly
pronounced for electronics while it has relatively little on health
products and groceries (Simpson et al. 2016). 237

•

Travel and electronics are the product categories with the most
pronounced impact of online shopping activities. Beauty and
personal care products as well as (fresh) groceries show the least
impact of online shopping (Nielsen 2016). 238

•

For the product categories (1) Health & Beauty, (2) Apparel and (3)
Entertainment, BigCommerce and Square (2017) find only minor
differences in online shopping patterns referring to the four online
outlets (1) online marketplaces, (2) websites of large retailers, (3)
other web stores and (4) category-specific websites. Electronics are
predominantly purchased on online marketplaces and with large
retailers online. Flowers and gifts on the other hand are most likely

237
Simpson, Jeff, Lokesh Ohri, & Kasey Lobaugh. 2016. The new digital divide - The future of digital
influence in retail. Deloitte.
238
Nielsen. 2016. Global connected commerce: Is e-tail therapy the new retail therapy? : Nielsen.
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to be purchased on other web stores or category-specific websites.
239

•

Multihoming by consumers across various retailers online is also
dependent on the product category: 43% of online shoppers who
purchase electronics visited more than 2 retailers online as part of
their online customer journey. For other categories this figure was
lower: 37% for furniture and home, 35% for toys, 31% for baby
care, 25% for apparel and 22% for health & beauty. Excluding price,
choice and information are the top2 reasons for visiting more than
two retailer sites: Consumers state to visit different sites in order to
have a better choice (32%), not finding what they searched for with
the first sites (26%) and searching for more product information
(21%). 240 Criteo (2017) find that in France, Germany and the UK
around 28% of online shoppers visit multiple websites to compare
products. 241

A particularly relevant impact of digital means used as part of the
customer journey consists of so-called “showrooming” 242 and
“webrooming” 243. 244
•

Khan (2018) mentions a Harris study 245 indicating that 69% of
consumers in the US webroom and 46% showroom. 246 The majority
of online shoppers in major EU markets mix online and offline
channels in their customer journeys: France (78%), Germany
(72%), UK (83%). 247

•

The 2018 study by BigCommerce sheds some more light on the
activities of consumers online prior to making an in-store purchase:
37% Visited the brand's website, 36% saw the brand on Amazon,

239
BigCommerce, & Square. 2017. Omni-Channel Retail in 2017 - What Brands Need to Know and
Modern Consumer Shopping Habits.
240
Criteo. 2016. Browsing & Buying Behaviour 2016. Study: online consumer shopping behaviour
revealed. United Kingdom: Q3 2016.
241
Criteo. 2017. The Shopper Story 2017. A global study of the changing nature of retail from the
viewpoint of nearly 10,000 shoppers.
242
"Showrooming is when a shopper visits a store to check out a product but then purchases the
product online. This occurs because, while many people still prefer seeing and touching the
merchandise they buy, many items are
available at lower prices through online vendors. As such, local stores essentially become showrooms
for online shoppers." (Technopedia cf Khan, Humayun. 2018. "Consumers Are Showrooming and
Webrooming Your Business, Here's What That Means and What You Can Do About It." Shopify Blog,
7. June 2018.)
243
"Webrooming is the opposite behavior to 'showrooming.' With showrooming, retailers are faced
with the challenge of customers coming into the store to browse and test products, only to
subsequently go home and actually complete their purchase online (often through a competitor.)
Webrooming, on the other hand, is when consumers research products online before going into the
store for a final evaluation and purchase."
(Technopedia cf Khan, Humayun. 2018. "Consumers Are Showrooming and Webrooming Your
Business, Here's What That Means and What You Can Do About It." Shopify Blog, 7. June 2018.)
244
Alternatively, these phenoma are also known as Research Online Purchase Offline (ROPO) effect.
245
https://www.businessinsider.de/reverse-showrooming-bricks-and-mortar-retailers-fight-back-22014-2?r=US&IR=T
246
Khan, Humayun. 2018. "Consumers Are Showrooming and Webrooming Your Business, Here's
What That Means and What You Can Do About It." Shopify Blog, 7. June 2018.
247
Criteo. 2017. The Shopper Story 2017. A global study of the changing nature of retail from the
viewpoint of nearly 10,000 shoppers.
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34% read customer reviews, 34% attempted to price match online,
30% saw an ad on social media channels. 248
•

Across product categories, consistently (more than) half of UK online
shoppers cross-cut devices, i.e. browsing on one and purchasing on
another. 249

Online shopping increases consumer choice:
•

In all world regions, more than half of the online consumers have
purchased at least one item from a merchant outside of their country
of residence (Nielsen 2016). 250

The role of search engines for online sales is somewhat ambivalent:
•

Criteo (2016) find that 40% of UK consumers start their customer
journey at a general purpose search engine when shopping online.
The remaining 60% of shoppers start directly on retailers’
websites. 251

•

Across major EU Markets, Criteo (2017) shows that around one in
five online shoppers start their online customer journey at the
website of a retailer. When consumers already know exactly know
what they want to purchase, this figure increases to around 80%. 252

•

GWI (2018) find that for brand discovery search engines and other
channels have relatively even importance for consumers: 37%
discover brands on search engines, 36% on TV ads, 31% on online
ads, 31% by word-of-mouth, 27% on TV shows, 25% on brand
websites, 24% on social recommendations, 23% on mobile ads, 22%
on consumer review sites and 21% on in-store displays. However,
the difference for researching information about products is much
more pronounced: 52% use search engines. Social networks score
second at 42%. Price comparison sites are used by 26%. 253

•

In the US, online marketplaces appear to be an important point of
entry into the customer journey online: 40% of American consumers
start their online customer journey here. 31% use the websites of
large retailers. 7% rely on other web-stores and 12% start at
category-specific online outlets (BigCommerce & Square 2017). 254

Multiple answers possible. Source: BigCommerce. 2018. 2018 Omnichannel Buying Report.
Except Health & Beauty. Source: Criteo. 2016. Browsing & Buying Behaviour 2016. Study: online
consumer shopping behaviour revealed. United Kingdom: Q3 2016.
250
Nielsen. 2016. Global connected commerce: Is e-tail therapy the new retail thearpy? : Nielsen.
251
Criteo. 2016. Browsing & Buying Behaviour 2016. Study: online consumer shopping behaviour
revealed. United Kingdom: Q3 2016.
252
Criteo. 2017. The Shopper Story 2017. A global study of the changing nature of retail from the
viewpoint of nearly 10,000 shoppers.
253
Selected results, offline channels to research product information were apparently not considered.
Source: GlobalWebIndex. 2018. Commerce - GobalWebIndex's biannual report on the latest trends
in online commerce. In Flagship Reports.
254
Rest = don’t know. Search engines, digital comparison tools, etc. were not considered. Source:
BigCommerce, & Square. 2017. Omni-Channel Retail in 2017 - What Brands Need to Know and
Modern Consumer Shopping Habits.
248
249
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Drivers of in-store (offline) purchase are:
•

Inability to judge the quality of goods fully online despite reviews
being widely available (Nielsen 2016). 255

•

According to Stilson (2014) a 46% like to go to a store to touch and
feel a product before they buy it. 256

•

BigCommerce and Square (2017) find that shoppers hate to pay for
shipping and often want to touch the items before they purchase
them. This curbs their likelihood of purchasing online. 257 Their 2018
findings support this further. The top two reasons for being annoyed
about online shopping were not being able to touch items and paying
shipping costs. 258

•

Convenient location of the retail outlet and immediate need for a
specific item were by far the top two drivers of purchases at a local
offline store. 259

Impact on retailers:
•

Retailers come under pressure from prices presented online, as –
according to a study from 2014 - 36% of all consumers with
smartphones ask stores to price-match. 260

Khan (2018) – on behalf of Shopify – finds that retailers should engage in
multichannel strategies to mitigate potential negative impacts from
showrooming and webrooming. 261

Nielsen. 2016. Global connected commerce: Is e-tail therapy the new retail thearpy? : Nielsen.
Stilson, Janet. 2014. "Study Shows Prevalence of Consumer ‘Webrooming’." Adweek, 9. May 2014.
257
BigCommerce, & Square. 2017. Omni-Channel Retail in 2017 - What Brands Need to Know and
Modern Consumer Shopping Habits.
258
BigCommerce. 2018. 2018 Omnichannel Buying Report.
259
Criteo. 2017. The Shopper Story 2017. A global study of the changing nature of retail from the
viewpoint of nearly 10,000 shoppers.
260
Stilson, Janet. 2014. "Study Shows Prevalence of Consumer ‘Webrooming’." Adweek, 9. May 2014.
261
Notably, Shopify as a provider of e-commerce solutions benefits from retailers engaging in multichannel strategies. Source: Khan, Humayun. 2018. "Consumers Are Showrooming and Webrooming
Your Business, Here's What That Means and What You Can Do About It." Shopify Blog, 7. June 2018.
255
256
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III

Narrative literature review

Understanding consumer purchase patterns and choices is naturally at the
heart of marketing research. Over the decades, this research field has
concurred on a common conceptualisation of the customer journey.
Traditionally, the customer journey is divided into three hierarchical stages:
(1) pre-purchase, (2) purchase and (3) post-purchase. 262
Figure 4: Customer journey

Source: Own representation of a customer journey. Consumers go through the individual steps
shown here in rectangles from left to right for the last product they have purchased.

Pre-purchase is the first stage and encompasses all aspects of the
consumers’ interaction with the product, brand, supplier and environment
before any transaction. The phase of recognizing needs, or as described in
the figure as the phase of inspiration, is thus the first phase which the
consumer enters. According to Wolny and Charoensuksai (2014) 263 the
actual involvement of consumers in a customer journey is usually triggered
by their environment and their previous shopping experience. This stage is
followed by the search for information. This can be information about the
product, the brand or the provider. Depending on the nature of the
purchase 264, the focus here is on the collection of (a wide range of)
information from various sources. The analysis of these two stages provides
a differentiated view of how consumers look for products or retailers that
sell the desired products. The final sub-phase in the pre-purchase stage is
the evaluation phase. During the evaluation, consumer narrows down the
choice of purchase and search more in-depth information about price,
physical attributes, and availability and purchase channels.
The second stage – purchase - consists of all interactions that the consumer
enters into with the supplier of the respective product and its environment
during the actual purchasing process. This includes making a final choice,
These stages draw on the basic purchase process established in marketing research. See e.g. Blackwell, Roger D.,
Paul W. Miniard, & James F. Engel. 2006. Consumer Behavior. 10th ed. ed. Mason, OH: Thomson Business and
Economics.

262

Wolny, Julia, & Nipawan Charoensuksai. 2014. "Mapping customer journeys in multichannel
decision-making." Journal of Direct, Data and Digital Marketing Practice 15 (4):317-326.
263

264
In repeat / habitual and low-involvement purchases, information search may be very narrow or even skipped
altogether.
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ordering, and payment. This stage follows the evaluation process and shows
the final selection of the purchase channel. The pre-purchase stage has a
significant impact on this stage. The last stage covers all interactions that
occur after the purchase. The use or consumption of the acquired product,
post-purchase engagement, and service requests take the centre stage for
consumers in this final stage.
The following literature review is structured loosely around these stages. It
informs the Commission about the insights already gained in marketing
research that can shed light on (some of) the research questions for Task
8.
As pointed out in the above, the conventional brick and mortar stores are
no longer the only sales channels available to the customers and hence, the
way customers interact with the businesses has evolved significantly in
recent two decades. Retailers and manufacturers can benefit from the
fragmentation of sales channels. By using several sales channels, retailers
can distribute their costs more effectively than by focussing on just one
sales channel and at the same time increase sales. Flavián et al. (2020) 265
points out that the combination of multiple channels and especially the
combination of offline and online channels has a positive impact on the
quality perception of the consumer, on the purchase decision and the
consumer's experience. In addition, studies emphasize that consumers who
use multiple channels simultaneously purchase more products, spend more
money and pay higher prices (Flavián et al. 2020). 266
Consumers across age groups appreciate the variety of sales channels
available to them as they cater to their specific needs. This is the main
finding in a study by van der Veen and van Ossenbruggen (2015) 267 who
mapped the entire journey of a customer in the process of making a
purchase and used their insights to provide recommendations for the
effective management of sales channels. For retailers and manufacturers, it
is of key importance to understand that an omnichannel environment by
and large empowers consumers who no longer depend on one specific or a
small selection of sales channels, but who can now take advantage of
channel-specific characteristics and thereby, satisfy their shopping needs
and choose those channels which are most convenient to them (Boardman
and McCormick 2018 268, Heitz-Spahn 2013 269, Flavián et al.2020). Thereby,
consumers make parallel and complementary use of several online sales
channels during the entire purchase process in addition to offline sources.
We described this process before as ROPO effect. Among marketing
researchers, this is also known as the phenomenon of web- and
showrooming. Both terms describe the situation in which consumers obtain
information online but ultimately purchase offline (webrooming) or vice
versa (showrooming). The specific channel choices depend on the needs of
Flavián, Carlos, Raquel Gurrea, & Carlos Orús. 2020. "Combining channels to make smart
purchases: The role of webrooming and showrooming." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services
52. Forthcomming.
265

266

Results of various studies cited in Flavián et al. (2020).

van der Veen, Gerrita, & Robert van Ossenbruggen. 2015. "Mapping Out the Customer's Journey:
Customer Search Strategy as a Basis for Channel Management." Journal of Marketing Channels 22
(3):202-213.
268
Boardman, Rosy, & Helen McCormick. 2018. "Shopping channel preference and usage
motivations." Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management: An International Journal 22 (2):270284.
269
Heitz-Spahn, Sandrine. 2013. "Cross-channel free-riding consumer behavior in a multichannel
environment: An investigation of shopping motives, sociodemographics and product categories."
Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 20 (6):570-578.
267
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consumers as for instance the study by Wang et al. (2016) 270 illustrates.
They surveyed 191 consumers who had recently engaged in a multi-channel
shopping experience. This covered two types of consumers – i) who
searched for the product in a physical store and then purchased it on the
internet marketplace , or ii) customers who searched for a product on the
internet but made the purchase on a physical retail store. The most obvious
advantage of offline sales channels over their online counterparts was the
opportunity to actually touch the products. 271 On the other hand, consumers
who want to know extensive details and reviews of the product from their
peers will go online to search for a product. These findings are broadly in
line with those provided by studies focussing on specific stages in the
customer journey which will be reviewed and discussed in the following
paragraphs.
Within the pre-purchase stage of the customer journey, information search
plays a critical role. As illustrated in the above, online search may have a
substantial impact on the later stages of the customer journey no matter if
the product is ultimately purchased online or offline. Hence, it is also critical
for the Commission to understand how consumers use search engines as
part of their information search. In this context, Sondhi et al. (2018) 272
developed a detailed taxonomy of the way consumers make search queries
for purchases in an e-commerce marketplace scenario. For the purpose of
data collection, the researchers used the search log of a popular ecommerce search engine, collecting slightly over 9 million search queries in
the period of 9 months in 2017. According to the findings of this research
study, search queries can be divided into five categories – (i) shallow queries
to get the scope of the product space, (ii) targeted purchase queries to
purchase the products that the consumer has a general familiarity with, (iii)
Major-Item Shopping queries are made to purchase expensive products that
require the user to explore a lot and yields limited search results, (iv) MinorItem Shopping queries that are used to search for products that are not
very expensive but still the consumer has to search among search results
for most suitable product, and (v) Hard-Choice Shopping queries are used
when the consumer wants to explore all possible options before selecting a
specific Stock Keeping Unit within the product line to purchase.
Especially with high involvement purchases 273, consumers tend to make a
lot of searches prior to making a purchase decision. This was documented
among others by Bronnenberg et al. (2016). 274 In their study, the authors
made an assessment of the way customers search for camera products in
the context of online shopping options. In order to collect the data, the
researchers investigated the comScore log files, an internet access log files
of hundreds of thousands of users in the United States. This research study
Wang, Yu-Min, Hsin-Hui Lin, Wei-Chun Tai, & Yi-Ling Fan. 2016. "Understanding multi-channel
research shoppers: an analysis of Internet and physical channels." Information Systems and eBusiness Management 14 (2):389-413.
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Touching products can provide important information to consumers e.g. for fresh produce or clothing. However,
beyond the characteristics of the product itself, there is also an inherent “need for touch” with consumers. See e.g.
Peck, Joann, & Terry L. Childers. 2006. "If I touch it I have to have it: Individual and environmental influences on
impulse purchasing." Journal of Business Research 59 (6):765-769.

Sondhi, Parikshit, Mohit Sharma, Pranam Kolari, & ChengXiang Zhai. 2018. "A Taxonomy of
Queries for E-commerce Search." SIGIR '18 The 41st International ACM SIGIR Conference on
Research & Development in Information Retrieval, Ann Arbor.
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See e.g. Clarke, Keith, & Russell W Belk. 1979. "The effects of product involvement and task definition on
anticipated consumer effort." ACR North American Advances.
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Bronnenberg, Bart J., Jun B. Kim, & Carl F. Mela. 2016. "Zooming In on Choice: How Do
Consumers Search for Cameras Online?" Marketing Science 35 (5):693-712.
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found that before making a purchase decision to purchase a camera, almost
all panellists performed an extensive research and on average, each
customer made a total of 14 searches prior to making a purchase. This study
also found that in the context of online shopping of electronic or expensive
products, customers utilize their ability to quickly search for alternative
products extensively to make a more informed purchase.
Some consumers are known to add a brand name to their search queries
even if they are not aware of the product name when looking for a product
or a service online or on e-commerce platforms. Dotson et al. (2017) 275
performed their study on identifying the relation between the search engine
queries performed by the consumers online with the brand attitude. As per
the findings of this research study, users who are actively looking for
products in a specific category of products have high likelihood of searching
with brand names in the search query. It is also recognized that if a
consumer has a positive brand attitude towards a brand, they are highly
likely to directly make a search query for the specific brand that they like.
This research study has also found that the two most important factors that
contribute to the increment in search of a brand include the familiarity of
the brand among consumers as well as the level of considerations
consumers put in the brand. Finally, it is also identified by the researchers
that the chances of a consumer making a search query for a specific brand
increase significantly if the customer already owns product from that
particular brand. Although consumers seem to spend a lot of time and
energy on the search, according to a study conducted by Ai et al. (2017) 276
consumer searches on e-commerce platforms are often not precise enough
to reach to the product desired and therefore, the e-commerce platforms
need to intentionally optimize for typos and imprecise search queries to
guide the consumer towards the eventual purchase.
In addition to search engines and websites, where key word entries are used
to search for products and information, social media and similar platforms
influence the search and inspiration process. In the age of social media, a
large part of the e-commerce has slowly turned into a form of social
commerce. Social commerce can be most reliably described as a smaller
subset of e-commerce that makes use of either social media or social
interactions, i.e. other users or buyers make contributions to the purchase
journey of future customers through comments, review, or likes. As social
media is growing further, the trend of social commerce is becoming a more
accepted and notable part of the customer purchase process. Lali et al.
(2017) 277 made an assessment of the healthcare industry to evaluate how
consumers and patients are making search queries on the search engines
and the way consumers use social media to search for medical information.
As per the findings of their research study, the consumers searching on the
search engines do find some useful and very effective search queries related
to their need; however, it is the social media mediums where the consumers
are finding the most useful links to gather information desired by them in
the context of healthcare industry.
Dotson, Jeffrey P., Ruixue Rachel Fan, Elea McDonnell Feit, Jeffrey D. Oldham, & Yi-Hsin Yeh.
2017. "Brand Attitudes and Search Engine Queries." Journal of Interactive Marketing 37:105-116.
276
Ai, Qingyao, Yongfeng Zhang, Keping Bi, Xu Chen, & W. Bruce Croſt. 2017. "Learning a Hierarchical
Embedding Model for Personalized Product Search." SIGIR '17 Proceedings of the 40th International
ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval, Shinjuku.
277
Lali, Muhammad Ikram, Raza Mustafa, Kashif Saleem, M. Saqib Nawaz, Tehseen Zia, & Basit
Shahzad. 2016. "Finding Healthcare Issues with Search Engine Queries and Social Network Data."
International journal on Semantic Web and information systems 13 (1):48-62.
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In general, every sale is in essence a customer purchase decision journey
that integrated many individual elements – identifying a need/desire,
justification of the need, evaluating product options, selecting seller, and
finally making the purchase. The specific way this purchase journey takes
place from the perspective of the customers has been researched
extensively in order to better understand how and why customers make the
decision to purchase a product. Chen et al. (2017) 278 performed their
research study with the objective of identifying the intricacies in the process
of customer decision making process in the context of social commerce.
According to them, the trend of social commerce has made significant
changes in the way a typical customer makes purchase decision; however,
despite this growing trend, very few studies have investigated this new
phenomenon. Their research study was developed based on the
understanding of social learning theory to investigate the social commerce
components that influence the customer purchase intention. For data
collection, the researchers made use of a survey method of data collection
that included a total of 243 participants, who were all users of social
commerce platforms. Their findings revealed that in the context of social
commerce, the purchase intention of the participants relied most notably on
two prime predictors – affective appraisals from others and cognitive
appraisal. They found out that in social commerce, product rating and
reviews from other customers plays a vital role in defining the cognitive
appraisal among customers while the forums and in-app communities have
a direct influence on affective appraisal. These findings strongly suggest that
the social commerce paradigm highly influences the purchase intention of a
customer as they seek to get approval and appraisal from others in forums.
This also applies to the retailer or vendor selection process of consumer
purchase journey as the affective appraisal factor in forums and online
communities also strongly contributes to the decision of a customer towards
engaging with a specific store or retailer.
Beyond the characteristics of the product itself or a particular preference for
specific sales channels, researchers have also investigated the impact of
socio-demographic factors on the customer journey. Boardman and
McCormick (2018) conducted their research study to identify the reasoning
behind customers having a sales channel preference when shopping for
different types of products, and to recognize the influence of usage
motivations in selection of preferred sales channels. The main purpose of
their research study was to understand how customers belonging to
different age-groups mix and match sales channels during their customer
journey for fashion items. In order to exclude other factors, the researchers
focussed on a specific retailer and interviewed 50 female customers aged
20 to 70. The structure of this study allowed the researchers to take a deep
look at customer preference in a multi-channel scenario of sales. According
to the findings of this study, the customers in their 20s did not arrive at an
integrated perception across the various sales channels the retailer offered.
Instead, they perceived each channel as a separate entity. M-commerce was
the most preferred sales channel among customers in this age group;.
Across all participants, e-commerce emerged as the highest priority sales
channel. According to the researchers, this priority of e-commerce resulted
from motivators like ease of access, convenience, high range of selection,

278
Chen, Aihui, Yaobin Lu, & Bin Wang. 2017. "Customers’ purchase decision-making process in
social commerce: A social learning perspective." International Journal of Information Management
37 (6):627-638.
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and idea shopping. 279 Physical brick and mortar store channels were most
popular among customers who are over the age of 60 years. Their main
finding however highlights that the likelihood of multichannel shopping
increases with age. Young consumers in their sample hardly mixed multiple
channels at all.
Prior to the study conducted by Boardman and McCormick (2018),
Rodríguez-Torrico et al. (2017) 280 argued in their research article that they
could reliably tell the sales channel a person makes use of by simply
knowing the behaviour, attitude and general preferences of the customer in
their social life. According to these researchers, consumers are now
combining the digital purchase experiences with the brick and mortar stores
as well, creating a high demand for the omnichannel behaviour. They argued
that two factors are very important in consumers’ preference of a devices
within the purchasing process include need for touch and impulsiveness.
According to the findings of this research study, consumers who are most
prone to the impulsiveness urges to make a purchase generally prefer to
use mobile devices as their prioritized sales channel while consumers who
have a high need for touch are highly likely to be predisposed to the online
devices (e.g. computers) and omnichannel process of purchasing. This
second group of consumers are characterised by being evaluative and
contemplative when making purchase decisions. Online devices allow them
to obtain more detailed information due to better visuals. The purchasing
process take more time,These findings were observed even when controlled
for the demographic of individuals in the participant groups and accounting
for likely changes in consumer preference of sales channels due to
demographic factors.
Repeat or habitual purchases received significant attention from researchers
in recent years due to technological innovations – in particular the Amazon
dash button – which may alter consumer purchase patterns just as well as
the control over prices and products delivered of retailers. Farah and
Ramadan (2017) 281 looked at Amazon’ dash button that have become very
popular in recent years, significantly altering the way consumers make the
purchasing decision in some industries. According to them, Amazon dash
buttons have created a new category of sales channels in the form of athome self-service technology for placing orders for customers where they
do not get the option of comparing or thinking about a brand of product or
retailer when placing order for a repeatedly purchased product. In order to
collect data about the way Amazon dash button impacts consumer purchase
decision, the researchers conducted an online survey that covered a
significant number of Amazon prime users in the United States who were
using the Amazon dash buttons. The findings of this research study
concluded that this disruptive new sales channel helped create a more
positive perception of the retailer among the consumers while also
Idea shopping is a hedonic shopping motivation that describes their engagement in collecting information about
new trends
and fashion in order to get new ideas for their own shopping decisions. See e.g. Arnold, Mark J., & Kristy E. Reynolds.
2003. "Hedonic shopping motivations." Journal of Retailing 79 (2):77-95. and Kim, Hye-Shin. 2006. "Using hedonic
and utilitarian shopping motivations to profile inner city consumers." Journal of Shopping Center Research 13 (1):5779.
279
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Rodríguez-Torrico, Paula, Rebeca San José Cabezudo, & Sonia San-Martín. 2017. "Tell me what
they are like and I will tell you where they buy. An analysis of omnichannel consumer behavior."
Computers in Human Behavior 68:465-471.
281
Farah, Maya F., & Zahy B. Ramadan. 2017. "Disruptions versus more disruptions: How the Amazon
dash button is altering consumer buying patterns." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 39
(C):54-61.
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increasing the probability and frequency of sales by engaging with the
impulsiveness of the customers. Ramadan et al. (2019) 282 made also an
assessment of how the Amazon dash button has impacted and altered the
consumer behaviour and purchase decision process in the United States
market. According to the findings of this research study, while the Amazon
Dash button has been a great success in the United States, it will be a
difficult proposition for other brands to replicate the success of Dash button
because the brand and the product firstly needs to develop and sustain a
great level of trust among the consumers while also creating a strong
emotional attachment with the retailer. Only after establishing these two
factors with the associated product and the retailer at the same time, a
customer can be expected to make investment in purchasing the Dash
button like products and use the sales channel repeatedly.
However, the negative aspects of the multichannel environment are also
discussed in the literature, including free-riding (Heitz-Spahn 2013). HeitzSpahn (2013) provides a clearly defined example of how free riding can be
understood in this context; she writes, for example, that free riding occurs
when a consumer is “benefiting from the free access to product information
from one retailer, than placing an order with another […] retailer” (HeitzSpahn 2013, p.570). This behaviour can simply be traced back to the classic
evaluation of benefits and costs – like search costs, flexibility, price, quality
etc. – associated with the respective sale channel or simply based on
consumer characteristics (Heitz-Spahn 2013, Rejón-Guardia and LunaNevarez 2017 283, Gensler et al. 2017 284, Flavián et al. 2020). These studies
show that even though the price plays an influential role, it is not the only
factor. Rejón-Guardia and Luna-Nevarez (2017) stated that price differences
may have no influence on consumers’ decision on sales channels. The
authors examined showrooming using data collected form a sample of 176
retail consumers. The authors were able to show that basic consumer
preferences for short delivery times, superior return rights and the level of
information provided have a much stronger impact on consumer choice
where to buy. A similar result was also achieved by Gensler et al. (2017).
Gensler et al. (2017) surveyed 556 respondents to study how the benefits
and costs of showrooming influence the consumers’ decision to showroom.
Although they found that the price has a significant influence on which
channel is ultimately used for purchase. They also identified various other
factors that are at least as influential for the consumers sales channel choice
as price. This includes, for example, product quality, delivery times,
information and support in the decision-making process. Nesar and Bin
Sabir (2016) 285 also show in an empirical analysis that the consumer type
and socio-demographic factors also determine which channel is ultimately
used for the purchase. Depending on age, gender, income, price and service
sensitivity, consumers will opt for one channel rather than the other.
In relation to those findings, Vogel and Paul (2015) 286 pointed out, that
channel-related price differentiation by the same retailer or manufacturer
Ramadan, Zahy B., Maya F. Farah, & Danielle Kassab. 2019. "Amazon's approach to consumers’
usage of the Dash button and its effect on purchase decision involvement in the U.S. market." Journal
of Retailing and Consumer Services 47:133-139.
283
Rejón-Guardia, Francisco, & Cuauhtemoc Luna-Nevarez. 2017. "“Showrooming” in Consumer
Electronics Retailing: An Empirical Study." Journal of Internet Commerce 16 (2):174-201.
284
Gensler, Sonja, Scott A. Neslin, & Peter C. Verhoef. 2017. "The Showrooming Phenomenon: It's
More than Just About Price." Journal of Interactive Marketing 38:29-43.
285
Nesar, Sana, & Lamay Bin Sabir. 2016. "Evaluation of Customer Preferences on Showrooming and
Webrooming: An Empirical Study." Al-Barkaat Journal of Finance & Management 8 (1):50-67.
286
Vogel, Julia, & Michael Paul. 2015. "One firm, one product, two prices: Channel-based price
differentiation and customer retention." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 27:126-139.
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might have negative effects on consumer retention. The authors conducted
a laboratory experiment using a between subject design to examine this
relationship. Ultimately, the authors concluded that channel-related price
differentiation leads to perceptions of price unfairness and curbs consumers’
self-determination, which negatively affects retention outcomes. These
results indicate that multichannel retailers with channel-based price
differentiation should carefully select their price instruments, or there may
be an undesirable negative effect and a migration of consumers.
Those studies show that even though price is an important factor for
consumers in choosing a sales channel, there are other factors which are as
important as price. This insight may be important when discussion the need
for or prevention of trading practices or regulations affecting the pricing of
products – for example selective distribution, resale price maintenance
(RPM) or most favoured nation (MFN) clauses.
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IV

Developing a research brief

As the literature review has shown, various researchers have used different
methods to investigate consumers’ behaviour when purchasing online or
deciding between online and offline purchases. The methods used cover
both qualitative, e.g. interviews and focus group discussions as well as
quantitative methods, e.g. surveys, experiments and econometric analyses.
While the research questions regarding pre-purchases product and retailer
search as well as sales channel preferences are well researched, there are
only a few research studies on consumer switching behaviour between
different online and between online and offline channels as well as on
specific product characteristics which might influence sales channel
decisions. Consistently, researchers found that socio-demographic
characteristics as well as the specific product category influences
consumers’ purchase patterns.
Still, significant gaps in the literature remain in particular with regards to
the research questions defined by the Commission for Task 8. First and
foremost, insights on customer journeys are highly fragmented. Only a
minority of studies actually approaches the customer journey holistically.
Instead, the majority of authors focus on just one stage often zooming in
on a specific product category or demographic. In the same vein, the
multitude of methodologies applied by researchers to explore consumer
purchase patterns renders any meaningful comparisons difficult. Despite the
individual foci of various studies, it is obvious that the different stages of
the customer journey are strongly intertwined.
Therefore a coherent study is required. The complementary use of online
channels, like comparison tools or online marketplaces, in recent years also
seems to have received little attention. The parallel use of multiple channels
by consumers is not new. But the question of why they use these channels
and which factors play a major role in this process has so far, in our opinion,
been considered superficially at best.
It is also clear that new and emerging sales channels require more attention
in order to arrive at forward-looking recommendations While some
researchers have addressed social commerce as part of the customer
journey, they have yet to fully investigate the role that reviews and ratings
on such platforms play in the decision making of consumers and hence
whether restrictions to engage in such activities for retailers may play a role
as part of VBER. Other forms of emerging sales channels have received
hardly any attention yet. Conversational commerce 287 and voice assistants
feature among them. 288
These gaps are very relevant in light of the research questions defined by
the Commission for Task 8:
a. how consumers typically search for products on the internet, via
generic terms or via specific brands/products,
Conversational commerce refers to the current phenomenon that consumers and companies
(brands or retailers) increasingly interact with each other via massaging apps. Companies are
increasingly accessible to their customers via services such as Facebook Messenger or WhatsApp (see
https://www.shopify.com/encyclopedia/conversational-commerce [Last access: 29/03/2020].
287

288
The authors have touched upon these two sales channels, but have not investigated in great depth. See Arnold,
René, & Serpil Taş. 2019. The Economic and Societal Value of Rich Interaction Applications in Vietnam. Bad Honnef:
Wissenschaftliches Institut für Infrastruktur und Kommunikationsdienste (WIK). (conversational commerce case
studies) and Arnold, René, Serpil Tas, Christian Hildebrandt, & Anna Schneider. 2019. "Any Sirious Concerns Yet?–An
Empirical Analysis of Voice Assistants’ Impact on Consumer Behavior and Assessment of Emerging Policy Challenges."
TPRC47, Washington, DC, 20.-21. September 2019.
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b. how consumers find retailers selling the desired product online,
c. possible existence and extent of free-riding between offline and
online retailers,
d. possible free-riding between
intermediaries and its extent

online

suppliers

and

online

e. how consumers decide which sales channels they use,
f.

how the characteristics of the product are influencing the online and
offline pattern of consumers’ purchase, notably how repeated
purchases of the same good could influence the online and offline
pattern of consumers’ purchase.

While the literature review already shed light on some of the research
questions defined in the above, there no study that holistically addresses
the research questions. 289 The literature review however can point the
Commission to the most appropriate methodological approach to address
the research questions.
Customer journey analysis
The questions raised by the European Commission relate to the various
activities performed by a consumer at each stage of the purchasing process.
A customer journey analysis would enable the European Commission not
only to answer each question individually, but also to examine the impact of
the decisions made by a consumer in one stage on the subsequent stage of
the purchasing process. In addition, the customer journey is one of the bestknown and most efficient methods The customer journey analysis is a wellknown methodology that is frequently used for evaluating and analysing
consumers’ activities at every stage of the purchasing process. The following
figure describes the schematic structure of the customer journey, which is
required to assess the above research questions.

We use the term holistic in this context, since there are representative studies so far, but these
only refer to a part of the Customer Journey, i.e. exclusively the information search phase or the
purchasing phase. Only few studies examine all phases simultaneously as well as the interrelation
between the phases. Our study will try to fill this gap. In addition, most studies only look at one
product category or one particular country. We are interested in exploring several countries in Europe
and also several product categories. These will be selected in a way that ensures the best possible
overview of the influence of goods with certain properties on consumer behaviour.
289
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Figure 5: Proposed Customer Journey

Source: Own representation of a customer journey. Consumers go through the individual steps
shown here in rectangles from left to right for the last product they have purchased.

Thus, we suggest remaining conceptually close to traditional marketing
research. In line with this, we suggest to subdivide the first stage into three
sub-phases: need recognition, search and consideration.
The analysis of the first two stages of the costumer journey provides a
differentiated view of how consumers look for products or retailers that sell
the desired products (research questions a) and b)). Mainly the questions
‘how and via which channel do they get the impulse to buy?’ and ‘How and
via which channel do consumers search for different information?’ are
answered in those stages. Depending on the desired granularity of the
analysis, several subsequent stages of investigation can be introduced here.
The final sub-phase in the pre-purchase stage is the evaluation phase.
During the evaluation, consumer narrow down the choice of purchase and
search more in-depth information about price, physical attributes,
availability an purchase channels. This stage gives additional information
about the search and decision process. Here, however, the question of which
information induces consumers to buy and via which channel is particularly
important (research questions c), d) and e)).
The second stage – purchase - consists of all interactions that the consumer
enters into with the supplier of the respective product and its environment
during the actual purchasing process. As outlined in the literature review.
The pre-purchase stage has a significant impact on this stage. The
investigation of both stages separately can therefore lead to distorted
results, as it ultimately presents the outcome of the pre-purchase stage
(research question e)).
The last stage covers all interactions that occur after the purchase. As one
of the research questions of this study was how consumers behave in
repeated purchases, this part should be included in the journey. Findings
from this stage can help make statements about how consumers will behave
in the future, if they have to purchase the same product again. In repeated
purchases, consumers tend to adopt a habitual buying behaviour. The type
of purchase is characterized by low involvement and a shortened prepurchase phase, as the consumer has already developed certain purchasing
patterns. This would link into the investigation of new and emerging sales
channels in particular for habitual purchases.
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Furthermore, the literature research clearly showed that there are radical
differences in the purchasing process, depending on which product is
considered and what kind of consumer is involved. Therefore in addition to
customer journey there is a need to obtain some context data. Since
individual companies generally play a less important role in the research
questions defined above, a selection of product categories should be made
in the methodology applied, which should define the starting point of the
customer journey. There should also be a differentiation along different
product categories and possibly services. Socio-demographic data should
also be collected.
Based on our research, there are three options to shed light on the gaps in
the literature and gain relevant insights into the research questions for this
task:
a. Purchase access to an existing database
b. Purchase access to an existing consumer tracking database
c. A custom customer journey analysis for selected product categories
and countries
Option (a) offers quick and relatively cheap access to data that can shed
limited light on some of the issues at hand. Despite extensive desk research,
we were only able to identify three potential data sources that can provide
limited insights into customer journeys for several product categories. The
details of these databases are described below. One advantage of using
existing databases is that a historical time series would be available. The
main drawback to these databases is that they offer only slices of
information about the whole customer journey in a between subjects design.
For instance, the Commission would be able to see how many consumers in
a given country have shopped via their smartphones in the previous 12
months or how many have used a particular payment method. However,
there is no data within subjects available in such datasets, i.e. the
Commission would not be able to understand the interdependencies
between the various stages and phases of the customer journey nor would
the Commission be able to deduce if particular restrictions or other
behaviour by retailers and manufacturers may likely cause consumers to
switch paths within their journey for a specific product or service. Insofar,
we do not recommend these databases as the sole means to exploring the
research questions.
The second option (b) is to purchase access to tracking data of consumers
which provides in-depth insights into actual behaviour of consumers online
as well as (partly) offline. 290 The obvious advantage of this method is
accuracy as consumers are tracked and not simply asks about their recent
behaviour. However, access to these data is according to our market
research very costly if multiple markets have to be covered. Furthermore,
the data require substantial additional analytical effort as product categories
have to be identified from the data and corresponding customer journeys
have to be extracted. Furthermore, despite the high accuracy, the external
validity of the results may be questionable due to the high self-selection bias
one may expect in the sample. Considering the budget and time limitations

290
There may probably be companies that track additional geo data to provide information about
location and possible offline purchases. The majority will gather click data that will only provide
information on whether a purchase has been completed online or offline or not at all.
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for an additional study as well as potential lack of representativeness, access
to tracking data does not appear to be the best option.
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X

Econometric analysis
I Econometric Analysis on RPM

This section presents an econometric analysis of the impact of RPM on prices
and competition. Since, with very few exceptions, RPMs constitute a
hardcore restriction and are therefore generally illegal under EU law, there
is no publicly available data on the use of RPMs and companies, were they
to use RPM, would presumably be reluctant to share information about their
own practices. One notable exception to this can be found in the book
publishing sector where RPMs have been explicitly allowed by law, over
different time periods, across several EU Member States. The econometric
analysis in this section uses these “Fixed Book Price” policy variations as a
quasi-natural experiment on the basis of which to assess the impact of RPM
on market outcomes and consumers.

1. Fixed Book Prices (FBP)
Whilst RPM is a hardcore restriction, the European Commission allows an
exception in the book retailing sector, in the form of fixed book prices (FBP),
so long as cross-border trade between member states is not affected.
Countries which have or have had FBP rules in place, state a number of
motivations for this, including to ensure that a wide range of publications
are stocked at bookshops, to preserve local and independent bookshops, to
prevent heavy discounting on best-sellers at the expense of more niche
titles and to safeguard cultural diversity.
It is important therefore to acknowledge that the motivations for introducing
FBP rules are not necessarily “economic” in nature, either solely or even
mainly. 291 That being said, there may also be an economic efficiency
argument to be made in defence of FBP rules. The books RPM prevents very
aggressive discounting by “low service” bookshops, protecting the provision
of services by “high-service” bookshops. The services provided by these
high-service book retailers are, for example, knowledgeable staff, a wide
range of low circulation titles, a pleasant and calm browsing and shopping
experience, and reading recommendations. These type of services promote
the value of books in general and help book sales across all retail formats.
In addition, they help bring about a form of retail competition that is not
based on low prices alone. Smaller independent bookshops are particularly
vulnerable to a solely price-based form of competition because they would
lack the volume of sales to cover costs. FBP rules could thus protect smaller
bookshops from extinction. In so doing, FBP rules could therefore promote
lower market concentration and stronger competition in book retailing, in
the longer term.
Under this perspective, FBP countries could observe a more diverse book
retail sector, lower market concentration, and strong competition based on
both price and book retailing services.

As an example, Phillip Pullman, a UK author, refers to independent booksellers as “the lantern
bearers of civilisation”. (interview to The Sunday Times, 30/07/2017).
291
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Whilst this explains motivations for implementing an FBP rule, some
countries have removed FBP rules over the last few decades, considering
instead that their main effect
has been to increase the price of books - especially best-sellers - which
would otherwise likely be discounted heavily at more mass-market book
outlets such as supermarkets. Under this perspective, revoking an FBP rule
would be expected to reduce book prices, increase book sales, and result in
increased consumer surplus.
The combined effect on book prices of preventing discounting and
supporting a wider range of retail formats can in principle be either positive
or negative. If the benefits from preventing market concentration are
significant, it could be the case that an FBP policy actually results in lower
average book prices. If discounting is very significant absent the
intervention, and if FBP rules have only a limited effect in supporting
competition, then one might expect average book prices to increase as a
result. Even in this case, the measure is not necessarily detrimental to
consumers. Higher prices could coincide with a higher level of output
(quantity of books sold) and a positive impact on smaller bookshops. These
are implications that can be empirically tested: (1) higher/lower prices in
FBP countries; (2) a higher/lower quantity of books sold in FBP countries;
and/or (3) a greater/smaller number of bookshops in FBP countries, whilst
the FBP policy is in place.
This forms an interesting set of questions in the context of analysing the
effects of RPM on markets and consumers, which are investigated in the
econometric section below.

2. Econometric Specification
2.1. General Specification

A general framework is considered where an outcome of interest is observed
for country i at time t, and is assumed to be a function of the level of a
“treatment” variable (in the book case, the treatment is binary), at that
time, in that country; a set of other variables, potentially country specific
and time-varying, that affect the outcome variable; which can include pure
time effects of different forms, and another set of variables that potentially
affect the outcome variable but that are time-invariant (country
characteristics / country fixed effects):
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡

Such a modelling strategy must necessarily recognise that there may well
be factors that potentially affect the outcome variable Y and that are
unobservable. These “omitted” variables have the potential to cause a bias
in the estimates of the effect of the treatment if they are correlated with the
treatment. 292
The following examples illustrate (1) bias due to omitted variables and (2) bias due to reverse
causality: 1) A concrete example of such a problem for the book retailing market would be that the
likelihood of FBP rules being adopted is higher in more concentrated markets. Since higher market
concentration is likely to correlate with higher book prices, the omission would result in higher prices
incorrectly being attributed to the FBP. 2) A similar problem occurs if the modelling approach is
subject to reverse causality. In this case, if the treatment is triggered or its likelihood changes as a
result of changes in the outcome variable. This would be the case if, for example, the prices of books
292
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In a fixed effects (FE) specification, such as the above, this requirement can
be partially relaxed for omitted variables that are fixed within each unit
across the entire sample period. 293 More generally, however, if treatments
are not randomly assigned, treatment endogeneity will not cause a bias if
and only if the common trends assumption holds.
The FE estimate holds all country-level, time-constant observed and
unobserved variables constant. The question of why the treatment changed
for some countries and not others and whether that variation is
“unconfounded” is to be addressed quantitatively and qualitatively as part
of the analysis and interpretation below.

2.2. Proposed Modelling Approach

The econometric strategy thus involves estimating a variant of a two-way
fixed effects model. In particular, the specification in Loyland and Ringstad
(2012) 294, which focuses on FBP agreements in the book sector of Norway,
is adopted. De los Santos and Wildenbeest (2017) 295 also use a differencein-difference methodology, although they focus on the e-book market and
so their exact specification is slightly different from the specifications set
out here.
The dependent variables of interest are indexed book prices (regression 1),
number of enterprises in the retail book sector (regression 2) and book
quantity (regression 3). A variety of regressions are estimated for each
dependent variable, starting from the most parsimonious regression up to
our preferred specifications which we will refer to as the benchmark model
(all controls and time fixed effects). For illustration the regressions are:

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡 + Γ1 X𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿1 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 + Γ2 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +𝛿𝛿2 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡 + Γ3 Z𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿3 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

The main independent variable is a dummy variable, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , to capture
whether FBP is in force in country i at time t. Therefore, variation in book
price legislation is being used as the measure of “treatment” variation. The
coefficients on FBP, 𝛿𝛿, can thus be interpreted as difference-in-differences
estimators and are the coefficients of interest. 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 represents country-specific
fixed effects in the first regression and similarly for 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 and 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ; 𝛽𝛽𝑡𝑡 , 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 , 𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡
represents time fixed effects; X,Y and Z are control variables which vary for
were examined by the authorities to determine whether to introduce a book pricing restriction in the
country.
293
If, for example, prices change for some exogenous reason and the treatment is made more likely
due to this change, the expectation of encountering treatments depends on the outcome variable
(namely in the previous period). Yet, the FE regression will compare the price with and without the
treatment in the same country, so the reverse causality from outcome to treatment does not
necessarily generate a bias. The within estimator relies on the change in outcome between treatment
and non-treatment, within the treated unit, it does not rely on comparing the level of prices across
countries.
294
These authors test the effect of the FBP change in law (from an agreement to a formal law) in
Norway and so their specification is very similar to that presented here. They focus on one country
but look at different regions within Norway. Their specification is presented for book quantity in the
annex; however, they point out that the control variables are similarly used in their price specification.
295
These authors look at e-book prices and variation in agency or wholesale pricing model amongst
the Big Six Publishers. Their different focus, and availability of book-level data, explains the different
dependent variables of interest, however the specification set-up is similar in that they use a
difference-in-difference methodology.
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each specification and are explained further below; 296 finally 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are
random error terms.

In the parsimonious model, X, Y and Z are excluded and the regression is
simply estimated over the treatment variable (FBP status), country fixed
effects and time fixed effects. In the benchmark regressions, which are
separately specified in each section below, X, Y and Z include a number of
explanatory/control variables.
A fixed effects model is estimated using data that has a panel structure 297.
As a result of the fixed effects specification, the coefficients of interest (𝛿𝛿)
are within estimators that reflect differences in the outcome variables with
and without “treatment” within each country. The fixed effects estimates are
unaffected by any country-specific variables, potentially omitted, which do
not vary over time.
In these models, country-level serial correlation in the error terms is to be
expected, given the likely persistence of shocks which affect market
outcomes such as book prices; this is addressed by estimating the standard
error terms with clustering over countries to avoid underestimating the
standard error of the difference-in-differences estimator (Bertrand et al.,
2004) 298.

3. Data
3.1. Dependent and independent variables

Data has been sourced from the Eurostat database and the World Bank, as
shown below:
List of dependent variables and FBP dummy
Variabl
e
Book
prices 299

Source
Eurostat
HICP

-

Period

Description

Annual frequency,
1996-2018

Using product “books” prices
indexed at 2015 prices. 300

These include variables that are theoretically linked to each of the dependent variables (e.g.
Loyland and Ringstad, 2012).
297
The results from the Hausman specification test support the use of fixed effects over random
effects, for all three models.
298
Whilst it is noted that Bertrand et al. (2004) highlight the issues in clustering when the number
of states/countries is low, Rokicki et al. (2017) suggest that cluster-robust standard errors work
sufficiently well so long as the number of states/countries is greater than 20. There are 28 countries
in the dataset so this method is appropriate.
299
Eurostat
methodology
on
the construction
of
this
variable
is
available at
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3859598/9479325/KS-GQ-17-015-EN-N.pdf/d5e63427c588-479f-9b19-f4b4d698f2a2. Fiction, educational textbooks, other non-fiction books as well as
binding services and e-books are included. Books sold in both shops and online should be covered.
Finally, best-sellers lists can be used which may mean that the variable does not capture a widerange of book prices.
300
It has been opted not to use HICP tax adjusted data, as this would restrict the timespan of the
sample and we are not aware of a database which provides tax information on book products.
However, results are compared from the restricted sample analysis at the monthly frequency (over
the period 2005 – 2017) for book prices using tax adjusted and non-tax-adjusted price variables and
it is found that the resulting coefficients and respective p-values were very similar.
296
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Bookshop
s

Eurostat’s
Structural
Business
Statistics

Annual frequency,
2008-2017

Book
quantity

Eurostat

Annual frequency,
2008-2018

Obtained from
desk research
from
accredited
journals
and/or
government
legal
documents
and
is
displayed in 0.

Annual frequency,
1996-2019

FBP rule
dummy

The logarithm of this variable
has been used instead of the
variable itself. 301
Annual
detailed
enterprise
statistics for trade (NACE Rev.
2 G).
Number of enterprises for
retail
sale
of
books
in
specialised stores.
The logarithm of this variable
has been used instead of the
variable itself.
Book quantity is proxied using
bookshop
turnover
data,
deflated by book prices. 302
Retail sale of books in
specialised stores.
Divide this variable by the book
price index to get a proxy for
quantity of books sold.
The logarithm of this variable
has been used instead of the
variable itself.

The data has been gathered
manually
from
academic
articles;
government
legal
sources and industry reports.

In addition to the above-mentioned variables that are specific to the book
sector, the methodology also controls for more general changes in the
economy and factors which are likely to affect the book sector (note: not
all controls are used in all specifications):
GDP per capita which controls for the effects of macroeconomic
conditions and average income;
CPI is the general price index and controls for other drivers of inflation
coming from general economic conditions;
Unit labour cost, to capture changes in wages which might affect
purchasing power;
All dependent variables have been transformed using the logarithmic scale and used instead of
the variable itself. This is for consistency and such that the coefficient estimates are easier to
interpret. In order to interpret the coefficient on the FBP dummy variable (which is binary) the
coefficient is exponentiated and subtracted by one. The transformed coefficient is then the percentage
change in the outcome variable as a result of the policy dummy changing from zero to one. Formally,
the coefficient on the policy dummy corresponds to the difference between log(y) with policy (denote
𝑦𝑦(1)
this y(1)) and log(y) absent policy (denote this y(0). log�𝑦𝑦(1)� − log�𝑦𝑦(0)� = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
= 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐; then,
301

𝑦𝑦(1)

exponentiating both sides,

𝑦𝑦(0)

= 𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 . Finally, %𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑦𝑦 =

𝑦𝑦(1)−𝑦𝑦(0)
𝑦𝑦(0)

𝑦𝑦(0)

= 𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 1. For the

continuous (non-binary) variables the respective coefficients are percentage changes in the outcome
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
variable, directly: 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑦𝑦) = = % 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐.
𝑦𝑦

An alternative measure which was considered confounded is newspaper and stationery data and
was not found to be robust and is hence not presented here. This measure was constructed using
final consumption expenditure of households by consumption purpose, includes newspapers, books
and stationery (Eurostat - current prices – million euro). A narrower measure was not sourced.
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Population disaggregated by age group and gender (given that different
age groups are likely to have different propensities to read / purchase
books) 303;
Tertiary enrolment rates to control for the number of highly educated
individuals who might have a higher propensity to read.
List of control variables
Variabl
e

Source

GDP per
capita

Eurostat

CPI

Eurostat
HICP

Unit
labour
cost

Eurostat

-

Period

Description

Annual frequency,
1995-2019

Chain linked volumes indexed
to 2010 prices.
Reweighted to index to 2015
prices for consistency with the
book prices measure.

Annual frequency,
1996-2019

HICP annual average index
(2015 base) for all-items.

Annual frequency,
1995 - 2019

Nominal unit labour cost based
on hours worked and indexed
to 2015.

Populatio
n

Eurostat

Annual frequency,
1995-2018

Tertiary
enrolmen
t rates

World
Bank,
World
Development
Indicators

Total
population
number
disaggregated by gender and
age group. These ages are
reclassified into less than 5
years old, from 5 to 14 years
old, from 15 to 24 years old,
from 25 to 59 years old and
older than 60; to more closely
follow the specification of
Loyland and Ringstad (2012).
Population has been logged
whilst
the
disaggregated
categories are expressed as a
proportion.

Annual frequency,
2000-2017

Tertiary school enrolment (as a
percentage of the population).

3.2. Treatment variables: Fixed Book Price Rule
Data
Fixed Book Price Systems, European Countries
Country
Austria

Period
of FBP

July
2000 Present

Notes

Source

Law came into action
on 30th June 2000

https://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Geltend
eFassung.wxe?Abfrage=Bundesnor
men&Gesetzesnummer=20000789

Note that for certain time periods some countries were not able to provide population broken
down by age group (i.e. there were a very small number of people who were unassigned to an age
group). These individuals have been excluded from the regression as it happens for very few countries
and ends up proxying for such countries.
303
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Belgium

April
2019 Present

Bulgaria

No

Croatia

April
2007 Present

Cyprus

No

Czech
Republic

No

Denmark

1996 –
January
2011

Estonia

No

Finland

No

Law came into action
on 5th April 2019 but
was active in the
Wallonia region since
January 2018 304

Whilst the law was
written earlier the
Act did not come into
action
until
April
2007

Abolished in 1971

http://www.federation-walloniebruxelles.be/index.php?id=detail_
article&no_cache=1&tx_cfwbarticl
efe_cfwbarticlefront%5Baction%5
D=show&tx_cfwbarticlefe_cfwbarti
clefront%5Bcontroller%5D=Docu
ment&tx_cfwbarticlefe_cfwbarticlef
ront%5Bpublication%5D=2814&c
Hash=21181740e31d1c1edfc93e5
8705022cf;
https://www.rtbf.be/info/societe/o
npdp/detail_le-prix-unique-dulivre-dans-toute-la-belgique-desce-vendredi?id=10186911;
https://www.gallilex.cfwb.be/docu
ment/pdf/44623_001.pdf
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.mvinfo.hr/clanak/pov
jerenstvo-o-provedbi-sporazumao-jedinstvenoj-cijeni-knjige;
http://www.poslovni.hr/after5/sfiksnom-cijenom-knjige-bi-moglepojeftiniti-do-25-posto-5811;
https://www.minkulture.hr/userdocsimages/novosti
/SPORAZUM%20O%20JEDINSTVE
NOJ%20CIJENI%20KNJIGE.pdf;
http://www.aztn.hr/uploads/docu
ments/odluke/TN/031-02200701015.pdf;
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/daf/competi
tion/43835526.pdf
pp.109-110;
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.kfst.dk/media/1802/
aabent-brev-til-kulturministerenfra-konkurrenceraadet-ombogmarkedet.pdf
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.ivir.nl/publicaties/dow
nload/1586.pdf;
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/Re
gData/etudes/BRIE/2016/577954/
EPRS_BRI%282016%29577954_E
N.pdf

Given that the FBP was only active in part of Belgium it has been placed in the control group for
part of this period although it is accepted that this is not a clear boundary.
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France

1996 –
Present

Germany

1996 Present

Greece

Hungary

January
1998 –
April
2014;
June
2018 Present

1996October
2006

Lang Loi – in effect
prior to 1996 (start
of database)
FBP rule came into
action on 1st October
2002, prior to this,
90% of books were
covered
by
FBP
agreements 305
Law originally passed
in 1997 and came
into effect on 24th
December
1997
(2557/97).
The
single book price was
abolished on 7th
April 2014 for all
categories of books
except
literary
(4254/2014).
However, this was
reversed
by
law
4549/2018
which
prohibited selling at
more than a 10%
discount within 18
months
of
first
publication
which
came into effect on
9th June 2018.
An
agreement
existed which was
declared unlawful by
GVH
(Hungarian
Competition Agency)
and repealed on 11th
April
2006
and
upheld on appeal on
15th October 2006.

Ireland

No

Net Book Agreement
ceased to operate in
Ireland from 1992
and was struck down
in 1994 by the
Competition
Authority

Italy

January
2001 Present

Had the law since at
least 2001 (discount
of
10%)
which
changed to 15% with
the Levy law in 2011.

Latvia

No

https://www.sne.fr/prix-uniquedu-livre/
https://www.gesetze-iminternet.de/buchprg/BJNR3448100
02.html

https://www.oecd.org/daf/competi
tion/Greece-CompetitionAssessment-2013.pdf;
https://wipolex.wipo.int/en/text/2
26510;
https://www.efsyn.gr/tehnes/artnea/167462_eniaia-timi-biblioyepesan-oi-ypografes;
https://katoptro.gr/plirofories/enia
ia-timi-vivliou;
https://www.taxheaven.gr/news/4
0952/polynomosxedio-epanaforaths-eniaias-timhs-biblioy;
https://www.politeianet.gr/terms_
1.htm

https://www.ivir.nl/publicaties/dow
nload/1586.pdf;
https://www.internationalpublisher
s.org/images/reports/2014/fixedbook-price-report-2014.pdf;
https://www.gvh.hu/en/resolution
s/resolutions_of_the_gvh/resolutio
ns_2004/4085_en_vj-472004
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/deba
tes/debate/dail/1996-0206/158/?highlight%5B0%5D=net&
highlight%5B1%5D=book;
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.normattiva.it/urires/N2Ls?urn:nir:stato:legge:2001
;62;
https://leg16.camera.it/465?area
=22&tema=460&Il+prezzo+dei+li
bri
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf

Given that the vast majority of books were covered by FBP agreements prior to the official law,
Germany is considered to be in the treatment group for the whole period.
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Lithuania

No

Luxembo
urg

No

Malta

No

Came into force on
1st January 2005.
Prior to 2005 book
prices were agreed in
negotiations
between publishers
and booksellers. 306

Netherlan
ds

1996 Present

Poland

No

Portugal

1996 –
Present

Romania

No

Slovakia

No

Slovenia

March
2014 Present

Law came into force
on 26th February
2014

Spain

1996 Present

Came into force in
1975, with various
changes since

https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
Correspondence
with
Dutch
authorities;
https://business.gov.nl/regulation/
setting-fixed-book-price/;
https://www.buchmesse.de/files/
media/pdf/visit-book-marketnetherlands-frankfurt-bookfair.pdf;
https://zoek.officielebekendmakin
gen.nl/kst-28652-3.html
https://www.oecd.org/daf/competi
tion/43835526.pdf
p.183;
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/
sectors/media/documents/portugal
.pdf p.19 (Decree-Law 176/96);
https://books.google.co.uk/books?
id=PQaLAAAAQBAJ&lpg=PA482&ot
s=bcjpAcM78&dq=portugal%20book
%20price%201996&pg=PA482#v
=onepage&q=portugal%20book%
20price%201996&f=false; Books
at
What
Price;
https://www.internationalpublisher
s.org/images/reports/2014/fixedbook-price-report-2014.pdf
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
https://www.booksellers.org.uk/B
ookSellers/BizFormFiles/d753955b
-ad88-4241-9efe24d5d60a7166.pdf
http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregle
dPredpisa?id=ZAKO6798
https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.ph
p?id=BOE-A-2007-12351; Books at
What Price; Fixed Book Price
Regimes Beyond the Rift

Given that the Netherlands had an FBP agreement prior to the law, the Netherlands is considered
to be in the treatment group for the whole period.
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Sweden

United
Kingdom

No

Abolished in 1970

No

The UK's Net Book
Agreement
was
abandoned in 1995
but
was
legally
prohibited in 1997

https://www.oecd.org/daf/competi
tion/abuse/1920261.pdf;
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/Re
gData/etudes/BRIE/2016/577954/
EPRS_BRI%282016%29577954_E
N.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/Re
gData/etudes/BRIE/2016/577954/
EPRS_BRI%282016%29577954_E
N.pdf;
https://www.researchgate.net/pub
lication/23637470_Book_Prices_in
_the_UK_Since_the_End_of_Resal
e_Price_Maintenance

Notes: Earliest record of entry into our database is 1996; some FBP rules may have been in place before this but for
these purposes will assume to have started in 1996.
Source: London Economics’ analysis based on academic articles; government legal sources; industry reports

3.3. Sample

The parsimonious dataset for prices (regression 1) contains 28 EU
countries 307, over a 24 year period 1996–2019 at annual frequency. The
benchmark model is constrained to the 2000-2017 period.
The benchmark and parsimonious dataset for bookshops (regression 2)
contains 28 countries, over a 10 year period (2008 – 2017) at annual
frequency 308.
The benchmark and parsimonious dataset for quantity (regression 3)
contains 27 countries, over a 10 year period (2008-2017) at annual
frequency 309.

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
308
Note that tertiary rate has been excluded as a control variable. This variable is insignificant in the
regression and due to missing values restricts the sample further which is not ideal in an already
small sample.
309
There is no turnover data available for the Netherlands. Note that tertiary rate has been excluded
as a control variable. This variable is insignificant in the regression and due to missing values restricts
the sample further which is not ideal in an already small sample.
307
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Fixed Book Price indicator variable in the sample
1996 1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czechia
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
UK
Notes: Dark shading shows when a country is operating under an FBP policy. Earliest record of entry into our database is 1996; some FBP rules may have been in place before this but for these purposes will assume to have started in 1996.
Source: London Economics’ analysis based on academic articles; government legal sources; industry reports
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4. Descriptive Statistics
This section provides descriptive statistics of the dataset and a visual
inspection of the dependent variables. 0 displays summary statistics of the
variables used in the econometric analyses.
Descriptive statistics
Variable

Count

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

lnbookprice
lnbookshops
lnturnover
GDPpc2015
lntotalpopulation
CPI
labourcost
tertiaryrate

646
256
238
661
672
669
663
466

-0.1
5.9
0.7
89.0
15.9
85.4
86.4
0.6

0.2
1.6
1.6
16.8
1.4
16.3
18.6
0.2

-1.3
2.9
-1.9
34.7
12.8
3.3
1.5
0.1

0.2
8.8
3.7
133.0
18.2
110.5
138.9
1.4

In the following graphs (overleaf) the behaviour of the dependent variables
is shown (log of price index, log of number of bookshops and log of quantity)
over time, for each country in the sample.
With respect to price behaviour, it is generally the case that prices have
risen over time. A visual inspection suggests that price increases have been
strongest in the Baltic countries (Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania) alongside
some Eastern European countries (Bulgaria, Romania, Poland and Slovakia).
With respect to number of bookshops, a small decline over time is generally
observed. In terms of trends, a visual inspection suggests that Croatia has
a somewhat different behaviour to other European countries.
In terms of the book quantity data, most countries observe a stable or
slightly declining trend.
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5. Econometric Results
5.1. Book Prices

In Table 5 a range of regression results are reported, starting from a
parsimonious specification (with year fixed effects), progressively including
various control variables whilst also testing the use of a year trend instead
of year fixed effects.
It is seen that in all specifications, the coefficient on FBP is negative,
although it is only statistically significant in some of these. This suggests
that countries which have an FBP regime in place have lower book prices
than countries without such a regime. 310
To illustrate, the results for the price regression in column 6 (benchmark
regression) are examined. This specification includes the control variables
GDP per capita, time fixed effects, total population, proportion of the
population which is female, proportion of population in age bands,
percentage of population who obtained tertiary education, unit labour cost
and consumer prices.
The results for this specification, show that the fixed book price dummy is
negative and statistically significant (at 5% significance level). It has a 90%
confidence interval around the point estimate of [-0.088, -0.0016] 311. This
implies that, during the years where an FBP rule is in effect, FBP countries’
average book prices are lower relative to countries which do not have the
FBP rule. On average, prices are 5.1% lower in countries which have an FBP
rule in effect 312. The positive coefficient on CPI shows that as general prices
in the economy rise, so do book prices (as expected). The negative
coefficient on population implies that as the population increases book prices
fall, perhaps reflecting economies of scale in publishing and/or book
retailing.
It is noticeable that using a constant time trend, instead of time fixed effects
(column 7), the magnitude of the FBP coefficient is reduced slightly but
remains statistically significant. Under this specification, having an FBP rule
is associated with a 4.8% reduction in book prices 313.

The coefficient is statistically significant in specifications that are run for a shorter sample period
(2000-2017 instead of 1996-2018) and that include tertiary education rate as a control variable. The
variable tertiary education rate is not available outside the time period 2000-2017. To test whether
the FBP coefficient is driven by the inclusion of the variable or the restriction in sample, the
specification was estimated without the tertiary rate variable but using the restricted variable. The
coefficient is negative (0.05172) with a small standard error (0.022777) making the coefficient
statistically significant. This suggests that the restriction of the sample is driving the significance of
this result rather than the inclusion of the variable; nonetheless the standard error on the FBP
coefficient are lower when including tertiary rate as a control variable.
311
Whilst it is recognised that the 95% confidence interval is more commonly used in the literature,
this study uses the 90% interval given the relatively small number of observations.
312
This coefficient has been exponentiated and subtracted by one.
313
This coefficient has been exponentiated and subtracted by one.
310
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Regression output – book prices – full sample

VARIABLES
FBP = 1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

lnbookprice
-0.0370
(0.0304)

lnbookprice
-0.0420
(0.0258)
0.00607***
(0.00157)

lnbookprice
-0.0224
(0.0255)
0.00144
(0.00102)
0.0153***
(0.00212)

lnbookprice
-0.0367
(0.0269)
0.000363
(0.00143)
0.0110***
(0.00251)
-2.064
(2.775)
-2.255
(1.965)
-0.704
(2.264)
-2.885
(2.149)
4.591
(4.233)
-0.475**
(0.199)

lnbookprice
-0.0364
(0.0257)
0.000198
(0.00161)
0.00927***
(0.00296)
-1.898
(2.844)
-2.028
(2.030)
-0.359
(2.366)
-2.511
(2.205)
5.087
(4.437)
-0.465**
(0.199)
0.00144
(0.00159)

lnbookprice
-0.0522**
(0.0213)
0.00130
(0.00107)
0.00442*
(0.00241)
-1.379
(2.717)
-2.953
(1.994)
-0.713
(2.316)
-3.461
(2.182)
1.266
(4.119)
-0.474***
(0.154)
0.00140
(0.00113)
-0.0236
(0.114)

lnbookprice
-0.0496**
(0.0213)
0.00136
(0.000798)
0.00366*
(0.00191)
-1.083
(2.323)
-2.310
(1.766)
0.0360
(1.974)
-3.259
(1.943)
0.531
(4.236)
-0.526***
(0.168)
0.00162
(0.000983)
-0.00316
(0.111)
0.0147***
(0.00481)

0.0133
(0.0353)
0.0658**
(0.0254)
0.104***
(0.0286)
0.131***
(0.0337)
0.150***
(0.0380)
0.185***
(0.0386)
0.216***

0.00135
(0.0346)
0.0394
(0.0261)
0.0635**
(0.0304)
0.0776**
(0.0372)
0.0996**
(0.0391)
0.116***
(0.0409)
0.135***

-0.00493
(0.0203)
0.0168
(0.0137)
0.0293*
(0.0162)
0.0213
(0.0229)
0.0202
(0.0247)
0.0224
(0.0294)
0.0197

0.00908
(0.0212)
0.0514***
(0.0176)
0.0712***
(0.0243)
0.0786**
(0.0294)
0.0868**
(0.0361)
0.1000**
(0.0415)
0.109**

0.00937
(0.0209)
0.0513***
(0.0181)
0.0708***
(0.0247)
0.0808**
(0.0308)
0.0887**
(0.0369)
0.102**
(0.0427)
0.110**

GDPpc2015
CPI
from5to14
from15to24
from25to59
olderthan60
femaleproportion
lntotalpopulation
labourcost
tertiaryrate
year

year = 1997
year = 1998
year = 1999
year = 2000
year = 2001
year = 2002
year = 2003
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year = 2004
year = 2005
year = 2006
year = 2007
year = 2008
year = 2009
year = 2010
year = 2011
year = 2012
year = 2013
year = 2014
year = 2015
year = 2016
year = 2017
year = 2018
year = 2019
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Number of countries
Country fixed effects
Time Fixed Effects
Time Trend

(0.0392)
0.250***
(0.0405)
0.275***
(0.0424)
0.297***
(0.0439)
0.319***
(0.0457)
0.343***
(0.0492)
0.367***
(0.0533)
0.373***
(0.0542)
0.382***
(0.0551)
0.397***
(0.0552)
0.420***
(0.0562)
0.435***
(0.0564)
0.449***
(0.0558)
0.453***
(0.0552)
0.452***
(0.0556)
0.454***
(0.0578)
0.459***
(0.0600)
-0.434***
(0.0412)

(0.0426)
0.150***
(0.0464)
0.158***
(0.0507)
0.155***
(0.0555)
0.153**
(0.0603)
0.173***
(0.0614)
0.231***
(0.0541)
0.230***
(0.0565)
0.231***
(0.0596)
0.249***
(0.0598)
0.271***
(0.0588)
0.274***
(0.0592)
0.267***
(0.0600)
0.257***
(0.0589)
0.234***
(0.0596)
0.217***
(0.0628)
0.216***
(0.0611)
-0.860***
(0.118)

(0.0325)
0.0145
(0.0365)
0.00290
(0.0409)
-0.0180
(0.0472)
-0.0414
(0.0540)
-0.0865
(0.0630)
-0.0725
(0.0606)
-0.0959
(0.0637)
-0.134*
(0.0678)
-0.160**
(0.0715)
-0.158**
(0.0709)
-0.151**
(0.0708)
-0.141*
(0.0724)
-0.142*
(0.0730)
-0.175**
(0.0758)
-0.208**
(0.0795)
-0.198**
(0.0770)
-1.530***
(0.143)

(0.0456)
0.118**
(0.0516)
0.120**
(0.0576)
0.116*
(0.0667)
0.112
(0.0756)
0.0916
(0.0851)
0.110
(0.0840)
0.0995
(0.0887)
0.0787
(0.0975)
0.0688
(0.104)
0.0834
(0.110)
0.101
(0.115)
0.122
(0.120)
0.133
(0.125)
0.119
(0.132)
0.107
(0.137)

(0.0464)
0.121**
(0.0529)
0.123**
(0.0586)
0.120*
(0.0678)
0.116
(0.0767)
0.0948
(0.0849)
0.109
(0.0827)
0.103
(0.0876)
0.0861
(0.0969)
0.0778
(0.104)
0.0929
(0.109)
0.110
(0.115)
0.132
(0.120)
0.140
(0.125)
0.127
(0.131)
0.114
(0.136)

(0.0146)
0.0802***
(0.0214)
0.0949***
(0.0267)
0.105***
(0.0328)
0.116***
(0.0404)
0.119**
(0.0479)
0.151***
(0.0480)
0.151***
(0.0540)
0.152**
(0.0602)
0.158**
(0.0669)
0.184**
(0.0683)
0.200***
(0.0702)
0.219***
(0.0745)
0.219***
(0.0785)
0.221**
(0.0846)

5.469
(3.916)

4.800
(3.976)

7.644**
(3.575)

-20.97**
(9.045)

646
0.641
28
Yes
Yes
No

614
0.725
28
Yes
Yes
No

614
0.830
28
Yes
Yes
No

610
0.852
28
Yes
Yes
No

610
0.853
28
Yes
Yes
No

461
0.847
28
Yes
Yes
No

461
0.842
28
Yes
No
Yes

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The base regression is for population younger than 5, for a non-FBP period. Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database
of FBP rule
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Book price regression results – country fixed effects
Country
Austria

Constant
0.1292962

Country
Italy

Constant
1.078428

Belgium
Bulgaria

0.187181
-0.04101

Latvia
Lithuania

-0.6481277
-0.4046133

Croatia

-0.1928639

Luxembourg

-1.327051

Cyprus
Czechia

-1.148327
0.0970218

Malta
Netherlands

-1.329993
0.4910306

Denmark

-0.2110575

Poland

0.6766587

Estonia

-0.9979982

Portugal

0.1431165

Finland
France

-0.1176423
1.077889

Romania
Slovakia

0.4830315
-0.3485096

Germany

1.240442

Slovenia

-0.5734144

Greece

0.331455

Spain

0.8540583

Hungary
Ireland

0.1651451
-0.4164342

Sweden
United Kingdom

0.1839858
0.9672329

Notes: The country fixed effects are only displayed for the benchmark regression.
Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database of FBP rules
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5.2. Book Shops

It should be highlighted that this analysis is restricted to start at 2008, due
to availability of bookshop data. Not only does this reduce the number of
data points (and hence reduces the degrees of freedom in estimating more
complex models) but more importantly only involves 3 countries which
change FBP status (Denmark, Greece and Slovenia), which differs to the
price analysis.
0 reports a range of regression results, starting from a parsimonious
specification (with time fixed effects), progressively including various
control variables whilst also testing the use of a year trend instead of year
fixed effects.
In all specifications, the coefficient on FBP is positive, but is statistically
insignificant. We are therefore unable to conclusively evaluate the impact
that FBP rules have on the number of bookshops. Note that this statistical
significance may be either due to the true impact being zero (FBP rules have
no effect on the number of bookshops) or due to a lack of variation and
number of observations in the dataset.
To illustrate the results column 5 is examined. This specification includes the
control variables GDP per capita, time fixed effects, total population,
proportion of the population which is female, proportion of population in age
bands, unit labour cost and consumer prices.
The results show that the fixed book price dummy is positive, but
statistically insignificant. It has a 90% confidence interval around the point
estimate of [-0.1138, 0.3475]. This implies that, during the years where an
FBP rule is in effect, FBP countries do not see a significant change in the
number of bookshops. No other coefficients associated with this
specification are statistically significant.
Using a time trend (column 6) rather than time fixed effects results in an
increase in the magnitude of the coefficient, however it remains
insignificant.
It should be highlighted that whilst the results are insignificant, they are
positive. There was no evidence of a negative impact, across any
specification.
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Bookshop regression results – full sample
VARIABLES
FBP = 1

(1)
lnbookshops

(2)
lnbookshops

(3)
lnbookshops

(4)
lnbookshops

(5)
lnbookshops

(6)
lnbookshops

0.0657
(0.174)

0.0598
(0.169)
0.00116
(0.00457)

0.0514
(0.164)
0.000884
(0.00438)
0.00596
(0.0109)

0.129
(0.136)
0.00174
(0.00504)
-0.00550
(0.0145)
1.433
(14.17)
14.91
(11.47)
17.66
(12.07)
11.87
(13.11)
-14.76
(26.27)
-0.675
(1.736)

0.0983
(0.138)
0.00116
(0.00420)
0.00247
(0.00725)
-7.595
(14.51)
5.770
(10.50)
8.387
(10.53)
2.360
(11.79)
-16.97
(21.90)
-0.777
(1.612)
-0.00539
(0.00413)

-0.0141
(0.0337)
0.0500
(0.0649)
0.0110
(0.0665)
-0.0304
(0.0682)
-0.0663
(0.0776)
-0.0942
(0.0764)
-0.117
(0.0789)
-0.159**
(0.0764)
-0.206***

-0.00731
(0.0476)
0.0555
(0.0729)
0.0144
(0.0701)
-0.0262
(0.0725)
-0.0624
(0.0805)
-0.0919
(0.0758)
-0.117
(0.0789)
-0.163**
(0.0780)
-0.214**

-0.0169
(0.0404)
0.0354
(0.0681)
-0.0245
(0.0832)
-0.0816
(0.106)
-0.126
(0.129)
-0.156
(0.126)
-0.180
(0.126)
-0.226*
(0.131)
-0.286*

-0.00245
(0.0447)
0.0781
(0.0704)
0.0694
(0.117)
0.0494
(0.163)
0.0285
(0.196)
0.00375
(0.211)
-0.00846
(0.235)
-0.0452
(0.254)
-0.0645

0.117
(0.135)
0.00224
(0.00465)
-0.00300
(0.0138)
-0.308
(14.18)
12.58
(11.28)
15.52
(11.95)
8.893
(13.23)
-22.26
(28.18)
-0.925
(1.728)
-0.00492
(0.00380)
0.0143
(0.0402)
0.0887
(0.0734)
0.0752
(0.118)
0.0610
(0.164)
0.0429
(0.196)
0.0239
(0.213)
0.0162
(0.238)
-0.0131
(0.259)
-0.0292

GDPpc2015
CPI
from5to14
from15to24
from25to59
olderthan60
femaleproportion
lntotalpopulation
labourcost
year = 2009
year = 2010
year = 2011
year = 2012
year = 2013
year = 2014
year = 2015
year = 2016
year = 2017
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(0.0735)

(0.0809)

(0.151)

(0.296)

(0.301)

year
Constant

5.941***
(0.0885)

5.829***
(0.463)

5.326***
(1.173)

11.21
(37.49)

21.43
(40.02)

-0.0124
(0.0321)
47.64
(47.60)

Observations
R-squared
Number of countries
Country fixed effects
Time Fixed Effects
Time Trend

256
0.190
28
Yes
Yes
No

256
0.191
28
Yes
Yes
No

256
0.194
28
Yes
Yes
No

256
0.250
28
Yes
Yes
No

256
0.261
28
Yes
Yes
No

256
0.241
28
Yes
No
Yes

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The base regression is for population younger than 5, for a non-FBP period. Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database
of FBP rules

Book shop regression results – country fixed effects
Country
Austria

Constant
-0.0812931

Country
Italy

Constant
3.903803

Belgium
Bulgaria

0.5535218
-0.013803

Latvia
Lithuania

-2.510719
-1.959552

Croatia

-2.857444

Luxembourg

-5.469708

Cyprus
Czechia

-2.874789
0.836762

Malta
Netherlands

-4.07058
0.9596627

Denmark

-0.5769374

Poland

2.84507

Estonia

-3.917641

Portugal

0.8616218

Finland
France

-0.8961719
4.428423

Romania
Slovakia

0.7849163
-1.820383

Germany

4.173038

Slovenia

-4.212277

Greece

2.129145

Spain

3.941809

Hungary
Ireland

0.7167386
-0.6407081

Sweden
United Kingdom

0.4837738
3.131475

Notes: The country fixed effects are only displayed for the benchmark regression.
Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database of FBP rules
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5.3. Book Quantity

Finally, the impact of FBP rules on quantity of books sold is investigated.
Error! Reference source not found. reports a range of regression results,
starting from a parsimonious specification, progressively including various
control variables whilst also testing the use of a year trend instead of year
fixed effects.
Countries with an FBP rule have a higher quantity of books sold. To be more
specific, when looking at the benchmark model (column 5) the results
suggest that countries which have an FBP see 28.5% higher turnover; a
statistically significant result (at the 10% significance level) 314. This variable
has already been deflated by the price index, so this suggests that the
finding is not as a result of higher/lower prices but instead due to higher
quantity.
In this specification, it is also evident that higher per capita GDP is
associated with higher book consumption, as is higher labour costs (which
proxies wages). Furthermore, the coefficient on the linear time trend is
negative and statistically significant, highlighting that turnover has been
falling over time.

314

This coefficient has been exponentiated and subtracted by one.
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Book quantity regression results – full sample

VARIABLES
FBP = 1

(1)
lnturnover

(2)
lnturnover

(3)
lnturnover

(4)
lnturnover

(5)
lnturnover

(6)
lnturnover

0.359
(0.229)

0.272*
(0.159)
0.0113**
(0.00482)

0.244
(0.146)
0.0110**
(0.00444)
0.0119
(0.0136)

0.225
(0.145)
0.0105*
(0.00565)
0.00345
(0.0116)
-5.117
(11.88)
-3.708
(12.63)
-9.908
(13.32)
-4.321
(13.69)
-25.78
(20.66)
0.0481
(1.163)

0.227*
(0.130)
0.0115***
(0.00359)
0.00208
(0.00883)
-1.964
(9.934)
0.0847
(11.60)
-7.415
(11.91)
0.364
(12.57)
-2.683
(17.38)
0.961
(0.881)
0.0104**
(0.00420)

-0.165***
(0.0506)
-0.174***
(0.0490)
-0.179***
(0.0495)
-0.239***
(0.0445)
-0.330***
(0.0471)
-0.365***
(0.0684)
-0.380***

-0.102*
(0.0542)
-0.124**
(0.0511)
-0.148**
(0.0537)
-0.198***
(0.0539)
-0.291***
(0.0545)
-0.341***
(0.0571)
-0.392***

-0.120**
(0.0517)
-0.164***
(0.0569)
-0.226**
(0.0909)
-0.307**
(0.119)
-0.415***
(0.133)
-0.468***
(0.144)
-0.518***

-0.117
(0.0709)
-0.149**
(0.0726)
-0.187
(0.111)
-0.251*
(0.133)
-0.356**
(0.161)
-0.408**
(0.176)
-0.465**

0.251*
(0.137)
0.00955**
(0.00380)
-0.00220
(0.0111)
-0.203
(11.50)
2.614
(12.72)
-4.047
(13.81)
3.524
(13.80)
-8.383
(17.64)
0.681
(0.850)
0.0112**
(0.00437)
-0.154**
(0.0636)
-0.174**
(0.0740)
-0.202*
(0.112)
-0.277*
(0.140)
-0.388**
(0.166)
-0.455**
(0.179)
-0.524**

GDPpc2015
CPI
from5to14
from15to24
from25to59
olderthan60
femaleproportion
lntotalpopulation
labourcost
year = 2009
year = 2010
year = 2011
year = 2012
year = 2013
year = 2014
year = 2015
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year = 2016
year = 2017

(0.0505)
-0.386***
(0.0477)
-0.371***
(0.0500)

(0.0514)
-0.425***
(0.0553)
-0.456***
(0.0603)

(0.137)
-0.553***
(0.146)
-0.601***
(0.187)

(0.188)
-0.510**
(0.216)
-0.553**
(0.240)

(0.193)
-0.587**
(0.220)
-0.644**
(0.244)

year
Constant

0.863***
(0.0749)

-0.222
(0.487)

-1.249
(1.304)

18.90
(27.40)

-6.563
(16.47)

-0.0745***
(0.0246)
138.0***
(49.35)

Observations
R-squared
Number of countries
Country fixed effects
Time Fixed Effects
Time Trend

238
0.414
27
Yes
Yes
No

238
0.478
27
Yes
Yes
No

238
0.485
27
Yes
Yes
No

238
0.513
27
Yes
Yes
No

238
0.554
27
Yes
Yes
No

238
0.543
27
Yes
No
Yes

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The base regression is for population younger than 5, for a non-FBP period. Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database
of FBP rule

Book quantity regression results – country fixed effects
Country
Austria

Constant
1.11824

Country
Italy

Constant
0.5844823

Belgium
Bulgaria

0.6615292
-1.241007

Latvia
Lithuania

-0.7220582
-0.8713385

Croatia

-2.036876

Luxembourg

0.4013283

Cyprus
Czechia

-0.3483351
-0.0720714

Malta
Netherlands

-0.1420009
NA

Denmark

0.5566721

Poland

0.5396291

Estonia

-0.2467344

Portugal

-0.6510001

Finland
France

0.1098986
0.7830003

Romania
Slovakia

-1.131641
-0.4649434

Germany

1.087932

Slovenia

-0.0508908

Greece

0.0922949

Spain

0.5517617

Hungary
Ireland

-0.0310624
1.067718

Sweden
United Kingdom

0.2904357
0.5241013

Notes: The country fixed effects are only displayed for the benchmark regression.
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Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database of FBP rules
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6. Robustness Checks
The first set of robustness checks investigates the common trends
assumption.

6.1. Common Trends Analysis

Common trends are tested for and the presence of outliers is identified in
three ways: (1) visually inspect the behaviour of the dependent variable
over time, (2) visually inspect the behaviour of the residuals of the
benchmark regression over time and, (3) conduct the Autor (2003) test. In
particular, we would expect to see parallel trends in the pre-policy change
period.
Undertaking test (1) allows one to see whether the dependent variable
markedly differs between control countries and treatment countries.
However, common trends are not generally expected in the dependent
variable, given a wide range of factors which affect this variable. For this
reason, the regression models include a number of control variables.
Therefore, it is more important to consider whether the control and
treatment groups have similar “trends” once they have been conditioned on
these observable factors. 315
To achieve this, the benchmark specifications are estimated for each
dependent variable (excluding the dummy variable for fixed book price) and
the paths of the residuals in test (2) are compared.
Finally, an econometric model is employed to test whether common trends
holds. Based on the Autor (2003) test the following specification is
estimated:
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 + 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 + ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=0 𝛾𝛾−𝑗𝑗 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−𝑗𝑗 + ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=1 𝛾𝛾+𝑗𝑗 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 + 𝛽𝛽𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,

where 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 is the dependent variable in country i at time t, ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=0 𝛾𝛾−𝑗𝑗 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−𝑗𝑗
represent lags of the treatment indicator, ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=1 𝛾𝛾+𝑗𝑗 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 represent leads of
the treatment indicator, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 the treatment variables, and 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 and 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡 are
country and year fixed effects, respectively. J=3 to allow significant time to
ignore any expectation effects.
One would expect the coefficients of the leads to be statistically insignificant
for common trends to hold.
Results
From the descriptive statistics of the behaviour of price index over time, it
was observed that the Baltic and Eastern European countries may possibly
fail the common trends assumption. When conditioning on the observable
control variables and on country fixed effects the majority of these countries
do not appear to violate the common trends assumption.
From the descriptive statistics of the behaviour of number of bookshops over
time, it can be seen that Croatia, Denmark and France may fail the common

315
Callaway and Sant’Anna (2018) generalise the two-period DID assumption to the case where it
holds, in all periods and for all groups, conditional on covariates. In other words, the parallel trends
assumption is required to hold only after conditioning on some covariates X, therefore allowing for
X-specific time trends.
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trends assumption. Even when controlling for observable characteristics this
still seems to be the case.
For quantity, there were few observable differences in trends, however when
looking at the residuals it appears that Belgium, Portugal and Spain have
upward sloping trends, relative to downward sloping trends observed in the
rest of the sample.
Undertaking the Autor test for the price data (
Figure 9-Figure 12), it should be noted that the sample begins in 1996 and
the first treatment is observed in 1998 for Greece, meaning that using J=3
will omit the full effect of Greece’s change in treatment status. The
parsimonious model 316 never fails the common trends assumption,
regardless of whether 1 to 3 leads is used (or time fixed effects versus a
constant time trend). Furthermore, for the benchmark specification (all
control variables), the common trends assumption is not rejected either with
time fixed effects or a constant time trend using J=3 317.
Turning to the bookshop data, again, the parsimonious model never fails the
common trends assumption. For the benchmark specification (all control
variables), the common trends assumption is also not rejected with time
fixed effects or a constant time trend, regardless of whether the lag (J) was
set at 1, 2 or 3.
Finally, with the quantity data, the common trends assumption is not
rejected regardless of the lag, in both the parsimonious and benchmark
model.
Figure 9 – Autor test – Book price (benchmark model)

Not including any control variables, simply country and time fixed effects along with the FBP
dummy variable.
317
However, if the Autor test is estimated using only 1 or 2 lags, the common trends assumption
fails. This may simply reflect the fact that there were expectations effects in the run-up to the
introduction of the policy.
316
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Note: The benchmark period is the year in which the treatment occurred in
each respective country.
Figure 10 – Autor test – Bookshops (benchmark model)

Note: The benchmark period is the year in which the treatment occurred in
each respective country.
Figure 11 – Autor test – Book quantity (benchmark model)
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Note: The benchmark period is the year in which the treatment occurred in
each respective country.
Figure 12 – Autor test – Book quantity (turnover - benchmark
model)

Note: The benchmark period is the year in which the treatment occurred in
each respective country.
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6.2. Balancing test

In addition, the Pei test (2018), also known as the balancing test, is carried
out whereby each control variable is used as the dependent variable in the
benchmark regression. If these controls are affected by the treatment, then
it suggests they may not be truly exogenous.
The Pei test is conducted by regressing each control variable on the FBP
dummy, time and country fixed effects and also, separately, with the full set
of other controls and fixed effects (in the benchmark specification). The Pei
test is passed for all control variables, bar female proportion and the
proportion of individuals older than 60. In this case the FBP coefficient is
statistically significant at the 10% confidence interval (but not the 5%
level). 318 Whilst not shown, benchmark regression results, excluding this
control variable provide evidence that the results and conclusions presented
in this paper remain valid.
A number of additional robustness checks were undertaken to examine the
validity of these findings. Firstly, the various specifications are re-estimated,
excluding a single country at a time, to see whether any of the findings are
driven by a single country. Secondly, the various specifications are
estimated, excluding countries which are identified as perhaps having
different trends, to see whether this affects the results. Thirdly, placebo
tests are carried out which involves switching the treatment group (i.e.
countries which changed FBP status over the period) FBP dummy variables
with the control group’s (a country which never has an FBP rule). This is
done alphabetically and implicitly examines whether the results are solely
being driven by coincidence or whether the FBP dummy variable is indeed
producing the results. Finally, a number of other robustness tests are
conducted specifically for each specification.
The results for these tests are summarised below, grouped by dependent
variable.

6.3. Additional robustness checks - Book Prices
6.3.1. Excluding one country at a time
The benchmark regression (including all available controls) excluding one
country at a time is re-estimated, to see whether the results are being
driven by a particular country (not presented). The coefficient of interest is
always negative and in the range of -0.076 to -0.036 but becomes
insignificant (at the 10% significance level) when individually excluding
Denmark or Slovenia.
6.3.2. Excluding outlier countries
As noted, in Section 4, the Baltic countries and some Eastern European
countries appear to have strong price trends which might differ from the
rest of Europe. As a result, the same model is re-estimated whilst excluding
Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Romania, Poland and Slovakia from the
sample. The coefficient of interest remains negative across all specifications
and remain significant when including tertiary rate as a regressor (Error!
Reference source not found.). The magnitude of the effect is somewhat
It may be worth adding that demographic variables can be considered less of a concern in terms
of endogeneity. Indeed, FBP legislation is unlikely to be associated with variations in sex ratios or
ageing across countries.

318
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smaller in this sub-sample: the econometric analysis suggests that, in the
remaining countries, prices are only 4.6% lower when an FBP regime is in
place, relative to when it is not. The corresponding estimate was 5.1% in
the full sample (column 6) 319.

319

Exponentiated and subtracted by 1 to get the coefficient estimate reported.
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Book price regression results – excluding Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Romania, Poland and Slovakia
VARIABLES
FBP = 1

(1)
lnbookprice
-0.0188
(0.0340)

(2)
lnbookprice
-0.0186
(0.0354)
1.20e-05
(0.00152)

(3)
lnbookprice
-0.0143
(0.0263)
-0.000615
(0.00169)
0.00949***
(0.00235)

(4)
lnbookprice
-0.0281
(0.0276)
0.000459
(0.00135)
0.00661**
(0.00253)
-1.744
(2.720)
-2.445
(2.073)
-1.399
(2.442)
-3.167
(2.239)
6.871**
(3.087)
-0.282
(0.255)

(5)
lnbookprice
-0.0281
(0.0273)
0.000692
(0.00141)
0.00511*
(0.00261)
-1.612
(2.726)
-2.407
(2.056)
-1.243
(2.430)
-3.071
(2.247)
7.644**
(3.525)
-0.314
(0.267)
0.00120
(0.00173)

0.0310***
(0.00686)
0.0463**
(0.0181)
0.0711***
(0.0144)
0.0788***
(0.0182)
0.110***
(0.0161)
0.136***
(0.0167)
0.162***

0.0333***
(0.00732)
0.0474**
(0.0211)
0.0707***
(0.0179)
0.0818***
(0.0264)
0.112***
(0.0249)
0.138***
(0.0264)
0.164***

0.0222***
(0.00762)
0.0300
(0.0192)
0.0446**
(0.0182)
0.0431
(0.0280)
0.0577**
(0.0269)
0.0647*
(0.0320)
0.0731*

0.0260***
(0.00852)
0.0500***
(0.0137)
0.0627***
(0.0176)
0.0651**
(0.0232)
0.0827**
(0.0293)
0.0982**
(0.0354)
0.114**

0.0259***
(0.00834)
0.0497***
(0.0136)
0.0618***
(0.0176)
0.0651***
(0.0224)
0.0825***
(0.0281)
0.0977***
(0.0341)
0.113**

GDPpc2015
CPI
from5to14
from15to24
from25to59
olderthan60
femaleproportion
lntotalpopulation
labourcost
tertiaryrate

(6)
lnbookprice
-0.0475**
(0.0196)
0.00161
(0.00107)
0.00353
(0.00245)
-1.430
(2.359)
-1.865
(1.923)
0.369
(1.928)
-2.894
(1.830)
3.609
(4.209)
-0.681***
(0.231)
0.000124
(0.00153)
-0.125
(0.138)

year

year = 1997
year = 1998
year = 1999
year = 2000
year = 2001
year = 2002
year = 2003
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0.0262***
(0.00846)
0.0474***
(0.0152)
0.0712***

(7)
lnbookprice
-0.0455**
(0.0214)
0.00219**
(0.000775)
0.00247
(0.00248)
-1.566
(1.960)
-1.712
(1.740)
0.693
(1.634)
-3.099*
(1.562)
4.865
(3.868)
-0.752***
(0.260)
0.00122
(0.00118)
-0.115
(0.141)
0.0201***
(0.00655)
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year = 2004
year = 2005
year = 2006
year = 2007
year = 2008
year = 2009
year = 2010
year = 2011
year = 2012
year = 2013
year = 2014
year = 2015
year = 2016
year = 2017
year = 2018
year = 2019
Constant

Observations
R-squared
Number of countries
Country fixed effects
Time Fixed Effects
Time Trend

(0.0179)
0.195***
(0.0201)
0.216***
(0.0225)
0.232***
(0.0244)
0.249***
(0.0268)
0.264***
(0.0299)
0.273***
(0.0307)
0.275***
(0.0323)
0.280***
(0.0317)
0.292***
(0.0307)
0.307***
(0.0288)
0.319***
(0.0279)
0.331***
(0.0287)
0.335***
(0.0310)
0.330***
(0.0316)
0.326***
(0.0366)
0.326***
(0.0389)
-0.321***
(0.0241)

(0.0292)
0.197***
(0.0343)
0.218***
(0.0387)
0.234***
(0.0442)
0.251***
(0.0481)
0.266***
(0.0490)
0.275***
(0.0419)
0.277***
(0.0439)
0.282***
(0.0453)
0.294***
(0.0441)
0.309***
(0.0442)
0.321***
(0.0461)
0.332***
(0.0493)
0.337***
(0.0509)
0.332***
(0.0528)
0.328***
(0.0560)
0.350***
(0.0525)
-0.324**
(0.124)

(0.0368)
0.0905*
(0.0436)
0.0954*
(0.0493)
0.0942
(0.0584)
0.0929
(0.0653)
0.0752
(0.0730)
0.0744
(0.0682)
0.0598
(0.0725)
0.0397
(0.0771)
0.0264
(0.0822)
0.0291
(0.0840)
0.0382
(0.0853)
0.0513
(0.0898)
0.0545
(0.0897)
0.0359
(0.0900)
0.0179
(0.0929)
0.0424
(0.0964)
-0.932***
(0.203)

(0.0418)
0.139**
(0.0499)
0.152**
(0.0570)
0.159**
(0.0682)
0.168**
(0.0787)
0.168*
(0.0894)
0.183*
(0.0881)
0.177*
(0.0945)
0.168
(0.103)
0.170
(0.110)
0.183
(0.116)
0.201
(0.122)
0.218
(0.129)
0.230
(0.135)
0.222
(0.140)
0.215
(0.145)

(0.0402)
0.139***
(0.0480)
0.152**
(0.0547)
0.160**
(0.0653)
0.170**
(0.0753)
0.171*
(0.0850)
0.183**
(0.0844)
0.182*
(0.0900)
0.175*
(0.0973)
0.180*
(0.104)
0.195*
(0.109)
0.213*
(0.116)
0.231*
(0.124)
0.243*
(0.129)
0.235*
(0.135)
0.229
(0.139)

(0.0204)
0.102***
(0.0285)
0.125***
(0.0349)
0.140***
(0.0429)
0.162***
(0.0520)
0.177***
(0.0610)
0.209***
(0.0623)
0.214***
(0.0666)
0.223***
(0.0712)
0.238***
(0.0781)
0.263***
(0.0819)
0.284***
(0.0840)
0.305***
(0.0909)
0.312***
(0.0991)
0.324***
(0.102)

2.022
(4.341)

2.013
(4.288)

9.210**
(4.150)

-30.65***
(9.880)

489
0.679
21
Yes
Yes
No

465
0.703
21
Yes
Yes
No

465
0.742
21
Yes
Yes
No

461
0.772
21
Yes
Yes
No

461
0.773
21
Yes
Yes
No

340
0.776
21
Yes
Yes
No

340
0.769
21
Yes
No
Yes

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The base regression is for population younger than 5, for a non-FBP period. Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s
database of FBP rules
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6.3.3. Placebo test
For the placebo test, the treatment countries’ FBP dummy is set to zero
(never FBP) and the first 7 control (never FBP) countries’ FBP dummy is
replaced to be equal to the actual FBP sequence of the treatment countries
(this is done alphabetically 320). The coefficient on the FBP status for the
benchmark price regression is insignificant. This implies that the results are
robust and are indeed being driven by the introduction (or revocations) of
the FBP rule. The final test involves replacing the dependent variable (log of
book price) with a variable capturing general prices (this variable has been
logged). The benchmark specification is estimated using this replaced
dependent variable and find that our results do not hold. Therefore, the
reported findings are not reflecting general price changes but specifically
book price changes, this strengthens the results presented in this report.

6.4. Additional robustness checks - Book Shops
6.4.1. Excluding one country at a time
The robustness tests are replicated for the benchmark specification,
excluding one country at a time to examine whether the results are being
driven by a particular country (not presented). The coefficient of interest is
always positive, except when excluding Greece where the coefficient is 0.00008 (but highly insignificant), otherwise it is in the range of 0.03968 to
0.315. Furthermore, the coefficient is always statistically insignificant except
in the case where Slovenia is excluded, in this case the coefficient of interest
becomes statistically significant (at 5% significance level) and equals 0.315.
This implies, that when excluding Slovenia, countries which have an FBP see
a 37% increase in the number of bookshops, relative to non-FBP
countries 321.
6.4.2. Excluding outlier countries
As noted, in Section 4, Croatia, Denmark and France appear to have
different trends from the rest of Europe. The same model was estimated but
excluding these countries from the sample. The coefficient of interest
remains insignificant across all specifications, however, is now negative
when controlling only for GDP per capita and for both GDP per capita and
CPI (0). This suggests that the findings (of no effect on bookshops from
FBP policy) is not particularly robust, which may be due to the small time
period of analysis (due to data constraints) and as a result of only containing
three countries which change FBP status within the timeframe.

I.e. Austria, Croatia, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, Italy and Slovenia have their FBP dummy
replaced by a set of zeros (never FBP) whilst Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia, Finland
and Ireland receive the FBP dummy sequence for Austria, Croatia, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, Italy
and Slovenia, respectively.
321
This value has been exponentiated and subtracted by 1.
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Book shop regression results – excluding Croatia, Denmark and France

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

VARIABLES

lnbookshops

lnbookshops

lnbookshops

lnbookshops

lnbookshops

lnbookshops

FBP = 1

0.0171
(0.228)

-0.00878
(0.198)
0.00358
(0.00383)

-0.0153
(0.190)
0.00336
(0.00367)
0.00482
(0.0108)

0.0217
(0.151)
0.00645**
(0.00260)
-0.00134
(0.0121)
8.276
(11.42)
16.84*
(9.215)
19.34*
(9.969)
15.51
(10.51)
-5.113
(18.23)
0.761
(0.899)

0.0191
(0.166)
0.00439*
(0.00252)
0.00622
(0.00738)
0.265
(11.97)
9.079
(9.589)
11.86
(9.076)
8.285
(8.985)
0.461
(15.38)
0.841
(1.018)
-0.000904
(0.00210)

-0.0105
(0.0363)
0.0190
(0.0646)
-0.0333
(0.0635)
-0.0480
(0.0610)
-0.0710
(0.0630)
-0.130*
(0.0687)
-0.158**
(0.0689)
-0.194**
(0.0700)
-0.235***

0.0104
(0.0460)
0.0355
(0.0750)
-0.0228
(0.0696)
-0.0352
(0.0689)
-0.0587
(0.0695)
-0.123*
(0.0683)
-0.161**
(0.0656)
-0.205***
(0.0648)
-0.261***

0.00302
(0.0396)
0.0194
(0.0709)
-0.0544
(0.0826)
-0.0802
(0.0962)
-0.110
(0.112)
-0.175
(0.115)
-0.212*
(0.112)
-0.257**
(0.118)
-0.320**

0.0252
(0.0402)
0.0550
(0.0542)
0.00437
(0.0817)
-0.00226
(0.107)
-0.0219
(0.126)
-0.0939
(0.139)
-0.135
(0.154)
-0.183
(0.175)
-0.240

0.0204
(0.153)
0.00649**
(0.00267)
-0.00111
(0.0123)
8.031
(11.47)
16.62*
(9.416)
19.12*
(10.14)
15.18
(10.71)
-6.329
(18.44)
0.708
(0.890)
-0.000648
(0.00195)
0.0273
(0.0403)
0.0566
(0.0541)
0.00576
(0.0806)
0.000246
(0.104)
-0.0187
(0.123)
-0.0898
(0.136)
-0.130
(0.150)
-0.177
(0.170)
-0.233

GDPpc2015
CPI
from5to14
from15to24
from25to59
olderthan60
femaleproportion
lntotalpopulation
labourcost
year = 2009
year = 2010
year = 2011
year = 2012
year = 2013
year = 2014
year = 2015
year = 2016
year = 2017
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(0.0701)

(0.0652)

(0.135)

(0.204)

(0.199)

year
Constant

6.010***
(0.0830)

5.665***
(0.408)

5.257***
(1.124)

-20.00
(19.81)

-18.26
(20.32)

-0.0377
(0.0242)
58.32
(46.70)

Observations
R-squared
Number of countries
Country fixed effects
Time Fixed Effects
Time Trend

228
0.280
25
Yes
Yes
No

228
0.293
25
Yes
Yes
No

228
0.296
25
Yes
Yes
No

228
0.376
25
Yes
Yes
No

228
0.376
25
Yes
Yes
No

228
0.346
25
Yes
No
Yes

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The base regression is for population younger than 5, for a non-FBP period. Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database
of FBP rules
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6.4.3. Placebo tests
Repeating the placebo test outlined above, for the benchmark bookshop
regression, reveals that the FBP coefficient is statistically significant at the
10% level of confidence (p value of 0.04). This suggests that the results are
not particularly robust as they are not necessarily being driven by the FBP
rule but other factors which are correlated. This reduces the validity of the
results from this specification.
To test whether the results are being driven by a general increase in retail
enterprise numbers (not specific to the book market), the dependent
variable (number of bookshops) is replaced with a variable capturing the
number of wholesale and retail outlets. The benchmark specification is reestimated, finding that the results do not hold: the coefficient on FBP is not
significant in this regression.

6.5. Additional robustness checks - Book
Quantity
6.5.1. Excluding one country at a time
With respect to the benchmark regression for quantity, excluding one
country at a time yields that the results are always positive and in the range
of 0.05196 to 0.366 but are insignificant (at the 10% significance level)
when individually excluding Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain or Sweden.
6.5.2. Excluding outlier countries
With regards to quantity, it was noted in Section 4 that Belgium, Portugal
and Spain appeared to have different trends from the rest of Europe.
Running the same model whilst excluding these countries, it is seen that the
coefficient remains positive in a number of models, including the benchmark
model. However, it is no longer statistically significant and the magnitude of
the effect is somewhat smaller. It is not possible to distinguish whether this
is as a result of the small sample size involved or because the effect when
removing outlier countries is indeed zero. Despite this, the coefficient
remains positive and there is never any evidence that quantity falls as a
result of an FBP rule.
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Book quantity regression results – excluding Belgium, Portugal and Spain

VARIABLES
FBP = 1

(1)
lnturnover

(2)
lnturnover

(3)
lnturnover

(4)
lnturnover

(5)
lnturnover

(6)
lnturnover

0.350
(0.229)

0.251
(0.156)
0.0122**
(0.00469)

0.219
(0.142)
0.0119**
(0.00427)
0.0130
(0.0135)

0.0814
(0.124)
0.00897*
(0.00455)
-0.00235
(0.0109)
-12.93
(13.69)
-13.49
(12.94)
-14.42
(12.80)
-8.525
(13.22)
-57.81***
(19.93)
-0.0790
(0.920)

0.0834
(0.113)
0.0107***
(0.00280)
-0.00127
(0.00741)
-11.92
(11.52)
-11.34
(11.52)
-14.40
(11.10)
-6.158
(11.78)
-30.78**
(13.64)
0.877
(0.693)
0.00934***
(0.00322)

-0.173***
(0.0550)
-0.153***
(0.0437)
-0.173***
(0.0544)
-0.241***
(0.0497)
-0.338***
(0.0515)
-0.397***
(0.0722)
-0.402***

-0.104*
(0.0571)
-0.0957**
(0.0426)
-0.142**
(0.0574)
-0.201***
(0.0581)
-0.302***
(0.0584)
-0.377***
(0.0581)
-0.422***

-0.126**
(0.0550)
-0.142***
(0.0488)
-0.231**
(0.0956)
-0.324**
(0.123)
-0.442***
(0.137)
-0.519***
(0.148)
-0.565***

-0.155**
(0.0723)
-0.166**
(0.0751)
-0.218*
(0.121)
-0.293**
(0.138)
-0.420**
(0.163)
-0.507***
(0.171)
-0.580***

0.115
(0.117)
0.00826***
(0.00272)
-0.00813
(0.0105)
-8.154
(13.02)
-6.403
(13.08)
-7.953
(13.59)
-0.199
(13.61)
-40.61**
(15.00)
0.434
(0.713)
0.0103***
(0.00353)
-0.187***
(0.0659)
-0.186**
(0.0770)
-0.226*
(0.120)
-0.312**
(0.143)
-0.442**
(0.165)
-0.542***
(0.171)
-0.625***

GDPpc2015
CPI
from5to14
from15to24
from25to59
olderthan60
femaleproportion
lntotalpopulation
labourcost
year = 2009
year = 2010
year = 2011
year = 2012
year = 2013
year = 2014
year = 2015
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year = 2016
year = 2017

(0.0548)
-0.410***
(0.0515)
-0.385***
(0.0552)

(0.0555)
-0.461***
(0.0600)
-0.487***
(0.0668)

(0.138)
-0.603***
(0.145)
-0.649***
(0.187)

(0.180)
-0.646***
(0.200)
-0.683***
(0.218)

(0.182)
-0.709***
(0.201)
-0.756***
(0.219)

year
Constant

0.790***
(0.0649)

-0.382
(0.465)

-1.506
(1.250)

43.32*
(25.08)

19.49
(14.48)

-0.0906***
(0.0209)
194.1***
(41.58)

Observations
R-squared
Number of countries
Country fixed effects
Time Fixed Effects
Time Trend

210
0.464
24
Yes
Yes
No

210
0.541
24
Yes
Yes
No

210
0.550
24
Yes
Yes
No

210
0.612
24
Yes
Yes
No

210
0.649
24
Yes
Yes
No

210
0.628
24
Yes
No
Yes

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The base regression is for population younger than 5, for a non-FBP period. Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat, World Bank data and LE’s database
of FBP rule
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6.5.3. Placebo tests
Repeating the placebo test outlined above, for the benchmark quantity
regression, reveals that the FBP coefficient is statistically insignificant. This
suggests that the findings in this study are robust in terms of quantity as
they are necessarily being driven by the observed FBP status of a country.

7. Final Remarks
The results suggest that when an FBP policy is enacted book prices are lower
and book sales are higher. There is weak evidence that the number of
bookshops is positively affected by this policy (in terms of an increase in
number of bookshops), but there are some robustness concerns with this
(latter) specification.
These results suggest that FBP policies have been successful in their aims
of extending the number of books sold and have not had deleterious effects
overall. Therefore, there is evidence to suggest that retail price maintenance
(RPM), at least in the European book sector, will not necessarily lead to
higher prices and lower consumer welfare as has been suggested for RPM
practices in other contexts.
It should be noted that this analysis has been conducted at an annual
frequency and as such there are a limited number of data points resulting
in some coefficients being estimated with relatively high standard errors.
However, the results (even when removing outliers and considering
statistical significance of results) never suggest negative effects of the FBP
policy (i.e. higher prices, lower quantity or lower number of bookstores).
Hence, at worst, the analysis suggests that the FBP policies have not had a
negative effect on consumer welfare.
One possible transmission mechanism 322 which explains these results is
suggested by Fishwick (2008) in a study of the impact of the UK net book
price agreement in the UK in the context of its removal in 1997. Fishwick
finds that book prices increased after the removal of the FBP agreement in
the UK, and hypothesises that aggressive competition following the removal
of the FBP agreement led to closure of smaller bookshops and increased
market share of larger bookshops, online sellers and supermarkets who are
able to obtain large trade discounts from publishers. These publishers, in
turn, responded by raising list prices to maintain profitability, thereby raising
prices to other retail segments and weakening their market position further.
The combined effect of loss of retailers (in particular retail segments) and
price rising reactions from publishers resulted in higher overall prices in the
long-term.

8.
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II MFN Econometric Analysis –
Country-Level

This section presents an econometric analysis to investigate the effects of
MFN clauses, or their removal, on prices and competition. The analysis
focuses on the online hotel booking sector, as online platforms have become
increasingly important over the last decade in the European hotel bookings
sector, while having been the focus of several policy changes regarding the
legality of use of MFN clauses.
The econometric analysis uses variation in the legal standing of MFN clauses
in the EU as a quasi-natural experiment to test the impact of these clauses
on market outcomes and consumers.
The analysis is conducted in two separate econometric exercises – the first
one is based on country-level data from Eurostat and the second analysis is
based on disaggregated hotel-level data from Fornova, a company that
monitors and collects price data for the hotel booking industry.
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1. MFN clauses in the online hotel booking
sector
Starting in 2010, several European national competition authorities (NCAs)
have investigated the competitive effects of MFN clauses in agreements
between online travel agents and hotels and, in some cases, have taken
different enforcement approaches. The French, Italian and Swedish NCAs
accepted commitments from the OTA Booking.com to replace wide with
narrow MFNs in April 2015. The narrow MFN commitments were unilaterally
extended by Booking.com throughout the EU – an approach that Expedia
followed shortly thereafter. The German NCA, however, issued prohibition
decisions both in respect of the MFN of the hotel booking OTA, HRS, in
December 2013 and in respect of Booking.com’s narrow MFN in December
2015. Through the European Competition Network (ECN), a working group
comprising 10 NCAs and the European Commission was established to
conduct a year-long monitoring exercise with a view to assessing and
comparing the impact of these measures. The results were published in April
2017, further to which the ECN decided to keep the sector under review.
The table below shows the list of decisions taken by NCAs and of laws passed
by countries in relation to MFNs in the online hotel booking sector:
1. List of main decisions in the EU with respect to MFNs in the
online hotel booking sector
Country

Date 323

MFN change

Germany

20 December
2013

HRS to remove MFNs.

EU/EEA

July 2015

Booking.com replaces wide with narrow MFNs EEA
wide.

EU/EEA

1 July 2015

Expedia announces to use narrow MFNs in Europe.

France

5 August 2015

All forms of hotel booking platform MFNs were
banned in France (Loi Macron law).

Germany

1 February 2016

Bundeskartellamt prohibits Booking.com from
applying MFNs.

Austria

1 January 2017

Austria amended the Competition Law to outlaw all
MFN clauses by hotel booking platforms.

Italy

29 August 2017

The Competition and Market Law outlawed all hotel
booking platform MFN clauses.

Belgium

19 July 2018

Belgium introduced legislation prohibiting narrow
MFN clauses between accommodations and hotel
booking OTAs.

Source: London Economics’ analysis based on Hunold et al. (2016); Mantovi et al. (2019),Colangelo (2019) and
Global Competition Review (2018).

2. Econometric Specification
The country-level econometric analysis of MFN clauses in the hotel booking
sector applies a two-way fixed effects model. A two-way fixed effects model
The date refers to the time, at which decisions have taken effect. Some of the decisions have been
announced at an earlier date.
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is a more general version of the canonical difference in differences model 324,
which is “a quasi-experimental research design that researchers often use
to study causal relationships” (Wing, Simon & Bello-Gomez, 2018). Using
this model allows to compare the evolution of the dependent variable over
time between a treatment and a control group.
This type of regression model is commonly used in policy evaluation (Wing,
Simon & Bello-Gomez, 2018; de Chaisemartin & D’Haultfœuille, 2019) as
well as in the academic literature investigating the effect of MFN clauses
(CMA, 2017; ECN, 2017; Ater & Rigbi, 2018; Hunold et al., 2016 325;
Mantovani et al. 2019). Similarly to these studies, the introduction of laws
banning the use of wide and narrow MFN clauses can be interpreted as an
exogenous factor (i.e. not driven by the outcome variables of interest) that
varied over time and across countries.
The specification looks for effects of MFN indicators on alternative dependent
variables, namely price level and a demand/consumption measure. Several
studies have investigated price levels (Ater & Rigbi, 2018; Chen & Liu, 2011)
and commission rates (ECN, 2017 326) as the dependent variable.
The regression specifications in this study can be described as follows:
(1) 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝛾1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝛾𝛾2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,(𝑡𝑡−12) + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
(2) 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜑𝜑𝑡𝑡 + 𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜆𝜆1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜆𝜆2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

In the above equations, the price for a hotel room in country i and period t,
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , and the number of nights booked in hotels in country i and
period t, 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , are the dependent variables.

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a vector of treatment variables indicating changes in the use of
MFN clauses in a specific country and period. For example, this variable
would take the value 1 for observations from a country that has banned
narrow MFNS after the ban has come into effect and zero otherwise.
In addition to the treatment variables, a set of control variables is included
in the regressions:
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a vector of variables that can contribute to explaining variations
in the outcome variables since they have general effects on supply and
demand in the domestic economy across time and countries (e.g. GDP per
capita, unemployment rate, CPI).

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−12 is a vector of country and time specific variables that control for
hotel market specific information (e.g. net occupancy rate of hotel
bedrooms, or the available number of bedrooms). Some of these hotel
market specific variables might be endogenous due to the fact that demand
variables are influenced by hotel prices. For this reason, lagged observations
(t-12 327) are used for variables that could exhibit reversed causality (e.g.
The standard difference in differences model considers two time periods and one control and
treatment group. In reality, most quasi-experiments, such as the present case, last for a longer time
period and have multiple groups with varying treatment timings.
325
The authors employ a difference-in-trend approach, which “closely resembles a difference-indifferences approach as a trend is a difference over time” (Hunold et al., 2016).
326
The authors do not use observed prices as dependent variable but the commissions that are paid
by the hotels to OTAs. The European Commission has obtained this information directly from the
OTAs.
327
The index refers to 12 months.
324
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net occupancy rate of hotel bedrooms). A demand variable that is lagged by
1 year is no longer subject to this criticism. However, demand from the
previous year is a proxy for country specific trends, including patterns of
demand.
The proposed panel model also includes country and time fixed effects and
an error term. The time fixed effects are dummy variables for each period
in the data (on a monthly level) that control for country independent trends
and shocks. The country fixed effects control for all country specific effects
that do not change over time. As a result, the coefficients of interest
(𝛽𝛽 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜔𝜔) are within estimators that rely on changes of the MFN variables
within each country.
The model uses the Huber/White estimator that yields heteroscedasticityconsistent standard errors. The standard errors are not clustered over
countries (as in Task 2) because the number of countries is not sufficiently
high to cluster over 328.

The variables in the panel data have a monthly frequency. Due to the
seasonality of the hotel industry, the analysis accounts for seasonal patterns
in the hotel specific variables (e.g. hotel price, number of nights and net
occupancy rate), as well as some economy wide variables (e.g. GDP per
capita, CPI and unemployment) by de-seasonalising the variables.
The study is interested in identifying changes to the long-term movements
of the data. However, timeseries data is often subject to short-term effects.
“Seasonal adjustment removes systematic calendar related variation
associated with the time of the year” (TSAB, 2007) in order to account for
short-term effects.
The software package X12 ARIMA, which has been developed by the U.S.
Census Bureau, uses moving averages to account for systematic calendar
related effects. Using X12 ARIMA and period fixed effects accounts for
country-specific patterns in addition to the across-country patterns and
shocks 329.

3. Data
3.1. Dependent and independent variables

For the country-level analysis, data has been sourced from Eurostat, as
shown below:
2. List of dependent and independent variables
Variabl
e

Source

Period 330

Description

Bertrand et al. (2004) highlight the issues in clustering when the number of states/countries is
low, Rokicki et al. (2018) suggest that cluster-robust standard errors work sufficiently well so long
as the number of states/countries is greater than 20.
329
The period fixed effects account for seasonality that is common across all countries. It is also
possible to include interaction terms between monthly dummy variables and the countries that would
control for country-specific seasonality. Results for regression specifications that include these
interaction terms are discussed in the robustness checks. However, allowing for country-specific time
trends or seasonality has the caveat that it will capture parts of any treatment effect.
330
The availability of each variable varies significantly by country.
328
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-

January 2002
October 2019
Monthly
frequency 331

–

Hotel
prices

Eurostat
HICP

Number
of nights
spent

Eurostat

January 1997 –
September 2019
Monthly frequency

Net
occupanc
y
–
bedrooms

Eurostat

January 1997 –
September 2019
Monthly frequency

Number
of
bedrooms

Eurostat

MFN
dummy
variables

Obtained from
desk research
from
accredited
journals
and/or
government
legal
documents
and
is
displayed in 0.

1990-2018
Annual frequency
(imputed
to
monthly
values
using
linear
interpolation)

2013 – 2019
Monthly frequency

HICP at constant tax rates
dataset 332.
Using
product
“Hotels, motels, inns and
similar
accommodation
services”; prices indexed at
2015 prices. This variable has
been de-seasonalised using
X12 ARIMA.
The number of nights spent at
tourist
accommodation
establishments in the category
‘Hotels
and
similar
accommodation’. Tourists from
both foreign and reporting
countries are aggregated. The
number of nights has been
transformed into an index at
the 2015 level. This variable
has
been
de-seasonalised
using X12 ARIMA.
Net occupancy rate 333 of
bedrooms in hotels and similar
accommodation. This variable
has
been
de-seasonalised
using X12 ARIMA.
The number of bedrooms in
‘Hotels
and
similar
accommodation’. The variable
has been transformed into an
index at the 2015 level.

Changes in the use of wide and
narrow MFN clauses in the
online hotel booking industry
by country.

In addition to the above-mentioned variables that are specific to the hotel
sector, the regressions also control for more general changes in the
economy 334:

The dataset includes observations for: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and
the United Kingdom.
332
Given that hotel prices are already adjusted to reflect tax, it is not necessary to control for changes
in VAT rates or other taxes.
333
The net occupancy rate is obtained “by dividing the total number of bedrooms used during the
reference period (i.e. the sum of the bedrooms in use per day) by the total number of bedrooms
available for the reference period (i.e. the sum of bedrooms available per day)” (Eurostat).
334
These control variables refer to the domestic economy. However, a variable controlling for EU
wide GDP per capita has also been added in robustness checks.
331
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•

GDP per capita which controls for the effects of macroeconomic
conditions and average income;

•

CPI is the general price index and controls for other drivers of inflation
coming from general economic conditions;

•

Unemployment, to capture changes in wages which might affect
purchasing power and the domestic propensity of going on holiday.

3. List of control variables
Variabl
e

Source

Frequency 335

GDP per
capita

Eurostat

Quarterly
frequencyinterpolated
into
monthly frequency
(linear
interpolation)

CPI

Eurostat
HICP

Unemploy
ment

Eurostat

-

Monthly frequency

Monthly frequency

Description
Unadjusted data, chain linked
volumes indexed to 2015
prices. The variable has been
reweighted for consistency, as
it was originally indexed to
2010. This variable has been
de-seasonalised
using
X12
ARIMA.
HICP at constant tax rates. This
variable
has
been
deseasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
Unadjusted
data,
unemployment as a share of
total active population. This
variable
has
been
deseasonalised using X12 ARIMA.

3.2. Treatment variables: MFN clauses
The treatment variables are dummy variables indicating the switch from
wide to narrow and from narrow to no MFN clauses in the online hotel
booking industry. The variables are constructed manually and are based on
the decisions in the EU with respect to MFNs (see 0).
Four MFN variables have been constructed: noMFN, noMFN_Austria,
noMFN_Italy and noMFN_Belgium 336. The decisions that are underlying
these variables are listed in 0. The variable noMFN combines
noMFN_Austria, noMFN_Italy and noMFN_Belgium. It takes the value 1 if
either noMFN_Austria is 1, noMFN_Italy, or noMFN_Belgium is 1, or all three
are 1.
The impact of the decisions in France and in Germany are not analysed and
the two countries are excluded from the sample. In the case of France, there
is not sufficient data before the event, whereas Germany is excluded based
on a request by the European Commission due to a separate, ongoing
investigation by the Bundeskartellamt.

The control variables are available at least from 2000 onwards for most countries.
The variables noMFN_Austria, noMFN_Italy andno MFN_Belgium take the value 1 after the use of
all MFN clauses have been outlawed in each respective country and zero otherwise.
335 335
336
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4. Laws relating to booking
treatment variable
Country

Year 337

platform

MFNs

underlying

the

MFN change

Austria

January
2017

Austria amended the Competition Law to outlaw all
MFN clauses by hotel booking platforms.

Italy

September
2017

The Competition and Market Law outlawed all hotel
booking platform MFN clauses in Italy.

Belgium

August 2018

Belgium introduced legislation prohibiting narrow MFN
clauses between accommodations and hotel booking
OTAs.

3.3. Sample
The original sample consists of the EU28 member states (excluding
Germany and France). However, not all countries are included in the
econometric analysis due to limited data for some countries 338. As a result,
the sample includes monthly observations for the following 21 countries
from January 2015 to December 2018 339: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden.
Based on the definition of the treatment variables, Austria, Italy and
Belgium form the treatment group, whereas all remaining countries in the
sample form the control group. The selection of the countries for the control
groups is laid out in more detail in the common trend analysis.

4. Descriptive Statistics
This section provides descriptive statistics of the dataset and a visual
inspection of the dependent variables. 0 displays summary statistics of the
variables used in the econometric analyses. The hotel price, the number of
nights, the number of bedrooms, GDP per capita and CPI are indexed to
2015. Most of the variables are de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA (indicated
by d). The mean of the variable No_MFN is rather low due to the fact that
only 3 out of 21 countries experience a treatment.
5. Descriptive statistics
Variable

Count

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Hotel price indexd
Number of nights indexd

953
1,008

105.0
109.1

7.3
10.3

80.6
80.6

144.4
153.3

The date refers to the time, at which decisions have taken effect. Due to the monthly data
structure, the following month has been used as the first treatment period for Italy and Belgium, as
the treatment happened near the end of the month.
338
The hotel price data does not include any observations for Malta. Furthermore, Finland, Ireland,
Romania and the United Kingdom do not have enough observations to be det-seasonalised by the
software X12 ARIMA. Germany is excluded from the sample, given the request by the European
Commission not to include it in the analysis, and France due to the fact that it had a treatment before
the beginning of the panel data. For consistency, the sample for the regressions using price and
demand as dependent variables are kept the same.
339
The countries Croatia, Cyprus, France, Slovakia and Spain only have hotel price data from
December 2015 to December 2018.
337
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No MFN
Net bedroom occupation –
1 year lagd
Number of bedrooms indexd
GDP per capita indexd
CPId
Unemployment shared

1,008

0.045

0.207

0.0

1.0

1,008

50.5

8.5

29.6

73.5

984
1,008
1,008
1,008

101.8
104.4
101.3
8.7

3.1
4.5
2.0
4.8

95.7
96.7
97.9
2.0

118.2
121.3
108.1
27.7

Figure 13 and Figure 14 provide a visual understanding of the evolution and
magnitude of the dependent variables over time. The variables displayed
are the hotel price index and the number of nights index. The variables in
some countries appear to have a seasonal pattern, even though both
variables have been de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
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Figure 13 – Evolution over time - Hotel price index

Notes: The variable is indexed to 2015. Blue curves indicate countries, in which narrow MFNs are allowed throughout the entire sample. The curves of the treatment countries are green. A red dot indicates the
time, at which narrow MFNs have been banned in a country.
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Figure 14 – Evolution over time – Number of nights index

Notes: The variable is indexed to 2015. Blue curves indicate countries, in which narrow MFNs are allowed throughout the entire sample. The curves of the treatment countries are green. A red dot indicates the
time, at which narrow MFNs have been banned in a country.
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5. Econometric Results
0 and 0 present the results to the main regression specifications 0 and (2) in Chapter 2. The study takes a stepwise approach in terms
of adding the control variables to the regressions. By starting with a parsimonious regression specification that only includes the
treatment variables and country and period fixed effects, it is possible to identify the correlation of the other control variables on the
estimated coefficient of the treatment variable:
6. Regression output – hotel price – main specification
VARIABLES
No MFN
GDP per
indexd

(1)
Hotel price indexd

(2)
Hotel price indexd

(3)
Hotel price indexd

(4)
Hotel price indexd

(5)
Hotel price indexd

-3.299**
(1.220)

-3.560**
(1.543)
-0.0722

-3.038**
(1.441)
-0.122

-3.197*
(1.542)
-0.244

-4.154***
(1.387)
-0.323

(0.270)

(0.293)

-0.540

(0.281)
0.820
(0.610)
-0.901

(0.248)
0.776
(0.576)
-0.588

(0.869)

(0.910)

(0.788)
0.421***

capita

CPId
Unemployment
shared
Net
bedroom
occupation - 1 year
lagd
Constant
100.1***
(1.278)

107.3***
(26.88)

117.9***
(33.56)

52.37
(59.96)

41.50
(58.02)

Observations
R-squared
Number of country
Country fixed effects

953
0.483
21
YES

953
0.488
21
YES

953
0.498
21
YES

953
0.522
21
YES

953
0.483
21
YES
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Period fixed effects
YES
De-seasonalised X12 YES
ARIMA
De-seasonalised
NO
monthly interaction
terms

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

– variable has been de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
The baseline in the regression is for January 2015, narrow MFN country/period.
Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat data and LE’s database of decisions regarding MFN clauses
d

The coefficient for the treatment variable noMFN in the hotel price regression is negative and statistically significant in all of the hotel
price regressions. This is true for the parsimonious model as well as the ones including control variables. The regressions indicate that
hotel prices are lower after narrow MFN clauses were outlawed in Austria, Italy and Belgium. Prices are estimated to have decreased by
4.2 percentage points (relative to prices in 2015) in the treatment countries. The coefficient is rather stable when including control
variables, ranging from -3.0 to -4.2 percentage points 340. These results are in line with the theoretical argument from the literature that
MFN clauses reduce competition among platforms and as, a consequence, may lead to higher prices.
The hotel specific control variable, lagged net occupancy, is also significant. The coefficient suggests that hotel prices are higher when
more bedrooms are occupied. This result is in line with standard economic reasoning. 341
7. Regression output – main specification – number of nights
(1)
Number
indexd

VARIABLES

No MFN
GDP
340
341

per

-6.485***
(1.836)
capita

of

(2)
nights Number
indexd
-2.727
(2.288)
0.987***

of

(3)
nights Number
indexd
-1.835
(2.305)
0.878***

of

(4)
nights Number
indexd

of

(5)
nights Number
indexd

-1.741
(2.392)
0.982***

The control variable that has the largest impact on the coefficient of the treatment variable is the lagged net bedroom occupancy.
The coefficients of the country fixed effects are provided in 0.
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indexd
(0.307)

(0.275)

-0.893

(0.267)
-0.826*
(0.451)
-0.519

(0.243)
-0.784
(0.517)
-0.619

(0.626)

(0.618)

(0.575)
0.623***

CPId
Unemployment
shared
Number of bedrooms
indexd
Constant

97.33***
(1.319)

0.0653
(29.94)

20.71
(26.29)

88.33*
(45.65)

(0.214)
39.70
(51.46)

Observations
R-squared
Number of country
Country fixed effects
Period fixed effects
De-seasonalised X12
ARIMA
De-seasonalised
monthly interaction
terms

1,008
0.670
21
YES
YES
YES

1,008
0.709
21
YES
YES
YES

1,008
0.716
21
YES
YES
YES

1,008
0.720
21
YES
YES
YES

984
0.735
21
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

– variable has been de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1The baseline in the regression is for January 2015, narrow MFN country/period.
Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat data and LE’s database of decisions regarding MFN clauses
d

The coefficient for the treatment variable noMFN in the number of nights regression is also negative, implying a reduction in the number
of nights following the switch from narrow to no MFN clauses. However, the treatment variable is not significantly different from zero,
except for the parsimonious regression specification. When including country specific control variables, the coefficient of the treatment
variable decreases drastically and becomes statistically insignificant. This means that the analysis does not detect an effect on hotel
demand in the full model.
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Similar to the hotel price regression, only the hotel specific control variable,
the number of bedrooms available, is significant in the full regression
specification. The coefficient suggests that more nights are booked when
there are more rooms available. Hotels are likely to increase the number of
beds if they are usually fully booked. By increasing the number of bedrooms
available, they would be able to book out more rooms and increase the
number of nights spent.
The coefficients for the other control variables, including GDP per capita,
CPI and unemployment, vary sometimes between the price and the demand
regressions and are not significant in most cases. This might be due to the
fact that the variables are domestic measures, but hotel prices are set by
total demand that is also influenced by international tourism and business
trips. However, the results are not changed when including an EU-wide
average of GDP per capita.
Country fixed effects
The regressions presented in this chapter include period and country fixed
effects, even though they are not reported in 0. The regressions are
performed in Stata, which does not report the underlying coefficients when
specifying the fixed effects panel data option ‘fe’. 0 presents the coefficients
of the country fixed effects that have been produced based on the regression
results via the ‘predict’ function in Stata.
8.

Regression output – Country fixed effects 342

VARIABLES

(1)
Hotel price indexd

(2)
Number of nightsd

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czechia
Denmark
Estonia
Greece
Hungary
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden

-3.06
-6.17
2.70
-3.97
2.87
-3.63
-4.47
1.64
8.26
-2.23
2.26
-2.55
-4.39
-4.06
-1.21
-1.05
7.42
3.14
8.16
6.58
-3.88

-3.35
-7.36
4.71
-2.13
7.59
-1.62
-5.32
-3.63
10.04
0.27
-1.79
-1.16
0.02
-6.61
0.74
-0.67
0.67
6.43
-1.94
4.90
-1.91

Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat data and LE’s database of decisions regarding MFN clauses

342

These country fixed effects have been produced in Stata by using the predict function.
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6. Robustness Checks
The first set of robustness checks investigates the common trends
assumption. Further checks include adaptations of the main regression
specifications by including monthly interaction terms or country specific
treatment variables. In addition, a range of placebo tests and regressions
identifying spillover effects are conducted.

6.1. Common Trends Analysis
Common trends between the control and the treatment group is an
important assumption underlying two-way fixed effects models. Common
trends must not be identified for each country individually, but for the
control and treatment groups as a whole.
In order to analyse this assumption, an Autor test is conducted (Autor,
2003). Essentially, this involves allowing for leads and lags of the treatment
variable in the benchmark regressions. For the common trends assumption
to hold, the coefficients on the lead variables have to equal zero 343 and the
coefficients on the lags to be different. For clarity, the Autor test regressions
are of the form:
(1) 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 +
𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=1 𝜌𝜌−𝑗𝑗 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−𝑗𝑗 + ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=1 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 + 𝛾𝛾1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 +
𝛾𝛾2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,(𝑡𝑡−12) + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
(2) 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 + 𝜑𝜑𝑡𝑡 +
𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=1 𝜇𝜇−𝑗𝑗 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−𝑗𝑗 + ∑𝐽𝐽𝑗𝑗=1 𝜗𝜗𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 + 𝜆𝜆1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 +
𝜆𝜆2 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the coefficients on the leads and lags of the
treatment variable in the regressions using hotel room price and number of
nights as dependent variable. Due to the high number of months in the
sample, the regressions only include leads and lags for every third month
and up to 24 months prior and post the actual treatment. In both cases, all
leads are not statistically different from zero. This means that the Autor test
and thereby the common trend assumption pass in both regression
specifications. Therefore, the study draws on the full sample of 21 EU
Member States for the analysis.

343
The common trends assumption also passes if the coefficient is not zero, but the estimator is not
statistically significant. As a result, the coefficient is statistically not different from zero.
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Figure 15 – Autor test – Hotel price index 344

Figure 16 – Autor test – Number of nights index 345

344
345

The 24 months lag has been dropped due to collinearity.
The 24 months lag has been dropped due to collinearity.
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6.2. Balancing test
In addition, the Pei test (2018), also known as the balancing test, is carried
out. This test analyses the correlation between the treatment variable and
the control variables byusing each control variable as the dependent variable
in the benchmark regression.
All control variables but the CPI fail the Pei test, as the treatment variable
displays a statistically significant relationship with the controls as dependent
variable. This suggests that the treatment is not truly exogenous.
However, the study’s finding regarding the relationship between narrow MFN
clauses and hotel prices holds in the parsimonious and the full model. The
coefficient and the statistical significance are comparable across all models,
independent of the control variables included in the regression specification.
For this reason, it can be concluded that the relationship between the control
and the treatment variables does not affect the results and interpretation
thereof. In case of the demand regressions, the main regression
specification does not find a significant effect of the MFN clauses.

6.3. Adapted
regression
specification
Including monthly interaction terms

–

The visual inspection of the control variable has revealed that the data
shows some seasonal patterns even after de-seasonalising the variables
using X12 ARIMA. Some of these additional patterns are likely to be
controlled for by the time period fixed effects, which control for trends,
patterns and shocks that are common across all countries. Furthermore,
variables such as net occupancy control for country specific tourism
patterns.
A further test is conducted by including interaction terms between monthly
dummy variables and country dummy variables. The interaction terms
control for country specific seasonality. One of the caveats of countryspecific time trends is that they capture parts of any treatment effect.
Furthermore, it may lead to problems generally associated with over-fitting
of the regression, as more than 200 additional control variables are added
to the regression, 11 interaction terms for each of the 21 countries.
0 presents the results to the regression specifications 0 and (2) in Chapter
2 when including monthly interaction terms:
9.

Regression output – including monthly interaction terms

VARIABLES

No MFN
GDP per capita indexd
CPId
Unemployment shared
Net bedroom occupation - 1 year lagd

(1)
Hotel price indexd

(2)
Number
indexd

-4.334**
(1.670)
-0.383
(0.325)
0.798
(0.714)
-0.752
(0.949)
0.440**
(0.159)

-0.496
(2.552)
1.065***
(0.292)
-1.076*
(0.609)
-0.436
(0.767)
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Number of bedrooms indexd
Constant

46.28
(71.91)

0.493**
(0.235)
55.19
(58.50)

Observations
R-squared
Number of country
Country fixed effects
Period fixed effects
De-seasonalised X12 ARIMA
De-seasonalised monthly interaction terms

953
0.634
21
YES
YES
YES
YES

984
0.804
21
YES
YES
YES
YES

d
– variable has been de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
The baseline in the regression is for January 2015, narrow MFN country/period.
Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat data and LE’s database of decisions regarding MFN clauses

The regression output shows that the results remain stable even when
controlling for additional country-specific seasonality. The coefficients have
nearly the same values and significance levels. This finding corroborates the
results of the main regression specification.

6.4. Adapted
regression
specification
treatment effect by treatment country

–

0 presents the results to the regression specifications 0 and (2) in Chapter
2 when including three separate treatment variables for Austria, Italy and
Belgium. This allows for the treatment to be heterogeneous across
countries:
10. Regression output – treatment effect by treatment country
VARIABLES

No MFN - Austria
No MFN - Italy
No MFN - Belgium
GDP per capita indexd
CPId
Unemployment shared
Net bedroom occupation - 1 year lagd

(1)
Hotel price indexd

(2)
Number
indexd

-4.772***
(1.379)
-3.338**
(1.580)
-4.505**
(1.802)
-0.329
(0.252)
0.815
(0.616)
-0.603
(0.808)
0.423***
(0.119)

-1.810
(1.708)
-2.459
(1.432)
6.523***
(1.834)
0.865***
(0.249)
-0.913
(0.549)
-0.493
(0.560)

Number of bedrooms indexd
Constant

38.28
(60.69)

0.586***
(0.204)
50.13
(52.55)

Observations
R-squared
Number of country
Country fixed effects
Period fixed effects
De-seasonalised X12 ARIMA

953
0.522
21
YES
YES
YES

984
0.738
21
YES
YES
YES
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De-seasonalised monthly interaction terms

NO

NO

– variable has been de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
The baseline in the regression is for January 2015, narrow MFN country/period.
Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat data and LE’s database of decisions regarding MFN clauses
d

The coefficients for the treatment variables noMFN_Austria, noMFN_Italy
and noMFN_Belgium are negative and statistically significant at the 5% and
1% level in the hotel price regression. Prices are estimated to decrease by
4.8 percentage points in Austria, by 3.3 percentage points in Italy and by
4.5 percentage points in Belgium as a result of narrow MFN removal, relative
to 2015 prices. This finding is in line with the main specification that looks
at the average effect of outlawing MFN clauses. The effect appears to be
strongest in Austria compared to Italy but also Belgium, both in terms of
significance and magnitude.
As in the main regression, the coefficients of the treatment variable in the
demand regression are negative. The only exception is Belgium, which
exhibits a large positive effect at a high statistical significance level. Number
of nights are estimated to be 6.5 percentage points higher (relative to 2015
levels). This is in line with the interpretation that the ban of narrow MFN
clauses did not have a negative effect on demand.

6.5. Excluding one country at a time
As a first step, a test of the robustness of the results to the exclusion of one
treated country at a time is performed. For the price regression: the
treatment coefficient ranges between -4.91 at 1% level (excluding Italy)
and -3.88 at 5% level (excluding Austria). When excluding Belgium, the
coefficient is -4.3 at 5% level. 346
A test of the sensitivity of the main results to the effects of individual
countries was also performed. This involved running the regressions after
excluding one control group country at a time. With relatively few countries
and the potential for some being outliers the motivation for this test was to
check that the results are not driven by the effect one such outlier. The
findings on the treatment variable do not change in both regression
specifications.
The treatment variable in the price regression remains statistically
significant 347 independent on which control group country has been
dropped. The magnitude of the coefficient is also relatively stable, as it
ranges from -3.4 to -5.1 percentage points (relative to 2015 levels) in the
18 regression specifications.
When conducting the same test for the regression using demand as
dependent variable the coefficient remains negative and not significant in
all cases.
These findings illustrate that the results are not driven by a particular control
group country.

For the demand regression, the original coefficient is not significant, so robustness checks are not
generally required. It was however checked that the coefficient remains not significant when
excluding one treatment country at a time.
347
Most cases (16) remain significant at a 1% level. In three case, the significance drops to the 5%
level.
346
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6.6. Placebo tests
Further robustness checks that are carried out in this study include placebo
tests that demonstrate that the treatment effect does not exist when it
should not exist. These checks include the use of different dependent
variable and of ‘fake’ treatment timings.
In a first instance, an alternative set of dependent variables has been used
to test whether the treatment effect is specific to the outcome variables
under investigation. For these placebo tests, a general price index (CPI) has
been used instead of a ‘hotel price index’ 348; and in the demand regression
‘retail trade turnover’ (except of motor vehicle and motorcycles) has been
used instead of the ‘number of nights’. The change from narrow to no MFN
clauses in the online hotel booking sector should not have any effect to these
alternative dependent variables 349. The findings confirm that the treatment
variable turns out to be statistically insignificant.
Secondly, a placebo test has been performed by using a ‘fake’ treatment
timing. For this test, the sample has been restricted to the time prior to the
treatment in Austria (prior to January 2017). Random treatment timings
have then been assigned to the original treatment countries: Austria (June
2015), Italy (February 2016), Belgium (April 2016). Table 11 shows the
regression outputs on this restricted sample when using the ‘fake’ treatment
timing. The results suggest that there is no statistically significant effect
detected when choosing a random treatment timing.
11. Regression output – fake treatment timing
VARIABLES

No MFN - fake
GDP per capita indexd
CPId
Unemployment shared
Net bedroom occupation - 1 year lagd

(1)
Hotel price indexd

(2)
Number
indexd

-1.379
(1.105)
0.0173
(0.441)
1.405*
(0.690)
0.000259
(0.592)
0.385**
(0.136)

-1.321
(1.865)
1.041**
(0.467)
-1.399
(1.017)
-0.488
(0.795)

Number of bedrooms indexd
Constant

-59.00
(94.84)

0.765
(0.501)
63.14
(74.84)

Observations
R-squared
Number of country
Country fixed effects
Period fixed effects
De-seasonalised X12 ARIMA
De-seasonalised monthly interaction terms

449
0.240
21
YES
YES
YES
NO

504
0.517
21
YES
YES
YES
NO

of

nights

d
– variable has been de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
The baseline in the regression is for January 2015, narrow MFN country/period.

In order to conduct this regression, the variable CPI has been used as the dependent variable
instead of as a control variable.
349
In this placebo test, the timing of the treatment variables is the actual timing of the event.
348
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Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat data and LE’s database of decisions regarding MFN clauses

The abovementioned placebo tests provide strong support for the main
findings, as they illustrate that the treatment effects are specific to the time
and the outcome variables of interest.

6.7. Spillover effects
Due to the fact that the tourism makes up a large proportion of hotel
demand and tourism is an international market, it is possible that changes
in the use of MFN clauses in one country may have an effect on hotels in
another country. This kind of spillover effect would most likely be expected
in countries that compete for tourists with the treatment countries and can,
thus, be considered as substitute destinations.
In the case of Italy, the study draws on Spain and Croatia as potential
spillover countries. An additional treatment variable has been created that
takes the value 1 for these spillover countries for the times of the Italian
treatment and zero otherwise.
12. Regression output – spillover effects
VARIABLES

No MFN
No MFN - country spillover
GDP per capita indexd
CPId
Unemployment shared
Net bedroom occupation - 1 year lagd

(1)
Hotel price indexd

(2)
Number
indexd

-4.147***
(1.380)
-1.994
(2.284)
-0.337
(0.256)
0.815
(0.600)
-0.740
(0.908)
0.415***
(0.114)

-0.859
(2.052)
-8.977***
(1.694)
0.763***
(0.211)
-0.568
(0.430)
-1.350**
(0.484)

Number of bedrooms indexd
Constant

40.88
(59.45)

0.546**
(0.201)
39.32
(42.63)

Observations
R-squared
Number of country
Country fixed effects
Period fixed effects
De-seasonalised X12 ARIMA
De-seasonalised monthly interaction terms

953
0.524
21
YES
YES
YES
NO

984
0.751
21
YES
YES
YES
NO

of

nights

– variable has been de-seasonalised using X12 ARIMA.
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
The baseline in the regression is for January 2015, narrow MFN country/period.
Source: London Economics’ analysis of Eurostat data and LE’s database of decisions regarding MFN clauses
d

The results in 0 show that the spillover variable does not identify a
statistically significant effect on price but a negative effect on demand. This
is in line with the economic reasoning: As prices decrease in the treatment
countries (including Italy), substitute destinations, such as Spain and
Croatia, become less attractive and experience a decline in demand.
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For the case of Austria and Belgium, it is more difficult to identify suitable
substitute destination. The study also uses Spain and Croatia as substitute
countries for Austria (when applying the treatment timing of Austria rather
than of Italy). The results remain the same as presented in 0. Conducting
the spillover test for Belgium is more difficult, as there is no direct
comparison country and as the data only includes five observations after the
treatment takes place.

7. Final Remarks
Overall, the current results indicate that the removal of the narrow MFN
clauses is associated with lower hotels prices, on average, while any impact
on the “consumption” of hotel nights seems harder to identify.
In principle, it might be expected that lower average prices would go in
tandem with greater number of nights, if indeed the policy intervention
operated through an increase in competition among platforms. On the other
hand, given the important role of platforms in bringing hotels to markets,
an increase in competition may have deterred them from promoting as
many hotels or as aggressively as they may have done absent the
intervention. At this stage this is merely a conjecture, but something that
can be investigated with a richer dataset.
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III
MFN Econometric
Hotel-Level

Analysis

–

1. Background
This section investigates further the impact of MFN clauses on competition
and consumers, this time using a large dataset of hotel-level data, which
covers several millions of hotel booking searches during the period 20162018.
The question that this empirical section seeks to address is whether banning
narrow MFNs had positive effects for competition and consumers in the hotel
booking sector. 350
The conceptual framework is once again a quasi-experimental setting,
relying on the fact that, during the period covered by the dataset, some
Member States adopted laws banning the use of narrow MFN clauses by
hotel booking platforms while other Member States did not.
In competition law, the motivation for prohibiting retail MFN clauses is that
they restrict the incentives that platforms would otherwise have to compete
by lowering their commission rates in exchange for gaining market share.
In the case of narrow MFNs, this effect operates indirectly. Platform A can
be undercut by other platforms: platform B can forego some of its
commission in exchange for the suppliers setting lower room prices on its
platform than on platform A. A narrow MFN imposed by platform A on hotel
X only binds the hotel to not undercut platform A on the hotel’s own website.
In principle, this could allow for competition on commission rates and on
room prices between platforms. Indeed, a smaller platform could gain
market share by foregoing some commission in exchange for the hotel
offering its rooms at lower prices on the platform's website. In theory,
consumers would switch to booking through this platform and this would
put pressure on other platforms (including those that impose narrow MFNs)
to lower their commission rates in order to also receive lower room prices
from the hotels that they show on their website, or risk losing bookings.
This would enhance the bargaining position of hotels when dealing with the
platforms and lead to a combination of lower commission rates and lower
room prices for consumers. 351
However, an alternative view is that this mechanism is unlikely to create a
strong enough competitive pressure on the platforms protected by narrow
MFNs, and that, therefore, even narrow MFNs can have a negative impact
on market outcomes for consumers.

The data covers a period where the wide MFN clauses of the major hotel booking platforms had
been removed in all EEA countries.
351
Hotel booking platforms generally operate under an agency model, so that the room price that is
displayed on the platform is generally set by the hotel. Indeed, it is the fact that the hotel sets the
retail price of its rooms on all channels that enables the use of retail MFNs. Although we understand
that some booking platforms may discount the room price in some situations, this practice does not
appear to be widespread, and our analysis is based on the assumption that they do not.
350
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Under this view, removing narrow MFNs allows hotels' own websites to add
to the competitive constraints on platform commission rates. Indeed, the
constraint on platform commission rates coming from other platforms may
be very weak if those other platforms have a small combined market share.
Even though the mechanism by which removing narrow MFN clauses is
expected to strengthen competition is an indirect one - relying on supplierto-platform competition rather than purely on platform-to-platform
competition - ultimately, the expected outcome is stronger competition
among platforms, leading to lower commission rates and lower room prices
for consumers.
The competitive mechanism described above can, however, be thwarted
through the use of retaliation strategies by powerful platforms. Examples
include “de-ranking” hotels in the platform's search results as a means of
“punishing” hotels that offer lower room prices on other sales channels. A
lower ranking on a major platform can cause a significant drop in bookings,
meaning that hotels cannot afford to do it. Such strategies may allow
platforms to impose de facto MFNs even while such clauses are banned and
contracts that include them unenforceable. Furthermore, such strategies
could potentially enforce both wide and narrow MFNs.
Whether or not the use of such retaliation strategies outweighs the effect of
banning narrow MFN clauses is ultimately an empirical question.
In order to empirically investigate the effects of the removal of narrow MFN
clauses, it should be noted that these effects may not occur directly on the
room prices offered on the hotel's own website, or on the relative price
between the hotel’s website and the formerly narrow-MFN-protected
platforms, even though the focus of the intervention was on those variables.
In a new equilibrium, we would not necessarily expect the hotel website
price to be lower than the price on the formerly narrow-MFN-protected
platforms. Instead, the threat that the hotel website price could be lower
would strengthen the bargaining position of the hotel vis-à-vis these
platforms and would lead to lower commission rates and lower room prices.
To sum up, leaving aside the possible effects of retaliation strategies by
platforms, removing the contractual obligation that requires hotels not to
display lower prices on their website should constrain the pricing strategies
of the platforms. We would therefore expect that the room prices offered on
the platforms would go down following the removal of narrow MFNs. In other
words, under this hypothesis, the observable effect of the ban on narrow
MFNs on the room price data available for this study would be lower price
quotes, ceteris paribus.
In the data used for this study, for each booking query, there is room price
quote information for several OTAs and, where available, for the hotel's own
website. There are therefore several ways in which an effect on prices may
be measured:
-

the median price over all platforms
the lowest price
the price on the hotel’s own platform
the interquartile range/ the coefficient of variation across price quotes
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The above are, therefore, possible dependent variables of interest.

2. Econometric Specification
The hotel-level econometric analysis of MFN clauses in the hotel booking
sector applies a two-way fixed effects model. This is a similar approach to
the country-level analysis. The model investigates the effects of banning
narrow MFNs on hotel room prices 352 by using a regression specification as
well as a set of control variables that are based on the academic literature
(e.g. Hunold et al., 2017; European Commission, 2016; Mantovani et al.,
2019). The analysis draws on price data collected by Fornova 353 from the
metasearch website TripAdvisor.
A unit of observation in the final dataset relates to a search performed by a
web crawler in respect of a single hotel, and records prices quoted by various
platforms and, in some cases, by the hotel’s own website. 354 On this basis,
several “dependent variables” of interest can be constructed, such as the
minimum price and the inter-quartile range (IQR), for the range of prices
observed for the search on the particular hotel. In the data, a given hotel is
observed multiple times for different stay dates and different search dates
and from different country perspectives (the point of sale, meaning the
country from where a guest is searching a hotel on the TripAdvisor website).
The dataset thus has multiple overlapping dimensions. A more detailed
description of the dataset can be found in Section 3.
The econometric model proposed here investigates the effect of removing
narrow MFN clauses on the equilibrium hotel room price quotes. From the
consumer’s perspective, the minimum price offered over all quotes for a
given search is probably the most important measure of price effects. In
order to assess the impact of the removal of narrow MFN clauses on
competition, it is also interesting to investigate the effect on price dispersion
measures such as inter-quartile range and coefficient of variation.
In addition to possibly being affected by policy changes relating to narrow
MFN clauses, hotel room prices, within a given booking search, depend on
a series of other factors. The model allows for numerous such effects,
including seasonal demand, day of the week of search and of check-in,
duration of stay, how far in advance the search is relative to the stay, general
price level evolution, among others, as described in more detailed below.
The proposed model specification can therefore be described as follows:

As in, for example, Ater & Rigbi, 2018 and Chen & Liu, 2011
Fornova is a company that monitors and collects price data for the hotel booking industry.
354
For example, a hotel search is for a specific type of room at a specific hotel for a specific stay
period, with a specific lead time, and with the search performed from a specific country (country
perspective). The country perspective is defined by the IP address that the crawler connects to. An
IP address can be chosen so that the hotel search is recognised by the website to originate from a
particular country. For example, a guest booking a stay in Barcelona from their home in London has
the same country perspective (UK) as a web crawler connecting to a UK IP address. TripAdvisor
usually displays the best available rate (BAR). This means that the prices generally refer to the
cheapest available double bedroom, without any additional services.
352
353
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝
= 𝜆𝜆ℎ + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2
+ 𝛽𝛽4 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽5 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝
+ 𝛽𝛽6 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽7 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡1
+ 𝛽𝛽8 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2 + 𝛽𝛽9 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
+ 𝛽𝛽10 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ + 𝛽𝛽11 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡2 + 𝜀𝜀ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝

Note that country and city dummies are not included, as they do not add
any information beyond hotel fixed effects (i.e. would lead to perfect
collinearity).
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is an indicator summarising the prices offered
by different online travel agencies (OTAs) and/or the hotel website for a
hotel room in hotel h, in city l, in country c, for search date t1, duration of
stay d, check-in date t2, from country perspective p. The study reports
several alternative measures of price, including the minimum price, the
median price, the price advertised on the hotel’s own online channels 355, the
inter-quartile range and the coefficient of variation. The variables are logtransformed (except for the coefficient of variation) to account for outliers
and different price levels across cities and countries.
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a treatment variable taking the value 1 if the use of (narrow)
MFN clauses is banned in the country where the hotel h is located, at the
time of search, and zero otherwise. The ban on narrow MFN clauses
indicates a switch from narrow to no MFN clauses in the treatment countries.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a measure of CPI per country. This variable controls for country
specific changes in the price level over time.

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2 is a proxy for the popularity of and ‘demand’ for a particular
city at the check-in date (t2) 356. The study draws on google trends search
data to proxy demand. This has been shown, in previous literature (Hunold
et al., 2017), to provide a good approximation, while being independent of
the price level. This prevents the regression to be biased by reversed
causality. Google trends data provides the relative popularity of a search
term over a certain period of time, relative to the week in that time range
where the term was most popular. It is therefore a measure of demand
relative to peak. This is useful to represent the seasonal pattern of demand
for a particular city. As a result, the variable controls for seasonality in the
dependent variable. The time-invariant “average popularity” of a city or
region is however subsumed in the hotel fixed effects, so it is not needed as
a separate variable.
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable that controls for the
number of price observations within each search. Categories are: 5 or less
prices, 6-10 prices, 11-15 prices and more than 15 prices. This variable is
important in order to account for the fact the different numbers of prices
shown on TripAdvisor might have an effect on the range of observed prices.

If multiple own prices are available for a given search (e.g. from the hotel brand, as well as the
corporate group), the minimum between the two is selected if these are different.
356
In case Google trends data for a small city was not available, data from bigger nearby cities have
been used. This has only been done in cases, where small cities are close enough so that it can be
assumed that they are serving the same customers (e.g. Montaione and Florence).
355
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𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the time between the search
and the check-in date. The categories are 0 (<=7 days), 1 (>7 days and
<=1 month), 2 (>1 month and <= 2 months) and 3 (>2 months). This
variable specification has been chosen because prices might not have a
linear relationship with the lead time.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the number of nights,
for which a search has been performed. Each price refers to one night only.
However, in cases where hotel searches have been performed for multiple
nights, average prices are reported on TripAdvisor. The data only includes
searches for 1-, 2- or 3-night stays. This variable accounts for any structural
differences when observing average prices across 2 or 3 nights. However,
the majority of observations (97%) is for a stay of one night only.
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡1 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week, taking
the value 1 if the web-crawler performed the hotel search on that weekday,
and 0 otherwise.
𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week, taking
the value 1 if the check-in date falls on this weekday, and 0 otherwise.

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 is a set of dummy variables controlling for the country
of perspective of each hotel search. This can also be considered the point of
sale. This variable allows for time-invariant price differences as a function
of the country from which the booking search is made. 357
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ is a set of dummy variables for each hotel that allows for hotel fixed
effects. As a result, the coefficients are estimated within each hotel. Fixed
effects can capture components of the price that are a result of timeinvariant hotel characteristics. The fixed effects are not reported in the
regression outputs due to the large number of hotels in the sample.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡2 is a set of time period fixed effects. A dummy variable has been
included for every month-year combination of the check-in dates in the
dataset. This variable controls for changes over time across all countries
and cities.
𝜀𝜀ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is the error term.

3. Data and Descriptive Statistics
The data collected by Fornova includes price observations only and no
information on completed bookings or the specific room type advertised by
each OTA on TripAdvisor. However, according to the data provider, the prices
presented on TripAdvisor usually refer to the best available rate (BAR) for
each OTA. This means that the prices generally refer to the cheapest
available double room without free cancellation and breakfast not included.
Drawing on the most ‘basic’ room type available without any additional

Fornova, the data supplier, suggested that room price quotes can vary as a function of the country
of perspective.
357
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services ensures comparability of the product and the prices across OTAs
despite the lack of more specific room type information. 358
1.

Dependent and independent variables

For the hotel-level analysis, most of the data has been sourced from
Fornova. The data sources for the different variables are shown below:
1)
Variable

List of dependent and independent variable of interest
Source

Period (search
date) 359

Minimum
price

Fornova

December 2015 –
December 2018

Median
price

Fornova

December 2015 –
December 2018

Hotel own
price

Fornova

December 2015 –
December 2018

IQR

Fornova

December 2015 –
December 2018

Coefficien
t of
variation

Fornova

December 2015 –
December 2018

No MFN

Obtained from
desk research
from
accredited
journals
and/or
government
legal
documents
and is
displayed in 0.

December 2015 –
December 2018

Description
Minimum price across all listed
prices for a given hotel
search.
Median of all listed prices for a
given hotel search (50th
percentile).
If available, the price on
TripAdvisor that is offered on
the hotel's own website, or on
the website of a group, brand,
association, marketing
organisation of which the
hotel is part. 360
Inter-quartile range of the set
of listed prices for a given
hotel search (the difference
between the 75th and 25th
percentiles).
Coefficient of variation across
all listed prices for a given
hotel search (the standard
deviation divided by the
mean).

Treatment variable, indicating
whether or not narrow MFNs
were banned for hotels in a
given country at a given
search date.

Engels et al. (2017) caution that price differences in metasearch data can be driven by attributes
such as the room type and cancellation costs. While it is not possible to test or control for potential
differences across advertised room types directly, there does not appear to be any correlation
between the ban of narrow MFN clauses and differences in the advertised room types that might
affect the findings on the treatment variable. Furthermore, services offered by companies that
observe the hotel market also often rely on metasearch data. This highlights the reliability and
comparability of such data.
359
The availability of each variable varies significantly by country.
360
If multiple own prices are available for a given reservation (e.g. from the hotel brand, as well as
the corporate group), the minimum between the two is selected if these are different.
358
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In addition to the above-mentioned dependent variables, the regressions
also control for a range of other variables:
2)

List of control variables

Variable

Source

Frequency 361

Description
Consumer Price Index – a
measure of the price level in a
given country on a given date.
The variable is indexed to
2015.
Google trends index describing
the relative amount of google
searches for a city. The
variable is indexed to the
maximum value per city.
The number of prices listed in
a given hotel search. The
variable is categorised and
takes the value 0 for 1-5
prices, 1 for 6-10 prices, 2 for
11-15 prices and 3 for more
than 15 price observations.
The length of time between
the search and the check-in
date (in days). The variable is
categorised and takes the
value 0 for less than a week, 1
for between one week and a
month, 2 for between one
month and two months, 3 for
more than 2 months.
The number of stay nights for
which a hotel search is
performed. The data only
includes searches for 1-, 2- or
3-night stays. 97% of the
searches are for one-night
stays only.

CPI

Eurostat HICP

Daily frequency –
interpolated from
monthly data

Interest
in city

Google Trend

Daily frequency

Number
of prices
per
search

Fornova

Daily frequency

Lead time

Fornova

Daily frequency

Duration
of stay

Fornova

Daily frequency

Search
weekday

Fornova

Daily frequency

Dummy variables for the day
of the week on which a search
has been performed.

Check-in
weekday

Fornova

Daily frequency

Dummy variables for the day
of the week of the check-in
date.

Country
perspecti
ve

Fornova

Daily frequency

A guest booking a stay in
Barcelona from their home in
London would be classified as
having a UK country
perspective (Fornova, 2018).
The country perspective can
thus be considered the point
of sale.
The country perspective in the
data is defined by the IP
address that the crawler

361 361

The control variables are available at least from 2000 onwards for most countries.
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connects to. An IP address can
be chosen so that the hotel
search is recognised by the
website to originate from a
particular country. For
example, a guest booking
from their home in London has
the same country perspective
as a web crawler connecting to
a UK IP address.

2.

Treatment variables

The ‘treatment’ variables are dummy variables indicating the policy switch
from narrow to no MFN clauses for hotel booking platforms. The variables
are the same as for the Eurostat analysis, except for the exclusion of
Belgium from the treatment group 362. The variables are constructed
manually and are based on the implementation of legislation banning narrow
MFNs in the respective countries.
Three MFN variables have been constructed: noMFN, noMFN_Austria and
noMFN_Italy 363. The laws underlying these variables are summarised in 0.
The variable noMFN combines noMFN_Austria and noMFN_Italy. It takes the
value 1 if either noMFN_Austria is 1 or noMFN_Italy is 1, or both are 1.
The impact of legislative and regulatory interventions in France, Germany
and Belgium are not analysed. France, Belgium and Germany are excluded
from the sample. In the case of France, there is not sufficient data before
the event, while the availability of data for Belgium is low throughout the
entire sample. Germany is excluded based on a request by the European
Commission due to ongoing litigation relating to a decision by the national
competition authority.
3)
Legislation relating to booking platform MFN clauses
underlying the treatment variable
Country

Date

Change

Austria

01 January
2017

Law on Unfair Competition amended to outlaw all
hotel booking platform MFN clauses.

Italy

29 August
2017

Competition and Market Law outlaws all hotel booking
platform MFN clauses.

3.

Sample and descriptive statistics

The dataset used for the study is based on disaggregated hotel-level data
from Fornova, a company that monitors and collects price data for the hotel
industry. In total, it includes more than 24 million observations from
3,354,909 searches for 4,909 hotels in 37 cities across 8 countries over a
time period from December 2015 to February 2019 (check-in date).

For Belgium, there is not enough data available to include it in the sample.
The variables noMFN_Austria and noMFN_Italy take the value 1 after the use of booking platform
MFN clauses have been outlawed in each respective country and zero otherwise.

362
363
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Every observation in the raw data represents a price for a standard type
hotel room at a particular search and check-in date from a particular OTA
and country perspective. The data has been collected by Fornava via a webcrawler that collects hotel-price information from the website ‘TripAdvisor’.
TripAdvisor is a metasearch that presents prices for hotels from various
OTAs and sometimes from the hotel’s own website. The web-crawler thus
collects multiple price points per hotel from the various OTAs (and hotels)
that use TripAdvisor. The dataset has two different time dimensions. The
first dimension is the date at which the search has been performed by the
web-crawler. The second dimension is the check-in date. The time period in
between the search and the check-in date is called the ‘lead time’ in this
study. As a result, multiple searches for different check-in dates can be
performed on the same search date, and there can be multiple search dates
for the same check-in date. This gives rise to a range of different lead times
in the sample. Figure 17 shows the cumulative distribution of the lead time.
It can be seen that roughly 50% of the observations have a lead time of
less than one month.
Figure 17: Cumulative distribution of the lead time

The data has been collected by Fornova at a very high frequency. Searches
have been performed by the web-crawler on almost a daily basis and
sometimes multiple times per day. The hotels included in these searches are
not always the same ones. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the number of
price observations in the raw data per search date and per check-in date.
The figures show that a large volume of search data was collected at
different times with some intervals of time during which no data was
collected. Data collection behaves differently from late 2016, with more
collection dates and fewer searches collected per date. The frequency and
amount of data collected are determined by internal business requirements
by Fornova. Based on conversations with Fornova, these differences are not
systematic and, in particular, are not related to any MFN policy rule changes
during the period.
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Figure 18: Number of observations by search date (full sample)

Figure 19: Number of observations by check-in date (full sample)

Given that the econometric analysis focuses on measures of the price level
or dispersion across all listings within a hotel search, observations have been
grouped by the specific hotel search. Thus, the observations that are
assigned to the same search refer to prices from different OTAs but for
exactly the same hotel room and dates. Variables, such as the minimum
price and the IQR, have then been created for the observations within each
hotel search. The number of observations in the regressions refers to the
number of unique hotel searches, rather than the total number of price
observations.
The tables below provide summary statistics on the dependent and
independent variables of the full sample.
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4) Summary statistics – dependent variables (full sample) 364

Minimum price
Median price
Hotel own price
IQR
Coefficient of
variation

Count

Mean

3,354,909
3,354,909
714,007
3,354,909
3,245,434

141.1
152.9
167.5
12.8
0.1

Standard
deviation
1,866.9
2,008.8
142.0
1,379.8
0.1

Minimum

Maximum

0.4
9.1
8.0
0.0
0.0

1,353,429.7
1,357,013.5
12,111.9
1,353,260.8
3.9

5) Summary statistics – independent variables (full sample)

No MFN
CPI
Number of prices
Interest in city
Lead time
Duration of stay

Count

Mean

3,354,909
3,354,909
3,354,909
3,353,197
3,354,909
3,354,909

0.0
100.6
7.2
76.0
52.9
1.0

Standard
deviation
0.1
0.8
3.0
11.1
57.9
0.2

Minimum

Maximum

0.0
98.7
1
10.0
0
1

1.0
106.7
23
100.0
207
3

The summary statistics show that some price observations are unreasonably
small or large. In order to exclude outliers, the sample has been restricted
to those hotel searches that do not have a minimum price of 10 EUR or
below and that do not have a maximum price of more than 10,000 EUR.
It is also relevant to consider that the hotels do not always appear
throughout the entire sample. As a result, the dataset is not balanced, and
some hotels might have observations only before or only after the treatment
periods.
In order to account for the uneven distribution of the data in the full sample,
a sub-sample has been created that only consists of hotels, for which the
dataset includes observations before and after the treatment periods 365.
Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the number of observations by search and
check-in date for this sub-sample. It becomes clear that the distribution
over time is much more evenly distributed for both, check-in and search
date, compared to the full sample. In order to avoid any biases, the
restricted sample that only includes hotels with observations before and
after the treatments and excludes outliers is used as the ‘main sample’ for
the remainder of the study.

The summary statistics are presented in absolute values. However, all of the dependent variables
(except for the coefficient of variation) are log-transformed when used in the regressions.
365
In specific, this means that hotels in Austria and Italy are included if the dataset contains at least
one observation before and after the respective change in legislation related to MFN clauses. Hotels
in all other countries are only included if the data contains at least one observation before the Austrian
treatment and at least one observation after the Italian treatment. These hotels make up the control
group and therefore need to have observations after and before both treatments.
364
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Figure 20: Number of observations by search date (main sample)

Figure 21: Number of observations by check-in date (main sample)

Even though, the sample size is drastically smaller in the restricted (main)
sample, it still includes 1,147,387 million observations from 162,094
searches for 95 hotels in 28 cities across 8 countries over a time period from
December 2015 to February 2019 (check-in date).
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The set of hotels and the dates for which price information has been
collected has been determined by Fornova. The dataset includes those
hotels that are clients of Fornova but also the most popular hotels that make
up their competitors. As a result, the data gives a broad overview of the
hotel industry across most European countries. The table below lists the
countries and cities that are part of the sample.
6)

List of countries and cities in the sample

Fuschl am See
Lech
Leogang
Lienz
Saalfelden
Salzburg
Schwechat
Vienna

Number of hotel
searches (full
sample)
477
592
254
50
105
15,670
5,282
282,564

Number of hotel
searches (main
sample)
477
592
----105
1,259
--37,485

Prague

347,577

15,111

Athens
Dublin
Alpe di Siusi
Campi Bisenzio
Cinigiano
Conca dei
Marini
Florence
Milan
Montaione
Montevarchi
Naples
Olbia-Tempio
Rome
San Gimignano
San Miniato
Seiano di Vico
Equense
Siusi
Venice
Amsterdam
Badhoevedorp
Lisbon
Porto
Agaete
Barcelona
Ibiza
Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria
Madrid
Malaga

42,578
52,496
107
321
962

2,199
10,248
107
321
962

829

829

244,209
284,054
13
196
344
629
669,404
328
725

11,693
1,101
13
196
--629
15,495
328
725

829

829

511
211,310
244,032
1,591
96,215
15,807
1,045
467,663
2,494

--1,621
5,439
1,591
6,382
1,565
--39,008
---

3,081

---

353,228
6,888

5,784
---

Country

City

Austria

Czech
Republic
Greece
Ireland

Italy

Netherlands
Portugal

Spain

In addition to location of the hotels, price observations have been collected
from different country perspectives. The country perspective refers the
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country from where a hotel room is being searched. 366 This variation is of
interest as pricing may differ based on the location of customers. The
analysis covers the German, Spanish, French, Japanese, British and
American (USA) country perspectives. All price observations have been
exchanged to EUR when reported in other currencies. The tables below
provide summary statistics on the dependent and independent variables in
the main sample underlying the analysis.
7) Summary statistics – dependent variables (main sample) 367

Minimum price
Median price
Hotel own price
IQR
Coefficient of
variation

Count

Mean

1,147,387
1,147,387
315,444
1,147,387
1,144,576

177.3
197.2
164.3
18.0
0.1

Standard
deviation
146.0
168.6
124.9
70.3
0.1

Minimum

Maximum

29.1
30.2
39.7
0.0
0.0

9,902.2
9,902.2
3,506.0
9,693.0
3.0

8) Summary statistics – independent variables (main sample)

No MFN
CPI
Number of prices
Interest in city
Lead time
Duration of stay

Count

Mean

1,147,387
1,147,387
1,147,387
1,130,559
1,147,387
1,147,387

0.2
101.6
8.5
73.3
43.1
1.4

Standard
deviation
0.4
1.5
3.4
12.9
44.0
0.7

Minimum

Maximum

0.0
98.7
1.0
10.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
106.7
23.0
100.0
207.0
3.0

In order to get a better understanding of the data, Figure 22: Distribution
of minimum hotel prices (main sample)
shows the distribution of minimum hotel prices (in logs) for the searches in
the main sample. This is the main dependent variable of interest.

366
“For example, a guest booking a stay in Barcelona from their home in London will be recognised
as a Great Britain” (Fornova, 2018). This can also be considered the point of sale.
367
The summary statistics are presented in absolute values. However, all of the dependent variables
(except for the coefficient of variation) are log-transformed when used in the regressions.
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Figure 22: Distribution of minimum hotel prices (main sample)

In addition, the graphs in Figure 23 present the data for the minimum price
(in log forms) per country over time. These figures show each hotel search
as a dot, which provides some information on the number of data points,
the dispersion of the minimum prices and the movement of the average
minimum price across the check-in dates. The figures show that prices are
subject to seasonality and that countries have a common pattern of data
availability. A more detailed cross-country comparison of this data can be
found in the common trends analysis in Chapter 4.
Figure 23: Evolution of minimum hotel prices by country over time (main
sample)
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4. Econometric Results
Table 7 presents the results for the main regression specification drawing
on the (main) sample with hotels that are observed before and after the
treatments.
The findings on effects of the treatment variable are in line with economic
reasoning and are consistent across the different dependent price variables.
The regression output shows that the ban on narrow MFNs had a significant
effect on hotel prices in the treatment countries. All measures for hotel
prices decreased, as minimum prices (-12.0%), median prices (-11.9%),
and prices advertised through hotel own online channels (-10.9%) are lower
following the policy change. In terms of price dispersion, the coefficient of
variation (CV) increases by 4.6%, while no statistically significant effect was
found for the inter-quartile range (IQR).
The findings are in line with the academic literature, such as Hunold et al.
(2017). They find that the direct price of hotel chains was increasingly often
the strictly lowest online channel price after the removal of Booking.com's
narrow MFN clause in Germany. This suggests that hotels undercut OTAs,
reducing the minimum price.
The estimates for the control variables are also in line with expectations.
The estimated coefficient for CPI suggests that hotel prices increase with a
rise in general price levels. 368
Higher demand for hotel rooms, which is proxied by the city-level Google
trends data, is correlated with higher minimum, median and hotel own
prices. This relationship between price and demand follows standard
economic thinking.
The number of price observations per hotel search shows that a hotel search
is more likely to feature lower prices when more platforms quote prices on
a given search. This relationship could reflect greater competition in market
segments where more platforms are active. It can also result if platforms
that offer lower prices sell out first. In this case, the more expensive offers
remain, as the number of price observations goes down.
The categories for the lead time variable indicate that hotel rooms are most
expensive when booked less than one week before the check-in date 369.
Furthermore, minimum, median and hotel own prices appear to be cheaper,
the earlier they are booked.
The duration of stay does not appear to have a conclusive effect on prices.
This is not surprising, as all prices refer to daily rates and a search for more
than one night only indicates that the observed price is an average across
all nights.
The variables search date and check-in date indicate price differences based
on the specific day of the week on which a hotel search has been performed,
and on which check-in will occur. Most notably, prices are highest for check368
The negative coefficients in the regressions on IQR and CV do not contradict this finding, as no
particular relationship was expected between price level and the dispersion of prices. For this reason,
the discussion of the control variables will focus on the regressions using prices as the dependent
variable.
369
Bookings with less than one week lead time form the baseline.
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in dates on a Friday or Saturday. This is likely due to an increase in demand
for hotel rooms over the weekend.
The dummy variables for the country perspective control for any price
differences that consumers experience depending on the location from
which they access the TripAdvisor website. These price differences can be
due to various reasons, such as different demand peaks based on different
holiday seasons across countries.
The reported values for the adjusted R-squared in the regression output
show that more than 70% of the variation in the price variables has been
explained by the independent variables. This is a high share and can be
explained in large part by the hotel fixed effects and the seasonality
variables. The R-squared within for the minimum price regression is 34.2%.
9) Regression output – Main specification

No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Minimum
price
-0.128***
(0.019)
0.00747
(0.008)
0.00453***
(0.001)

-0.127***
(0.018)
0.00174
(0.008)
0.00463***
(0.001)

Hotel own
price
-0.115***
(0.027)
0.0227**
(0.011)
0.00677***
(0.001)

0.0961
(0.080)
-0.0252
(0.026)
0.00262
(0.002)

Coefficient of
variation
0.0460***
(0.009)
-0.0152***
(0.005)
-0.000328
(0.000)

-0.127***
(0.015)
-0.161***
(0.017)
-0.190***
(0.025)

-0.0361*
(0.019)
-0.0432*
(0.023)
-0.0693**
(0.034)

-0.181***
(0.053)
-0.161**
(0.075)
-0.163
(0.134)

0.0116***
(0.003)
0.0380***
(0.010)
0.0281**
(0.013)

-0.0363***
(0.008)
-0.0663***
(0.010)
-0.0936***
(0.014)

-0.0407***
(0.009)
-0.0717***
(0.011)
-0.0939***
(0.015)

-0.0305**
(0.013)
-0.0881***
(0.014)
-0.114***
(0.019)

-0.0658***
(0.023)
-0.116***
(0.029)
-0.157***
(0.041)

0.00522**
(0.002)
0.00406*
(0.002)
0.0200***
(0.005)

-0.0104
(0.007)
0.00921
(0.009)

-0.00854
(0.007)
0.0174**
(0.009)

-0.00668
(0.015)
0.0358
(0.022)

0.0101
(0.030)
0.218***
(0.041)

-0.00717**
(0.003)
-0.00266
(0.004)

-0.0184
(0.017)
0.0325**
(0.014)
0.0201*
(0.012)
0.0101

-0.0217
(0.017)
0.0315**
(0.014)
0.0154
(0.012)
0.00694

0.0116
(0.015)
0.0356**
(0.018)
0.00962
(0.013)
0.0241*

0.0632
(0.050)
0.0192
(0.059)
0.0135
(0.058)
-0.0583

0.0306***
(0.005)
0.0149***
(0.005)
0.00566
(0.004)
0.0134***

Number of prices per search
-0.163***
6-10
(0.016)
-0.215***
11-15
(0.019)
-0.254***
>15
(0.025)
Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months

Median price

IQR

Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
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Friday
Saturday

(0.013)
0.0242**
(0.011)
0.0270**
(0.012)

(0.013)
0.0242**
(0.011)
0.0301**
(0.013)

(0.013)
0.0304**
(0.013)
0.0122
(0.012)

(0.046)
0.0527
(0.039)
0.115***
(0.036)

(0.005)
0.00914***
(0.003)
0.0188***
(0.003)

0.0372***
(0.008)
0.0519***
(0.009)
0.0732***
(0.008)
0.0956***
(0.006)
0.175***
(0.012)
0.139***
(0.010)

0.0439***
(0.009)
0.0585***
(0.010)
0.0807***
(0.008)
0.106***
(0.007)
0.186***
(0.012)
0.149***
(0.011)

0.0564***
(0.016)
0.0745***
(0.017)
0.0827***
(0.011)
0.0959***
(0.008)
0.175***
(0.016)
0.153***
(0.014)

0.0496***
(0.017)
0.0358
(0.022)
0.0925***
(0.020)
0.0857***
(0.023)
0.164***
(0.020)
0.152***
(0.020)

-0.0397***
(0.007)
-0.0435***
(0.007)
-0.0364***
(0.007)
-0.0402***
(0.008)
-0.0222***
(0.008)
-0.0376***
(0.008)

-0.00971
(0.008)
-0.00555
(0.007)
-0.0620***
(0.013)
-0.0250***
(0.007)
-0.119***
(0.013)

-0.0212***
(0.007)
-0.00821
(0.005)
-0.0887***
(0.011)
-0.0305***
(0.006)
-0.141***
(0.009)

-0.00122
(0.004)
-0.00729
(0.007)
-0.00989
(0.011)
-0.00603
(0.004)
-0.106***
(0.005)

-0.102
(0.080)
-0.291***
(0.069)
-1.713***
(0.159)
-0.286***
(0.067)
-0.433***
(0.118)

-0.0214***
(0.005)
-0.0278***
(0.009)
-0.0546***
(0.010)
-0.0123*
(0.006)
-0.0286***
(0.009)

4.833***

5.476***

3.016***

5.313**

1.653***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.750
160,883

0.743
160,883

0.762
39,405

0.319
129,932

0.120
158,077

Check-in date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America

Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week
lead time, 1 night stays, Sunday for search and check-in date, Germany country perspective,
February 2019. The outcome variables in the regressions are log-transformed (except for the
coefficient of variation), so that the estimated coefficients have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change
of the dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 370

The table below presents the main regression specification for the minimum
hotel price as dependent variable by including the control variables one at
a time. Column (1) presents the parsimonious regression that only includes
370
For example, the treatment variable in the regression on the minimum price has a coefficient of 0.131, which is equivalent to a 12.3% reduction.
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the treatment variable and (time and hotel) fixed effect, whereas column
(6) is the full regression specification – identical to the one presented in the
table above.
The stepwise approach shows that the treatment effect does not change as
additional control variables are included. The consistency across all
specifications indicates that the treatment variable is exogenous to the
control variables and thus identifies the pure treatment effect.
10) Regression output – Minimum price - Parsimonious specification

No MFN

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-0.115***
(0.021)

-0.115***
(0.021)
0.000288
(0.010)

-0.111***
(0.020)
0.00393
(0.009)
0.00472***
(0.001)

-0.131***
(0.020)
0.00405
(0.009)
0.00468***
(0.001)

-0.126***
(0.019)
0.000933
(0.009)
0.00463***
(0.001)

-0.128***
(0.019)
0.00747
(0.008)
0.00453***
(0.001)

CPI
Interest in city
Number of prices per search

-0.163***
(0.016)
-0.215***
(0.019)
-0.254***
(0.025)

6-10
11-15
>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months

-0.0427***
(0.007)
-0.0745***
(0.010)
-0.105***
(0.014)

>2 months

-0.0363***
(0.008)
-0.0663***
(0.010)
-0.0936***
(0.014)

Duration of stay
-0.0104
(0.007)
0.00921
(0.009)

2 nights
3 nights
Search date
-0.0632***
(0.019)
-0.0200
(0.015)
-0.00932
(0.012)
-0.0187
(0.014)
0.00884
(0.011)
0.0278**
(0.013)

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
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-0.0257
(0.018)
0.0208
(0.014)
0.0186
(0.012)
0.00754
(0.013)
0.0219*
(0.011)
0.0287**
(0.013)

-0.0184
(0.017)
0.0325**
(0.014)
0.0201*
(0.012)
0.0101
(0.013)
0.0242**
(0.011)
0.0270**
(0.012)
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Check-in date
0.0283***
(0.009)
0.0419***
(0.010)
0.0777***
(0.008)
0.0904***
(0.007)
0.171***
(0.012)
0.138***
(0.011)

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

0.0390***
(0.008)
0.0589***
(0.009)
0.0775***
(0.008)
0.103***
(0.006)
0.179***
(0.012)
0.143***
(0.011)

0.0372***
(0.008)
0.0519***
(0.009)
0.0732***
(0.008)
0.0956***
(0.006)
0.175***
(0.012)
0.139***
(0.010)

Country perspective
-0.00971
(0.008)
-0.00555
(0.007)
-0.0620***
(0.013)
-0.0250***
(0.007)
-0.119***
(0.013)

Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America
Constant
Hotel fixed effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

5.797***
YES

5.768***
YES

5.099***
YES

4.990***
YES

5.323***
YES

4.833***
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.717
160883

0.717
160883

0.721
160883

0.732
160883

0.734
160883

0.750
160883

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week
lead time, 1 night stays, Sunday for search and check-in date, Germany country perspective,
February 2019. The outcome variables in the regressions are log-transformed (except for the
coefficient of variation), so that the estimated coefficients have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change
of the dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 371

5. Robustness Checks
This section presents a range of robustness checks on the regressions
performed in the above analysis. In some instances, the robustness checks
focus on the minimum price as dependent variable, as it is the main outcome
variable of interest.

For example, the treatment variable in the regression on the minimum price has a coefficient of 0.131, which is equivalent to a 12.3% reduction.
371
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4.

Common trends analysis

Similar to the econometric analysis performed on the Eurostat data, this
section analyses the existence of common trends across countries in the
data.
The country plots of the minimum price dependent variable in Chapter 3
show the number of hotel searches, their dispersion across time and in
terms of the value of the minimum price. Furthermore, the figures show the
average of the minimum prices across time. A visual inspection of these
figures indicates that the patterns of observations are similar across
countries. For example, minimum prices appear to follow a common
seasonality across countries. They increase over summer and decrease
during winter..
In order to analyse the common trends assumption more rigorously, an
Autor test (Autor, 2003) is conducted on the regression using minimum price
as dependent variable. Essentially, this involves allowing for leads and lags
of the treatment variable in the benchmark regressions. For the common
trends assumption to hold, the coefficients on the lead variables have to
equal zero 372 and the coefficients on the lags have to be different. The test
includes monthly lead and lag variables from one month up to 12 months
before and after the treatment. For clarity, the Autor test regressions are of
the form:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝

𝐽𝐽

𝐽𝐽

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑗𝑗=1

= 𝜆𝜆ℎ + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + � 𝜌𝜌−𝑗𝑗 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1−𝑗𝑗 + � 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1+𝑗𝑗

+ 𝛽𝛽2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2 + 𝛽𝛽4 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝
+ 𝛽𝛽5 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽6 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝
+ 𝛽𝛽7 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽8 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡2 + 𝛽𝛽9 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
+ 𝛽𝛽10 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ + 𝛽𝛽11 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡2 + 𝜀𝜀ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝

Figure 24 shows the estimated coefficients for the leads and lags of the
treatment variable. Only the 2-month and the 1-month leads are statistically
different from zero at the 10% and the 5% level respectively. All other leads
have a lower statistical significance and can thus be considered to be zero.
The 1-month and 2-months lead variables are shortly before the legislative
changes relating to MFN clauses. For this reason, they might pick up some
displacement or anticipation effects just before the legislation comes into
effect. However, given that all other leads are zero and some lags are nonzero, the results can be interpreted as passing the Autor test and thereby
satisfy the common trends assumption.

372
The common trends assumption also passes if the coefficient is not zero, but the estimator is not
statistically significant. As a result, the coefficient is statistically not different from zero.
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Figure 24: Autor test – Minimum hotel price 373

5.

Balancing test

In addition, the Pei test (2018), also known as the balancing test, is carried
out. This test analyses the correlation between the treatment variable and
the control variables by using each control variable as the dependent
variable in the benchmark regression.
The estimated coefficients on the treatment variable are statistically
insignificant when using CPI and the Google trends index for city-interest as
dependent variables. This suggests that the treatment is exogenous to these
control variables.
When using the number of price observations per hotel search as dependent
variable, the estimated effect for the treatment variable has a statistical
significance level of 10% and a coefficient of -0.0511. This means that the
data suggests some degree of endogeneity between the treatment and the
observed number of prices on TripAdvisor. However, 10) shows that the
estimated treatment effect does not change when including the control
variables to the parsimonious regression model one at a time. The number
of price observations is added in column (6) without altering the treatment
effect. Consequently, the correlation between the treatment and the number
of prices does not appear to bias the results.
All of the other control variables are parameters that are defined within the
hotel search and are, thus, not affected by the treatment.

In line with all other regression models, February 2019 is the baseline for the underlying regression
of the Autor test.

373
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6.

Full sample

The main analysis draws on a restricted sample that only includes hotels
with observations before and after the treatment. This selection has been
made to avoid any biases due to the uneven distribution of observations
across the search and stay dates in the data. The difference in the
distribution of observations across the restricted and the full sample can be
seen in the figures in Section 3.
In order to ensure that this selection does not bias the results, the analysis
has also been performed on the full sample. 11) shows that the estimated
effects are in line with the results presented in the main analysis. The
estimates for the treatment effect appear to be slightly larger in the full
sample compared to the restricted sample (e.g. -0.131 instead of -0.128 for
the minimum price). The biggest difference can be observed in the
regression on the hotel own price (-0.172 instead of -0.115).
Not only the estimated coefficients but also the statistical significances are
consistent across both samples. This indicates that the uneven distribution
of the data does not impact the regression results and highlights the
robustness of the identified treatment effect.
11) Regression output – full sample

No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Minimum
price
-0.131***
(0.019)
0.0210***
(0.002)
0.00335***
(0.000)

-0.139***
(0.020)
0.0230***
(0.002)
0.00340***
(0.000)

Hotel own
price
-0.172***
(0.031)
0.0179***
(0.004)
0.00493***
(0.000)

-0.111
(0.080)
-0.0989***
(0.008)
-0.000403
(0.000)

Coefficient of
variation
0.0279***
(0.008)
-0.00750***
(0.001)
-0.000125***
(0.000)

-0.158***
(0.005)
-0.190***
(0.005)
-0.212***
(0.013)

-0.151***
(0.018)
-0.172***
(0.018)
-0.197***
(0.022)

-0.156***
(0.017)
-0.164***
(0.019)
-0.127**
(0.064)

0.0126***
(0.001)
0.0239***
(0.002)
0.0352***
(0.006)

-0.0431***
(0.004)
-0.0671***
(0.004)
-0.0896***
(0.005)

-0.0443***
(0.004)
-0.0693***
(0.004)
-0.0883***
(0.006)

-0.0551***
(0.005)
-0.0968***
(0.007)
-0.122***
(0.008)

-0.0706***
(0.010)
-0.148***
(0.014)
-0.276***
(0.017)

0.00904***
(0.001)
0.00434***
(0.001)
0.0136***
(0.001)

-0.000240
(0.008)
0.0310***
(0.009)

-0.0115
(0.008)
0.0252***
(0.010)

-0.00343
(0.015)
0.0215
(0.018)

-0.172***
(0.034)
0.0352
(0.040)

-0.0291***
(0.003)
-0.0223***
(0.004)

Number of prices per search
-0.181***
6-10
(0.004)
-0.223***
11-15
(0.005)
-0.263***
>15
(0.012)
Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months

Median price

IQR

Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search date
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Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

0.0334***
(0.005)
0.0582***
(0.004)
0.00179
(0.005)
0.0344***
(0.003)
0.0354***
(0.003)
0.0275***
(0.003)

0.0331***
(0.005)
0.0585***
(0.004)
0.000458
(0.005)
0.0347***
(0.003)
0.0374***
(0.003)
0.0304***
(0.003)

0.0182***
(0.005)
0.0261***
(0.004)
0.000270
(0.005)
0.0109***
(0.003)
0.0166***
(0.003)
0.0128***
(0.003)

0.0337**
(0.017)
0.0798***
(0.014)
0.0305**
(0.015)
0.00356
(0.011)
0.0357***
(0.010)
0.0559***
(0.009)

0.0452***
(0.002)
0.00278***
(0.001)
-0.00201*
(0.001)
-0.000255
(0.001)
0.0167***
(0.001)
0.0139***
(0.001)

0.0248***
(0.003)
0.0392***
(0.003)
0.0551***
(0.003)
0.0708***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.159***
(0.007)

0.0280***
(0.003)
0.0413***
(0.003)
0.0596***
(0.003)
0.0765***
(0.003)
0.160***
(0.005)
0.169***
(0.007)

0.0607***
(0.004)
0.0883***
(0.005)
0.110***
(0.005)
0.116***
(0.004)
0.163***
(0.008)
0.162***
(0.010)

-0.0362***
(0.009)
-0.0231***
(0.007)
0.0414***
(0.008)
0.00550
(0.009)
0.105***
(0.010)
0.102***
(0.013)

-0.0554***
(0.001)
-0.0415***
(0.001)
-0.0384***
(0.001)
-0.0656***
(0.002)
-0.0243***
(0.002)
-0.0423***
(0.002)

-0.0112***
(0.002)
0.0191***
(0.001)
-0.0461***
(0.003)
-0.00858***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0251***
(0.002)
0.00800***
(0.001)
-0.0727***
(0.003)
-0.0109***
(0.001)
-0.128***
(0.001)

0.00413**
(0.002)
0.00558***
(0.002)
-0.0262***
(0.005)
-0.00298**
(0.001)
-0.101***
(0.002)

0.194***
(0.047)
-0.325***
(0.013)
-1.646***
(0.025)
-0.240***
(0.014)
-0.494***
(0.015)

-0.0176***
(0.002)
-0.0175***
(0.001)
-0.0367***
(0.001)
-0.0103***
(0.001)
-0.0248***
(0.001)

2.966***

2.822***

3.251***

12.49***

0.873***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.765
3352748

0.740
3352748

0.778
713675

0.347
2126929

0.225
3243307

Check-in date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America

Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week
lead time, 1 night stays, Sunday for search and check-in date, Germany country perspective,
February 2019. The outcome variables in the regressions are log-transformed (except for the
coefficient of variation), so that the estimated coefficients have to be exponentiated, subtracted
by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the
dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable.
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7.

Excluding one country at a time

In this robustness check, countries are dropped from the sample one at a
time in order to test whether the results are driven by any particular country.
This analysis is performed on the minimum price variable only, as it is the
outcome variable of interest.
When excluding one country at a time, the results remain consistent in all
sub-samples in terms of the coefficient estimates as well as the level of
statistical significance. The treatment variable stays statistically significant
at the 1% level and the coefficient ranges between -10.0% and -16.0%
when excluding Austria and Italy respectively. The range of the coefficients
lowers to -11.1% and -13.0% when excluding control group countries only.
The small variations in the treatment effect show that the results are not
driven by a particular country.
8.

Excluding observations from the Germany country
perspective

All observations for hotels in Germany have been removed from the sample
due to an ongoing litigation relating to a decision by the national competition
authority. However, observations for hotels that are located outside of
Germany but have been searched for on TripAdvisor from Germany
(meaning those from the Germany country perspective) are still part of the
sample.
Changes to national legislation relating to the use of MFN clauses affects all
hotels located within this country. This means that searches for hotels in
these countries are subject to the change in MFN clauses – independent of
the country perspective of the hotel search. For this reason, it should not
make any difference whether observations from the Germany country
perspective are included in the sample or not. However, in order to ensure
that any legislative changes in Germany do not bias the results, the
regressions have also been run on a sub-sample that excludes the Germany
country perspective.
12) presents the results for this sub-sample. The findings are almost
unchanged, despite that fact that the observations from the German
perspective make up around 10% of the sample in the main analysis.
In order to exploit the benefits of a larger sample, the main study has been
performed on the sample including observations from the Germany country
perspective.
12) Regression output – excluding observations from the Germany
country perspective
Minimum
price

No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Median price

Hotel own
price

-0.128***
-0.125***
-0.123***
(0.019)
(0.018)
(0.025)
0.00454
-0.000942
0.0192*
(0.008)
(0.007)
(0.010)
0.00458*** 0.00468*** 0.00654***
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
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IQR

0.111
(0.077)
-0.0256
(0.024)
0.00289*
(0.002)

Coefficient of
variation

0.0497***
(0.009)
-0.0150***
(0.005)
-0.000302
(0.000)
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Number of prices per search
6-10
11-15
>15

-0.160***
(0.016)
-0.212***
(0.019)
-0.250***
(0.025)

-0.124***
(0.015)
-0.159***
(0.018)
-0.186***
(0.025)

-0.0347**
(0.017)
-0.0401*
(0.022)
-0.0668**
(0.033)

-0.143***
(0.050)
-0.151*
(0.080)
-0.145
(0.137)

0.0137***
(0.003)
0.0389***
(0.011)
0.0301**
(0.013)

-0.0360***
(0.008)
-0.0631***
(0.010)
-0.0861***
(0.014)

-0.0396***
(0.009)
-0.0676***
(0.011)
-0.0866***
(0.015)

-0.0298**
(0.013)
-0.0868***
(0.014)
-0.118***
(0.019)

-0.0613**
(0.023)
-0.111***
(0.028)
-0.145***
(0.041)

0.00538***
(0.002)
0.00419*
(0.002)
0.0174***
(0.005)

-0.00929
(0.007)
0.00817
(0.008)

-0.00741
(0.007)
0.0162**
(0.008)

-0.00841
(0.015)
0.0339
(0.021)

0.0156
(0.028)
0.223***
(0.039)

-0.00730***
(0.003)
-0.00279
(0.003)

-0.0179
(0.019)
0.0311**
(0.015)
0.0224*
(0.012)
0.00960
(0.014)
0.0242**
(0.011)
0.0295**
(0.012)

-0.0218
(0.018)
0.0298**
(0.015)
0.0169
(0.012)
0.00558
(0.013)
0.0235**
(0.012)
0.0328**
(0.013)

0.0125
(0.016)
0.0342*
(0.020)
0.00929
(0.013)
0.0242*
(0.014)
0.0282**
(0.013)
0.00857
(0.012)

0.0678
(0.053)
0.0181
(0.062)
0.0162
(0.061)
-0.0620
(0.047)
0.0659
(0.041)
0.117***
(0.038)

0.0294***
(0.005)
0.0166***
(0.005)
0.00606
(0.005)
0.0129**
(0.005)
0.00978***
(0.003)
0.0186***
(0.003)

0.0365***
(0.008)
0.0510***
(0.008)
0.0740***
(0.008)
0.0970***
(0.007)
0.175***
(0.012)

0.0430***
(0.008)
0.0575***
(0.009)
0.0812***
(0.008)
0.107***
(0.007)
0.185***
(0.012)

0.0576***
(0.015)
0.0753***
(0.016)
0.0810***
(0.010)
0.0939***
(0.008)
0.171***
(0.016)

0.0529***
(0.017)
0.0367
(0.023)
0.0938***
(0.021)
0.0861***
(0.024)
0.161***
(0.020)

-0.0352***
(0.007)
-0.0396***
(0.007)
-0.0324***
(0.006)
-0.0348***
(0.007)
-0.0194***
(0.007)

Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Check-in date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
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Saturday

0.135***
(0.010)

0.145***
(0.010)

0.151***
(0.015)

0.153***
(0.020)

-0.0337***
(0.007)

-0.00534
(0.012)
-0.0586***
(0.017)
-0.0210*
(0.011)
-0.115***
(0.013)

0.00904
(0.012)
-0.0696***
(0.017)
-0.0119
(0.012)
-0.122***
(0.014)

-0.00816
(0.011)
-0.0105
(0.013)
-0.00562
(0.005)
-0.106***
(0.007)

-0.157*
(0.088)
-1.535***
(0.129)
-0.140**
(0.057)
-0.286***
(0.076)

0.00353
(0.006)
-0.0215***
(0.007)
0.0159***
(0.004)
0.000209
(0.007)

5.109***

5.709***

3.371***

5.113**

1.599***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.751
146321

0.746
146321

0.776
32992

0.329
120571

0.113
143787

Country perspective
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America

Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week
lead time, 1 night stays, Sunday for search and check-in date, Spain country perspective,
February 2019. The outcome variables in the regressions are log-transformed (except for the
coefficient of variation), so that the estimated coefficients have to be exponentiated, subtracted
by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the
dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable.

9.

Excluding lead times of 3 months and above

The time between the hotel search and the check-in date ranges from 1 to
207 days. In order to account for the possibility that prices with long lead
times might be subject to different patterns and influences, a sub-sample
has been created for price observations that are collected less than 3
months (90 days) before the check-in day. As a result, the number of
observations in the sample reduces by about 10%.
The overall findings do not change when excluding long lead times. 13)
presents the estimated results that are almost identical to the ones
presented in the main analysis. The most notable change occurs in the
treatment effect for the IQR regression. It increases in size (0.139 instead
of 0.096) and becomes statistically significant at the 10% level.
13) Regression output – excluding lead times of 3 months and above

No MFN
CPI

Minimum
price
-0.128***
(0.020)
0.0100
(0.009)

Median price
-0.129***
(0.019)
0.00513
(0.008)
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Hotel own
price
-0.111***
(0.030)
0.0284**
(0.012)

IQR
0.139*
(0.081)
-0.00649
(0.027)

Coefficient of
variation
0.0362***
(0.009)
-0.0146***
(0.005)
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Interest in city

0.00421***
(0.001)

0.00430***
(0.001)

0.00589***
(0.001)

0.00283*
(0.002)

-0.000271
(0.000)

-0.125***
(0.016)
-0.158***
(0.018)
-0.184***
(0.028)

-0.0329
(0.020)
-0.0299
(0.025)
-0.0571
(0.034)

-0.212***
(0.053)
-0.175**
(0.076)
-0.179
(0.132)

0.0115***
(0.003)
0.0336***
(0.011)
0.0241*
(0.013)

-0.0349***
(0.008)
-0.0628***
(0.010)
-0.0919***
(0.012)

-0.0384***
(0.009)
-0.0679***
(0.011)
-0.0950***
(0.013)

-0.0309**
(0.012)
-0.0836***
(0.013)
-0.130***
(0.021)

-0.0501**
(0.022)
-0.104***
(0.028)
-0.127***
(0.036)

0.00519***
(0.002)
0.00303
(0.002)
0.00172
(0.004)

-0.00630
(0.007)
0.0119
(0.008)

-0.00164
(0.007)
0.0235***
(0.008)

-0.00606
(0.015)
0.0363*
(0.021)

0.0619**
(0.029)
0.265***
(0.041)

-0.00595**
(0.003)
-0.00250
(0.003)

-0.0176
(0.018)
0.0115
(0.014)
0.0176
(0.011)
0.00564
(0.013)
0.0142
(0.010)
0.0193*
(0.010)

-0.0258
(0.017)
0.00849
(0.015)
0.0108
(0.011)
-0.000712
(0.013)
0.0108
(0.011)
0.0194*
(0.012)

0.00928
(0.015)
0.0202
(0.015)
0.0172
(0.013)
0.0260**
(0.013)
0.0291**
(0.013)
0.0121
(0.012)

0.0215
(0.050)
0.0181
(0.057)
-0.0385
(0.058)
-0.117**
(0.045)
-0.0264
(0.038)
0.0496
(0.034)

0.00943*
(0.005)
0.0105***
(0.004)
0.00333
(0.004)
0.00398
(0.004)
0.0000236
(0.004)
0.0118***
(0.004)

0.0424***
(0.008)
0.0610***
(0.010)
0.0776***
(0.008)
0.110***
(0.007)
0.175***
(0.012)
0.144***
(0.010)

0.0485***
(0.009)
0.0695***
(0.010)
0.0846***
(0.008)
0.121***
(0.007)
0.184***
(0.012)
0.154***
(0.011)

0.0626***
(0.017)
0.0805***
(0.020)
0.0899***
(0.012)
0.107***
(0.008)
0.178***
(0.017)
0.159***
(0.013)

0.0414**
(0.019)
0.0688***
(0.026)
0.0796***
(0.023)
0.109***
(0.026)
0.126***
(0.022)
0.146***
(0.021)

-0.0412***
(0.008)
-0.0413***
(0.009)
-0.0389***
(0.008)
-0.0357***
(0.009)
-0.0403***
(0.008)
-0.0393***
(0.009)

-0.0111
(0.008)

-0.0210***
(0.007)

0.00106
(0.004)

-0.101
(0.085)

-0.0197***
(0.005)

Number of prices per search
-0.161***
6-10
(0.017)
-0.213***
11-15
(0.020)
-0.248***
>15
(0.027)
Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Check-in date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
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France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America

Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

-0.0106
(0.007)
-0.0582***
(0.013)
-0.0251***
(0.007)
-0.126***
(0.014)

-0.0155**
(0.007)
-0.0870***
(0.012)
-0.0272***
(0.006)
-0.146***
(0.011)

-0.0105
(0.008)
-0.00104
(0.010)
-0.00265
(0.004)
-0.105***
(0.005)

-0.336***
(0.066)
-1.696***
(0.160)
-0.282***
(0.065)
-0.429***
(0.132)

-0.0246***
(0.008)
-0.0454***
(0.009)
-0.00987
(0.006)
-0.0250***
(0.009)

4.590***

5.149***

2.505**

3.464

1.597***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.759
144810

0.755
144810

0.769
35005

0.326
117802

0.117
142191

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week
lead time, 1 night stays, Sunday for search and check-in date, Germany country perspective,
February 2019. The outcome variables in the regressions are log-transformed (except for the
coefficient of variation), so that the estimated coefficients have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change
of the dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 374

10.

Treatment effect by treatment country

14) presents the estimated effects when allowing for heterogeneity in the
treatment across countries. The results show that the findings presented for
the main regression specification are consistent for Austria and Italy. The
measured effect appears to be driven by Austria given the larger coefficients
in the minimum, median and hotel own price regressions. However, these
differences are not statistically significant when using interaction terms
between the treatment effect and the treatment country 375.
The estimated coefficients for the control variables remain basically
unchanged to the main specification.
14) Regression output – treatment effect by treatment country

No MFN - Austria
No MFN - Italy
CPI
Interest in city

Minimum
price
-0.156***
(0.032)
-0.105***
(0.023)
0.00450***
(0.001)
0.00450***
(0.001)

Median price
-0.154***
(0.028)
-0.105***
(0.025)
0.00460***
(0.001)
0.00460***
(0.001)

Hotel own
price
-0.139***
(0.041)
-0.0638*
(0.034)
0.00673***
(0.001)
0.00673***
(0.001)

IQR
0.253
(0.158)
-0.00926
(0.084)
0.00272
(0.002)
0.00272
(0.002)

Coefficient of
variation
0.0458***
(0.012)
0.0462***
(0.012)
-0.000328
(0.000)
-0.000328
(0.000)

For example, the treatment variable in the regression on the minimum price has a coefficient of 0.131, which is equivalent to a 12.3% reduction.
375
These regression results are not presented in a separate table.
374
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Number of prices per search
-0.163***
6-10
(0.016)
-0.215***
11-15
(0.018)
-0.253***
>15
(0.026)
Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months

-0.127***
(0.015)
-0.161***
(0.017)
-0.189***
(0.026)

-0.0374*
(0.019)
-0.0441*
(0.023)
-0.0657*
(0.034)

-0.180***
(0.053)
-0.156**
(0.075)
-0.166
(0.134)

0.0116***
(0.003)
0.0380***
(0.011)
0.0281**
(0.013)

-0.0353***
(0.008)
-0.0645***
(0.010)
-0.0921***
(0.014)

-0.0397***
(0.009)
-0.0700***
(0.010)
-0.0925***
(0.014)

-0.0304**
(0.013)
-0.0876***
(0.014)
-0.113***
(0.019)

-0.0707***
(0.024)
-0.126***
(0.029)
-0.162***
(0.041)

0.00522***
(0.002)
0.00407*
(0.002)
0.0200***
(0.005)

-0.0142**
(0.007)
0.00470
(0.008)

-0.0122*
(0.007)
0.0131
(0.008)

-0.0123
(0.016)
0.0294
(0.024)

0.0288
(0.026)
0.240***
(0.036)

-0.00720***
(0.002)
-0.00269
(0.003)

-0.0217
(0.017)
0.0287**
(0.014)
0.0161
(0.011)
0.00551
(0.012)
0.0221**
(0.011)
0.0254**
(0.012)

-0.0249
(0.016)
0.0279*
(0.014)
0.0116
(0.012)
0.00261
(0.012)
0.0222**
(0.011)
0.0285**
(0.013)

0.00954
(0.015)
0.0337*
(0.018)
0.00706
(0.013)
0.0215
(0.013)
0.0290**
(0.013)
0.0108
(0.012)

0.0789
(0.051)
0.0370
(0.060)
0.0325
(0.058)
-0.0362
(0.046)
0.0615
(0.040)
0.121***
(0.037)

0.0305***
(0.005)
0.0149***
(0.005)
0.00563
(0.004)
0.0134***
(0.004)
0.00913***
(0.003)
0.0187***
(0.003)

0.0367***
(0.008)
0.0509***
(0.009)
0.0726***
(0.008)
0.0948***
(0.006)
0.174***
(0.012)
0.138***
(0.010)

0.0433***
(0.009)
0.0575***
(0.010)
0.0802***
(0.008)
0.106***
(0.007)
0.185***
(0.012)
0.149***
(0.011)

0.0565***
(0.016)
0.0743***
(0.017)
0.0821***
(0.011)
0.0957***
(0.008)
0.174***
(0.016)
0.153***
(0.014)

0.0524***
(0.017)
0.0414*
(0.021)
0.0951***
(0.020)
0.0897***
(0.023)
0.167***
(0.020)
0.154***
(0.019)

-0.0397***
(0.007)
-0.0435***
(0.007)
-0.0364***
(0.007)
-0.0402***
(0.008)
-0.0222***
(0.008)
-0.0376***
(0.008)

-0.00571
(0.007)
-0.00550
(0.007)
-0.0619***

-0.0174***
(0.006)
-0.00815
(0.006)
-0.0886***

0.0000994
(0.004)
-0.00727
(0.007)
-0.00959

-0.128
(0.089)
-0.291***
(0.069)
-1.710***

-0.0214***
(0.004)
-0.0278***
(0.009)
-0.0546***

Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Check-in date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
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United Kingdom
United States of
America

Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

(0.013)
-0.0266***
(0.007)
-0.119***
(0.013)

(0.011)
-0.0320***
(0.005)
-0.141***
(0.009)

(0.011)
-0.00630
(0.004)
-0.106***
(0.006)

(0.159)
-0.279***
(0.067)
-0.438***
(0.119)

(0.010)
-0.0123*
(0.007)
-0.0286***
(0.009)

4.571***

5.226***

2.724**

6.619***

1.651***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.750
160883

0.744
160883

0.762
39405

0.320
129932

0.120
158077

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week
lead time, 1 night stays, Sunday for search and check-in date, Germany country perspective,
February 2019. The outcome variables in the regressions are log-transformed (except for the
coefficient of variation), so that the estimated coefficients have to be exponentiated, subtracted
by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the
dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable.

11.

Placebo test – fake treatment timing

Placebo tests have been performed by using a ‘fake’ treatment timing in the
minimum price regressions. For this test, the sample has been restricted to
the time prior to the treatment in Austria (prior to January 2017). Random
treatment timings have then been assigned to the original treatment
countries.
The table below shows the estimated coefficient of the treatment variable
for a number of different fake treatment timings. The results show that the
placebo test passes in some but not in all specifications. Consequently, the
results of the main analysis have to be interpreted carefully. It is important
the results are consistent across different sub-samples and specifications in
order to ensure that the regressions identify the true treatment effect.
15)

List of dependent and independent variable of interest

Treatment
timing –
Austria
01 August 2016
01 June 2016
01 June 2016

Treatment
timing –
Italy
01 June 2016
01 April 2016
01 August 2016

Estimated
coefficient

P-value

-0.00046
-0.03208*
-0.05664***

0.975
0.089
0.000

6. Effect on hotels with own price listing
channels
The regression output presented in this section draws on the main
regression specification but looks at the sub-sample of hotel searches that
include prices offered on the hotel's own website (rather than prices offered
through an OTA).
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The results presented in 16) show coefficients that are slightly larger for the
estimated treatment effect. The effect on minimum prices is -13.8%
compared to the -12.0% for the sample in the main analysis. This finding
indicates that hotels that list their own website prices directly on TripAdvisor
benefit more from the policy change compared to the ones without.
However, using an interaction term between the treatment variable and an
indicator for hotels advertising rooms via their own website on TripAdvisor
(instead of separate samples) has shown that the treatment effect for hotels
that offer rooms on their own website does not differ statistically from those
hotels that only use OTAs 376. These results are not presented in a separate
table.
Overall, the consistency of the findings for both types of hotels supports the
robustness of this study.
16) Regression output – Hotels which list their website prices directly on
TripAdvisor

No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Minimum
price
-0.148***
(0.037)
0.0288***
(0.010)
0.00674***
(0.001)

-0.0961***
(0.024)
0.0228*
(0.012)
0.00676***
(0.001)

Hotel own
price
-0.115***
(0.027)
0.0227**
(0.011)
0.00677***
(0.001)

0.612***
(0.174)
-0.0992*
(0.052)
0.00246
(0.006)

Coefficient of
variation
0.0542***
(0.011)
-0.00732
(0.005)
-0.000391
(0.000)

-0.0418**
(0.020)
-0.0474*
(0.025)
-0.0818**
(0.034)

-0.0361*
(0.019)
-0.0432*
(0.023)
-0.0693**
(0.034)

-0.365***
(0.134)
-0.347**
(0.169)
-0.625***
(0.213)

0.000197
(0.007)
0.0363*
(0.020)
0.0223
(0.019)

-0.0304**
(0.013)
-0.0883***
(0.015)
-0.128***
(0.016)

-0.0291**
(0.014)
-0.0830***
(0.017)
-0.114***
(0.021)

-0.0305**
(0.013)
-0.0881***
(0.014)
-0.114***
(0.019)

-0.0624*
(0.031)
-0.121**
(0.050)
-0.0549
(0.097)

0.000107
(0.002)
0.00259
(0.004)
0.0289**
(0.012)

-0.0194
(0.017)
0.0230
(0.024)

-0.00830
(0.016)
0.0352
(0.022)

-0.00668
(0.015)
0.0358
(0.022)

0.193**
(0.081)
0.389***
(0.107)

0.000841
(0.008)
0.00852
(0.010)

0.00205

0.00106

0.0116

0.161***

0.0249***

Number of prices per search
-0.0617***
6-10
(0.020)
-0.0795***
11-15
(0.024)
-0.110***
>15
(0.031)
Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months

Median price

IQR

Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search date
Monday

Only the treatment effect in the regression on the Coefficient of variation exhibits a difference that
is statistically significant at the 10% level. This finding suggests that hotels that list their prices
directly on TripAdvisor experienced a larger increase in the coefficient of variation in response to the
change in MFN clauses.
376
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Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

(0.012)
0.0354**
(0.015)
0.00981
(0.011)
0.0163
(0.010)
0.0235**
(0.010)
0.00652
(0.010)

(0.013)
0.0334*
(0.017)
0.0166
(0.014)
0.0219*
(0.012)
0.0282**
(0.012)
0.0117
(0.011)

(0.015)
0.0356**
(0.018)
0.00962
(0.013)
0.0241*
(0.013)
0.0304**
(0.013)
0.0122
(0.012)

(0.049)
0.0942**
(0.041)
0.0800
(0.061)
0.0508
(0.049)
0.0789
(0.062)
0.116**
(0.045)

(0.006)
0.000803
(0.005)
0.00675
(0.006)
0.00360
(0.007)
0.0121**
(0.005)
0.0202***
(0.005)

0.0497***
(0.014)
0.0717***
(0.015)
0.0764***
(0.011)
0.0895***
(0.006)
0.166***
(0.016)
0.143***
(0.014)

0.0562***
(0.016)
0.0775***
(0.017)
0.0854***
(0.012)
0.0965***
(0.008)
0.175***
(0.016)
0.152***
(0.013)

0.0564***
(0.016)
0.0745***
(0.017)
0.0827***
(0.011)
0.0959***
(0.008)
0.175***
(0.016)
0.153***
(0.014)

0.101***
(0.025)
0.110***
(0.025)
0.158***
(0.030)
0.150***
(0.035)
0.169***
(0.038)
0.161***
(0.032)

-0.0665***
(0.012)
-0.0666***
(0.012)
-0.0627***
(0.012)
-0.0726***
(0.013)
-0.0524***
(0.013)
-0.0688***
(0.013)

0.00231
(0.007)
0.000147
(0.008)
0.00424
(0.013)
-0.00570
(0.007)
-0.125***
(0.010)

-0.00946
(0.006)
-0.00799
(0.007)
-0.00626
(0.014)
-0.0126***
(0.005)
-0.138***
(0.008)

-0.00122
(0.004)
-0.00729
(0.007)
-0.00989
(0.011)
-0.00603
(0.004)
-0.106***
(0.005)

-0.0860
(0.120)
-0.293**
(0.117)
-1.014***
(0.235)
-0.254***
(0.093)
-0.343*
(0.193)

-0.0218***
(0.007)
-0.0311**
(0.015)
-0.0464*
(0.024)
-0.0125
(0.011)
-0.0199**
(0.010)

2.264**

2.985**

3.016***

13.44**

0.823

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.778
39405

0.777
39405

0.762
39405

0.354
29760

0.214
39255

Check-in date
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America

Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week
lead time, 1 night stays, Sunday for search and check-in date, Germany country perspective,
February 2019. The outcome variables in the regressions are log-transformed (except for the
coefficient of variation), so that the estimated coefficients have to be exponentiated, subtracted
by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the
dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable.
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7. Final Remarks
The results of the hotel-level analysis suggest that room prices for Austrian
and Italian hotels listed on TripAdvisor are lower after the adoption of laws
banning booking platform narrow MFN clauses in those countries. This result
holds for the minimum price, the median price and the price offered on the
hotel's own website (rather than indirectly through OTAs). In addition, the
regressions suggest that the change from narrow to no MFNs is associated
with a higher coefficient of variation. These results are highly statistically
significant and in line with the findings made by Hunold et al. (2017).
Overall, the insights gained from this analysis are in line with economic
reasoning and are consistent across the different variations of the
dependent price variable. A range of robustness and sensitivity checks have
been performed that support the findings. The ban on narrow MFN clauses
seems to have strengthened competition in the relevant markets and to
have led to a reduction in the best price that consumers can find for a typical
booking.
However, one should exercise caution when interpreting the results, as the
placebo test using a fake treatment timing failed. Nonetheless, there is a
consistent indication that the ban on narrow MFN clauses decreases hotel
prices, as the results are consistent in a range sub-samples and different
specifications.
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IV
Cumulative
Analysis

effects

-

Econometric

1. Background and motivation
The Vertical Guidelines 377 indicate that access to a relevant market or competition
therein can be significantly restricted by the cumulative effect of parallel networks of
similar vertical agreements practised by competing suppliers or buyers. In the
Guidelines, ‘parallel networks of vertical agreements’ are defined as those that contain
restraints producing similar effects on the market.
Negative effects from the cumulative use of vertical restraints can occur for restraints
that would not, in isolation, raise competition concerns, and can compound the effects of
restraints that are already harmful when used individually. Furthermore, the cumulative
use of a vertical restraint may negate the efficiencies created by that restraint when
used in isolation.
Although cumulative effects are a well-established part of the EU vertical restraints
policy, there appears to be little theoretical or empirical investigation of them in the
economic literature. This study aims to make a small contribution towards addressing
this.
1.1

Operational definition of cumulative effects in
relation to retail MFNs

For present purposes, it is necessary to operationalise the concept of “parallel networks
of similar vertical agreements practised by competing suppliers or buyers” and translate
the concept into a measurable variable that can be incorporated in an econometric
model.
As regards MFN clauses, a single wide retail price MFN clause effectively restricts the
pricing behaviour of multiple entities. This is because the clause involves a promise by a
supplier to an intermediary (e.g. a platform) that the supplier's products will not be
offered for sale at a lower price on any other platform (wide MFN) or that they will not
be offered at a lower price on the supplier’s own online sales channel (narrow MFN).
In order to implement a single (wide) MFN, all platforms that sell this supplier’s product
need to be brought in line. 378 Where platform A deals with supplier X, platform A's wide
MFN clause directly affects the pricing strategy of all other platforms that deal with
supplier X. 379

Para 75.
The above has some parallels to, for example, RPM. One RPM restriction imposed by a supplier, requires multiple of
its retailers to charge prices no lower than a set level. In the context of RPM, cumulative effects can arise when several
suppliers impose such pricing restrictions on their retailers. Similarly, a single (wide) retail MFN clause imposed by a
platform on a multi-homing supplier restricts the price of the supplier’s products on multiple platforms. For wide retail
MFN clauses therefore, a 'cumulative effect' can arguably arise in two ways: (i) where the clauses are imposed by a
platform to multiple suppliers which themselves multi-home on other platforms, and (ii) where multiple platforms impose
the clauses on their suppliers. Similarly, in the case of narrow MFNs, two types of ‘cumulative effects might arise: (i) if
the clauses are imposed by a platform on multiple suppliers which themselves use their own channels and (ii) if multiple
platforms impose such clauses on several suppliers that use own channels.
It must not be assumed that a platform which uses wide retail MFN clauses will necessarily impose them on all the
suppliers that use the platform. Some 'must-have' platforms may have sufficient bargaining power to do so, but smaller
and more fringe platforms may not be able to impose their MFN clause on at least some of the suppliers that use them.
379
I.e. for this type of restriction, the homing behaviour of suppliers is of particular significance.
377
378
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It is not necessarily the case that platforms have the same MFN arrangements with all
the suppliers that they list. This is likely to depend, among other factors, on the relative
market power and bargaining power of platforms and suppliers. For example, smaller
platforms may not be able to convince large suppliers to promise that the prices on their
site will be the lowest anywhere. And, even the stronger platforms may not be able to
force powerful suppliers to accept MFNs in exchange for listing on their site. This will give
rise to a variation across platforms in the number of suppliers having to abide by MFN
clauses. Thus, a single MFN could in principle involve only one platform (albeit affecting
the prices for MFN-bound suppliers in all other platforms) and only one or few suppliers.
So-called “cumulative effects” could therefore arise from multiple platforms requiring
MFN clauses from one or multiple hotels; from multiple hotels agreeing MFN clauses with
one or several platforms; or a combination of the above. For the remainder of the
document, “cumulative effects” will denote the first type of parallel behaviour: several
platforms including MFN clauses in their contracts with hotels.
Cumulative effects may result if parallel networks of restrictions compound the anticompetitive effects and/or dampen the pro-efficiency effects of individual restrictions.
These are discussed below.
Anti-competitive effects – dampen platform incentives to compete on commissions and
lead to higher prices for consumers
Platform A’s MFN clause with hotel X removes other platforms’ incentive to offer a lower
commission to hotel X in exchange for hotel X lowering its room price on their platform;
as a result, it can be expected that the commissions charged by each platform to hotel X
will align by the commission charged by Platform A; Platform A can increase the
commission as long as hotel X values listing on platform A’s website more than the cost
of the commission. Platform A must have a strong market position for hotel X to accept
a high commission. (Or, a similar commission is required by most platforms - a form of
coordination in commission setting, which may be facilitated by overlapping MFN
arrangements)
So, the MFN on its own does not make hotel X accept a high commission from platform
A: the hotel has the option to not list in platform A.
If Platform A is the only one to impose MFN clauses, hotel X can refuse and list on
alternative platforms with whom it may negotiate different commissions. If the platforms
that impose MFNs cover a large percentage of the downstream market, hotel X may
incur significant losses in bookings from de-listing in all of them. At the same time, if
many of hotel X’s competitors are bound by MFN clauses, hotel X has less to lose from
reflecting high commissions into higher room prices (because its competitors will be
doing the same).
Hotel X’s incentives to set competitive room prices (across the platforms where it sells)
are greater when a) commissions are low or b) commissions are high, but competitors
are not similarly affected by high commissions.
In conclusion we expect greater anti-competitive effects as a function of the total market
share (of the downstream market) of the platforms that impose MFNs. An increase in the
share of hotels, within a segment of competitor hotels, that are bound by MFN clauses to
at least one platform, may further compound this effect.
Pro-efficiency effects – prevent free riding by the hotel or by other platforms on the
investments of a particular platform
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Is it to be expected that parallel networks of MFN clauses weaken the pro-efficiency
effects of individual MFN clauses? A Platform will invest in valuable services to
consumers if this leads to more bookings on its website. Efficiency benefits require that
the platform has MFN clauses with a large number of its listed hotels.
If several platforms have MFN clauses, the potential benefits of the clauses are not lost.
However, if most or many of the platforms have MFN clauses with most or many hotels,
prices will effectively become very similar across all platforms and the promise of lowest
price by any one particular platform loses value.
As such, while one platform requiring MFN clauses from many of its listed hotels may be
a justifiable protection to its consumer-facing investments, the widespread use of MFN
clauses by all competing platforms significantly weakens this efficiency justification.
In conclusion, it may be expected that parallel networks of MFN clauses compound the
anti-competitive effects of individual clauses and reduce the scope of their efficiency
justification.
The proposed testable hypothesis is therefore the following:

1)

Greater coverage of the online booking market segment by platforms that impose MFNs on
their suppliers leads to higher hotel room prices for consumers

Next, we discuss how these hypotheses are empirically implemented.
1.2

Description of the data from Fornova

The data can be described as a set of prices, for a one-night 380 stay in hotel h at date t,
booked at t-n, by a consumer located in country c, quoted by a set of platforms who
submit room prices (to a particular metasearch platform), in respect of that hotel search.
In addition, for each hotel, the city in which it is located is known and information about
the seasonality patterns of demand for that city has been collected.
The extent to which the platforms listed in the dataset effectively enforce MFNs is
estimated from the price data itself. 381 Indeed, although the major booking platforms
ceased using wide MFN clauses throughout the EEA in 2015, it is possible nonetheless
that certain platforms can induce the hotels to behave as though such clauses were in
place. This may be possible for platforms with strong bargaining positions by, for
example, threatening non-complying hotels with low search rankings.
In view of the above, the empirical strategy does not assume a particular prevalence or
absence of MFNs but instead, creates a variable that, based on price quotes data from
the different platforms, proxies for the prevalence of behaviours equivalent to these
clauses. The analysis focuses on wide MFNs as this allows to leverage the whole
dataset. 382

The vast majority of observations are quotes for stays of one night only. A price per night is calculated when the stay
is longer than one night and a dummy is included to control for differences in price arising from length of stay.
381
Using the price data to assess the use of MFNs has the advantage that only effectively enforced MFNs will be detected,
and that MFN-like behaviour will be included. This is possibly an advantage over using information from contractual
clauses, since actual market behaviour is the more important to assess the effects on competition that this chapter
investigates.
382
Due to the relatively low number of prices from hotel websites, a measure of cumulative narrow MFN imposition is
likely to be less reliable.
380
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2. Econometric approach
The model investigates the effects on hotel room prices of a cumulative imposition of MFN
clauses 383 by multiple platforms on hotels, which we refer to as “cumulativeness of MFN
clauses” in the market or simply “cumulativeness”.
A unit of observation in the final dataset relates to a search performed by a web crawler
in respect of a single hotel, and records prices quoted by various platforms and, in some
cases, by the hotel’s own website. 384 On that basis, the main dependent variable on which
the analysis focuses is the minimum price within a search. In the data, a given hotel is
observed multiple times for different stay dates and different search dates and from
different country perspectives (the point of sale, meaning the country from where a guest
is searching a hotel on the TripAdvisor website). The dataset thus has multiple overlapping
dimensions. A more detailed description of the dataset can be found in sub-section 1 of
the hotel-level MFN analysis.
The main regressor of interest measures the prevalence of platforms using MFN clauses at
the level of the market: 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡1 . In addition to possibly being affected by the
cumulative adoption of MFN clauses, hotel room prices, within a given booking search,
depend on a series of other factors. The model allows for numerous such effects, including
seasonal demand, day of the week of search and of check-in, duration of stay, how far in
advance the search is relative to the stay, general price level evolution, among others, as
described in more detail below.
The proposed model specifications can therefore be described as follows:
(2) 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 = 𝜆𝜆ℎ + 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙,𝑤𝑤 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 +
𝛽𝛽3 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2 + 𝛽𝛽4 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽5 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 +
𝛽𝛽6 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽7 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡1 + 𝛽𝛽8 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡2 +
𝛽𝛽9 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝛽𝛽10 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ + 𝛽𝛽11 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡2 + 𝜀𝜀ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝

Note that country and city dummies are not included as they do not add any information
beyond hotel fixed effects (i.e. would lead to perfect collinearity).
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 denotes the minimum across all prices offered by different
online travel agencies (OTAs) and/or the hotel website for a hotel room in hotel h, in city
l, in country c, for search date t1, duration of stay d, in check-in date t2, from country
perspective p. The variable is log-transformed to account for outliers and different price
levels across cities and countries.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙,𝑤𝑤 is a proxy for the extent to which listings in a given market (in city l and
in search week w) are subject to MFN clauses. An increase in the value of this variable is
interpreted to associate with a higher incidence of MFNs within a market. 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑤𝑤
is defined as one minus the average share of hotels’ price listings (across all platforms)

The term ‘MFN’ is used to effectively mean ‘wide MFN’. Even though wide MFNs were not contractually enforceable
during the period of the sample, platforms’ strategies and associated outcomes may have effectively mimicked those of
wide MFN clauses.
384
For example, a hotel search is for a specific type of room at a specific hotel for a specific stay period, with a specific
lead time, and with the search performed from a specific country (country perspective). The country perspective is
defined by the IP address that the crawler connects to. An IP address can be chosen so that the hotel search is recognised
by the website to originate from a particular country. For example, a guest booking a stay in Barcelona from their home
in London has the same country perspective (UK) as a web crawler connecting to a UK IP address. Tripadvisor usually
displays the best available rate (BAR). This means that the prices generally refer to the cheapest available double
bedroom, without any additional services.
383
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which are observed to not be subject to MFNs. 385 The construction of this variable is further
described below.
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a treatment variable taking value 1 if a ban on the use of (narrow) MFN clauses
is in place in the country where the hotel h is located at the time of the search, and zero
otherwise. The ban of narrow MFN indicates a switch from narrow to no MFN clauses in
the treatment countries.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1 is a measure of CPI per country. This variable controls for country specific changes
in the price level over time.

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙,𝑡𝑡2 is a proxy for the popularity and tourism demand of a particular city at
the check-in date (t2)386 . The study draws on google trend search data to proxy demand.
This has been shown, in previous literature (Hunold et al., 2017), to provide a good
approximation, while being independent of the price level. This prevents the regression
from being biased by reversed causality. Google trends data provides the relative
popularity of a search term over a certain period of time, relative to the week in that time
range where the term was most popular. It is therefore a measure of demand relative to
peak. This is useful to represent the seasonal pattern of demand for a particular city. As a
result, the variable controls for seasonality in the dependent variable. The time-invariant
“average popularity” of a city or region is however subsumed in the hotel fixed effects, so
it is not needed as a separate variable.
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable that controls for the number of price
observations within each search. Categories are: 5 or less prices, 6-10 prices, 11-15 prices
and more than 15 prices. This variable is important in order to account for the fact the
different number of prices shown on Tripadvisor might have an effect on the range of
observed prices.
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the time between the search and the checkin date. The categories are 0 (<=7 days), 1 (>7 days and <=1 month), 2 (>1 month and
<= 2 months) and 3 (>2 months). This variable specification has been chosen because
prices might not have a linear relationship with the lead time.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is a categorical variable for the number of nights for which a
search has been performed. Each price refers to one night only. However, in the cases
where hotel searches have been performed for multiple nights, average prices are reported
on Tripadvisor. The data only includes searches for 1-, 2- or 3-night stays. This variable
accounts for any structural differences when observing average prices across 2 or 3 nights.
However, the majority of observations (97%) is for a stay of one night only.
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆ℎ_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡1 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week, taking the value 1
if the web-crawler performed the hotel search on that weekday, and 0 otherwise.

𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡2 is a set of dummy variables for each day of the week taking the value
1 if the check-in date falls on this weekday, and 0 otherwise.

These OTAs are: Booking.com, Hotels.com, Expedia, Agoda, Opodo, Venere, Amoma, Priceline, Ebookers, Travelocity,
Edreams. Listings under the name of Tripadvisor, were also included.
386
In case Google trends data for a small city was not available, data from bigger nearby cities have been used. This
has only been done in cases, where small cities are close enough so that it can be assumed that they are serving the
same customers (e.g. Montaione and Florence).
385
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𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is a set of dummy variables controlling for the country perspective of
each hotel search. This variable allows for time-invariant price differences as a function of
the country from which the booking search is made.. 387
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ is a set of dummy variables for each hotel that serves as hotel fixed effects. As a
result, the coefficients are estimated within each hotel. Fixed effects can capture additive
components of the price that are a result of time-invariant hotel characteristics. The fixed
effects are not reported in the regression outputs due to the large number of hotels in the
sample.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡2 is a set of time period fixed effects. A dummy variable has been included for every
month-year combination of the check-in dates in the dataset. This variable controls for
changes over time across all countries and cities.
𝜀𝜀ℎ,𝑙𝑙,𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡1,𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡2,𝑝𝑝 is the error term. The standard errors are clustered at the hotel level.

3. Data and descriptive statistics
The analysis of cumulative effects is based on the same dataset that was used to
estimate the impact of a ban of MFN clauses described in a separate annex. 388 The main
addition to the data is the construction of a variable which proxies for the prevalence of
adoption of MFN clauses in each of the markets covered by the dataset. This variable is
referred to as “cumulativeness”.
Given the nature of the data, it is only possible to observe instances where MFNs are not
present. 389 The proposed measure of cumulativeness was therefore constructed on that
basis.
For each hotel within a given city and week, the total number of prices listed by
platforms that show a price that is inconsistent with the presence of an MFN clause – in
the sense that they were larger than the minimum price within a given search – is
divided by the total number of prices that are listed by platforms for that hotel within a
given week. 390 This measure is averaged across all hotels within a given city and
week. 391 This can be interpreted as, from a hotel’s perspective, the facility with which
the hotel may be able to list in platforms that do not impose MFNs. It is then subtracted
from 1 in order to obtain a proxy of how hard it may be for hotels to find platforms that
do not impose MFNs, or, in other words, a proxy for the cumulative imposition of MFN
clauses on the average hotel operating in a given market.
The estimation sample is restricted to markets (city-weeks) in which there are at least
500 observations to ensure that the cumulativeness measure is based on a sufficiently
large sample of listings. The robustness of results to a change in this cut-off is checked.

Fornova, the data supplier, suggested that room price quotes can vary as a function of the country of perspective.
For data description and summary statistics please refer to subsection 1 of the hotel-level MFN analysis.
389
In a set of price quotes for a given booking search for a given hotel, a price that is higher than the minimum price
indicates the presence of a platform that does not have a wide MFN clause with that hotel. The converse may not be
true: a platform with one of the lowest prices does not necessarily have an MFN clause with the respective hotel. Indeed,
such a platform could be a competitive entrant trying a business model with low prices and low commission rates. It is
important that the proposed variables do not confound these two very different types of situations. Hence, the proposed
measures are based on the extent to which MFNs are observed to not occur, and therefore acts as proxies for rather
than exact indicators of the cumulative imposition of wide MFNs.
390
The total comprises both price listings which cannot have been subject to MFN clauses, and price listings which may
have been subject to MFNs, although in the latter set of listings, it is not possible to ascertain whether or not an MFN
was indeed in place, as explained above.
391
The average is unweighted.
387
388
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In the construction of the cumulativeness measure, certain cities were considered to be
part of the same market based on geographical considerations (e.g. Montaione is in the
Metropolitan City of Florence, Vienna International Airport is located in Schwechat). 392 One
of the robustness checks described below investigates whether the estimates are sensitive
to cities being ‘collapsed’.
17) Summary statistics – dependent variable and independent variable of interest 393

Cumulativeness
Minimum price

Count

Mean

3,309,989
3,309,989

43.6
136.7

Standard
deviation
5.8
135.8

Minimum

Maximum

8.8
0.4

72.6
10,000

The figures below present the data for the cumulativeness measure, by country. These
figures show each hotel search as a dot, which provides some information on the number
of observations and dispersion of the variable, as well as movements in average
cumulativeness across time (based on check-in date). The figures show that the countries
have common patterns of data availability and seasonality across time.

Specifically, Saalfelden was collapsed with Leogang, Vienna with Schwechat, Florence with Campi Bisenzio,
Montaione, Montevarchi, San Gimignano, and San Miniato, Suisi with Alpe di Siusi, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria with
Agaete, and Amstrerdam with Badhoevedorp.
393
These statistics are based on the estimation sample of the baseline regressions, from which searches with a maximum
price above EUR 10,000 were removed.
392
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4. Econometric Results
The results of the econometric analysis are significant for the main coefficients of interest
and they exhibit the expected signs for all regressors. The coefficient on the
‘cumulativeness’ regressor indicates that greater prevalence of MFN-imposing platforms in
a given market is associated with a higher minimum price per search (with a 10 percentage
points decrease in the average share of MFN-bound listings being associated with a 1.8%
increase in the minimum price). (Table overleaf)
The coefficient for the ban of MFNs (which is the focus of its own econometric analysis, as
per the annex before this one) is of similar magnitude as in the analysis conducted there.
The estimates for the control variables are also in line with expectations. The estimated
coefficient for CPI suggests that the minimum hotel price increases with a rise in general
price levels.
Higher demand for hotel rooms, which is proxied by the city-level google trends data, is
associated with higher minimum prices. This relationship between minimum price and
demand follows standard economic thinking.
The number of price observations per hotel search shows that a hotel search is more likely
to feature a lower minimum price when more platforms quote prices on a given search.
This relationship could reflect greater competition in market segments where more
platforms are active. It could also result from platforms that offer lower prices selling out
first. In that case, the more expensive offers would remain as the number of price
observations goes down.
The categories for the lead time variable indicate that hotel rooms are most expensive
when booked less than one week before the check-in date394. Furthermore, the minimum
price appears to be cheaper the earlier the room is booked.
The duration of stay does not appear to have a clear effect on prices. Three-night stays
tend to be more expensive than one-night stays (in terms of the average price per night),
but, in most columns, the same cannot be said for two-night stays.

394

Bookings with less than one week lead time form the baseline.
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The variables search weekday and check-in weekday indicate price differences based on
the specific day of the week on which a hotel search has been performed, and on which
check-in will occur. Most notably, prices are highest for check-in dates on a Friday or
Saturday. This is likely due to an increase in demand for hotel rooms over the weekend.
The dummy variables for the country perspective control for any price differences that
consumers experience depending on the location from which they access the TripAdvisor
website. These price differences can be due to various reasons, such as different demand
peaks based on different holiday seasons across countries.
These results are estimated on the basis of 3.3 million observations. The reported Rsquared in the regression output show that more than 75% of the variation in the minimum
price has been explained by the independent variables.
The second and third columns present the same model but for sub-samples of relatively
less expensive and more expensive hotels. They suggest that the results described above
and presented in the first column of the regression output is driven by more expensive
hotels (which comprise approximately two thirds of the full sample) as the coefficient of
interest loses statistical significance in the sub-sample of hotels of under EUR 100, but
remains positive. 395
18)

Regression output – baseline

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Full sample

Under EUR 100

Over EUR 100

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.000865
(0.001)
-0.0671*
(0.040)
0.0239***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00158***
(0.000)
-0.149***
(0.020)
0.0248***
(0.002)
0.00353***
(0.000)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.146***
(0.005)
-0.178***
(0.006)
-0.186***
(0.026)

-0.202***
(0.006)
-0.247***
(0.006)
-0.285***
(0.012)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0344***
(0.008)
-0.0477***
(0.012)
-0.0733***
(0.010)

-0.0485***
(0.004)
-0.0748***
(0.005)
-0.100***
(0.006)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***

0.0294
(0.039)
0.0606

0.0180*
(0.010)
0.0415***

Number of prices per search
6-10
11-15
>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1 month
>1 month, <=2 months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights

Note, observations were assigned to a subsample based on the average (across all observed searches) median price
of hotels in order to avoid separating observations from a same hotel whose prices may fluctuate in the neighbourhood
of EUR 100.
395
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(0.012)

(0.049)

(0.012)

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0591***
(0.012)
0.0741***
(0.016)
-0.00524
(0.012)
0.0451***
(0.009)
0.0476***
(0.005)
0.0297***
(0.005)

0.0285***
(0.005)
0.0511***
(0.004)
0.00340
(0.005)
0.0254***
(0.003)
0.0299***
(0.003)
0.0251***
(0.003)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0173**
(0.007)
0.0174***
(0.004)
0.0377***
(0.011)
0.0406***
(0.007)
0.123***
(0.011)
0.132***
(0.013)

0.0260***
(0.003)
0.0497***
(0.003)
0.0616***
(0.004)
0.0810***
(0.003)
0.164***
(0.006)
0.171***
(0.008)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0254***
(0.007)
0.0154***
(0.002)
-0.0324***
(0.003)
-0.0160***
(0.002)
-0.140***
(0.002)

-0.00665***
(0.002)
0.0193***
(0.001)
-0.0568***
(0.004)
-0.00573***
(0.001)
-0.101***
(0.002)

2.641***
YES
YES
0.765
3,309,989

2.154***
YES
YES
0.579
1,095,240

2.761***
YES
YES
0.667
2,214,749

Search day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Constant
Hotel fixed effects
Time period fixed effects
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed, so that estimated coefficients on binary variables have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the dependent
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variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 396 The estimated coefficient on the
explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as it is already expressed as a percentage.

5. Robustness checks
1.2.1.1 Robustness to sub-samples with no variation in treatment
To check whether the relationship is driven by the treatment effect in countries that have
imposed a ban on narrow MFNs (e.g. this may have affected the relative bargaining
power of platforms and hotels), the model is fit on sub-samples in which the treatment
does not exhibit any variation within countries – namely the periods before the Austrian
ban of narrow MFNs and after the Italian ban. In addition, the model is fit on a sample
where there is no variation in the legal status of narrow MFNs across all countries – i.e.
on the sub-sample that excludes Austrian and Italian hotels.
The relationship between cumulativeness and the minimum price is robust to most of
these changes in sample, except when restricting the reference period to after the Italian
treatment, in which case the coefficient of interest becomes negative and significant.
Given the low number of observations in the latter subsample, this result should be
interpreted with caution.
19)

Robustness check regression output – no variation in treatment

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Full sample

Pre-AT MFN ban

Post-IT MFN ban

Excl. AT, IT

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00194***
(0.000)

-0.00154**
(0.001)

0.00151***
(0.000)

0.0224***
(0.002)
0.00277***
(0.000)

-0.0448***
(0.009)
0.00452***
(0.001)

0.00709**
(0.003)
0.00265***
(0.000)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.180***
(0.004)
-0.221***
(0.005)
-0.256***
(0.009)

-0.111***
(0.015)
-0.196***
(0.025)
-0.203***
(0.031)

-0.205***
(0.007)
-0.242***
(0.007)
-0.273***
(0.014)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0400***
(0.005)
-0.0517***
(0.005)
-0.0932***
(0.007)

0.0212
(0.014)
0.0117
(0.019)
0.0334*
(0.017)

-0.0609***
(0.005)
-0.0904***
(0.005)
-0.125***
(0.007)

0.0135
(0.010)

-0.0273
(0.020)

-0.0111
(0.008)

0.0225**
(0.011)

Number of prices per search
6-10
11-15
>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1 month
>1 month, <=2 months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights

For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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3 nights

0.0341***
(0.012)

-0.0626***
(0.020)

0.00783
(0.011)

0.0629***
(0.014)

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0538***
(0.007)
0.0791***
(0.007)
-0.0109
(0.007)
0.0340***
(0.004)
0.0485***
(0.004)
0.0348***
(0.004)

-0.0504***
(0.012)
-0.0864
(0.062)
-0.00824
(0.020)
-0.0291
(0.028)

0.0300***
(0.005)
0.0520***
(0.004)
0.00510
(0.006)
0.0331***
(0.003)
0.0336***
(0.004)
0.0352***
(0.004)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0105***
(0.003)
0.0177***
(0.002)
0.0408***
(0.005)
0.0510***
(0.003)
0.156***
(0.005)
0.155***
(0.007)

0.0239***
(0.007)
0.00183
(0.008)
0.0533***
(0.007)
0.0617***
(0.008)
0.127***
(0.011)
0.102***
(0.010)

0.0232***
(0.003)
0.0499***
(0.004)
0.0651***
(0.004)
0.0854***
(0.004)
0.200***
(0.006)
0.207***
(0.008)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0646***
(0.019)
0.0170***
(0.001)
-0.0479***
(0.003)
-0.0104***
(0.001)
-0.117***
(0.001)

0.0581
(0.096)

-0.00500**
(0.002)
0.0194***
(0.001)
-0.112***
(0.005)
-0.00722***
(0.001)
-0.0955***
(0.001)

2.641***
YES
YES
0.765
3309989

2.747***
YES
YES
0.761
2841519

9.719***
YES
YES
0.752
32713

4.463***
YES
YES
0.782
1603939

Search day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Constant
Hotel fixed effects
Time period fixed effects
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed, so that estimated coefficients on binary variables have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the dependent
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variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 397 The estimated coefficient on the
explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as it is already expressed as a percentage.

1.2.1.2 Robustness to effect of number of prices per search on cumulativeness
indicator
It is possible that the number of prices per search is correlated with both the minimum
price within a search, as well as the share of listings that are above the minimum price
within that same search. For instance, searches with a higher number of prices may, on
average, have a lower minimum price, as well as a higher number of prices above the
minimum – i.e. instances in which MFNs can be ruled out. Therefore, variation in the
number of prices per search may drive a positive association between the minimum price
and cumulativeness, as the latter depend on the share of prices above the minimum price.
In order to investigate whether the positive relationship between the regressor of interest
and the minimum room price is driven by variation in the number of prices per search, two
sets of robustness checks are conducted. First, the regressor of interest is replaced with
the residuals from a regression of this variable on the number of prices per search. This
transformation ensures that the modified regressor of interest is uncorrelated with the
number of prices per search. Second, the model is fit on sub-samples within which the
number of prices per search is restricted (or fixed at the mode).
The results of the first check are reassuring. When using the portion of the cumulativeness
measure that is uncorrelated with the number of prices per search, the coefficient of
interest remains significant and of similar magnitude to that in the baseline model.
The results of the second check also lend support to the results of the baseline model. The
coefficient on cumulativeness remains significant when restricting the estimation sample
to searches with exactly 6 prices per search, under or over 6 prices per search. When
restricting the sample to searches with exactly 6 listings, the coefficient on cumulativeness
drops by approximately half. It should be noted that it cannot in general be expected that
estimated coefficients remain invariant in a sub-sample which makes up only
approximately one sixth of the baseline estimation sample. Therefore, the relative stability
of the estimates in these sub-samples supports the main results.
The results described above therefore indicate that the baseline results do not appear to
be driven by variation in the number of prices per search.
20)
search

Robustness check regression output – split sample by number of prices per

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Full sample

Less than 6
prices/search

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00211***
(0.001)
-0.0542
(0.041)
0.0269***
(0.003)
0.00222***
(0.000)

Number of prices per search
-0.182***
6-10
(0.004)
11-15
-0.223***

6
prices/search
or more
0.00187***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.022)
0.0173***
(0.002)
0.00363***
(0.000)

-0.0244***

6
prices/search

Residuals

0.000950**
(0.000)
-0.119***
(0.026)
0.0121***
(0.004)
0.00434***
(0.000)

0.00154***
(0.000)
-0.140***
(0.021)
0.0234***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***

For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months

(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

(0.001)
-0.0556***
(0.010)

(0.005)
-0.258***
(0.011)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0324***
(0.008)
-0.0477***
(0.007)
-0.0764***
(0.012)

-0.0445***
(0.004)
-0.0715***
(0.005)
-0.0925***
(0.005)

-0.0419***
(0.004)
-0.0809***
(0.006)
-0.0821***
(0.005)

-0.0425***
(0.004)
-0.0679***
(0.004)
-0.0879***
(0.005)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***
(0.012)

-0.0233
(0.016)
-0.0153
(0.020)

0.0205*
(0.011)
0.0403***
(0.013)

-0.00525
(0.009)
0.00447
(0.010)

0.0131
(0.010)
0.0338***
(0.012)

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0477***
(0.010)
0.0556***
(0.010)
-0.0176
(0.011)
0.0254***
(0.007)
0.0442***
(0.006)
0.0268***
(0.007)

0.0335***
(0.004)
0.0583***
(0.004)
0.00704
(0.005)
0.0338***
(0.003)
0.0311***
(0.003)
0.0266***
(0.003)

0.0190***
(0.003)
0.0330***
(0.003)
0.00957**
(0.004)
0.0233***
(0.003)
0.0146***
(0.003)
0.0130***
(0.003)

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0596***
(0.004)
0.000785
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0358***
(0.003)
0.0266***
(0.003)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

-0.000771
(0.005)
0.00408
(0.003)
0.0379***
(0.006)
0.0331***
(0.005)
0.133***
(0.006)
0.149***
(0.010)

0.0303***
(0.003)
0.0499***
(0.003)
0.0589***
(0.003)
0.0782***
(0.003)
0.151***
(0.005)
0.155***
(0.006)

0.0478***
(0.004)
0.0748***
(0.005)
0.0881***
(0.005)
0.102***
(0.004)
0.148***
(0.007)
0.157***
(0.008)

0.0251***
(0.003)
0.0395***
(0.003)
0.0560***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0469***
(0.008)
0.0175***
(0.003)
-0.0931***
(0.005)
-0.0125***
(0.003)
-0.127***
(0.004)

-0.00148
(0.002)
0.0202***
(0.001)
0.0337***
(0.002)
-0.00301***
(0.001)
-0.110***
(0.001)

-0.00552**
(0.003)
-0.00637*
(0.003)
-0.0447***
(0.004)
-0.0176***
(0.002)
-0.0967***
(0.004)

-0.0117***
(0.002)
0.0196***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00826***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America
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Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

2.641***

2.315***

3.019***

3.689***

2.740***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.765
3309989

0.709
881172

0.814
2428817

0.800
569086

0.765
3309989

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed, so that estimated coefficients on binary variables have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the dependent
variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 398 The estimated coefficient on the
explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as it is already expressed as a percentage.

1.2.1.3 Robustness to sequential exclusion of individual countries
In order to check whether the results described in the main specification are driven by
one particular country, individual countries are sequentially excluded from the sample.
The coefficient on cumulativeness oscillates between 0.0010 and 0.0025, maintaining
always the same sign and level of statistical significance, indicating that the results
presented below are reasonably robust to changes in the countries included in the
sample.
21)
time

Robustness check regression output summary – removing one country at a

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

excl. Austria
0.00218***
(0.001)
-0.0879***
(0.030)
0.0204***
(0.002)
0.00350***
(0.000)

excl. Czech
Republic
0.00147***
(0.000)
-0.140***
(0.022)
0.0289***
(0.002)
0.00327***
(0.000)

excl. Greece
0.00185***
(0.000)
-0.138***
(0.021)
0.0233***
(0.002)
0.00321***
(0.000)

excl. Ireland
0.00184***
(0.000)
-0.137***
(0.022)
0.0232***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

2.641***

2.928***

2.085***

2.683***

2.677***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.765
3309989

0.767
3007432

0.747
2968430

0.763
3268973

0.766
3263388

excl. Italy
0.00102***

excl.
Netherlands
0.00172***

Full sample
Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city
Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

Full sample
Cumulativeness

0.00180***

excl. Portugal
0.00154***

excl. Spain
0.00253***

For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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No MFN
CPI
Interest in city
Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations

(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

(0.000)
-0.189***
(0.026)
0.0231***
(0.003)
0.00228***
(0.000)

(0.000)
-0.126***
(0.021)
0.0196***
(0.002)
0.00414***
(0.000)

(0.000)
-0.137***
(0.022)
0.0242***
(0.002)
0.00316***
(0.000)

(0.000)
-0.155***
(0.023)
0.0254***
(0.002)
0.00255***
(0.000)

2.641***

2.897***

2.952***

2.601***

2.455***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.765
3309989

0.777
1906496

0.763
3067201

0.765
3202386

0.780
2485617

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: these regressions were run with the same set of explanatory variables as in all the other regressions
reported in this annex. Only a summary of these results is presented above.

1.2.1.4 Robustness to varying the threshold in the number of observations
within a market
Only markets (city-weeks) with over 500 price listings were considered in the analysis to
ensure that the independent variable of interest is estimated based on a sufficient number
of price points. The tables below illustrate that the coefficient on cumulativeness remains
between 0.001 and 0.002 if the threshold is removed, lowered or increased.
22)
Robustness check regression output – varying the threshold in the number of
observations within a market
No threshold

Over 100

Over 500

Over 1000

Over 2000

0.00140***
(0.000)
-0.126***
(0.020)
0.0220***
(0.002)
0.00339***
(0.000)

0.00132***
(0.000)
-0.129***
(0.020)
0.0216***
(0.002)
0.00335***
(0.000)

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00184***
(0.000)
-0.147***
(0.025)
0.0250***
(0.002)
0.00315***
(0.000)

0.00198***
(0.000)
-0.154***
(0.028)
0.0259***
(0.002)
0.00311***
(0.000)

Number of prices per search
-0.181***
6-10
(0.004)
-0.222***
11-15
(0.005)
-0.261***
>15
(0.012)

-0.181***
(0.004)
-0.222***
(0.005)
-0.259***
(0.012)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.183***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.269***
(0.010)

-0.184***
(0.004)
-0.224***
(0.005)
-0.264***
(0.011)

Lead time
>1 week, <=1
month
>1 month, <=2
months
>2 months

-0.0430***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0871***

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***

-0.0416***
(0.004)
-0.0673***
(0.004)
-0.0865***

-0.0419***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

-0.0428***
(0.004)
-0.0670***
(0.004)
-0.0861***
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(0.005)

(0.005)

(0.005)

(0.005)

(0.005)

0.00220
(0.008)
0.0332***
(0.010)

0.000513
(0.008)
0.0313***
(0.010)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***
(0.012)

0.0199
(0.013)
0.0307**
(0.015)

0.0115
(0.016)
0.0188
(0.018)

0.0336***
(0.005)
0.0576***
(0.004)
0.000809
(0.005)
0.0347***
(0.003)
0.0348***
(0.003)
0.0265***
(0.003)

0.0360***
(0.004)
0.0593***
(0.004)
0.00150
(0.005)
0.0358***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0270***
(0.003)

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0384***
(0.004)
0.0586***
(0.004)
-0.000544
(0.005)
0.0340***
(0.003)
0.0352***
(0.003)
0.0258***
(0.003)

0.0411***
(0.005)
0.0609***
(0.004)
-0.000217
(0.005)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0365***
(0.003)
0.0267***
(0.003)

0.0254***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0554***
(0.003)
0.0710***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.160***
(0.007)

0.0258***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0711***
(0.003)
0.153***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0248***
(0.003)
0.0395***
(0.003)
0.0562***
(0.003)
0.0693***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.162***
(0.007)

0.0251***
(0.003)
0.0400***
(0.003)
0.0566***
(0.003)
0.0696***
(0.003)
0.153***
(0.005)
0.163***
(0.007)

-0.0111***
(0.002)
0.0194***
(0.001)
-0.0457***
(0.003)
-0.00830***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0195***
(0.001)
-0.0456***
(0.003)
-0.00832***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0115***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0462***
(0.003)
-0.00814***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0117***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0468***
(0.003)
-0.00820***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

2.803***

2.851***

2.641***

2.492***

2.403***

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

0.766
3352940

0.765
3344381

0.765
3309989

0.765
3285328

0.764
3247249

Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of
America

Constant
Hotel fixed
effects
Time period fixed
effects
Adjusted Rsquared
Observations
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*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed (except for the coefficient of variation), so that estimated coefficients on
binary variables have to be exponentiated, subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the
estimated percentage change of the dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent
variable. 399 The estimated coefficient on the explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as
it is already expressed as a percentage.

1.2.1.5 Robustness to removal of low prices and long lead times
To investigate whether results may be driven by the lowest room prices, searches where
the minimum price was less than EUR 10 were removed from the estimation sample.
This leaves the coefficient of interest virtually unchanged compared to the baseline
results.
To assess the sensitivity of results to the removal of searches with very large lead times,
searches dating more than three months before the check-in day were removed. This
leads to the coefficient on cumulativeness to approximately double.
23)

Robustness check regression output – removal of low prices and long lead times

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Full sample

Price>€10

Lead time<90 days

Price and lead time

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00336***
(0.000)
-0.145***
(0.023)
0.0253***
(0.002)
0.00237***
(0.000)

0.00336***
(0.000)
-0.145***
(0.023)
0.0253***
(0.002)
0.00237***
(0.000)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.222***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.180***
(0.005)
-0.224***
(0.005)
-0.262***
(0.013)

-0.180***
(0.005)
-0.224***
(0.005)
-0.261***
(0.013)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0410***
(0.004)
-0.0732***
(0.004)
-0.120***
(0.005)

-0.0410***
(0.004)
-0.0732***
(0.004)
-0.120***
(0.005)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***
(0.012)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***
(0.012)

0.0268***
(0.009)
0.0517***
(0.011)

0.0268***
(0.009)
0.0517***
(0.011)

Number of prices per search
6-10
11-15
>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1 month
>1 month, <=2 months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights

For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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Search day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000572
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0356***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0207***
(0.003)
0.0275***
(0.003)
0.0237***
(0.005)
0.0486***
(0.003)
0.0283***
(0.002)
0.0249***
(0.003)

0.0207***
(0.003)
0.0275***
(0.003)
0.0237***
(0.005)
0.0485***
(0.003)
0.0282***
(0.002)
0.0249***
(0.003)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0494***
(0.003)
0.0828***
(0.005)
0.0776***
(0.004)
0.105***
(0.003)
0.176***
(0.006)
0.179***
(0.007)

0.0494***
(0.003)
0.0828***
(0.005)
0.0776***
(0.004)
0.105***
(0.003)
0.176***
(0.006)
0.179***
(0.007)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0115***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0458***
(0.003)
-0.00818***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.00866***
(0.002)
0.0174***
(0.001)
-0.0428***
(0.003)
-0.00647***
(0.001)
-0.111***
(0.001)

-0.00860***
(0.002)
0.0174***
(0.001)
-0.0427***
(0.003)
-0.00644***
(0.001)
-0.111***
(0.001)

2.641***
YES
YES
0.765
3309989

2.640***
YES
YES
0.765
3309797

2.448***
YES
YES
0.783
2495926

2.448***
YES
YES
0.783
2495771

Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Constant
Hotel fixed effects
Time period fixed effects
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed (except for the coefficient of variation), so that estimated coefficients on
binary variables have to be exponentiated, subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the
estimated percentage change of the dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent
variable. 400 The estimated coefficient on the explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as
it is already expressed as a percentage.

For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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1.2.1.6 Robustness to re-defining market scope
In the baseline analysis, certain cities that can be considered as part of the same market
were ‘collapsed’ for the in the construction of the cumulativeness variable. However, it may
be argued that these are in fact distinct markets (e.g. a town close to Florence but away
from the city centre may cater to different types of travellers). The measure of
cumulativeness was therefore reconstructed without collapsing any cities. Results are
robust to this change.
24)

Robustness check regression output – re-defining market scope

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Collapsed

Uncollapsed

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00170***
(0.000)
-0.143***
(0.022)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00319***
(0.000)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.261***
(0.011)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0423***
(0.004)
-0.0680***
(0.004)
-0.0875***
(0.005)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***
(0.012)

0.0150
(0.010)
0.0337***
(0.013)

0.0385***
(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0388***
(0.004)
0.0598***
(0.004)
0.000660
(0.005)
0.0351***
(0.003)
0.0358***
(0.003)
0.0265***
(0.003)

Number of prices per search
6-10
11-15
>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1 month
>1 month, <=2 months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
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Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0394***
(0.003)
0.0563***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.153***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0460***
(0.003)
-0.00825***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

2.641***
YES
YES
0.765
3309989

2.644***
YES
YES
0.765
3305614

Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Constant
Hotel fixed effects
Time period fixed effects
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed (except for the coefficient of variation), so that estimated coefficients on
binary variables have to be exponentiated, subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the
estimated percentage change of the dependent variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent
variable. 401 The estimated coefficient on the explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as
it is already expressed as a percentage.

1.2.1.7 Robustness to using a different dependent variable
To investigate also whether the measure of cumulative MFN imposition shows a close
association with alternative price measures such as the median price, separate regressions
were also run with the median and first quartile as the dependent variables.
In the regressions of the median price, the coefficient on cumulativeness is much lower
than in the baseline specification and is not statistically significant. These findings suggest
that the median is not responsive to cumulativeness.
One potential explanation for this finding is that platforms charging the median price may
face a less elastic demand than those charging the minimum price. Indeed, the main
selling feature of a platform that lists the minimum (or close-to-minimum) price may be
For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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its affordable price. Therefore, failure to match a decrease in price by competitors would
undermine its business model. Hence, these platforms are likely to be more responsive to
conditions exercising downward pressure on the minimum price such as a decline in the
prevalence of MFNs within their market. On the other hand, platforms that do not charge
the lowest price, whose business model may be built on other selling points such as
reputation, may not face the same pressure to decrease their commission rates on hotels
in order to align with the lowest price or even to marginally decrease their price. Hence,
the prevalence of MFNs within a market may not directly affect the median price. 402
The hypothesis that platforms charging lower prices are more responsive to changes in
cumulativeness is supported by the fact that the coefficient on cumulativeness is positive
and statistically significant when the dependent variable is chosen to be the first
quartile. 403
25)

Robustness check regression output – using a different dependent variable

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Minimum

1st Quartile

Median

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.000911***
(0.000)
-0.154***
(0.021)
0.0273***
(0.002)
0.00333***
(0.000)

0.000420
(0.000)
-0.154***
(0.021)
0.0250***
(0.002)
0.00323***
(0.000)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.161***
(0.004)
-0.192***
(0.005)
-0.207***
(0.012)

-0.159***
(0.005)
-0.190***
(0.005)
-0.208***
(0.012)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0427***
(0.004)
-0.0674***
(0.004)
-0.0861***
(0.005)

-0.0439***
(0.004)
-0.0706***
(0.004)
-0.0898***
(0.006)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***
(0.012)

-0.000460
(0.010)
0.0186
(0.012)

-0.00350
(0.010)
0.0224*
(0.012)

0.0385***

0.0367***

0.0381***

Number of prices per search
6-10
11-15
>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1 month
>1 month, <=2 months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search day
Monday

This is in contrast to the ban of narrow MFNs, which is likely to have a more direct impact on the median price
because the median price may be competing directly with the own hotel website (indeed, the latter may not necessarily
have the lowest price, and may instead be closer to the median). This may explain why the ban of narrow MFNs displays
a clearer relationship with the median price than cumulativeness of MFNs.
403
A caveat to this argument is that a decrease in the minimum or the first quartile does not necessarily result from
initially competitive platforms lowering their prices but may be a result of new entrants or previously less competitive
platforms lowering their price (i.e. the platform initially charging the minimum price may be undercut rather than
lowering its own price).
402
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Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

(0.004)
0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

(0.004)
0.0593***
(0.004)
0.000538
(0.005)
0.0354***
(0.003)
0.0375***
(0.003)
0.0284***
(0.003)

(0.005)
0.0606***
(0.004)
0.000640
(0.005)
0.0354***
(0.003)
0.0382***
(0.003)
0.0302***
(0.003)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0267***
(0.003)
0.0408***
(0.003)
0.0580***
(0.003)
0.0737***
(0.003)
0.156***
(0.005)
0.166***
(0.007)

0.0281***
(0.003)
0.0415***
(0.003)
0.0606***
(0.003)
0.0756***
(0.003)
0.160***
(0.005)
0.170***
(0.007)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

-0.0233***
(0.002)
0.0199***
(0.001)
-0.0608***
(0.003)
-0.0110***
(0.001)
-0.126***
(0.001)

-0.0259***
(0.002)
0.00837***
(0.001)
-0.0728***
(0.003)
-0.0106***
(0.001)
-0.128***
(0.001)

2.641***
YES
YES
0.765
3,309,989

2.319***
YES
YES
0.757
3,309,989

2.606***
YES
YES
0.740
3,309,989

Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Constant
Hotel fixed effects
Time period fixed effects
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed, so that estimated coefficients on binary variables have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the dependent
variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 404 The estimated coefficient on the
explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as it is already expressed as a percentage.

For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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6. Effect on hotel’s own website prices
It is also interesting to check whether the data can provide an insight into the question:
“how do hotel own website prices react to there being fewer platforms that do not impose
MFNs?” A positive effect may be interpreted as indicating an indirect effect of higher
commissions, or generally weaker competition.
It is important to note that the sample of hotel own price information is less than onethird of the overall sample. This makes the results not directly comparable. Nonetheless,
it can be observed in the table below that the effects of the cumulativeness variable on
hotel own prices are not too dissimilar to what is observed on the full sample. The effect
of cumulativeness on hotel own prices is positive and significant at 95% and is about twothirds of the magnitude of the effect of cumulativeness on minimum prices.
This result is indicative that hotel own prices tend to be higher in association with greater
prevalence of use of MFN clauses across platforms within the respective market. This can
be a result of MFN clauses constraining the ability of hotels lowering own prices, for
example as a reaction to unexpected low demand. It can also be indicative of greater use
of MFN clauses being associated with higher commissions for platforms and an overall
effect of weakening competition in the affected markets.
26)

Regression output – the effect of cumulativeness on hotel own prices

Cumulativeness
No MFN
CPI
Interest in city

Minimum

Own hotel price

0.00180***
(0.000)
-0.139***
(0.021)
0.0236***
(0.002)
0.00320***
(0.000)

0.00122**
(0.000)
-0.172***
(0.032)
0.0198***
(0.004)
0.00497***
(0.000)

-0.182***
(0.004)
-0.223***
(0.005)
-0.257***
(0.011)

-0.153***
(0.018)
-0.173***
(0.018)
-0.196***
(0.022)

-0.0424***
(0.004)
-0.0678***
(0.004)
-0.0872***
(0.005)

-0.0550***
(0.005)
-0.0970***
(0.007)
-0.117***
(0.008)

0.0135
(0.010)
0.0341***
(0.012)

0.0131
(0.018)
0.0324
(0.020)

0.0385***
(0.004)

0.0184***
(0.005)

Number of prices per search
6-10
11-15
>15
Lead time
>1 week, <=1 month
>1 month, <=2 months
>2 months
Duration of stay
2 nights
3 nights
Search day
Monday
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Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

0.0595***
(0.004)
0.000571
(0.005)
0.0350***
(0.003)
0.0357***
(0.003)
0.0264***
(0.003)

0.0256***
(0.004)
-0.000522
(0.005)
0.0112***
(0.003)
0.0166***
(0.003)
0.0126***
(0.003)

0.0252***
(0.003)
0.0396***
(0.003)
0.0561***
(0.003)
0.0698***
(0.003)
0.152***
(0.005)
0.161***
(0.007)

0.0611***
(0.004)
0.0882***
(0.005)
0.111***
(0.005)
0.116***
(0.004)
0.163***
(0.008)
0.163***
(0.010)

-0.0116***
(0.002)
0.0197***
(0.001)
-0.0459***
(0.003)
-0.00822***
(0.001)
-0.113***
(0.001)

0.00440**
(0.002)
0.00607***
(0.002)
-0.0258***
(0.005)
-0.00261*
(0.001)
-0.101***
(0.002)

2.641***
YES
YES
0.765
3309989

3.014***
YES
YES
0.778
710138

Check-in day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Country perspective
Spain
France
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Constant
Hotel fixed effects
Time period fixed effects
Adjusted R-squared
Observations

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
Notes: The baseline in the regression is for narrow MFNs, 1-5 price observations, <=1 week lead time, 1 night
stays, Sunday for search and check-in day, German country perspective. The outcome variables in the
regressions are log transformed, so that estimated coefficients on binary variables have to be exponentiated,
subtracted by one and multiplied by 100 in order to receive the estimated percentage change of the dependent
variable in response to a one-unit change of the independent variable. 405 The estimated coefficient on the
explanatory variable of interest can simply be multiplied by 100 as it is already expressed as a percentage.

For example, if the indicator for an MFN ban has a coefficient of -0.12, this is equivalent to a 11% reduction in the
minimum price associated with the ban of narrow MFNs.
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7. Final Remarks
This analysis provides an indication that greater coverage of the hotel online booking
market by parallel networks of MFN clauses is associated with higher hotel room prices for
consumers. An implication of this is that the cumulative effects of MFN clauses have a
more detrimental impact on consumers than individual clauses.
Results are robust to a wide range of changes in the model or sample. This includes,
removing within-country or cross-country variation in the legal status of narrow MFNs,
sequential exclusion of individual countries, varying the minimum number of observations
within a market, re-defining market scope and removing low prices and long lead times.
Furthermore, even allowing for an association between the constructed measure of
cumulativeness and the number of prices per search, a positive and significant relationship
between cumulativeness and room prices remains after this has been corrected for.
Exploring alternative dependent variables such as the first quartile and the median price
suggests that the relationship between cumulativeness and room price is stronger for the
lower end of the price distribution. At the same time, this is probably the region of the
price distribution that matters most for consumers.
There is also evidence of cumulative effects of MFN clauses being associated with higher
hotel own prices. This can be interpreted as reflecting a generally weaker competition in
the market for online hotel booking which is associated with a wider use of MFN clauses
by platforms.
The effects analysed here appear to be much weaker for the one-third of the lower priced
hotels in the sample, than for the top two-thirds. This may be an indication that the market
remains more competitive at the very low end and that platforms seek to exploit any
potential gains from weaker competition in those demand segments that exclude the
lowest priced hotels.
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XI

Literature review

I RPM Literature Review

The theoretical literature puts forward a range of arguments of pro- and anticompetitive motivations for Retail Price Maintenance (RPM) and mechanisms through
which RPM can impact competition, consumers and economic efficiency. The majority
of these arguments can be categorised into efficiency gains resulting from adequate
provision of retailer services which can affect demand for the manufacturer’s products
and anti-competitive effects due to collusion and rent extraction that RPM may facilitate.
A relatively thinner strand of the literature looks at the effects of RPM empirically. These
are generally investigated around competition authority interventions or policy
variations either over time or across regions. A large part of these studies is not
particularly recent.
The focus of this review will be fixed or minimum resale price or equivalent strategies
that have the effect of limiting retailers’ freedom to discount prices
Within this literature, several important strands include:
RPM in online markets
RPM and the relative market power of suppliers and retailers
Cumulative effects of widespread RPM use and of RPM in combination with other vertical
restraints/agreements

1. Introduction and definitions
RPM refers to the situation whereby one party, typically a manufacturer or supplier,
attempts to restrict the ability of the other, typically a distributor or retailer, to price its
goods and services freely. Of particular interest is a situation where a manufacturer
imposes a fixed or minimum retail price on the retailer. Other common interventions on
retail prices include “suggested retail prices”, “maximum retail prices” and “minimum
advertised prices”. Impositions that are effectively less restrictive to the retailer’s ability
to compete with other retailers are generally considered less likely to have detrimental
effects. However, some of these, apparently less restrictive, variants can become a de
facto minimum or fixed resale price in all but name. The term “resale price
maintenance” is thus to be understood in a broad sense to cover any commercial
strategies or supplier pressure which has the effect of controlling retail prices. The
following would therefore also be likely to be found to constitute resale price
maintenance:
fixing the distributor's margin;
setting a maximum discount which a distributor must apply;
making rebates or promotional costs (or other supply benefits) conditional upon
adherence to a given price level;
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linking the resale price to that of competitors' products;
using threats, intimidation or warnings to coerce a buyer to comply with the
supplier's recommended resale prices;
indirect pressure linked to mechanisms to identify or monitor instances of
discounting; and
obliging retailers to report other distributors deviating from the "recommended"
price level.

2. Main insights from the academic literature
This subsection presents an overview of the range of arguments made in relation to the
effects of RPM on competition and consumers or welfare. There is a wide range of
arguments for both pro-competitive and anti-competitive effects. Anti-competitive
effects centre on possible horizontal effects at either the upstream or downstream levels
of the vertical relationship as well as reinforcement of strong market positions. Procompetitive effects centre on the role for vertical restraints to address externalities that
arise from misalignment of incentives between suppliers and retailers of a same
product. This wide range of arguments can generally be grouped under one or several
of the following topics:
Theoretical analysis of anti-competitive motives and effects of RPM
Facilitating upstream collusion / softening upstream competition (suppliers)
Raising barriers to entry to / foreclosure of competing suppliers
Facilitating downstream collusion / softening downstream competition (retailers)
Raising barriers to entry to / foreclosure of competing retailers
Commitment device / preserving monopoly rents (suppliers)
Theoretical analysis of pro-competitive (or “no anti-competitive”) motives or effects of
RPM
Encourage provision of retailer services / address free-rider problems
But, higher levels of retailer service are not necessarily welfare enhancing
Support launch of new products
Retailer inventory
Single monopoly argument
Other theoretical arguments / mixed effects
Impacts when RPM agreements cover a large fraction of the market
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Insights from behavioural economics literature
Empirical studies analysing the effect of RPM
Analysing effects on retail prices
Analysing effects on share prices
Analysing effects on other outcome variables

2.1. Anti-competitive effects of RPM discussed in the
theoretical literature

Upstream collusion

RPM facilitates a manufacturer wholesale price fixing conspiracy through limiting the
ability of resellers to pass wholesale price reductions on to consumers in the form of
lower resale prices (Yamey 1954; Bowman 1955, Telser 1960; Overstreet 1983; Grimes
201; Jullien and Rey (2007) and Rey and Vergé (2010))
Manufacturers in a cartel could use RPM as a vehicle to reduce the profitability of
offering secret discounts to retailers, thus reducing the benefit of defection. RPM also
could discourage a manufacturer from cutting prices to retailers, which would remove
the concomitant benefit of cheaper prices to consumers. (Elzinga and Mills, 2010) 406
When upstream firms wish to collude, but negotiate contracts with wholesalers or
retailers in private, it can be hard for any collusive agreement to be monitored; rival
wholesale prices cannot be monitored and enforced, and retail prices are an imperfect
proxy for them. Jullien and Rey [2007] stress that, by making retail prices less
responsive to local shocks on retail cost or demand, RPM yields more uniform prices
that make deviations easier to detect, thus facilitating tacit collusion.
Foreclosure at supplier level
RPM may be used by manufacturers to induce their retailers into accepting an attractive
profit margin in return for refusing to take on the distribution of competing brands
(Elzinga and Mills, 2008). If the retailers in such RPM agreements make up a sufficiently
large share of the relevant market, competing brands may find distribution too costly,
and new entrants may be deterred -- provided that the manufacturer in question
controls a large share of the relevant market. Similarly, Asker and Bar-Isaac (2014)
show that RPM can lead to the exclusion of an upstream efficient entrant because the
vertical restraint creates a quasi-rent that the retailers have an incentive to protect by
not accommodating a new entrant that requires retailer support to enter where such
entry would reduce the industry profits of the vertical chain.
Collusion / foreclosure at retailer level
RPM can be a facilitating practice to sustain downstream collusion. Telser, 1960 and
Shaffer, 1991 show that retailers can use the imposition of multiple RPM agreements
by an upstream firm (acting as a “common agent”) to facilitate downstream price
collusion. The enforcement of RPM can facilitate agreement on prices, monitoring of
406
Elzinga, Kenneth & Mills, David. (2010). Leegin and Procompetitive Resale Price Maintenance. The Antitrust
Bulletin. 55. An earlier version is referred to as Elzinga and Mills (2008).
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prices, and even punishment for breaching the collusive agreement. In some instances,
the RPM is effectively no more than a façade of a vertical agreement, masking a purely
horizontal agreement. Similar arguments are made by Yamey 1954; Bowman 1955;
Overstreet 1983; Grimes 2010; Rey and Vergé (2010).
Peeperkorn (2008) suggests that, by preventing price competition between different
distributors, RPM may prevent new retailers from entering the market with low prices.
It may also prevent or hinder the entry and expansion of distribution formats based on
low prices, such as price discounters. This may reduce dynamism and innovation at the
distribution level. Similarly, Asker and Bar-Isaac (2011) present a model of competitive
harm that arises from the exclusion of a more efficient entrant though using RPM.
Softening retailer-level competition
RPM can soften downstream competition. Several authors (e.g. Shaffer (1991);
Overstreet (1983)) have shown that downstream firms may have a unilateral incentive
to ask the upstream firm to implement RPM as a means to soften competition between
themselves. More generally, RPM can benefit downstream firms by making it harder for
cut-price entrants to steal business by undercutting competitors. Such entrants can still
make additional profits through greater efficiencies, but they cannot use these
efficiencies to steal business through lower prices.
Some of these models note, however, that it is necessary that the cartel of retailers
have monopsony power to ensure compliance from the manufacturer.
Prevent downstream innovation
A dominant retailer may request RPM from a manufacturer to “forestall innovation in
distribution that decreases costs,” thus preventing consumer-enhancing innovation by
competing retailers. By preventing or hindering the entry and expansion of distribution
formats based on low prices, such as price discounters, RPM reduces dynamism and
innovation at the distribution level. (Marvel and McCafferty (1985) and Asker and BarIsaac (2013))
Manufacturer commitment mechanism for rent extraction
RPM can be used as a commitment device to protect upstream monopoly rents, in the
monopoly commitment problem originally identified by Hart and Tirole (1990). A
monopolist maximizes its profit by selling the right to distribute to only one downstream
player. However, ex post it has an incentive to break this agreement and sell to
additional downstream players. The overall effect is that, absent a commitment device,
the upstream firm is unable to extract the full rent associated with its market power,
because it cannot commit itself to not cutting prices on later contracts. RPM can solve
this problem, by allowing the upstream firm to commit to the monopoly price and
extract its full monopoly rents. This theory has also been shown under different
assumptions by O’Brien and Shaffer (1992), McAfee and Schwartz (1994) and Rey and
Vergé (2004).
Marx and Shaffer (2007) and Miklos-Thal et al. (2011) demonstrate that a similar
problem arises when retailers have some bargaining power.
Gabrielsen (2014), however, showed that even if manufacturers can commit to
industry-wide price floors, although they can obtain higher prices and effort levels, will
generally not be able to achieve the first-best collusive outcome.
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Most of the above theories of harm—other than the commitment one—rely on RPM
having a horizontal effect. That is, although the agreement is a vertical one, it will
typically be harmful only if there are multiple RPM agreements covering competing firms
such that it has some form of horizontal impact. Giovannetti and Stallibrass (2009)

2.2. Pro-competitive effects

Reduction of intra-brand competition promotes retailer services
By reducing intra-brand price competition, RPM can promote interbrand competition by
eliminating free riding at the distribution level on aspects such as service provision.
Where retailers carry out some form of service on behalf of manufacturers that involves
the retailers incurring a cost, there is a risk, absent RPM, that retailers who do not
provide the service could cut prices and win business away from retailers that do.
Elzinga and Mills (2008).
Where the provision of additional retail services is valued by consumers, RPM maintains
investment incentives and benefits both manufacturers and consumers. 407 Hunold and
Muthers (2017) and Grimes (2009)
Telser (1960) and Yamey (1954) noted first that strong intra-brand competition can be
detrimental to retailers’ incentives to invest in (free-rideable) services. How resale price
maintenance or exclusive territories can be used to correct for service externalities is
analysed in Mathewson and Winter (1984) and Perry and Porter (1986).
Schulz (2007) 408 explores further the circumstances under which service provision
arguments can justify RPM. If oligopolistic interaction among retailers is assumed, RPM
may have negative social welfare effects even when consumers value the additional
services that it induces.
A low mark-up may also lead to under-investments by retailers in inventories (Krishnan
and Winter, 2007) and in quality of service, as well as reduced efforts to advise
consumers (Telser, 1960).
Free-riding issues have also been noted in the relationship between online and offline
sales. Consumers may physically inspect goods at brick-and-mortar stores but then
purchase online (this is often referred to as “showrooming”). 409 Friederiszick and
Głowicka (2015) Gundlach, Cannon and Manning (2010).
In Hunold and Muthers (2017) retailers can also multi-channel, i.e. sell products at a
physical store and via an online platform. They derive conditions under which price

Warren S. Grimes (2009) Resale Price Maintenance: A Competitive Assessment; Federal Trade Commission
Workshop on Resale Price Maintenance Panel on Anticompetitive Effects. Hunold, M., & Muthers, J. (2017). Resale
price maintenance and manufacturer competition for retail services. The RAND Journal of Economics, 48(1), 3-23.
An earlier version is Hunold and Muthers (2012)
408
Schulz, Norbert. “Does the Service Argument Justify Resale Price Maintenance?” Journal of Institutional and
Theoretical Economics (JITE) / Zeitschrift Für Die Gesamte Staatswissenschaft, vol. 163, no. 2, 2007, pp. 236–255.
409
Hans W. Friederiszick and Ela Głowicka (2015) Competition Policy in Modern Retail Markets; Journal of Antitrust
Enforcement, 0, 1–42. Gregory T. Gundlach, Joseph P. Cannon and Kenneth C. Manning (2010) Free Riding And
Resale Price Maintenance: Insights From Marketing Research And Practice; The Antitrust Bulletin: Vol. 55, No. 2
407
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restraints (RPM and dual pricing) are more desirable to achieve chain coordination than
non-price restraints (such as restrictions on online sales).
Hold-up problems can occur if there are relationship-specific investments that a retailer
needs to make in order to sell the brands of a given manufacturer. The manufacturer
can offer those retailers that made such investments relatively worse selling conditions
in the knowledge that this retailer faces high costs if exiting the relationship. RPM is a
form to protect these retailers against hold-up by the manufacturer. It can have net
positive welfare effects depending on the relative strength of anti-competitive effects
and the value put by consumers on the retailer-level investments it protects. Rey (2012)
and Bickenbach, Kumkar and Soltwedel (1999). 410
Providing quality certification
The quality certification literature makes similar arguments, but the “service” that the
retailer provides is a form of “quality certification” service. Marvel & McCafferty (1984)
propose a model in which a retailer provides a service by “ascertaining the quality or
stylishness of commodities” for the consumer. When a reputable retailer stocks a given
product, they implicitly guarantee the quality of that product in the eyes of consumers.
There is a cost involved in running retail stores that the consumers associate with very
high quality or exclusivity, and retailers would not incur such costs if consumers could
buy the same products much more cheaply elsewhere. The loss of this quality
certification service could have detrimental effects for both consumers – who may value
the associated retail experience – and manufacturers – who may need to resort to more
costly and/or less effective mechanisms to certify the quality of their products.
Online sales – in particular on platforms that are known for their low prices – can for
similar reasons be detrimental to the brands’ image, thus harmful to the manufacturer
(Haucap and Stuhmeier, 2016).
RPM is more effective than less anti-competitive alternatives
While other vertical restraints can achieve some of the same benefits as RPM, there will
be circumstances (for example, the presence of risk aversion) in which RPM is more
effective than these other restraints. An intuitive example might be a supplier of a
branded product who primarily sells through a specialist bricks-and-mortar retail
network that is approached by an internet retailer. The supplier is concerned that if he
supplies the internet retailer, absent RPM, then the internet retailer could price low and
damage the viability of the bricks-and-mortar network. The supplier can either (1)
refuse to supply the internet retailer, by excluding the retailer from his (legal) selective
distribution system, or (2) agree to supply him on an RPM basis. If, as here, the
alternative to RPM is not to supply at all, then RPM may in fact be the more efficient
and procompetitive option. 411 Bennett, Fletcher, Giovannetti and Stallibrass (2009).
“Chicago-school” argument
Since, in any given market, there is only one monopoly profit, an upstream monopolist
has no ability to increase its profits through RPM, since it should in any case be able to
extract the full monopoly market rent through its wholesale pricing structure (at least
Rey, P. (2012). Vertical restraints–an economic perspective. Revised draft report, Toulouse School of Economics.
Bickenbach, Frank; Kumkar, Lars; Soltwedel, Rüdiger (1999) The new institutional economics of antitrust and
regulation, Kiel Working Paper, No. 961, Kiel Institute for the World Economy (IfW), Kiel
411
Bennett, Matthew & Fletcher, Amelia & Giovannetti, Emanuele & Stallibrass, David. (2009). Resale price
maintenance: Explaining the controversy, and small steps towards a more nuanced policy. Fordham international
law journal. 33. 1278-1299.
410
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so long as nonlinear pricing is possible). Bork (1966), Posner (1976) and Telser (1960),
for example, conclude that RPM cannot thus be welfare reducing and, if it is undertaken,
should be assumed to be beneficial.
The Chicago school reasoning applies also to whether a retailer could ever be induced
to supply a non-welfare enhancing level of services. Since retail services are costly to
provide and are paid for, ultimately, by either the manufacturer or the retailer, there
would be no incentive to induce service provision unless it is valued by consumers.
Martimort and Piccolo (2007).

2.3. Cumulative effects

A small number of papers have set out specific theories of harm which show that RPM
may soften competition in settings where there are networks of agreements between
multiple manufacturers and retailers: e.g. O’Brien and Shaffer (1992), Dobson and
Waterson (2007), and Rey and Vergé (2010).
For example, if all upstream manufacturers simultaneously impose RPM on their
competing retailers. Dobson and Waterson have shown that in a bargaining framework,
RPM can reduce retailers’ incentives to negotiate on wholesale prices by preventing
downstream undercutting. This, in turn, dampens upstream competition and creates
higher retail prices, to the detriment of consumers.
Rey and Vergé (2010) find that when there are interlocking relationships between rival
manufacturers that distribute their products via the same competing retailers, RPM
dampens competition at both manufacturing and retail levels and leads to industrywide monopoly pricing. (Rey and Verge´ (2010) capture strategic interactions among
manufacturers and retailers through a combination of RPM and a two-part tariff at the
wholesale level. )
Shaffer (2013) reviews findings in the literature on the effects of the use of RPM
restrictions by multiple manufacturers. Where all (or almost all) firms in the market are
engaged in RPM, the reviewed literature indicates that even with otherwise strong retail
level competition, the negative effects of RPM dominate. Furthermore, in some cases,
the harm to consumers from manufacturers adopting RPM can actually be increasing in
the degree of downstream fragmentation. Conversely, where not all firms in the market
are engaged in RPM, the ability of suppliers to use RPM to support supra-competitive
retail prices decreases the more fragmented the downstream industry is.
Shaffer goes on to note that the conclusions from the literature are far more mixed in
relation to whether the effects of RPM disappear or worsen as upstream market
fragmentation increases.

2.4. Welfare effects of RPM

The consensus in the literature is that welfare effects of RPM can be positive or negative.
There is a wide consensus in the economic literature that the balance between the
competitive harm and efficiencies of RPM should be considered in terms of the specific
market context in which the restraint takes place (Peeperkorn, 2008). Rey and Verge
(2008) consider that the economic literature on the impact of RPM on consumer and/or
total welfare is ambiguous, the effect depending on the context in which RPM is
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implemented. Moreover, according to Lafontaine and Slade (2008), there is still a lack
of empirical evidence on the effects of RPM.
However, it is not enough that RPM is used to enhance the provision of retail services
for it to be necessarily welfare enhancing.
Comanor (1985) and Scherer (1983) note that it is possible for the retail servicespromoting RPM to be in the interest of manufacturers and yet reduce total welfare.
Scherer, Steiner, and Comanor (2005), find that ‘‘It is quite possible to have increased
output as a result of RPM and at the same time reduced consumer welfare.’’
Graça and Masson (2012) show that the negative effects above extend to a wider set
of assumptions and therefore that it is far from clear that even an RPM that is devised
to incentivise retail services will be ultimately consumer or welfare enhancing. In other
words, even if no exclusion or collusion are alleged, presales demand-inducing
information provision is a flimsy defence for RPM if consumer surplus is the standard
and not always convincing if total surplus is the standard.
Foros et al. (2010) show, on the other hand, that even when firms individually adopt
RPM to dampen competition, market forces may suffice to minimize this effect to the
point that RPM becomes harmless. In particular, in their model, although banning the
dominant firm from using RPM always increases welfare, restricting the extent of
industry-wide adoption of RPM below the level that would otherwise be sustained in the
industry may have adverse welfare effects by leading to higher retail prices than would
be the case with the use of RPM that would prevail in an unregulated market economy.

2.5. Additional notes on market structure and other
modelling assumptions

To consider the question of how market structure impacts on the likely welfare effects
of RPM, this review also looked for the main modelling assumptions in the theoretical
literature and how they link to positive or negative effects of RPM. Explicit consideration
of market structure is only found in a subset of the papers reviewed and we focus on
those here.
In the earlier literature RPM was traditionally viewed as being imposed by an upstream
firm on a price-taking retail market. In the more recent papers, the effect of different
retail market structures and of potential market power at the retail level is analysed in
greater detail.
When the manufacturer faces mostly passive retailers, the welfare effects of RPM
depend on assumptions about contracting terms and about the structure of costs (to
retailers who provide them) and benefits (to consumers) of the free-rideable services
that RPM seeks to induce.
Welfare effects depend on the value of the externality and the distribution of this value
among consumers, namely the different value that retailer services have for marginal
versus infra-marginal consumers. Comanor (1985) and Comanaor and Kirkwood
(1985), Perry and Porter (1990)
The argument that RPM serves an efficiency purpose in preventing competition from
driving down free-rideable retailer services, depends itself on the strong assumption
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that manufacturers can only use linear prices. If, instead, two-part tariffs are possible
(an assumption that is not unrealistic, given the complexity of real-word contractual
arrangements between manufacturers and retailers), and assuming complete
information, the whole downstream surplus can be extracted with fixed fees, and the
retailers are then indifferent between all levels of services and implement those
recommended by the manufacturers.
The argument that the vertical structure will want to implement a level of retail services
that is optimal from the consumer welfare perspective (a “Chicago School type of
argument defended for example in Martimort and Piccolo (2007)) depends crucially on
assuming that the retailer’s cost of providing the services is quadratic and consumer
demand is linear. Furthermore, Kastl et al (2009) 412 illustrate with an example that the
impact of service inducing RPM on consumer surplus depends on the nature of
downstream competition. Klein (2009) expects that RPM is more likely to be procompetitive if there is a) a significant manufacturer profit margin on incremental sales
and b) a significant effect of retailer point-of-sale promotion on inducing manufacturer
incremental sales.
Other assumptions under which a monopolist manufacturer can set a welfare enhancing
RPM include: when RPM increases sales due to higher number of retailers, Gould and
Preston (1965), and if it leads to better stocking in face of demand uncertainty,
Deneckere et al (1996) and Deneckere et al (1997).
Butz (1997) argues instead, in the same set-up, that preventing the prices from
decreasing in reaction to negative demand shocks is negative for consumer welfare. In
addition, monopolist manufacturers can also use RPM to support rent extraction by e.g.
committing not to lower prices Hart et al (1990), Chen and Chen (2011), O’Brien and
Shaffer (1992), Rey and Vergé (2004)
On the other hand, several papers argue that when both retail and wholesale markets
are competitive, RPM is highly unlikely to have negative welfare effects. Overstreet and
Fisher (1985), Klein and Murphy (1988)
In bilateral interlocking duopolies, as studied by Dobson and Waterson (2007), RPM
may be particularly harmful with a) strong retail power and homogenous
products/services and b) high influence from the manufacturer in determining the terms
of the contract. Rey and Vergé (2010) suggest that the presence of networks of
interlocking RPM agreements can be used to dampen both upstream and downstream
competition. According to Shaffer (2013), in markets where all (or most) firms are
engaged in RPM, the harm from networks of RPM agreements may actually rise as the
degree of downstream fragmentation increases.
Giovannetti and Stallibrass (2009) argue that anticompetitive effects are more likely
when upstream competition is weak and there are barriers to entry at either the
producer or distributor level. For collusive anticompetitive effects to be a threat it is
necessary that suppliers or retailers form a tight oligopoly such that RPM is applied by
all or many of them.

Kastl, Jakub David Martimort and Salvatore Piccolo (2009) “When Should Manufacturers Want Fair Trade?: New
Insights from Asymmetric Information” https://www.princeton.edu/~jkastl/vert_deleg.pdf
412
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2.6. Overview of the empirical literature on RPM

The review of empirical studies on the effects of RPM revealed that the number of
studies is relatively small and that the debate in the theoretical literature is far from
settled by the empirical work.
A common approach in the empirical papers reviewed was to study the effect of RPM
around a policy change (such as a ban of RPM in some jurisdiction). This gives rise to
a natural experiment and, in some cases, a control group in relation to which the
difference in differences method can be applied.
Several papers find evidence that RPM is associated with higher prices for consumers,
while either not looking for or not finding any effects on service or quality parameters.
Steiner, R. (2011) find large negative impacts of RPM in 2 US markets. Bonnet and
Dubois (2010) agree with a large sample diff in diff study for the bottled market in
France. Biscourp, Boutin and Vergé (2013) find similarly negative effects of RPM while
assessing the Loi Galland in France, highlighting particularly negative effects arising
from interlocking relationships.
MacKay, A., & Smith, D. (2014) present particularly strong results using a diff in diff
approach, based on a very large sample of prices and taking advantage of the
differential application of Leegin across US states. Their evidence points to higher
prices, lower output and reduced consumer welfare when RPM is enforced under “rule
of reason” (i.e. RPM not presumed unlawful).
Mueller and Geithman (1991) find that intra-brand competition has a strong effect on
decreasing price and thus a restriction that prevents this type of competition, such as
RPM, is likely to have a negative impact on consumers. Earlier examples of empirical
studies that also found negative effects of RPM include Bowman (1955), Oster (1982),
and Ornstein and Hanssens (1987).
Some empirical studies suggest that the effects of RPM depend on the market structural
and are thus context dependent.
McEachern and Romeo (1984) distinguish market segments where service parameters
may be ore valued. They find some positive effects from removal of RPM in low end of
market, some negative effects from removal at high end of market. Using a case study
approach Boyd (1993) finds that RPM is more likely to be used for products with short
lifecycles, whereas exclusive territories are more often adopted for the retail of products
with long lifecycles.
An analysis based on the impacts of RPM rulings on share prices Gilligan (1986)
indicates that the structural characteristics of firms and industries that use RPM are
important determinants of its effects. On the basis of 3 UK case studies, Giovannetti
and Stallibrass (2009) corroborate this, finding in particular that RPM is likely to cause
greater harm when there is significant unilateral upstream market power, a network of
RPM agreements involving a number of upstream suppliers (accounting for large
upstream market share), and agreements are “retailer-instigated”.
Several papers, on the other hand, find no negative effects of RPM and that it can
indeed support service provision by retailers or protect certain type of retailer while
promoting greater diversity and reducing market concentration at retailer level.
Fabricant, A. Ross (1990) find evidence consistent with RPM promoting retailer services.
Similarly, Ippolito (1991), using a case study approach from 203 US cases, finds
evidence in favour of the agency theory of RPM and that collusive motivations are
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relatively minor. Ippolito and Overstreet (1996)’s results similarly support the agency
theory of RPM. Their paper does so in a framework of “simple” products, i.e. products
not generally associated with retailer service efficiencies. Bailey, E. M., & Leonard, G.
K. (2010) use US data on video game retail prices, and find no effect of RPM, suggesting
price competition is not effectively constrained by RPM. Marvel and McCafferty (1984)
present some evidence that RPM preserves smaller retailers by comparing the size
distribution of businesses in sectors where RPM was and was not used, based on data
for the US in 1963.
This overview of the empirical literature indicates that RPM can have a wide range of
impacts and highlights the need for policy to consider on a market by market basis
whether RPM will be pro or anti-competitive.

2.7. Book RPM studies

A number of studies looked at the effect of policy changes in relation to the use of RPM
in the bookselling market. Dearnley and Feather (2002) find no evidence that RPM in
books (fixed book price or FBP) had any impact on prices but equally that it did not play
a significant role in supporting the bookselling market. This paper uses a difference in
differences approach leveraging on the FBP policy change that occurred in the UK in
1997. Davies, Coles, Pike and Wilson (2004) find instead that the removal of FBP led
to a decrease in book prices while causing a negative impact on small bookshops. The
latter is based on descriptive statistics (i.e. does not rely on econometric techniques to
control for the role of other potential drivers of book market outcomes).
Fishwick (2008) finds that book prices increased after the removal of the FBP agreement
in the UK, and attributes this result to more aggressive competition having led to
market concentration in bookselling. This author hypothesises that increased
competition following the removal of the FBP agreement led to closure of smaller
bookshops and increased market share of larger bookshops, internet providers and
supermarkets who are able to obtain larger trade discounts from publishers. These
publishers, in turn, raise list prices to maintain profitability; thereby resulting in higher
overall prices in the long-term. The author uses an official price index which is different
from the price data used in earlier papers.
As an extension of this hypothesis, Olczak (2011) framed the problem in a bargaining
framework and showed that under a free price system with recommended retail prices,
the supplier has an incentive to set the RRP above the price it would charge under RPM,
assuming that retailer bargaining power is sufficiently low. He believes this theory may
explain the evidence that book prices rose in the UK following the ending of RPM.
A study by the Centre for Competition Policy at University of East Anglia, (2008) for the
OFT finds a strong positive effect on bookselling industry productivity of the entry into
the market of supermarkets and online sellers that occurred after the FBP regime was
abolished. This can be consistent with Fishwick results since greater productivity may
have been associated with greater concentration.
A meta-study of the effect of FBPs across Europe for the Norwegian Ministry of Culture
and the Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research has shown that having FBP or
not has no effect on the number of books that are published or sold 413. However, the
evidence suggests that countries with no FBPs have increased sales of bestsellers,
413

Ronning, Slaatta, Torvund, Larsen and Colbjornsen (2012)
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whilst an FBP system results in the sale of a wider range of books. When looking at
average prices (including both bestsellers and a wider range of books) under either an
FBP- or free-price-system there is no difference. A similar study of the literature finds
no compelling evidence that a free pricing system is generally superior to fixed pricing
but also that there is no evidence that the reverse is true either (Ringstad, 2004).
Instead, the author pleads for more research to arrive at a more definite conclusion.
This motivates our analysis of the sector in this report.
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no research taking into account the
variation in FBP status across Europe, to ascertain the effect of FBP rules.
References for this sub-section
Centre for Competition Policy at University of East Anglia, (2008) An evaluation of the impact upon productivity of ending resale price
maintenance on books. Report prepared for the OFT.
Davies, S., Coles, H., Olczak, M., Pike, C., & Wilson, C. (2004). Benefits from competition: some illustrative UK cases. Department for
Trade and Industry Economics Paper No. 9.
Dearnley, J., & Feather, J. (2002). The UK bookselling trade without resale price maintenance an overview of change 1995–2001.
Publishing research quarterly, 17(4), 16-31.
Fishwick, F. (2008). Book prices in the UK since the end of resale price maintenance. International Journal of the Economics of Business,
15(3), 359-377.
Olczak, M., (2011). The impact of recommended retail prices on bilateral bargaining and retail pricing. Aston Business School Draft
Paper.
Ringstad, V., (2004). On the cultural blessings of fixed book prices, International Journal of Cultural Policy, 10:3, 351-365.
Ronning, H., Slaatta, T., Torvund, O., Larsen, H., & Colbjornsen, T., (2012). Books – At what price? Submitted to the Norwegian Ministry
of Culture and the Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research.

3. Literature Overview Tables
The table below provides an overview of all papers and studies reviewed, including main
result/argument, and number of citations (where available). The articles are sorted
chronologically.
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large. The principal remaining objection to RPM must be
the argument that its use slows technical progress in
distribution. Price increases accompanied by increasing
quantities are indicative of procompetitive uses of RPM,
as they are likely the result of increases in demand,
increased distribution, or increased inventories.
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RPM is used in products that do not seem to require
tangible presale dealer services. RPM can be adopted
when a manufacturer wishes to "purchase" quality or
style certification from reputable dealers.

30

Pro
Anti
Anti

Theoretical justification for RPM as it enhances retailer
services by solving the free-rider problem.

142

Both

Manufacturers impose vertical restraints to encourage
distributors to supply certain consumer services, and
only when they can derive higher profits from increased
sales which will only be realised if consumers value those
services more than the cost to provide them

Pro

Pro

RPM could solve free-riding problems by preventing
retailers from competing on price and leading them to
compete instead on quality or customer service.

Pro

Pro

Part I: RPM was in its origins promoted by well-organised
dealers, not by manufacturers, as a form of reducing
dealer competition, and against the wishes of low pricelow service dealers. Manufacturers can however benefit
from RPM through: (1) the protection of manufacturers'
brands, (2) the maximization of returns from advertising,
(3) the creation of product differentiation in order to
prevent competition from substitutes, (4) the protection
from the elimination of retail outlets through loss leaders,
(5) price stabilization, (6) price discrimination, and (7)
assurance of dealer services required for the marketing
of a product.

Assumes a monopolist manufacturer and multiple singleproduct retailers. Demand is assumed to be positively
affected by the number of retailers and RPM is used to
support high numbers of retailers. Results suggest that
the quantity traded on the market is greater under RPM.
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Slotting allowances are observed when there are
observable contracts. If the individual supplier - retailer
wholesale price terms are unobservable by competitors,
then resale price maintenance will be seen. Resale price
maintenance, though worse than simple marginal cost
wholesale pricing, yields greater surplus (social welfare)
than the slotting allowance equilibrium.
Imposing an industry-wide price-floor helps to restore
the monopoly profits, as long as the mechanism through
which the price floor is set is credible. This fails when
retailers cannot observe their rivals' contracts, as
incentives to choose each contract to maximize bilateral
profits may yield retail prices well below the vertically
integrated level. This provides a new explanation for
vertical restraints, and it rationalizes an often expressed
but never formalized view that RPM prevents
countervailing buyer power from lowering retail prices.
Assumes a manufacturer distributing a product through
retailers who compete in price and service, where higher
service reduces the time it takes to purchase a good.
Consumers have differing preferences for this service.
Retailers are biased toward price competition and this
distortion can be corrected with vertical restraints such
as RPM.
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654

9

68
Model
with
monopolist
manufacturer
and
monopolistically competitive retailers, and externality in
service provision. RPM can increase both profits and
consumer surplus when the externality is large. When the
externality is small, retailers provide too much service,
and the 'vertical externality' argument is invalid. In this
model this is because of other dimensions of non-price
competition among retailers.

1173

Setting with a monopolist manufacturer who secretly
negotiates with competing retailers; absent RPM industry
profit is not maximised as equilibrium retail prices are too
low. RPM can operate as a commitment device to protect
upstream monopoly rents, monopoly commitment
problem (as originally identified by Hart and Tirole)

94

RPM leads to non-price competition, inducing retailers to
supply special services that consumers cannot obtain
elsewhere. Vertical restraints employed by retailers with
no market power will not be anticompetitive

440

Both the RPM and anti‐RPM missionaries have overstated
their cases. The empirical evidence, though sketchy,
shows both procompetitive and anticompetitive instances
of RPM. In some situations, such as for small firms in
unconcentrated wholesale and retail markets and for new
entrants, the probability of anticompetitive effects is
negligible. On balance, considering the economic,
political, and legal constraints, we recommend continuing
the current per se illegal standard, but with exceptions
for clearly defined instances in which the probability of
anticompetitive effects is minimal.
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RPM can help a dealer cartel enforce the monopoly price.
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Model with one manufacturer, competing retailers and
demand uncertainty. If demand is low, retailers may
resell more than the joint profit-maximizing output.
Anticipating this, they will not pay as much for the
merchandise ex ante as they would if the manufacturer
could commit to preventing rivalry. The manufacturer
has many options, including vertical integration, chain
outlets, restricted output, buy backs, just-in-time
deliveries, and RPM. The article concludes that RPM
would most likely be chosen.
Assumes one manufacturer supplying several retailers.
Revisits the Hart&Tirole (1990) insight that opportunism
prevents the manufacturer from realising its monopolist
profit. Confirms the insight, derived by O'Brien and
Shaffer (1992) that RPM eliminates the scope for
opportunism.
Because the welfare effects of vertical practices are
theoretically ambiguous, enforcement should be guided
by empirical evidence. Empirically, vertical restraints
appear to reduce price and/or increase output. Thus,
absent a good natural experiment to evaluate a particular
restraint's effect, an optimal policy places a heavy burden
on plaintiffs to show that a restraint is anticompetitive.

190
249
174
81

Vertical restraints such as RPM can be used to give
dealers above normal returns, which would mean that
those dealers would have something to lose if their
contracts were terminated, making it more likely that
they adhere to contractual terms.

240

Assume a monopolist manufacturer, competitive retail
sector and consumer demand uncertainty. Consumers
may benefit as RPM leads to lower prices and greater
product availability in the event of high demand. (an
important assumption is that retail prices adjust faster to
demand shocks than retailer inventories – e.g. products
have low scrap value and/or are expensive to stock)

238

Assume competitive retail pricing in the presence of
demand uncertainty. Manufacturer may prefer RPM to
allowing retailers to separate into niches defined by price
and availability. RPM can support larger inventories and
sales of the manufacturer’s products.

4

The authors criticise the sample of cases used in Cooper
et al (2005) and review other important cases in which
vertical restraints clearly reduced economic efficiency
and/or injured consumers. They conclude that the rule of
reason approach should be continued and articulate
some indicia to be considered in choosing cases for
enforcement.

Given the diversity of effects of RPM, one could
reasonably take the position that a rule of reason rather
than a per se approach is warranted.
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101
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Multiple candidate theories explain the motivations,
costs, and benefits of RPM contracts. There are many
circumstances in which RPM promotes interbrand
competition, thus keeping minimum price RPM under the
per se rule risks condemning a procompetitive practice.
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Paldor I. (2007).
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Did the Courts
Have it Right All
Along? Available
at SSRN 994750

RPM likely to be pro-competitive if there is a) a significant
manufacturer profit margin on incremental sales and b)
a significant effect of retailer point-of-sale promotion on
inducing manufacturer incremental sales.
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77

RPM can e.g. increase inter-brand competition and
provide incentive to increase stocks, but reduce
innovation and foster collusion. A balance between the
competitive harm and efficiencies of RPM should be
considered in terms of the specific market context
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bargaining powers. RPM can dampen system competition
through networks of interlocking RPM agreements. RPM
can reduce retailers’ incentives to negotiate on wholesale
prices
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preventing
downstream
undercutting.
RPM may be particularly harmful with a) strong retail
power and homogenous products/services (as double
marginalisation distortions are at a minimum) and b)
high influence from the manufacturer in determining the
terms of the contract
RPM can help upstream firms to collude: retailers face
local shocks on demand or costs and, in the absence of
RPM, retail prices react to these, making deviations from
collusive behaviour difficult to detect. By eliminating
retail price flexibility, RPM facilitates the detection of
deviations but reduces profits and thus increases the
short‐run gains from a deviation. When RPM is adopted,
the former effect is likely to prevail. .
RPM may be used as an exclusionary measure to forestall
competition at the upstream level. By introducing RPM,
the manufacturer shares its own monopoly rents with
retailers. Retailers’ share of the rents is, naturally,
contingent on the preservation of the upstream
monopoly. Retailers therefore have an immediate
interest in the preservation of the monopoly. More
generally, the author considers anti-competitive
explanations of RPM more persuasive and concludes that
RPM should remain per se illegal.
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market via a private label can counteract the
anticompetitive effects of vertical restraints.
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13

The presence of effective upstream competition helps the
procompetitive and efficiency effects of vertical
restraints. On the other hand, anticompetitive effects are
more likely when upstream competition is weak and
there are barriers to entry at either the producer or
distributor level. For collusive anticompetitive effects to
be a threat it is necessary that suppliers or retailers form
a tight oligopoly such that RPM is applied by all or many
of them.
This paper provides an assessment of three RPM cases in
the UK, following a roadmap provided by recent
theoretical insights on plausible anticompetitive harm
due to RPM in specific market contexts.

RPM limits the exercise of competition at both
manufacturer and retailer levels and can generate
industry-wide monopoly pricing. The presence of
networks of interlocking RPM agreements can be used to
dampen both upstream and downstream competition.

144

Response to Klein’s papers describing a pro-competitive
rationale for RPM. Challenges Klein’s measure of
procompetitive effect as it is inconsistent with the
Sherman Act’s focus on competition, not profitability for
individual market participants. An analysis of six
contemporary
RPM
cases
illustrates
these
anticompetitive effects and provides robust support for a
strong presumption that RPM is a violation of the
Sherman Act.

28

4

Economic analysis of Leegin's impact on online
discounters, specifically those who rely on discounting as
an essential component of their business model. RPM is
more likely anti-competitive if used to support a cartel
and more pro-competitive if to promote the product.

Model where firms employ RPM to dampen downstream
price competition. Restrictions on the use of RPM by a
dominant firm can be welfare improving, but restrictions
on the extent of the market that can be covered by RPM
(i.e., the pervasiveness of the practice among firms in
the industry) may lead to lower welfare and higher
consumer prices than under a laissez-faire policy.
Model where the manufacturer faces demand uncertainty
and consumers are heterogenous. Absent RPM, the
manufacturer does not produce categories where the
probability that the manufacturer fails to design the
product as suitable to consumer tastes is high. However,
RPM resolves the problem and induces the manufacturer
to supply the good, bringing positive surplus to
consumers

467

17

Manufacturers have incentives to impose RPM even if
their products do not need special services. When making
a purchase decision, consumers choose from various
alternatives, including options to delay the purchase,
especially if they feel the price will be lower in the future.
This paper connects frequent markdowns, purchase
delay, and resale price maintenance (RPM) by using the
real options analysis. (the effect of RPM is analysed from
the perspective of the manufacturer only)
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Anti

2012

Presales demand-inducing information provision is a poor
defence of RPM if consumer surplus is the standard, and
not always convincing if total surplus is the standard.

RPM can allow an incumbent manufacturer to transfer
profits to retailers and discourage them from
accommodating entry . If an entrant cannot establish
itself without some retailer support, RPM can effectively
deter upstream entry.
Manufacturers use resale price maintenance even when
there is no free-riding as a way to compensate retailers
for promotional services (such as stocking, shelf space,
and point-of-sale selling efforts) that induce incremental
manufacturer sales. Retailers must be separately
compensated by manufacturers for supplying these
promotional services when the services have large
interbrand and small interretailer demand effects, and
hence retailers have significant discretion regarding
which manufacturer’s products they distribute and
promote. Retailer price discounting, especially by online
retailers, has the potential to disrupt the manufacturer’s
purchase of effective retail distribution by reducing
retailer compensation and consequently the promotional
services retailers devote to the sale of the manufacturer’s
products.
Manufacturer’s control over retail prices can lead to
efficiencies when consumers rely on prices as a signal of
quality. In equilibrium higher prices can be associated
with both higher quality perception and higher actual
quality. RPM resolves a conflict of interest between
retailers and manufacturers: retailers do not internalize
the reputation spill-over that higher prices have on
demand at all outlets.
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In markets where all (or most) firms are engaged in RPM,
the harm from networks of RPM agreements may actually
rise as the degree of downstream fragmentation
increases.

1

Most competition concerns raised by vertical restraints in
the traditional commerce will be mirrored in e-commerce
although they may have different implications. .
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In the context of the numerous cases concerning vertical
restraints in online sales that have recently been brought
before European courts, this paper discusses the
peculiarities of online markets and applies this analysis
to recent cases.

9
47

Model with multiple manufacturers, distributors have
incentives to free ride on other distributors’ pre-sale
services, pre-sales services are partly specific to a
manufacturer's brand. Distributors’ services may
differentiate manufacturers’ brands ex post, as is desired
by manufacturers. Thus, despite solving the free-rider
problem, multiple manufacturers’ RPM may harm
consumers by softening inter-brand price competition.
The model assumes search frictions in retail markets.
Both RPM and minimum advertised price restrictions
(MAP) act as a restraint on customers' information and
so can increase search frictions in the retail sector
thereby softening retail competition. However, by
accommodating (consumer or retailer) heterogeneity,
MAPs facilitate price discrimination among consumers;
encourage service provision; and facilitates manufacturer
collusion relative to RPM. Thus, welfare effects of MAP
relative to RPM may be positive or negative.

1

12

Reviews the main insight from the well-established
literature on price guarantees to demonstrate that there
was good reason for competition authorities to scrutinise
recent online market cases. Summarises the main
insights from the academic economics literature which,
based on case law, has focused directly on vertical
agreements specifying horizontal price links.

The author notes the importance of the kind of retail
service invoked in a RPM justification, the kind of retailer
at issue, and the prevailing model of consumer
behaviour, and concludes that many of the accepted
justifications for RPM are of doubtful validity or are only
valid under limited circumstances.

2

7

This paper distinguishes issues of online RPM from
traditional RPM and online RPM from online MFN. It
suggests that online RPM (and bricks-and-mortar RPM)
should not be illegal.

12

Compare MFN with RPM in context of Apple ebook store.
Argue that Broad Retail Price MFNs should not be treated
any less leniently under the law than is RPM.

Critique to “service provision” efficiency defence of RPM.
Pre-sale services may not modify the value-in-use of a
good, thus RPM and service provision lead to loss in
consumer surplus. This critiques Bork (1965)’s model and
reveals that even Bork’s dissenters significantly
underestimate their calculated losses to inframarginal
consumers.
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Model with competing manufacturers, common retailers
and retailer provision of product-specific pre-sales
services. Manufacturers use RPM to induce retailer
services, Prices are higher while RPM can create a
prisoner's dilemma for manufacturers without increasing,
and possibly even decreasing the overall service quality.
This result challenges the service argument as an
efficiency defence for RPM.
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included in Google Scholar.
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N.a.
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N≃650

Part II of the paper studies empirical evidence
focusing on information on toothpaste prices in
RPM and non-RPM states of the US covering the
period January 1951 to January 1953. It finds
significantly higher prices in the RPM states.

12
25
6

N.a.
N.a.

The effects on price competition from Levi Strauss
abandoning its policy of RPM are examined. Prices
dropped substantially for the consumer and price
variance increased. In addition, there was little
effect on service provision that retailers were using
under RPM to compete. Sales increased initially
and were greater than other rival manufacturers,
suggesting Levi’s brand name was not deteriorated
as a result of increased price competition.

N.a.

US
US

N≃167 (price survey)

RPM imposed by Florsheim likely consistent with
aim to achieve its optimal marketing mix. Study
indicates methodology for when appropriate data
is available; only partial data available at the time
of study.

7 case studies are
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53

3 (according
2010)

10

to

235

This paper identifies many RPM cases where procompetitive theory is likely to apply. For a sample
of reported RPM cases between 1975 to 1982,
collusion theories are relatively minor compared to
agency theories.

4 (according
ABS 2010)

This study finds resale price maintenance (RPM) in
the California wine industry to be consistent with
manufacturers' desire to obtain retailer provided
special services and prevent free riding. A
procompetitive argument is developed to explain
why relatively inexpensive and frequently
purchased products such as wine, are likely to be
sold with RPM.

3 (according to
ABS 2010)

US

US

US

The paper analyses the RPM effects on the spirits
industry by estimating demand with a pooled
cross-sectional time series. The results suggest
RPM led to a reduction in consumption and
substantial wealth transfers from consumers to
retail liquor store owners.

to

ABS

Utilizing the share price response of firms subject
to antitrust challenges to RPM, the empirical
analysis in this article indicates that this practice is
used for a variety of reasons and produces a range
of allocative and productive effects. The analysis
also indicates that the structural characteristics of
firms and industries that use RPM are important
determinants of its effects.
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2010)
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Regression models
Demand
estimation
regression analysis

Industry review

Pro
Anti but mixed
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effect
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Using data from the 1963 Census of Business, the
paper presents limited evidence that RPM, when
legal, affects the size of retailers. Comparisons are
drawn between the drug store market and grocery
retailing since RPM is apparent in the former but
not in the latter. Results indicate that RPM
preserved smaller retailers in the drug store
market.

The study examines and tests arguments about
RPM in the audio components industry. This
industry has history of using vertical restraints,
conditions are appropriate for the transactions
costs argument and there is a natural experiment
as RPM was removed in the mid-70s. Generally,
some positive effects from removal of RPM in low
end of market, some negative effects from
removal at high end of market. Given low end
makes up larger share, removal of RFM overall
could have had a positive effect.
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72
14

UK

472

32
238

UK
US

22 papers reviewed

While welfare effects are ambiguous, a survey of
literature reveals vertical restraints appear to
reduce prices and increase output. In absence of a
natural experiment, difficult to show RPM are anticompetitive

N.a.

Following intervention by the OFT, RPM in book
sector was removed in the mid-1990s. The market
experienced a real price fall by up to 6% in 4 years,
entry and growth of supermarkets and chain
stores, but this came with the loss of small
bookshops and reduced production.

3 (according to ABS
2010)

Maximum
regression
Difference
in
difference analysis
descriptive
analysis of

N.a.

US
US

N=113

US

OLS
and
regression

2SLS

A case study of the Corning Glass Works, which
used RPM, is established using evidence from the
Federal Trade Commission’s case against it. It
tests anticompetitive theories and principal agent
using
stock
value,
advertising
theories
expenditure, sales volume and results. Anticompetitive results are rejected, pointing towards
the principal-agent theory as the primary factor.
Results are interesting as the "simple" products at
issue in the case are not the types of products
most often associated with potential efficiency
explanations for RPM.

Examines effects of removal of the net book
agreement in the UK. Bookshops did not close
down en masse, and book prices were not affected
significantly. Book sellers have adapted and
tapped into new markets. No evidence that
suspension of RPM harmed bookselling trade.

Mostly
statistics for
results
Empirical
survey

Ambiguous
antiReject
competitive

Using a dataset from the Sealy licensing system,
the authors empirically test whether the theory
explaining restraints is avoidance of free riding or
creation of cartels amongst manufacturers. It is
found that market share increased by over 60%
between 1980 and 1985 due to intrabrand
competition decreasing the price. This rejects the
free riding hypothesis and supports market power
hypothesis – Sealy licenses territorial restraints
which reduce output and prices.
A manufacturer's choice between RPM and
exclusive territories to protect dealer provided
services is examined empirically. The relative
efficacy of RPM in solving the free rider problem
depends on the life cycle of the product being
distributed. A manufacturer of a product with a
long lifecycle is more likely to protect its dealers'
investment in service with exclusive territories,
whereas RPM becomes the more probable restraint
for products of short life spans. Data gleaned from
vertical restraint litigation cases (Commerce
Clearing House cases) strongly support this
hypothesis.

likelihood

Case study approach
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N.a.

1
21

Book prices were expected to fall after the removal
of Net book agreement in the UK in 1995, however
official indices (that differ to those used in other
papers) show that book prices have subsequently
risen more than general inflation. This is explained
by price competition leading to concentration and
greater buying power in bookselling and to bigger
trade discounts from publishers, who would seek
to maintain profits by raising list prices.

3 (according to ABS
2010)

UK
UK

As expected, the entry of the supermarkets and
internet sellers (now with a combined market
share of more than 20 per cent) has made a
positive contribution to the book industry
productivity via the between firm effect. The exact
magnitude of this effect is difficult to quantify in
practice due to the absence of any hard and
disaggregated estimates of their productivity in
books alone (as opposed to for all products).
However, on not unreasonable assumptions, this
effect alone may have increased industry
productivity by as much as a third in just five years
(2001-05), but a more conservative estimate
would be about 20 per cent.

are

473

192
13

The most important lesson that can be learned
from an examination of the empirical evidence on
vertical restraints is how insufficient the evidence
is, especially when compared to the amount of
theoretical research on the subject. It is therefore
imperative that more evidence be gathered. While
evidence is scarce, it is consistent. It shows that
voluntarily adopted restraints are usually efficient
(lower costs, greater consumption) whereas
restraints that are mandated from outside of the
vertical chain are usually counter-productive
(reduce consumer welfare). Furthermore, the
evidence surrounding competition authorities’
concern with restraints is mixed. In industries and
markets that are more conducive to foreclosure,
the evidence of such harm is weak relative to those
where restraints are likely to be prevalent. The lack
of evidence of harm to competition suggests the
burden of proof should lie with the authorities that
allege that restraints are anticompetitive and not
with the firms that voluntarily adopt them.
The
paper
reviews
the
UK
competition
investigations on RPM in the toys and football
shirts cases to the relevant theories of harm. It
stresses the importance of market context to
establishing whether RPM is anti or procompetitive. RPM likely to cause great harm when
there is significant unilateral upstream market
power, a network of RPM agreements involving a
number of upstream suppliers (accounting for
large upstream market share), and agreements
are “retailer-instigated”.

N.a.

This paper reviews empirical evidence on vertical
restraints. It concludes that self-imposed RPMs
have an overall positive impact, while exogenously
imposed RPMs have a negative impact.

N.a.
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ABS

217

to

The paper estimates the effects of RPM on a broad
range of products (specifically grocery) to analyse
effect of the exogenous change in US law, after the
Leegin Court decision. Control states are those
that
have
laws
forbidding
vertical
price
agreements. Treatment states, where RPM is
under rule-of-reason standard, experienced
greater price increases, lower output and
consumers were worse off.

474

56
9
17

14

N.a.
4 (according to ABS
2010)

This paper assesses compliance with the OFT’s
RPM ban between 2007 and 2009. Results show
that compliance is positively affected by
advertising and innovation intensities of the
sector, while compliance is less likely when the
commodity is a durable good and, most
significantly, when the complainers are final
retailers, rather than distributors.

4 (according to ABS
2010)

US

N=1082

Analysis of the price effects of the Loi Galland, a
law banning below-invoice retail prices (in 1990s),
finds that a positive correlation between market
concentration and profit disappears following the
adoption of the Galland Act. Price dispersion also
dropped. These results are consistent with recent
theories on the anti-competitive effects of RPM in
markets with interlocking relationships.

N.a.

FR
UK

N≃60

Difference
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Probit
econometric
regressions
in
Difference
difference

N.a.

FR
US

N=2041
2 cases reviewed

Demand and
estimation

The paper examines 2 cases of vertical restraints:
Salton’s George Foreman Contact Grills and
ordinary incandescent light bulbs. In both cases,
RPM caused huge consumer losses as prices and
margins were very high under RPM. For example,
RPM enforced lightbulbs had 55% retail gross
margin whereas non-RPM had 22% margins.

in

Case study approach

The paper estimates a structural demand and
supply model for bottled water allowing for twopart tariff contracts between manufacturers and
retailers. It is found that a ban on RPM would result
in a significant price reduction. The policy
implication being that the removal of the Galland
Act in 2006 should have positive welfare effects for
consumers.

3 (according
2010)
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Difference
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An RPM ban had no significant effect on video
game retail prices, suggesting price competition is
not constrained by RPM. Where manufacturers can
use other tools such as minimum advertised price
policies, no price effect from an RPM ban is likely.
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ABS

4. Other
4.1. Contributions from behavioural economics

RPM is partly motivated by a recognition that factors other than price discounting can
promote greater sales. These are often vaguely defined as retail services that require
retailer investments which are difficult to appropriate. The behavioural literature has
investigated further how the weight that consumers put on aspects other than price
and product functionality can affect incentives for manufacturers and retailers.
The idea that, depending on the sales environment, consumers put a higher or lower
relative weight on quality compared to price when making their purchasing decision is
formalised by the theory of salient thinking (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer, 2013). A
key assumption of the salience function – which, in a simple model, determines whether
quality or price is salient – is reduced sensitivity to the non-salient factor. This implies
that a consumer focuses less on quality in a low-price environment, and less on price
in a high-quality environment. For instance, a consumer is more likely to accept a markup of e.g. €10 for a high-quality bottle of wine compared to a bottle of mediocre quality
in a restaurant where prices are high than at a grocery store where prices are low. RPM
could be used by the manufacturer as a tool to favour high quality retailers relative to
discounters and move consumers to high quality environments where they have a
greater pre-disposition to pay high prices.

475

4

to

7

3 (according
2010)

South Korea

N= 24,837

Difference in difference
regression analysis

Pro

2018

The authors exploit a policy experiment in South
Korea in which MSRPs were banned in 2010 and
then reinstated one year later to estimate their
impact on prices. The ban increased prices by 2.3
percent and the reinstatement decreased prices by
2.6 percent, demonstrating the pro-competitive
effect of MSRPs. Based on a lack of evidence that
recommendations act as binding price ceilings, an
alternative explanation in which MSRPs provide
information to searching consumers is offered. The
removal of recommendations can reduce search
and increase prices.

2008
The effects of vertical restraints:
an evidence based approach
The pros and cons of vertical
restraints, Konkurrensverket Swedish Competition Authority,
12 39
Pro

Slade, ME

De los Santos, B., Kim, I.
K., & Lubensky, D.
(2018).
Do
MSRPs
decrease
prices?.
International Journal of
Industrial Organization,
59, 429-457.
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The argument above is also a possible justification for Selective Distribution systems
and particular restrictions, such as on internet sales, within them. Indeed, due to the
effect of salient thinking, and the distortion it implies on consumer decision-making, a
luxury brand manufacturer could have an incentive to forbid online sales in order to
ensure that its products are sold only in a high-price environment, where consumers –
focusing on quality – have a higher willingness to pay for the branded product. 416
Pruzhansky (2014) investigates the incentives of a monopolistic producer of a luxury
good to sell its product also over the internet. In his model, a consumer’s utility from
the luxury good negatively depends on the number of consumers who buy it. He finds
that, in most cases, the monopolist prefers to sell also over the internet but that this is
in some cases detrimental for consumer welfare. This opposes the findings in Helfrich
and Herweg (2017). In the latter paper, prohibiting internet sales aligns a retailer’s
incentives regarding the salient attribute with the brand manufacturer’s. It is also
shown that, the weaker the consumers’ preferences for purchasing in the physical store
and the stronger their salience bias, the more likely it is that a brand manufacturer
wants to restrict online sales. Moreover, in this setting, banning distribution systems
that prohibit internet sales leads to lower prices for final consumers and thus a higher
consumer welfare.
On the other hand, Cheng 2017 417 argues that the existing literature overlooks three
important issues regarding RPM, namely, the kind of retail service invoked in a
justification, the kind of retailer at issue, and the prevailing model of consumer
behaviour, and that all three issues have important implications for the plausibility and
validity of the various justifications and theories of harm for RPM. This article argues
that many of the accepted justifications for RPM are of doubtful validity or are only valid
under limited circumstances and thus lends support to a more hostile view of RPM. In
particular, Cheng suggests that:
Claims of quality certification or ensuring a sufficient number of retail outlets should
be dismissed outright if the product at issue is sold through multi-brand retailers.
Using RPM to combat the vertical promotional externality should be rejected as a
defence for RPM given the lack of consumer benefits from the higher prices.
The prevention of free riding defence should be similarly rejected if the service
claimed by the defendant is anything other than product demonstration or other
plausible product-specific retail services that fulfil relevant criteria, such as being a
high-end product sold through a single-brand retailer.

Bordalo, P., Gennaioli, N., & Shleifer, A. (2013). Salience and consumer choice. Journal of Political Economy,
121(5), 803-843. See also Helfrich, Magdalena & Herweg, Fabian, 2017. "Salience in Retailing: Vertical Restraints
on Internet Sales," CEPR Discussion Papers 11948, C.E.P.R. Discussion Papers.
417
TK Cheng, A consumer behavioral approach to resale price maintenance - Va. L. & Bus. Rev., 2017 - HeinOnline
416
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II Selective Distribution (and exclusive
distribution) Literature Review

The theoretical literature develops a range of arguments of pro- and anti-competitive
motivations for selective distribution and mechanisms through which selective
distribution can impact competition, consumers and economic efficiency. Most of these
arguments are similar to those put forward for other forms of vertical restraints,
including RPM. These arguments can be categorised into efficiency gains resulting from
the adequate provision of retailer services which can affect the brand image of the
manufacturer’s products and anti-competitive effects due to market foreclosure and
collusion that selective distribution may facilitate.
The literature also considers conditions, such as market structure, that affect how antior pro-competitive motivations prevail. Two important considerations in this literature
are the “premium” or “luxury” attributes of goods and services sold under selective
distribution systems and the effects that online retailing can have on the nature of these
distribution systems.
A small proportion of the literature tests motivations and effects of suppliers using SDSs
empirically, predominantly using variation in policy interventions across regions or time.
The focus of this review will be on selective distribution or equivalent strategies that
have the effect of limiting the type of retailers that are able to sell the product to
market.

1. Introduction, definitions, market context
A selective distribution arrangement will typically be used by a supplier to maintain
greater control over the resale of its products. In such a system, the supplier supplies
only those distributors who meet certain minimum criteria. The distributors, in return,
agree to supply, in addition to end users, only other distributors who are within the
approved selective distribution system.
A selective distribution agreement can in some cases be combined with territorial or
customer exclusivity clauses.
The literature notes that there can be similarities between the effects of a Selective
Distribution System and RPM, but, while RPM has been used to prevent distribution
through discount outlets, selective distribution imposes this restriction directly.
Thus, in terms of economic motivation, as well as effects, the two practices can be quite
similar in that both involve trade-offs between low prices and greater provision of nonprice dimensions of product distribution, such as service, convenience and a pleasant
shopping experience.
An important difference, however, is that selective distribution does not eliminate intrabrand price competition among those outlets which are allowed into the distribution
system, since these remain free to set retail prices how they choose. RPM, on the other
hand, eliminates intra-brand price competition completely.
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2. Selective distribution in the Vertical Guidelines
and VBER
For this reason, Selective Distribution Systems are given a wide latitude by the VBER
and the Vertical Guidelines. The Guidelines further recognise that efficiencies can arise
in situations concerning potential free rider problems and where quality standardisation
is required to support brand image. This is particularly relevant for new products,
complex products, and experience and credence products.
The Vertical Guidelines nonetheless indicate that Selective Distribution systems may
have the following potential negative effects on competition:
Because some distributors/dealers will not be able to buy from the particular
supplier, the SDS may lead to foreclosure of more efficient buyers/dealers from the
market 418
As fewer distributors will offer the product, this will lead to a reduction in intrabrand competition which may, for example, facilitate price discrimination
Negative effects can arise as a result of cumulative effects, including wide market
coverage of SDS or SDS used in combination with other restraints. For example,
when applied by most or all competing suppliers, SD may facilitate collusion (at
distributor or supplier level). In addition, if selective distribution is combined with
exclusive distribution, or with protected territories, competition rules are less
lenient.

3. Main insights from the academic literature
The literature identifies a trade-off between potential consumer loss from higher prices
– stemming from limits to the retailer base and therefore potentially reduced intra- and
inter-brand competition in the short-run – versus consumer valuation for higher service
quality and expanded retailer base in the long-run.
Pro-competitive motivations for and effects of Selective Distribution Systems (SDS)
Encourage provision of retailer services / address free-rider problems, such as, but
not limited to
incentivising retailers to maintain brand image
support launch of new products
Protect retailer in making relationship-specific investments
Anti-competitive motivations for and effects of Selective Distribution Systems (SDS)
Facilitate collusion / soften competition
Raise barriers to entry / Foreclose competing retailers
Welfare effects
Net welfare effects, even if SDS aim only to improve retail-level services, depend on
the valuation of those services by consumers versus the cost to provide them
The risk of foreclosure of more efficient distributors is greater with selective distribution than with exclusive
distribution (para 178 of the Vertical Guidelines), given the restriction on sales to non-authorised dealers in selective
distribution which is not possible under exclusive distribution systems. A SDS barrs non-authorised dealers from
obtaining supplies and thus can easily foreclose and avoid pressure by price discounters.
418
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3.1. Pro-competitive effects

SDS encourage adequate provision of retailer services (address free-rider problems)
The provision of valued sales services by retailers is likely to breakdown in markets
where consumers can make use of such pre-sales services only to buy the products
cheaper later from competing retailers offering low level of services (free-riding). This
free riding effect is usually stronger where pre- or after- sales service is required for
the sale of the product, such as personalised products or complex technology products
(Buettner et al., 2009) and has been alleged to be more significant given the rise in
online sellers. Van Baal and Dach (2005) estimate that approximately 20% of
consumers are likely to do this, i.e. take advantage of the lower prices offered by the
retailers who “free ride” on the services provided by others. As a result, firms can be
disincentivised to invest sufficiently in customer service or capital which supports the
image or quality of products. The rationale for SDS, in this case, is to provide firms with
a guarantee their investments will not be appropriated in this way – the SDS can
exclude from the retail of a certain good any retailer that does not provide the
contracted level of service.
Shin (2007) notes however that free riding may not be as detrimental to retailers as
sometimes suggested. It may be sufficient that some consumers remain with the sellers
providing the high level of service to compensate the service-providing retailers by
reducing the intensity of price competition in some demand segments.
Support investment
Hold-up problems can occur if there are relationship-specific investments that a retailer
needs to make in order to sell the brands of a given manufacturer. The manufacturer
could offer those retailers that made such investments relatively worse selling
conditions in the knowledge that this retailer faces high costs if exiting the relationship.
SDS instead provides a form of protection for retailers against hold-up by the
manufacturer. It will have net positive welfare effects depending on the relative strength
of anti-competitive effects and the value put by consumers on the retailer-level
investments it protects (Buettner et al., 2009; Marvel, 1982)
There is a broad theoretical consensus suggesting that, in comparison to price
restraints, SDS are less likely to result in consumer harm and consequently softer
regulation is deemed appropriate for these non-price constraints (Verouden, 2008).
Selecting and limiting access by retailers can be more efficient than price restraints
because upstream firms can induce above normal returns to lower the shirking of
dealers from contracts. (Klein and Murphy, 1988).
Protect consumer perception of brand value
A very large number of papers has debated the legitimacy of manufacturer-imposed
restrictions on particular market-places, notably on sales over the internet, within their
selective distribution systems, in the broader context of how best to adapt the antitrust
rules on selective distribution systems to the context of online sales.
In an analysis commissioned by a major luxury brand, Buettner et al (2009) argue that,
in the case of luxury goods at least, the image of exclusivity is an integral part of the
good, and thus it must be recognised that if the image is tarnished, the good loses in
value. This is not only detrimental to the producer, but also to those consumers who
appreciate such goods. The authors also contend that not allowing manufacturers of
luxury goods to protect the exclusive image of their products by means of vertical
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restraints could make them stop using independent retailers and revert entirely to
vertically integrated sales outlets, which is not in the interest of competition or
consumers
Furthermore, Witt (2016) expects such restrictions to be irrelevant for the welfare of
those consumers who do not value luxury goods, as long as there is sufficient interbrand competition and a sufficient number of alternatives in the form of non-branded
products, or products of less prestigious brands that compete primarily on the basis of
material quality and price.
Helfrich and Herweg (2017), 419 model consumers’ purchasing decisions as distorted by
salient thinking, i.e. by the fact that consumers overvalue a product attribute - quality
or price - that stands out in a particular choice situation. Due to this effect, a brand
manufacturer has an incentive to forbid sales in certain environments (e.g. a discount
retailer) in order to ensure that its products are sold only in a high-price environment,
where consumers – focusing on quality – have a higher willingness to pay for the
branded product. A highly competitive low-price environment like on an online platform,
could be an example of an environment where consumers are more likely to focus on
price rather than quality.
Winter (1993) suggest that the motive for SDS, and vertical restraints more generally,
is a bias towards price competition on the part of retailers, which is detrimental to the
overall value created along the supply chain and which does not necessarily benefit
consumers. A shift towards stronger non-price competition by retailers can be of benefit
and vertical restraints can help correct the distorted incentives of retailers.
Some empirical work indicates that higher prices within selective distribution systems
may not be a signal of anti-competitive practices and instead they could be associated
with higher demand due to, for example, higher perception of value by consumers (Sass
and Saurman (1993)).

3.2. Anti-competitive effects of Selective Distribution

Foreclosure at retailer level and supplier level

SDS may be used by manufacturers to prevent certain retailers from supplying their
product, facilitating foreclosure at the retailer level. SDS is the restraint most frequently
used to support the argument of foreclosure, as the restraint itself directly excludes
downstream/upstream firms from accessing the market (Lafontaine and Slade, 2008).
Barriers to entry / exit
Foreclosure at the supplier level could see rival manufacturers leaving upstream
industries (Azoulay and Shane, 2001), insulating the manufacturer from their
competition.
Negative impact on consumer welfare
Kinsella et al (2009) criticise previous papers that sought to justify either the efficiency
motivations or the absence of negative effects arising from restricting retailers from
certain retail formats such as the internet. (e.g. Buettner et al (2009) and Witt (2009))
Kinsella and co-authors suggest that any benefits to consumer welfare resulting from
M. Helfrich and F. Herweg, “Salience in Retailing: Vertical Restraints on Internet Sales”, CESifo Working Paper
No. 6615 (2017),
419
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the investments in product image that this type of restrictions are purported to protect,
are speculative and without empirical foundation. Instead, they go on to note, “vertical
restraints can easily be imposed to geographically segment markets, raise barriers to
entry for competitors and reduce competition between suppliers upstream, resulting in
higher prices and less choice – results to the unambiguous detriment of consumers”. 420
Similarly cautious positions on the use of vertical restraints by brand manufacturers
have been put forth by Colangelo and Torti (2018), Monti (2013), Ezrachi (2017)
Puzhansky (2014) and Buccirossi (2015) to name a few examples. 421
Facilitate collusion
Rey and Stiglitz (1995) 422 describe how vertical restraints can be used strategically by
suppliers as a means to commit themselves to reduce competition among them. Their
results apply to markets with intermediate degrees of inter-brand rivalry, such as might
generally be the case for luxury goods, and indeed most branded products.
Kinsella et al. (2009) also argue that SDS can facilitate collusion between suppliers in
markets with differentiated products. Kinsella and co-authors caution that suppliers
may use the argument of encourage service provision and the argument that free riding
by among retailers is an important factor, do defend vertical restraints that are in fact
anti-competitive. To fully prevent free-riding, selective distribution agreements would
have to disable intra-brand competition, i.e. they would need to be combined with
territorial exclusivity. Kinsella et al go on to conclude that restrictions such as barring
an internet presence, or the use of RPM are mostly ineffective as tools to prevent freeriding.
In Nurski and Verboven (2016)’s model, collusion between companies acts as an entry
barrier. In this type of model, a ban on SD restrictions would shift market power away
from the bigger players.

3.3. Selective distribution in the online context

Selective distribution has always been common practice for manufacturers of branded
goods in Europe, and the development of e-commerce has considerably widened the
application of this distribution system, into the online world.

420

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/233667020_Selective_Distribution_by_Luxury_Goods_Suppliers_A_Res
ponse_to_Kinsella_et_alI
421
Anne C. Witt (2016) Restrictions on the use of third-party platforms in selective distribution agreements for
luxury goods, European Competition Journal, 12:2-3, 435-461,
Giuseppe Colangelo & Valerio Torti (2018) Selective distribution and online marketplace restrictions under EU
competition rules after Coty Prestige, European Competition Journal, 14:1, 81-109
G. Monti, “Restraints on selective distribution agreements”, (2013) 36 World Competition 489
A. Ezrachi, (2017) “Online marketplace bans and consumer welfare. A tale of quality and long term investment, or
a story of limited choice and higher prices?”, available at SSRN
V. Pruzhansky,(2014) “Luxury goods, vertical restraints and internet sales”, European Journal of Law and Economics
38(2)
P. Buccirossi, “Vertical restraints on e-commerce and selective distribution”, (2015) 11 Journal of Competition Law
& Economics 747, 764.
422
P Rey and J Stiglitz, “The Role of Exclusive Territories in Producers’ Competition” (1995) 26 Rand Journal of
Economics 438.
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Indeed, over half of the manufacturers who responded to the Commission’s ecommerce enquiry questionnaire replied that they make use of selective distribution for
at least some of their products. 423
The spread of online retail is not entirely welcomed by some manufacturers, as they
fear dilution of brand value by low service retail platforms. While it is recognised that
brand owners can wish to protect their band values, if SDS criteria are such as to equate
to a total ban of third-party platforms, this would almost surely go beyond what is
necessary to protect brands: according to Witt (2016), an absolute ban on online
marketplaces would probably fail competition effects tests on proportionality grounds,
as there is the less severe alternative of approving the third-party platform on the basis
of the same objective, qualitative and proportionate criteria that the manufacturer
requires from the distributor’s online shop (Witt 2016, p 17).
According to contributors in OECD’s 2013 roundtable on vertical restraints for online
sales, 424 sellers defend using restrictions on online sales with arguments such as the
following:
1. online sellers (allegedly) have a cost advantage and may be able to offer the same
products for lower prices
2. consumers (allegedly) still make use of the valuable pre-sales services that brickand-mortar retailers provide, only to buy the products cheaper later online from
retailers offering only a low level of services (free-riding). Similar arguments apply in
relation to investments made in costly quality signalling (e.g. elaborate shop fittings),
the ability to enter a new market (which could require extra margins for financing the
launch of new shops) or any other potentially efficient and welfare enhancing but costly
service or marketing measure.
3. a prohibition or restriction of internet sales and particularly the use of specific
platforms is necessary to protect a (“high end”) brand image or the investments
required to establish such an image. This is sometimes linked to the claim that high
prices are needed to signal the quality of the products or that a high-price brand image
generates additional value for consumers (for example, by offering exclusivity), which
would be jeopardised through online sales.
Buccirossi, 2015 suggests that the potential effects of limiting online sellers’ entry to
supply chains be carefully considered. The Internet has helped to strengthen
competition with the ease of price comparison and widening geographical markets. This
functionality is highly valued by consumers and largely forms part of the service the
Internet provides. Online sellers may not necessarily “free ride” off services provided
by brick-and-mortar stores (Kinsella et al., 2009). A restriction on the online
marketplace could have significant detrimental impacts for market transparency
(Ezrachi, 2017).
Haasbeek et al. (2019) note that the Internet has brought new ways of introducing
selective distribution into supply chains. For example, non-brand bidding agreements
are best exemplified in the hotel sector where some hotels restrict OTAs in bidding on
their brand name on search engines .

European Commission, Staff Working Document, Preliminary Report on the E-commerce Sector Inquiry
SWD(2016) 312 final
424
http://www.oecd.org/competition/VerticalRestraintsForOnlineSales2013.pdf, p. 112
423
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3.4. Selective distribution – empirical literature
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The free riding rationale for vertical restraints cannot explain
why such a broad range of markets adopt such restraints. This
paper considers a manufacturer distributing a product through
retailers who compete in price and service. Consumers have
heterogeneous opportunity costs of time, and must exert effort
(e.g. travel time) to search between retailers. Given search or
travel costs, consumers with low time costs are overrepresented
on the inter-retailer margins therefore retailers are biased
toward price competition rather than nonprice or service
competition. This distortion can be corrected with vertical
restraints such as selective distribution or RPM.
(not mainly theoretical; descriptive of market outcomes)
Manufacturers that rely on promotion of their products by brick
and mortar retailers must consider the possibility that internet
retailers can free ride off of that promotional effort. This creates
an incentive for selective distribution. The authors examine
three categories of products: fragrances, DVD player and
refrigerators. Evidence suggests that manufacturers that limit
distribution in the physical world also use various mechanisms
to limit distribution online. In addition, manufacturers attempt
to prevent the sale of their products by online retailers who sell
goods at deep discounts. Furthermore, manufacturers who
distribute their goods directly through manufacturer websites
tend to charge very high prices for the product, consistent with
the hypothesis that manufacturers internalise free rider issues.
This paper counters the traditional view that free riding harms
firms that provide pre-sale services by developing a model which
assumes customers are heterogeneous in terms of their
opportunity costs for shopping. The service provider can use its
service offer to attract customers to the store and effectively
lock in some customers because visiting another retailer would
entail additional shopping costs. Moreover, allowing free riding
gives the free rider less incentive to compete with the service
provider on price, because many customers eventually will
switch to it due to their own free riding. In turn, this induced
soft strategic response enables the service provider to charge a
higher price and enjoy the strictly positive profit that otherwise
would have been wiped away by head-to-head price
competition. Hence, free riding can be regarded as a necessary
mechanism that prevents an aggressive response from another
retailer and reduces the intensity of price competition. The
implication
for
selective
distribution
being
that
its
implementation, with the rationale of reducing free riding, may
not be required.
This paper advises antitrust authorities to see selective
distribution agreements as unlikely to cause anticompetitive
harm and justified on efficiency grounds. A SD system which
prohibits internet sales ensures high quality services by retailers
with physical stores, especially in sectors where demand does
not solely depend on price, but also pre- and after- sales
services, brand image and the shopping atmosphere. In
particular there is no need to intervene even where the supplier
is a monopolist, as vertical restraints are used to align retailers’
incentives with its own.
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The authors believe that the French competition authority’s
position in the Pierre Fabre selective distribution case deserves
credit because it has attained a certain balance based on the
complementary nature of the two forms of distribution, the ‘brick
and mortar’ and the ‘virtual’. The only reservation as regards to
this situation relates to the French competition authority’s
system whereby a consumer wishing to purchase online first had
to go to an authorised distributor to obtain the necessary
information, which he must prove with a certificate issued by the
said shop when he subsequently buys the products online. In
this case, it would be better to admit that for certain products
(admittedly exceptional) sale over the Internet is not
appropriate.
The recent approach by the French Competition Authority
towards online sales, supported by the Court of Justice of the
European Union (ECJ), reveals that there remain traces of the
tight regulatory approach on selective distribution networks.
This is argued to rest on poorly worked out theories of harm that
allow competition authorities the power to monitor closely the
details of selective distribution contracts. Therefore, it is heavily
implied that a more relaxed approach towards selective
distribution is desirable.
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This article focuses on restraints that may be found in selective
distribution agreements and their anti-competitive effects. The
author explores selective distribution networks, resale price
maintenance, parallel trade, and other forms of restrictive
practices with anticompetitive effects that are at odds with the
goals of European antitrust law.
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Kinsella, S., Melin, H., & Schropp,
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T.,
Coscelli, A., Vergé,
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& Winter RA
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Responding to Kinsella et al (2009)'s criticism, the authors make
several points defending the efficiency of selective distribution.
They argue SD (used to limit internet sales) does not limit
competition as many physical stores are able to compete with
each other. Without the ability to limit internet sales, the
incentive for certain investments would be severely curtailed.

Morris, PS

This paper criticises Buettner et al. (2009) that SD (used to limit
internet sales) is a necessary tool for ensuring high quality,
valued services by retailers with physical stores. The authors
disagree with the assumptions in Buettner et al including: there
is no value of the internet to consumers, internet retailers do
not invest in services, no mixed retailers (online and physical
stores) exist, all contracts are incomplete and face moral hazard
problem. By relaxing these assumptions, it is shown that
selective distribution causes harm and regulatory authorities
should take a cautionary approach. For example, a monopolist
does have a self-interested rationale in using SD, as it is able to
foreclose market access to potential rivals. In segmented
markets, SD arrangements can allow for price discrimination and
facilitate collusion between suppliers in market with
differentiated products. The analysis shows that even if the
theoretical free-riding problem bears any significance in the real
economy, vertical restraints are questionable tools for
addressing it.
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5
This paper discusses whether, when manufacturers choose to
adopt a selective distribution system, vertical restraints imposed
on e-commerce may work in the interest of consumers or have
anticompetitive consequences that require an antitrust
intervention. The Internet strengthened competition through
increasing consumer sovereignty and the ease of which
consumers can perform price comparison, as well as enlarging
geographical markets. However, the Internet also poses a threat
to competition as entry costs are mostly sunk and there are
significant first mover advantages. Given this debate, law
enforcers need to consider the risk that imposing SD might
reduce competition by facilitating some form of non-price
coordination, or by limiting entry. Enforcers need to balance this
risk with the procompetitive effects that the same restraints
generate when used to protect the investments that suppliers or
distributors make to improve the quality of their products or to
offer demand–enhancing ancillary services. The Internet might
indeed be a powerful means to increase price competition and,
in some cases, a source of innovation on its own.
(not mainly theoretical; descriptive of market outcomes)
This paper discusses the businesses rationales for imposing
vertical restraints including selective distribution. Interviews
with 33 stakeholders identify that selective distribution is the
most common vertical restraint used amongst the sample. The
rationale behind this restraint is to incentivise sales effort by
retailers, prevent free riding, signal quality of the product to the
consumer and maintain the brand image. There is often a trade
off when considering whether to use selective distribution: opt
for a broad reach but potentially have lower quality of service
amongst retailers or opt for a smaller reach with better quality
of service. With regards to free riding in particular, it is
suggested this efficiency gain from selective distribution will
likely be more significant when pre-or after- sales service is
important e.g. complex tech products or personalised products.
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2012 was marked by the reinforcement of legal certainty for
quantitative selective distribution networks by the Court of
Justice of the European Union in matters of automobile
distribution. This positive development should be extended to all
sectors. It does however contrast with what appears to be an
excessively rigid regulation of online distribution and the
protection of certain categories of operators in the application of
competition law to distribution agreements.

This paper questions whether competition law promotes efficient
distribution networks. Regarding selective distribution networks,
a fundamental question is whether distributors have a right of
access to the network or if on the contrary, the supplier has the
unfettered right to refuse entry. The management of the
network primarily raises the question of the scope of the
supplier's prerogatives in deciding the price/service positioning
in its network and more generally the marketing.
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Third-party platforms, such as Amazon Marketplace, have not
only brought a wider variety of choice to consumers, but most
importantly prompted a fierce intra-brand and price competition
between various suppliers and distributors resulting primarily in
a lower price level. However, this development particularly
affected suppliers of luxury products, who were prompted to
protect the brand image and price level of their products by
means of selective distribution. As a result, distributors within
such distribution systems were prohibited from selling products
via such platforms. This article examines the compatibility of the
absolute ban of third-party platforms within selective
distribution systems, as well as qualitative requirements that
may exist if they are allowed with EU Competition law.
While acknowledging the rationale for selective distribution, the
article illustrates how an absolute ban on the use of online
marketplaces may have a detrimental effect on market
transparency, price competition, entry and expansion. The
discussion illustrates how the legitimate interests of producers
may be protected through less onerous means, without the
increase in consumers’ search costs and the dampening of price
competition. With that in mind, it is argued that these
restrictions should be analysed on a case-by-case basis and
should not benefit from the Vertical Block Exemption.
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Some hotels restrict OTAs in bidding on their brand name on search
engines. Using data, from the Dutch hotel sector, on hotel pricing
and the presence of an advertisement restriction on the hotel level,
the analysis shows a reduction in the price differential between
OTAs and hotel websites, where hotels price their websites lower
than OTAs to begin with. Given the non-bidding arrangements are
unlikely to affect OTA pricing, this reflects an increase in prices on
hotel websites relative to the price on OTAs. It is concluded that the
advertising restrictions are likely to lead to higher prices on hotel
websites, and that potential advertising savings are not passed on
to consumers in the form of lower prices.
(not econometric: descriptive of market outcomes)
When consumers employ more than one channel within a single
transaction, they can free ride. Conversely, customers may be
inclined to stay with the same retailer, even when they switch
channels. The authors use empirical data to determine the
magnitude of both effects in two directions: from online shops to
traditional retail stores and vice versa. It is found that over 20% of
consumers are free riders, and that retailers retain substantially
fewer customers in both directions. To explain the variance within
the free-riding rate and the customer-retention rate, the authors
investigate the influence of selected product characteristics (search
characteristics, speed of technological change, and purchase
frequency) on cross-channel consumer behaviour.
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(not mainly theoretical; descriptive of market outcomes)
The authors explore the relationship between vertical integration
and the ability to respond to a significant economic shock by
studying how firms in the apparel industry have adapted to the
Internet. It is found that vertically integrated specialty retailers,
e.g., The Gap, tended to start sales sooner than non-integrated
vendors, e.g., Nautica, and department stores. In addition, products
of vertically integrated retailers are more available online than those
of non-integrated vendors. These results are consistent with greater
contractual barriers, coordination costs and incentive problems that
non-integrated firms face relative to integrated companies in
responding to the e-commerce opportunity.
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This paper quantifies the competitive effects of liberalizing the selective
and exclusive distribution system in the European car market, based on a
model of oligopoly pricing with differentiated products. The Commission’s
proposed liberalization essentially consists of a more flexible system,
where manufacturers may choose to adopt either selectivity or exclusivity,
but no longer the combination of both. The dataset consists of all car
models sold in five markets in Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and the
UK between 1970 and 1999 (N=11,549). The main results are
summarised as follows: if the previous system already entails sufficient
national intrabrand competition, then liberalization mainly improves
international intrabrand competition and so leads to a reduction in
international price discrimination. Total welfare may increase by an
amount between slightly positive and €3.0 billion per year. If the previous
system effectively limits national intrabrand competition, then
liberalization may lead to both reduced international price discrimination
and to the elimination of the competition-softening mechanism. The
computed welfare gains become much larger.
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III

MFN Literature Review

In its traditional definition (which originates from international trade agreements) a
most favoured nation (MFN) clause involves a promise by one party - typically a
supplier/seller - to treat a customer as favourably as that seller treats its best customer.
In the context of a vertical supply chain where a supplier relies on intermediaries to sell
its products, an MFN protects a particular intermediary against the supplier offering
better terms to any other intermediary.
Outside this international trade context, Most Favoured Nation clauses are also
commonly referred to as Most Favoured Customer clauses (MFCs) and as Price Parity
clauses (PPCs). The term “retail MFN” is often used in this context to clarify that the
MFN is not a commitment in terms of the wholesale price but rather in terms of the
retail price.

1. Introduction and definitions
The recent literature, as well as recent competition enforcement actions, have focused
on the use of MFNs in the online context. This is also the main focus of this literature
review.
focus on online markets and platforms
In the online context, MFN arrangements between suppliers and online platforms have
gained a somewhat different nature. In particular, i) the arrangement focuses not on
the price that the retailer receives from the supplier but on the price that other retailers
charge to customers ii) the supplier – not the retailer/platform – determines the price
at which the product is sold to final customers iii) the supplier may also sell directly to
final customers, in which case there is horizontal competition between the supplier and
the retailer/platform and iv) the retailer/platform may have considerably more market
power than the supplier.
Fletcher and Hviid (2017) define retail price MFN clauses as those clauses that primarily
arise in the context of online platforms by which the suppliers (as opposed to the
retailers) set the final retail prices and by which suppliers are required not to offer lower
final prices through any other retailer.
wide versus marrow MFNs
There are two broad types of retail price MFNs: wide and narrow. Wide MFNs specify
that better terms cannot be offered to any party, or via any channel, than that available
to the contracting party. For example, a hotel owner might be required by Expedia (an
OTA – Online Travel Agency) to always advertise on www.expedia.fr the best available
prices. Narrow MFNs state that better terms cannot be offered via the supplier’s direct
channel. For example, a hotel owner would be able to offer lower prices on other OTAs
(e.g. Booking.com) as long as the price at www.expedia.fr is not higher than that
available on the hotel’s own website.
Agency versus wholesale models 426

Johnson 2017 and Lu 2017 are two of several papers that discuss the implications of the agency versus wholesale
models in the context of MFN clauses, as well as vertical restraints more broadly.
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Under the wholesale model, a supplier sets the wholesale price and sells to a retailer,
and the retailer sets the retail price and deals with final consumers. Under the agency
model, a revenue sharing rule is agreed between the supplier and the retailer, and the
retailer sells to final consumers at the retail price set by the supplier/manufacturer. The
agency model involves resale price maintenance (RPM) because the retail price is set
by the supplier/manufacturer, not the retailer.
Traditionally, it has been most common for suppliers to set wholesale prices and
retailers to set retail prices, but, it has become common for online retailers to adopt
the “agency model” (in which they set revenue shares and suppliers set retail prices)
in conjunction with price-parity clauses.
The agency model has been adopted by several large online retailers—e.g., Amazon
marketplace, Apple, eBay, Google and various booking websites. Suppliers do not
generally have an incentive to switch away from the wholesale model, and so, the fact
that we observe the prevalence of the agency model in online markets illustrates the
powerful position of retailers in those markets. The literature has investigated whether
consumers and market performance are benefited or harmed as a consequence.
Link between online RPM and MFN – in theory and in practice
As the above discussion hints, there is close proximity between RPM restraints in
wholesale-retail supply chains and MFN clauses in agency relationships. Fletcher and
Hviid (2017) go as far as asking whether wide MFN clauses “are RPM at its worst”.
In supply chains where suppliers set final retail prices, retail MFN clauses restrict
suppliers’ pricing freedom, essentially committing them to applying RPM across all their
retailers, by requiring suppliers to set prices for the retailer or retail platform imposing
the MFN that are no less generous to consumers than those the supplier sets through
any other sales channel.
A standard RPM restriction has effectively two distinct elements, a vertical and a
horizontal one. A purely vertical RPM would see the manufacturer set retail prices at
some or all of their retailers independently. The horizontal element arises when the RPM
prices that the manufacturer sets are identical across all or a large proportion of
retailers. This horizontal element is closely related to Retail MFN clauses since these
clauses require, precisely, that prices be identical across retail platforms.
Retail MFN as “best price promise”
Akman and Hviid (2006) noted, at the time when this point was not well understood in
the literature, that MFNs are closely related to best-price guarantees. Retail MFNs can
look attractive from a consumer’s perspective since, for products for which a platform
has agreed an MFN with the respective supplier, the platform can make a “best price
promise,” given that the MFN ensures the platform that consumers will not find cheaper
prices anywhere else in the market. This apparent competitiveness is particularly
misleading in the case of MFNs. The platform has less incentive for its own retail price
to be low than absent the MFN: the MFN protects the platform from competition from
other platforms by removing the risk that its prices will be undercut. As such, these
clauses can facilitate collusion and monopoly pricing.
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2. Main insights from the academic literature: anticompetitive effects
The possible anti-competitive effects of online MFN discussed by the economic literature
are very similar to those that have been discussed for RPM:






softening competition between retailers/platforms;
̶ incumbent retailer/platform has no incentive to reduce commissions
̶ higher cost for suppliers, and potentially higher prices to consumers
impede innovation, entry and expansion at the retailer/platform level;
̶ New retailer/platform cannot offer lower prices to gain market share even if it
offers lower commission
facilitating collusion between retailers/platforms;
̶ Can act as a commitment device to facilitate price alignment
̶ Reduce retailers’ ability/incentives to discount
̶ Can lead to RPM-type effects

Soften competition between retailers/platforms
Absent retail-MFN clauses, in a competitive market, Platforms would have the incentive
of reducing their commission rate in order to gain market share and, in turn, Suppliers
(i.e. hotels, book publishers etc.) would be motivated to attract consumers to lowcommission Platforms by offering lower retail prices than the ones presented in other
more expensive distribution channels. (e.g. Ezrachi (2015) and Hviid (2015)) This
should reinforce competition among Platforms, lower commission rates charged to
Suppliers and, ultimately, better retail prices for consumers.
Retail-MFN clauses prevent the mechanism above described from operating. As
described in Fletcher and Hviid (2014), suppliers forgo the freedom to set higher retail
prices in those Platforms that charge them high commission rates. Since high
commissions have no impact on the market share that Platforms can gain, Platforms
have no incentive to compete in terms of commission rates and no incentive to lower
them.
As a result, the authors conclude, Suppliers are faced with higher commission rates,
which they have the incentive of transferring to consumers by charging them higher
retail prices in order to maintain their profits. Hence, by virtue of the Retail-MFN,
Suppliers would be forced to increase the retail price in all other selling channels to the
extent that price competition for the products of the same supplier would be eliminated,
leading to the setting of homogeneous supra-competitive prices offered to the endconsumer.
Impede innovation, entry and expansion at the retailer/platform level
Retail MFN clauses can limit competition between platforms on the level of the
commissions they charge to suppliers. This leads to higher commissions and eventually
to higher prices being charged to final consumers. This anticompetitive effect is
discussed in Boik and Corts (2016), and Johnson (2017).
Fletcher and Hviid (2014) suggest that retail MFN clauses, because of their horizontal
element, are worse than pure RPM clauses that affect only the vertical relation between
a supplier and a customer. This is because the online retailer controls the minimum
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price that is being set in the market, and it can manipulate that price by increasing its
commission (OECD, 2013).
Absent MFNs, if incumbent Platforms decide to charge high commissions, potential
competitors will have the incentive to enter or expand into the market by offering a
lower commission rate that would attract favourable treatment from Suppliers. Yet, with
Retail-MFNs, Suppliers would be unable to offer a better price through these cheaper
Platforms, which invalidates the business model of entry or expansion on the basis of
lower commission-rates.
Similarly, Suppliers are protected from low-price competition from other Suppliers
because retail MFN clauses raise retail prices across all Suppliers. The higher the
commissions, the more difficult for Suppliers to offer low prices to consumers.
Consequently, Retail-MFN has the potential effect of pushing up the retail prices of the
whole market.
Moreover, even if entry occurs, Retail-MFN could have the effect of distorting the
entrant’s choice of business model towards a model more similar to that of the
incumbent, meaning that price competition would still be limited. Indeed, Boik and
Corts (2016) show that when the potential entrant has a business model relatively
similar to the incumbents, MFNs could actually encourage entry. This is because MFNs
could signal to potential entrants that the existing business model is successful in the
particular market and therefore can motivate investment and entry by new platforms
with similar characteristics.
Facilitate collusion between retailers/platforms
Retail-MFNs can facilitate collusion as they increase price transparency and price
stability in a given market. Ezrachi (2015) compares their effects in the affected
markets to those from practices of a uniform RPM across all retailers, arguing thatboth
are essentially a price setting mechanism across intra-brand competitors.
Furthermore, MFNs discourage cheating on the terms agreed among competing
retailers/platforms, as discussed in Colangelo (2019) The gains from, for example,
offering to charge to a supplier a lower commission than the collusive level, are limited
when the platform with the lower commission cannot reduce the price it shows on their
website.
MFNs can be a signalling strategy between horizontal competitors to communicate that
they do not intend to engage in aggressive price competition, particularly if a large
proportion of the market is similarly covered by MFN clauses. (Gürkaynak et al
(2016) 427

3. Main insights from the academic literature: procompetitive effects
The literature also recognises that the existence of Platforms in the market is normally
regarded as positive and pro-competitive, since they improve the flow of information
by aggregating the relevant data of Suppliers; make such information available to
427
Gürkaynak, G., Güner, A., Diniz, S. et al. Most-favored-nation clauses in commercial contracts: legal and
economic analysis and proposal for a guideline. Eur J Law Econ 42, 129–155 (2016).
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consumers, therefore, reducing searching costs; reduce switching costs by empowering
consumers; bring security to online transactions; promote innovation and finally help
Suppliers to enter or expand in the market by reducing advertising costs, among others.
(France /OECD.(2015) pages 10-12) 428
In particular, possible pro-competitive effects of MFNs include:








In the absence of MFN or similar clauses, the platform business model could be in
jeopardy, yet platforms add value (e.g. reduce search costs, give sellers access to
markets, widen choice for consumers). Therefore, an MFN clause may help a highcost/high-quality platform to defend its quality investments by preventing other
platforms from free riding on them. (Gonzales-Diaz and Bennett (2015))
By creating price parity on the side of Suppliers, Retail-MFN reduces consumer search
and negotiation costs, thus promoting inter-brand competition (France /OECD.(2015))
Prevent certain rent-seeking behaviours by the supplier (such as lowering prices after
subsequent sales)
Protect resellers against demand uncertainty and unfavourable price dynamics

MFNs protect platform investments against some forms of free-riding,
including showrooming and webrooming 429
The pro-competitive effects of platform MFN clauses include the efficiency benefits of
enabling the platforms to protect any investments that they may have made to provide
pre-purchase services to buyers such as reviews or advice (LEAR, 2012). As is the case
for RPM in the retail context, MFN clauses may help a high-cost/high-quality platform
to defend its quality investments by preventing other platforms from free riding on
them.
In order to operate, Platforms may have to constantly invest and innovate so that they
can provide better-designed information and search facilities for consumers with the
purpose of increasing the volume of visits and transactions conducted through their
website. (Cifuentes 2018)
Some such investments can be supplier-specific, such as for example setting up special
distribution channels and training employees in order to better promote particular
brands. Platforms are incentivised to undertake these investments if, as a result, they
can attract more customers, increase their sales volume and gain more
commissions.(Cifuentes 2018))
Where the platform is an intermediary whose function is to enable buyers and sellers
to find the most appropriate match (such as online travel agents), once a match has
been found the parties do not need the intermediary to conclude the transaction.
Instead, the parties can free ride on the intermediary’s services by trading directly. If
the intermediary performs a socially efficient economic activity, then preventing such
free riding would constitute a valid efficiency justification (Buccirossi, 2015). 430

France/OECD.(2015). Note by France. Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
The term showrooming originates in the physical versus online store dichotomy, where a shopper visits a
physical store to gain information about a product but purchases online. Similarly, webrooming involves looking up
product information in a platform’s website but making the purchase from elsewhere in the online world. The term
showrooming is also used for this latter case.
430
The prevalence of these effects has been studied in a series of papers for example by Anderson and co-authors,
under the term “billboard effects”. These papers find substantial empirical support to these free-riding effects
(Anderson, 2009, Anderson, 2011, and Anderson and Han, 2017): listing in an OTA is found to increase hotel own
428
429
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Such free riding could have initial positive effects on consumers and suppliers but would
also have negative effects on competition in the medium term. Indeed, with time,
Platforms would have fewer incentives to innovate and make investments, and the
market would lose transparency to the detriment of consumers, and price competition
would considerably weaken. (Cifuentes 2018)
Johansen and Vergé (2017) show that when suppliers reach consumers both indirectly
by choosing to which intermediary platform(s) to list their products and directly through
their own website, price parity clauses can simultaneously lead to higher profits for
platforms and suppliers, and increase consumer surplus if inter-brand competition is
sufficiently high.
However, these efficiency arguments should be treated with caution because a platform
benefits from reduced competition in the platform market and may therefore not
necessarily adopt the restrictive policy only to protect the ancillary services that are
valued by consumers (Buccirossi, 2015). As the market power of a few platforms has
increased, the role of retail-MFN in protecting the platforms’ investments has become
more questionable.
MFNs reduce search costs and strengthen interbrand competition
Another argument in favour of Retail-MFN is that by creating price parity on the side of
Suppliers, Retail-MFN reduces consumer search and negotiation costs, thus promoting
inter-brand competition. In the absence of “price uniformity”, consumers have to assess
the various prices offered by each Supplier at each Platform. Each consumer,
individually, will only be able to compare a limited number of price offers from a few
suppliers. Platforms enhance consumers’ ability to compare offers from different
suppliers. If, however, each Platform presents different prices for each supplier, then
there is little improvement to consumers’ search capabilities. This allows Suppliers to
be in less frontal competition with each other and reduces the incentive for consumers
to use Platforms for purchasing their products. 431
Prevent rent-seeking behaviours by the supplier and/or protect platforms
against demand uncertainty
In certain situations, the platform/retailer may be exposed to rent-seeking behaviour
by the seller and/or be faced with competition from other platforms/retailers who do
not necessarily have better products or are able to produce more cost-effectively but
are simply able to purchase at lower prices. After making the first sales, a seller may
have recovered its fixed costs and be willing to sell at lower prices to subsequent
intermediaries in order to increase sales. This may prevent the platform/retailer from
making any significant relationship-specific investments, so that in turn new, better or
cheaper products might not enter the market. This situation is known as the “hold up
problem”. An MFN clause is able to solve this problem by committing the seller to not
lowering the price charged to different buyers. By protecting the first platform/retailer’s
website sales by between 7.5% and 26%; sales on own website are found to be between 3 to 9 times the incremental
sales in OTAs; and OTAs are visited by almost two thirds of all online hotel direct customers.
431
This type of argument can be traced back to an earlier literature on the impact of search costs on market
equilibria. Stiglitz and Salop (1977): “Bargains and Ripoffs” A Model of Monopolistically Competitive Price
Dispersion”, The Review of Economic Studies express this argument well: “The central implication of costly
information gathering is that the equilibrium will not occur at the perfectly competitive price. This is a fairly
straightforward observation: suppose every firm did charge the perfectly competitive price. Then some firm(s) could
raise their prices slightly without losing any customers. Consumers would be unwilling to gather the extra information
needed to switch stores or brands. Clearly there is a limit on the price increases at one store that consumers would
be willing to tolerate without leaving. However, since the relative store prices determine the gains from a search,
then as every store raises prices slightly, the cycle of price rises by a few stores may occur again. Hence prices
throughout the market may continue to rise”.
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investment and preventing rent-seeking behaviour by the seller, an MFN clause can
have pro-competitive effects. Ezrachi (2015)
Similarly, an MFN clause can protect platform/retailer against demand uncertainty and
unfavourable price dynamics. If negative demand shocks occur, the seller may react by
lowering prices. If consumers understand this, and in a context of demand uncertainty,
consumers may delay purchases in expectation of a future price drop. The lack of
commitment not to drop prices can, therefore, reduce demand overall and possibly lead
to an inefficient equilibrium. MFN clauses offer suppliers a way out from this
commitment problem and can produce more efficient equilibria.

4. Market factors that affect the impact of MFNs
The risk that MFNs will distort or limit competition are higher in more concentrated
markets and where the parties to the agreement have high market shares (Salop and
Scott Morton 2013, Jacobson and Weick 2012). In particular, powerful suppliers
increase the risks of collusion while powerful retailers increase the risk of exclusionary
effects. Conversely, where there is a relatively high number of suppliers, both the
chances for a buyer to exclude competitors through raising their cost of input and the
ability of suppliers to achieve a collusive outcome are significantly lessened.
On the other hand, Edelman and Wright (2015) find that the negative effects of MFNs
may be greater in markets with very competitive intermediation layer. Intermediaries
have an incentive in making expenditures that attract consumers to their site or store
if MFN clauses ensure that these expenditures do not give it a price disadvantage
relative to other intermediaries. In these circumstances, there is excess expenditure of
this type by intermediaries, it harms consumers because it raises prices, and the effects
are worse the stronger competition at the intermediation level.
Another relevant finding of the literature is that, although Retail-MFN induced by
Platforms with high market power have a greater risk of being anti-competitive than by
Platforms with low market power. More generally, however, the negative effects on the
market are not “necessarily linked to the market power of the” Platforms (OECD 2015).
In fact, even a Platform with a small market-share, which applies a Retail-MFN to a
substantial share of its Suppliers, ensures “that all competing platforms, and even all
distribution channels, will display higher prices for a significant proportion of Suppliers
present on these platforms”. Thus, such competing Platforms would have no incentive
to reduce the commission fee. Furthermore, they would be inclined to also impose
Retail-MFN in order to ensure that their retail prices are not higher than those displayed
in competing Platforms are. Therefore, Retail-MFN’s create a set of incentives, which
extend beyond the market share of the platform that imposes it.
Effects depend on relative bargaining positions
The risk of retail-MFNs softening competition depends on the relative bargaining
positions of suppliers and retailers. In many contexts, suppliers are relatively powerful.
In the e-commerce context, Platforms usually have a dominant negotiation position
with respect to Suppliers, since they deliver a large share of total customer access. In
those cases, Retail-MFNs are usually imposed by Platforms as a ‘take it or leave it’ offer,
and Suppliers sign-up to them to gain the benefit of dealing with the retail platform.
The use of MFNs in these situations can serve to reinforce a platform’s dominant position
and create self-reinforcing effects.
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5. Additional topics
Retail-MFN has similar effects to RPM
Given that the economic literature on Retail-MFN is still embryonic, Fletcher and Hviid
suggest constructing the economic theory of this kind of relationships by highlighting
the linkages between Retail-MFN and RPM. These authors present a set of compelling
arguments to prove that Retail-MFN and RPM have similar effects on the market and
that, therefore, both kind of agreements should raise the same concerns.
RPM refers to a vertical contractual relationship by which the supplier imposes a
minimum price at which the wholesaler or distributor is allowed to sell the products to
end-users. According to the economic literature, the potential anti-competitive effects
of RPM are the consequence of two linked but distinguishable elements: a vertical
element where Suppliers set final retail prices, and a horizontal dimension, whereby
the upstream firm uses RPM to set identical retail prices across all retailers.
Retail-MFN entails a combination of the same elements: its vertical element is upturned,
as a sort of reversed RPM, since the Platform sets a minimum price to the Supplier; its
horizontal element, and its intrinsic purpose, is to have identical or at least a minimum
price in the different Platforms. 432
Therefore, given that RPM and Retail-MFN have comparable characteristics, anticompetitive effects and efficiency benefits are also likely to be similar. Hence, for public
policy purposes, Retail-MFN should be treated similarly to RPM’s
Agency model versus wholesale model
Johnson (2014) finds that the effects of MFN clauses vary depending on whether they
are used alongside the agency model, where they lead to higher prices, or if the
wholesale model is used, where this is not the case. Yet, even with the agency model,
the clauses may have procompetitive effects when retailers face market-entry costs
and when profit-sharing rather than revenue-sharing is used between the suppliers and
retailers. Thus, under certain conditions, online MFNs can raise prices; under other
conditions, they may also increase choice for consumers without raising prices.
In other work, Johnson (2013) finds that with consumer lock-in, adopting the agency
model initially raises prices but lowers them in the future, which implies that the
enforcement action in the Apple/e-books case might be misguided. Foros et al. (2013)
show that the agency model leads to higher prices if the competitive pressure is higher
at the retail level than at supplier level; and with asymmetric business formats, a retail
MFN clause leads to retail prices that resemble the outcome under industry-wide RPM.
Surveying this literature, Hviid (2015) finds that from the perspective of the vertical
chain, consumer price setting should be delegated to the level at which competition is
most fierce, and consumer prices will be lower when this occurs. Hviid (2015) also
argues that while the agency model is not a prerequisite for an across-platform parity
agreement such as an MFN agreement, it does make implementation of the effects of
the latter much simpler.

432
The OECD refers to Retail-MFN as ‘Across Platform Parity Agreements’, which indeed captures precisely the
horizontal dimension of these clauses. (OECD 2015 Competition and cross platform parity agreements,
http://www.oecd.org/daf/competition/competition-cross-platform-parity.htm)
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6. Empirical literature
Several papers have empirically identified negative effects of MFNs.
Morton (1997) shows that a MFC clause in US Government contracts with
pharmaceutical suppliers led to relatively minor impacts on price and at most an
increase of around 4% in particular categories.
Hunold et al (2016) study best price clauses (BPCs) of online travel agents (OTAs) using
meta-search price data of nearly 30,000 hotels in different countries from January 2016
to January 2017. BPCs influence the pricing and availability of hotel rooms across online
sales channels. The abolition of Booking.com’s narrow BPC is found to be associated
with the direct channel of chain hotels having the strictly lowest price more often.
The UK’s Competition Authority (CMA) reviewed in 2017 the competition effects of MFNs
in the market of Digital Comparison Tools, distinguishing between narrow and wide
MFNs. The removal of wide MFNs between 2010 and 2016 (while narrow MFNs were left
in place) in the motor insurance industry led to lower platform commissions by around
3 to 4% on average.
The European Competition Network studied in 2017 the impact of MFN clauses in the
online hotel booking sector focusing on price and availability differentiation across sales
channels and on OTA commission rates. The study found that the switch from wide to
narrow parity clauses by Booking.com and Expedia generally led to an increase in room
price differentiation between OTAs; the prohibition of Booking.com's narrow parity
clause led to an increase in price differentiation between OTAs in Germany. A more
general econometric model confirms this trend of increase in price differentiation after
the policy change. Results are caveated that it is possible that the sector might not yet
had fully adapted to the changes made to the Booking.com and Expedia’s parity clauses
at the time of the study.
De los Santos et al (2018) examine the pricing implications of two types of vertical
contracts under bargaining: wholesale contracts, where downstream firms set retail
prices after negotiating wholesale prices, and agency contracts, where upstream firms
set retail prices after negotiating sales royalties. It is shown that agency contracts can
lead to higher or lower retail prices than wholesale contracts depending on the
distribution of bargaining power. Counterfactual simulations indicate that MFN clauses
raise the prices of non-fiction books by nearly 9 percent.
Mantovani et al (2019) study the impact of Price Parity Clauses removal in France in
2015 and in Italy in 2017 for hotels listed on Booking.com. The paper finds relatively
limited effect in the short run but a more significant reduction in room prices in the
medium run, of approximately 4% overall and of 12% for hotels affiliated with chains.
Some of the empirical literature does however support the efficiency motivations for
MFNs.
This includes Crocker and Lyon (1994) study of MFN in natural gas contracts in the US,
and Chen and Liu (2011) study of MFNs in the retail of consumer electronics. Ater and
Rigbi (2018) focuses on the impact of a price transparency regulation for supermarkets
recently introduced in Israel. The authors found evidence of a price reduction of
between 4 and 5%. Although the paper does not address MFN clauses, it illustrates the
value of price transparency which could for example be provided by platforms in online
markets.
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Findings from CAs
The Bundeskartellamt considered that Retail-MFN gave Booking.com the capacity of
undermining price competition in the market, in view that, notwithstanding it was
increasing its commission rate from 13% to 15%, it kept gaining market share in the
German online hotel booking market, evidencing the lack of power of potential
competitors to react to high commission rates.
The French CA measured the effect of MFNs on commissions in the hotel online booking
market. According to this authority, Retail-MFN has given Platforms the ability to set
high Commissions “(10 to 30% of the retail price including VAT for reserved stays),”
with no associated reductions in their levels of bookings.
Collusion risk: This risk was verified in the e-books investigation where different CAs,
both in EU and in the US, found that Retail-MFN was consciously used by Apple and 5
major e-book publishers for the purposes of orchestrating “a conspiracy” in order to fix
prices for the e-books.
“showrooming”
A slightly separate but related strand of the literature looks at the prevalence and
effects of showrooming behaviour/ billboard effects
Wu, Wang and Zhu (2015) and Wang and Wright (2017) study the effect of MFNs in the
context of “showrooming” behaviour. Showrooming refers to consumers viewing the
items in bricks and mortar stores but then purchasing online. The first paper
investigates empirically whether a price matching policy by the physical store reduces
consumers’ showrooming behaviour and finds that price guarantees result in lower
prices for both the online and the physical store for “showrooming goods” (goods for
which the consumers value a physical store experience). Price guarantees result, on
the other hand, in higher prices for “non-showrooming goods”. More generally, the
second paper concludes that both wide and narrow price parity clauses can have
negative effects on competition and that less restrictive contracting instruments to
avoid showrooming should be sought.

7. Cumulative effects
Cumulative effects are not generally investigated directly but rather in the context of
an extension of models that analyse the effects of particular vertical restraints. The
model extensions generally extend the use of the same vertical restraint to a wider
coverage of the market, rather than the combined use of different types of vertical
restraints.
Cumulative effects could be investigated in terms of several platforms using MFNs in
relation to a given supplier; several suppliers being committed to MFNs with a given
platform; or a combination of these. Typically, it is unrealistic to assume that a platform
with a very small market share would be able to commit a large part of its suppliers to
MFN clauses. Therefore it may be more interesting to focus on cumulative effects in
relation to one or two platforms with market power and whether only a few versus
many suppliers are committed to this type of clauses.
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The latter has been studied by Salop and Scott Morton (2013) and Cernak and Chaiken
(2013). 433 These authors find that the widespread use of MFN clauses, with parallel
restraints covering a substantial part of the market results in cumulative effects which
magnify the anti-competitive effects of individual MFN clauses.
The cumulative effects of widespread MFNs arise as a result of a substantial part of the
suppliers in a market committing to making it more costly to engage in discounts. This
can help to stabilize any potential collusive arrangements. Similarly, the widespread
use of MFN clauses would be more effective in terms of communicating a general intent
to refrain from engaging in price competition among market participants. Even without
collusion, when MFN clauses cover a substantial part of the market, they can give rise
to significant price rigidity as a result of making discounts more unlikely with respect
to a substantial amount of transactions in the relevant market.
Salop and Scott Morton caution, however, that simply observing multiple MFNs with
high market coverage may should not be taken as anti-competitive. Instead, it should
be recognised that a broad market coverage by MFNs would also be more likely to be
observed in market structures where MFNs have a highly efficient economic role.

8. Literature Overview Table
An overview of papers and studies reviewed, by sub-topic, main result/argument,
journal/source, citations is provided in the tables below. 434
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This paper produces a checklist of conditions that reduce
antitrust concerns from MFNs: a) The MFN is received only by
smaller buyers b) The MFN is provided to small buyers by
small sellers that lack market power c) The affected markets
are unconcentrated d) The input in question has close
substitutes e) The MFN is part of long-term contract with
locked-in or sunk assets f) The MFN is in exchange for
significant investment, particularly by initial customer or
technology sponsor g) Input has an innovative new product
which is uncertain in value, with resulting potential for delays
and holdout problems
The agency model used by Apple and other platform
providers such as Google allows upstream firms (content
providers like book publishers and developers of apps) to
choose the retail prices of their products (RPM) subject to a
fixed revenue-sharing rule. This is shown to lead to (i) higher
prices if the competitive pressure is higher downstream than
upstream; (ii) upstream firms earning positive surplus even
when platform providers have all the bargaining power; and
(iii) asymmetric business formats (where only some platform
providers use the agency model). A retail MFN clause leads
to retail prices that resemble the outcome under industrywide RPM.
This paper discusses the legalities behind the Apple and
Amazon e-book case and the collusion in this example of MFN.
In the e-books case, collusion was almost certainly
unwarranted. Amazon appeared to be engaged in loss
leading, not predatory pricing, and fears of an eventual
Amazon monopoly were largely unfounded. Amazon’s buyer
power, moreover, was not monopsony power, which is
frequently harmful, but countervailing power, which can lead
to lower consumer prices. There was no evidence it had
caused a reduction in the variety of new books. In some
circumstances, however, collusion to control a powerful
customer would be justified. When buyer power is acquired
and maintained legally—but harms consumers, powerless
suppliers, or both—there may be no other remedy. This article
provides a limited but workable defence for such collusion,
which would rarely be satisfied, but when it is, would allow
suppliers to offset the harmful effects of buyer power and
enhance competition and the welfare of consumers.
"Buccirossi emphasises the similarities of platform parity
clauses with across-sellers pricing policies such as PMGs"
and illustrates an important difference between online MFN
clauses and online RPM clauses: in the latter, a manufacturer
limits price competition among firms on a different level of
the value chain, while in the former a platform softens
competition in the same market that it operates. “Whereas a
manufacturer that restricts competition among its retailers is
harmed by the increase in price – which has to be outweighed
by the benefits of demand-enhancing ancillary services to be
a rational strategy – a platform benefits from reduced price
competition on the platform market"
If an intermediary provides a benefit to buyers when they
purchase from sellers using the intermediary’s technology,
the authors show that the intermediary would want to restrict
sellers from charging buyers more for transactions it
intermediates. With this restriction an intermediary can
profitably raise demand for its services by eliminating any
extra price buyers face for purchasing through the
intermediary. It is shown that this leads to inflated retail
prices, excessive adoption of the intermediaries’ services,
over-investment in benefits to buyers, and a reduction in
consumer surplus and sometimes welfare. Competition
among intermediaries intensifies these problems by
increasing the magnitude of their effects and broadening the
circumstances in which they arise. This theory has
applications to payment card systems, travel reservation
systems, rebate services, and various other intermediaries.
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Parity or MFN clauses are designed to address the hold-up
problem in vertical relations and facilitate investments and
efficiencies by the downstream platform. However, when
designed too broadly, they have the potential of undermining
the dynamics of competition and reducing consumer welfare.
This paper explores the welfare effects of parity clauses and
reflects on the level of intervention they may call for, referring
to cases including the high-profile Apple e-book investigation,
Amazon, the HRS decision and the more recent Booking.com
commitments. It reviews the possible theories of harm
associated with parity clauses and draws a dividing line
between the effects generated by narrow and wide parity.
Narrow parity, based on a single linear link, does not give rise
to many of the concerns (or lead to concerns to as great an
extent) as wide parity restrictions.
This paper performs a case study review of the effects of
MFNs. Whether MFNs are damaging or beneficial to
consumers depends, inter alia, on the specific competitive
dynamics of the market in question, as well as on the market
position of their beneficiaries. While they may be justified by
efficiency considerations, they may also, in certain market
settings, likely give rise to competition concerns, this is the
case, in particular of:• MFNs adopted by dominant
entities/entities with significant market power. • Markets
characterized by the presence of barriers to entry •
Concentrated Markets. • Multiple MFNs With High Market
Coverage. • Market Transparency. Where these conditions do
not hold, competition authorities may be less concerned
about MFNs. There is little doubt that competition authorities
will increasingly examine the use of MFNs, and that
companies, in particular those with significant market power,
should assess more carefully their likely impact on
competition.

24
10

The competitive effects of MFNs vary. They can differ based
on the scope of the market they cover, the precise terms of
the MFN, the structure of the market, and/or the reasons for
MFN implementation. When MFNs cover a smaller portion of
the market, the welfare effects are likely to be minimal and
could be pro-competitive. For example, in promoting
investment, assuring the retailers in this scenario that their
investment will not be undermined by other platforms.
However, MFNs can also serve anti-competitive purposes
excluding entrants and facilitating price coordination.
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12
13

The article provides a comprehensive, principled approach for
the assessment of platform MFC clauses under competition
law – in particular, under EU competition law. The assessment
should focus on prohibiting abuse dominance rather than the
current emphasis of prohibiting anticompetitive agreements.

59
7

This paper distinguishes issues of online RPM from online
MFN. Ambiguities in definitions typically occur online since
prices are transparent and supply chains can be complex,
meaning it is difficult to identify upstream and downstream
firms. Existing literature suggests online MFNs may be more
harmful than traditional RPMs because the online retailers
control the minimum price – which it can increase by raising
commissions.
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2017

Review
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Anti

This paper suggests a set of guidelines on the use of MFNs
(with extension required should they be implemented in
practice). This includes presumptions and safe harbours that
reduce
harmful
effect
of
MFNs:
•
Lack
of
market
power/low
market
share
• Unconcentrated markets

Online RPM and
MFN
under
antitrust
law
and economics

Using a theoretical pricing model for both the buyer and seller,
it is shown that the best response equilibrium, when the
agents are subject to MFN clauses, typically raise platform
fees and retail prices. There is also a possibility of a more
limited choice set for the consumer, as a result of curtailed
entry and skewed positioning decisions (from higher entry
costs) by potential entrants pursuing low-end business
models.
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2016
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clauses
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competition
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The Journal of
Law
and
Economics, 59
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Can
price
showrooming

This is a study of the impact of Best Buy’s price-matching
policy on the price competition between Best Buy and
Amazon, examining whether the policy reduces consumers’
showrooming behaviour. Both retailers reacted to the new
policy; Best Buy and Amazon adjusted prices in the same
directions. However, the directions vary across product
categories. For products for which a consumer can obtain a
large value from physical store experiences – i.e., the
“showrooming” products – both Best Buy’s and Amazon’s
prices went down. In addition, Amazon cut prices more
aggressively than Best Buy. For “non-showrooming”
products, or the products for which consumers beneﬁt less
from store experiences, the opposite patterns are found –
prices went up for both Best Buy and Amazon after the
implementation of the policy. A 2-firm Hotelling style model
reiterates these empirical conclusions. Both retailers would
raise prices when the value of physical store experiences is
small but would compete more aggressively on prices when
this value is large. It is also shown that for “showrooming”
products, both retailers’ proﬁts are lower as a result of the
policy.
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Yale Law Journal, 33

This paper performs a case study review to explain why MFNs
employed by online platforms can harm competition. The
main areas of concern of MFNs were that they keep prices
high and discourage the entry of new platform rivals, through
both exclusionary and collusive mechanisms, notwithstanding
the possibility that some MFNs may facilitate investment by
limiting customer freeriding. Antitrust enforcement targeting
anticompetitive platform MFNs has the potential to increase
entry and price competition, and thereby enhance
productivity and consumer welfare. The prevalence of MFN
contract terms on online platforms and the steadily growing
share of GDP spent on such platforms suggest that greater
antitrust enforcement against anticompetitive platform MFNs
could have noticeable benefits for productivity and consumer
welfare. Despite this an assessment is made of enforcement
challenges faced by the US and EU to explain greater
attention to platform MFN cases in Europe relative to the US.
A few recent cases have involved a hitherto rarely observed
form of MFN clauses in which sellers through an internet retail
platform agree not to sell at a lower price elsewhere,
including through other retail platforms. It is first noted that
such Retail Price MFN clauses rely on some form of RPM for
their existence. Much of the existing academic literature and
case law on RPM effectively combines two elements of RPM,
an explicit (and inherent) vertical element and a more implicit
horizontal element, the latter being particularly egregious in
terms of anticompetitive harm. As retail price MFN clauses
essentially mimic the latter, and worst, element of the RPM,
it is argued that such clauses should be treated no less
harshly than RPM under competition law.
The agency model used by Apple and other digital platforms
delegates retail-pricing decisions to upstream content
providers subject to a fixed revenue-sharing rule. Given
competition both upstream and downstream, the authors
consider how, under the agency model, retail prices depend
on the firms' revenue-sharing splits and the degrees to which
consumers view the platforms and the goods sold on the
platforms to be substitutes. The agency model may not be
universally adopted even if adoption would mean higher
profits for all firms. Use of MFN clauses in these settings can
ensure industry-wide adoption and increase retail prices.
This paper establishes a model of vertical contractual
relationships, where competing sellers distribute their
products directly as well as through two competing
intermediation platforms. In the two-stage game, platforms
offer a commission, which is not revealed to rival suppliers,
then suppliers set retail prices on all platforms. Contrary to
the theories of harm developed by competition agencies and
in some of the recent literature, the authors show that when
we account for the sellers’ participation constraints, price
parity clauses do not always lead to higher commissions and
final prices. Instead, they may simultaneously benefit all the
actors (platforms, sellers and consumers), even in the
absence of traditional efficiency arguments. Assumptions
made in the model: two online competing platforms, relaxing
this assumption, in a market where interbrand competition is
greater, will increase the strength of harmful welfare effects.
The article examines two business practices in online
markets, namely the agency model and retail price parity
restrictions (which includes MFNs) in markets with imperfect
competition (bilateral monopoly and bilateral imperfect
competition). It is shown that retail price parity when used in
conjunction with the agency model can raise prices and hurt
consumers. Retailers are encouraged to charge higher fees to
suppliers which raises the final retail price and harms
consumers. This may erase the gains that otherwise would
have accrued to consumers from the agency model being in
place instead of the wholesale model. Despite this for new or
rapidly evolving retail markets, there is an argument in favour
of MFN, as it is able to support investments amongst retailers
and suppliers that may not be possible in absence of price
parity (e.g. Apple and Amazon in the e-book market).
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Compares the wholesale model and the agency model that
characterise a vertical relation in a bilateral duopoly
framework. Results suggest that the agency model may be
regarded as an example of resale price maintenance and
provide an economic view of why restraints of this kind should
be evaluated under the rule of reason. While competition is
more likely to be undercut under the agency model, relative
to the wholesale model, the agency model beneﬁts
consumers by offering relatively lower retail prices and
greater demand.
This article provides a theoretical model in which consumers
search for ﬁrms directly or through platforms. Platforms lower
search costs but charge ﬁrms for the transactions they
facilitate. Platform fees raise the possibility of showrooming,
in which consumers search on a platform but then switch and
buy directly to take advantage of lower direct prices. In
settings like this, search platforms like Amazon’s marketplace
and Booking.com have adopted price parity clauses, requiring
ﬁrms oﬀer their best prices on the platform, arguing this is
needed to prevent showrooming. The authors argue that both
narrow and wide MFN suppress price competition between a
platform and firms that sell directly, with wide MFNs having
an additional effect of distorting price competition across all
competing platforms. Therefore, narrow price parities should
be applied with caution to reduce showrooming - there could
be other less restrictive contracting instruments to avoid
showrooming in cases where it is desirable to have price
parity clauses removed.
This paper presents theory of vertical MFNs and applies
theory to the credit card market where the restraint comes in
the form of a no-surcharge rule. Insights from the model
show that the vertical MFN does more harm than even the
complete elimination of competition: the restraint raises price
to a level even greater than the monopoly price. A variation
of the model also shows that the vertical MFN can also be
used by credit card companies to extract surplus from cash
customers through a leveraging effect. Hence, it is concluded
that vertical MFN can be anticompetitive in suppressing
competition between oligopolistic rivals, in allowing these
oligopolists to leverage their market power over a competitive
fringe, and the theory applies directly to the no-surcharge
rule in credit card markets notwithstanding the two-sided
nature of credit card platforms.
This paper examines the pricing implications of two types of
vertical contracts under bargaining: wholesale contracts,
where downstream firms set retail prices after negotiating
wholesale prices, and agency contracts, where upstream
firms set retail prices after negotiating sales royalties. it is
shown that agency contracts can lead to higher or lower retail
prices than wholesale contracts depending on the distribution
of bargaining power. A methodology to structurally estimate
a model with either contract form under Nash-in-Nash
bargaining is developed and is applied to the e-book industry,
which transitioned from wholesale to agency contracts after
the expiration of a ban on agency contracting imposed in the
antitrust settlement between U.S. Department of Justice and
the major publishers. A unique dataset of e-book prices
shows the transition to agency contracting increased Amazon
prices substantially but had little effect on Barnes & Noble
prices. Results find that the assumption of Nash-in-Nash
bargaining explains the data better than an assumption of
take-it-or-leave-it input contracts. Counterfactual simulations
indicate that reinstitution of MFN clauses, which were banned
for five years in the 2012 settlement, would raise the prices
of non-fiction books by nearly 9 percent.
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This paper is an analysis of a model of dynamic competition
between retail platforms which exhibit consumer lock-in. Two
diﬀerent revenue models are considered, one in which
platforms set ﬁnal retail prices for complementary goods and
one in which the suppliers of these goods set ﬁnal retail
prices. Platforms and suppliers of complementary products
have qualitatively diﬀerent long-term (or strategic) pricing
incentives, which implies that the inter-temporal price path
faced by consumers differs markedly depending on the
revenue model in place. When suppliers set prices instead of
platforms, prices may be higher in early periods but lower in
later periods, suggesting that appropriate antitrust
enforcement ought to consider more than initial price
changes when an industry shifts to the agency model.
Indeed, consumers may (but need not) prefer the agency
model even when prices increase in initial periods. However,
a potential harm of the agency model is that it may align the
incentives of suppliers and platforms and thereby encourage
platforms to lower the competitiveness of the supplier market
and harm consumers; no such incentives exist under the
wholesale model.
The large and growing industry of price comparison websites
(PCWs) or “web aggregators” is poised to beneﬁt consumers
by increasing competitive pricing pressure on ﬁrms by
acquainting shoppers with more prices. However, these sites
also charge ﬁrms for sales, which feeds back to raise prices.
It is found that introducing any number of PCWs to a market
increases prices for all consumers, both those who actively
use the sites, and those who do not. The framework is then
used to identify ways in which a more competitive
environment could be achieved. For example, facilitating
competition over variables that directly reduce prices paid by
the consumer (discounts on the PCW) rather than through
measures which affect customers indirectly (reduction of
commissions from prohibiting MFNs).
The price parity clauses (PPCs) that online booking platforms
impose have come under antitrust scrutiny. For example,
Wang and Wright (2017) argue that by preventing
showrooming, a narrow PPC can reduce search costs and
beneﬁt consumers under between-platform competition. The
authors of this paper observe, however, that a narrow PPC
combined with a best price guarantee leaves consumers
worse oﬀ than with no platform operating at all. A more
eﬃcient (incumbent) platform can deter entry with the best
price guarantee, whereas upon entry of an equally eﬃcient
platform, the best price guarantee allows the platforms to
price coordinate. The detrimental narrow-PPC-BPG contract
combination calls for diﬀerent platform competition policy.
Most Favoured Nation clauses on the online booking market
are detrimental to consumers if platforms have most of the
bargaining power. They attenuate competition between
platforms, lead to higher commission fees and higher hotel
rooms’ prices. However, MFN clauses may also be welfare
improving by leading to lower commission fees and higher
consumer surplus when hotels own the bargaining power and
com- petition between them is high. This paper shows that
the balance between the bargaining power of hotels and
platforms is a key element in assessing the competitive
effects of MFN clauses.
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Assesses the importance of free riding
– to justify MFN clauses
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RAND Journal of Economics,
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Journal
of
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Marketing, 19
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free riding – to justify MFN
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Cornell
University
Hospitality, 7-14

for

Free riding and customer
retention across retailers’
channels
The Billboard Effect: Online Travel
Agent Impact on Non-OTA Reservation
Volume

The Strategic Response by
Pharmaceutical Firms to the
Medicaid
Most-FavoredCustomer Rules

2005
2009

In 1990 the Federal Government included a MFC clause in
the contracts (OBRA 90) with suppliers of pharmaceutical
products to Medicaid recipients, requiring that Medicaid
customers be given “best” (lowest) prices. The paper
concludes that the effects of the law are small and relatively
weak; however, the results are strongest where the product’s
characteristics match the incentives in the law. After the MFC
rule was implemented the average price of branded products
facing generic competition rose - the median presentation’s
price rose about 4%. Brands protected by patents did not
significantly increase price. Generics in concentrated markets
should display a strategic response to the brand’s adoption
of the MFC. Support for the strategic response by generic
firms is found; they raise their prices more as their markets
become more concentrated. The results suggest that the MFC
rule resulted in higher prices to some non-Medicaid
consumers of pharmaceuticals.
When consumers employ more than one channel within a
single transaction, they can obtain services from one retailer
and place their business with another (free riding).
Conversely, customers may be inclined to stay with the same
retailer, even when they switch channels. The authors use
empirical data to determine the magnitude of both effects in
two directions: from online shops to traditional retail stores
and vice versa. It is found that over 20% of consumers are
free riders, and that retailers retain substantially fewer
customers in both directions. To explain the variance within
the free-riding rate and the customer-retention rate, the
authors investigate the influence of selected product
characteristics (search characteristics, speed of technological
change, and purchase frequency) on cross-channel
consumer behaviour. While MFN is not explicitly mentioned,
this paper informs search behaviour of customers on online
platforms.
This report provides a quantitative assessment of the
incremental reservations through non-OTA distribution
channels received as a result of being listed on an OTA site.
Hotels that are listed on third-party distributors’ websites,
commonly known as online travel agents (OTA), gain a
reservation benefit in addition to direct sales. That benefit,
often called the billboard effect, involves a boost in
reservations through the hotel’s own distribution channels
(including its website), due to the hotel’s being listed on the
OTA website. To quantify the billboard effect, this pseudo
experiment (in which a group of hotels was listed and then
removed from Expedia.com in alternate weeks) examined
the effects for certain properties operated by JHM Hotels that
are listed on Expedia.com. The study found that when the
hotels were listed on Expedia, they saw an increase in
reservations from their own distribution channels (that is, not
through Expedia). The theory behind this phenomenon is
that the potential customer gains information about the hotel
from its OTA listing, but then books the room through
another channel. The study estimates the incremental
reservations from listing on Expedia (not including the
reservations actually made at Expedia) at 7.5 to 26% for the
four properties in this study.

Van Baal, S., & Dach, C.

1997

Competing hypotheses surrounding MFNs role in competition
are tested using data from long-term natural gas contracts,
many of which employ MFNs. The conclusion is that the
pattern of MFN adoption, as well as the structure of the nondiscrimination regions, and the parallels with other
nonstrategic price escalation provisions lends strong support
to the efficiency hypothesis.
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11
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51

This paper studies the effects of introducing a MFC clause on
price competition among major consumer electronics
retailers. The data focuses on online prices of consumer
electronics and spans the periods before and after the
introduction of an MFC clause by Best Buy, which occurred
between April 2003 and March 2004. After controlling for
various factors (including product lifecycle and seasonality
effects) in the regression model, it is found that, on average,
Best Buy lowered its prices by 1.6% after introducing the
MFC clause. Its competitors responded by cutting prices
further: Buy.com by 3.5%, Circuit City by 2.2%, CompUSA
by 3.2%, and Sears by 0.4%. Best Buy's MFC adoption
reduced prices.

16

The
Journal
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Industrial Economics,
59
Pro - price reductions
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Replicating and expanding on Anderson (2009), this report
confirms and quantifies the so-called billboard effect that
occurs when online travel agents (OTAs) include a particular
hotel in their listings. This larger and more exhaustive study
analyses the billboard effect based on booking behaviour
related to 1,720 reservations for InterContinental Hotel
brands for the months of June, July, and August of three
years (2008, 2009, and 2010).The analysis determined that
for each reservation an IHG hotel receives at Expedia, the
individual brand website receives between three and nine
additional reservations, which are directly created or
influenced by the listing at the online travel agent.

University of California, Haas School of Business,
Berkeley
Price matching clauses raised prices for nonshowrooming goods and lowered prices for
showrooming goods

This is a study of the impact of Best Buy’s recent pricematching policy on the price competition between Best Buy
and Amazon, examining whether the policy reduces
consumers’ showrooming behaviour. Both retailers reacted
to the new policy; Best Buy and Amazon adjusted prices in
the same directions. However, the directions vary across
product categories. For products for which a consumer can
obtain a large value from physical store experiences – i.e.,
the “showrooming” products – both Best Buy’s and Amazon’s
prices went down. In addition, Amazon cut prices more
aggressively than Best Buy. For “non-showrooming”
products, or the products for which consumers beneﬁt less
from store experiences, the opposite patterns are found –
prices went up for both Best Buy and Amazon after the
implementation of the policy. A 2-firm Hotelling style model
reiterates these empirical conclusions. Both retailers would
raise prices when the value of physical store experiences is
small but would compete more aggressively on prices when
this value is large. It is also shown that for “showrooming”
products, both retailers’ proﬁts are lower as a result of the
policy.
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ZEW-Centre for European
Economic
Research
Discussion Paper,
Descriptive of MFN impact
on ranking across channels

This paper analyses the best price clauses (BPCs) of online
travel agents (OTAs) using meta-search price data of nearly
30,000 hotels in different countries from January 2016 to
January 2017. Data is collected for countries without BPCs
(France, Germany and Austria); with narrow BPCs (other EU
countries, predominantly Italy and Sweden); and with wide
BPCs (Canada). Regressions of linear probability models find
that BPCs influence the pricing and availability of hotel rooms
across online sales channels. In particular, hotels publish
their offers more often at Booking.com when it does not use
the narrow BPC, and also tend to promote the direct online
channel more actively. Moreover, the abolition of
Booking.com’s narrow BPC is associated with the direct
channel of chain hotels having the strictly lowest price more
often.

Changes in the online travel market are causing hotels to
rethink their relationships with online travel agencies (OTAs)
and to take a closer look at the impact on bookings from
listing their properties with OTAs. This study indicates that
OTAs now get an increasingly large share of the transaction
landscape, but OTAs are visited by almost two-thirds of all
online hotel direct consumers, down about 10 percent from
our 2011 study results, showing that the magnitude of the
billboard effect is decreasing, even though it has not
disappeared entirely, since many consumers visit an OTA
prior to booking. The sample contained 13,867 reservations
by 5,970 consumers.
This paper reviews the role MFNs play in affecting
competition between Digital Comparison Tools (DCTs) and
distinguishes effects of narrow and wide MFNs. It is found
that wide MFNs soften competition by: a) reducing incentives
to compete on commissions and b) reducing the DCTs ability
to enter or expand. As a result, wide MFNs reduces
competitive pressure and higher commission rates will likely
be charged to consumers (assuming the supplier’s costs are
passed on to the consumer). The extent of this harm is
exacerbated when the number of suppliers with a wide MFN
increases. Econometric analysis of the removal of wide MFNs
between 2010 and 2016 in the motor insurance industry led
to an increase in competition between DCTs. The results
indicate that the prohibition of wide MFNs, with narrow MFNs
still widely in place, has led to lower commissions than would
otherwise have been the case. The results suggest that wide
MFNs increased commissions by around 3 to 4% on average
during the period. Narrow MFNs can also replicate harmful
effects of wide MFNs when the supplier is not willing to
undercut its direct price on other sales channels and when,
in absence of the narrow MFN, the supplier would set a lower
price on the direct channel than on the DCT. Analysis
suggests narrow MFNs have not been as harmful as wide
MFNs in the motor insurance industry.
This paper empirically analyses how MFN clauses in
combination with the agency model impacted retail prices in
the market for e-books in the US in 2010-2012. Using a
unique dataset of daily e-book prices for a large sample of
books across major online retailers, to exploit crosspublisher variation in the timing of the return to the
wholesale model (and dropping MFN clauses) and estimate
its effect on retail prices in a diﬀerence-in-diﬀerences
framework. It is found that e-book prices decreased on
Amazon by around 18 percent, on Barnes & Noble by
approximately 8 percent, and on Apple by 13 percent. The
findings illustrate a case where upstream firms prefer to set
higher retail prices than retailers and help to clarify
conflicting theoretical predictions on agency versus
wholesale models.
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38
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agency model)
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Report, 17
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booking
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2017
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Anderson, C. K., &
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Report on the monitoring exercise
carried out in the online hotel booking
sector by EU competition authorities in
2016

European Commission.

Anti - wide MFNs lead to lower price
differentiation

The effects of mandatory
disclosure of supermarket
prices

Available at SSRN 3046703

Pro - drop in prices and
dispersion

Agency
Pricing
and
Bargaining:
Evidence from the E-Book Market

Kelley School of Business Research
Paper, 18-90

Anti

12

2017
2018

This report presents the results of a coordinated monitoring
exercise carried out in the online hotel booking sector by a
group of eleven EU competition authorities in 2016. The
dataset contained results from a uniform electronic
questionnaire, addressed to a sample of 16,000 hotels in the
ten participating Member States, focused on: i) room price
differentiation by hotels between sales channels; ii) room
availability differentiation by hotels between sales channels,
and iii) OTA commission rates. Of the 21% of respondents
that did price differentiate between OTAs, the most frequent
reason given was to increase the hotel's visibility on a
particular OTA (for example, its display ranking). The switch
from wide to narrow parity clauses by Booking.com and
Expedia led to an increase in room price differentiation
between OTAs by hotels in eight of the ten participating
Member States. The prohibition of Booking.com's narrow
parity clause led to an increase in room price differentiation
between OTAs by hotels in Germany. A more general
econometric model confirms this trend of increase in price
differentiation after the policy change. Results are caveated
that it is possible that the sector might not yet have fully
adapted to the changes made to the Booking.com and
Expedia’s parity clauses.
This paper studies how mandatory online disclosure of
supermarket prices affects prices and price dispersion in
brick-and-mortar stores. Using data collected before and
after a transparency regulation went into effect in the Israeli
food retail market, multiple complementary control groups
and relying on a differences-in-differences research design,
a sharp decline in price dispersion and a 4% to 5% drop in
prices following the transparency regulation is documented.
The price drop varied across stores and products; it was
smaller among private-label products than among branded
products, and it was smaller among stores and products that
were likely to have been associated with more intense search
patterns even before prices became transparent (e.g.,
products in heavy-discount chains; popular products;
products that meet stringent kosher requirements). Finally,
it is shown that prices declined as more consumers used
price-comparison websites, and the role of media coverage
in encouraging retailers to set lower prices.
(similar to De los Santos and Wildenbeest 2017) This paper
examines the pricing implications of two types of vertical
contracts under bargaining: wholesale contracts, where
downstream firms set retail prices after negotiating
wholesale prices, and agency contracts, where upstream
firms set retail prices after negotiating sales royalties. it is
shown that agency contracts can lead to higher or lower retail
prices than wholesale contracts depending on the distribution
of bargaining power. A methodology to structurally estimate
a model with either contract form under Nash-in-Nash
bargaining is developed and is applied to the e-book industry,
which transitioned from wholesale to agency contracts after
the expiration of a ban on agency contracting imposed in the
antitrust settlement between U.S. Department of Justice and
the major publishers. A unique dataset of e-book prices
shows the transition to agency contracting increased Amazon
prices substantially but had little effect on Barnes & Noble
prices. Results find that the assumption of Nash-in-Nash
bargaining explains the data better than an assumption of
take-it-or-leave-it
input
contracts.
Counterfactual
simulations indicate that reinstitution of MFN clauses, which
were banned for five years in the 2012 settlement, would
raise the prices of non-fiction books by nearly 9 percent.
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European Competition Network
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2018
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2019
Pricing strategies in
online
market
places and Price
Parity Agreements:
evidence from the
hotel industry
Working paper

The author uses a dataset of prices set by a panel of 863
hotels in Paris that were displayed on more than 25 OTAs
over 3 years. Using a before-after design and controlling for
external shocks, the end of MFN causes is found to have led
to a decrease of about 3.1% to 4.5% in the average level of
prices set by hotels.
Anti

2

Provides quasi-experimental evidence on the full removal of
Price Parity Clauses in France in 2015 and in Italy in 2017 for
hotels listed on Booking.com. The analysis reveals a
relatively limited effect in the short run followed by a
significant reduction in room prices in the medium run
(approximately 4% drop in prices). Hotels affiliated with
chains decreased their prices more than independent hotels,
both in the short (5.6-8.6% price falls) and medium run
(12.3% price falls). This paper provides evidence of
significant competition restraining impacts of MFNs.

Larrieu, Thomas
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A.,
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2019
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platform
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Discussion Paper
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Cumulative effects
In selective distribution systems, negative effects can arise as a result of cumulative
effects, including wide market coverage of SDS or SDS used in combination with other
restraints. For example, when applied by most or all competing suppliers, SD may
facilitate collusion (at distributor or supplier level) (Vertical Guidelines para 178). In
addition, if selective distribution is combined with exclusive distribution, or with
protected territories, competition rules are less lenient.
In exclusive distribution systems, when several suppliers operate similar distribution
networks under exclusive distribution arrangements, there is an increased risk of
softening of competition or collusion. This risk is furthered if several suppliers appoint
common dealers under exclusivity arrangements.
Similarly, exclusive territories, when applied by most or all competing suppliers, may
facilitate collusion (at distributor or supplier level), and thus result in a reduction of
inter-brand competition to the detriment of consumers.
In the context of MFNs, cumulative effects can occur when one or a few platforms, with
some degree of market power, introduce MFN clauses in relation to a large number of
their suppliers. This has been studied by Salop and Scott Morton (2013) and Cernak
and Chaiken (2013). 435 These authors find that the widespread use of MFN clauses
results in cumulative effects which magnify the anti-competitive effects of individual
MFN clauses.
These cumulative effects arise as a result of MFNs making it more costly for suppliers
to engage in discounts. Thus, a wide market coverage by MFN clauses can help stabilize
any potential collusive arrangements. In addition, the widespread use of MFN clauses
communicates a general intent to refrain from engaging in price competition among
market participants. Even without collusion, when MFN clauses cover a substantial part
of the market, they can give rise to significant price rigidity as a result of making
discounts more unlikely with respect to a substantial amount of transactions in the
relevant market.

The European Commission noted the cumulative effect of parallel usages of MFN clauses in the e-books case; the
German CA also noted the industry-wide use of retail MFN clauses in its HRS decision, stating that the use of MFNs
by different platform operators strengthen the anti-competitive effects in the market, particularly given that the
combined market shares of HRS, Booking.com and Expedia, the MFN clauses covered nearly 90 % of the relevant
market (FCO 2014d, para. 163).
435
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XII Stakeholders workshop agenda
Evaluation
support
study
on
the
EU
competition rules applicable to vertical
agreements in the VBER and the Guidelines
16 January 2020, Brussels (11, Avenue des Arts)

On a mandate from the European Commission, VVA Economics & Policy supports
the Directorate General for Competition (DG COMP) in the evaluation of the
Vertical Block Exemption Regulation and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints.
This Regulation deals with a wide range of commercial vertical agreements between
suppliers of goods and services, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and online
platforms/intermediaries.
The aim of the exercise is to assess if the legislation still meets its objectives
and whether it remains fit for purpose. Market developments and the proximity of
the expiration of the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation on 31 May 2022 call for an
analysis to assess if VBER and the Commission Guidelines are still in line with achieving
the goals of EU competition policy.
To provide the high quality input into a potential review of the VBER or its Guidelines,
it is of utmost importance to have a good understanding of the current functioning of
the VBER based on the practical experience of industry.
In this context, we would therefore like to invite you to a dedicated workshop
with the European Commission to discuss the study and the most effective
way to engage industry stakeholders.
Draft workshop programme
10.30 Introduction and objectives of the study (DG Competition)
10.45 Presentation of the approach by the contractor (VVA)
11.15 Q&A
11.45 Key questions / requests to workshop participants (VVA)
12.00 Moderated discussion on stakeholder engagement and key issues
12.45 Conclusions & Joint stakeholder engagement roadmap
13.00 Sandwich lunch and networking
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Executive summary
The objective of this study is to provide support to the Directorate General for Competition (DG
COMP) in the evaluation of the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints. Specifically, it assesses
if the legislation still meets the specific objectives of the legal framework, taking into account new
market developments since the adoption of the current rules in 2010 (Commission Regulation (EU)
Mo 330/2010) by providing qualitative and quantitative evidence on the relevance of the VBER in
light of apparent changes in consumer purchasing behaviour. In particular, it investigates consumers’
increasing inclination to mix and match various online and offline sales channels during their
customer journeys.
To fulfil this objective, the present study traces customer journeys for four product categories –
(1) consumer electronics and large electrical appliances, (2) house and garden equipment,
(3) clothing and shoes as well as (4) cosmetics and hair care – in an online survey covering six EU
Member States: France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Sweden. Complementing the survey,
we conduct extensive secondary data research. Specifically, the report presents (1) a literature review
(2) an analysis of Google Trends data for each product category, (3) an analysis of the
GlobalWebIndex data providing time-series insights to consumers’ purchasing behaviour, and (4) the
analysis of the results of the consumer survey conducted for this study.
The literature review underlines the role that online channels play for consumers as they complement
traditional brick-and-mortar stores. The existing literature establishes that switching between sales
and information channels happens frequently in a retail environment that is increasingly
characterised by omni-channel availability. However, this may lead to increased free-riding
behaviour, which can be seen as a negative consequence resulting from today's omni-channel sales
environment. Free-riding takes place when a distributor or group of distributors benefit from the
investments and efforts (e.g. in marketing, advertising, advice, presale display of products, and the
provision of products-specific information) of others. To prevent this kind of behaviour, companies
may include certain clauses in their contractual agreements. Scientific and empirical insights referring
to the actual effects of mitigation strategies including their effectiveness, however, are scarce. The
few papers that exist offer ambiguous results. While some authors see restrictive clauses addressed
in the VBER as an effective tool to mitigate free-riding for manufacturers and retailers, others
disagree and point out that some of these measures may in fact increase free-riding.
Consumers tend to make parallel and complementary use of several online as well as offline sales
and information channels during the purchasing process. Consumers’ behaviour during this process
is complex and depends on a variety of factors such as purchase frequency, order value (price),
product and purchase involvement, personal preferences, and socio-demographic factors. In
addition, one of the most important factors determining the customer journey is the type of product
that is purchased. The reason for this is mainly that the product type determines to a certain extent
how much money is spent, how involved the consumer will be, whether purchases take place
frequently, etc. For instance, consumers purchasing high-priced/expensive products tend to invest
more time and effort - meaning they are more involved – than consumers purchasing lowpriced/cheap products. This also implies that the former use, on average, more channels in the
purchasing process than the latter. Although this applies to every product category or type of
product, it becomes particularly clear when comparing the results of the generally lower-priced
product categories (i.e. ‘cosmetics and hair care’ as well as ‘clothing and shoes’) to the results for the
4
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product categories ‘house and garden equipment’ and ‘consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances’. In addition, online channels have a higher relevance for expensive long-term purchases
(i.e. consumer electronics and large electrical appliances), both in the information/evaluation and
purchase phase of the customer journey, than for repeated and habitual purchases (i.e. cosmetics
and hair care).
Although consumers who buy different products behave differently, there are also some behavioural
similarities between consumers. A large proportion of consumers use online and offline channels in
combination – constantly switching between both types of channels. Furthermore, the study also
shows that there is a high share of consumers who use the same type of channel – online or offline
- for completing the transaction that they used in the pre-purchase phase. These results indicate
that consumers use diverse channels across their customer journey.
In order to approximate the potential magnitude of free-riding between online and offline channels,
this study calculates the percentage of consumers or purchases that is consistent with free-riding
activities of distributors. For these purchases, consumers tend to gather information on one channel
but purchase from a completely different channel because of the lower price (and because of better
service quality only in certain specific circumstances). In total, we examine the potential magnitude
of three types of free-riding behaviour:
1) free-riding between online and offline channels in general;
2) free-riding between different types of online channels (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace); and
3) free-riding within the same type of online channel (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace).
We found that among all purchases and product categories under consideration, free-riding
between online and offline channels might be relevant for about 2-15% of all consumers/purchases,
depending on the product. Free-riding between different types of online channels might be relevant
for 1-9% of all purchases, depending on the product. And finally, free-riding within the same type of
online channel might be relevant for 3-25% of all purchases, again depending on the product. In
general, the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between different types of online channels
is the least prominent. The highest proportions of consumers would be affected by free-riding within
the same type of channel. These ranges of purchases consistent with free-riding presented in this
report represent our best available approximations, based on the consumer survey carried out for
this study. These approximations result from a consumer survey and thus cannot offer evidence
about the the behaviour (or intent) of distributors because the supplier perspective was not
investigated.
The study shows that consumers focus not only on the price of a product. While the price still has a
strong impact on consumers’ decisions, regardless of the product purchased, consumers also gather
other types of information that are incorporated into the decision-making process. Above all,
product information and product quality play a decisive role, especially when choosing a brand.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that consumers who buy expensive products are more likely to look
for the best price. A large share of these consumers indicated that they use price comparison tools.
Still, these consumers also claim to have gathered other information. The analysis of Google Trends
data shows that consumers have been using product-specific keywords more frequently in recent
years. This holds true for almost all product categories and countries investigated. Searches for brand
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names appear to decrease somewhat, albeit they continue to be on a much higher level than search
terms related to stores.
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The table below identifies the specific sections in which the report presents detailed findings referring to the evaluation questions addressed by the tender
specifications for this study.
Table 0-1: Initial findings referring to the evaluation questions
Evaluation
dimension
Relevance

Evaluation questions

Indicators

Source of evidence

What is the consumer
behaviour when
purchasing goods or
services, notably with
regard to their decision
on which sales channel to
use and possible
interactions between
different sales channels
(in particular between
online and offline
channels)?

Consumers’ current
omni-channel
purchase behaviour;
in particular with
regards to sales
channel choices along
the entire customer
journey.

How has the consumer
behaviour when
purchasing goods or
services evolved over
time during the period of
application of the current
vertical rules?

Changes in
consumers’ omnichannel purchase
behaviour over time

The literature review in section 3.2 and the results of the consumer survey in sections 3.3, 3.4 and
3.5 provide insights on this evaluation question. The investigation shows that consumers and
consumer groups can sometimes behave completely differently. The customer journey is
influenced by a number of different factors such as product characteristics, frequency of purchase,
consumer involvement, order value (price), type of consumer (consumer of brand or retail primacy
kind), socio-demographic characteristics or just personal preferences. In principle, we observe that
consumers use both online and offline channels for purchases, whereby online channels are
playing an increasingly important role in the purchasing process. At the same time, we observe
that behaviour in the pre-purchase phase has an impact on the behaviour in the purchase phase.
This means that consumers who are exclusively searching online will not suddenly buy from an
offline channel and vice versa. The consumer survey offers approximations of the
consumers/purchases that are relevant for free-riding behaviour among distributors, and thus
indicate the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour (see section 3.3.9).
Section 3.7 presents our findings based on the secondary data from GlobalWebIndex, and section
3.6 presents the findings of our analysis of Google Trends data that indicates an increasingly
important role of product-specific search terms by consumers.
During the period of application of the current rules on vertical restrictions, consumer behaviour
when purchasing goods or services has evolved substantially. Consumers no longer have to rely
solely on their local suppliers but can purchase the desired products through a variety of different
channels such as offline and online shops, marketplaces and other online platforms. Both in the
information search and in buying, online channels play an increasingly important role. Channels
such as marketplaces and price comparison tools are now used more widely than a few years ago.
In addition, the suppliers constantly try to establish new sales channels and touchpoints with
consumers. The interaction with consumers via messenger services, and social commerce are two
results of some of the suppliers’ endeavours. We also found an increasing relevance of mobile
devices in the online shopping process. Our survey results provide evidence that considerable
shares of consumers actually make use of those diverse channels across their customer journeys.

Source: WIK-Consult.
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Résumé analytique
L'objectif de cette étude est de fournir un soutien à la Direction générale de la concurrence (DG
COMP) dans l'évaluation du règlement d’exemption par catégorie des accords verticaux (VBER) et
des Lignes directrices sur les restrictions verticales. Plus précisément, elle évalue si la législation
répond toujours aux objectifs spécifiques du cadre juridique, en tenant compte des nouvelles
évolutions du marché depuis l'adoption des règles actuelles en 2010 (règlement (UE) n° 330/2010
de la Commission) en fournissant des preuves qualitatives et quantitatives sur la pertinence du VBER
à la lumière des changements apparents dans le comportement d'achat des consommateurs. Elle
étudie notamment la tendance croissante des consommateurs à combiner divers canaux de vente
en ligne et hors ligne au cours de leurs processus d’achat.
Pour atteindre cet objectif, la présente étude retrace les parcours des consommateurs pour quatre
catégories de produits : (1) l'électronique grand public et les gros appareils électriques, (2)
l'équipement de la maison et du jardin, (3) les vêtements et les chaussures et (4) les cosmétiques et
les soins capillaires – dans le cadre d’une enquête en ligne couvrant six États membres de l'UE :
France, Allemagne, Hongrie, Italie, Pologne et Suède. En complément de l'enquête, nous effectuons
une recherche approfondie de données secondaires. Plus précisément, le rapport présente : (1) une
analyse documentaire, (2) une analyse des données de Google Trends pour chaque catégorie de
produits, (3) une analyse des données du GlobalWebIndex fournissant des informations
chronologiques sur le comportement d'achat des consommateurs, et (4) l'analyse des résultats de
l'enquête menée auprès des consommateurs pour cette étude.
L'analyse documentaire souligne le rôle que les canaux en ligne jouent pour les consommateurs, car
ils complètent les magasins traditionnels physiques. La littérature existante établit que le passage
entre les canaux de vente et d'information se produit fréquemment dans un environnement de vente
au détail qui se caractérise de plus en plus par une disponibilité omnicanale. Toutefois, cela peut
conduire à une augmentation des comportements parasitaires, ce qui peut être considéré comme
une conséquence négative résultant de l'environnement de vente omnicanal actuel. Il y a parasitisme
lorsqu'un distributeur ou un groupe de distributeurs bénéficie des investissements et des efforts (par
exemple, en matière de marketing, de publicité, de conseil, d'exposition des produits avant la vente
et de fourniture d'informations spécifiques aux produits) consentis par autrui. Pour prévenir ce type
de comportement, les entreprises peuvent inclure certaines clauses dans leurs accords contractuels.
Les données scientifiques et empiriques sur les effets réels des stratégies d'atténuation, y compris
leur efficacité, sont toutefois rares. Les quelques documents qui existent offrent des résultats
ambigus. Si certains auteurs considèrent les clauses restrictives abordées dans le VBER comme un
outil efficace pour atténuer le parasitisme pour les fabricants et les détaillants, d'autres ne sont pas
d'accord et soulignent que certaines de ces mesures pourraient en fait accroître le parasitisme.
Les consommateurs ont tendance à utiliser en parallèle et de manière complémentaire plusieurs
canaux de vente et d'information en ligne et hors ligne au cours du processus d'achat. Le
comportement des consommateurs au cours de ce processus est complexe et dépend de divers
facteurs tels que la fréquence d'achat, la valeur de la commande (prix), l'implication dans le produit
et l'achat, les préférences personnelles et les facteurs sociodémographiques. En outre, l'un des
facteurs les plus importants qui déterminent le parcours du client est le type de produit qu'il achète.
La raison en est principalement que le type de produit détermine dans une certaine mesure le
montant des dépenses, le degré d'implication du consommateur, la fréquence des achats, etc. Par
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exemple, les consommateurs qui achètent des produits chers/à prix élevé ont tendance à investir
plus de temps et d'efforts (ce qui signifie qu'ils sont plus impliqués) que les consommateurs qui
achètent des produits bon marché/à bas prix. Cela implique également que les premiers utilisent, en
moyenne, plus de canaux dans le processus d'achat que les seconds. Bien que cela s'applique à
chaque catégorie ou type de produits, cela devient particulièrement clair lorsque l'on compare les
résultats des catégories de produits généralement moins chères (c'est-à-dire, les « produits
cosmétiques et soins capillaires » ainsi que les « vêtements et chaussures ») aux résultats des
catégories de produits « équipements pour la maison et le jardin » et « électronique grand public et
gros appareils électriques ». En outre, les canaux en ligne sont plus pertinents pour les achats
coûteux à long terme (c'est-à-dire, l'électronique grand public et les gros appareils électriques), tant
dans la phase d'information/d'évaluation que d'achat du processus d’achat du client, que pour les
achats répétés et habituels (c'est-à-dire, les cosmétiques et les soins capillaires).
Bien que les consommateurs qui achètent différents produits se comportent différemment, il existe
également certaines similitudes de comportement entre eux. Une grande partie des consommateurs
utilisent les canaux en ligne et hors ligne en combinaison, passant constamment d'un type de canal
à l'autre. En outre, l'étude montre également qu'une grande partie des consommateurs utilisent le
même type de canal (en ligne ou hors ligne) pour effectuer la transaction que celui qu'ils ont utilisé
lors de la phase préalable à l'achat. Ces résultats indiquent que les consommateurs utilisent divers
canaux tout au long de leur parcours.
Afin d'estimer l'ampleur potentielle du parasitisme entre les canaux en ligne et hors ligne, cette
étude calcule le pourcentage de consommateurs ou d'achats qui est compatible avec des activités
de parasitisme des distributeurs. Pour ces achats, les consommateurs ont tendance à recueillir des
informations sur un canal, mais achètent sur un canal complètement différent en raison du prix plus
bas (et en raison d'une meilleure qualité de service uniquement dans certaines circonstances
spécifiques). Au total, nous examinons l'ampleur potentielle de trois types de comportements de
parasitisme :
1) le parasitisme entre les canaux en ligne et hors ligne en général ;
2) le parasitisme entre différents types de canaux en ligne (détaillant, fabricant/marque et
marché) et
3) le parasitisme dans le même type de canal en ligne (détaillant, fabricant/marque et marché).
Nous avons constaté que parmi tous les achats et catégories de produits étudiés, le parasitisme
entre les canaux en ligne et hors ligne pourrait être pertinent pour environ 2 à 15 % de tous les
consommateurs/achats, selon le produit. Le parasitisme entre les différents types de canaux en ligne
peut concerner 1 à 9 % de tous les achats, selon le produit. Enfin, le parasitisme dans le même type
de canal en ligne peut concerner 3 à 25 % de tous les achats, là encore en fonction du produit. En
général, l'ampleur potentielle des comportements parasitaires entre les différents types de canaux
en ligne est la moins importante. Les proportions les plus élevées de consommateurs seraient
touchées par le parasitisme dans le même type de canal. Ces fourchettes d'achats correspondant au
parasitisme présenté dans ce rapport représentent nos meilleures approximations disponibles, sur
la base de l'enquête auprès des consommateurs réalisée pour cette étude. Ces approximations
résultent d'une enquête auprès des consommateurs et ne peuvent donc pas fournir de preuves sur
le comportement (ou l'intention) des distributeurs, car le point de vue du fournisseur n'a pas été
examiné.
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L'étude montre que les consommateurs ne se concentrent pas uniquement sur le prix d'un produit.
Si le prix a toujours une forte incidence sur les décisions des consommateurs, quel que soit le produit
acheté, ces derniers recueillent également d'autres types d'informations qui sont intégrées au
processus décisionnel. Avant tout, l'information sur les produits et la qualité des produits jouent un
rôle décisif, notamment dans le choix d'une marque. Néanmoins, il convient de noter que les
consommateurs qui achètent des produits onéreux sont plus susceptibles de rechercher le meilleur
prix. Une grande partie de ces consommateurs ont indiqué qu'ils utilisent des outils de comparaison
des prix. Pourtant, ces consommateurs affirment également avoir recueilli d'autres informations.
L'analyse des données de Google Trends montre que les consommateurs utilisent plus fréquemment
des mots-clés spécifiques à un produit ces dernières années. Cela est vrai pour presque toutes les
catégories de produits et tous les pays étudiés. Les recherches de noms de marques semblent
diminuer quelque peu, bien qu'elles continuent à être à un niveau beaucoup plus élevé que les
termes de recherche liés aux magasins.
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Le tableau ci-dessous identifie les sections spécifiques dans lesquelles le rapport présente des conclusions détaillées se référant aux questions d'évaluation
traitées par le cahier des charges de l'appel d'offres pour cette étude.
Tableau 0-1: Conclusions initiales sur les questions de l'évaluation
Dimension
d'évaluation
Pertinence

Questions
d'évaluation

Indicateurs

Source des informations

Quel est le
comportement des
consommateurs lors de
l'achat de biens ou de
services, notamment en
ce qui concerne leur
décision quant au canal
de vente à utiliser et
aux interactions
possibles entre les
différents canaux de
vente (en particulier
entre les canaux en
ligne et hors ligne) ?

Le comportement
actuel des
consommateurs
en matière d'achat
omnicanal ; en
particulier en ce
qui concerne le
choix des canaux
de vente tout au
long du parcours
d’achat.

Comment le
comportement des
consommateurs lors de
l'achat de biens ou de
services a-t-il évolué au
fil du temps pendant la
période d'application
des règles verticales
actuelles ?

Évolution du
comportement
des
consommateurs
en matière d'achat
omnicanal au fil
du temps

L'analyse documentaire au point 3.2 et les résultats de l'enquête auprès des consommateurs aux points 3.3,
3.4 et 3.5 fournissent des indications sur cette question d'évaluation. L'enquête montre que les
consommateurs et les groupes de consommateurs peuvent parfois se comporter de manière totalement
différente. Le parcours d’achat est influencé par un certain nombre de facteurs différents tels que les
caractéristiques du produit, la fréquence d'achat, l'implication du consommateur, la valeur de la commande
(prix), le type de consommateur (consommateur de marque ou client de vente au détail), les
caractéristiques socio-démographiques ou simplement les préférences personnelles. En principe, nous
observons que les consommateurs utilisent à la fois les canaux en ligne et hors ligne pour leurs achats, les
canaux en ligne jouant un rôle de plus en plus important dans le processus d'achat. En même temps, on
observe que le comportement dans la phase de préachat a un impact sur le comportement dans la phase
d'achat. Cela signifie que les consommateurs qui effectuent des recherches exclusivement en ligne ne vont
pas soudainement acheter sur un canal hors ligne et vice-versa. L'enquête auprès des consommateurs offre
des approximations sur les consommateurs/achats pertinentes en ce qui concerne le comportement
parasitaire parmi les distributeurs, et indique dès lors l'ampleur potentielle du comportement parasitaire
(voir section 3.3.9).
La section 3.7 présente nos conclusions axées sur les données secondaires du GlobalWebIndex, et la
section 3.6 présente les conclusions de notre analyse des données de Google Trends qui indiquent un rôle
de plus en plus important des termes de recherche spécifiques aux produits par les consommateurs.
Pendant la période d'application des règles actuelles sur les restrictions verticales, le comportement des
consommateurs lors de l'achat de biens ou de services a considérablement évolué. Les consommateurs ne
sont plus obligés de dépendre uniquement de leurs fournisseurs locaux, mais peuvent acheter les produits
souhaités par le biais de différents canaux tels que les boutiques en ligne et hors ligne, les marchés et
autres plateformes en ligne. Tant pour la recherche d'informations que pour l'achat, les canaux en ligne
jouent un rôle de plus en plus important. Les canaux tels que les places de marché et les outils de
comparaison des prix sont aujourd'hui plus largement utilisés qu'il y a quelques années. En outre, les
fournisseurs s'efforcent constamment d'établir de nouveaux canaux de vente et de nouveaux points de
contact avec les consommateurs. L'interaction avec les consommateurs par le biais des services de
messagerie et le commerce social sont deux résultats des efforts de certains fournisseurs. Nous avons
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également constaté une pertinence croissante des appareils mobiles dans le processus d'achat en ligne. Les
résultats de notre enquête montrent qu'une part considérable des consommateurs utilisent effectivement
ces divers canaux tout au long de leur parcours d’achat.
Source : WIK-Consult.
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Zusammenfassung
Ziel dieser Studie ist es, der Generaldirektion Wettbewerb (GD COMP) eine Faktengrundlage für die
Bewertung der Vertikal-GVO und der Leitlinien für vertikale Beschränkungen bereitzustellen.
Insbesondere wird analysiert, ob die Gesetzgebung noch den spezifischen Zielen des Rechtsrahmens
entspricht. Dabei werden neue Marktentwicklungen seit der Verabschiedung der aktuellen Regeln
im Jahr 2010 (Verordnung (EU) Nr. 330/2010 der Kommission) berücksichtigt und qualitative und
quantitative Daten zur Relevanz der Vertikal-GVO angesichts der festgestellten Veränderungen im
Kaufverhalten von Verbrauchern erhoben. Insbesondere wird die zunehmende Neigung der
Verbraucher untersucht, während ihrer Customer Journeys verschiedene Online- und OfflineVertriebskanäle zu nutzen.
Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen, verfolgt die vorliegende Studie mittels einer Online-Umfrage in sechs
EU-Mitgliedstaaten – Frankreich, Deutschland, Ungarn, Italien, Polen und Schweden – die Customer
Journeys in vier Produktkategorien – (1) Unterhaltungselektronik und Elektrogroßgeräte, (2) Hausund Gartengeräte, (3) Kleidung und Schuhe sowie (4) Kosmetika und Haarpflege. Ergänzend zur
Umfrage haben wir eine umfangreiche Sekundärdatenrecherche durchgeführt. Im Einzelnen enthält
der Bericht (1) einen Literaturüberblick, (2) eine Analyse der Google-Trends-Daten für die einzelnen
Produktkategorien, (3) eine Analyse der GlobalWebIndex-Daten, die das Kaufverhalten der
Verbraucher in Zeitreihen aufschlüsseln und (4) eine Analyse der Ergebnisse der für diese Studie
durchgeführten Verbraucherumfrage.
Der Literaturüberblick unterstreicht, wie wichtig Online-Kanäle als Ergänzung zu traditionellen
Ladengeschäften für die Verbraucher geworden sind. Die bestehende Literatur zeigt, dass der
Wechsel zwischen unterschiedlichen Verkaufs- und Informationskanälen häufig in einem
Einzelhandelsumfeld erfolgt, das zunehmend durch die Verfügbarkeit der Produkte über sämtliche
Vertriebskanäle gekennzeichnet ist. Dies kann jedoch zu vermehrtem Trittbrettfahren führen, was als
negative Folge der heutigen kanalübergreifenden Vertriebsstruktur gelten kann. Von Trittbrettfahren
spricht man, wenn ein Händler oder eine Gruppe von Händlern von den Investitionen und
Maßnahmen (z. B. Marketing, Werbung, Beratung, Ausstellung von Produkten und Bereitstellung
produktspezifischer Informationen) anderer profitiert. Um diese Art von Verhalten zu verhindern,
können Unternehmen bestimmte Klauseln in ihre vertraglichen Vereinbarungen aufnehmen. Es gibt
jedoch kaum wissenschaftliche und empirische Daten dazu, wie sich diese Lösungsstrategien
auswirken und ob sie funktionieren. Die wenigen Studien, die es gibt, liefern widersprüchliche
Ergebnisse. Während einige Autoren restriktive Klauseln, die in der Vertikal-GVO behandelt werden,
als wirksame Instrumente ansehen, um Hersteller und Einzelhändler vor Trittbrettfahrern zu schützen,
bestreiten dies andere Studien und weisen darauf hin, dass einige dieser Maßnahmen das Problem
noch verstärken könnten.
Die Verbraucher tendieren dazu, während des Kaufprozesses mehrere Online- sowie OfflineVertriebs- und Informationskanäle parallel und komplementär zu nutzen. Das Verhalten der
Verbraucher während dieses Prozesses ist komplex und hängt von einer Vielzahl von Faktoren wie
Kaufhäufigkeit, Bestellwert (Preis), Interesse für das Produkt und den Kaufprozess, persönlichen
Präferenzen und soziodemographischen Faktoren ab. Ein weiterer, äußerst wichtiger Faktor für den
Entscheidungsprozess vor dem Kauf ist die Art des gekauften Produkts. Dies gilt vor allem deshalb,
weil die Produktart bis zu einem gewissen Grad bestimmt, wie viel Geld ausgegeben wird, wie stark
sich der Verbraucher engagiert, ob Einkäufe regelmäßig stattfinden usw. Beispielsweise investieren
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Verbraucher, die hochpreisige/teure Produkte kaufen, tendenziell mehr Zeit und Mühe – d. h. sie
sind stärker engagiert – als Verbraucher, die preisgünstige/billige Produkte kaufen. Dies bedeutet
auch, dass Erstere im Durchschnitt während der Kaufentscheidung mehr Kanäle nutzen als Letztere.
Dies gilt zwar für jede Produktkategorie bzw. jeden Produkttyp, wird aber besonders deutlich, wenn
man die Ergebnisse der in der Regel preisgünstigeren Produktkategorien (d. h. „Kosmetika und
Haarpflege“ sowie „Kleidung und Schuhe“) mit den Ergebnissen für die Produktkategorien „Hausund Gartengeräte“ und „Unterhaltungselektronik und Elektrogroßgeräte“ vergleicht. Außerdem sind
Online-Kanäle sowohl in der Informations-/Bewertungsphase als auch in der Kaufphase der
Customer Journey bei teuren langfristigen Anschaffungen (d. h. Unterhaltungselektronik und
Elektrogroßgeräte) wichtiger als bei wiederholten und gewohnheitsmäßigen Einkäufen (d. h.
Kosmetika und Haarpflege).
Obwohl sich Verbraucher je nachdem, welches Produkt sie kaufen, unterschiedlich verhalten, gibt es
auch einige Verhaltensähnlichkeiten zwischen den Verbrauchern. Ein großer Teil der Verbraucher
nutzt Online- und Offline-Kanäle in Kombination und wechselt ständig zwischen diesen beiden Arten
von Kanälen. Darüber hinaus zeigt die Studie, dass es einen hohen Anteil von Verbrauchern gibt, die
für den Abschluss der Transaktion den gleichen Kanal – online oder offline – nutzen wie in der
Entscheidungsphase. Diese Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die Verbraucher über den gesamten
Verlauf des Kaufprozesses mehrere Kanäle nutzen.
Um das potenzielle Ausmaß des Trittbrettfahrens zwischen Online- und Offline-Kanälen abschätzen
zu können, berechnet diese Studie den Prozentsatz der Verbraucher oder Käufe, bei denen
Trittbrettfahren durch Händler möglich ist. Bei diesen Einkäufen neigen die Verbraucher dazu, sich
über einen Kanal zu informieren, aber wegen des niedrigeren Preises (und unter bestimmten
Umständen auch wegen der besseren Servicequalität) über einen ganz anderen Kanal zu kaufen.
Insgesamt untersuchen wir das potenzielle Ausmaß von drei Formen des Trittbrettfahrens:
1) das Trittbrettfahren zwischen Online- und Offline-Kanälen im Allgemeinen;
2) das Trittbrettfahren zwischen verschiedenen Arten von Online-Kanälen (Einzelhändler,
Hersteller/Marke und Marktplatz) und
3) das Trittbrettfahren innerhalb einer Art von Online-Kanal (Einzelhändler, Hersteller/Marke
und Marktplatz).
Wir haben festgestellt, dass bei allen untersuchten Käufen und Produktkategorien das
Trittbrettfahren zwischen Online- und Offline-Kanälen je nach Produkt für etwa 2-15 % aller
Verbraucher/ Käufe relevant sein könnte. Das Trittbrettfahren zwischen verschiedenen Arten von
Online-Kanälen könnte, je nach Produkt, für 1-9 % aller Käufe relevant sein. Das Trittbrettfahren
innerhalb derselben Art von Online-Kanal schließlich könnte für 3-25 % aller Käufe relevant sein,
wiederum abhängig vom Produkt. Im Allgemeinen ist das potenzielle Risiko für Trittbrettfahren
zwischen verschiedenen Arten von Online-Kanälen am geringsten. Der größte Anteil der Verbraucher
war vom Trittbrettfahren innerhalb einer Kanalkategorie betroffen. Die in diesem Bericht
angegebenen Prozentwerte der potenziellen Trittbrettfahrer stellen unsere besten verfügbaren
Näherungswerte dar und basieren auf der für diese Studie durchgeführten Verbraucherumfrage.
Diese Näherungswerte sind das Ergebnis einer Verbraucherumfrage und können daher
Anhaltspunkte, aber keinen Nachweis für das Verhalten (oder die Absicht) von Händlern liefern, da
die Anbieterperspektive nicht untersucht wurde.
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Die Studie zeigt, dass sich die Verbraucher nicht nur auf den Preis eines Produkts konzentrieren.
Obwohl der Preis immer noch einen starken Einfluss auf die Kaufentscheidungen der Verbraucher
hat, unabhängig vom gekauften Produkt, suchen die Verbraucher auch andere Arten von
Informationen, die in den Entscheidungsprozess einfließen. Vor allem die Produktinformationen und
die Produktqualität spielen eine entscheidende Rolle, insbesondere bei der Entscheidung für einen
Hersteller. Dennoch ist zu beachten, dass Verbraucher, die teure Produkte kaufen, häufiger nach dem
besten Preis suchen. Ein großer Teil dieser Verbraucher gab an, dass sie Preisvergleichsinstrumente
verwenden. Gleichzeitig berichten diese Verbraucher, dass sie noch andere Informationen gesucht
haben. Die Analyse der Daten von Google Trends zeigt, dass die Verbraucher in den letzten Jahren
häufiger produktspezifische Keywords verwendet haben. Dies gilt für fast alle untersuchten
Produktkategorien und Länder. Die Suche nach Markennamen scheint etwas zurückzugehen,
wenngleich sie weiterhin auf einem viel höheren Niveau liegt als Suchbegriffe, die sich auf einzelne
Shops beziehen.
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In der nachstehenden Tabelle sind die einzelnen Abschnitte aufgeführt, in denen der Bericht detaillierte Ergebnisse zu den Bewertungsfragen enthält, die in
der Leistungsbeschreibung für diese Studie genannt sind.
Tabelle 0-1: Erste Ergebnisse zu den Bewertungsfragen
Bewertungsdimension

Bewertungsfragen

Indikatoren

Datenquelle

Relevanz

Wie verhalten sich die
Verbraucher beim
Kauf von Waren oder
Dienstleistungen,
insbesondere im
Hinblick auf ihre
Entscheidung,
welchen
Vertriebskanal sie
nutzen, und mögliche
Interaktionen
zwischen
verschiedenen
Vertriebskanälen
(insbesondere
zwischen Online- und
Offline-Kanälen)?

Das aktuelle
kanalübergreifende
Kaufverhalten der
Verbraucher,
insbesondere im
Hinblick auf die
Wahl der
Vertriebskanäle
während der
gesamten Customer
Journey.

Die Literaturübersicht in Abschnitt 3.2 und die Ergebnisse der Verbraucherumfrage in den
Abschnitten 3.3, 3.4 und 3.5 beantworten diese Bewertungsfrage. Die Untersuchung zeigt, dass
sich einzelne Verbraucher und Verbrauchergruppen völlig unterschiedlich verhalten können.
Der Kaufentscheidungsprozess wird durch eine Reihe verschiedener Faktoren beeinflusst, wie
z. B. Produktmerkmale, Kaufhäufigkeit, Engagement der Verbraucher, Bestellwert (Preis),
Verbrauchertyp (ob der Verbraucher eher einer Marke oder einem Händler treu bleibt),
soziodemographische Merkmale oder einfach persönliche Vorlieben. Im Prinzip stellen wir fest,
dass die Verbraucher sowohl Online- als auch Offline-Kanäle für Einkäufe nutzen, wobei die
Online-Kanäle eine immer wichtigere Rolle im Kaufprozess spielen. Gleichzeitig beobachten wir,
dass das Verhalten in der Phase vor dem Kauf einen Einfluss auf das Verhalten in der Kaufphase
hat. Das bedeutet, dass Verbraucher, die ausschließlich online suchen, nicht plötzlich bei einem
Offline-Kanal kaufen und umgekehrt. Die Verbraucherumfrage bietet Näherungswerte zu den
Verbrauchern/Einkäufen, bei denen Trittbrettfahren durch Händler möglich ist und zeigt damit
das potenzielle Ausmaß des Trittbrettfahrens auf (siehe Abschnitt 3.3.9).

Veränderungen im
kanalübergreifenden
Kaufverhalten der
Verbraucher im
Laufe der Zeit

In Abschnitt 3.7 werden die Ergebnisse vorgestellt, die auf den Sekundärdaten des
GlobalWebIndex basieren und Abschnitt 3.6 präsentiert die Ergebnisse unserer Analyse von
Google-Trends-Daten, die auf eine immer wichtigere Rolle produktspezifischer Suchbegriffe
durch die Verbraucher hinweist.
Während der Geltungsdauer der bestehenden Vorschriften für vertikale Beschränkungen hat
sich das Verbraucherverhalten beim Kauf von Waren oder Dienstleistungen stark verändert. Die
Verbraucher sind nicht mehr nur auf ihre lokalen Anbieter angewiesen, sondern können die
gewünschten Produkte über eine Vielzahl unterschiedlicher Kanäle wie Offline- und OnlineShops, Marktplätze und andere Online-Plattformen erwerben. Sowohl bei der
Informationssuche als auch beim Kauf spielen Online-Kanäle eine immer wichtigere Rolle.
Bestimmte Kanäle, z. B. Marktplätze und Preisvergleichsinstrumente, werden heute in größerem
Umfang genutzt als noch vor einigen Jahren. Darüber hinaus versuchen die Anbieter ständig,

Wie hat sich das
Verbraucherverhalten
beim Kauf von Waren
oder Dienstleistungen
im Laufe der Zeit
während der
Geltungsdauer der
geltenden vertikalen
Vorschriften
entwickelt?
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neue Vertriebskanäle und Berührungspunkte mit den Verbrauchern zu schaffen. Die Interaktion
mit den Verbrauchern über Messenger-Dienste und Social Commerce sind zwei Beispiele für
neue Vertriebswege, die durch die Bemühungen einiger Anbieter entstanden sind. Außerdem
haben wir festgestellt, dass mobile Geräte für den Online-Shopping-Prozess immer wichtiger
werden. Unsere Umfrageergebnisse belegen, dass ein beträchtlicher Anteil der Verbraucher
diese verschiedenen Kanäle während der gesamten Customer Journey tatsächlich nutzt.
Quelle: WIK-Consult.
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1 Objectives and introduction
The main objective of this study is to provide support to the Directorate General for Competition
(DG COMP) in the evaluation of the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints. The aim is to
assess if the legislation still meets the specific objectives of the legal framework, taking into account
new market developments since the adoption of the current rules in 2010 (Commission Regulation
(EU) Mo 330/2010).
Contributing to that objective, the study supplements the main study “Evaluation support study on
the EU competition rules applicable to vertical agreements in the VBER and the Guidelines” by
providing qualitative and quantitative evidence on the effectiveness and relevance of the VBER and
the Vertical Guidelines in line with the Better Regulation Guidelines 1 and the Better Regulation
Toolbox 2. The present study investigates consumer purchase patterns and choices in the EU. Within
this framework, the study traces the customer journey from pre-purchase (e.g. inspiration,
information gathering, and evaluation) over the purchase stage (i.e. the actual purchase) to the postpurchase stage (e.g. re-purchasing; repeated purchases). Thereby, the main task of the study is to
explore the interrelations of each of the stages along the customer journey and provide insights to
the Commission on if, how and how much offline and online channels influence each other along
the customer journey for selected product categories. In particular, the study explores if and how
there is noticeable free-riding between and across information and sales channels within customer
journeys. Such free-riding can happen between online and offline channels in both directions as well
as within each of these groups of channels.
The primary overarching objective of the study is to serve as “a basis for drawing conclusions on the
effectiveness and relevance of the current rules and feed into possible considerations on how to
revise these rules in the context of the subsequent Impact Assessment phase.” (Tender Specifications
p. 2)
Purchase patterns have changed significantly over the past decade as both academic and industrial
research suggest. For some time now, it has been observed that online shopping is becoming
increasingly popular with consumers. Since 2008 the share of individuals purchasing goods and
services online has increased by about 100% (Figure 1-1). It is also expected that this share will
continue to rise in the future. Consumers no longer have to rely solely on their local suppliers but
can purchase the desired products through a variety of different channels such as offline and online
shops, marketplaces and other online platforms.

1
2

SWD (2017) 350.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/better-regulation-toolbox_en#iihowtocarryoutanimpactassessment
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Figure 1-1: Share of individuals purchasing online in the last 3 month - EU 28

Source: WIK-Consult. Internet purchases by individuals. Eurostat (2019).

Correspondingly, the discovery of new brands and products is shifting more and more from the
high-street to the internet’s data highway. According to a recent GlobalWebIndex study, consumers
predominantly look for and find products and brands via search engines, followed by social networks
and other online platforms. 3 However, online and offline markets are firmly intertwined in actual
consumer purchase processes: From need recognition over information search and evaluation of
alternatives to the actual purchase as well as post purchase behaviour, consumers mix and match
online and offline channels. 4 As a marketing phenomenon, this is commonly described as “omnichannel environment”. 5
It seems likely that consumer behaviour varies depending on the product category, type of purchase
as well as personal factors. Equally, the specific entry points and information sources will likely differ
for individual purchase decisions. Thus, it is difficult to foresee how the growing preference for using
online channels, at least in some parts of the purchase process, is influencing the opportunity for
actors offering services and products to consumers and/or along the value chain to impose certain
types of vertical restraints. On the one hand, drastically reduced search costs online, e.g. through
search engines, price comparison websites, etc., marketplaces increase transparency for consumers.
On the other hand, online marketing methods, such as tracking/profiling of consumers, dynamic
pricing, and programmatic advertising, may obscure existing restraints to both consumers and
competent authorities 6 or increase the potential for free-riding between offline and online retailers.
GlobalWebIndex. 2018. Commerce – GlobalWebIndex’s biannual report on the latest trends in online commerce.
This is also known as Research Online, Purchase Offline (ROPO) effect and reverse ROPO effect when consumer research offline
and purchase online. See e.g. Kowalczuk, Jessica. 2018. "The Evolvement of Online Consumer Behavior: The ROPO and Reverse
ROPO Effect in Poland and Germany." Journal of Management and Business Administration. Central Europe 26 (3):14-29.
5
Brynjolfsson, Erik, Yu Jeffrey Hu, & Mohammad S. Rahman. 2013. "Competing in the Age of Omnichannel Retailing." MITSloan
Management Review.This can also be referred to by “multichannel”. While some researchers draw fine lines of distinction between
the two terms, for the purpose of the present report they can be used interchangeably. We tend to use “omnichannel”, but will refer
to multichannel in direct quotes where appropriate.
6
The nature of programmatic advertising implies that only specific final outcomes are set as a goal for a specific campaign.
However, agencies and various actors along the online advertising value chain decide how to achieve this goal. Usually, a significant
part of the decisions taken along the value chain is outsourced to automated or semi-automated decisions made by algorithms.
Often advertising is sold in real-time auctions driven by automated decisions. Consequently, the system becomes much more
opaque than traditional advertising. For more details see e.g. the documentation of the recent CMA market study into online
advertising: https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-platforms-and-digital-advertising-market-study
3
4
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Thus, beside the emphasis that is given to the exploration of existing agreements of supply-side
actors, it is equally necessary to understand consumer behaviour and the potential interactions of
(online and offline) retailers along the purchase process and across product categories in order to
gain a comprehensive picture of the current situation with the aim of evaluating the VBER and the
corresponding guidelines.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Introduction
The overall methodological approach covered three perspectives: (1) Antitrust economic perspective
(taking into account general micro-economics, trade policy, industrial organisation, public
economics, financial economics and analysis of sector dynamics), (2) Antitrust law perspective (taking
into account procedural and substantive EU law), and (3) Evaluation perspective (taking into account
good practices in designing evaluations and applying qualitative and quantitative methods).
The chosen methodology ensures that the results are supported by solid evidence and rigorous
analysis. As far as it is possible, any evaluation made as part of the envisioned study was based on
several methods. For the literature review, we drew on desk research. In order to evaluate
consumers' current omni-channel purchasing behaviour, we conducted primary research using a
large consumer survey that traces reported customer journeys of consumers in six EU Member
States referring to four product categories. Lastly, external third-party datasets were utilised to
present long-term trends of consumer purchase patterns and to understand how search terms used
by consumers online have evolved over time for the selected four product categories. This allowed
us to check carefully conclusions derived from one method or source of information against
conclusions derived from at least one other method or source of information and ultimately to
provide better evaluation in the main study.
Specifically, we use the consumer insights generated as part of the envisaged study to contribute to
the evaluation whether in light of new market developments, the VBER still meets to its objective,
which is to exempt those vertical agreements for which it can be assumed with sufficient certainty
that they satisfy the conditions of Art. 101(3) of the Treaty.
In general we provide replies to the following questions:
1.

What is the consumer behaviour when purchasing goods or services, notably with regard to
their decision on which sales channel to use and possible interactions between different
sales channels (including between online and offline channels)?

2.

How has consumer behaviour when purchasing goods or services evolved over time during
the period of application of the current vertical rules?

These two overarching research questions are further broken down into eight specific elements to
be addressed as part of the project:
a) how consumers typically search for products on the internet, via generic terms or via specific
brands/products;
b) how consumers decide which product to purchase;
c)

how consumers decide which sales channel to use;

d) how consumers find retailers selling the desired products online;
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e) how socio-economic characteristics of the consumers and characteristics of the products
can influence the pattern of consumer purchases, including the use of online and/or offline
channels;
f)

how repeated purchases of the same good (vs. non-repeated ones) could influence the
pattern of consumer purchases, including the use of online and/or offline channels;

g) a study of the possible existence of free-riding between offline and online retailers, including
in relation to RPM clauses; and
h) a study of possible free-riding between online suppliers and online intermediaries, including
in relation to retail MFC clauses (Most Favoured Customer clause) 7.
In order to gain relevant insights into the research questions, we used two types of data and data
analyses.
a.

A customer journey analysis for selected product categories and countries. This is covered
by an online survey among consumers purchasing products with different characteristics
across six EU Member States.

b. Analysis of existing data to gain a perspective on the evolution of European consumers'
purchasing patterns over time. We used Google Trends API to explore long-term trends in
search terms and GlobalWebIndex data to explore changes in channel usage within
customer journeys across Member States
In addition, further literature and desk research complement the insights gathered in primary and
secondary data collected. The following table presents a brief overview of the research questions
and the methods used to answer the respective research questions.
Table 2-1: Overview research questions and corresponding methodologies
Research question

Intended methodology

a)

product search terms usage on the internet

+

+

+++

c)

consumer sales channel decisions

+

+++

+++

b)
d)
e)

f)

g)
h)

consumer product decisions

consumer retailer search online

influence of consumer / product category
characteristics on the use of online/offline channels
(customer journey)

Literature
review

+
+
+

Consumer survey
(Customer journey
analysis)

+++
+++
+++

Secondary
data
research

+

+++
+

repeat purchases influence on customer journey

+

+++

+

existence of free-riding between online supplier and
online intermediaries in relation to MFC clauses

+++

++

+

existence of free-riding between offline and online
retailers in relation to RPM clauses

+++

++

+

Source: WIK-Consult. + complementing input, +++ key input

7

See Terms of references.
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2.2 Consumer survey
To approach the research questions we conducted a customer journey analysis. The customer
journey analysis not only enables us to answer each research question individually, but also to
examine the impact of the decisions made by a consumer in one stage on the subsequent stage of
the purchasing process. The following figure describes the schematic structure of the customer
journey.
Figure 2-1: Customer Journey

Source: WIK-Consult. Consumers will go through the individual steps shown here in rectangles from left to right for the last
product they have purchased.

The analysis of the first two sub-stages of the first stage of the customer journey provides a
differentiated view of how consumers look for products or retailers that sell the desired products
(research questions a) and d)). The questions ‘how and via which channel do consumers get the
impulse to buy?’ and ‘How and via which channel do consumers search for different information?’
are answered in those stages. The final sub-phase in the pre-purchase stage is the evaluation phase.
During the evaluation, the consumer narrows down its choices and looks for more in-depth
information about price, physical attributes, and sales channel availability (Wolny and Charoensuksai
2014). This stage gives additional information about the search and decision process. In the
evaluation phase, the question of which information induces consumers to buy and via which
channel this information is obtained is particularly important (research questions b), c) and partially
g) and h)). The second stage – purchase – consists of all interactions that the consumer enters into
with a supplier or retailer of the product during the actual purchasing process. The behaviour of
consumers at this stage is strongly influenced by the decisions made in the pre-purchase phase. The
last stage covers all interactions that occur after the purchase (Lemon and Verhoef 2016). In this
study we mainly focus on the investigation of consumer behaviour in the pre-purchase and purchase
stage.
However, since one of the research questions relates primarily to the behaviour of consumers
conducting repeated purchases (research question f)), this aspect is covered in the analysis as well –
partially relating to the post-purchase stage. In repeated purchases, consumers tend to adopt a
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habitual buying behaviour. The type of purchase is characterised by low involvement and a shorter
pre-purchase phase, as the consumer has already developed certain purchasing patterns.
Furthermore, the literature review of the study “Evaluation support study on the EU competition
rules applicable to vertical agreements in the VBER and the Guidelines” clearly shows that there are
marked differences in the purchasing process, depending on which product is considered and what
kind of consumer is involved. Therefore, there is a need to obtain some contextual data (research
question e)).
To conduct a customer journey analysis, we carried out a consumer survey.

Targeted countries and product categories
The survey covers six EU Member States from different regions. As the table below illustrates, those
countries represent a good geographical and economic spread across the EU.
Table 2-2: Overview of suggested Member States to carry out the consumer survey
Country

Region

Population size (2018) 8

GDP per capita in PPS (2018) 9

Germany

Central-Europe

82,792,351

124

France

Hungary
Italy

Poland

Sweden

Western Europe
Eastern-Europe

Southern-Europe
Eastern-Europe

Northern-Europe

66,918,941
9,778,371

60,483,973
37,976,687
10,120,242

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Data retrieved from Eurostat (2020).

104
71
96
71

122

The sample covers 60% of the EU27-population and 52% of the ex-EU28-population with adequate
geographical spread including countries from all European regions, with one Northern-European
country, one Western-European country, one Southern-European country, one Central-European
country and two Eastern-European countries. Furthermore, the sample represents countries with
different purchasing power. Two countries have a low GDP/capita in PPS 10, two countries have an
average GDP/capita in PPS and two countries have a high GDP/capita in PPS.
According to results of previous studies conducted in this field, customer journeys depend on the
type of product that is being purchased. In particular, the presence of strong/weak product brands
and the involvement (high/low) of the consumer in the decision-making process have an influence
on consumer behaviour. Consequently, we opt for selecting four product categories in a 2x2 logic
covering all four combinations of these two factors – strength of product brands and level of
involvement. Among the product categories selected for the present study, clothing and shoes serve
as an example of “low involvement / strong brands”; consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances as “high involvement / strong brands”, cosmetics and hair care “low involvement / weak
brands”, and house and garden equipment “high involvement / weak brands”. Notably, such a cross
Data retrieved from: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=tps00001&plugin=1
[Last access: 13/02/2020]
9
Data retrieved from: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/tec00114/default/table?lang=en [Last access: 13/02/2020]
10
The volume index of GDP per capita in Purchasing Power Standards (PPS) is expressed in relation to the European Union (EU27)
average set to equal 100. If the index of a country is higher than 100, this country's level of GDP per head is higher than the EU average
and vice versa. Basic figures are expressed in PPS, i.e. a common currency that eliminates the differences in price levels between
countries allowing meaningful volume comparisons of GDP between countries. Please note that the index, calculated from PPS figures
and expressed with respect to EU27 = 100, is intended for cross-country comparisons rather than for temporal comparisons.
8
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tabulation can only be indicative. None of the selected product categories and arguably no product
category are completely void of strong product brands or high involvement on the consumers’ part.
Nonetheless, the selection of product categories that at least objectively falls within the abovementioned framework increase the likelihood of achieving substantial variance in the data.
We expect that the customer journey of consumers who buy products from a product category that
is characterised by strong brands is predominantly determined by the consumers who wish to buy
a certain brand. More or less the only question that consumers may be concerned with is which sales
channel to use to complete the purchase or which retailer to buy from. Price may be the sole decisive
factor (e.g. “Which retail outlet offers a specific pair of shoes at the best price?”). For purchases form
product categories characterised by weak brands, we expect that customer journeys are influenced
strongly by (online store) recommendations and (third party) information sources pointing
consumers to the right choices matching their demands. For high involvement decisions, we expect
consumers to put more effort into the information search and evaluation phases of the purchasing
process. In this case, complex switching between online and offline channels may be most likely. For
low involvement decisions, we expect short customer journeys with fewer touchpoints.
Table 2-3: Product categories
Strength of product
brands
Weak
Strong

Source: WIK-Consult.

Level of involvement with decision
Low
High
Cosmetics and hair care
House and garden equipment
Clothing and shoes
Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Set-up of the survey and questionnaire
The online consumer survey was implemented by means of computer-assisted web interviewing
(CAWI) and was carried out by Ipsos in March/April 2020. CAWI is one of the most established survey
methods in consumer research. Online surveys enable global accessibility of respondents, avoid the
interviewer bias or group effects that can result from other methods, and are widely accepted due
to the high degree of anonymity and flexibility. Furthermore, online surveys allow for strict quality
control mechanisms while the data are collected - automated control scripts and consistency checks
that are integrated in the data collection platform can detect and prevent noises within the data.
Moreover, online surveys enable a more heterogeneous sample composition than surveys
conducted offline. 11 Other advantages include larger sample sizes and thus more reliable data. The
absence of an interviewer may also reduce item non-responses for sensitive questions.
For the online survey, respondents were randomly drawn from the online panels based on their
profile data (gender, age, and region) to ensure a sample representative of the general population.
Ipsos used a disproportional outgo (i.e. sending of survey invitations), calculated based on the
individual response history of each panellist (for example the number of times a panellist accepted
an invitation) and the probabilities of certain subgroups (e.g. older population groups) to click on a
survey link. Since no reference statistics for the targeted population (consumers who have purchased
in the four product categories) exist, no hard quotas were set for age, gender, and region, but the
composition of the sample was monitored throughout fieldwork. The use of population statistics (or
quotas), as reference for the composition of the sample, is common in consumer research. Quotas
11

Thielsch, Meinald & Weltzin, Simone. (2012). Online-Umfragen und Online-Mitarbeiterbefragungen.
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attempt to ensure a sample composition that replicates/represents a countries population based on
certain characteristics 12. For this purpose, the criteria mentioned above are usually used. Surveys,
whether online or offline, cannot ensure an equal representation of all population groups beyond
the quotas. It may be that minorities (in terms of ethnicity, religion, or sexual orientation) remain
underrepresented. Therefore, a sufficiently large sample is necessary (the greater the sample size,
the greater the statistical power of the data, also in terms of representativity).

Gender

Table 2-4: Quotas for age and gender

Female
Male
18-24
years

Age groups

25-34
years
35-44
years
45-54
years
55-64
years
65-80
years

Eurostat
Survey
Eurostat
Survey
Eurostat
Survey
Eurostat
Survey
Eurostat
Survey
Eurostat
Survey
Eurostat
Survey
Eurostat
Survey

France

51%
52%
49%
48%
11%
12%
16%
17%
17%
17%
18%
16%
17%
16%
20%
22%

Germany

50%
51%
50%
49%
10%
9%
16%
15%
16%
16%
19%
20%
19%
16%
20%
24%

Hungary

52%
57%
48%
43%
10%
13%
16%
18%
20%
20%
18%
16%
17%
19%
20%
14%

Italy

51%
54%
49%
47%
9%
9%
14%
15%
17%
19%
21%
19%
18%
16%
21%
22%

Poland

51%
53%
49%
47%
10%
15%
19%
24%
20%
19%
16%
17%
18%
16%
18%
9%

Sweden

49%
48%
51%
52%
11%
9%
19%
15%
17%
14%
18%
19%
15%
17%
21%
25%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos/Eurostat. Eurostat data: Population on 1 January by age and sex [demo_pjan], 2019. This means
the percentages represent the total population and not the online population. Note that there was not upper age limit applied
to the survey eligibility criteria, but the Eurostat data cover the population aged 65-80, assuming that older individuals have
a low likelihood to participate in panel surveys.

Table 2-5: Quotas for regions

Italy

Poland

Hungary

Country

Region

Közép-Magyarország(Central Hungary)
Dunántúl(Transdanubia)
Alföld és Észak(North and the Great Plain)
Region centralny (Central region)
Region poludniowy (Southern region)
Region wschodni (Eastern region)
Region pólnocno-zachodni (North-western region)
Region poludniowo-zachodni (South-western
region)
Region pólnocny (North region)
NORD-OVEST
NORD-EST
CENTRO (I)
SUD
ISOLE

Eurostat

Survey

10%
15%
27%
19%
20%
23%
11%

11%
16%
28%
19%
19%
22%
11%

30%
30%
40%
20%
21%
18%
16%

32%
30%
39%
20%
21%
18%
15%

For further research it may be interesting to analyse regional disparities within each Member State. However, the present survey
design and sample does not allow for this.

12
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Sweden

Germany
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Nielsen I
Nielsen II
Nielsen IIIa
Nielsen IIIb
Nielsen IV
Nielsen V(a&b)
Nielsen VI
Nielsen VII
Norrland
Mellansverige
Stockholm
Västsverige
Södra Sverige
NORD-EST
NORD-OUEST
REGION PARISIENNE
SUD-EST
SUD-OUEST

16%
22%
14%
13%
15%
4%
8%
8%
9%
25%
22%
20%
23%
22%
23%
18%
25%
11%

13%
22%
13%
17%
15%
4%
8%
8%
8%
25%
23%
20%
24%
23%
24%
18%
25%
11%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos/Eurostat. Eurostat data: Population on 1 January by age and sex [demo_pjan], 2019. This means
the percentages represent the total population and not the online population. Note that there was not upper age limit
applied to the survey eligibility criteria, but the Eurostat data cover the population aged 65-80, assuming that older individuals
have a low likelihood to participate in panel surveys.

In principle, online surveys only cover the part of the population that uses or has access to the
Internet - i.e. the Internet users. This can be unproblematic when the share of internet users within
the population is close to one hundred per cent. The share of internet users in the countries we
consider are: France: 91%; Germany: 97%; Hungary: 83%; Italy: 78%; Poland: 82%; Sweden: 98%. 13
For this study, these figures as well as the results in Figure 2-2 imply that in our sample and especially
in Hungary, Italy, and Poland, individuals who shop online are overrepresented. In terms of the
overall interpretation of the results, this means that the importance of online channels may actually
be lower than our results suggest.

13

https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=isoc_ci_ifp_iu&lang=de [Last access: 18/04/2020]
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Figure 2-2: Share of individuals that purchased online within the last 12 month – unweighted survey
data and Eurostat data

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos/Eurostat. https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do [Last access:
17/04/2020]. Eurostat: Age 16-76. WIK-Consult: Age 18+.

We collected about 2500 completed questionnaires for each Member State in the sample. On
average, each respondent provided answers on questions referring to two product categories
depending on its most recent purchases. Respondents were routed into product categories
according to a least filled logic. This means that respondents who indicated that they had recently
purchased products from more than two product categories were redirected to the questionnaires
for those product categories which had the lowest number of cases at that time. This resulted, on
average, in 1250 cases for each product category
Figure 2-3: (Unweighted) Cases per country and product category

Cosmetics and hair care
Clothing and shoes
House and garden equipment
Consumer electronics and
large electrical appliances

France
2,616
1,389
1,439
1,068
1,091

Germany
2,525
1,315
1,469
1,000
1,016

Hungary
2,516
1,207
1,214
1,158
1,203

Italy
2,522
1,254
1,249
1,059
1,234

Poland
2,606
1,410
1,304
1,212
1,038

Sweden
2,623
1,384
1,461
1,000
1,151

7,959
8,136
6,497
6,733

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos.

Data cleaning and data validation
The data validation was a continuous process to ensure that the collected data is of a high quality.
The objective of the validation process was to detect single interviews of poor quality. Ipsos
identified these cases by assessing the following statistical criteria:


Duration of the interview: Interviews that had been completed very fast were treated as
suspicious and verified more in depth. However, the interview duration can also depend on
the language the interview is conducted in. Some languages simply need more words to
express the same thing.



Within item blocks, Ipsos checked for “straightliners”. The more frequently an interviewee
enters an “X” in the same place, the less he or she is thinking about the individual question.
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Excessive deviations suggest that the questions have probably been completed/answered
on a chance basis.


The item non-response was calculated by summing the codes of “Don’t know” and “Not
applicable” of each question. This sum is afterwards divided by the total number of questions
that a respondent answered and contained at least one of these codes. The result is
represented as a percentage.



The answers were checked for outliers. Outliers are values that are way out of line in
comparison to other answers. During the programming phase, the WIK and Ipsos project
teams covered this already to a maximum by setting minimum and maximum answers per
question.

Interviews that were flagged as having poor quality were removed from the data set and not used
for the analysis. Only data of verified and completed interviews were used for the analysis and are
included in the final clean data set. In total, 190 interviews were removed because of poor quality.
Weighting
The purpose of weighting is to make the results representative for the national population in terms
of socio-demographic characteristics. It rarely occurs that the raw data 100% match the survey target.
In order to correct for this deviation, Ipsos applied weights. The weight value indicates how much
each interview will count in the analysis.
Weighting survey data is generally recommended and applied to large-scale surveys in the EU such
as the European Social Survey and the Labour Force Survey. If statisics on the population represented
in a survey are available (for example from national statistical institutes), these are usually used to
calculate weighting factors. However, there are standardised approaches that can be taken if
population percentages are unknown. For this survey, consumers were targeted who have purchased
within the four predetermined product categories in the past 12 months. No reference statistics exist
for these groups and therefore a multi-staged weighting approach was applied. The weighting
targets for the different product categories were deducted from the survey itself. Ipsos used the total
of panellists who entered the survey as the basis, including those that were not permitted to
participate (“screened out”) because they did not meet the eligibility criteria (i.e. purchased one of
the pre-defined products). Weights were applied within product categories, taking into account the
penetration of each category, i.e. the socio-demographic characteristics of the population that has
purchased a product from the category. In detail, the following steps were taken:


After removing the interviews of poor quality from the raw data set, Ipsos applied a weight
representative for age, gender and region by country to the data file (i.e. the cleaned data
file with the accepted interviews and the screened-out respondents).



Ipsos corrected this weight to take into account the population size of each country.



With this active weight, Ipsos computed the frequency distribution of country x gender,
country x age, and region per product category to obtain the profile of the product category
buyers (i.e. excluding the “screen-outs”) and create a final weight representative of the target
population.
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In the final data file, where one data row represents one completed questionnaire, Ipsos
applied the final weight so that within each product category the results are representative
for country x gender, country x age, and region.

Questionnaire
The questionnaire itself took about 16 minutes 14 to complete and was provided in French, German,
Hungarian, Italian, Polish, and Swedish. The structure of the questionnaire mirrors the concept
described above. The questionnaire started with a screener section for the purpose to either screen
out respondents from the survey or route them into the individual product categories. For each
product category, we included three items to measure consumers’ product and purchase
involvement. Independent from the general propensity of purchases in a specific product category
being low or high involvement decisions, each consumer has its personal interests and passions
which are likely to impact its purchase pattern and customer journey. Consequently, we wanted to
test for these differences in the data. The following (up to) two sections covered the customer
journeys for (up to) two product categories per respondent. The sequence of the product categories
was randomised in order to prevent potential order effects. The final section of the questionnaire
collected socio-demographic information about the respondent. Notably, some socio-demographic
questions were already in the screener in order to fill the required quotas in the sampling frame.
The following figure illustrates the structure of the questionnaire. We proceed to describe each
section of the questionnaire in more detail below.
Figure 2-4: Structure of the questionnaire

Source: WIK-Consult.

14

France: 16 minutes. Germany: 16 minutes. Hungary: 18 minutes. Italy: 15 minutes. Poland: 18 minutes. Sweden: 16 minutes.
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Screener
The screening for suitable respondents was carried out by asking two consecutive questions. The
first question refers to whether a respondent has made at least one purchase in one of the
aforementioned product categories in the past twelve months. In the second question, the
respondents were asked to specify exactly what kind of item was purchased. For that, respondents
were shown a list of products within the respective product category from which they could choose. 15
A respondent was only eligible to participate in the survey if the respondent had purchased one of
these specific products within the last 12 months. Beyond two questions, the screener also comprised
questions with regards to socio-demographic characteristics of the respondent such as sex, region
of origin, and age in order to fill the quotas according to the sampling frame.
Product involvement scale
We developed a short – three items – scale aiming to measure the product involvement for each
product category based on scales established in the academic literature. The scale is used to classify
respondents into the following groups: high, medium and low involved. In line with general
marketing and consumer behaviour research, we expected that involvement with the product
category would likely shape consumer purchase patterns.
Customer journey sections
The customer journey sections reflected each phase of the purchasing process as outlined above
and addressed each research question. We provide the full questionnaire in the Annex.
Demographics
The final section of the questionnaire collected relevant socio-demographic information not already
captured by the questions in the screener section.

2.3 Secondary data research
The secondary data research complemented the insights gathered from the survey within the
envisaged project.
To answer research question a) (“how consumers typically search products on the internet, via
generic terms or via specific brands/products”), we drew on the Google Trends API to reproduce and
analyse the actual search terms used on a major search engine by consumers in the selected
countries, representing example purchases in the four selected product categories. In order to
analyse broader categories (like brands, shops, etc.) we compiled search term corpuses covering all
major terms in the respective area. For online stores we used traffic data rankings on a national level
from SimilarWeb 16. For each country and category, we used the 50 most popular online stores.
Whenever we could, we complemented the data with additional sources. With regards to brand
The pre-selected product types for each product category are: 1. tops, 2. trousers, dress & skirt, 3. underwear and 4. shoes for the
product category clothing and shoes. 1. skin care product s, 2. Make-up, 3. hair care products, and 4. tool for Make-up, skin, or hair
care for the product category cosmetics and hair care. 1. indoor or outdoor furniture, 2. garden equipment, 3. small household item
and 4. tool for the product category house and garden equipment. 1. large household appliance, 2. small household appliance, 3.
entertainment appliance and 4. mobile devices for the product category consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
15

16

https://www.similarweb.com/.
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names, the most effective way to find comprehensive lists of brand names in a specific category was
via brand listings on websites 17. Again, we complemented this list by manually adding additional
terms. The corpus for general search terms in one category was mostly done manually and consisted
of related, multilingual vocabulary from multiple online sources. As for now, there is no general,
automatic approach. Since Google Trends allowed us to search within narrow categories (e.g.
shopping -> fashion), we could safely include additional words as we saw fit. Within our
methodological approach it was always more important to cover everything than it was to avoid
false terms. Nonetheless, duplicates were eliminated in a pre-processing step.
In some cases, brands and stores overlapped. We kept them in both corpuses. This potentially
averaged out interesting findings but did not interfere with the aggregation process where we tried
to approximate a whole category. However, leaving out popular cases, such as Nike, would have
been problematic.
Figure 2-5: Example search term analysis for searches within the category “shoes” in Germany
featuring relevant generic, brand and online store search terms and their relevance starting in
2004
00
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Source: WIK-Consult. WIK-Consult. Own representation based on Google Trends data.

As Figure 2-5 shows, the results for each search term was scaled to 100 for the highest search term
occurrence over the selected timeframe. This scaling was applied regardless of the true number of
search queries that search engine users employed to searching online. The results were also limited
to natural numbers. Additionally, each request to the Google Trends service had a maximum of five
search terms. In order to get an approximation of the relationship between broader categories (e.g.
brands vs. shops), we occupied one of the five slots with a fixed anchor term that was part of every
request. This anchor term enabled us to compare different 4-term batches by putting the values for
the anchor terms in relation and scale the results accordingly. To make the analysis more robust, we
shifted the attention to the more important terms rather than to the long tail (which we could grasp
entirely). Since we only had natural numbers in the results, we shifted the attention by using popular
search terms as the anchor. This increased the chance of obtaining zeros instead of ones for
A good example is the fashion sector. The basis for our corpus is from the source code of the brand overview from zalando: viewsource:https://www.zalando.de/marken/damen/ which contains a comma separated list of JSON objects.
17
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unpopular search terms more often, since everything was in relation to a more popular search term.
After collection of a sufficient number of results, we simply added them to approximate the whole
category with a representative prototype (where category refers to brands or shops in general). In
the end, we could simply put the anchors of two categories in a relation to compare them.
The analysis of the Google Trends API data provided insights into the search terms used by
consumers across the six EU Member States and product categories also covered in the survey. If we
would have found an increase in search terms featuring the names of online shops rather than
brands, this would suggest an increasing relevance of online retailers for consumers in a given
product category. These kinds of interpretations provide an indication on the likely relevance of
brand- versus store-primacy as part of a large share of consumers’ purchase journeys, which rely on
Google’s search engine during their customer journeys. Notably, this approach cannot inform us
about consumers’ who do not use the search engine as part of their customer journeys. We are also
not able to discern any information about when and how often in the customer journey individuals
used the search engine or from which specific device a specific search query was made. Additionally,
this approach only provides relative changes in keyword usage rather than an estimate for the
absolute value. Despite these shortcomings, the resulting data is nonetheless informative with
regards to broad trends of search term usage patterns in various product categories. We provide the
analysis to all four sectors across all six countries in Chapter 3.6.
In order to explore potential changes over time in actual usage of information and sales channels,
we referred to the data provided by GlobalWebIndex (GWI). The GWI is a market research company
founded in 2009. The company profiles consumers in about 45 countries including several European
countries like Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. In total, GWI provides a panel of about
22 million connected consumers. The panel sizes in Europe vary between 40,000 consumers in the
United Kingdom and 5,000 in smaller countries like Ireland, Belgium, and the Netherlands. In general,
GWI provide insights in online media usage and commerce activities.
The primary focus is on analysing the usage of different online channels over time and within the
different phases of the purchasing process. Whereas some of the data available in the GWI Database
enable us to track certain consumer behaviour and attitudes regarding shopping since 2015, other
data points are only available for recent years. In Chapter 3.7, we provide a description of the data
for the European Member States covered by GWI and the United Kingdom

2.4 Literature review
As highlighted in the literature review included in the main study “Evaluation support study on the
EU competition rules applicable to vertical agreements in the VBER and the Guidelines”, consumers
generally appreciate the diversity of sales channels available to them today and the fact that they
are addressing specific needs throughout their entire purchasing journey (e.g. van der Veen and van
Ossenbruggen 2015, Boardman and McCormick 2018, Heitz-Spahn 2013, Flavián et al.2020). 18
van der Veen, Gerrita, & Robert van Ossenbruggen. 2015. "Mapping Out the Customer's Journey: Customer Search Strategy as a
Basis for Channel Management." Journal of Marketing Channels 22 (3):202-213; Boardman, Rosy, & Helen McCormick. 2018.
"Shopping channel preference and usage motivations." Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management: An International Journal 22
18
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Consumers tend to switch between different channels and information sources in the course of their
decision-making process until they make a final purchase decision. However, the exact nature of
switching or the general buying experience can vary greatly from one consumer to another, as the
buying process is usually very individual. Most studies stress that personality, but also the products
that the consumer intends to buy, play a very large role for the progression of the customer journey
(e.g. Bronnenberg et al. 2016, Boardman and McCormick 2018, Rodríguez-Torrico et al. 2017). 19 Both
factors affect the way in which a product is searched for, which and how many channels are
considered in the evaluation process and ultimately the question via which channel the product is
to be purchased. Although most studies emphasise the positive impact of the new multi-channel
environment on consumers, negative aspects of the multi-channel environment are also discussed
in the literature, including free-riding (Heitz-Spahn 2013). According to Heitz-Spahn (2013) freeriding occurs when a consumer is “benefiting from the free access to product information from one
retailer, than placing an order with another […] retailer” (Heitz-Spahn 2013, p.570). As is already
evident here, consumer research uses a consumer-centric concept of free-riding. In order to
investigate the free-riding endeavours of the various retailers, online suppliers and intermediaries
according to the last two research questions (research question g) and h)), we expanded and
broadened the scope of the literature review. 20 This literature section summarises and discusses the
main literature from these areas with regard to the e-commerce sector. To identify relevant studies,
we conduct a narrative literature review.

(2):270-284; Heitz-Spahn, Sandrine. 2013. "Cross-channel free-riding consumer behavior in a multichannel environment: An
investigation of shopping motives, sociodemographics and product categories." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 20
(6):570-578; Flavián, Carlos, Raquel Gurrea, & Carlos Orús. 2020. "Combining channels to make smart purchases: The role of
webrooming and showrooming." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 52. Forthcoming.
19
Bronnenberg, Bart J., Jun B. Kim, & Carl F. Mela. 2016. "Zooming In on Choice: How Do Consumers Search for Cameras Online?"
Marketing Science 35 (5):693-712; Rodríguez-Torrico, Paula, Rebeca San José Cabezudo, & Sonia San-Martín. 2017. "Tell me what
they are like and I will tell you where they buy. An analysis of omnichannel consumer behavior." Computers in Human Behavior
68:465-471.
20
The literature provided in this study is an extension of the literature review provided in the main study “Evaluation support study
on the EU competition rules applicable to vertical agreements in the VBER and the Guidelines”. There are therefore strong similarities
regarding the studies cited and the texting.
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3 Results
3.1 Introduction
This section contains the results of the literature review, the survey and the secondary data analysis.
Overall, the explanations below show that consumer behaviour is very fragmented. Different groups
of consumers can behave very differently throughout the entire purchasing process. The customer
journey is influenced by a number of different factors such as product characteristics, frequency of
purchase, consumer involvement, order value (price), type of consumer (consumer of brand or retail
primacy kind), socio-demographic characteristics or just personal preferences. The actual influence
of these factors is explained in more detail below.
Chapter 3.2 summarises the results of the literature review. Chapter 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 provide insights
of the consumer survey. Chapter 3.6 and 3.7 contain the analysis of the secondary data.

3.2 Literature review
This section provides insights gathered from an extensive literature review on consumers’ behaviour
along the entire purchasing process. This section is mainly divided into two sub-chapters. The
following subsection summarises some general aspects of today’s multi-channel sales environment.
Chapter 3.2.2 gives an overview of consumers’ behaviour in each phase of the customer journey

Multiple sales channels
Before going into the details of specific sales channel and search aspects per phase of the customer
journey, the following sections will describe the general aspects of a multi-channel sales
environment.
Improved quality perception and higher sales
The conventional brick-and-mortar stores are no longer the only sales channels available to the
customers and hence, the way customers interact with the businesses has evolved significantly in
the past two decades. Retailers and manufacturers can benefit from the fragmentation of sales
channels. By using several sales channels, retailers can distribute their costs more effectively than by
focussing on just one sales channel and at the same time increase sales. Flavián et al. (2020) 21 points
out that the combination of multiple channels and especially the combination of offline and online
channels has a positive impact on the quality perception of the consumer, on the purchase decision
and the consumer's experience. In addition, studies emphasise that consumers who use multiple
channels simultaneously purchase more products, spend more money and pay higher prices (Flavián
et al. 2020). 22

Flavián, Carlos, Raquel Gurrea, & Carlos Orús. 2020. "Combining channels to make smart purchases: The role of webrooming and
showrooming." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 52. Forthcomming.
21

22

Results of various studies cited in Flavián et al. (2020).
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Consumers use the channel (combination) which fits their needs
Consumers across age groups appreciate the variety of sales channels available to them as they cater
to their specific needs. This is the main finding of a study conducted by van der Veen and van
Ossenbruggen (2015). 23 The authors mapped the entire journey of a customer in the process of
making a purchase and provided recommendations for the effective management of sales channels.
For retailers and manufacturers, it is important to understand that a multi-channel environment
empowers consumers as they longer depend on one specific or a small set of sales channels, but
can now take advantage of channel-specific characteristics and choose those channels which are
most convenient to them (Boardman and McCormick 2018 24, Heitz-Spahn 2013 25, Flavián et al. 2020).
As a result, consumers make parallel use of several online sales channels during the entire purchase
process in addition to offline sources. This process is also called the ROPO effect (research online,
purchase offline). Among marketing researchers, this is also known as the phenomenon of web- and
showrooming. Both terms describe the situation in which consumers obtain information online but
ultimately purchase offline (webrooming) or vice versa (showrooming). The choice for a specific
channel depends on the needs of consumers as the study by Wang et al. (2016) 26 illustrates. They
surveyed 191 consumers who had recently engaged in multi-channel shopping experience. The
studys covered two types of consumers – i) who searched for the product in a physical store and
then purchased it on the internet marketplace , or ii) customers who searched for a product on the
internet but made the purchase on a physical retail store. The most obvious advantage of offline
sales channels over their online counterparts was the opportunity to actually touch the products. 27
On the other hand, consumers who want to read extensive details and reviews of the product from
other buyers will tend research online for a product.
Social-demographic factors determine channel preferences
Beyond the characteristics of the product itself or a particular consumer preference for specific sales
channels, researchers have also investigated the impact of socio-demographic factors on the
customer journey. Boardman and McCormick (2018) conducted their research study to identify why
customers have a certain sales channel preference and which motivations played a role in the
selection of sales channels. The main purpose was, however, to understand how age played a role in
the sales channel selection when shopping for fashion items. In order to exclude other factors, the
researchers focussed on a specific retailer and interviewed 50 female customers aged 20 to 70.
Customers in their 20s perceived each channel as a separate entity. M-commerce 28 was the most
preferred sales channel among customers in this age group. Across all participants, e-commerce
van der Veen, Gerrita, & Robert van Ossenbruggen. 2015. "Mapping Out the Customer's Journey: Customer Search Strategy as a
Basis for Channel Management." Journal of Marketing Channels 22 (3):202-213.
23

Boardman, Rosy, & Helen McCormick. 2018. "Shopping channel preference and usage motivations." Journal of Fashion Marketing
and Management: An International Journal 22 (2):270-284.
24

Heitz-Spahn, Sandrine. 2013. "Cross-channel free-riding consumer behavior in a multichannel environment: An investigation of
shopping motives, sociodemographics and product categories." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 20 (6):570-578.

25

26
Wang, Yu-Min, Hsin-Hui Lin, Wei-Chun Tai, & Yi-Ling Fan. 2016. "Understanding multi-channel research shoppers: an analysis of
Internet and physical channels." Information Systems and e-Business Management 14 (2):389-413.

Touching products can provide important information to consumers e.g. for fresh produce or clothing. However, beyond the
characteristics of the product itself, there is also an inherent “need for touch” with consumers. See e.g. Peck, Joann, & Terry L.
Childers. 2006. "If I touch it I have to have it: Individual and environmental influences on impulse purchasing." Journal of Business
Research 59 (6):765-769.
27

“Mobile commerce, also called m-commerce or mcommerce, includes any monetary transaction completed using a mobile device”
(see https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/mobile-commerce/#what-is-mobile-commerce [last access: 25/04/2020]).
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emerged as the highest priority sales channel. According to the researchers, this priority of ecommerce resulted from the ease of access, convenience, high range of selection, and idea
shopping. 29 Physical brick-and-mortar store channels were most popular among customers older
than 60 years. Their main finding however highlights that the likelihood of multi-channel shopping
increases with age. Young consumers in their sample hardly mixed multiple channels at all.
Prior to the study conducted by Boardman and McCormick (2018), Rodríguez-Torrico et al. (2017) 30
argued that they could reliably identify the sales channel a person uses by simply knowing the
behaviour, attitude, and general preferences of the customer in their social life. According to these
researchers, consumers are now combining the digital purchase experiences with the brick-andmortar stores as well, creating a high demand for the omni-channel behaviour. They argued that two
factors are very important in consumers’ preference for a sales channel, namely need for touch and
impulsiveness. Consumers who are most prone to impulsiveness usually prefer to use mobile devices
as their sales channel while consumers who have a high need for touch are likely to be predisposed
to the online stationary devices (e.g. computer) and omni-channel process of purchasing. These
findings were observed even when controlling for the demographic of individuals in the participant
groups and accounting for likely changes in consumer preference of sales channels due to
demographic factors.

3.2.1.1

Issues with multiple sales channels and possible measures

However, one negative aspect of the multi-channel sales environment is also discussed frequently
in the literature (free-riding) along with the possible measures to counteract this, (Retail Price
Maintenance or Most Favoured Nation Clauses). To put this discussion in perspective, we describe
below two other examples of multiple sales channel issues (grey markets and exclusive dealerships),
where authorities in general are less intervening.
Rationale for and banning of grey market imports
The FTC (1986) 31 reviewed a proposal of the US customs to ban grey market imports or remove the
trade labels. The Customs Service proposals were based on two conclusions: (I) government
restrictions are appropriate if sellers are free-riding or deceiving consumers and (2) free-riding
and/or deception are the reasons for grey market imports.
The FTC (1986) rejected these conclusions, as there were less intrusive remedies available to combat
free-riding and consumer deception. Examples are additional labelling efforts by manufacturers,
changes in promotional strategies, additional private enforcement of vertical contractual
agreements and new forms of product differentiation. These measures would as well reduce any
consumer confusion and free-riding. Secondly, the FTC (1986) found that the empirical evidence was
not systematic and complete enough to prove that consumers would benefit or suffer from grey
markets.

Idea shopping is a hedonic shopping motivation that describes their engagement in collecting information about new trends and
fashion in order to get new ideas for their own shopping decisions. See e.g. Arnold, Mark J., & Kristy E. Reynolds. 2003. "Hedonic
shopping motivations." Journal of Retailing 79 (2):77-95. and Kim, Hye-Shin. 2006. "Using hedonic and utilitarian shopping
motivations to profile inner city consumers." Journal of Shopping Center Research 13 (1):57-79.
29

Rodríguez-Torrico, Paula, Rebeca San José Cabezudo, & Sonia San-Martín. 2017. "Tell me what they are like and I will tell you
where they buy. An analysis of omnichannel consumer behavior." Computers in Human Behavior 68:465-471.

30

FTC. 1986. “Gray Market Policy Options Facing the United States Customs Services”. Comments of the Bureaus of Comeptition,
Consumer Protection and Economics of the Federal Trade Commission.
31
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In addition to these two principal reasons for rejecting the US customs’ proposals, the FTC (1986)
also noted that there may be potential costs for consumers when banning grey market imports. .
First, if grey markets were restricted, consumers can still import grey market goods for personal use
although with higher effort and thereby costs. Secondly, government imposed trade restrictions
could impact free trade relations with other countries and thereby harm consumers in general.
Contractual choice between exclusive dealing and common agency
Raff et al. (2003) 32 studied the contractual choice between exclusive dealing and common agency
by using an international oligopoly model where products are sold via intermediaries. Exclusive
dealing is the situation in which a distributor agrees not to carry brands from competing
manufacturers versus a common agency which can serve products from multiple brands. The study
was motivated by the assumption that companies still face problems in gaining market access
despite that official trade barriers have generally decreased.
The model results showed that, when trade costs are high (due to e.g. capital intensive or knowledge
intensive requirements for the sales channel), domestic manufacturers have a strong incentive to use
exclusive dealing, as this prevents entry from the foreign manufacturer. Hence, a foreign
manufacturer would need to build up its own sales channel from scratch which is costly and takes
time. The researchers found that this result was irrespective of product characteristics and whether
the number of domestic firms was one, two, or three. Furthermore, they found that exclusive dealing
avoids inter-brand externalities 33 but leads to higher inter-brand competition as sales channels will
focus on one brand and completely depend on its success. Furthermore, the manufacturer has an
incentive to invest more in its sales channel. These factors will increase the competition between
sales channels based on exclusive deals with different brands. However, when the barriers to trade
and related costs are low, manufacturers have an incentive to use the common agency model as
products are substitutes and the inter-brand externality is not strong.
This confirms the view that contractual arrangements can act as a barrier to trade even when the
traditional international trade barriers have been removed and, hence, that competition authorities
might have to act more forcefully against these arrangements than before the free trade
environment.
This view is not shared by traditional trade theory, which believes that removing the free trade
barriers increase competition; hence, reduce the need for competition authorities to intervene in the
market. This view is, however, inconsistent with the reality that foreign companies still face significant
problems gaining market access. Authors believe that the contractual aspect is one of the reasons
why the effect of opening the EU market in 1992 was more modest than expected.
Free-riding – Is it all about the best price?
In general, free-riding is seen as a negative aspect of multiple sales channels (Heitz-Spahn 2013).
Heitz-Spahn (2013) defines clearly how free-riding can be understood. The author writes, for
32

Raff, Horst, & Nicolas Schmitt. 2003. "Exclusive Dealing as a Barrier and as a Catalyst to International Trade."

The general argumentation is that, when more than one brand is dis tributed through a nonexclusive dealer (common agency),
the success or failure of one brand will have a external effect on the other brands the agency is also selling. This externality reduces
a manufacturer's incentive to invest in these retailers, thus "softening" competition between the manufacturers.
33
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example, that free-riding occurs when a consumer is “benefiting from the free access to product
information from one retailer, than placing an order with another […] retailer” (Heitz-Spahn 2013,
p.570). This behaviour can be traced back to the classic evaluation of benefits and costs – like search
costs, flexibility, price, quality etc. – associated with the respective sale channel or based on consumer
characteristics (Heitz-Spahn 2013, Rejón-Guardia and Luna-Nevarez 2017 34, Gensler et al. 2017 35,
Flavián et al. 2020). The studies show that even though price plays an important role, it is not the
only factor. Rejón-Guardia and Luna-Nevarez (2017) stated that price differences may have no
influence on consumers’ decision on sales channels. The authors examined showrooming (collecting
information in physical stores but purchasing online) using data collected from a sample of 176 retail
consumers. The authors were able to show that consumer preferences for short delivery times,
superior return rights and the level of information provided, have a much stronger impact on
consumer choice of where to buy. A similar result was also achieved by Gensler et al. (2017) who
surveyed 556 respondents to study how the benefits and costs of showrooming influence the
consumers’ decision to showroom. Although they found that price has a significant influence on
which channel is ultimately used for the purchase, they also identified various other factors that are
at least as important for the consumers sales channel choice. This includes product quality, delivery
times, information, and support in the decision-making process. Nesar and Bin Sabir (2016) 36 also
show in an empirical analysis that consumer type and socio-demographic factors also determine
which channel is ultimately used for the purchase. Depending on age, gender, income, price and
service sensitivity, consumers will opt for one channel rather than the other.
In relation to those findings, Vogel and Paul (2015) 37 pointed out, that channel-related price
differentiation by the same retailer or manufacturer might have negative effects on consumer
retention. The authors conducted a laboratory experiment using a between-subject design to
examine this relationship. The authors concluded that channel-related price differentiation leads to
perceptions of price unfairness and limits consumers’ self-determination, which negatively affects
retention. These results indicate that multi-channel retailers with channel-based price differentiation
should carefully select their price instruments.
Overall, these studies show that even though price is an important factor for consumers in choosing
a sales channel, there are other factors, which are as important as price. This insight is particularly
important when discussing trading practices or regulations affecting the pricing of products – for
example resale price maintenance or most favoured nation 38 clauses.
The justification for Resale Price Maintenance (RPM)

34
Rejón-Guardia, Francisco, & Cuauhtemoc Luna-Nevarez. 2017. "“Showrooming” in Consumer Electronics Retailing: An Empirical
Study." Journal of Internet Commerce 16 (2):174-201.
35
Gensler, Sonja, Scott A. Neslin, & Peter C. Verhoef. 2017. "The Showrooming Phenomenon: It's More than Just About Price."
Journal of Interactive Marketing 38:29-43.

Nesar, Sana, & Lamay Bin Sabir. 2016. "Evaluation of Customer Preferences on Showrooming and Webrooming: An Empirical
Study." Al-Barkaat Journal of Finance & Management 8 (1):50-67.

36

37
Vogel, Julia, & Michael Paul. 2015. "One firm, one product, two prices: Channel-based price differentiation and customer
retention." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 27:126-139.

A most-favored-nation (MFN) clause requires a country to provide any concessions, privileges, or immunities granted to one
nation in a trade agreement to all other World Trade Organization member countries. This actually arranges the equal treatment of
all countries. Source: www.investopedia.com
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Gundlach et al. (2010) 39 examined previous academic and practitioner research to understand the
primary justification for Resale Price Maintenance (RPM) — the so-called free rider explanation.
Minimum resale price maintenance (RPM), otherwise known as minimum vertical price fixing, refers
to agreements or other practices between parties at different levels in the distribution system setting
a minimum resale price of products or services. “RPM may also be accomplished through so called
‘Colgate programs’ under which a manufacturer announces unilaterally its recommended retail
prices and stops dealing with retailers… [that sell its products or services below that retail price]”
(Gundlach 2010, p.2).
The research showed that consumers have different demand preferences across purchase occasions
and across stages of their purchase decisions leading to different channel preferences. This corrects
the simplified view that customers inform themselves via one channel and then consequently buy
via the channel with the lowest price (freeriding). There are different viewpoints regarding the
competitive effects of multiple channels of distribution, including those that discourage free-riding
behaviour as well as those that encourage it. This refutes the accepted view that free-riding always
poses adverse effects for competition.
Finally, the finding that uniform marketing efforts across channels encourages channel
cannibalisation suggests that manufacturers who rely on RPM to address free-riding may at times
unintentionally increase its adverse effects.
The anti-trust analysis of RPM
Gundlach (2010) 40 gives an overview of antitrust analysis of resale price maintenance (RPM) in the
US. RPM can take the shape of either a minimum resale price or a price ceiling or a Colgate program.
Since 1911 and until the Court’s 2007 ruling in Leegin, RPM was unlawful in the US. In 2007, the US
Court ruled in the Leegin case that vertical minimum RPM is no longer per se illegal, but is to be
judged under the “rule of reason.” This was consistent with earlier US Court decisions allowing other
types of vertical intra-brand restraints to be judged under the same rule of reason.
Antitrust concerns related to free-riding focus on intra-brand free-riding (between multiple sales
channels selling the same products and/or services) or occurring between retailers of the same brand
of a product. Gundlach (2010) identified a number of related scenarios and explained how these
might cause concerns in the context of intra-brand free-riding:


Discount versus full service dealers



Non prestige versus prestige dealers



Internet versus brick-and-mortar retailers



Direct versus indirect distribution

39
Gundlach, Gregory, Joseph Cannon, & Kenneth Manning. 2010. "Free-riding and Resale Price Maintenance: Insights from
Marketing Research and Practice." The Antitrust Bulletin 55:381-422.

Gundlach, Gregory T. 2010. "Overview and Contents of the Special Issue: Antitrust Analysis of Resale Price Maintenance after
Leegin." The Antitrust Bulletin 55 (1):1-24.
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According to Gundlach (2010), competition (antitrust) concerns arise where free-riding happens to
the detriment of consumer welfare due to the decrease of competition. This happens when retail
members of a distribution channel that once found it profitable to carry the product and incur the
related costs may, due to free-riding, no longer find it profitable to do so and stop.
According to court decisions in the USA, RPM is not per se unlawful but has to be judged under the
“rule of reason”. The same applies in the USA for other types of vertical intra-brand restraints.
However, there is considerable debate in the USA over the proper approach for applying the rule of
reason in practice. Also, the impact of RPM on innovation is not clear.
Researchers identify two “economics” of RPM; 1) imposed by manufacturers to achieve increased
sales and higher profits and 2) enforced by large distributors. The first ‘economy’ may lead to
enhanced consumer welfare, if the manufacturer uses the increased profits for further innovation
and better support of the product. However, if it is purely used to increase the margin for the same
product and related service, then it leads to reduced consumer welfare. The second ‘economy’ leads
invariably to reduced competition and thereby to a reduction in consumer welfare.
Overall, the decision of the US Supreme Court in the Leegin case altered the longstanding rule
against RPM and requires that the rule of reason shall be applied to minimum RPM agreements from
now on. However, the Court’s decision has left many unanswered questions and the challenge is
how to apply the rule of reason to RPM in practice. As a result, the Leegin case has restarted the
debate over the theoretical basis and empirical relevance for RPM’s effects on competition and
innovation.
The role of RPM in different purchase models
Cheng (2019) 41 describes different purchase models and related different behaviour of customers:


The inter-brand primacy model is based on the assumption that consumers first choose the
brand of the product they want to purchase, and thereafter shop among the different
retailers for the best deal. However, at the inter-brand (pre-purchase) stage, consumers will
focus on a variety of product aspects, such as quality, reputation, availability of sales
channels but mostly at price. This model applies mostly for powerful brands for which
customers already have strong preferences.



The inter-retailer primacy model, is where the customer decides on the retailer first and
thereafter on the available products and/or services. This model mostly applies for generic
products or when a basket-purchase takes place (for example grocery shopping). Retailers
compete mostly on scale of their store and service level, and less at product level. Consumers
mostly respond to overall (perceived) price levels in the store rather than product specific
price levels.



Impulse purchase model; in this model, consumers decide to buy impulsively in the store
based on a perceived good price-quality-service combination for a specific product. The
consumer will not visit other stores to compare prices, hence there is no intra-brand interretailer substitution effect.

Cheng, Thomas K., University of Hong Kong, Competition Enforcers and Academics Summit, Hong Kong, 2019. “A Consumer
Behavioral Approach to RPM”.
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Cheng (2019) discusses furthermore the pros and cons in relation to RPM in the context of different
purchase models. Pros are quality certification, ensuring efficient number of outlets, contract
enforcement and facilitation of product introduction. However there are also arguments against RPM
and for the defence of free-riding:


In the inter-retailer primacy model, retailers will focus on (general) services attracting
customers in the store instead of services related to a certain brand. This focus on service
will also extend to the individual products sold. Hence, RPM is not required from the
manufacturer’s perspective to ensure a minimum level of service for their product. Freeriding is therefore also not seen as an issue in this model..



In the impulse purchase model, there is even less inter-retailer competition as consumers
do not fully evaluate their shopping, hence there is little room for free-riding.



Therefore, Cheng (2019) concludes that free-riding is only an issue (and RPM a solution) for
a small group of products assuming that the customers’ purchasing behaviour fits in the
inter-brand primacy model.

The customer journey
Understanding consumer purchase patterns and choices is naturally at the heart of marketing
research. Over the decades, this research field has concurred on a common conceptualisation of the
customer journey. Traditionally, the customer journey is divided into three hierarchical stages: (1)
pre-purchase, (2) purchase and (3) post-purchase. 42
Figure 3-1: Customer journey

Source: Own representation of a customer journey. Consumers go through the individual steps shown here in rectangles from
left to right for the last product they have purchased.

The pre-purchase is the first stage and encompasses all aspects of the consumers’ interaction with
the supplier and environment before any transaction takes place. The phase of recognising needs,
or as described in the figure as the phase of inspiration, is thus the first phase which the consumer
enters into. According to Wolny and Charoensuksai (2014) 43 the customer journey of a consumer is
usually triggered by its environment and its previous shopping experience. This stage is followed by
These stages draw on the basic purchase process established in marketing research. See e.g. Blackwell, Roger D., Paul W. Miniard,
& James F. Engel. 2006. Consumer Behavior. 10th ed. ed. Mason, OH: Thomson Business and Economics.
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Wolny, Julia, & Nipawan Charoensuksai. 2014. "Mapping customer journeys in multichannel decision-making." Journal of Direct,
Data and Digital Marketing Practice 15 (4):317-326.
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the search for information. This can be information about the product or the supplier. Depending
on the nature of the purchase 44, the focus here is on the collection of (a wide range of) information
from various sources. The analysis of these two stages provides a differentiated view of how
consumers look for products or retailers that sell the desired products. The final sub-phase in the
pre-purchase stage is the evaluation phase. During the evaluation, the consumer narrows down its
choices and looks more in-depth for information about price, physical attributes, and sales channel
availability (Wolny and Charoensuksai 2014).
The second stage – purchase - consists of all interactions that the consumer enters into with the
supplier of the respective product and its environment during the actual purchasing process. This
includes making a final choice, ordering, and payment (Lemon and Verhoef 2016) 45. This stage
follows the evaluation process and shows the final selection of the purchase channel. The prepurchase stage has a significant impact on this stage. The last stage covers all interactions that occur
after the purchase. The use or consumption of the acquired product, post-purchase engagement,
and service requests take the centre stage for consumers in this final stage (Lemon and Verhoef
2016).
With respect to the literature regarding the customer journey itself, Følstad and Kvale (2018) 46 have
reviewed customer journey approaches in the literature until 2013 from 45 papers. “Across the
reviewed literature, customer journeys are described not only as a means to take the viewpoint of
the customer, but also to reach insight into their experiences” (Følstad and Kvale 2018, p.196).
Customer experience is seen as a “key competitive advantage in the service sector” (Følstad and
Kvale 2018, p.196). “[C]ompany decisions concerning particular aspects of a service are often made
without considering their effect on the total customer experience.” (Følstad and Kvale 2018, p.211)
“The customer journey perspective may do so. In the analysis of the reviewed papers, the close link
between the customer journey perspective and the notion of customer experience is illustrated by
the fact that almost all the reviewed papers concern both customer journeys and customer
experience” (Følstad and Kvale 2018, p.211). For instance,

44



“when Trischler and Zehrer (2012) 47 present the mapped customer journey of an amusement
park, they not only describe the journey in terms of its steps or touchpoints; they also
describe what the customers think and feel throughout the park visit” (Følstad and Kvale
2018, p.211).



”when Crosier and Handford (2012) 48 report on the mapped customer journey of visually
impaired shoppers, they highlight the shoppers’ thoughts and feelings in addition to their
observable behavior” (Følstad and Kvale 2018, p.211).

In repeat / habitual and low involvement purchases, information search may be very narrow or even skipped altogether.

Lemon, Katherine N., & Peter C. Verhoef. 2016. "Understanding Customer Experience Throughout the Customer Journey." Journal
of Marketing 80 (6):69-96.
45

Følstad, Asbjørn, & Knut Kvale. 2018. "Customer journeys: a systematic literature review." Journal of Service Theory and Practice
28.
46

Trischler, J. and Zehrer, A.. 2012, “Service design: suggesting a qualitative multistep approach foranalyzing and examining theme
park experiences”, Journal of Vacation Marketing, Vol. 18 No. 1,pp. 57-71 as cited in Følstad & Kvale (2018).

47

48

Crosier, A. and Handford, A.. 2012, “Customer journey mapping as an advocacy tool for disabled

people: a case study”, Social Marketing Quarterly, Vol. 18 No. 1, pp. 67-76 as cited in Følstad & Kvale (2018).
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“In the reviewed literature, it seems universally accepted that customer journeys concern the service
process as seen from the customer viewpoint. Furthermore, customer journeys are typically
described or defined as a series of steps and/or touchpoints.” (Følstad and Kvale 2018, p.213)
Ieva and Ziliani (2018) 49 found that in a retail context, customers can be classified into six segments 50
based on their exposure to 23 touchpoints like stores, flyers, websites, TV etc. The touchpoints with
the highest exposure are store, flyers, associates, and private labels. The authors also found that
demographics are strongly related to touchpoint exposure: Males more likely belong to segments
with higher touchpoint exposure; older people are likely to be exposed to less touchpoints, while
younger people tend to be more exposed to any touchpoint. Geographic area plays a role as well in
the likelihood of exposure to touchpoints. Furthermore, they found that there is a general positive
relationship between high touchpoint exposure and a long term relationship with the retailer, the
likelihood to reveal personal information to the retailer and higher positive word-of-mouth for the
retailer.

3.2.2.1

Pre-purchase phase

Within the pre-purchase stage of the customer journey, information search plays a critical role.
Consumers often use search engines to search for information online. Since online search may have
a substantial impact on the later stages of the customer journey no matter if the product is ultimately
purchased online or offline, it is critical to understand how consumers use search engines as part of
their information search.
We provide two perspectives: First, we discuss studies that review the searching process from the
consumer’s point of view. After that, we analyse studies that investigated how search engines and
product suppliers try to optimise their presence in search engines and related keywords and thereby
influence customer searches and their outcomes.
Online search from the consumer’s perspective
Information search and keyword usage in general
In general, consumers do not proceed in the same way for every search. Like the consumer journey
as a whole, the search process is individual. This also includes the choice of search terms for online
research. The search terms are usually adapted to the purpose of the search. Sondhi et al. (2018) 51
developed a detailed classification of the way consumers make search queries for purchases in an
e-commerce marketplace scenario. For the purpose of data collection, the researchers used the
search log of a popular e-commerce search engine, collecting slightly over 9 million search queries
in the period of 9 months in 2017. According to the findings of this research study, search queries
can be divided into five categories:

49
50

(i)

Shallow queries to get the scope of the product space;

(ii)

Targeted purchase queries to purchase the products that the consumer has a general
familiarity with;

Ieva, Marco, Ziliani, Christina, 2018. “Implications for developing an omnichannel customer experience”. Emerald Insight, 304.
unexposed, low exposed, average exposed, omni-exposed, promotion-exposed/ad-unexposed and overexposed.

Sondhi, Parikshit, Mohit Sharma, Pranam Kolari, & ChengXiang Zhai. 2018. "A Taxonomy of Queries for E-commerce Search."
SIGIR '18 The 41st International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research & Development in Information Retrieval, Ann Arbor.
51
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(iii)

Major-Item Shopping queries are made to purchase expensive products that require
the user to explore a lot and yields limited search results;

(iv)

Minor-Item Shopping queries that are used to search for products that are not very
expensive but still the consumer has to search for the most suitable product; and

(v)

Hard-Choice Shopping queries are used when the consumer wants to explore all
possible options before purchasing.

The search queries apparently differ depending on the type of product the consumer is looking for
and the purpose of the search. Especially with high involvement purchases 52, consumers tend to
make a lot of searches prior to making a purchase decision. This was documented already by
Bronnenberg et al. (2016). 53 In their study, the authors made an assessment of the way customers
search for camera products in the context of online shopping. In order to collect the data, the
researchers investigated the comScore log files, and internet access log files of hundreds of
thousands of users in the United States. This research study found that before making a purchase
decision to purchase a camera, almost all panellists performed extensive research. On average, each
customer made a total of 14 searches prior to making a purchase. This study also found that in the
context of online shopping of electronic or expensive products, customers utilise their ability to
quickly, but extensively, search for alternative products to make a more informed purchase.
Almost similar results are obtained by Jerath et al (2015) 54who researched how consumers respond
to search results of a search engine and if there are any patterns in click behaviour. The authors were
able to show that consumers, who can be classified as highly involved, click 10 times more often on
search results than low involvement consumers. Furthermore, the authors also found that consumers
having a low level of involvement use more popular keywords when searching via a search engine
and, therefore, click on more sponsored links displayed in the search results. Highly involved
consumers, however, tend to use less popular and more specific keywords and ultimately click on
more organic links. Jerath et al. (2015) also provides a direct implication of these search behaviours.
The authors stated that consumers searching for homes are usually performing high involvement
searches. In line with their results, those consumers might use less popular keywords in general. For
example they could be searching for particular neighbourhoods, school zones etc. Real estate agents
may use these insights and place that kind of information on their websites in order to be found also
with less popular keywords.
Penela et al. (2019) 55 analysed online searches “by examining user-generated data in the US, the
world’s largest wine market, in order to create new knowledge and to support content marketing
and digital strategy decisions of Italian, Spanish and French wineries (Penela et al. 2019, p.1).”While
analysing more than 74 million searches, “it was possible to identify 2,124 keywords, which cover
98.6% of the total search volume.” (Penela et al. 2019, p.1). A following round of analysis led to the
identification of the following main search categories: product, variety and blend, place, country and

See e.g. Clarke, Keith, & Russell W Belk. 1979. "The effects of product involvement and task definition on anticipated consumer
effort." ACR North American Advances.

52

Bronnenberg, Bart J., Jun B. Kim, & Carl F. Mela. 2016. "Zooming In on Choice: How Do Consumers Search for Cameras Online?"
Marketing Science 35 (5):693-712.
53

54
Jerath, Kinshuk, Liye Ma, & Young-Hoon Park. 2013. "Consumer Click Behavior at a Search Engine: The Role of Keyword Popularity."
Journal of Marketing Research 51.
55
Penela, Carlos Gonzalo, Patrizia de Luca, & Giovanna Pegan. 2017. Insights from Google search user-generated data: a study on
European Wine in the US Market.
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region terms, influencer, and complementary goods. Penela et al. (2019) further classified those
keywords with respect to their intentionality (navigational, informational, and transactional). With
navigational keywords the customer intends to reach a particular site, while informational keywords
are used to acquire certain information expected to be on the internet, and lastly, with transactional
keywords the customer has an intention to perform a web mediated activity.
Brand names in online search
Brand names can also play a significant role in consumers search term adoption. Some consumers
are known to add a brand name to their search queries even if they are not aware of the product
name when looking for a product or a service online or on e-commerce platforms. Dotson et al.
(2017) 56 performed their study on identifying the relation between the search engine queries
performed by the consumers online with brand attitude. As per the findings of this study, users who
are actively looking for products in a specific category of products have a high likelihood of searching
with brand names in the search query. It is also recognised that if a consumer has a positive attitude
towards a brand, they are highly likely to directly make a search query for that specific brand. This
research study also found that the two most important factors that contribute to the increment in
searching for a brand are the familiarity of the brand among consumers and the level of
considerations consumers put in the brand. Finally, it also identified that there is a significantly
increased change for a consumer making a search query for a specific brand if the customer already
owns products from that particular brand. Although consumers seemingly spend a lot of time and
energy on online searching, according to a study conducted by Ai et al. (2017) 57, consumer searches
on e-commerce platforms are often not precise enough to reach to the desired product and
therefore, the e-commerce platforms need to intentionally optimise for typos and imprecise search
queries to guide the consumer towards the eventual purchase.
Impact of social commerce on online search
In addition to search engines and websites, where keyword entries are used to search for products
and information, social media and similar platforms influence the search and inspiration process. A
large part of the e-commerce has slowly turned into a form of social commerce. Social commerce can
be described as a subset of e-commerce that makes use of either social media or social interactions,
i.e. other users or buyers make contributions to the purchase journey of future customers through
comments, reviews, or likes. As social media is growing further, the trend of social commerce is
becoming a more accepted and notable part of the customer purchase process. Lali et al. (2017) 58
made an assessment of the healthcare industry evaluating how consumers and patients are making
search queries and the way consumers use social media to search for medical information. The study
showed that consumers do find some useful and very effective search queries on search engines
related to their need. However, social media mediums are where consumers found the most useful
links to gather information desired by them in the context of the healthcare industry.
Dotson, Jeffrey P., Ruixue Rachel Fan, Elea McDonnell Feit, Jeffrey D. Oldham, & Yi-Hsin Yeh. 2017. "Brand Attitudes and Search
Engine Queries." Journal of Interactive Marketing 37:105-116.
56

Ai, Qingyao, Yongfeng Zhang, Keping Bi, Xu Chen, & W. Bruce Croſt. 2017. "Learning a Hierarchical Embedding Model for
Personalized Product Search." SIGIR '17 Proceedings of the 40th International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development
in Information Retrieval, Shinjuku.
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Lali, Muhammad Ikram, Raza Mustafa, Kashif Saleem, M. Saqib Nawaz, Tehseen Zia, & Basit Shahzad. 2016. "Finding Healthcare
Issues with Search Engine Queries and Social Network Data." International journal on Semantic Web and information systems 13
(1):48-62.
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The perspective of search engines, advertisers and companies on online searching
Search engine advertisement and keyword selection
Schultz (2016) 59 provides a simple overview of the two types of search results – organic results and
sponsored or advertised results. Organic results are displayed by index retrieval and relevance ratings
issued by a search engine itself. Search engine advertisements, however, require advertisers to bid a
value which they are willing to pay for each click on their advertisement. The positioning of the
advertisement occurs according to an automated generalised second-price auction. If a potential
customer then clicks on the advertisement, the advertiser is charged. The consumer itself is
redirected to the landing page.
Figure 3-2: Process of search engine advertising

Source: Schultz (2016).

Schultz (2016) explains that consumers value sponsored results or search engine advertisements
because there is a direct match between the ad message and the search term entered. For the
advertisers, this type of advertisement is an opportunity to selectively reach potential customers “at
a point in time when the prospects are already thematically involved and activated” (Schultz 20016,
p.310).
A vast number of researches were conducted analysing advertisers behaviour and their advertising
strategies. Yang et al. (2018) 60, for instance, analysed group advertising decisions. More precisely,
they analysed “collective decisions of every single advertiser within the set of advertisers who are
competing” (Yang et al. 2018, p.1079) in a simulation framework looking at market outcomes. The
Carsten, D. Schultz. 2016. "An Overview of Search Engine Advertising Research." In Encyclopedia of E-Commerce Development,
Implementation, and Management, 310-328. Hershey, PA, USA: IGI Global. The remaining literature cited in this section is based on
information provide by Schultz (2016).
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authors conducted three experimental studies. The first experiment aimed to examine the impact of
word-of-mouth (WoM) on the search market, the second experiment covered the impact of
competition intensity on the search market, and the third experiment examined the impact of
advertising strategies on the search market. The results indicate that both market profits and
advertising indexes (i.e. number of impressions, clicks, and actions, the click-through-rate, the
conversation rate and the cost-per-click) are larger when electronic WOM (eWOM) is present. This
means that especially social media might have some effect on search engine advertisement.
Furthermore, more advertisers being involved in the market lead to high levels of competition and
larger advertising indexes. Competition also increases market profit. Therefore, “search engines have
an incentive to increase the advertising competition on every keyword” (Yang et al. 2018, p.1095).
The authors describe this classic microeconomic effect as follows: “Considering the competition in
the context of search engine advertising, the increasing number of advertisers implies that the
demand (for clicks) is increased. If the supply (i.e. search users’ clicks) remains the same, it leads to
a higher equilibrium price; however, in our experiments, the number of search clicks also increases,
which may be due to more keywords (or more sponsored links for a keyword) made available by the
increased number of advertisers. As a result, more clicks on (more) keywords of interest are delivered
in search engine advertising, and the overall price is lowered.” (Yang et al. 2018, p.1095).
The last experiment showed that a dynamic bidding strategy (advertiser adopts price after the
bidding of its competitors) have two effects: 1) For advertisers using a high static price (and normally
getting a good position), dynamic bidding helps to reduce cost-per-click by slowly reducing bid
prices; 2) For advertisers using a lower static bid price (and only getting a much lower position), the
dynamic strategy leads to more clicks by slowly increasing their bid price. When less than 50 percent
of advertisers adopt a strategic bidding behaviour, the market profit remains relatively stable.
However, when strategic bidding behaviours increases to more than 75 percent, the market profit
drops. Overall, the results of the study of Yang et al. (2018) showed that search engines have the
incentive to promote eWOM and competition among advertisers, since both will increase consumer
engagement and, therefore, market profit. However, strategic bidding is only profitable to a certain
degree. Lastly, Yang et al (2018) concluded that an “advertiser should carefully assess her bidding
strategy before implementing it, and the assessment should consider the probability of other
advertisers taking various strategies.” (Yang et al. 2018, p.1097)
However, advertisers should not only be concerned about their bidding strategy, but other
management costs must also be taken into account. Search advertising has become an important
part of a firm’s advertising strategy. Running search advertising campaigns is effort and labour
intensive and, hence, costly for advertisers. The so called keyword management costs lead to fewer
advertisers participating in search advertising auction, which in turn reduces competition among
advertisers and thereby the revenue for the search engines (Amaldoss et al. 2016). 61 Amaldoss et al.
(2016) investigated the strategic role of keyword management costs in sponsored search advertising.
Since search engines have an incentive to reduce keyword management costs of advertisers, they
provide tools for automated bidding such as broad match 62. Although, due to such automation in
the bidding process keyword management costs may be reduced for the advertiser, those bids
placed on the advertisers’ behalf may be inaccurate. If the accuracy of broad match bids is high
Amaldoss, Wilfred, Kinshuk Jerath, & Amin Sayedi. 2016. "Keyword Management Costs and “Broad Match” in Sponsored Search
Advertising." Marketing Science 35 (2):259-274.

61

62
Already in 2013, on Google 56% of clicks are through broad-matched keywords compared to only 33% through exact-matched
keywords (Ballard Ballard, M. (2013), “RKG digital marketing report: Q2 2013,” July 10, 2013 as cited in Amaldos et al. (2014).
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enough, advertisers adopt broad match and benefit from the cost reduction, whereas if the
accuracy is very low, advertisers do not use it. The study found that it is “in the search engine’s
interest to sufficiently increase the broad match level of accuracy so that advertisers adopt broad
match” (Amaldoss et al. 2016, p.271).
However, when advertisers have adopted broad match at a certain point, there is no incentive for
search engines to improve its bid accuracy any further. “This is because the inaccuracy of broad
match induces variation in advertisers’ bids, with some bids being lower and others higher than
advertisers’ own valuations. The search engine can protect itself from the lower bids by stipulating
a reserve price, and yet proﬁt from the higher bids.” (Amaldoss et al. 2016, p.271). The authors
observed that “…broad match increases the search engine’s revenue as it increases competition in
the keyword auction by removing the keyword management cost” (Amaldoss et al. 2016, p.267). “If
the number of competing advertisers is sufficiently large, then the negative effect of heightened
competition becomes so strong that even if the search engine’s valuation estimates are as good as
those of the advertisers, broad match hurts advertisers” (Amaldoss et al. 2016, p.261). The authors
furthermore found that search engines can even set a fee for broad match, which will extract the
entire surplus that advertisers have from using broad match.
Another aspect to take into consideration within the bidding process is positioning. Schultz (2018) 63
researched if the general assumption that the highest position in the search engines also yields the
maximum sales. However, the outcome of advertisers’ activity depends on a) the number of
prospects, b) the acquisition costs, and c) their quality (read % of conversions). Bidding for the first
position in keyword advertising does not yield the highest overall revenue. In the short term, authors
showed that rank 3 yields the highest overall revenue, but this might change as all advertisers apply
the same strategy. Moreover, their point is that advertisers should realise that costs drop at a faster
rate than revenue in search engine advertising. Also the focus should not be on single keywords but
on a portfolio of (overlapping) keywords.
Yang et al. (2019) 64 “proposed a multilevel and closed-form computational framework for keyword
optimization (MKOF) to support various keyword decisions” (Yang et al. 2019, p.32). The authors
looked at search keyword decisions at different levels throughout the entire advertising lifecycle
faced by advertisers. In general, they identified four levels of keyword decision scenarios:


Domain-speciﬁc keyword pool generation: This is the first level. The advertiser needs to
create a set of relevant keywords in order to promote their products within a given domain.



Keyword targeting (the market-level keyword optimization): This is the second level. The
advertiser has “to select a more accurate set of keyword from the domain-specific keyword
pool” (Yang et al. 2019, p.34) in order to promote a product on a given search engine.



Keyword assignment and grouping: This is the third level. The advertiser assigns a subset of
the keywords generated from keyword targeting to different advertising campaigns
promoting the product.

Schultz, Carsten D. (2018). “The impact of ad positioning in search engine advertising a multifaceted decision problem”. Electronic
Commerce Research:1-24,
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Yang, Yanwu, Jim Jansen, Yinghui Yang, Xunhua Guo, & Daniel Dajun Zeng. 2019. "Keyword Optimization in Sponsored Search
Advertising: A Multilevel Computational Framework." IEEE Intelligent Systems 34:32-42.
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Keyword adjustment: This is the final level. The advertiser “has to dynamically adjust the
keyword structure according to” (Yang et al. 2019, p.35) its performance within each
campaign.

Yang et al. (2019) explains that within this framework there a several feedbacks and constraint loops
in place. As outlined in the above, decisions in higher levels “become constraints/inputs for lower
level decisions, and operational results at lower levels create feedbacks for decisions at higher levels.”
(Yang et al. 2019, p.35). The authors concluded that ”it is necessary for advertisers to ﬁnd the right
target keyword set covering the target market, rather than only focusing on each individual
keyword’s performance indexes” (Yang et al. 2019, p.41). Furthermore, ”[t]he advertising performance
might be severely weakened if advertisers ignore advertising structures while making keyword
decisions” (Yang et al. 2019, p.41). Lastly, ”it demands a systematic view to understand and make
various keyword decisions throughout the entire lifecycle of advertising campaigns in sponsored
search” (Yang et al. 2019, p.41).
Schultz (2018) 65 brought “forward an approach for keyword segmentation in the context of search
intention” (Schultz 2018, p.132). Advertisers gradually allocate their budgets to keywords segmented
in informational, transactional, and navigational intention in line with advertising objectives. Overall,
advertisers have to see search engine advertising as a portfolio of different intentions related to
advertisements and keywords.
Li et al. (2020) 66 developed a stochastic programming model, which considers the grouping of
keywords instead of considering them on their own in order to maximise profit. This is based on the
presumption that there are trade-offs between various advertising factors when working with a large
number of keywords. Their model outperforms five baseline scenarios, showing that “it is not wise
for advertisers to use the number of keywords as a single criterion for grouping decisions” (Li et al.
2020. p.107). Hence, advertisers should try to increase their budget in keyword grouping for
additional profit. Furthermore, Li et al. (2020) found that keyword grouping is a critical advertising
decision, which requires considering various factors (like risk tolerance, performance indices etc.) to
get optimal keyword decisions.
Interplay between TV advertisement and search engine advertisement
There are a number of studies which researched the impact of TV advertisement on online searches
as well as search engine advertisement
Joo et al. (2016) 67 studied the impact of TV advertising on online search for financial services using
the AOL search dataset from March and May 2006 and Kantar Media’s “Stradegy” database for the
TV ads. The authors distinguished between advertising effects on total category searches and
keyword choice. Since the search process usually starts with the idea to search, one could expect
that, due to the fact that consumers spend a considerably high amount of time watching TV, TV
advertisement affects online searching. However, the authors found no evidence that TV advertising
positively influences the number of people looking for financial services. Instead, there is an

Schultz, Carsten D. 2020. "Informational, transactional, and navigational need of information: relevance of search intention in search
engine advertising." Information Retrieval Journal 23 (2):117-135.
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increased search for brand specific keywords. This implies that TV advertising impacts the
performance of a firm’s search advertising campaigns. Firms can expect more direct branded
keywords (which lead to more conversions), which are also less costly than adds on generic
keywords. This also implies that a TV advertisement focused on category search enables free-riding
from competitors.
Chandrasekaran et al. (2017) 68 researched how TV ads impact online searching. The authors looked
at Super Bowl TV ads from 2004 and 2012 and how they affect consumers’ online search. They found
that informational TV ads have a positive effect on online brand search but that emotional content
does not stimulate online brand search. Furthermore, they found that including online links in the
TV ad itself reduces their positive effect on online brand search. Apparently, consumers prefer to
conduct their own search instead of being guided to a website. Hence, it is important for marketers
to find the right balance between different media/sales channels.
The latter is analyzed in more depth by Chesnes et al. (2019) 69 that studied the impact of direct-toconsumer-advertising (DTCA) and search engine click-through based on data from 2008 to 2011
related to a television advertisement on a prescription drug referring to detailed information on the
internet. The study shows that consumers seek information online and that “their behaviour is
influenced by online and offline advertising to which they are exposed” (Chesnes et al. 2019, p.14).
While the authors noted there may be a causal effect between DTCA and online search, overall, the
“advertising on a prescription drug serves to increase the frequency of online search and subsequent
clicks for that drug as well as other drugs in the same class” (Chesnes et al. 2019, p.14). The effect of
DTCA on clicks varies significantly by media and click type. DTCA has a larger effect on “paid clicks
and promotional website compared to organic clicks and informational websites” (Chesnes et al.
2019, p.14). Furthermore, DTCA related stronger to younger drugs and those used for acute
conditions. An explanation is that “these drugs are more likely to be prescribed to first-time users
who lack information” (Chesnes et al. 2019, p.14). The study therefore confirms that overall users are
seeking additional information online in response to DTCA. Furthermore, low-income searchers are
not more likely to click on promotional links in response to DTCA. However, DTCA is found to be
associated with clicks on promotional websites especially for older searchers.
Du et al. (2019) 70 investigated the effect TV ad spots have on online activities. They linked minuteby-minute brands and price search with spot-level TV advertisement data for three leading pickup
truck brands in the United States over 11 months. The following effects were observed:


“[F]or both brand search and price search, there is a detectable spike immediately after a
regular ad insertion, be it on national or local TV. The rate of response follows the order of
the brands in total search volume and market share.” (Du et al. 2019, p.96-97) As the studied
truck brands are very familiar to most, it is suspected that for lesser known brands the
responses would be even greater.

Chandrasekaran, Deepa, Raji Srinivasan, & Debika Sihi. 2018. "Effects of offline ad content on online brand search: insights from
super bowl advertising." Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science 46 (3):403-430.
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Chesnes, Matthew, & Ginger Zhe Jin. 2019. "Direct-to-consumer advertising and online search." Information Economics and
Policy 46:1-22.
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Du, Rex Yuxing, Linli Xu, & Kenneth C. Wilbur. 2019. "Immediate Responses of Online Brand Search and Price Search to TV Ads."
Journal of Marketing 83 (4):81-100
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“[N]early all of the immediate responses are within five minutes of an ad insertion, with
brand search peaking in the minute after the ad is aired” and price search response
spreading “out more evenly over the five post-ad minutes” (Du et al. 2019, p.97).



”[I]n addition to generating immediate own-brand searches, national TV ad insertions also
lead to significant competitor-brand searches.” (Du et al. 2019, p.97). For price search, little
competitive spillover was detected, “probably because as car shoppers approach the end of
the purchase funnel, they are less likely to comparison shop between brands.” (Du et al.
2019, p.97).



“[N]ational spots appear to be more cost effective in generating immediate brand search
response, whereas local spots appear to be more cost effective in generating immediate
price search response.” (Du et al. 2019, p.97). This is intuitive as national spots “are typically
more brand-oriented, whereas local spots are mostly focused on price promotions” (Du et
al. 2019, p.97).



A more creative ad triggers more immediate post-ad brand searches. ”On average, a onestandard-deviation improvement in ad creative quality […] could result in a 10% to 20%
improvement in post-ad brand search responses” (Du et al. 2019, p.97). However, this effect
is muted when it concerns price searches.



”[M]edia placement factors and audience category interest can also moderate the rate of
immediate search response. TV ads (1) placed in the first slot of a commercial break, (2) aired
during prime time, and (3) aired during professional football games cause more immediate
brand and price searches” (Du et al. 2019, p.97).

Impact of search on purchase decisions
Roscoe et al. (2015) 71 researched how the holistic stance of a search (consisting out of visiting
different websites) influences product purchasing decisions. They interviewed 109 participants in
their purchase search for bottled water and reviewed five website categories: aggregator,
commercial, forum, informational, and news. Over 96% of participants visited at least five websites,
made on average six queries and used eight unique search terms. Furthermore, they focused on
superficial features of the presented choices for their purchase decision and mostly did not search
for relevant background knowledge. The authors reviewed over 1200 websites and it appeared that
the participants visited 35% commercial sites, 24% aggregator sites, 37% combined news and
informational sites and only 3% public Q&A forums. This shows that online information seekers
spent most of their time (59%) on potentially biased sites, being commercial and aggregator sites.
This confirms findings from earlier studies 72 that information seekers online do not make clear
distinctions between more or less reliable sources. Search skills can be modestly improved by
training how to search for more objective information. The authors investigated strategies for better
decision making. Their findings suggest that one needs to identify the discussion points, which they
call dimensions, and then review the stance each website has towards relevant dimensions. This
stance awareness strategy helps people identify competing claims and arguments. Roscoe et al.
(2015) found that observed commercial websites had an aggregated significant positive stance,
where aggregator sites had a significant negative stance, and forum and informational sites had an
Roscoe, Rod D., Grebitus, Carola, O’Brian, Joseph, Johnson, Adam C., Kula, Irfan, 2015. “Online information search and decision
making: Effects of web search stance”. Elsevier, Computers in Human Behavior 56 (2016) 103-118.
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Van Deursen & van Diepen, 2013; Walraven et al. 2008; Wiley et al. 2009
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uncorrelated neutral stance. Participants visiting websites with a positive stance were more likely to
purchase and those visiting sites with a negative stance were less likely to purchase. This implies that
even a short internet research shifts individuals’ purchase decisions. Finally, the study found that the
search behaviour and purchase decisions of participants were influenced by goal-orientedmessaging like ‘go green’. This supports the view that social influences from family and the
environment also influence online search. The implications for advertisers are that they should
consider methods for shaping consumers’ queries; campaigns that are not only focused on a single
product but proactively increase the chance that the entire search has a positive stance towards the
product.
Méndez-Suárez et al. (2019) 73 studied the effect of online and offline advertising on branded search
queries and eventually the impact on sales. They showed that the direct effect of online/offline
advertising on sales is weak, however, that the largest effect is on the likeliness that consumers
perform a search query including the brand, which then generate sales. The novelty of the study is
that it studied the effect of multi-channel communication on search queries and sales
simultaneously. Previous research found that social media, display advertising, and TV ads separately
increase the number of search queries for that brand. This study confirmed the simultaneous effect
and specific evidence for the chain of effects: online and offline advertising increase the likelihood
of consumers conducting brand queries, clicking on paid brand links and products, and moving the
consumer to buy the products on- and offline. The implications for managers are that they should
realise the importance of branded search queries due to their mediating role and direct impact on
sales. A company’s ROI analysis should therefore include both the costs of branded search and multichannel communication.
A study for the European Commission in 2018 on the transparency of online platforms 74 researched
the impact of transparency of online platforms on consumer trust and behaviour in searching and
selecting goods on online platforms. Three areas were looked at: general criteria shown to
consumers when buying goods online, the identity and legal status of the selling party, and thirdly,
the quality control by online platforms. The study found that “transparency about the criteria for the
ranking of search results, about contractual identity and its implications, and about the origin of user
reviews and ratings increases the probability of purchasing a product or a service.” (Chafea 2018,
p.47). The study strongly suggests that greater online transparency is important in decision making,
increases trust and confidence in the online environment and the probability of product selection.
Showing criteria and presentation of search results increase the selection chance of a product with
47% when ranked first. When users are informed, that the ranking is based on popularity, selection
chances increase with 115%, compared to having no information on the criteria. “Most consumers
will read popularity as a signal that […] the product must be of quality and from a trustworthy source”
(Chafea 2018, p.46). Hence, “online transparency is clearly in the interests of consumers. Equally, it
might be argued that it is in the interests of platforms and traders who could expect to see a growth
in online activity as a result of increased consumer confidence and trust” (Chafea 2018, p.48).

Méndez-Suárez, Mariano, Monfort, Abel, 2019. “The amplifying effect of branded queries on advertising in multi-channel retailing”.
Elsevier, Journal of Business Research, 0148-2963.
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Consumers, Health, Agriculture and Food Executive Agency (Chafea). 2018. Behavioural Study on the Transparency of Online
Platforms. A study for the European Commission, Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers. Brussels: European Commission.
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Beside aspects of the pre-purchase phase, the study also touched upon aspects of the purchase
phase of the customer journey:


Clarity on the identity of contractual parties and “information that the third-party trader […]
ensures consumer rights in case of problems increase the probability of product selection
by almost 50%” (Chafea 2018, p.46) compared to having no information about the identity
of the contractual parties. “Here, full transparency is seen to increase trust and confidence
in the online transaction” (Chafea 2018, p.46).



With regards to consumer reviews and ratings the study shows that high prominence of user
reviews or receiving the highest user review leads to a 200% increase in the probability of
consumers selecting the product. Hence, a service provider choosing to display user reviews
builds trust and confidence.

3.2.2.2

Purchase phase

Similar to the previous section, this section is also divided into two main segments. The following
subsection comprises literature which describes consumer behaviour. Chapter 3.2.2.2.2, however,
deals with the supply side of online sales channels (advertisers, online platforms, manufacturers,
search engines etc.). We opt for this segmentation in order to provide a better understanding of the
(possible) behaviour of both the demand and supply sides during the purchase phase.
Demand side aspects
General impact of digital transformation on consumer behaviour
Stephen (2015) 75 researched five themes on digital marketing:


Consumer digital culture: A key aspect of this work involves “understanding how
consumers’ identities and self-concepts extend into digital worlds” (Stephen 2015, p.4-5). It
considers concepts such as the ability for consumers to have multiple online “personas”.
Also, there is the concept of the “megaphone effect”, which refers to “the ability for regular
consumers to access large audiences through digital/social media” (Stephen 2015, p.5).
Bloggers use this concept to build audiences through demonstrations of “good taste” and
make recommendations to exhibit their expertise to others.



Advertising: How do consumers respond to personalised digital advertising when returning
to a certain website? Schumann et al. (2014) 76 found that “negative reactions to
personalisation could be overcome with normative reciprocity appeals” (Stephen 2015, p.6)
(like ‘Your support is needed for the survival of ….!) instead of (practical) utility appeals.
Puccinelli et al. (2015) 77 examined digital video ads (e.g. on YouTube) and found that
affective matching between content shown and the ad matters; “when consumers watch
content with ‘deactivating’ emotions (e.g. sadness) it is harder to view energetic ads”

Stephen, Andrew T. 2016. "The role of digital and social media marketing in consumer behavior." Current Opinion in Psychology
10:17-21.
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Schumann, Jan H., von Wangenheim, Florian, and Groene, Nicole (2014), “Targeted Online Advertising: Using Reciprocity Appeals
to Increase Acceptance Among Users of Free Web Services,” Journal of Marketing, 78 (1), 59-75 as cited in Stephen (2015).

Puccinelli, Nancy M. Wilcox, Keith, and Grewal, Dhruv (2015), “Consumers' Response to Commercials: When the Energy Level in
the Commercial Conflicts with the Media Context,” Journal of Marketing, 79 (2), 1-18 as cited in Stephen (2015).
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(Stephen 2015, p.6). Dinner et al. 78 found that “digital ads are more effective than offline ads
in driving online behaviour” (Stephen 2015, p.6).


Impact of digital environments: Lamberton et al. 79(2013) find that consumers experience
reduced confidence in their choices when being confronted online with others having made
the same choices but with different justifications (e.g. in online reviews). From a different
perspective, Wilcox and Stephen (2013) 80 found that “when exposed to closer friends on
Facebook, consumers subsequently exhibited lower self-control in choices related to, for
example, healthy behaviours” (Stephen 2015, p.7).”



Mobile: Mobile offers requiring consumers to deviate from their planned shopping paths
can increase unplanned spending. Brasel and Gips (2014) 81 studied how shopping on mobile
devices (e.g. tablets) and specifically how touching, instead of clicking with a mouse,
increased feelings of psychological ownership and endowment. On a different matter, Bart
et al. (2014) 82 found that very small mobile display ads have no effect in many product
categories, but “they do lift attitudes and intentions for high involvement, utilitarian
products (e.g. financial services)” (Stephen 2015, p.8).



Online WOM and Reviews: Word of Mouth (WOM) is “the most-represented topic in digital
and social marketing research, which is unsurprising given the reliance consumers seem to
have on socially sourced online information” (Stephen 2015, p.8). Kronrod and Danziger
(2013) 83 showed that “figurative (vs. literal) language in online reviews positively affected
consumer attitudes and choice for hedonic goods” 84 (Stephen 2015, p.8). Moore (2015) 85
reviewed explanatory language in online reviews and found that if consumers explained their
actions or reactions, this increased the review’s helpfulness. Hamilton et al. (2014) 86 studied
negative WOM, finding that “using softening language when conveying negative opinions
[…] increases perceived reviewer credibility and likability” (Stephen 2015, p.8-9).

78
Dinner, Isaac M., Van Heerde, Harald J., and Neslin, Scott A. (2014), “Driving Online and Offline Sales: The Cross-Channel Effects of
Traditional, Online Display, and Paid Search Advertising,” Journal of Marketing Research, 51 (5), 527-545 as cited in Stephen (2015).

Lamberton, Cait Poynor, Naylor, Rebecca Walker, and Haws, Kelly L. (2013), “Same destination, different paths: When and how
does observing others' choices and reasoning alter confidence in our own choices?” Journal of Consumer Psychology, 23 (1), 74-8
79

Wilcox, Keith, and Stephen, Andrew T. (2013), “Are Close Friends the Enemy? Online Social Networks, Self-Esteem, and SelfControl,” Journal of Consumer Research, 40 (1), 90-103 as cited in Stephen (2015).

80

Brasel, S. Adam, and Gips, James (2014), “Tablets, touchscreens, and touchpads: How varying touch interfaces trigger
psychological ownership and endowment,” Journal of Consumer Psychology, 24 (2), 226-233 as cited in Stephen (2015).
81

Bart, Yakov, Stephen, Andrew T., and Sarvary, Miklos (2014), “Which Products Are Best Suited to Mobile Advertising? A Field Study
of Mobile Display Advertising Effects on Consumer Attitudes and Intentions,” Journal of Marketing Research, 51 (3), 270-285 as
cited in Stephen (2015).
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83
Kronrod, Ann, and Danziger, Shai (2013), “Wii Will Rock You! The Use and Effect of Figurative Language in Consumer Reviews of
Hedonic and Utilitarian Consumption,” Journal of Consumer Research, 40 (4), 726-739 as cited in Stephen (2015).

With a hedonic good, the value is derived from the subjective fun and happiness related to the product. With utilitarian goods,
the value is derived from the functionality.
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Moore, Sarah G. (2015), “Attitude Predictability and Helpfulness in Online Reviews: The Role of Explained Actions and Reactions,”
Journal of Consumer Research, 42 (1), 30-44 as cited in Stephen (2015).
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Hamilton, Ryan, Vohs, Kathleen D., and McGill, Ann L. (2014), “We'll Be Honest, This Won't Be the Best Article You'll Ever Read: The
Use of Dispreferred Markers in Word-of-Mouth Communication,” Journal of Consumer Research, 41 (1), 197-212 as cited in Stephen
(2015).
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Tang et al. (2014) 87 showed that neutral WOM amplifies the positive effect that WOM has
on purchasing. Ludwig et al. (2013) 88 found that WOM increases conversions (from searching
to clicking through to defined websites). Lovett et al. (2013) 89 found that “online WOM is
driven by social and functional brand characteristics whereas offline WOM is driven by
emotional brand characteristics” (Stephen 2015, p.9). Finally, Barasch and Berger (2014) 90
found that "people share information that makes themselves not look bad when
broadcasting […] but share information that will be helpful […] when narrowcasting”
(Stephen 2015, p.10).
Desktop versus mobile devices - which channel drives conversion?
Kaatz et al. (2019) 91 developed a model based on user-speciﬁc clickstream data provided by a fashion
retailer in Germany for the period 29 September 2016 to 29 October 2016.
The data revealed that in 2016, desktop users accounted for the majority of conversions (63%) versus
51% for mobile devices. Furthermore, they found that “desktop users' purchase decisions are mainly
driven by cognitive components […], whereas smartphone users mainly rely on aﬀective and
behavioural experiences” (Kaatz et al. 2019, p.18). Consumers using a tablet for purchases are more
likely to consider the overall experience as a basis for their purchase decision.
The research led to the following recommendation for retailers:


“[D]esktop users should be approached by marketing channels which induce casual
browsing behaviour (e.g. newsletter, […]). In contrast, mobile users are more likely to use
marketing channels that do not require an extended information search, such as […] direct
visits to familiar stores” (Kaatz et al. 2019, p.17);



“[R]etailers with both online and oﬄine operations are advised to use their brick-and-mortar
stores as showrooms (Kuksov and Liao, 2018 92; Rodríguez-Torrico et al., 2017 93) by
implementing price matching guarantees (Jing, 2018 94; Kireyev et al., 2017 95) or click-andcollect concepts (Beck and Rygl, 2015 96; Jing, 2018)” (Kaatz et al. 2019, p.17);

Tang, Tanya, Fang, Eric, and Wang, Feng (2014), “Is Neutral Really Neutral? The Effects of Neutral User-Generated Content on
Product Sales,” Journal of Marketing, 78 (4), 41-58 as cited in Stephen (2015).
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Marketing, 77 (1), 87-103 as cited in Stephen (2015).
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Retailers should try to increase smartphone users’ direct visits to mobile stores since these
are, by experience, associated with the most purchases (Lee et al., 2018 97). Furthermore,
retailers are recommended to advertise newly developed products or high involvement
products on desktop devices, and well-known products on mobile devices.

Impact of social commerce on purchase phase
In general, every sale is in essence a customer purchase journey that integrated many individual
elements – identifying a need/desire, justification of the need, evaluating product options, selecting
seller, and finally making the purchase. Chen et al. (2017) 98 researched the process of customers’
decision making processes in the context of social commerce based on surveys with 243 participants,
who were all users of social commerce platforms. According to them, the trend of social commerce
has made significant changes in the way a typical customer makes purchase decisions. The purchase
intention of the participants relied most notably on two prime predictors – affective appraisals from
others and cognitive appraisal. They found that in social commerce, product rating and reviews from
other customers play a vital role in defining the cognitive appraisal among customers, while the
forums and in-app communities have a direct influence on affective appraisal. This strongly suggests
that social commerce highly influences the purchase intention of a customer as they seek to get
approval and appraisal from others in forums. This applies to the product, vendor, and retailer.
Asunur et al. (2015) 99 empirically examined the impact of customer reviews, recommendations and
rank order in search listings on conversion rates for hotel bookings (data from booking.com). They
found that high location ratings, a high number of recommendations and high ranks in search
listings significantly and positively contribute to conversion rates (bookings). They found that a high
number of recommendations even mitigate a low ranking in search listings. Service and star ratings
on the other hand do not have a significant impact on conversions. The authors quantified the
relations in their research.
Is there a different customer journey between low and high value customers?
Kakalejčík et al. (2018) 100 researched whether there is a difference in the customer journey between
high- and low-value customers based on the Markov chain method. The authors analysed
clickstream data from 1 August 2016 to 31 March 2017 regarding conversion paths from Google
Merchandise Store and the e-commerce website selling goods branded by Google. They found the
strongest contribution of conversions by direct traffic. Thus, it is crucial for companies to build brand
awareness and positive word-of-mouth. “[H]igh-value customers interact with the [vendor’s] website
in more steps before the purchase compared to low-value customers” (Kakalejčík et al. 2018, p.57).
To support the purchase decision of high-value customers, Kakalejčík et al. (2018) recommends a
company to provide more assurance to customers during the purchasing process. Furthermore,
“high-value customers [are] more likely to convert (make a purchase) when visiting the website from
social network[s] or [a] referral source” (Kakalejčík et al. 2018, p.53). “The second most frequent
Lee, J.-Y., Fang, E., Kim, J.J., Li, X., Palmatier, R.W., 2018. The effect of online shopping platform strategies on search, display, and
membership revenues. J. Retail. 94 (3), 247–264 as cited in Kaatz et al. (2019).
97
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driver of conversions is referral traffic, especially in the awareness [i.e. pre-purchase] phase”
(Kakalejčík et al. 2018, p.52). However, not much difference was discovered between low- and highvalue customers in this respect. The differences were larger when observing organic and paid search,
as these channels where slightly more used by low-value customers. In general, Kakalejčík et al.
(2018) noted that for acquiring low value customers, a company should use more marketing
channels.
Supply side aspects
Contribution of multiple sales channels to advertising companies
Becker (2016) 101 used, in his dissertation, three studies to discuss the tremendous impact of the use
of the internet and the rise of online communication channels for advertisers to interact with users.
The author analysed the contribution of each online sales channel to the success of the advertising
company and identified that existing methods such as ‘last click wins’ are imprecise. Therefore, he
introduced a customer journey based approach and found indications for illogical channel
preferences (carryovers) and interactions across channel categories (spillover). Furthermore, the
author investigated customer browsing behaviour and aimed to extract hidden purchase intentions
manifested in users’ browsing traits. Prior research barely touched spillover effects between online
channels. Based on flow theory, Becker conceptualised “focused attention” as a browsing pattern
where subsequent clicks are close in time; the so called micro-journey. Consequent analysis on large
data sets learned that micro-journeys are well-suited to predict conversion (the customer
purchasing). Becker (2016) also researched whether users have channel preferences in multi-channel
online environments, which is important for advertisers as they can select from a variety of online
channels to engage with potential customers. In the offline world, advertisement exposure across
different types of media increases the advertiser’s credibility and recognition. However, the main
finding by Becker was that in the online world, users clearly show a preference for homogeneous
online advertisement channels towards conversion.
Review of multi-channel strategies for companies
There are different studies, which developed models to review the contribution of each online
channel to the firm’s sales and thereby overall value. Hosseini et al. (2018) 102 developed a model to
support Omni Channel Management (OCM), analysing which channels contribute to the firm value.
In this model, customer journeys are modelled in matrices with channel and process steps towards
purchase. The model was tested with real data from a German Bank and provided interpretable and
actionable results.
Andel et al. (2015) 103 introduced an attribution framework to examine the contribution of separate
online channels and to review the carryover and spillover effect between online channels. Four click
stream datasets from three different industries have been used to derive generalised conclusions
across industries. The authors compared their findings with the standard (first – and last click wins
Becker, Ingo Frank. 2016. Three Essays based on Clickstream Data: Analyzing, Understanding and Managing Online Customer
Behavior – Doctorial Thesis.
101
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and two logit 104) models. They found that firm-initiated online channels are consistently undervalued
by the traditional models whereas the contributions of direct type-ins and SEA are overestimated.
For customer-initiated online channels, industry and brand characteristics seem to be crucial.
Secondly, paid searches are often followed by both paid and unpaid search content, whereas unpaid
searches are merely followed by unpaid search content. Hence, advertisers should integrate their
SEO and SEA strategies. The authors also observed spillover effects; between customer-initiated and
firm-initiated, and vice-versa. Furthermore, the spillover effects between firm-initiated online
channels are negligible.
The impact of channel preference and click sequences on purchase intent
Becker et al. (2017) 105 refined Becker’s earlier findings of 2016 by further evaluating customer
channel preference and the inﬂuence of click sequences on purchase intent. Their research is based
on four multi-channel clickstream data sets from three industries, recorded with cookie-tracking
technologies. Across all data sets, they found that in an online environment users in general select
their preferred channels on the path to purchase; being clicks on afﬁliates, branded paid and branded
unpaid search, social media, and retargeting clicks. All are positively associated with conversion
events. Other channels are industry speciﬁc, such as price comparison websites. The preference
depends on the degree of price competitiveness and/or product commoditisation (the higher, the
stronger the preference). Mehta, Rajiv, and Srinivasan (2003) 106 found that price comparison is more
associated with user price sensitivity than with specific industries. The study also confirmed that
customers, who are likely to purchase a product, use a limited set, rather than a multitude, of
channels. Hence, customer journeys that use a limited set of channels present a direct opportunity
for developing successful online advertising strategies. In contrast, customer journeys dominated by
multi-channel exposure are much less likely to end in a purchase. This contradicts with studies so
far, where the common opinion was that multi-channel exposure is an effective method for
conversion (e.g. Chang and Thorson 2004 107).
Furthermore, Becker et al. (2017) showed that across industries, (retailer) click sequences are
positively related to conversions. The reason being, searching for a retailer indicates the last step of
the customer journey to purchase. Also, click sequences seldom include more than two channels and
click sequences on two channels surpass the effects of sequences of the same length on one channel.
Researchers extended the analyses to longer click sequences (from two to four) and found that, for
retail, the positive effect remained relatively stable, but for a more complex product like travel the
positive effect levels off.
The influence of user-generated content

Wikipedia: the logistic model (or logit model) is used to model the probability of a certain class or event existing such as pass/fail,
win/lose, alive/dead or healthy/sick. This can be extended to model several classes of events such as determining whether an image
contains a cat, dog, lion, etc. Each object being detected in the image would be assigned a probability between 0 and 1 and the sum
adding to one.
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We have already observed in other studies the strong positive impact of eWOM. Carbonell (2018) 108
generalised this by noting that user-generated content is the most influential type of information on
the purchase, even more so than objective information about the product. Carbonell (2018) used a
model of consumer decision-making that helped to explain how consumers make decisions on the
Internet, based on the Schiebener and Brand (2015) 109 model which has a strong neuropsychological
focus in order to account for the influence of online recommendations on a brain level.
Online recommendations trigger activation in the frontal areas of our brain, which are related to
executive functions and calculation. Preliminary results showed that, when comparing
recommendations from a low number versus a high number of raters, the high numbers trigger
activation in the left middle temporal gyrus, which is related to the processing of social information,
such as intentions, and mentalising (Gharabaghi, Grodd, & Anders, 2011 110).
How can manufacturers support consumer co-production of content
In light of the strong impact of user generated content on the purchase, Dellaert (2019) 111 focused
on what he calls the consumer production (of content) journey. Firms can benefit from consumer
generated content by attracting advertising to those consumers, or they can take a percentage of
the income that is generated by consumers who are co-producers (Lambrecht et al. 2014 112; Matzler
et al. 2015 113; Sundararajan 2016 114).
Dellaert (2019) analysed the potential for marketing value creation in this process and focused on
three areas through which marketing can support consumers who are co-producers:


How to extract more function from the co-production process itself (e.g. enjoyment)



How to increase the consumer co-production skills (e.g. by training)



How to increase consumers’ income from co-production (e.g. commercialise their co
production efforts).

These co-production activities of its customers are becoming important for the total firm’s value.
Important there is that companies effectively use (big) data through advanced analytics to provide
consumers with insights and support. There could however be some downsides; there are additional
costs using big data and related tools and even with the correct analysis and resulting
recommendations to its customers, a firm is still dependant on the willingness of its customers to
actively engage with the firm.
Carbonell, Guillermo, 2018. „Decisions based on ratings, reviews, and recommendations – The cognitive processing of online
information”.
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Dellaert (2019) also noted the fine balance from a consumer’s perspective; although they get greater
access to more attractive co-produced services, consumers could lose while considering the time
spent on co-producing content. Even when compensated for their efforts, it could be less than what
they earned from their traditional labour. In addition, Gasiorowska et al. (2016) 115 and Lobel (2017) 116
found that monetising interactions between a firm and its customer, who were earlier seen as acts
of kindness or friendship, can lower consumers’ appreciation of these interactions.
Impact of social media and peer review on product choice.
Hildebrand et al. (2019) 117 studied how the exposure to social media impact consumer’s product
choices. Specifically, they explored Facebook versus Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn. The field study
done is performed together with a European car manufacturer in nine EU markets for a data set of
almost 200,000 online car configurations. The authors combined this data with website tracking data,
showing previous exposure to social media, or lack thereof.
The authors found that from exposure to Facebook prior to product configuration, consumers tend
to configure conventional options rather than unconventional options. This can be explained by the
sequential mechanism of increasing consumers’ focus on others followed by a greater fear of
possible negative evaluation from their peers on social media. This was independent of age, or
domain expertise. This study shows that in addition to the touchpoint concept of the customer
journey, pre-shopping factors also play a role. This effect can be offset if consumers believe that only
a minority of their peers on FB have a preference for conventional options or if the person has a high
sense of uniqueness. Practical implications are that marketers should analyse web tracking data to
not only improve their own website, but also to see from which website their visitors arrive.
Companies could consider an intervention to offset the FB effect by restoring the customer’s self,
for example, by doing a preference articulation task.
Nudging: steering consumer online behaviour towards conversion (sales)
Schär et al. (2019) 118 discussed the concept of nudging. Digital nudging is described by Weinmann
et al. (2016) 119 “… as the use of user-interface design elements to guide people’s behavior in digital
choice environments.” Digital nudging in customer journeys can be understood as “a series of
touchpoints or steps in a customer purchasing decision-making process” (Schär et al. 2019, p.3).
Throughout this process “choice architectures can be purposefully designed to guide people’s
behavior towards a favourable outcome” (Schär et al. 2019, p.3). They further discussed nudging in
each of the stages of the customer journey:

Gasiorowska, A., Chaplin, L. N., Zaleskiewicz, T., Wygrab, S., & Vohs, K. D. (2016).Money cues increase agency and decrease
prosociality among children: Early signs of market-mode behaviors. Psychological Science, 27(3), 331–344 as cited in Dellaert (2019).
115

116
Lobel, O. (2017). The gig economy&the future of employment and labor law. University of San Francisco Law Review, 51, 51–74
as cited in Dellaert (2019).

Hildebrand, Christian, Schlager, Tobias, 2019. “Focusing on others before you shop: exposure to Facebook promotes conventional
product configurations”. Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science (2019) 47:291-307.
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Schär, Armando, & Katarina Stanoevska-Slabeva. 2019. Application of Digital Nudging in Customer Journeys – A Systematic
Literature Review.

Weinmann, M., Schneider, C., and Brocke, J. vom. 2016. “Digital Nudging,” Business & Information Systems Engineering (58:6),
Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden, pp. 433–436 as cited in Schär et al. (2019).
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Pre-purchase phase: digital nudges have been used in very different customer contexts.
Larsen (2016) 120 found, in the Ford-Study, the successful implementation of “low-frequency”
targeting. Hence, the effectiveness of nudges varies across different types of nudges and
customer contexts. This raises the need for a holistic view on when to use which nudges.



Purchase Stage: the majority of studies found digital nudging in the purchase stage.
”[M]arketing can have a direct and an indirect performance effect by nudging the customer
closer to purchase” (Schär et al. 2019, p.6); and “tracking of electronic word-of-mouth
content is highly important to drive performance” (Schär et al. 2019, p.6). Roscoe et al.
(2016) 121 studied effects of web search stance in online information search and decision
making. Maedche et al. (2018) 122 as well as Djurica and Figl (2017) 123 researched how to
optimise digital nudging using eye-tracking technology.

The literature analysis revealed that existing research concentrates mainly on the purchase stage,
but also that the application of nudging along customer journeys is just emerging and relatively
premature.
3.2.2.3

Post-purchase phase

Transparency in the identity of contractual party and post-purchase aspects
The EC online platforms study (2018) 124 researched the impact of transparency of online platforms
on consumer trust and behaviour in searching and selecting goods on online platforms. Beside
aspects of the pre-purchase phase, it also touched upon aspects of the post-purchase phase of the
customer journey:


Clarity on the identity of contractual parties; “providing the additional information that the
third-party trader ensures consumer rights in case of problems increases the probability of
product selection by almost 50%” (Chafea 2018, p.46) compared to having no information
about the identity of contractual party. “Here, full transparency is seen to increase trust and
confidence in the online transaction.” (Chafea 2018, p.46)



Consumer reviews and ratings; “high prominence of user reviews leads to a twofold increase
in the probability of selecting the service/product, as does the product/service receiving the
highest category user review” (Chafea 2018, p.46). A service provider choosing to display
user reviews prominently builds trust and confidence.

Repetitive purchasing – the dash button

120
Larsen, M. C. 2016. “How the Merging of Offline and Online Data, and an Omni-Channel, Data-Driven Approach Substantially
Increased Ford Denmark’s Marketing Performance.,” Journal of Brand Strategy (5:3), Henry Stewart Publications LLP, pp. 289–293 as
cited in Schär et al. (2019).
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Repetitive purchasing can be considered as post purchase. Apparently, the earlier purchases were
well perceived by the consumer and led to a repetition. This clearly also has a link to customer
experience and the importance of a positive customer experience not only during the search and
purchase process but also after the purchase. Repeat or habitual purchases received significant
attention from researchers in recent years due to technological innovations – in particular the
Amazon dash button – which may alter consumer purchase patterns just as well as the control over
prices and products delivered by retailers. Farah and Ramadan (2017) 125 looked at Amazon’s dash
buttons that have become very popular in recent years. According to them, Amazon dash buttons
have created a new category of sales channels in the form of at-home self-service technology for
placing orders for customers where there is no option of comparing or thinking about a competing
brand, product or retailer. Researchers conducted an online survey covering a significant number of
Amazon Prime users in the United States who were using the Amazon dash buttons. Farah and
Ramadan (2017) found that this disruptive new sales channel created a more positive perception of
the retailer among the consumers while at the same time increasing the probability and frequency
of sales by engaging the impulsiveness of the customers.
In a more recent study Ramadan et al. (2019) 126 made a further assessment of how the Amazon dash
button has impacted and altered the consumer behaviour and purchase decision process in the
United States; while the Amazon dash button has been a great success, it will be difficult to replicate
for competitors as the brand and the product first needs to be developed as along with a great level
of trust among the consumers and a strong emotional attachment with the retailer. Only after
establishing these two factors, a customer can be expected to make investment in purchasing
products in a ‘dash button’ manner.

3.3 Customer journey for each product category
The following section provides insights on the customer journey according to each product category.
The main purpose of this section is to provide information on:


which sources are used for inspiration, information and evaluation;



via which channel the purchase is made.

Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 list the channels considered in the questionnaire used for the CAWI consumer
survey conducted for this project.
Table 3-1: Information channels covered in the survey within the inspiration and
information/evaluation phase
Type of information channel
Conversation (face-toface/telephone/online chat)
with friends, family, sales
personnel, etc.
Displayed
product/information in a

Specific information channel





Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)

Farah, Maya F., & Zahy B. Ramadan. 2017. "Disruptions versus more disruptions: How the Amazon dash button is altering
consumer buying patterns." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 39 (C):54-61.
125

Ramadan, Zahy B., Maya F. Farah, & Danielle Kassab. 2019. "Amazon's approach to consumers’ usage of the Dash button and its
effect on purchase decision involvement in the U.S. market." Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 47:133-139.
126
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physical (brick-and-mortar)
store
Advertisement (offline and
online)



Internet websites and
applications














Media outlet (offline and
online)
Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos.






Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio
commercial)
Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
Direct advertisement (e.g. direct mail, direct letter)

App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of
the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

Table 3-2: Sales channels covered in the survey within the purchase phase
Type of sales channel
Offline

Online

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos.

Specific sales channel
 A retailer selling multiple brands
 Manufacturer’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand
 Department store
 Supermarket/hypermarket
 Other
 Manufacturer’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling
only one brand
 An online retailer selling multiple brands
 An online marketplace
 Online shopping club for members only
 Other

Cosmetics and hair care
All consumers who bought cosmetic and hair care products made a purchase within the last 12
months (100%). 127 40% of the most recent purchases in this product category were skin care
products (40%), 40% were hair care product (40%). 12% were make-up products and 8% were makeup, skin, or hair care tools. Differences in consumers’ most recent purchases across countries were
moderate. The most recent purchases of consumers located in Germany and Italy deviated the most
from those of consumers in the other countries.

Question: Over the past 12 months, have you purchased any goods from one of the following product categories for use in your
household (i.e. not as a gift for someone else)? This may have been online or offline.
127
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Figure 3-3: Cosmetics and hair care - Specific products purchased by country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. “You said that you have purchased a good in the product category
cosmetics and hair care, please indicate the type of good that you last purchased within this product category. If you are
unsure, select the product you best remember.”

About 73% of consumers had bought the product in question at least once before. 128 In fact, the
majority of consumers indicated that they buy the product at least every three months. 129 In contrast,
24% of consumers had bought the product for the first time. 130 In particular, consumers aged 18 to
34 years said that they had purchased the product for the first time.
The majority of consumers spent about 0 to 50 euros. 131 Only a few consumers purchased products
that were more expensive than 50 euros. In general, Italian and Swedish consumers paid significantly
more than the average consumer across all countries. Considering only valid answers (excl. ‘Don’t
remember’) and excluding outliers, the average value per item was about 24 Euro.

Question: Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for make-up,
skin, or hair care?

128

129
Question: How often do you typically buy this kind of skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for make-up, skin, or hair
care in general?
130
131

3% of the respondents did not provide an answer to this question.

Price of the product without shipping costs or any other additional service costs.
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Figure 3-4: Cosmetics and hair care - Prices

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. “If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid
for the skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/tool you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.”

Purchases from the product category cosmetics and hair care can be characterised as low
involvement purchases, as indicated in the methodology section. This classification is based on the
assumption that many consumers will probably buy cosmetics and hair care products when making
general purchases in drugstores or similar outlets anyway. 132 Therefore, we expect that consumers
will not spend a lot of time and effort on the decision-making process. At the same time, we assumed
that many of these purchases will occur repeatedly – consumers will stick to one specific brand or
retailer once satisfied with the product or overall shopping experience. The results on frequency
have already shown that the majority of consumers had bought the product at least once before.
Since involvement can be highly subjective, we have developed a three item scale to measure actual
involvement, based on existing research in this area. The items evaluate consumers' interest in
cosmetics and hair care, the effort put into searching for information and the consumer's selectivity
when making a purchase. 133 Given an equal weighting of the items, the majority of consumers were
moderately to weakly involved in cosmetics and hair care products and in the purchasing process especially consumers from Germany and Poland. Less than 25% of all consumers could be classified
as highly involved consumers. 134 This group included mainly female or young consumers aged up
to 34 years. The following figure shows consumers’ responses to the involvement item scale across
all consumers in detail.

132

These types of purchases can be classified as basket purchases.

In order to analyse these three components we asked consumers to rate the following statements from strongly agree to strongly
disagree (5-point scale): 1) I have strong intrest in cosmetics and/ or hair care. 2) I spend a lot of time to gather relevant information
when purchasing cosmetocs amd/or hair care products. 3) I am very selective about whicj cosmetics and/or hair care products I
purchase.
133

134

74% of consumers are moderately or low involved. Medium involvement: 60%. Low involvement: 14%.
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Figure 3-5: Cosmetics and hair care - Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. “Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.”

But what does the customer journey look like? Where did the inspiration come from? Which sources
were used to gather information? And finally, via which channel did consumers make the purchases?
We will evaluate this using a customer journey approach. The figure below depicts the entire
customer journey for cosmetics and hair care products. We provide this type of figure for all product
categories. The left-hand side depicts consumers’ actions in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration,
information, and evaluation phase) up until their last source consumers used to gather information.
Far left, the seven types of channels that consumers where able to use for inspiration and information
are listed. The right-hand side shows consumers’ sales channel selection in the purchase phase based
on their last information source. Far right, the channels via which consumers made the purchase are
listed.
The greenish bars visualise the share of consumers who used a specific type of channels at each
stage. 135 Since the questionnaire was designed in such a way that consumers could only specify one
channel in the inspiration and purchase phase, these percentages can be added up to 100%. In the
information and evaluation phase, respondents were able to provide multiple answers, because we
assumed that consumers would use different types of channels in parallel. For the sake of clarity, in
each stage, we exclude those respondents who did not provide an answer. So we are only
considering consumers who indicated that they used any of the considered channels (Table 3-1 and
Table 3-2) in each stage 136.

The dark green bars on the left-hand side (pre-purchase phase) present the share of consumers using media outlets (online and
offline), internet websites and applications, advertisments etc. The two cloured bars on the right-hand side (purchase phase) presents
the share of consumers using different online and offline channels.

135

So each time we refer to all consumers, we refer to those consumers who provided an answer on the sales and information channels
used.

136
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Figure 3-6: Cosmetics and hair care - Customer Journey

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for each phase.
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The arrows and dotted lines in Figure 3-6 visualise consumers’ switching behaviour between
channels from one phase to another. 137 The arrows and dotted lines on the left-hand side of the
figure represent the channel migration of consumers from the inspiration to the information and
evaluation phase, whereas the arrows and dotted lines on the right-hand side depict channel
switching between the last source used to gather information to the purchase phase. In addition, we
added a column between the information and evaluation phase and the purchasing phase, which
shows at a glance whether consumers, and how many consumers, have purchased through an online
or offline channel, based on the last source they used to gather information.
In order to demonstrate the interpretation of the figure, we will give a short example: 7% of
consumers reported that advertisements gave them the initial idea to purchase a specific product.
59% of these consumers used various types of advertisements to gather information. 54% used
internet websites and applications to gather information. This implies that some consumers
continued to rely on advertising for information; others considered additional channels or moved to
completely different channels. This also applies to consumers who got their purchase idea from other
channels. In the information and evaluation phase, 17% of all consumers used advertisements. The
right-hand side of the figure shows where these consumers made their purchase. For example, 27%
of those for whom an advertisement was the last source of information bought the cosmetic or hair
care product from a supermarket/hypermarket. In general, 53% of consumers for whom an
advertisement was the last source of information made an offline purchase, whereas 47% made an
online purchase. An analysis of each phase will be provided in the following subsections.

3.3.1.1

Inspiration

The journey of every consumer starts with “need recognition”, therefore we asked consumers about
the channel that gave them the initial idea to purchase the product. 138 For that, we provided a predefined list of information channels, which are also included in Table 3-1. Consumers were able to
choose between the following information channels:

137



Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Product displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store – i.e. consumers saw the product in
the physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.

All activities below 25% were not depicted in the figure for the sake of clarity.

Question: Who or what gave you the initial idea for purchasing the skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for makeup, skin, or hair care you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies. Single choice question.

138
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Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Own idea – i.e. it was the consumers own idea to purchase the product.

In most cases, the purchase was initiated by the consumers themselves; it was their own idea to
purchase the item (34%). Another large share of consumers (23%) stated that they got the initial idea
for purchasing the product inside a brick-and-mortar store – once they saw the product (Figure 3-6).
20% of consumers reported that internet websites and applications gave them their initial idea to
purchase the product (Figure 3-6). Of these 20%, about 70% of consumers stated that they got the
initial idea to buy the product via online marketplaces, search engines, social networks, or the online
stores of retailers (selling either one brand or multiple brands) or manufacturers/brands. None of
these channels stood out in particular. The shares were relatively evenly distributed, ranging from
12% to 17%. Online forums or blogs, price comparison apps or websites, rating/product
test/customer review apps or websites as well as online news sites seemed to provide particularly
little inspiration. In total, 23% of consumers stated that they got the initial idea to buy via these
channels (Figure 3-7).
Figure 3-7: Cosmetics and hair care - Inspiration: Internet websites and applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1549. “Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the initial idea
to purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/tool you most recently bought?”

There were hardly any major deviations from the average values shown in Figure 3-7 across
countries. However, slight differences could be identified with regard to gender and age. In general,
a higher share of male consumers than female consumers reported that online marketplaces gave
them the initial idea to purchase (23%). 18% of female consumers, however, got their initial idea to
purchase via social networks. The same applies to younger consumers. In the age group 18-24, as
many as 33% reported that they got the initial idea to buy the product via social networks.
The other channels - media outlet, advertisements, and conversation with friends and family as well
as a salesperson - were apparently less relevant for consumers in terms of inspiration (see Figure
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3-6). Only 7% of consumers got their initial idea to purchase from advertisements. 139 44% of these
consumers referred to offline advertisements like billboards or TV or radio commercials (Figure 3-8).
Figure 3-8: Cosmetics and hair care - Inspiration: Advertisements

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=523. “Which type of advertisement gave you the initial idea to purchase the
skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/tool you most recently bought?”

3.3.1.2

Information and evaluation

The next phase we are looking at is the information and evaluation phase. The main question at this
stage relates to which channels consumers have used to gather certain types of information. 140
Similar to the inspiration phase, the consumers were presented with a pre-defined set of option to
choose from. As part of the question, consumers were asked to select the channels they have used
to gather price information, product information, brand information, and information about retail
outlet services. Consumers were able to choose between the following information channels for each
type of information:


Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.

Slightly fewer consumers claimed to have been inspired via media outlets (online or offline). Especially, consumers who bought
very expensive products were triggered by media outlets (online or offline).

139

Question: From what sources have you learned more about the skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for make-up,
skin, or hair care you most recently bought? Multiple choice question.

140
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Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Immediate purchase without any further information search

About 74% of consumers who bought cosmetics and hair care products gathered any type of
information. The literature review has shown that consumers generally use multiple sources at this
stage. On average, consumers who gathered information on cosmetics and hair care products used
about 2.3 different types of channels among the ones analysed. 141 Furthermore, most consumers
gathered information on price (66%) or the product itself (65%). Slightly fewer consumers gathered
information on the brand (59%) or on retail outlet services (53%) during this phase (see Figure 3-9).
The differences in the shares of consumers who gathered product information, price information,
brand information, and/or information about retail outlet services were not particularly large. This
indicates that, contrary to the general perception, price may not be the only factor of interest to
consumers. A further indication of this conclusion is given by consumers’ responses to the question
whether they checked for the best price. 48% of consumers claimed not to have checked for the best
price. 142 Furthermore, only 5% of consumers who gathered information gathered exclusively price
information. 143
Figure 3-9: Cosmetics and hair care - Type of information consumer gathered

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959.

Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’. . N=6050.
141

Those consumers who did check for the best price (47%) predominantly used search engines (26%), online marketplaces (18%),
price comparison websites or apps (18%), an app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (15%), brick-and-mortar
store (14%), an app, website, or online store of a retailer/brand/manufacturer selling only one brand (11%), rating /product test /
customer review app or website (10%).

142

143

N=6050.
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Differences with respect to the information gathered by consumers can be found between
consumers in different countries, as Figure 3-10 shows. For example, the share of consumers in
France and Germany who gathered any type of information is generally lower than in the other four
countries. Figure 3-11 also shows that younger generations were more likely to gather any type of
information.
Figure 3-10: Cosmetics and hair care - Type of information consumer gathered by country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959.

Figure 3-11: Cosmetics and hair care - Type of information consumer gathered by age

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959.

As expected, there were also behavioural differences with respect to involvement (Figure 3-12).
Highly involved consumers seemed to have gathered more types of information. On average,
consumers with high involvement used about 0.5 more sources than those with low to medium
involvement. 144
Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
144
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Figure 3-12: Cosmetics and hair care - Type of information consumer gatheredby involvement cluster

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7877.

For all four types of information (price information, product information, brand information and
information about retail outlet services) the majority of consumers used internet websites and apps
and/or brick-and-mortar stores. Results split by country or socio-demographics did not deviate
significantly from the distribution depicted in Figure 3-13.
Figure 3-13: Cosmetics and hair care - Types of information consumer gathered by channel

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. Consumers indicated searching for these types of information via any
channel. “From what sources have you learned more about the skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/tool you most
recently bought?”

9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’... Highly involved: N=1859. Medium to low involved: N=4136.
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A large share of consumers used the same type of source to gather information that had already
given them the initial idea to buy. The arrows and dotted lines in Figure 3-6 depict consumers’
channel switching behaviour from one phase to another. The left-hand side of the figure represents
the channel migration of consumers from the inspiration to the information and evaluation phase.
About 69% of consumers who indicated that a conversation with friends, family or a salesperson, or
an advertisement, or an internet websites or applications or a media outlet gave them the initial idea
to purchase used the same type of channel to gather information. Although the percentage was too
small to be displayed visually in Figure 3-6, it should be noted that about 45% of consumers who
got the initial idea to purchase the product on their own did not gather any further information.
All in all, Figure 3-6 illustrates that consumers switched between different channels – offline and
online – during the pre-purchase phase. 145 A significant share of consumers (44%) made use of
Internet websites or applications during the information and evaluation phase. Another 31% visited
a physical (brick-and-mortar) store to gather information. 22% consumers did not search for any
further information at all.
Figure 3-14: Cosmetics and hair care - Information and Evaluation: Internet websites and applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3720. “Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/tool you most recently bought? Please
check all that apply.”

34% of the consumers who used internet websites or applications used search engines to gather
information. Customers in all six countries selected this item the most compared to the other items

145
If the specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1 are sorted into offline and online channels, it
can be determined that 31% uses offline as well as online channels to gather information, 35% uses offline channels only and 34%
uses online channels only. Channels considered: Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with
friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific
offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet,
product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store
of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price
comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit
answer were excluded. N=7959. Respondents giving no answers were excluded in the calculation.
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in this category listed in the beginning of this section. 146 In Sweden, even 42% of consumers reported
the usage of search engines. 147 But what kind of search terms did consumers use in the search engine
query? The survey also provides some answers to this question (Figure 3-15). We asked consumers
to specify if they used product names, brand names, retailer names or entered product-specific
keywords (product description). Multiple answers were allowed. The results are shown in the figure
below. Most consumers searched for product names. In general and in most countries, about the
same share of consumers searched for brand names or entered product specific keywords. 148 There
may be some overlap in the answers given by consumers with reagrds to the items product name
and product description. Only a small share of consumers searched for retailer names. We find
similar search patterns among different age groups and for female and male consumers.
Figure 3-15: Cosmetics and hair care - Search engine: Search terms

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 1265. “If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your
most recent purchase of a skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/ tool, what type of search terms did you use in the
search engine query? Please check all that apply.”

The other three most used channels within the category Internet websites and applications were
websites or online stores of retailers and brands/manufacturers (23% and 20%) and online
marketplaces (23%) (Figure 3-14).
We also asked the consumers who used more than two different types of sources, during the prepurchase phase (inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase), to rank those sources
according to their impact on their final purchase decision. The result is depicted in Figure 3-16. The
evaluation shows that the classic medium word-of-mouth (13%) was a decisive source, as was the
information provided in the store (17%). For 10%, the information provided by search engines had
the most impact.
Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands; app, website, or online store
of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social network; online news site; online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc.
146

In total, the other for most wiedly mentioned channels for gathering information are: app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling multiple brands (23%); app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand (20%);
app, website of an online marketplace (23%); price comparison app or website (18%).
147

148
There may be some overlap in the answers given by consumers to the question on search terms and the two items product name
and product description.
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Figure 3-16: Cosmetics and hair care - Channels having the strongest impact on the consumers’ final
purchase decision

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3606. Only consumers that indicated to have used at least two different types
of sources in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase. Consumers not giving any answers were excluded.
“Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as part of your information search prior to
purchasing the skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/ tool you most recently bought. Please rank them, starting with
the source that had the strongest impact on your final purchase decision.”

3.3.1.3

Purchase

The last stage of the customer journey is the purchase phase. To evaluate this phase, we asked
consumers where they purchased the product they most recently bought – online or offline.
Consumers purchased both online and offline. Overall, an almost equal share of consumers selected
offline and online channels. Only in Sweden and Italy slightly larger shares of consumers shopped
offline rather than online (Figure 3-17). There was hardly any difference between age groups or
between male and female consumers. However, the behaviour of consumers who were less involved
in the purchasing process or consumers who paid lower prices deviated strongly from consumers
who were more highly involved or who paid higher prices. The former two consumer groups were
more likely to purchase offline than the latter (see Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19).
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Figure 3-17: Cosmetics and hair care - Purchase: Online and Offline Channels

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 7959. “Where did you purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair care
product/tool you most recently bought?”

Figure 3-18: Cosmetics and hair care - Purchase: Online and Offline Channels by Consumer Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 7877. “Where did you purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair care
product/tool you most recently bought?”
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Figure 3-19: Cosmetics and hair care - Purchase: Online and Offline Channels by Product Prices

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 6424. “Where did you purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair care
product/tool you most recently bought?”

Offline Purchases
We asked consumers to specify the type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where they made their
most recent purchase of the product. Again, we provided a pre-defined set of option (Table 3-2)
from which consumers had to choose one option:


Retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand,



Department store,



Supermarket/hypermarket,



Other.

The majority of consumers who purchased cosmetic or hair care products offline indicated that they
bought the product either in a supermarket/hypermarket or from another retailer selling multiple
brands (e.g. Douglas, Sephora, Marionnaud etc.) that was not a department store (Figure 3-20).
Unlike in the other phases, there were actually strong differences in consumer behaviour across
countries in this phase. For instance, while more than half of the consumers located in France bought
the product in a supermarket/hypermarket, more than half of the consumers in Poland purchased
cosmetics or hair care products from a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Douglas, Sephora,
Marionnaud etc.) that was not a supermarket/hypermarket or a department store. Among Swedish
consumers, we observed a somewhat more even distribution of data on the use of sales channels
than in the other countries.
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Figure 3-20: Cosmetics and hair care - Offline Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3854. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool.”

Figure 3-21 depicts the offline sales channels consumers chose to purchase skin care products,
make-up, hair care products and tools for make-up, skin, and hair care. Skin care products, hair care
products, make-up, and tools were all predominantly bought either in a supermarket/hypermarket
or from another retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Douglas, Sephora, Marionnaud etc.) that was
not a department store (72%, 64%, 77%, and 70%)
Figure 3-21: Cosmetics and hair care - Offline Purchases: Specific products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3854. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool.”

The evaluation of sales channels broken down by the degree of involvement of consumers in the
purchasing process was also revealing (Figure 3-22). Highly involved customers tended to purchase
from brands/manufacturers or retailers that were not supermarkets/hypermarkets or department
stores (52%). Less involved customers were more likely to use supermarkets/hypermarkets.
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Figure 3-22: Cosmetics and hair care - Offline Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3816. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool.”

Online purchases
We asked consumers who made an online purchase to specify the type of online store/retailer where
they made their most recent purchase of the product. Again, we provided a pre-defined set of
options (Table 3-2) from which consumers had to choose one option:


Online retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one brand,



Online marketplace,



Online shopping club for members only,



Other.

As depicted in Figure 3-17, about 47% of consumers purchased cosmetic and hair care products via
an online sales channel. About 50% of these consumers used the online store either of the
manufacturer/brand or of a retailer. 37% of consumers who purchased online, however, used an
online marketplace to finalise their purchase. There were some differences in the selection of online
sales channels across countries as well (Figure 3-23). For instance, German and Italian buyers of
cosmetic and hair care products mostly used online marketplaces, whereas Swedish consumers
predominantly chose online retailers selling multiple brands. The largest share among consumers
purchasing via the online store of the manufacturer/brand or a retailer selling only one brand could
be found in France and Hungary.
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Figure 3-23: Cosmetics and hair care - Online Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3971.”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool.”

With regards to specific products, there was no significant difference in the channels used for
purchasing make-up or skin care products (Figure 3-24). The shares of consumers were almost
equally distributed among the three main sales channels under consideration. However, for
purchasing hair care products or tools online, a greater share of consumers used online
marketplaces.
Figure 3-24: Cosmetics and hair care - Online Purchases: Specific products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3971. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool.”

The evaluation of online sales channels according to to consumers’ purchase involvement showed
that low involvement consumers were more likely to purchase theproduct via an online marketplace
compared to high involvment consumers.
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Figure 3-25: Cosmetics and hair care - Online Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3934. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool.”

3.3.1.4

Transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and information and
evaluation phase) to the purchase phase

Figure 3-6 depicts the transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration, information, and
evaluation) to the purchase phase, based on the last source used for gathering information. Those
consumers whose last source of information was an offline channel were more likely to shop offline
as well, and vice versa. 149 For instance, 79% of consumers whose last source of information was an
internet website or application purchased online, whereas 84% of consumers whose last source of
information was the information displayed in a brick-and-mortar store reported an offline purchase.
Also, after consumers talked to sales personnel, the purchase took place offline in 64% of cases.
Among consumers who did not gather any further information, 68% claimed to have bought the
product offline as well. With respect to the other information channels – advertisements, media
outlet, conversation with social circles (friends, family, co-workers etc.) – and consumers who did not
gather further information, we found a relatively even distribution between those who purchased
online and those who purchased offline. 150
Even if the focus is not only on the last source of information, but on all kinds of channels used in
the pre-purchase phase, the results are reasonably similar. In order to compare online and offline
149
In general, about 3/4 of consumers stating that their last source of information was an offline/online channel indicated that they
also purchased the product offline/online. The specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1 are
sorted into offline and online channels. Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with friends,
family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific offline
media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet, productspecific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or
website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
Direct advertisements and consumer that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.
N=5772.

Questions used to calculate the proportions presented in this section: 1) From what sources have you learned more about the skin
care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for make-up, skin, or hair care you most recently bought? 2) Please select the last source
you used to inform yourself before you finally purchased the skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for make-up, skin, or
hair care. 3) Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you made your most recent purchase of a
skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for make-up, skin, or hair care..

150
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channel usage in the pre-purchase and purchase phase, we only consider consumers who reported
to have used any of the channels listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase
phase (inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on
which type of sales channel the purchase was made (online or offline). We also sorted the information
channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline - excluding direct
advertisements and consumers who did not gather further information or for whom purchasing the
product was their own idea (see note below Table 3-3 and Table 3-4). Hence, we excluded about 20%
of consumers in our sample.
In general, 38% of the remaining consumers conducted offline research only, 28% gathered
information exclusively online, and 33% actively switched between online and offline channels for
gathering information in the pre-purchase. A great share of consumers who exclusively searched
online (offline) also purchased online (offline) (82%). Only 12% of all consumers who bought a
cosmetic or hair care product either exclusively gathered information online and purchased offline
and vice versa. The intensity of this behaviour among consumers in different countries, age groups,
genders, or with respect to the degree of involvement, purchase frequency, and order value (price),
is displayed in Table 3-4.
Table 3-3: Cosmetics and hair care - Consumers’ channel selection in the pre-purchase and purchase
phase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Research
31%
7%

Online Research
5%
23%

Offline and Online Research
13%
20%

Total
49%
51%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. N=6368. Respondents considered that reported to have used
any of the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provided an answer on
thetype of sales channel they used to finalise the purchase (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson
(in store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement,
general offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat),
online advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a
retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand,
app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer
review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer
that did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.
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Table 3-4: Cosmetics and hair care - Consumers’ channel selection in the pre-purchase and purchase
phase with respect to different factors

France
(N=1042)

Gender

Country

Germany
(N=953)
Hungary
(N=1068)

Age

Offline and
Online
Research

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

35%
6%

7%
22%

16%
15%

57%
43%

Online Purchase

8%

19%

17%

44%

Offline Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

42%
24%
7%

6%
25%

16%
22%

46%
54%

8%
22%
6%

24%
3%
31%

24%
13%
25%

56%

Sweden
(N=1035)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

22%
4%
25%
4%
30%
8%
34%
7%
34%
10%
42%
11%

8%
22%
5%
24%
5%
25%
5%
22%
3%
24%
3%
21%

20%
23%
15%
26%
14%
19%
13%
20%
9%
19%
7%
16%

51%
49%
45%
55%
49%
51%
52%
48%
47%
53%
52%
48%

Male
(N=2179)
Female
(N=4189)

35-44 years
(N=1163)
45-54 years
(N=1087)
55-64 years
(N=960)
65-100 years
(N=1041)
High
(N=1881)
Medium
(N=3749)
Low
(N=687)
First purchase
(N=1764)

At least every six
months and more rarely
(incl. don’t know)
(N=1238)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=3258)

Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase

19%

31%
7%
31%
8%

18%
5%
34%
8%
53%
10%
20%
9%

26%
7%

4%
20%
5%
25%

5%
29%
5%
21%
4%
16%
5%
24%

12%

56%

Offline Purchase

8%

3%

10%

Poland
(N=1192)

Online Purchase

26%

4%

Total

Offline Purchase

25-34 years
(N=1278)

Involvement

Online
Research

Italy
(N=1078)

18-24 years
(N=839)

Frequency

Offline
Research

25%
18%

15%
23%
12%
19%

16%
26%
13%
20%
6%
10%
15%
26%

41%
59%
44%
38%
62%
50%
50%
49%
51%

39%
61%
52%
48%
63%
37%
41%
59%

31%

6%

9%

45%

8%

29%

17%

55%

Offline Purchase

37%

4%

14%

55%

Online Purchase

6%

20%

19%

45%

Online Purchase
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0-10 EUR
(N=2149)

Price

10,01-50 EUR
(N=2696)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=345)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=110)
>500 EUR
(N=15)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline
Research

Online
Research

Offline and
Online
Research

47%
6%
17%
9%
13%
9%
12%
5%
8%
11%

5%
15%
4%
31%
3%
27%
2%
18%
0%
14%

15%
12%
11%
27%
16%
32%
21%
42%
38%
30%

Total
67%
33%
33%
67%
31%
69%
34%
66%
46%
54%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of
the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provided an answer on the
type of sales channel they used to finalise the purchase (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in
store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general
offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online
advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app,
website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review
app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that
did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.

In line with the findings above, 56% of purchases were conducted in either a
supermarket/hypermarket, on an online marketplace, or in a brick-and-mortar store of a retailer
selling multiple brands (e.g. Douglas, Sephora, Marionnaud etc.). Nevertheless, it is interesting to
note that the data did not reveal any pattern of where consumers prefer to purchase. None of the
channels sales stood out in particular, in terms of user shares. The shares were all below 20%. This
finding points to very fragmented usage of sales channels for the actual purchase. 151
We also asked respondents about the reasons for choosing the respective retail outlet or brand. For
the former, we provided the following pre-defined options. The consumers were able to selelect
multiple options.


This retail outlet offered the best price.



This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service.



This retail outlet offered the best post-purchase service.



This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the purchase).



This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.



Ambiance of the retail outlet.



The retail outlet was not of importance.

151
Questions used to calculate the proportions: 1) Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your most
recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care product/tool for make-up, skin, or hair care. 2) Please indicate the specific
type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you made your most recent purchase of a skin care product/make-up/hair care
product/tool for make-up, skin, or hair care..
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Other reason(s).



In total, 36% stated that they chose the retail outlet because it offered the best price 152, another 37%
indicated that the retail outlet was the most convenient for them (Figure 3-26). In Italy and Poland
more than 40% of consumers indicated that they purchased form the retail outlet, because it offered
the best price.
Figure 3-26: Cosmetics and hair care – Reason for choosing the retail outlet

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. “Why did you purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair care
product/tool from that specific physical (brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?

We asked consumers a similar question with respect to the brand they purchased. Why did you
purchase the product from the brand you chose and not another one?? Again, we provided predefined options. The consumers were able to select multiple of these options.


This brand was the cheapest.



This brand offered the best value for money.



This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.



This brand offered the best quality.



This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.



The brand has the best image.



The brand was not of importance.



Other reason(s).

Figure 3-27 depicts the reasons why consumers purchased cosmetics and skin care products of a
specific brand. Price was important for only 13% of the consumers, whereas quality mattered for a
greater share of consumers.

23% of consumers reported “This retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason for choosing the retail outlet. 77% of the
consumers who bought cosmetics and hair care products did not consider price as a decisive citerion for selecting the retail outlet, or
at least not as the only criterion.

152
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Figure 3-27: Cosmetics and hair care – Reason for choosing the brand

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. “Why did you purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair care
product/tool from the brand you chose and not another one?”

3.3.1.5

Magnitude of free-riding behaviour

The preceding section contains general insights about consumers’ channel selection in the prepurchase and purchase phase of the customer journey. This section now seeks to identify the
proportion of consumers/purchases, or the threshold, for which free-riding efforts of distributors
(incl. suppliers) could potentially be relevant.
As described above, the availability of different sales and information channels in today’s omnichannel sales environment and consumers’ active switching between those channels may lead to
increased free-riding behaviour among distributors. Free-riding takes place when a distributor or
group of distributors benefit from the investments and efforts (e.g. in marketing, advertising, advice,
presale display of products, and the provision of products-specific information) of others. Due to
free-riding behaviour, distributors have no incentive to invest in additional services. 153 Such
behaviour may lead to lower levels of investments and in addition to lower service levels. For the
purposes of this study, consumers choosing the cheapest offer would not be considered as
‘freeriders’ themselves. However consumers purchase from supplier or distributors that pursue
freeriding strategies. Therefore, we refer to such consumer behaviour as ‘consistent with freeriding’.
As we conducted a consumer survey, we did not collect any direct information regarding actual freeriding behaviours of distributors, for instance by identifying free-riding attempts by distributors.
However, the observation of the purchasing journey of consumers can identify consumers’
behaviours which are consistent with the existence of free-riding attempts by distributors.
On this basis, we attempted to estimate what percentage of consumers/purchases could be affected
by free-riding activities of distributors, as they tend to gather information on one channel but
purchase from a completely different channel because of the lower price. We have also included a
more inclusive analysis of the magnitude of potential free-riding that also identify
consumers/purchases where consumers gather information on one channel but purchase from a
completely different channel because of better service quality. In addition, we look at the status quo,
Ezrachi, Ariel (2015) The competitive effects of parity clauses on online commerce, European Competition Journal, 11:2-3, 488-519.
Cheng, T. K. (2017). A Consumer behavioral approach to resale price maintenance. Virginia Law & Business Review. Vol. 12. No.1
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which means that the results are based on the current market and legal framework. Altogether, we
examine the potential magnitude of three types of free-riding behaviour:
1) free-riding between online and offline channels in general (Type 1);
2) free-riding between different types of online channels (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 2); and
3) free-riding among the same type of online channel (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 3).
In order to investigate the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and offline
distributors (Type 1), we only consider consumers who reported to have used any of the channels
listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and
information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on which type of sales channel the
purchase was made (online or offline), as in the previous section. Again, we sorted the information
channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline. This time we excluded
direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and consumers who did not gather further information or for
whom purchasing the product was their own idea. 154 With respect to consumers who reported to
have used both online and offline channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of
channel that had the strongest impact on their final decision. Furthermore, we excluded spontaneous
purchases which were conducted instantaneously. 155 Those spontaneous purchases account for 32%
of all purchases of cosmetics and hair care products (see Section 3.3.1.6).
Simply switching between online and offline channels and making an informed decision does not
necessarily reflect the actual magnitude of possible free-riding activities. We consider this type of
consumer switching behaviour - from online channel use in the pre-purchase phase to offline
channel use in the purchase phase and vice versa - as the upper boundary of free-riding behaviour.
It should be noted that we probably overestimate this threshold, since we cannot deduce from the
survey data if the channels used are from the same distributor. An example of this would be if
someone searches for information on the online store of Douglas and then purchases an item at
Douglas’ brick-and-mortar store.
One condition is used to determine the lower boundary: Basically, we focus on purchases for which
consumers selected the retail outlet based solely on the best price offer. After all, these consumers
could be the ones who can actually benefit and make use of free-riding behaviour. As indicated in
footnote 150, 23% of consumers reported “This retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason
for choosing the retail outlet. Hence, 77% of the consumers who bought cosmetics and hair care
products did not consider price as a decisive criterion for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not as
the only criterion.
In addition, 33% of consumers reported “This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service/offered
the best post-purchase service/was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the
purchase)/offered my preferred method of payment” as the only reasons for choosing the retail
outlet. Hence, 67% of the consumers who bought cosmetics and hair care products did not consider
Our analysis relies on the pre-purchase phase (initiation and information / evaluation) and the purchase phase. Potential alleys for
further research could include an analysis of the role of the information and evaluation phase.
154

Question: For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair
care product/tool to the final purchase? Answer: I saw the item and I instantly bought it.
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the quality of retail services as a decisive criterion for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not as the
only criterion. Conversely, this indicates that consumers consider several different factors when
choosing a retail outlet.
The price is a particularly important factor in the free-riding debate. It is assumed that consumers
(always) tend to choose the cheapest distributor. Distributors or manufacturers/brands that make
additional investments in marketing, advertisement, provision of information etc. have higher costs,
but when these are reflected in prices, consumers switch to the lower-priced distributors that may
not provide those additional services. 156 This is a classic argument in the free-riding debate. However,
we not only consider the price factor but also the quality of retail services, as described above. It
would also be conceivable that distributors do not invest in information etc., but only enable, for
instance, fast delivery. One imaginable example would be that consumers search for information
exclusively online and ultimately buy offline because they can immediately acquire the product.
Figure 3-28 displays an illustration of free-riding between online and offline channels (Type 1)
covering the conditions described above. After applying all the filters described so far, we excluded
about 49% of purchases/consumers in our sample (i.e. spontaneous purchases, purchases initiated
by direct and offline advertisments, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and purchases initated by consumers independently and without
further information). The following figures are based on 51% of all purchases in the category
cosmetics and hair care. 157
Figure 3-28: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between online and offline channels in
general – Type 1

Source: WIK-Consult.

According to Table 3-5, in 25% of purchases of cosmetics and hair care products eligible for this
analysis, consumers have obtained important information online but have purchased offline and vice
versa. In detail, 12% of consumers gathered important information offline and purchased online
while 13% of consumers purchased offline, although they gathered important information online. Of
the 25% of purchases, consumers selected the purchases channel solely because it offered the best

156
157

For more information see Cheng (2017).
Weighted data.
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price in 26% of those cases. In 31% of those cases, consumer selected the purchases channel solely
because it offered the best retail service quality.
In summary, the consumer survey finds that potential free-riding behaviour between online and
offline channels is relevant for a maximum of 25% (upper boundary) of purchases of cosmetics and
hair care products that are eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding, and a minimum
of 7% of the purchases considered (lower boundary). Measured in terms of total purchases
(including purchases that were not considered), the proportions are considerably lower.
Table 3-5: Cosmetics and hair care – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and
offline channels – Type 1
Offline Research
27%
12%

Online Research
13%
48%

Offline Purchase solely due to price offered

4%

3%

Online Purchase solely due to price offered

4%

15%

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Total

Offline Purchase due to other reasons
Online Purchase due to other reasons
Total

22%
8%

33%

9%
17%

5%
9%

Online Purchase due to other reasons

8%

35%

Total

100%

11%

Offline Purchase solely due to retail services offered
Offline Purchase due to other reasons
Online Purchase solely due to retail services offered

Total

3%

100%

14%
100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4269. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provided an answer on the type of sales
channel they used to finalise the purchase (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone,
via chat), information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general
online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands,
app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online and offline
channels with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
Table 3-6: Cosmetics and hair care – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and
offline channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics – Type 1
Among those purchases …

C
o
u

Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis
France
(N=1389)

51%

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online (offline)
research and offline
(online) purchase
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

27%

14%
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Among those purchases …
Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis

Price

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Germany
(N=1315)
Hungary
(N=1207)
Italy
(N=1254)
Poland
(N=1410)
Sweden
(N=1384)
Male
(N=2689)
Female
(N=5270)

18-24 years
(N=938)
25-34 years
(N=1481)
35-44 years
(N=1407)
45-54 years
(N=1402)
55-64 years
(N=1273)
65-100 years
(N=1458)
High
(N=2062)
Medium
(N=4680)
Low
(N=1135)

First purchase
(N=1937)
At least every six months
and more rarely (incl.
don’t know)
(N=1676)
At least every three
months and more
often
(N=4181)
0-10 EUR
(N=2750)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=3151)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=385)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=122)
>500 EUR
(N=16)

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online (offline)
research and offline
(online) purchase
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

41%

22%

13%

62%

26%

15%

55%

23%

15%

58%

31%

17%

58%

22%

14%

52%

27%

16%

50%

24%

13%

62%

31%

19%

55%

26%

14%

53%

23%

13%

48%

27%

17%

48%

21%

11%

41%

22%

13%

62%

23%

14%

51%

26%

15%

28%

25%

14%

60%

27%

16%

53%

23%

13%

47%

24%

14%

43%

26%

14%

61%

24%

14%

63%

25%

14%

66%

29%

20%

53%

36%

19%
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Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provided an answer on the type of sales channel they
used to finalise the purchase (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone, via chat),
information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online
media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app,
website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

In order to investigate the magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online channels (Type 2), we
focus on three channels which were included in the questionnaire as an information channel as well
as a purchase channel – online retailer selling multiple brands, online stores of brands/manufacturers
or retailers selling only one brand, and online marketplaces. Otherwise, we continue in the same way
as with the above analysis. To put the results displayed in Table 3-7 into perspective, only 42% of all
consumers who purchased cosmetics and hair care products used one of these three channels to
make the purchase (see Figure 3-6). After applying all the other filters described above, we excluded
about 66% of those 42% of purchases/consumers in our sample. The following figures are based on
14% of all purchases in the category cosmetics and hair care. Figure 3-29 provides an illustration of
the trails relevant for free-riding between online channels (Type 2).
Figure 3-29: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between online channels – Type 2

Source: WIK-Consult.
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According to the table below, in 31% of purchases of cosmetics and hair care products eligible for
the analysis of free-riding between online channels, consumers obtained important information via
an online channel but purchased via another. In detail, 11% of consumers gathered important
information from a website/app/online store of a retailer selling multiple brands and purchased the
item from a website/app/online store of a retailer selling only one brand, or from a
brand/manufacturer itself, or on an online marketplace. 17% of consumers gathered important
information from a website/app/online store of a retailer selling only one brand or from a
brand/manufacturer but purchased the product either from an online retailer selling multiple brands
or on an online marketplace. Finally, 8% of consumers gathered information on an online
marketplace but purchased from an online retailer/brand/manufacturer. In about 60% of those 31%
of purchases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it offered the best price (9%)
or the best retail service (10%).
In total, this leads to an estimated upper boundary of 31% and a lower boundary, based solely on
best price, of 9%. Since the figure is based on only 14% of all purchases in the category cosmetics
and hair care, the proportion of purchases that are consistent with free-riding in all purchases is
substantially lower.
Table 3-7: Cosmetics and hair care – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between various
online channels – Type 2
Information Information search search - online
online stores of
Information
retailer selling brands/manufacturers search - online
multiple
or retailer selling only marketplace
brands
one brand
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand
Purchase - online marketplace
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands solely due to price offered
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands due to other reasons

Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand solely due to price offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand due to other reasons
Purchase - online marketplace solely due to
price offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands solely due to retail services offered
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands due to other reasons

20%

7%

5%

5%

16%

3%

6%

5%

34%

6%

2%

1%

14%

5%

3%

2%

3%

1%

4%

13%

2%

2%

1%

10%

4%

3%

24%

5%

2%

2%

15%

5%

3%

Total

100%

100%
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Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand solely due to retail services
offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand due to other reasons
Purchase - online marketplace solely due to
retail services offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

2%

5%

1%

3%

11%

2%

1%

2%

10%

5%

3%

24%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1173. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple
brands, online stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to
consumers who reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had
the strongest impact on consumer’s final decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online channels with
respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
Table 3-8: Cosmetics and hair care – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between various
online channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics – Type 2
Among those purchases …

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis

France
(N=1389)
Germany
(N=1315)
Hungary
(N=1207)
Italy
(N=1254)
Poland
(N=1410)
Sweden
(N=1384)
Male
(N=2689)
Female
(N=5270)

18-24 years
(N=938)
25-34 years
(N=1481)
35-44 years
(N=1407)
45-54 years

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online research via an
online channel and
online purchase via
another
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

12%

33%

17%

10%

33%

23%

15%

25%

13%

18%

25%

18%

18%

34%

16%

16%

40%

25%

15%

29%

18%

13%

28%

19%

16%

36%

21%

15%

36%

22%

14%

25%

16%

13%

31%

16%
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Among those purchases …

Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis

Price

Frequency

Involvement

(N=1402)
55-64 years
(N=1273)
65-100 years
(N=1458)
High
(N=2062)
Medium
(N=4680)
Low
(N=1135)

First purchase
(N=1937)
At least every six
months and more
rarely (incl. don’t know)
(N=1676)
At least every three
months and more
often
(N=4181)
0-10 EUR
(N=2750)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=3151)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=385)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=122)
>500 EUR
(N=16)

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online research via an
online channel and
online purchase via
another
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

15%

32%

19%

11%

24%

18%

20%

29%

18%

14%

31%

19%

5%

30%

15%

18%

30%

19%

15%

30%

18%

12%

32%

19%

9%

29%

15%

21%

29%

18%

21%

39%

25%

19%

54%

45%

16%

8%

8%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple brands, online
stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to consumers who
reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had the strongest
impact on consumer’s final decision.
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Finally, we examine the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of channel – namely
between different physical (brick-and-mortar) stores, online stores/retailers, and online
marketplaces. This time we used a slightly different approach. We directly asked consumers if they
searched for information on websites, apps, or stores of retailers/marketplaces, or in physical (brickand-mortar) stores other than the one from which they made the purchase. 158 As before, we exclude
spontaneous purchases and primarily condition the answers on the fact that the retail outlet was
chosen because it offered the best price and secondarily also on the best retail service. Figure 3-30
provides an illustration of the trails relevant for free-riding between the same types of
information/sales channels (Type 3). If the same channel is used in the pre-purchase phase as is used
in the purchase phased, it is considered as non-relevant for free-riding.
Figure 3-30: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between the same type of channels –
Type 3

Source: WIK-Consult. Note: The terms channel A, B, and C refer to different proivers of the same type of information and sales
channels. For instance, with regards to online marketplaces channel A might be eBay, channel B Amazon marketplace and
channel C Wish.

Evaluation of the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same types of channels requires
consideration of the following consumer responses:
1) Websites, apps, or stores of retailer: Purchases that consumers either conducted from the
website, app, or store of retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands) or the online
store of a brand/manufacturer
2) Online marketplaces: Purchases that consumers conducted on an online marketplace
3) Physical (brick-and-mortar) store: Purchases that consumers conducted in a brick-andmortar store of a retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands), in a brick-and-mortar
store of a brand/manufacturer, in a department store, or in a supermarket/hypermarket.
Questions: 1) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers
other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 2) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information
on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 3) Prior to your most recent purchase
of a […], did you search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the purchases?
158
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Purchases were only eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
channel if the consumers used the same type of channel in the information and evaluation phase
when searching explicitly for information. After applying all these filters, we screened out about 77%
of total purchases/consumers in the category cosmetics and hair care in our sample. The results for
the remaining 23% of purchases are displayed in Table Table 3-9. In total, for about 44% of those
23% of eligible purchases, consumers searched for information via the same type of online channel
compared to the one from which they made the purchase (upper boundary). 56% of these
consumers selected the retail outlet solely because it offered the best price or the best retail service.
In total, the free-rider problem within the same types of online channels is relevant for at least 12%
of the purchases considered (lower boundary, based solely on best price). Since the figure is based
on only 23% of all purchases in the category cosmetics and hair care, the proportion of purchases
relevant for free-riding in all purchases is substantially lower.
Table 3-9: Cosmetics and hair care – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour within the same type
of information/sales channel – Type 3
Information
search – used
another
channel of the
same type
Purchase – online retailer

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Purchase – online marketplace
Total

Purchase – online retailer solely due to price offered
Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely due
to price offered
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to price
offered
Purchase – online marketplace due to other reasons
Total

Purchase – online retailer solely due to retail services
offered
Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely due
to retail services offered
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to retail
services offered

Purchase – online marketplace due to other reasons
Total

Information search online stores of
brands/manufacturers
or retailer selling only
one brand

17%

13%

10%

11%

17%

5%

Total

32%
100%

3%

11%

10%

4%

5%

13%

28%

3%

3%

6%

8%

4%

4%

13%

9%

5%

12%

12%

20%

3%

3%

7%

7%

100%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1929. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and
online marketplace.
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The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
information/sales channel with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
Table 3-10: Cosmetics and hair care – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour within the same
type of information/sales channel with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics
– Type 3
Among those purchases …
Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type

25%

38%

24%

19%

38%

20%

28%

51%

29%

25%

43%

25%

24%

58%

28%

26%

46%

27%

Gender

Male
(N=2689)
Female
(N=5270)

25%

45%

24%

22%

43%

24%

18-24 years
(N=938)
25-34 years
(N=1481)
35-44 years
(N=1407)
45-54 years
(N=1402)
55-64 years
(N=1273)
65-100 years
(N=1458)

30%

45%

19%

24%

49%

30%

24%

47%

25%

21%

43%

24%

23%

40%

25%

19%

35%

21%

32%

52%

27%

22%

42%

24%

11%

20%

9%

25%

53%

28%

23%

38%

23%

Involvement

High
(N=2062)
Medium
(N=4680)
Low
(N=1135)

Frequency

Country

France
(N=1389)
Germany
(N=1315)
Hungary
(N=1207)
Italy
(N=1254)
Poland
(N=1410)
Sweden
(N=1384)

Age

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

First purchase
(N=1937)
At least every six
months and more rarely
(incl. don’t know)
(N=1676)
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Among those purchases …
Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type
Upper Boundary

Price

At least every three
months and more often
(N=4181)
0-10 EUR
(N=2750)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=3151)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=385)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=122)
>500 EUR
(N=16)

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

22%

41%

23%

21%

34%

20%

27%

52%

27%

28%

60%

31%

29%

60%

48%

21%

11%

11%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and online
marketplace.

3.3.1.6

Overall shopping experience

About 96% of the consumers were satisfied with the shopping experience (Figure 3-31). 32% of the
consumers indicated that the purchase was completely spontaneous.
Figure 3-31: Cosmetics and hair care – Purchase experience

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. “Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole
when you last bought a skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/tool?”
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Figure 3-32: Cosmetics and hair care – Time spent

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7959. “For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea
to purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair care product/tool to the final purchase?”
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Clothing and shoes
In the clothing and shoes product category, 36% of consumers’ most recent purchases were shoes,
30% were tops, such as blouses; sweaters etc., 22% were trousers, dresses, or skirts, and13% were
underwear. The differences in consumers’ most recent purchases across France, Hungary, Italy, and
Poland were small. The figures for Sweden, however, differed markedly from other countries. Overall,
consumers' last purchases in Sweden seemed to be more evenly distributed across the specific
products than in other countries. Furthermore, more tops than shoes were purchased in Germany
(see Figure 3-33).
78% of consumers had bought the product at least once before. 159 In fact, 30% of consumers
indicated that they buy the product at least every three months. 160 In contrast, 21% of consumers
had bought the product for the first time. Especially young consumers (18 to 34 years) said that they
had purchased the product for the first time.
Figure 3-33: Clothing and shoes - Specific products purchased by country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136. “You said that you have purchased a good in the product category
clothing and shoes, please indicate the type of good that you last purchased within this product category. If you are unsure,
select the product you best remember.”

Consumers who bought clothing and shoes spent about 25 Euros more than customers who bought
cosmetics and hair care products. On average, consumers spent about 50 Euros for clothing and
shoes. The exact distribution is shown in the figure below. Consumers in Hungary spent the least on
clothing and shoes (32 Euro). Consumers in Italy, by contrast, spent the most (55 Euro). Moreover,
men (57 Euro) spent more in this product category than women (45 Euro). 161 This may also be due
to the fact that, on average, shoes were more expensive than the other products and that men
bought more shoes than women.

159
160
161

Question: Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes?
Question: How often do you typically buy this kind of top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes in general?
Considering only the valid answers (excl. ‘Don’t remember’) and excluding outliner.
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Figure 3-34: Clothing and shoes - Prices

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136. “If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid
for the top/trousers, dress,or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping
costs or any other additional service cost.”

Similar to the product category cosmetics and hair care, purchases of clothing and shoes were
classified as low involvement purchases in the methodology section. As for cosmetics and hair care,
it was assumed that consumers are loyal to brands or retailers and are less concerned with new
products. This would also fit in with our findings that only a few consumers indicated that they
bought the product for the first time. In fact, 78% of consumers could be classified as low to medium
involvement customers. Only 22% of the consumers in this product category were highly involved
in clothing and shoes. 162 The distribution over the individual items of the involvement scale in the
questionnaire is shown in Figure 3-35. It should be added that especially female consumers or
consumers in the age group up to 34 years belonged to the group of high involvement consumers.
Figure 3-35: Clothing and shoes - Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136. “Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.”

162

77% of consumers are moderately or low involved. Medium involvement: 64%. Low involvement: 13%.
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The next section will give an in-depth insight into the customer journey of consumers who bought
clothing and shoes.
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Figure 3-36: Clothing and shoes - Customer Journey

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for each phase.
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3.3.2.1

Inspiration

Similarly to the cosmetics and hair care product category, we asked consumers about the channel
that gave them the initial idea to purchase the product. 163 For that, we provided a pre-defined list of
information channels, which are also included in Table 3-1. Consumers were able to choose between
the following information channels:


Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Product displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store – i.e. consumers saw the product in
the physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.



Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Own idea – i.e. it was the consumers own idea to purchase the product.

The inspiration phase was somewhat similar to that of consumers who bought cosmetics and hair
care products. However, a slightly higher share of consumers who bought clothing and shoes
indicated that it was their own idea to purchase the item (39%). This naturally led to a general
reduction in the shares for the other inspiration channels. Nevertheless, 26% of consumers reported
that internet websites or applications gave them the initial idea to purchase and 21% got the idea
to purchase in a brick-and-mortar store once they saw the respective product (Figure 3-36).
It is worth noting that more than 26% of consumers in Hungary, Italy, and Poland got the idea to
buy from internet websites or other online applications. The share among young consumers (age 18
to 34) also exceeded 26%.
Figure 3-37 illustrates the types of internet websites or applications that gave consumers the initial
idea to buy clothing or shoes. Most replies included online marketplaces, retailer selling multiple
brands or retailer selling only one brand or the brands/manufacturers themselves. Search engines
and social networks were mentioned less widely.

Question: Who or what gave you the initial idea for purchasing the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently
bought? Please select the response that best applies. Single choice question.
163
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Figure 3-37: Clothing and shoes - Inspiration: Internet websites and applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 1662. “Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the initial
idea to purchase the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought?”

The other channels - media outlet, advertisements, and conversation with friends and family as well
as a salesperson - were apparently less relevant for consumers, at least in terms of inspiration (see
Figure 3-36). Only 5% of consumers got their initial idea to purchase from advertising. 164 44% of
these consumers referred to online advertisements (Figure 3-38).
Figure 3-38: Clothing and shoes - Inspiration: Advertisements

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=428. “Which type of advertisement gave you the initial idea to purchase the
top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought?”

Slightly fewer consumers claimed to have been inspired via media outlets (online or offline). Especially, consumers who bought
very expensive products got their initial idea from media outlets (online or offline).

164
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3.3.2.2

Information and evaluation

The next phase we are looking at is the information and evaluation phase. The main question at this
stage relates to which channels consumers have used to gather certain types of information. 165
Similarly to the inspiration phase, the consumers were presented with a pre-defined set of options
to choose from. As part of the question, consumers were asked to select the channels they have
used to gather price information, product information, brand information, and information about
retail outlet services. Consumers were able to choose between the following information channels
for each type of information:


Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.



Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Immediate purchase without any further information search

About 69% of consumers who bought clothings and shoes gathered any type of information. On
average, consumers who gathered information on clothing and shoes used about 2.1 different types
of channels among the ones analysed. 166 The number of channels used was slightly lower than the
number of channels used by consumers that gathered information on cosmetics and hair care
products. Most consumers who bought clothing items or shoes gathered information about price
(62%) or product information (59%). Slightly fewer consumers gathered brand information (51%) or
information about retail outlet services (49%) during this phase (see Figure 3-39). Again, the
differences in the share of consumers who gathered product information, price information, brand
information. and/or information about retail outlet services were not particularly large. This indicates
that price was not the only factor of interest to consumers when they purchased clothing and shoes.
Question: From what sources have you learned more about the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently
bought? Multiple choice questions.

165

Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’. N=5793.
166
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We found similar results for consumers who bought cosmetic and hair care products. Furthermore,
only 7% of consumers that gathered information gathered exclusively price information 167 and just
under half of the consumers claimed not to have checked for the best price (44%). 168
Figure 3-39: Clothing and shoes - Type of information gathered

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136.

Some differences with respect to information gathered by consumers who bought clothing items
and shoes can be found between consumers in different countries, as Figure 3-40 shows. For
example, the share of consumers in France, Sweden, and Germany who gathered information is
generally lower than in the other four countries. Figure 3-41 also shows that younger generations
were more likely to gather information, regardless of the type of information.
Figure 3-40: Clothing and shoes - Type of information gathered by country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136.

167

N=5793.

Those consumers who did check for the best price (53%) predominantly used search engines (25%), online marketplaces (22%),
price comparison websites or apps (15%), an app, website, online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (18%), or an online store
of a retailer/manufacturer/brand selling only one brand (14%), brick-and-mortar store (10%).

168
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Figure 3-41: Clothing and shoes - Type of information gathered by age

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136.

Similary to the cosmetics and hair care product category, there were also behavioural differences
with respect to involvement (Figure 3-42). Highly involved consumers seemed to have gathered
more types of information. On average, highly involved consumers used about 0.6 more sources
than low to medium involvement consumers.

169

Figure 3-42: Clothing and shoes - Type of information gathered by involvement cluster

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136.

For all four types of information (price information, product information, brand information, and
information about retail outlet services) a large share of consumers used internet websites and apps
Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’. Highly involved: N=1503. Medium to low involved: N=4240.
169
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(Figure 3-43). The share of consumers who used internet websites and apps is even higher for each
type of information than among consumers that bought cosmetics and hair care products.
Figure 3-43: Clothing and shoes - Types of information search for by channels

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136. Consumers indicated searching for these types of information via any
channel. “From what sources have you learned more about the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes you most
recently bought?”

A large share of consumers used the same type of source to gather information that had already
given them the initial idea to buy (see Figure 3-36). About 66% the consumers used the same type
of source to gather information that they already mentioned during the inspiration phase, similar to
the results for cosmetics and hair care. 44% of consumers who came up with the idea to buy the
product on their own did not seek further information.
Besides the fact that some consumers tended to stick to the same source for inspiration and
information, the illustration of the customer journey in Figure 3-36 indicates that consumers used
different types of channels – offline and online – in order to gather information. 170 Overall, 24% of
consumers who purchased clothing items or shoes used offline as well as online channels to gather
information, 26% used offline channels only and 50% used online channels only. Online channels
were therefore more popular among these consumers than among consumers who purchased
cosmetics and hair care products. Among the latter, the channel usage was more evenly distributed.
A significant proportion of consumers (48%) made use of Internet websites or applications during
this phase. Another 24% visited a physical (brick-and-mortar) store to gather information. 26%
consumers did not search for any further information at all (see Figure 3-36).

If the specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1 are sorted into offline and online channels, it
can be determined that 24% uses offline as well as online channels to gather information, 26% uses offline channels only and 50%
uses online channels only. Channels considered: Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with
friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific
offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet,
product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store
of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price
comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit
answer were excluded. N=8136. Respondents giving no answers were excluded in the calculation.

170
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Figure 3-44: Clothing and shoes - Information and Evaluation: Internet websites and applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4113. “Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the top/trousers, dress,or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought? Please check all
that apply.”

Most consumers who reported internet websites and applications as a source of information visited
the websites or online stores of retailers and brands/manufacturers (29% and 23%) and marketplaces
(29%) (Figure 3-44). In addition, 27% of the consumers reported to have used search engines to
gather information.
Figure 3-45 shows the search terms consumers used in the search engine query. We asked
consumers to specify if they used product names, brand names, retailer names or entered productspecific keywords (product description). Multiple answers were allowed. Overall, 46% of consumers
who used a search engine to gather information used product names in the search engine query.
44% and 48% of consumers who used a search enginge searched for brand names or productspecific keywords. There may be some overlap in the answers given by consumers with reagrds to
the items product name and product description. Only a small share of consumers used retailer
names. However, apparently consumers’ search engine searching behaviour differ accross countries.
Consumers in Hungary or Poland predominantly used product names in the search engine query,
whereas customers in Germany and Italy predominantly used product descriptions.
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Figure 3-45: Clothing and shoes - Search engine: Search terms

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1112. “If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your
most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes, what type of search terms did you use in the search
engine query? Please check all that apply.”

Again, we asked the consumers who used more than two different types of sources, during the prepurchase phase (inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase), to rank those sources
according to their impact on their final purchase decision. The result is depicted in Figure 3-46.
Among all the sources used in the inspiration, information and evaluation phases by consumers who
bought clothing items or shoes, the information provided in the store had the strongest impact on
the purchasing decision for 16% of consumers. Information provided by the website or the online
store of a retailer selling multiple brands had the strongest impact for 12% of consumers, and online
marketplaces or search engines had the most impact for 20% of consumers.
Figure 3-46: Clothing and shoes - Channels having the strongest impact on the consumers’ final
purchase decision

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3096. Only consumers that indicated that they used at least two different types
of sources in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase. Consumers not giving any answers were excluded.
“Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as part of your information search prior to
purchasing the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought. Please rank them, starting with the
source that had the strongest impact on your final purchase decision.”
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3.3.2.3

Purchase

The last stage of the customer journey is the purchase phase. To evaluate this phase, we asked
consumers where they purchased the product they most recently bought – online or offline. Overall,
one-third of the purchases in this product category were made offline, whereas two-thirds of
consumers purchased online (Figure 3-47). There is hardly any difference between age groups and
female/male consumers.
However, the behaviour of consumers who were less involved in the purchasing process or
consumers who either spent small or large amounts of money deviated strongly from consumers
who were involved more strongly and paid average prices. The former three consumer groups were
more likely to purchase offline than the latter (see Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19).
Figure 3-47: Clothing and shoes - Purchase: Online and Offline Channels

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=
skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought?”

8136. “Where did you purchase the top/trousers, dress, or

Figure 3-48: Clothing and shoes - Purchase: Online and Offline Channels by Consumer Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=
skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought?”

8052. “Where did you purchase the top/trousers, dress, or
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Figure 3-49: Clothing and shoes - Purchase: Online and Offline Channels by Product Prices

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=
skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought?”

7084. “Where did you purchase the top/trousers, dress, or

Offline Purchases
We asked consumers to specify the type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where they made their
most recent purchase of the respective product. Again, we provided a pre-defined set of options
(Table 3-2) from which consumers had to choose one option:


Retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand,



Department store,



Supermarket/hypermarket,



Other.

The majority of consumers who purchased clothing items or shoes offline bought the product from
a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Deichmann, JD Sports etc.) that was not a
supermarket/hypermarket or a department store. There were some differences across consumers in
different countries. For instance, in Hungary, 35% of the consumers bought the product in question
in a department store, while in other countries the share of consumers who purchased from a
department store varied between 9% and 22%. Furthermore, in Poland and France more than 15%
of the consumers made the purchase in a supermarket/hypermarket.
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Figure 3-50: Clothing and shoes - Offline Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 2640. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes.”

The following figure depicts the offline sales channels consumers chose to purchase tops, trousers,
dresses and skirts, underwear and shoes. Especially, consumers who purchased shoes predominantly
chose retailers selling multiple brands other than a supermarket/hypermarket or a department store
(58%). Tops, trousers, dresses, and skirts were bought from a manufacturer’s/brand’s own store or a
retailer (e.g. Deichmann, JD Sports etc.) that was not a supermarket/hypermarket or a department
store (64%).
Figure 3-51: Clothing and shoes - Offline Purchases: Specific products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 2640. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes.”

Contrary to the results for consumers purchasing cosmetics and hair care products, consumers who
bought clothing items or shoes displayed no significant difference in behaviour in terms of sales
channel selection depending on their level of involvement.
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Figure 3-52: Clothing and shoes - Offline Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 2640. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes.”

Online Purchases
We asked consumers who made an online purchase to specify the type of online store/retailer where
they made their most recent purchase of the respective product. Again, we provided a pre-defined
set of options (Table 3-2) from which consumers had to choose one option:


Online retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one brand,



Online marketplace,



Online shopping club for members only,



Other.

About 66% of customers purchased a clothing item or shoes via an online sales channel (Figure
3-47). About 56% of those consumers used the online store either of the manufacturer/brand or of
a retailer (selling only one brand or selling multiple brands). 32% of consumers purchased the
product on an online marketplace.
There were some differences between countries in the selection of online sales channels. For
instance, only a small fraction of consumers in France made a purchase via an online retailer selling
multiple brands and an even smaller share of consumers in Sweden indicated that they made the
purchase on an online marketplace, compared to the consumers in the other countries.
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Figure 3-53: Clothing and shoes - Online Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 5370. “Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes.”

Consumers did not differ in sales channel selection for purchases of tops, trousers, dresses and skirts.
The shares of consumers were almost equally distributed among the three main sales channels under
consideration – online marketplace, retailer, manufacturer’s/brand’s own store. However, when
purchasing shoes or underwear online a greater share of consumers used online marketplaces.
Figure 3-54: Clothing and shoes - Online Purchases: Specific products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 5370. “Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes.”

The evaluation of online sales channels with respect to consumers’ product and purchase
involvement, showed that low involvement consumers were less likely to purchase the product via a
manufacturers’/brands’ online store or an online retailer selling only one brand compared to highly
involved consumers.
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Figure 3-55: Clothing and shoes - Online Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 5370. “Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes.”

3.3.2.4

Transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and information and
evaluation phase) to the purchase phase

Figure 3-36 depicts the transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration, information, and
evaluation) to the purchase phase based on the last source used for gathering information. Those
consumers whose last source of information was an offline channel were more likely to purchase
offline as well, and vice versa. 171 For instance, 90% of consumers whose last source of information
was an internet website or application purchased the product online, whereas 76% of consumers
whose last source of information was the information displayed in a brick-and-mortar store reported
an offline purchase. Also, after the consumer talked to sales personnel, the purchase took place
offline in 67% of cases. With respect to the other information channels – advertisement, media outlet,
conversation with social circles (friends, family, co-workers etc.) – and consumers who did not search
for further information, we found a greater tendency among consumers to purchase online. 172173
Even if the focus is not only on the last source of information, but on all kinds of channels used in
the pre-purchase phase, the results are reasonably similar. In order to compare online and offline
channel usage in the pre-purchase and purchase phase, we only consider consumers who reported
In general, 65% (88%) of consumers stating that their last source of information was an offline (online) channel indicated that they
had also purchased the product offline (online). The specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1
are sorted into offline and online channels. Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with
friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific
offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet,
product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store
of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price
comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisements and consumers that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit
answer were excluded. N=5450.
171

This may be due to the fact, as described above, that almost 74% of consumers indicated that they had used online channels to
gather information. Therefore, it is very likely that in the other channel categories the last source was online rather than offline.

172

Questions used to calculate the proportions presented in this section: 1) From what sources have you learned more about the
top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes you most recently bought? 2) Please select the last source you used to inform yourself
before you finally purchased the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes. 3) Please indicate the specific type of physical (brickand-mortar) store where you made your most recent purchase of a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes.

173
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to have used any of the channels listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase
phase (inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on
which type of sales channel the purchase was made (online or offline). We also sorted the information
channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline - excluding direct
advertisements and consumers who did not gather further information or for whom purchasing the
product was their own idea. Hence, we excluded about 25% of consumers in our sample.
In general, 29% of the remaining consumers conducted offline research only, 44% gathered
information exclusively online, and 27% actively switched between online and offline channels in
order to gather information in the pre-purchase. A great share of consumers who exclusively
searched online (offline) also purchased online (offline) (93% and 73% respectively). Only 10% of all
consumers who bought clothing items or shoes either exclusively gathered information online and
purchased offline and vice versa. The intensity of this behaviour among consumers in different
countries, age groups, genders, or with respect to the degree of involvement, purchase frequency,
and order value (price), is displayed in Table 3-12.
Table 3-11: Clothing and shoes - Consumers’ channel selection in the pre-purchase and purchase phase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Research
22%
7%

Online Research
3%
41%

Offline and Online Research
8%
19%

Total
33%
67%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. N=6263. Respondents considered that reported to have used
any of the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on
via which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson
(in store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement,
general offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat),
online advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a
retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand,
app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer
review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer
that did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.

Table 3-12: Clothing and shoes - Consumers’ channel selection in the pre-purchase and purchase phase
with respect to different factors

France
(N=1046)

Ge
nd
er

Country

Germany
(N=978)
Hungary
(N=1056)
Italy
(N=1060)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Poland
(N=1059)

Offline Purchase

Sweden
(N=1064)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Male
(N=2823)

Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline
Research

Online
Research

Offline and
Online
Research

23%
6%

4%
39%

10%
18%

37%
63%

17%
5%

4%
44%

10%
21%

31%
69%

23%
9%

24%

2%
46%

3%

5%
15%

8%

6%

35%

25%

6%
19%
5%

43%
3%
44%

20%
8%
21%

17%

21%
7%

5%

3%
39%

8%

9%
20%

Total

30%
70%

34%
66%
31%
69%
30%
70%
34%
66%
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Female
(N=3440)
18-24 years
(N=779)

Age

25-34 years
(N=1065)
35-44 years
(N=1123)
45-54 years
(N=1147)
55-64 years
(N=1034)

Involvement

65-100 years
(N=1115)
High
(N=1563)
Medium
(N=3996)
Low
(N=646)

Frequency

First purchase
(N=1563)

At least every six
months and more rarely
(incl. don’t know)
(N=3171)

Online
Research

Offline and
Online
Research

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

23%
7%

3%
43%

6%
18%

32%
68%

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

11%
4%
23%
7%
40%
8%

3%
46%
3%
40%
3%
34%

10%
26%
7%
18%
4%
12%

24%
76%
34%
66%
47%
53%

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

At least every three
months and more often
(N=1436)

Offline Purchase

0-10 EUR
(N=613)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

10,01-50 EUR
(N=3167)
Price

Offline
Research

50,01-100 EUR
(N=1315)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=481)
>500 EUR
(N=9)

Online Purchase

17%
4%
18%
5%
20%
6%
22%
6%
24%
10%
31%
9%

15%
7%

5%
36%
4%
37%
3%
45%
2%
45%
4%
42%
2%
39%

3%
38%

12%
26%
12%
24%
8%
18%
6%
19%
3%
16%
5%
15%

10%
27%

Total

34%
66%
34%
66%
31%
69%
30%
70%
32%
68%
37%
63%

29%
71%

27%

3%

6%

36%

7%

42%

15%

64%

18%

3%

9%

30%

6%

42%

22%

70%

31%
5%
22%
6%
18%
8%
18%
8%
0%
0%

5%
38%
3%
44%
3%
41%
2%
37%
17%
8%

6%
14%
7%
18%
8%
22%
7%
28%
25%
49%

43%
57%
32%
68%
30%
70%
27%
73%
42%
58%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of
the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via
which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in
store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general
offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online
advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app,
website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review
app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that
did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.
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In line with the findings above, 60% of purchases were conducted in either on an online marketplace,
from an online retailer, or from the online store of a brand/manufacturer.
We also asked respondents why they ultimately chose the respective retail outlet or brand. We
provided pre-defined option. The consumers were able to select multiple of these options.


This retail outlet offered the best price.



This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service.



This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the
purchase).



This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.



Ambiance of the retail outlet.



The retail outlet was not of importance.



Other reason(s).

In total, 42% of consumers chose the retail outlet because it offered the best price, 174 another 29%
indicated that the retail outlet was the most convenient for them (Figure 3-56). Only a few consumers
chose the retail outlet because of pre- (6%) and post-purchase services (7%), its ambiance (6%), or
because of the available methods of payment (10%). Furthermore, 11% of consumers indicated that
the retail outlet was not of importance.
Figure 3-56: Clothing and shoes - Reason for choosing the retail outlet

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 8136. “Why did you purchase the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes
from that specific physical (brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?

We asked consumers a similar question with respect to the brand which they purchased. Why did
consumers purchase the respective product brand they ultimately chose and not another one?
Again, we provided pre-defined options. The consumers were able to select multiple of these
options.

174

27% of consumers reported “The retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason for choosing the retail outlet.
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This brand was the cheapest.



This brand offered the best value for money.



This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.



This brand offered the best quality.



This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.



The brand has the best image.



The brand was not of importance.



Other reason(s).

Figure 3-57 depicts the reasons why consumers purchased clothing and shoes of the brand they
chose and not another one. Price was only important for 16% of the consumers. Quality mattered
for a greater share of consumers. Another 21% indicated that it was their favourite brand.
Figure 3-57: Clothing and shoes - Reason for choosing the brand

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136. “Why did you purchase the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes
from the brand you chose and not another one?”

3.3.2.5

Magnitude of free-riding behaviour

This section seeks to identify the proportion of consumers/purchases, or the threshold, for which
free-riding efforts of distributors (incl. suppliers) could potentially be relevant. Again, as we
conducted a consumer survey, we did not collect any direct insights from the information regarding
actual free-riding behaviours of distributors, for instance by identifying free-riding attempts by
distributors. However, the observation of the purchasing journey of consumers can identify
consumers’ behaviours which are consistent with the existence of free-riding attempts by
distributors.
On this basis, we attempted to estimate what percentage of consumers or purchases could be
affected by free-riding activities of distributors, as they tend to gather information on one channel
but purchase from a completely different channel because of the lower price. We have also included
a more inclusive analysis of the magnitude of potential free-riding that also identify
consumers/purchases where consumers gather information on one channel but purchase from a
completely different channel because of better service quality. In addition, we look at the status
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quo, which means that the results are based on the current market and legal framework. In total, we
examine the potential magnitude of three types of free-riding behaviour:
1) free-riding between online and offline channels in general (Type 1);
2) free-riding between different types of online channels (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 2); and
3) free-riding within the same type of online channel (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 3).
In order to investigate the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and offline
distributors (Type 1), we only consider consumers who reported to have used any of the channels
listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and
information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on which type of sales channel the
purchase was made (online or offline), as in the previous section. Again, we sorted the information
channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline. This time we excluded
direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and consumers that did not gather further information or for whom
purchasing the product was their own idea 175. With respect to consumers who reported to have used
both online and offline channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that
had the strongest impact on consumers’ final decision. Furthermore, we excluded spontaneous
purchases which were conducted instantaneously. 176 Those spontaneous purchases account for 24%
of all purchases of clothing items and shoes (see Section 3.3.2.6).
Simply switching between online and offline channels and making an informed decision does not
necessarily reflect the actual magnitude of possible free-riding activities. We consider this type of
consumer switching behaviour - from online channel use in the pre-purchase phase to offline
channel use in the purchase phase and vice versa - as the upper boundary of free-riding behaviour.
It should be noted that we probably overestimate this threshold, since we cannot deduce from the
survey data if the channels used are from the same distributor. An example of this would be if
someone searches online for information on the online store of JDSports and then purchase an item
at the brick-and-mortar store of JDSports.

Our analysis relies on the pre-purchase phase (initiation and information / evaluation) and the purchase phase. Potential alleys for
further research could include an analysis of the role of the information and evaluation phase.

175

Question: For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair
care product/tool to the final purchase? Answer: I saw the item and I instantly bought it.

176
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One other condition is used to determine the lower boundary: Basically, we focus on purchases for
which consumers selected the retail outlet solely because it either offered the best price. After all,
these consumers could be the ones who actually benefit and make use of free-riding behaviour. 27%
of consumers reported “This retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason for choosing the
retail outlet. Hence, 73% of consumers who bought clothing items and shoes did not consider price
as a decisive criterion for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not as the only criterion. In addition,
26% of consumers reported “This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service/offered the best
post-purchase service/was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the
purchase)/offered my preferred method of payment” as the only reasons for choosing the retail
outlet. Hence, 74% of consumers who bought clothing items and shoes did not consider the quality
of retail services as a decisive criterion for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not as the only
criterion. Conversely, this indicates that consumers consider several different factors when choosing
a retail outlet.
The price is a particularly important factor in the free-riding debate. It is assumed that consumers
(always) tend to choose the cheapest distributor. Distributors or manufacturers/brands that make
additional investments in marketing, advertisement, provision of information etc., have higher costs,
but when these are reflected in prices, consumers move to the lower-priced distributors who may
not provide those additional services. 177 This is a classic argument in the free-riding debate. However,
we not only consider the price factor but also the quality of retail services, as described above. It
would also be conceivable that distributors do not invest in information etc., but only enable, for
instance, fast delivery. One imaginable example would be that consumers search for information
exclusively online and ultimately buy offline because they can immediately acquire the product.
Figure 3-58 provides an illustration of free-riding between online and offline channels (Type 1)
covering the conditions described above. After applying all the filters described so far, we excluded
about 44% of purchases/consumers in our sample (i.e. spontaneous purchases, purchases initiated
by direct and offline advertisments, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and purchases initated by consumers independently and without
further information). The following figures are based on 56% of all purchases in the category clothing
and shoes. 178

177
178

For more information see Cheng (2017).
Weighted data.
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Figure 3-58: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between online and offline channels in
general – Type 1

Source: WIK-Consult.

According to Table 3-13, in 17% of the purchases of clothing items and shoes eligible for this analysis,
consumers obtained important information online but purchased offline and vice versa. In detail,
10% of consumers gathered important information offline and purchased online and 7% of
consumers purchased offline, although they gathered important information online. Of the 17% of
purchases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it offered the best price in 25%
of those cases. In 33% of those cases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it
offered the best retail service quality.
In summary, the consumer survey finds that potential free-riding behaviour between online and
offline is relevant for a maximum of 17% (upper boundary) of purchases of clothing items and shoes
that are eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding, and for a minimum of 4% of the
purchases considered (lower boundary). Measured in terms of total purchases (including purchases
that were not considered), the proportions are considerably lower.
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Table 3-13: Clothing and shoes – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and
offline channels – Type 1
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Total

Offline Purchase solely due to price offered

Offline Research
19%

Online Research
7%

10%

64%

4%

1%

3%

Offline Purchase due to other reasons

15%

Online Purchase due to other reasons

8%

20%
43%

5%

2%

3%

16%

Online Purchase solely due to price offered
Total

Offline Purchase solely due to retail services offered
Offline Purchase due to other reasons

14%

Online Purchase due to other reasons

7%

Online Purchase solely due to retail services offered
Total

Total

100%

5%

100%

4%
48%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4722. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales
channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone, via
chat), information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general
online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands,
app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online and offline
channels with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-14: Clothing and shoes – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and
offline channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics – Type 1
Among those purchases …

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

France
(N=1439)
Germany
(N=1469)
Hungary
(N=1214)
Italy
(N=1249)
Poland
(N=1304)
Sweden
(N=1461)
Male
(N=3579)
Female
(N=4557)

18-24 years
(N=901)
25-34 years
(N=1300)
35-44 years
(N=1464)
45-54 years
(N=1535)
55-64 years
(N=1405)
65-100 years
(N=1531)
High
(N=1812)
Medium
(N=5198)
Low
(N=1042)

First purchase
(N=1837)
At least every six months
and more rarely (incl.
don’t know)
(N=4370)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=1769)

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online (offline)
research and offline
(online) purchase
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also
selecting sales outlet
solely because it
offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

54%

20%

11%

48%

15%

9%

68%

16%

10%

63%

18%

10%

61%

18%

9%

59%

16%

9%

59%

17%

11%

53%

17%

9%

67%

19%

11%

60%

22%

12%

55%

15%

9%

55%

16%

10%

53%

17%

11%

49%

15%

7%

68%

16%

9%

55%

18%

10%

38%

15%

9%

66%

20%

12%

51%

15%

9%

58%

18%

10%
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Among those purchases …

Price

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

0-10 EUR
(N=798)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=4064)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=1619)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=592)
>500 EUR
(N=11)

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online (offline)
research and offline
(online) purchase
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also
selecting sales outlet
solely because it
offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

45%

15%

10%

56%

16%

9%

63%

18%

11%

64%

19%

10%

59%

56%

56%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales channel
the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone, via chat),
information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online
media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app,
website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

In order to investigate the magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online channels (Type 2) we
focus on three channels which were included in the questionnaire as an information channel as well
as a purchase channel – online retailers selling multiple brands, online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailers selling only one brand, and online marketplaces. Otherwise, we
continue in the same way as with the above analysis. To put the results displayed in Table 3-15 into
perspective, 60% of all consumers who purchased clothing items and shoes used one of these three
channels to make the purchase (see Figure 3-36). After applying all the other filters described above,
we excluded about 58% of those 60% of purchases/consumers in our sample. The following figures
are based on 24% of all purchases in the category clothing and shoes. 179 Figure 3-59 provides an
illustration of the trails relevant for free-riding between online channels (Type 2).

179

Weighted data.
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Figure 3-59: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between online channels – Type 2

Source: WIK-Consult.

According to Table 3-15, in 28% of the purchases of clothing items and shoes eligible for the analysis
of free-riding between online channels, consumers obtained important information via online
channel but purchased via another. In detail, 12% of consumers gathered important information
from a website/app/online store of a retailer selling multiple brands and purchased the item from a
website/app/online store of a retailer selling only one brand or from a brand/manufacturer itself or
from an online marketplace. 9% of consumers gathered important information from a
website/app/online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of a brand/manufacturer but
purchased the product either from an online retailer selling multiple brands or on an online
marketplace. Finally, 7% of consumers gathered information on an online marketplace but
purchased from an online retailer/brand/manufacturer. In about 57% of those 28% of purchases,
consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it offered the best price (8%) or the best
retail service (9%).
In total, this leads to an estimated upper boundary of 28% and al lower boundary, based solely on
the best price, of 8%. Since the figure is based on only 24% of all purchases in the category clothing
and shoes, the proportion of purchases that are consistent with free-riding in all purchases is
substantially lower.
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Table 3-15: Clothing and shoes – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between various online
channels – Type 2
Information
search - online
retailer selling
multiple brands
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand
Purchase - online marketplace
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands solely due to price offered
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands due to other reasons
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand solely due to price
offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand due to other reasons

Purchase - online marketplace solely due
to price offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to
other reasons
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands solely due to retail services
offered
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands due to other reasons
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand solely due to retail
services offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand due to other reasons

Purchase - online marketplace solely due
to retail services offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to
other reasons
Total

Information search online stores of
brands/manufacturers
or retailer selling only
one brand

Information
search online
marketplace

25%

6%

4%

7%

17%

3%

5%

3%

30%

7%

2%

1%

17%

4%

3%

2%

4%

1%

5%

12%

2%

1%

1%

11%

4%

2%

20%

6%

2%

2%

19%

4%

3%

2%

4%

1%

5%

12%

2%

1%

1%

7%

4%

2%

24%

Total

100%

100%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1938. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple
brands, online stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to
consumers who reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had
the strongest impact on consumer’s final decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online channels with
respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-16: Clothing and shoes – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between various online
channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics – Type 2
Among those purchases …

Pr
ic
e

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

France
(N=1439)
Germany
(N=1469)
Hungary
(N=1214)
Italy
(N=1249)
Poland
(N=1304)
Sweden
(N=1461)
Male
(N=3579)
Female
(N=4557)

18-24 years
(N=901)
25-34 years
(N=1300)
35-44 years
(N=1464)
45-54 years
(N=1535)
55-64 years
(N=1405)
65-100 years
(N=1531)
High
(N=1812)
Medium
(N=5198)
Low
(N=1042)

First purchase
(N=1837)
At least every six
months and more
rarely (incl. don’t know)
(N=4370)
At least every three
months and more
often
(N=1769)
0-10 EUR
(N=798)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
research via an online
channel and online
purchase via another
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

21%

31%

21%

22%

28%

15%

22%

28%

19%

28%

26%

15%

26%

28%

14%

25%

30%

17%

25%

30%

18%

24%

26%

15%

26%

33%

16%

25%

25%

11%

25%

30%

21%

26%

27%

16%

23%

29%

17%

20%

26%

15%

34%

31%

17%

23%

27%

15%

13%

27%

20%

26%

28%

17%

22%

27%

16%

28%

32%

17%

17%

20%

14%
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Among those purchases …

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

10,01-50 EUR
(N=4064)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=1619)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=592)
>500 EUR
(N=11)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
research via an online
channel and online
purchase via another
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also selecting
sales outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

26%

28%

15%

28%

28%

18%

26%

31%

16%

20%

0%

0%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple brands, online
stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to consumers who
reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had the strongest
impact on consumer’s final decision.

Finally, we examine the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of channel – namely
between different physical (brick-and-mortar) stores, online stores/retailers, and online
marketplaces. This time we used a slightly different approach. We directly asked consumers if they
searched for information on websites, apps, or stores of retailers/marketplaces or in physical (brickand-mortar) stores other than the one from which they made the purchase. 180 As before, we exclude
spontaneous purchases and primarily condition the answers on the fact that the retail outlet was
chosen because it offered the best price and secondarily also on the best retail service. Figure 3-60
provides an illustration of the trails relevant for free-riding between the same types of
information/sales channels (Type 3). If the same channel is used in the pre-purchase phase as is used
in the purchase phased, it is considered as non-relevant for free-riding.

Questions: 1) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers
other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 2) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information
on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 3) Prior to your most recent purchase
of a […], did you search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the purchases?
180
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Figure 3-60: Schematic display trails relevant for free-riding between the same type of channels – Type
3

Source: WIK-Consult. Source: WIK-Consult. Note: The terms channel A, B, and C refer to different proivers of the same type
of information and sales channels. For instance, with regards to online marketplaces channel A might be eBay, channel B
Amazon marketplace and channel C Wish.

For the evaluation of the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same types of channels we
will consider the following consumer responses:
1) Websites, apps, or stores of retailer: Purchases that consumers either conducted from the
website, app, or store of retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands) or the online
store of a brand/manufacturer
2) Online marketplaces: Purchases that consumers conducted on an online marketplace
3) Physical (brick-and-mortar) store: Purchases that consumers conducted in a brick-andmortar store of a retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands), in a brick-and-mortar
store of a brand/manufacturer, in a department store, or in a supermarket/hypermarket.
Purchases were only eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
channel if the consumers used the same type of channel in the information and evaluation phase
when searching explicitly for information. After applying all these filters, we screened out about 72%
of total purchases/consumers in the category clothing and hair care in our sample. 181 The results for
the remaining 28% of purchases are displayed in Table 3-17. In total, for about 45% of those 28% of
eligible purchases, consumers searched for information via the same type of online channel
compared to the one from which they made the purchase (upper boundary). 53% of these
consumers selected the retail outlet solely because it offered the best price or the best retail service.

181

Weighted data.
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In total, the free-rider problem within the same types of online channels is relevant for at least 15%
of the purchases considered (lower boundary, based solely on the best price). Since the figure is
based on only 28% of all purchases in the category clothing and shoes, the proportion of purchases
relevant for free-riding in all purchases is substantially lower.
Table 3-17: Clothing and shoes – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour within the same type of
information/sales channel – Type 3
Information search
– used another
channel of the
same type
Purchase – online retailer

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Purchase – online marketplace
Total

Purchase – online retailer solely due to price
offered

Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely
due to price offered

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to price
offered
Purchase – online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

Purchase – online retailer solely due to retail
services offered

Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely
due to retail services offered

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to retail
services offered
Purchase – online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

Information search online stores of
brands/manufacturers
or retailer selling only
one brand

21%

23%

11%

13%

12%

7%

Total

19%
100%

5%

14%

18%

3%

4%

9%

15%

5%

4%

7%

9%

4%

7%

17%

16%

3%

5%

10%

14%

2%

4%

9%

9%

100%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2384. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and
online marketplace.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
information/sales channel with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-18: Clothing and shoes – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour within the same type of
information/sales channel with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics – Type
3
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Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition –
also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

28%

46%

25%

22%

33%

18%

31%

62%

35%

35%

49%

29%

32%

54%

24%

31%

44%

20%

31%

46%

25%

26%

44%

23%

32%

50%

23%

30%

51%

25%

28%

46%

25%

28%

41%

24%

26%

40%

21%

27%

42%

25%

36%

55%

29%

28%

43%

23%

18%

30%

14%

32%

53%

29%

27%

42%

23%

29%

45%

21%

21%

41%

22%

30%

41%

22%

Gender

Male
(N=3579)
Female
(N=4557)
18-24 years
(N=901)
25-34 years
(N=1300)
35-44 years
(N=1464)
45-54 years
(N=1535)
55-64 years
(N=1405)
65-100 years
(N=1531)

Involvement

First purchase
(N=1837)
At least every six months
and more rarely (incl. don’t
know)
(N=4370)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=1769)

Price

High
(N=1812)
Medium
(N=5198)
Low
(N=1042)

Frequency

Country

France
(N=1439)
Germany
(N=1469)
Hungary
(N=1214)
Italy
(N=1249)
Poland
(N=1304)
Sweden
(N=1461)

Age

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

0-10 EUR
(N=798)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=4064)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type
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Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition –
also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

34%

53%

29%

32%

57%

27%

24%

93%

93%

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

50,01-100 EUR
(N=1619)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=592)
>500 EUR
(N=11)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and online
marketplace.

3.3.2.6

Overall shopping experience

About 96% of the consumers were satisfied with the shopping experience. 24% of the consumers
indicated that the purchase was completely spontaneous.
Figure 3-61: Clothing and shoes - Purchase experience

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 8136. “Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole
when you last bought a top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes?”
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Figure 3-62: Clothing and shoes - Time spent

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 8136. “For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea
to purchase the top/trousers, dress, or skirt/underwear/shoes to the final purchase?”

House and garden equipment
In the group of consumers who purchased house and garden equipment, 36% most recently
purchased small household items; 27% bought indoor or outdoor furniture, and 20% bought tools
like screwdrivers, hammers, drills etc. 17% of purchased garden equipment such as hedge trimmers,
lawn mowers, leaf blowers etc. Consumers’ product choices hardly differed between countries.
However, we found differences with regard to the consumers’ gender. While more men bought tools
and gardening equipment, women predominantly bought furniture and small household items.
Figure 3-63: House and garden equipment - Specific products purchased by country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “You said that you have purchased a good in the product category house
and garden equipment, please indicate the type of good that you last purchased within this product category. If you are
unsure, select the product you best remember.”

Compared to results of the cosmetics and hair care and clothing and shoes product categories ,
house and garden equipment were purchased less frequently. In fact, 50% of consumers purchased
the product at least every six months or more rarely. 35% of consumers were purchasing the product
for the first time. In France, Hungary, and Italy the shares of “first-time buyers” were about 40% or
higher. Above all, a large proportion of consumers in the younger age groups (18-34 years) said that
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they had purchased the product for the first time. 182 This may be due to the fact that individuals in
this age group had only just moved into their first homes.
Figure 3-64: House and garden equipment - Prices

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid
for the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool you most recently purchased? Please
indicate the price without shipping costs or any other additional service cost.”

As expected, average prices in this category were much higher (Figure 3-64). On average, consumers
spent 114 Euro. Consumers in France and Germany spent even more than 130 Euro. 183
Sociodemographic differences in expenditure were almost negligible.
Figure 3-65: House and garden equipment - Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.”

Questions used to calculate the proportions presented in this section: 1) Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of
indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool? 2) How often do you typically buy this kind of indoor or
outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool in general?

182

183

Considering only the valid answers (excl. ‘Don’t remember’) and excluding outliner.
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In the methodology section, purchases of house and garden equipment were described as high
involvement purchases. We based the classification on the assumptions that because products in
this category may be more expensive, purchases would be well-considered and consumers would
be more involved in the decision-making process. But as already discussed, involvement can be very
subjective. The results of the involvement scale analysis showed that about 26% of consumers were
highly involved in the purchasing process of house and garden equipment. 73% of consumers
showed moderate to low involvement in their purchase of house and garden equipment. 184 Although
the shares of moderate to low involvement consumers were not significantly different in the
cosmetics and hair care and clothing and shoes product categories, when Figure 3-5 is compared
with Figure 3-35, and Figure 3-65, it is evident that for all three items on the involvement scale,
consumers that purchased house and involvement were the least likely to indicate a lack of
involvement. 185 This means that the proportion of low involvement consumers was lower than in the
cosmetics and hair care and clothing and shoes product categories. The group of consumers who
bought house and garden equipment for the first time - i.e. consumers up to 34 years of age - were
for the most part highly involved.
The next section provides more insights into the customer journey of consumers who bought house
and garden equipment.

184

Medium involvement: 65%. Low involvement: 9%.

Statements: 1. I have a strong interest in [product category]. 2. I spend a lot of time to gather relevant information when purchasing
[product category]. 3. I am very selective about which [product category] I purchase. 5-point scale: Strongly agree – Strongly disagree.

185
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Figure 3-66: House and garden equipment - Customer Journey

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for each phase
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3.3.3.1

Inspiration

The journey of every consumer starts with “need recognition”, therefore we asked consumers about
the channel that gave them the initial idea to purchase the product. 186 For that, we provided a predefined list of information channels, which are also included in Table 3-1. Consumers were able to
choose between the following information channels:


Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Product displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store – i.e. consumers saw the product in
the physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.



Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Own idea – i.e. it was the consumers own idea to purchase the product.

At first sight, the inspiration phase for consumers who bought house and garden equipment was
similar to that for the previous two categories (cosmetics and hair care and clothing and shoes). 34%
of consumers indicated that it was their own idea to purchase the product. 26% of consumers
indicated they got the initial idea to purchase from internet websites and applications. 19% said they
got the initial idea to purchase the product when they saw it in s store. Again, the other channels –
media outlet 187, advertisements, and conversation with friends and family as well as a salesperson –
were apparently less relevant for consumers at the inspiration stage (see Figure 3-66). There were
basically no systematic differences between the consumers’ responses across the six countries for
this phase. With regard to age, fewer consumers aged 18 to 44 years indicated that purchasing the
product was their own idea compared with consumers aged 45+ years.
Figure 3-67 shows which types of internet websites or applications gave consumers their initial idea
to buy house and garden equipment. Most replies included online marketplaces or search engines
(29%). Online stores of retailers or brands/manufacturer were mentioned less widely (14%). This
result differed from the results obtained for the other two product categories (cosmetics and hair
care and clothing and shoes). In addition, more consumers in this category referred to price
comparison websites or apps as a source of inspiration than consumers in both of the other
categories.

Question: Who or what gave you the initial idea for purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household
item/tool you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies. Single choice question.

186

187

Among those 39% of consumers were inspired by offline media outlets and 55% by online media outlets.
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Figure 3-67: House and garden equipment - Inspiration: Internet websites and applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1662. “Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the initial idea
to purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool you most recently bought?”

Only 7% of consumers got their initial idea to purchase by advertising. 40% of these consumers
referred to offline advertisements.
Figure 3-68: House and garden equipment - Inspiration: Advertisement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=428. “Which type of advertisement gave you the initial idea to purchase the
indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool you most recently bought?”

3.3.3.2

Information and evaluation

We now consider the second phase of the purchasing process – the information and evaluation
phase. The main question at this stage relates to which channels consumers have used to gather
certain types of information. 188 Similar to the inspiration phase, the consumers were presented with
a pre-defined set of options to choose from. As part of the question, consumers were asked to select
the channels they have used to gather price information, product information, brand information,
Question: From what sources have you learned more about the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household
item/tool you most recently bought?

188
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and information about retail outlet services. Consumers were able to choose between the following
information channels for each type of information:


Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.



Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Immediate purchase without any further information search

Compared to the results of the other two product categories, consumers who bought house and
garden equipment seemed to be more interested in gathering information in general. 73% and 69%
of the consumers who purchased cosmetics and hair care or clothing and shoes conducted further
research. However, 82% of consumers who purchased house and garden equipment conducted
further research prior to buying the respective product. On average, consumers who actually
gathered information on housing and garden equipment used about 2.5 different types of channels
among the ones analysed. 189 The number of channels used was slightly higher than among
consumers that gathered information on cosmetics and hair care as well as clothing and shoes. On
average, most consumers that purchased house and garden equipment gathered price information
(76%) or product information (75%). Slightly fewer consumers gathered brand information (66%) or
information about retail outlet services (63%), during this phase (see Figure 3-69). Again, the
differences in the share of consumers gathering information among those four types (price
information, product information, brand information, and information about retail outlet services)
were not particularly large. This indicated that price was not the only factor of interest to consumers
when consumers have been purchasing house and garden equipment. Similar results were obtained
for the category cosmetic and hair care as well as clothing and shoes. Moreover, only 4% of
consumers who gathered information gathered exclusively price information. 190 However, 65% of

Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’.. N=5435.
189

190

N=5435.
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the consumers checked for the best price. 191 This behaviour could result from the fact that products
are more expensive in this product category.
Figure 3-69: House and garden equipment - Type of information gathered

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497.

Some differences of with respect to information gathered by consumers who bought house and
garden equipment can be found between consumers in different countries, as Figure 3-64 shows.
For example, the share of consumers in Germany that gathered information was generally lower than
in the other five countries. Figure 3-65 also shows that younger generations were more likely to
gather information, regardless of the type of information.
Figure 3-70: House and garden equipment - Type of information gathered by country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497.

191
Those consumers who did search for the best price (65%) predominantly used search engines (34%), online marketplaces (29%),
price comparison websites or apps (25%), rating / product testing/ customer review app or website (13%), brick-and-mortar store
(13%), an app, website, online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (12%), or an app, website, online store of a
retailer/manufacturer/brand selling only one brand (11%).
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Figure 3-71: House and garden equipment - Type of information gathered by age

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497.

Such as in the product category described above, there were also behavioural differences with
respect to involvement. Highly involved consumers were more likely to gather more types of
information (Figure 3-72). On average, consumers with high involvement used about 0.7 more
sources than those with low to medium involvement. 192
Figure 3-72: House and garden equipment - Type of information gathered by involvement cluster

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=XXX.

Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’. Highly involved: N=1618. Medium to low involved: N=3769.
192
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For all four types of information (price information, product information, brand information, and
information about retail outlet services) the majority of consumers consulted internet websites and
apps (Figure 3-73). 193
Figure 3-73: House and garden equipment - Types of information search for by channels

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. Consumers indicated searching for these types of information via any
channel. “From what sources have you learned more about the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small
household item/tool you most recently bought?”

Compared to the results for the previous products, more consumers who bought house and garden
equipment tended to use the same channel to search for information via which they got the initial
idea to purchase (72%). This is illustrated by Figure 3-66. In total, 59% of the consumers who bought
house or garden equipment used Internet websites or applications to gather further information. As
already indicated above, those consumers who gathered information prior to the purchase used
about 2.5 sources in general. The majority used online channels only or a combination of offline and
online channels (78%). 194
Online marketplaces (41%) and search engines (38%) were used by a vast share of the consumers
who indicated to have used any internet website or application to gather information. Customers in
all but one country selected both channels the most compared to the other items in this category
listed in the beginning of this section. 195196 Furthermore, some house and garden equipment
customers also favoured price comparison apps or websites in this phase. In total, 26% of consumers
193

Among consumers purchasing cosmetic and hair care products as well as clothing items and shoes the same results were found.

If the specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1 are sorted into offline and online channels, it
can be determined that 33% uses offline as well as online channels to gather information, 22% uses offline channels only and 44%
uses online channels only. Channels considered: Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with
friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific
offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet,
product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store
of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price
comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit
answer were excluded. N=6497. Respondents giving no answers were excluded in the calculation.

194

195

In Sweden, however, only 11% used search engines.

Other options: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand; price comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website;
social network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
196
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used that channel to gather further information. The shares of consumers who used price
comparison apps or websites in the other two product categories were below 20%.
Figure 3-74: House and garden equipment - Information and Evaluation: Internet websites and
applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3973. “Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool you most
recently bought? Please check all that apply.”

We also had a look at what type of search terms consumers used and what channels had the
strongest impact on the final purchase decision.
We asked consumers to specify if they used product names, the brand names, the retailer names or
entered product-specific keywords (product description) in their search engine query. Multiple
answers were allowed. Most consumers used product names (52%) or use product descriptions
(60%) (Figure 3-75). 197
Again, we asked the consumers who used more than two different types of sources, during the
inspiration phase and in the information and evaluation phase, to rank those sources according to
their impact on their final purchase decision. The result is depicted in Figure 3-76. 43% of consumers
indicated that either the information displayed in the brick-and-mortar stores or the information
gathered via search engines and online market places had the greatest impact on their purchasing
decision.

197

There may be some overlap in the answers given by consumers with reagrds to the items product name and product description.
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Figure 3-75: House and garden equipment - Search engine: Search terms

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1538. “If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your
most recent purchase of indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool, what type of search terms
did you use in the search engine query? Please check all that apply.”

Figure 3-76: House and garden equipment - Channels having the strongest impact on the consumers
final purchase decision

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1538. Only consumers that indicated to have used at least two sources in the
inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase. Consumers not giving any answers were excluded. “Below we list
again all the information sources that you stated to have used as part of your information search prior to purchasing the
indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool you most recently bought. Please rank them,
starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final purchase decision.”

3.3.3.3

Purchase

The following section provides insights into the last stage of the customer journey - the purchase
phase. To evaluate this phase, we asked consumers where they purchased the product they most
recently bought – online or offline. Consumers purchased both online and offline. Overall, 60% of
the consumers who purchased house or garden equipment reported an online purchase. However,
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39% reported an offline purchase. Consumers in France and Sweden diverged from this overall
distribution. In these two countries, almost half of the consumers purchased online and the other
half conducted an offline purchase. Furthermore, the behaviour of consumers who were less involved
in the purchasing process or consumers who paid lower prices deviated strongly from consumers
who were involved more strongly or paid higher prices. The former two consumer groups were more
likely to purchase offline than the latter (see Figure 3-78 and Figure 3-79).
Figure 3-77: House and garden equipment - Online and Offline Channels

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “Where did you purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden
equipment/small household item/tool you most recently bought?”

Figure 3-78: House and garden equipment - Online and Offline Channels by Consumer Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6429. “Where did you purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden
equipment/small household item/tool you most recently bought?”
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Figure 3-79: House and garden equipment - Online and Offline Channels by Product Price

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5264. “Where did you purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden
equipment/small household item/tool you most recently bought?”

Offline Purchases
We asked consumers to specify the type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where they made their
most recent purchase of the respective product. Again, we provided a pre-defined set of options
(Table 3-2) from which consumers had to choose:


Retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand,



Department store,



Supermarket/hypermarket,



Other.

The majority of consumers who purchased house and garden equipment offline bought the items
either in a supermarket/hypermarket or from another retailer selling several brands (e.g. Bauhaus
Top Office etc.) who does not manage a department store. We found similar results for consumer
who bought cosmetics and hair care products. The behaviour of consumers in Hungary differed the
most from customers in other countries. In Hungary, about 40% of the consumers purchased the
respective product in a department store, whereas just 24% made the purchase in a
supermarket/hypermarket and 23% purchased from another retailer selling multiple products.
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Figure 3-80: House and garden equipment - Offline Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2589. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool.”

The following figure depicts the offline sales channels consumers chose to purchase indoor or
outdoor furniture, garden equipment, small household items, or tools. Especially, consumers who
bought garden equipment, tools, or small household items tended to purchase the item in a
supermarket/hypermarket or from retailers selling multiple brands (e.g. Bauhaus Top Office etc.) who
do not manage a department store (67%, 72%, 68%). Indoor or outdoor equipment were
predominantly bought from manufacturer’s/brand’s own store, department stores or another retailer
that was not a supermarket/hypermarket (76%).
Figure 3-81: House and garden equipment - Offline Purchases: Specific products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2589. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool.”

The evaluation of sales channels broken down by the involvement of consumers in the purchasing
process was also revealing. Highly involved customers tended to purchase from department stores
or another retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Bauhaus Top Office etc.) that is not a supermarket
/hypermarket (59%), whereas less involved customers were more likely to make the purchase within
supermarkets/hypermarkets (42%).
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Figure 3-82: House and garden equipment - Offline Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2562. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool.”

Online Purchases
We asked consumers who made an online purchase to specify the type of online store/retailer where
they made their most recent purchase of the respective product. Again, we provided a pre-defined
set of options (Table 3-2) from which consumers had to choose:


Online retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one brand,



Online marketplace,



Online shopping club for members only,



Other.

As depicted in Figure 3-77, about 60% of customers purchased housing and garden equipment via
an online sales channel. About 64% of those consumers used an online marketplace. Consumer
behaviour in Hungary and Sweden diverged from the behaviour of consumers in the remaining
countries. In Hungary, less than 45% of consumers indicated to have used an online marketplace in
order to finalise the purchase process, however, 24% indicated to have made the purchase via an
online retailer selling multiple brands. In Sweden, the majority of consumers made purchases via an
online store of a manufacturer/brand or via an online retailer - selling multiple brands or only one
brand (71%)
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Figure 3-83: House and garden equipment - Online Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3788. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool.”

With regards to specific products, it became evident that smaller items were more likely to be
purchased via an online marketplace (Figure 3-84).
Figure 3-84: House and garden equipment - Online Purchases: Specific products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3788. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool.”

The evaluation of online sales channels with respect to consumers product and purchase
involvement, showed no significant difference between high, medium or low involvement consumers
(Figure 3-85).
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Figure 3-85: House and garden equipment - Online Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 3756. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool.”

3.3.3.4

Transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and information and
evaluation phase) to the purchase phase

Figure 3-66 depicts the transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration, information, and
evaluation) to the purchase phase based on the last source used for gathering information. Such as
in the other product categories discussed so far, consumers that bought house and garden
equipment whose last source of information was an offline channel were more likely to shop offline
as well, and vice versa. 198 For instance, 84% of consumers whose last source of information was an
internet website or application indicated to have purchased the product online, whereas 82% of
consumers whose last source of information was the information displayed in a brick-and-mortar
store reported an offline purchase. Also, after talking to sales personnel, the purchase took place
offline in 61% of cases. For the other last sources – advertisement, media outlet, conversation with
social circle (friends, family, co-workers etc.) – and consumers who did not search for further
information, we saw a great tendency for online purchases. 199,200
Even if the focus is not only on the last source of information, but on all kinds of channels used in
the pre-purchase phase, the results are reasonably similar. In order to compare online and offline
In general, 69% (82%) of consumers stating that their last source of information was an offline (online) channel indicated to also
have purchased the product offline (online). The specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1 are
sorted into offline and online channels. Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with friends,
family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific offline
media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet, productspecific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or
website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.
N=5222.

198

This may be due to the fact, as described in the above, almost 78% of consumers indicated to used online channels to gather
information. Therefore, it is very likely that in the other channel categories the last source was online rather than offline.
199

Questions used to calculate the proportions presented in this section: 1) From what sources have you learned more about the
indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool you most recently bought? 2) Please select the last source
you used to inform yourself before you finally purchased the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household
item/tool. 3) Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you made your most recent purchase of a
indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool.

200
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channel usage in the pre-purchase and purchase phase, we only consider consumers who reported
to have used any of the channels listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase
phase (inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on
which type of sales channel the purchase was made (online or offline). We also sorted the information
channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline - excluding direct
advertisements and consumers that did not gather further information or for whom purchasing the
product was their own idea. Hence, we excluded about 15% of consumers in our sample.
In general, 24% of the remaining consumers conducted offline research only, 38% gathered
information exclusively online, and 38% actively switched between online and offline channels in
order to gather information in the pre-purchase phase. A great share of consumers who exclusively
searched online (offline) also purchased online (offline) (87% and 79% respectively). Only 10% of all
consumers who bought house and garden equipment either exclusively gathered information online
and purchased offline and vice versa. The intensity of this behaviour among consumers in different
countries, age groups, genders, or with respect to the degree of involvement, purchase frequency,
and order value (price) is displayed in Table 3-20.
Table 3-19: House and garden equipment - Consumers’ channel selection in the pre-purchase and
purchase phase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Research
19%
5%

Online Research
5%
33%

Offline and Online Research
13%
25%

Total

38%
62%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. N=5576. Respondents considered that reported to have used
any of the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on
via which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson
(in store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement,
general offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat),
online advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a
retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand,
app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer
review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer
that did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.

Table 3-20: House and garden equipment - Consumers’ channel selection in the pre-purchase and
purchase phase with respect to different factors

France
(N=893)

Country

Germany
(N=814)
Hungary
(N=1058)
Italy
(N=936)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Poland
(N=1067)

Offline Purchase

Sweden
(N=808)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Online Purchase

Offline
Research

Online
Research

Offline and
Online
Research

23%
3%

7%
28%

20%
19%

50%
50%

14%
3%

6%
40%

13%
24%

33%
67%

20%
6%

18%

4%
36%

4%

4%

33%

5%
20%
4%

32%
7%
25%

17%

5%

10%
23%

11%
30%
15%
27%
21%
23%

Total

34%
66%

33%
67%
37%
63%
47%
53%
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Male
(N=3063)
Female
(N=2513)
18-24 years
(N=621)

Age

25-34 years
(N=1067)
35-44 years
(N=1055)
45-54 years
(N=920)
55-64 years
(N=896)

Involvement

65-100 years
(N=1017)
High
(N=1632)
Medium
(N=3518)
Low
(N=384)

Frequency

First purchase
(N=2145)

At least every six months
and more rarely (incl. don’t
know)
(N=2561)

Online
Research

Offline and
Online
Research

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

18%
4%
21%
5%

5%
35%
5%
31%

13%
25%
14%
24%

35%
65%
40%
60%

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

14%
3%
20%
5%
33%
7%

5%
34%
5%
33%
4%
30%

16%
29%
13%
24%
8%
17%

34%
66%
38%
62%
45%
55%

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

13%
4%
13%
4%
20%
4%
20%
4%
22%
5%
26%
6%

13%
5%

6%
21%
6%
27%
5%
32%
5%
39%
4%
40%
3%
36%

4%
35%

24%
33%
20%
30%
13%
26%
9%
22%
8%
20%
9%
20%

15%
28%

Total

43%
57%
39%
61%
38%
62%
34%
66%
34%
66%
38%
62%

32%
68%

24%

6%

12%

41%

4%

34%

20%

59%

At least every three
months and more often
(N=754)

Offline Purchase

19%

5%

15%

39%

Online Purchase

28%

30%

61%

0-10 EUR
(N=883)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

3%

10,01-50 EUR
(N=1746)
Price

Offline
Research

50,01-100 EUR
(N=776)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=1024)
>500 EUR
(N=234)

38%
4%
16%
5%
10%
5%
11%
4%
20%
5%

7%
25%
4%
36%
5%
37%
4%
36%
1%
28%

13%
12%
13%
27%
12%
31%
14%
30%
19%
27%

59%
41%
33%
67%
27%
73%
29%
71%
40%
60%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of
the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via
which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in
store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general
offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online
advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app,
website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review
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app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that
did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.

What was consumers’ reasoning behind sales channel and brand selection?
We also asked respondents why they ultimately chose the respective retail outlet or brand. We
provided pre-defined options:








This retail outlet offered the best price.

This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service.

This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the
purchase).

This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.

Ambiance of the retail outlet.

The retail outlet was not of importance.
Other reason(s).

In total, 45% of consumers chose the retail outlet because it offered the best price 201, another 35%
indicated that the retail outlet was the most convenient for them (Figure 3-86).
Figure 3-86: House and garden equipment - Reason for choosing the retail outlet

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “Why did you purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture/garden
equipment/small household item/tool from that specific physical (brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not
another one?”

We asked consumers a similar question with respect to the brand they purchased. Why did
consumers purchase the respective product brand they ultimatly chose and not another one? Again,
we provided pre-defined options:





201

This brand was the cheapest.

This brand offered the best value for money.

This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.

This brand offered the best quality.

27% of consumers reported “The retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason for choosing the retail outlet.
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This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.

The brand has the best image.

The brand was not of importance.
Other reason(s).

Figure 3-87 depicts the reasons why consumers chose the brand they purchased and not another
one. Price was only important for 21% of the consumers. Quality mattered for a greater share of
consumers.
Figure 3-87: House and garden equipment - Reason for choosing the brand

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “Why did you purchase indoor or outdoor furniture/garden
equipment/small household item/tool from the brand you chose and not another one?”

3.3.3.5

Magnitude of free-riding behaviour

This section seeks to identify the proportion of consumers/purchases, or the threshold, for which
free-riding efforts of distributors (incl. suppliers) could potentially be relevant.
The availability of different sales and information channels in today’s omni-channel sales
environment and consumers’ active switching between those channels may lead to increased freeriding behaviour among distributors. Free-riding takes place when a distributor or group of
distributors benefit from the investments and efforts (e.g. in marketing, advertising, advice, presale
display of products, and the provision of products-specific information) of others. Due to free-riding
behaviour, distributors have no incentive to invest in additional services. 202 Such behaviour may lead
to lower levels of investments and in addition to lower service levels. For the purposes of this study,
consumers choosing the cheapest offer would not be considered as ‘freeriders’ themselves. However
consumers purchase from supplier or distributors that pursue freeriding strategies. Therefore, we
refer to such consumer behaviour as ‘consistent with freeriding’.
As we conducted a consumer survey, we did not collect any direct information regarding actual freeriding behaviours of distributors, for instance by identifying free-riding attempts by distributors.
However, the observation of the purchasing journey of consumers can identify consumers’
behaviours which are consistent with the existence of free-riding attempts by distributors.

Ezrachi, Ariel (2015) The competitive effects of parity clauses on online commerce, European Competition Journal, 11:2-3, 488-519.
Cheng, T. K. (2017). A Consumer behavioral approach to resale price maintenance. Virginia Law & Business Review. Vol. 12. No.1

202
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On this basis, we attempted to estimate what percentage of consumers or purchases could be
affected by free-riding activities of distributors, as they tend to gather information on one channel
but purchase from a completely different channel because of the lower price. We have also included
a more inclusive analysis of the magnitude of potential free-riding that also identify
consumers/purchases where consumers gather information on one channel but purchase from a
completely different channel because of better service quality. In addition, we look at the status quo,
which means that the results are based on the current market and legal framework. Altogether, we
examine the potential magnitude of three types of free-riding behaviour:
1) free-riding between online and offline channels in general (Type 1);
2) free-riding between different types of online channels (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 2); and
3) free-riding within the same type of online channel (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 3).
In order to investigate the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and offline
distributors (Type 1), we only consider consumers who reported to have used any of the channels
listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and
information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on which type of sales channel the
purchase was made (online or offline), such as in the previous section. Again, we sorted the
information channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline. This time we
excluded direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and consumers who did not gather further information or for
whom purchasing the product was their own idea 203. With respect to consumers who reported to
have used both online and offline channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of
channel that had the strongest impact on their final decision. Furthermore, we excluded spontaneous
purchases which were conducted instantaneously. 204 Those spontaneous purchases account for 18%
of all purchases of house and garden equipment (see Section 3.3.4.6).
Simply switching between online and offline channels and making an informed decision does not
necessarily reflect the actual magnitude of possible free-riding activities. We consider this type of
consumer switching behaviour - from online channel use in the pre-purchase phase to offline
channel use in the purchase phase and vice versa - as the upper boundary of free-riding behaviour.
It should be noted that we probably overestimate this threshold, since we cannot deduce from the
survey data if the channels used are from the same distributor. An example of this would be if
someone searches online for information at the online store of Ikea and then purchases an item at
the brick-and-mortar store of Ikea.
One condition is used to determine the lower boundary: Basically, we focus on purchases for which
consumers selected the retail outlet solely because it either offered the best price. After all, these
consumers could be the ones who actually benefit and make use of free-riding behaviour. 27% of
consumers reported “This retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason for choosing the
retail outlet. Hence, 73% of the consumers who bought house and garden equipment did not
Our analysis relies on the pre-purchase phase (initiation and information / evaluation) and the purchase phase. Potential alleys for
further research could include an analysis of the role of the information and evaluation phase.
203

Question: For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair
care product/tool to the final purchase? Answer: I saw the item and I instantly bought it.

204
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consider price as a decisive criterion for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not as the only criterion.
In addition, 31% of consumers reported “This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service/offered
the best post-purchase service/was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the
purchase)/offered my preferred method of payment” as the only reasons for choosing the retail
outlet. Hence, 69% of the consumers who bought house and garden equipment did not consider
the quality of retail services as a decisive criterion for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not as the
only criterion. Conversely, this indicates that consumers consider several different factors when
choosing a retail outlet.
The price is a particularly important factor in the free-riding debate. It is assumed that consumers
(always) tend to choose the cheapest distributor. Distributors or manufacturers/brands that make
additional investments in marketing, advertisement, provision of information etc. have higher costs,
but when these are reflected in prices, consumers move to the lower-priced distributors who may
not provide those additional services. 205 This is a classic argument in the free-riding debate. However,
we not only consider the price factor but also the quality of retail services, as described above. It
would also be conceivable that distributors do not invest in information etc., but only enable, for
instance, fast delivery. One imaginable example would be that consumers search for information
exclusively online and ultimately buy offline because they can immediately acquire the product.
The figure below provides an illustration of free-riding between online and offline channels (Type 1)
covering the conditions described above. After applying all the filters described so far, we excluded
about 34% of purchases/consumers in our sample (i.e. spontaneous purchases, purchases initiated
by direct and offline advertisments, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and purchases initated by consumers independently and without
further information). The following figures are based on 66% of all purchases in the category house
and garden equipment. 206
Figure 3-88: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between online and offline channels in
general – Type 1

Source: WIK-Consult.

205
206

For more information see Cheng (2017).
Weighted data.
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According to table below, in 22% of the purchases of house and garden equipment eligible for this
analysis, consumers obtained important information online but purchased offline and vice versa. In
detail, 10% of consumers gathered important information offline and purchased online and 12% of
consumers purchased offline, although they gathered important information online. Of the 22% of
purchases, in 22% of those cases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it offered
the best price. In 34% of those cases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it
offered the best retail service quality.
In summary, according to our estimates, potential free-riding behaviour between online and offline
is relevant for a maximum of 22% (upper boundary) of purchases of household and garden
equipment that are eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding, and a minimum of 4%
of the purchases considered (lower boundary). Measured in terms of total purchases (including
purchases that were not considered), the proportions are lower.
Table 3-21: House and garden equipment – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between
online and offline channels – Type 1
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Total

Offline Purchase solely due to price offered
Offline Purchase due to other reasons

Online Purchase solely due to price offered
Online Purchase due to other reasons
Total

Offline Purchase solely due to retail services offered

Offline Research
20%

10%

4%

16%
2%
7%

58%

20%
38%

14%
44%

6%

100%

10%

3%

Online Purchase due to other reasons

Total

2%

4%

13%

Total

12%

7%

Offline Purchase due to other reasons

Online Purchase solely due to retail services offered

Online Research

100%

8%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4389. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales
channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone, via
chat), information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general
online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands,
app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online and offline
channels with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-22: House and garden equipment – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between
online and offline channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics – Type
1
Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also
selecting sales outlet
solely because it
offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

65%

24%

15%

61%

18%

9%

75%

21%

14%

70%

22%

13%

69%

25%

11%

62%

28%

16%

68%

21%

12%

63%

22%

12%

69%

31%

17%

68%

30%

15%

68%

21%

12%

65%

17%

10%

66%

17%

10%

60%

17%

10%

74%

23%

12%

66%

21%

12%

43%

25%

15%

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis
France
(N=1068)
Germany
(N=1000)
Hungary
(N=1158)
Italy
(N=1059)
Poland
(N=1212)
Sweden
(N=1000)
Male
(N=3543)
Female
(N=2954)

18-24 years
(N=697)
25-34 years
(N=1224)
35-44 years
(N=1174)
45-54 years
(N=1100)
55-64 years
(N=1044)
65-100 years
(N=1258)
High
(N=1748)
Medium
(N=4129)
Low
(N=552)

First purchase
(N=2349)
At least every six months
and more rarely (incl. don’t
know)
(N=3085)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=869)

71%

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
(offline) research and
offline (online)
purchase

23%

13%

64%

19%

11%

64%

26%

14%
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Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also
selecting sales outlet
solely because it
offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

52%

21%

12%

68%

21%

11%

75%

21%

13%

78%

21%

12%

75%

25%

13%

Price

Share of total
purchases in
the sample
eligible for
analysis

0-10 EUR
(N=1115)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=1966)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=847)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=1091)
>500 EUR
(N=245)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
(offline) research and
offline (online)
purchase

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales channel
the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone, via chat),
information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online
media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app,
website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

In order to investigate the magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online channels (Type 2) we
focus on three channels which were included in the questionnaire as an information channel as well
as a purchase channel – online retailer selling multiple brands, online stores of brands/manufacturers
or retailers selling only one brand, and online marketplaces. Otherwise, we continue in the same way
as with the above analysis. To put the results into perspective, 57% of all consumers who purchased
house and garden equipment used one of these three channels to make the purchase (see Figure
3-66). After applying all the other filters described above, we excluded about 56% of those 57% of
purchases/consumers in our sample. The following figures are based on 24% of all purchases in the
category house and garden equipment. 207 The figure below provides an illustration of the trails
relevant for free-riding between online channels (Type 2).

207

Weighted data.
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Figure 3-89: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between online channels – Type 2

Source: WIK-Consult.

In 25% of purchases of house and garden equipment eligible for the analysis of free-riding between
online channels, consumers obtained important information via online channel but purchased via
another. In detail, 9% of consumers gathered important information from a website/app/online store
of a retailer selling multiple brands and purchased the item from a website/app/online store of a
retailer selling only one brand or from a brand/manufacturer itself or from an online marketplace.
8% of consumers gathered important information from a website/app/online store of a retailer
selling only one brand or from a brand/manufacturer but purchased the product either from an
online retailer selling multiple brands or from an online marketplace. Finally, 7% of consumers
gathered information on an online marketplace but purchased from an online
retailer/brand/manufacturer. In about 59% of those 25% of purchases, consumers selected the
purchase channel solely because it offered the best price (9%) or the best retail service (9%).
In total, this leads to an estimated upper boundary of 25% and a lower boundary, based solely on
the best price, of 9%. Since the figure is based on 24% of all purchases in the category house and
garden equipment, the proportion of purchases that are consistent with free-riding in all purchases
is substantially lower.
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Table 3-23: House and garden equipment – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between
various online channels – Type 2

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand
Purchase - online marketplace
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands solely due to price offered

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands due to other reasons

Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand solely due to price offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand due to other reasons
Purchase - online marketplace solely due
to price offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to
other reasons
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands solely due to retail services offered
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple
brands due to other reasons

Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand solely due to retail services
offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling
only one brand due to other reasons

Purchase - online marketplace solely due
to retail services offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to
other reasons
Total

Information
search - online
retailer selling
multiple brands

Information
search - online
stores of
brands/manufactu
rers or retailer
selling only one
brand

7%

3%

4%

3%

6%

3%

Information
search online
marketplace

6%

5%

62%

2%

1%

2%

5%

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

2%

5%

3%

2%

2%

20%

3%

3%

42%

2%

1%

1%

6%

3%

3%

1%

2%

1%

2%

4%

2%

1%

2%

16%

5%

3%

46%

Total

100%

100%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1424. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple
brands, online stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to
consumers who reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had
the strongest impact on consumer’s final decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online channels with
respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-24: House and garden equipment – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between
various online channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics – Type 2
Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also
selecting sales outlet
solely because it
offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

19%

22%

15%

25%

26%

15%

19%

28%

17%

28%

23%

14%

25%

24%

13%

14%

48%

28%

26%

25%

14%

22%

25%

15%

23%

26%

13%

23%

27%

15%

23%

31%

19%

26%

24%

16%

26%

21%

10%

23%

19%

14%

29%

26%

16%

23%

24%

14%

15%

25%

15%

27%

26%

15%

23%

21%

14%

22%

30%

17%

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

France
(N=1068)
Germany
(N=1000)
Hungary
(N=1158)
Italy
(N=1059)
Poland
(N=1212)
Sweden
(N=1000)
Male
(N=3543)
Female
(N=2954)

18-24 years
(N=697)
25-34 years
(N=1224)
35-44 years
(N=1174)
45-54 years
(N=1100)
55-64 years
(N=1044)
65-100 years
(N=1258)

High
(N=1748)
Medium (N=4129)
Low
(N=552)

First purchase
(N=2349)
At least every six
months and more
rarely (incl. don’t know)
(N=3085)
At least every three
months and more
often
(N=869)

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online research via
an online channel and
online purchase via
another
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Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the additional
condition – also
selecting sales outlet
solely because it
offered the best
price/best retail service
quality

15%

18%

13%

27%

24%

14%

31%

22%

12%

29%

30%

21%

27%

24%

13%

Price

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

0-10 EUR
(N=1115)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=1966)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=847)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=1091)
>500 EUR
(N=245)

Share of purchases
satisfying the condition
– online research via
an online channel and
online purchase via
another

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple brands, online
stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to consumers who
reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had the strongest
impact on consumer’s final decision.

Finally, we examine the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of channel – namely
between different physical (brick-and-mortar) stores, online stores/retailer, and online marketplaces.
This time we used a slightly different approach. We directly asked consumers if they searched for
information on websites, apps, or stores of retailers/marketplaces or in physical (brick-and-mortar)
stores other than the one from which they made the purchase. 208 As before, we exclude spontaneous
purchases and primarily condition the answers on the fact that the retail outlet was chosen because
it offered the best price and secondarily also on the best retail service. The figure below provides an
illustration of the trails relevant for free-riding between the same types of information/sales channels
(Type 3). If the same channel is used in the pre-purchase phase as is used in the purchase phased, it
is considered as non-relevant for free-riding.

Questions: 1) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers
other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 2) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information
on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 3) Prior to your most recent purchase
of a […], did you search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the purchases?
208
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Figure 3-90: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between the same type of channels –
Type 3

Source: WIK-Consult. Source: WIK-Consult. Note: The terms channel A, B, and C refer to different proivers of the same type
of information and sales channels. For instance, with regards to online marketplaces channel A might be eBay, channel B
Amazon marketplace and channel C Wish.

For the evaluation of the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same types of channels we
will consider the following consumer responses:
1) Websites, apps, or stores of retailer: Purchases that consumers either conducted from the
website, app, or store of retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands) or the online
store of a brand/manufacturer
2) Online marketplaces: Purchases that consumers conducted on an online marketplace
3) Physical (brick-and-mortar) store: Purchases that consumers conducted in a brick-andmortar store of a retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands), in a brick-and-mortar
store of a brand/manufacturer, in a department store, or in a supermarket/hypermarket.
Purchases were oly eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
channel if the consumers used the same type of channel in the information and evaluation phase
when searching explicitly for information. After applying all these filters, we screened out about 66%
of total purchases/consumers in the category house and garden equipment in our sample. 209 The
results for the remaining 34% of purchases are displayed in the table below. In total, for about 53%
of those 34% of eligible purchases, consumers searched for information via the same type of online
channel compared to the one from which they made the purchase (upper boundary). 54% of these
consumers selected the retail outlet solely because it offered the best price or the best retail service.
In total, the free-rider problem within the same types of online channels is relevant for 16% of the
purchases considered (lower boundary, based solely on the best price). Since the figure is based

209

Weighted data.
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on only 34% of all purchases in the category house and garden equipment, the proportion of
purchases relevant for free-riding in all purchases is substantially lower.
Table 3-25: House and garden equipment – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour within the
same type of information/sales channel – Type 3
Information search
– used another
channel of the
same type
Purchase – online retailer

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Purchase – online marketplace
Total

Purchase – online retailer solely due to price
offered

11%
17%
26%

Information search online stores of
brands/manufacturers
or retailer selling only
one brand
5%

21%
20%

3%

1%

4%

4%

13%

18%

9%

5%

17%

14%

Purchase – online retailer solely due to retail
services offered

2%

2%

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely
due to retail services offered

5%

8%

12%

13%

6%

6%

20%

14%

Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely
due to price offered

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to price
offered
Purchase – online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to retail
services offered
Purchase – online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

7%

8%

Total

100%

5%

100%

4%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2094. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and
online marketplace.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
information/sales channel with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-26: House and garden equipment – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour within the
same type of information/sales channel with respect to different strata of consumers/product
characteristics – Type 3
Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition –
also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

34%

57%

34%

32%

50%

25%

28%

61%

36%

36%

47%

28%

33%

64%

29%

29%

61%

36%

35%

54%

29%

32%

52%

29%

37%

57%

27%

34%

54%

32%

33%

58%

33%

33%

50%

28%

33%

54%

29%

32%

49%

24%

41%

62%

33%

33%

49%

27%

20%

46%

24%

34%

60%

35%

35%

50%

27%

32%

52%

25%

28%

40%

24%

P
r
i
c

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

France
(N=1068)
Germany
(N=1000)
Hungary
(N=1158)
Italy
(N=1059)
Poland
(N=1212)
Sweden
(N=1000)
Male
(N=3543)
Female
(N=2954)

18-24 years
(N=697)
25-34 years
(N=1224)
35-44 years
(N=1174)
45-54 years
(N=1100)
55-64 years
(N=1044)
65-100 years
(N=1258)
High
(N=1748)
Medium
(N=4129)
Low
(N=552)

First purchase
(N=2349)
At least every six months
and more rarely (incl. don’t
know)
(N=3085)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=869)
0-10 EUR

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type
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Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition –
also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

34%

48%

27%

40%

58%

32%

38%

67%

37%

53%

64%

31%

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

(N=1115)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=1966)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=847)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=1091)
>500 EUR
(N=245)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and online
marketplace.

3.3.3.6

Overall shopping experience

About 99% of the consumers were satisfied with the shopping experience. 18% of the consumers
indicated that the purchase was completely spontaneous.
Figure 3-91: House and garden equipment - Purchase experience

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole
when you last bought indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool?”
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Figure 3-92: House and garden equipment - Time spent

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. “For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea
to purchase indoor or outdoor furniture/garden equipment/small household item/tool to the final purchase?”

Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
The last product category under consideration is consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances. In this product category, 34% of the consumers most recently bought mobile devices.
About 23% reported that they purchased any sort of entertainment appliance like TV, music or video
player etc. The remaining 44% most recently bought either large household appliances such as a
washing machine, tumble dryer or a stove (20%) or small household appliances like a blender,
microwave etc. (24%). As Figure 3-24 depicts, there were some subtle differences between countries.
As far as the purchase frequency is concerned, consumers have been buying consumer electronics
and large electrical appliances less frequently. 60% of the consumers indicated that they have been
purchasing the product every six months at the earliest. Moreover, 31% of consumers purchased the
respective product for the first time. 210 This low frequency of purchase could be observed for all
products considered in this category. 211

210

Especially, consumers in the age group 18 to 34 years were among these first-time buyers.

Questions used to calculate the proportions presented in this section: 1) Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of
large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device? 2) How often do you typically buy this
kind of large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device in general?

211
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Figure 3-93: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Specific products purchased by
country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733. “You said that you have purchased a good in the product category
consumer electronics and large electrical appliances, please indicate the type of good that you last purchased within this
product category. If you are unsure, select the product you best remember.”

The average price of the items amounted for 265 Euro. Swedish consumers spent more money than
consumers in the other countries (an average of 401 Euro). Large household appliances were
particularly expensive. Consumers spent about 432 Euro for large household appliances. 212
Figure 3-94: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Prices

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733. “If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid
for the large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently
purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping costs or any other additional service cost.”

Similar to purchases of house and garden equipment, purchases from this product category were
also classified as high involvement purchases in the methodology sector. And in fact, consumers that
bought consumer electronics and large electrical appliances were more involved in the purchasing
process than consumers that purchased products from the other product categories considered so
212

Considering only the valid answers (excl. ‘Don’t remember’) and excluding outliner.
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far. 32% of consumers could be identified as highly involved consumers. Consumers in Sweden,
younger generations, and consumers that spent high amounts of money were particularly involved
in the purchasing process. 61% of consumers were moderately involved, and 6% were low involved.
Figure 3-95: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733. “Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.”

The next section gives deeper insight into the customer journey of consumers who bought consumer
electronics and large electrical appliances.
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Figure 3-96: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Customer Journey

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for each phase
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3.3.4.1

Inspiration

The journey of every consumer starts with “need recognition”, therefore we asked consumers about
the channel that gave them the initial idea to purchase the respective product. 213 For that, we
provided a pre-defined list of information channels, which are also included in Table 3-1. Consumers
were able to choose between the following information channels:


Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Product displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store – i.e. consumers saw the product in
the physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.



Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Own idea – i.e. it was the consumers own idea to purchase the product.

The inspiration phase of consumers that purchased consumer electronics or large electrical
appliances differs strongly from the inspiration phase of the other three product categories. Overall,
a considerably higher share of consumers got their initial idea to purchase from internet websites or
applications (30%) than among consumers in the other product categories and far less consumers
wanted to purchase the product after seeing it in a brick-and-mortar store (13%). Furthermore,
conversations were also more commonly cited as a source of inspiration than in the other product
categories.
Figure 3-32 shows which types of internet websites or applications prompted consumers to buy
consumer electronics and large electronic appliances. Online marketplaces and search engines were
sources of inspiration for many consumers that bought consumer electronics or large electrical
appliances. We obtained similar results for house and garden equipment. Furthermore, 24%
indicated that either retailer selling multiple brands or price comparison apps or websites gave them
the initial idea to purchase the product.

Question: Who or what gave you the initial idea for purchasing the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
213
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Figure 3-97: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Inspiration: Internet websites and
applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2015. “Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the initial idea
to purchase the large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most
recently bought?”

Again, the other channels – media outlet 214 and advertisement – were apparently less relevant for
consumers in general, at least in terms of inspiration (see Figure 3-31). Only 6% of consumers got
their initial idea to purchase from advertisements. 42% of these consumers referred to online
advertisements.
Figure 3-98: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Inspiration: Advertisement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=398. “Which type of advertisement gave you the initial idea to purchase the
large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought?”

214

Among those 38% of consumers were inspired by offline media outlets and 55% by online media outlets.
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3.3.4.2

Information and evaluation

We now consider the second phase of the customer journey - information and evaluation. The main
question at this stage relates to which channels consumers have used to gather certain types of
information. 215 Similar to the inspiration phase, the consumers were presented with a pre-defined
set of options to choose from. As part of the question, consumers were asked to select the channels
they have used to gather price information, product information, brand information, and information
about retail outlet services. Consumers were able to choose between the following information
channels for each type of information:


Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.:
salesperson in a store; salesperson on the phone; salesperson via online chat; another person
(friends, family, co-workers, etc.)



Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store



Advertisement (online and offline): offline advertisement; online advertisement; direct
advertisement



Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online marketplace; search engine; price
comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social
network; online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.



Media outlet (offline and online): general offline media outlet; general online media outlet;
product-specific online media outlet; product-specific offline media outlet



Immediate purchase without any further information search

Overall, 90% of consumers gathered further information prior to buying the respective product. On
average, consumers who actually gathered information on consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances used about 2.7 different types of channels among the ones analysed. 216 As in the other
product categories, most consumers that bought consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances gathered price information (86%) or product information (85%). Slightly fewer consumers
reported having gathered brand information (76%) or information about retail outlet services (71%)
during this phase (see Figure 3-36). As in the other product categories, the differences in the share
of consumers gathering information across those four types of information (price information,
product information, brand information, and information about retail outlet services) were not
particularly large. Once again, price was not the prime factor within consumers’ decision making
Question: From what sources have you learned more about the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought?
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216
Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’. N=6175.
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process. Just 2% of consumers that gathered information gathered exclusively for price
information. 217 Nevertheless, 75% of all consumers claimed to have checked for the best price. This
behaviour could result from the fact that products are expensive in this product category.
Figure 3-99: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Type of information gathered

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733.

Differences of with respect to information gathered by consumers can be found in different
countries, as Figure 3-100 shows. For example, the share of consumers in Germany who gather
information was generally lower than in the other four countries. Figure 3-101 also shows that
younger generations were more likely to gather information, regardless of the type of information.
Figure 3-100: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Type of information gathered by
country

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733.

217

N=6175.
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Figure 3-101: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Type of information gathered by
age

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733.

Such as in the product category described above, there were also behavioural differences with
respect to involvement. Highly involved consumers gathered more types of information (Figure
3-102). On average, consumers with high involvement used about 0.8 more sources than those with
low to medium involvement. 218
Figure 3-102: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Type of information gathered by
involvement cluster

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733.

Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat,
5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement,
9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14)
rating / product test / customer review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18)
general offline media outlet, 19) general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline
media outlet. We also took into account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements,
internet websites and applications as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating
‘I don’t know’. Highly involved: N=2237. Medium to low involved: N=3876.
218
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Much like the results obtained for the other product categories discussed above, for all four types
of information (price information, product information, brand information, and information about
retail outlet services) the majority of consumers used internet websites and apps (Figure 3-103).
However, the share of consumers that used internet websites and applications were considerably
higher than in the other product categories.
Figure 3-103: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Types of information search for by
channels

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733. Consumers indicated searching for these types of information via any
channel. “From what sources have you learned more about the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought?”

In total, 73% of the consumers used internet websites and applications to gather any type of
information. Thus, of all the product groups considered, the majority of those who used online
channels to gather information were among those who bought consumer electronics and large
electrical appliances. 219
We are now going to take a closer look at those consumers that used internet websites and
applications for information purposes. Among them, online marketplaces (38%), search engines
(36%), websites or online stores of retailer selling multiple brands (32%) and price comparison
websites or apps (27%) were used by most consumers. 220 In Sweden and Hungary, even more than
45% of the consumers indicated to have used price comparison websites or applications.

If the specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1 are sorted into offline and online channels, it
can be determined that 33% uses offline as well as online channels to gather information, 22% uses offline channels only and 44%
uses online channels only. Channels considered: Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with
friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific
offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet,
product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store
of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price
comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit
answer were excluded. N=6733. Respondents giving no answers were excluded in the calculation.

219

Compared to the remaining services. Internet websites and applications: app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands; app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand; app, website of an online
marketplace; search engine; price comparison app or website; rating / product test / customer review app or website; social network;
online news site; online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
220
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Figure 3-104: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Information and Evaluation:
Internet websites and applications

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5040. “Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile
device you most recently bought? Please check all that apply.”

Such as for the other product categories, we asked consumers to specify if they used product names,
the brand names, the retailer names or entered product-specific keywords (product description) in
their search engine query. Multiple answers were allowed. When consumers have been using search
engines, most of them used product names in their search query (63%). This was true for consumers
in all countries. About the same share of consumers used brand names (40%) or entered product
description (48%). Again, only a small fraction of consumers used retailer names (Figure 3-105). 221
Figure 3-105: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Search engine: Search terms

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1857. “If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your
most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device,
what type of search terms did you use in the search engine query? Please check all that apply.”

221

There may be some overlap in the answers given by consumers with reagrds to the items product name and product description.
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Figure 3-106: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Channels having the strongest
impact on the consumers final purchase decision

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4331. “Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have
used as part of your information search prior to purchasing the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought. Please rank them, starting with the source that
had the strongest impact on your final purchase decision.”

3.3.4.3

Purchase

This section provides some insights of the last stage of the customer journey - the purchase phase.
To evaluate this phase, we asked consumers where they purchased the product they most recently
bought – online or offline. Consumers purchased both online and offline. Overall, 73% of the
consumers reported an online purchase. 25% of consumers, however, reported an offline purchase.
There were only slight differences in the selection of the type of sales channel – online or offline –
with respect to consumers in different countries, of different age groups and genders and with
respect to product prices. However, the behaviour of consumers who were less involved in the
purchasing process deviated more strongly from high involvement consumers. The former consumer
group was more likely to shop offline than the latter (see Figure 3-108 ).
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Figure 3-107: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Purchase: Online and Offline
Channels

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733. “Where did you purchase the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought?”

Figure 3-108: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Purchase: Online and Offline
Channels by Consumer Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6661. “Where did you purchase the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought?”
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Figure 3-109: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Purchase: Online and Offline
Channels by Product Prices

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6661. “Where did you purchase the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought?”

Offline Purchases
We asked consumers to specify the type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where they made their
most recent purchase of the respective product. Again, we provided a pre-defined set of options
(Table 3-2) from which consumers had to choose:


Retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand,



Department store,



Supermarket/hypermarket,



Other.

Half of consumers who purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances offline
indicated that they bought these items from a retailer selling multiple brands – e.g. Saturn Media
Markt etc. (that was not a supermarket/hypermarket or a department store). Unlike in the in the
other product categories, the remaining offline channels seemed to play a side role in consumers
decision. Consumers’ shares were in general blow 20% for each of the other sales channels.
Consumers in France and Hungary, however, behaved slightly different (see Figure 3-110).
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Figure 3-110: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Offline Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1735. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment
appliance/mobile device.”

The following figure depicts the offline sales channels consumers chose to purchase large and small
household appliances, entertainment appliance, or mobile devices. For all four specific product
categories consumers predominantly made purchases from a retailer selling multiple brands – e.g.
Saturn, Media Markt etc. (that was not a supermarket/hypermarket or a department store).
Figure 3-111: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Offline Purchases: Specific
products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1735. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment
appliance/mobile device.”

Similar to the results of consumers purchasing clothing items and shoes, consumers that bought
consumer electronics and large electrical appliances displayed no significant difference in behaviour
in term of sales channel selection depending on their level of involvement (Figure 3-112).
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Figure 3-112: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Offline Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1713. “Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store
where you made your most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment
appliance/mobile device.”

Online Purchases
We asked consumers who made an online purchase to specify the type of online store/retailer where
they made their most recent purchase of the respective product. Again, we provided a pre-defined
set of options (Table 3-2) from which consumers had to choose:


Online retailer selling multiple brands,



Manufacturer’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one brand,



Online marketplace,



Online shopping club for members only,



Other.

As depicted in Figure 3-107, about 73% of customers purchased consumer electronic and large
electrical appliances via an online sales channel. About 54% of those consumers used an online
marketplace. 30% of consumers, however, made the purchase from an online retailer selling multiple
brands. Again, some countries diverged significantly form this general finding. For instance, just 35%
of Hungarian consumers and 41% of Polish consumers made the purchase via an online marketplace.
Swedish consumer predominantly selected online retailers selling multiple brands.
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Figure 3-113: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Online Purchases

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 4866. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile
device.”

With regards to specific products, there was no significant difference in the channels used for
purchasing small household appliances, entertainment appliances, and mobile devices. However,
when consumers have been purchasing large household appliances online, a more consumers used
retailers selling multiple brands and fewer consumers used online marketplaces (Figure 3-114).
Figure 3-114: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Online Purchases: Specific
products

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 4866. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile
device.”

The evaluation of online sales channels with respect to consumers product and purchase
involvement, showed that consumers who could be classified as low involvement consumers were
less likely to purchase the respective product via an online marketplace compared to highly involved
consumers (Figure 3-115).
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Figure 3-115: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Online Purchases: Involvement

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 4826. ”Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made
your most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile
device.”

3.3.4.4

Transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and information and
evaluation phase) to the purchase phase

Figure 3-96 depicts the transition from the pre-purchase phase (inspiration, information, and
evaluation) to the purchase phase based on the last source used for gathering information.
Consumers who bought consumer electronics or large electrical appliances whose last source of
information was an offline channel were more likely to shop offline as well, and vice versa. 222 We
found similar results for the other product categories. For instance, 88% of consumers whose last
source of information was an internet website or application purchased the product online, whereas
66% of consumers whose last source of information was the information displayed in a brick-andmortar store reported an offline purchase. Also, after talking to sales personnel, the purchase took
place offline in 59% of cases. For the other last sources of information – advertisement, media outlet,
conversation with social circle (friends, family, co-workers etc.) – and consumers who did not search
for further information, we saw a greater tendency of consumers purchasing online. 223,224
Even if the focus is not only on the last source of information, but on all kinds of channels used in
the pre-purchase phase, the results are reasonably similar. In order to compare online and offline
In general, 66% (82%) of consumers stating that their last source of information was an offline (online) channel indicated to also
have purchased the product offline (online). The specific information channels covered in this survey and displayed in Table 3-1 are
sorted into offline and online channels. Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with friends,
family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific offline
media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet, productspecific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or
website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for further information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.
N=5925.

222

This may be due to the fact, as described in the above, almost 85% of consumers indicated to used online channels to gather
information. Therefore, it is very likely that in the other channel categories the last source was online rather than offline.

223

Questions used to calculate the proportions presented in this section: 1) From what sources have you learned more about the
large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device you most recently bought? 2) Please
select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally purchased the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device. 3) Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device.

224
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channel usage in the pre-purchase and purchase phase, we only consider consumers who reported
to have used any of the channels listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase
phase (inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on
which type of sales channel the purchase was made (online or offline). We also sorted the information
channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline - excluding direct
advertisements and consumer that did not gather further information or for whom purchasing the
product was the their own idea. Hence, we excluded about 9% of consumers in our sample.
In general, 16% of the remaining consumers conducted offline research only, 43% gathered
information exclusively online, and 32% actively switched between online and offline channels in
order to gather information in the pre-purchase phase. A great share of consumers who exclusively
searched online (offline) also purchased online (offline) (91% and 63% respectively). Only 10% of all
consumers who bought consumer electronics and large electrical appliances either exclusively
gathered information online and purchased offline and vice versa. The intensity of this behaviour
among consumers in different countries, age groups, genders, or with respect to the degree of
involvement, purchase frequency, and order value (price) is displayed in Table 3-28.
Table 3-27: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Consumers’ channel selection in the
pre-purchase and purchase phase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Research
10%
6%

Online Research
4%
39%

Offline and Online Research
12%
30%

Total
26%
74%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. N=6145. Respondents considered that reported to have used
any of the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on
via which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson
(in store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement,
general offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat),
online advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a
retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand,
app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer
review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer
that did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.

Table 3-28: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Consumers’ channel selection in the
pre-purchase and purchase phase with respect to different factors

France
(N=970)

Country

Germany
(N=891)
Hungary
(N=1121)
Italy
(N=1159)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Poland
(N=959)

Offline Purchase

Sweden
(N=1045)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Online Purchase

Offline
Research

Online
Research

Offline and
Online
Research

13%
6%

4%
37%

15%
25%

33%
67%

5%
3%

4%
46%

10%
31%

20%
80%

10%
6%

9%

3%
41%

4%

6%

37%

5%
9%
4%

37%
6%
33%

8%

5%

10%
30%

10%
35%
14%
30%
19%
30%

Total

23%
77%

22%
78%
27%
73%
33%
67%
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Male
(N=3704)
Female
(N=2441)
18-24 years
(N=706)

Age

25-34 years
(N=1075)
35-44 years
(N=1089)
45-54 years
(N=1084)
55-64 years
(N=1050)

Involvement

65-100 years
(N=1141)
High
(N=2246)
Medium
(N=3530)
Low
(N=313)

Frequency

First purchase
(N=2006)

At least every six
months and more rarely
(incl. don’t know)
(N=3676)

Online
Research

Offline and
Online
Research

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

8%
5%
11%
6%

4%
42%
4%
35%

11%
29%
13%
31%

23%
77%
29%
71%

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

4%
3%
11%
6%
25%
11%

4%
42%
4%
38%
3%
33%

12%
34%
12%
29%
12%
17%

21%
79%
27%
73%
40%
60%

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

7%
3%
7%
4%
10%
4%
8%
6%
12%
7%
14%
8%

7%
7%

4%
29%
3%
34%
5%
41%
5%
43%
3%
42%
4%
39%

3%
35%

19%
38%
15%
36%
10%
31%
12%
26%
8%
27%
9%
26%

12%
35%

Total

30%
70%
25%
75%
25%
75%
25%
75%
24%
76%
26%
74%

23%
77%

11%

5%

12%

28%

5%

42%

25%

72%

At least every three
months and more often
(N=384)

Offline Purchase

6%

2%

10%

17%

Online Purchase

29%

51%

83%

0-10 EUR
(N=304)

Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase
Offline Purchase
Online Purchase

2%

10,01-50 EUR
(N=1137)
Price

Offline
Research

50,01-100 EUR
(N=735)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=2591)
>500 EUR
(N=744)

15%
4%
8%
7%
7%
5%
10%
5%
12%
3%

4%
39%
3%
44%
3%
43%
4%
38%
5%
31%

12%
25%
9%
30%
9%
32%
12%
31%
18%
31%

31%
69%
19%
81%
20%
80%
25%
75%
35%
65%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Own representation. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of
the following channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via
which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in
store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general
offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online
advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app,
website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review
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app or website, social network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that
did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded.

But what were the reasons for choosing a specific retailer or brand?
We also asked respondents why they ultimately chose the respective retail outlet or brand. We
provided pre-defined options:


This retail outlet offered the best price.



This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service.



This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the
purchase).



This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.



Ambiance of the retail outlet.



The retail outlet was not of importance.



Other reason(s).

In total, 53% of consumers stated that they chose the retail outlet because it offered the best price 225,
another 32% indicated that the retail outlet was the most convenient for them (Figure 3-116).
We asked consumers a similar question with respect to the brand which they purchased. Why did
consumer purchase the respective product brand they ultimately chose and not another one? Again,
we provided pre-defined options:


This brand was the cheapest.



This brand offered the best value for money.



This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.



This brand offered the best quality.



This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.



The brand has the best image.



The brand was not of importance.



Other reason(s).

Figure 3-117 depicts the reasons why consumers purchased consumer electronics and large
electrical appliances from a specific brand and not from another one. Price was only important for
19% of consumers. Quality mattered for a greater share of consumers.

225

31% of consumers reported “The retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason for choosing the retail outlet.
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Figure 3-116: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Reason for choosing the retail
outlet

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 6733. “Why did you purchase the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device from that specific physical (brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace
and not another one?

Figure 3-117: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Reason for choosing the brand

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 6733. “Why did you purchase the large household appliance/small household
appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device from the brand you chose and not another one?”

3.3.4.5

Magnitude of free-riding behaviour

This section seeks to identify the proportion of consumers/purchases, or the threshold, for which
free-riding efforts of distributors (incl. suppliers) could potentially be relevant. The availability of
different sales and information channels in today’s omni-channel sales environment and consumers’
active switching between those channels may lead to increased free-riding behaviour among
distributors. Free-riding takes place when a distributor or group of distributors benefit from the
investments and efforts (e.g. in marketing, advertising, advice, presale display of products, and the
provision of products-specific information) of others. Due to free-riding behaviour, distributors have
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no incentive to invest in additional services. 226 Such behaviour may lead to lower levels of
investments and in addition to lower service levels. For the purposes of this study, consumers
choosing the cheapest offer would not be considered as ‘freeriders’ themselves. However consumers
purchase from supplier or distributors that pursue freeriding strategies. Therefore, we refer to such
consumer behaviour as ‘consistent with freeriding’.
As we conducted a consumer survey, we did not collect any direct information regarding actual freeriding behaviours of distributors, for instance by identifying free-riding attempts by distributors.
However, the observation of the purchasing journey of consumers can identify consumers’
behaviours which are consistent with the existence of free-riding attempts by distributors. On this
basis, we attempted to estimate what percentage of consumers or purchases could be affected by
free-riding activities of distributors, as they tend to gather information on one channel but purchase
from a completely different channel because of the lower price. We have also included a more
inclusive analysis of the magnitude of potential free-riding that also identify consumers/purchases
where consumers gather information on one channel but purchase from a completely different
channel because of better service quality. In addition, we look at the status quo, which means that
the results are based on the current market and legal framework. In total, we examine the potential
magnitude of three types of free-riding behaviour:
1) free-riding between online and offline channels in general (Type 1);
2) free-riding between different types of online channels (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 2); and
3) free-riding within the same type of online channel (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 3).
In order to investigate the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and offline
distributors (Type 1), we only consider consumers who reported to have used any of the channels
listed in Table 3-1 for gathering information in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase and
information and evaluation phase) and also provided an answer on via which type of sales channel
the purchase was made (online or offline), as in the previous section. Again, we sorted the
information channels listed in Table 3-1 into two distinct groups – online and offline. This time we
excluded direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and consumers that did not gather further information or for whom
purchasing the product was the their own idea 227. With respect to consumers who reported to have
used both online and offline channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel
that had the strongest impact on their final decision. Furthermore, we excluded spontaneous
purchases which were conducted instantaneously. 228 Those spontaneous purchases account for 10%
of all purchases of consumer electronics and large electrical appliances (see Section 3.3.4.6).
Simply switching between online and offline channels and making an informed decision does not
necessarily reflect the actual magnitude of possible free-riding activities. We consider this type of

Ezrachi, Ariel (2015) The competitive effects of parity clauses on online commerce, European Competition Journal, 11:2-3, 488-519.
Cheng, T. K. (2017). A Consumer behavioral approach to resale price maintenance. Virginia Law & Business Review. Vol. 12. No.1

226

Our analysis relies on the pre-purchase phase (initiation and information / evaluation) and the purchase phase. Potential alleys for
further research could include an analysis of the role of the information and evaluation phase.
227

Question: For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to purchase the skin care product/Make-up/hair
care product/tool to the final purchase? Answer: I saw the item and I instantly bought it.

228
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consumer switching behaviour - from online channel use in the pre-purchase phase to offline
channel use in the purchase phase and vice versa - as the upper boundary of free-riding behaviour.
It should be noted that we probably overestimate this threshold, since we cannot deduce from the
survey data if the channels used are from the same distributor. An example of this would be if
someone searches online for information at the online store of Saturn and then purchase an item at
the brick-and-mortar store of Saturn.
One condition is applied to determine the lower boundary: Basically, we focus on purchases for
which consumers selected the retail outlet solely because it either offered the best price.After all,
these consumers could be the ones who actually benefit and make use of free-riding behaviour. 31%
of consumers reported “This retail outlet offered the best price” as the sole reason for choosing the
retail outlet. Hence, 69% of the consumers who bought consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances did not consider price as a decisive criterion for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not
as the only criterion. In addition, 28% of consumers reported “This retail outlet had the best prepurchase service/offered the best post-purchase service/was the most convenient for me (e.g. the
quickest way to make the purchase)/offered my preferred method of payment.” as the only reasons
for choosing the retail outlet. Hence, 72% of consumers who bought consumer electronics and large
electrical appliances did not consider the quality of retail services as a decisive criterion for selecting
the retail outlet, or at least not as the only criterion. Conversely, this indicates that consumers
consider several different factors when choosing a retail outlet.
The price is a particularly important factor in the free-riding debate. It is assumed that consumers
(always) tend to choose the cheapest distributor. Distributors or manufacturers/brands that make
additional investments in marketing, advertisement, provision of information etc., have higher costs,
but when these are reflected in prices, consumers move to the lower-priced distributers who may
not provide those additional services. 229 This is a classic argument in the free-riding debate. However,
we not only consider the price factor but also the quality of retail services, as described above. It
would also be conceivable that distributors do not invest in information etc., but only enable, for
instance, fast delivery. One imaginable example would be that consumers search for information
exclusively online and ultimately buy offline because they can immediately acquire the product.
The figure below provides an illustration of free-riding between online and offline channels (Type 1)
covering the conditions described above. After applying all the filters described so far, we excluded
about 24% of purchases/consumers in our sample (i.e. spontaneous purchases, purchases initiated
by direct and offline advertisments, conversations with friends, family, co-workers etc., offline
(product-specific) media outlets, and purchases initated by consumers independently and without
further information). The following figures are based on 76% of all purchases in the category
consumer electronics and large electrical appliances. 230

229
230

For more information see Cheng (2017).
Weighted data.
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Figure 3-118: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between online and offline channels in
general – Type 1

Source: WIK-Consult.

In about 20% of the purchases of consumer electronics and large electrical appliances eligible for
this analysis, consumers obtained important information online but purchased offline and vice versa.
In detail, 10% of consumers gathered important information offline and purchased online and 11%
of consumers purchased offline, although they gathered important information online. Of the 20%
of purchases, in 27% of those cases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it
offered the best price. In 31% of those cases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely
because it offered the best retail service quality.
In summary, the consumer survey finds that potential free-riding behaviour between online and
offline is relevant for a maximum of 21% (upper boundary) of purchases of consumer electronics
and large electrical appliances that are eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding, and
for a minimum of 5% of the purchases considered (lower boundary). Measured in terms of total
purchases (including purchases that were not considered), the proportions are lower.
Table 3-29: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Potential magnitude of free-riding
behaviour between online and offline channels – Type 1
Offline Purchase

Offline Research
13%

Online Purchase

10%

Offline Purchase solely due to price offered

3%
10%

Total

Offline Purchase due to other reasons

Online Purchase solely due to price offered
Online Purchase due to other reasons
Total

Offline Purchase solely due to retail services offered
Offline Purchase due to other reasons

Online Purchase solely due to retail services offered
Online Purchase due to other reasons
Total

2%
7%

Online Research
11%

66%

8%

24%
42%
3%

3%

16%

6%

100%

3%

5%
9%

Total

100%

7%
50%

100%
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Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5251. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales
channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone, via
chat), information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general
online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands,
app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online and offline
channels with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
Table 3-30: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Potential magnitude of free-riding
behaviour between online and offline channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product
characteristics – Type 1
Among those purchases …

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

France
(N=1091)
Germany
(N=1016)
Hungary
(N=1203)
Italy
(N=1234)
Poland
(N=1038)
Sweden
(N=1151)
Male
(N=4042)
Female
(N=2691)

18-24 years
(N=758)
25-34 years
(N=1167)
35-44 years
(N=1194)
45-54 years
(N=1187)
55-64 years
(N=1148)
65-100 years
(N=1278)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
(offline) research and
offline (online)
purchase
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition
– also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

75%

22%

14%

74%

16%

8%

83%

19%

13%

79%

22%

13%

79%

22%

13%

76%

26%

16%

79%

19%

10%

74%

22%

13%

79%

25%

13%

76%

22%

12%

74%

19%

12%

78%

23%

14%

78%

16%

10%

75%

18%

10%
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Among those purchases …

Price

Frequency

Involvement

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

High
(N=2317)
Medium
(N=3953)
Low
(N=391)

First purchase
(N=2175)
At least every six
months and more rarely
(incl. don’t know)
(N=4014)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=409)
0-10 EUR
(N=347)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=1256)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=808)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=2739)
>500 EUR
(N=802)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
(offline) research and
offline (online)
purchase
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition
– also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

82%

18%

11%

75%

22%

12%

65%

19%

11%

75%

22%

12%

78%

19%

11%

75%

23%

12%

68%

19%

14%

72%

18%

10%

74%

19%

10%

82%

19%

11%

79%

23%

14%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales channel
the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone, via chat),
information displayed in store. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online
media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app,
website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct and offline advertisements, conversations with friends,
family, co-workers etc., offline (product-specific) media outlets, and consumer that did not search for any information or did
not provide an explicit answer were excluded. With respect to consumers who reported to have used online and offline
channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the type of channel that had the strongest impact on consumer’s final
decision.

In order to investigate the magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online channels (Type 2) we
focus on three channels which were included in the questionnaire as an information channel as well
as a purchase channel – online retailers selling multiple brands, online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailers selling only one brand, and online marketplaces. Otherwise, we
continue in the same way as with the above analysis. To put the results into perspective, 69% of all
consumers who purchased consumer electronics and large electrical appliances used one of these
three channels to make the purchase. After applying all the other filters described above, we
excluded about 53% of those 69% of purchases/consumers in our sample. The following figures are
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based on 31% of all purchases in the category consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances. 231 The figure below provides an illustration of the trails relevant for free-riding between
online channels (Type 2).
Figure 3-119: Schematic display trails relevant for free-riding between online channels – Type 2

Source: WIK-Consult.

In 30% of the purchases of consumer electronics and large electrical appliances eligible for the
analysis of free-riding between online channels, consumers obtained important information via
online channel but purchased via another. In detail, 12% of consumers gathered important
information from a website/app/online store of a retailer selling multiple brands and purchased the
item from a website/app/online store of a retailer selling only one brand or from a
brand/manufacturer itself or from an online marketplace. 11% of consumers gathered important
information from a website/app/online store of a retailer selling only one brand or from a
brand/manufacturer but purchased the product either from an online retailer selling multiple brands
or on an online marketplace. Finally, 8% of consumers gathered information on an online
marketplace but purchased from an online retailer/brand/manufacturer. In about 60% of those 30%
of purchases, consumers selected the purchase channel solely because it offered the best price (9%)
or the best retail service (10%).
In total, this leads to an estimated upper boundary of 30% and a lower boundary, based solely on
the best price, of 9%. Since the figure is based on 31% of all purchases in the category for consumer
electronics and large electrical appliances, the proportion of purchases that are consistent with freeriding in all purchases is substantially lower.

231

Weighted data.
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Table 3-31: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Potential magnitude of free-riding
behaviour between various online channels – Type 2
Information
search - online
retailer selling
multiple
brands
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple brands
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand
Purchase - online marketplace
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple brands
solely due to price offered
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple brands
due to other reasons
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand solely due to price offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand due to other reasons
Purchase - online marketplace solely due to
price offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

Purchase - online retailer selling multiple brands
solely due to retail services offered
Purchase - online retailer selling multiple brands
due to other reasons
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand solely due to retail services offered
Purchase - online stores of
brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only
one brand due to other reasons
Purchase - online marketplace solely due to
retail services offered
Purchase - online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

22%
2%

Information
search - online
stores of
brands/manufac
turers or retailer
selling only one
brand

Information
search online
marketplace

5%

6%

3%

2%

10%

6%

46%

8%

1%

2%

14%

4%

3%

0%

1%

1%

2%

2%

1%

3%

2%

16%

7%

4%

29%

6%

2%

1%

16%

3%

5%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

1%

3%

2%

11%

7%

4%

35%

Total

100%

100%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2016. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple
brands, online stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to
consumers who reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had
the strongest impact on consumer’s final decision.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding between online channels with
respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-32: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Potential magnitude of free-riding
behaviour between various online channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product
characteristics – Type 2
Among those purchases …

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

France
(N=1091)
Germany
(N=1016)
Hungary
(N=1203)
Italy
(N=1234)
Poland
(N=1038)
Sweden
(N=1151)
Male
(N=4042)
Female
(N=2691)

18-24 years
(N=758)
25-34 years
(N=1167)
35-44 years
(N=1194)
45-54 years
(N=1187)
55-64 years
(N=1148)
65-100 years
(N=1278)
High
(N=2317)
Medium
(N=3953)
Low
(N=391)

First purchase
(N=2175)
At least every six
months and more rarely
(incl. don’t know)
(N=4014)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=409)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
research via an online
channel and online
purchase via another
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition
– also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

31%

25%

18%

31%

35%

21%

28%

33%

21%

34%

29%

18%

33%

28%

14%

23%

42%

25%

33%

31%

18%

30%

30%

18%

30%

36%

19%

30%

33%

21%

31%

34%

23%

32%

32%

21%

34%

27%

13%

31%

22%

12%

37%

31%

20%

30%

30%

17%

20%

27%

18%

31%

26%

16%

32%

31%

19%

34%

41%

22%
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Among those purchases …

Price

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

0-10 EUR
(N=347)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=1256)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=808)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=2739)
>500 EUR
(N=802)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – online
research via an online
channel and online
purchase via another
Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition
– also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

25%

23%

17%

35%

29%

16%

33%

27%

16%

34%

30%

18%

26%

42%

25%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: Online retailer selling multiple brands, online
stores of brands/manufacturers or retailer selling only one brand, and online marketplace. With respect to consumers who
reported to have several of those channels in the pre-purchase phase, we focused on the channel that had the strongest
impact on consumer’s final decision.

Finally, we examine the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of channel – namely
between different physical (brick-and-mortar) stores, online stores/retailer, and online marketplaces.
This time we used a slightly different approach. We directly asked consumers if they searched for
information on websites, apps, or stores of retailers/marketplaces or in physical (brick-and-mortar)
stores other than the one from which they made the purchase. 232 As before, we exclude spontaneous
purchases and primarily condition the answers on the fact that the retail outlet was chosen because
it offered the best price and secondarily also on the best retail service. The figure below provides an
illustration of the trails relevant for free-riding between the same types of information/sales channels
(Type 3). If the same channel is used in the pre-purchase phase as is used in the purchase phased, it
is considered as non-relevant for free-riding.

Questions: 1) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers
other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 2) Prior to your most recent purchase of a […], did you search for information
on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?, 3) Prior to your most recent purchase
of a […], did you search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the purchases?
232
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Figure 3-120: Schematic display of trails relevant for free-riding between the same type of channels –
Type 3

Source: WIK-Consult. Source: WIK-Consult. Note: The terms channel A, B, and C refer to different proivers of the same type
of information and sales channels. For instance, with regards to online marketplaces channel A might be eBay, channel B
Amazon marketplace and channel C Wish.

For the evaluation of the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same types of channels we
will consider the following consumer respones:
1) Websites, apps, or stores of retailer: Purchases that consumers either conducted from the
website, app, or store of retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands) or the online
store of a brand/manufacturer
2) Online marketplaces: Purchases that consumers conducted on an online marketplace
3) Physical (brick-and-mortar) store: Purchases that consumers conducted in a brick-andmortar store of a retailer (selling only one brand or multiple brands), in a brick-and-mortar
store of a brand/manufacturer, in a department store, or in a supermarket/hypermarket.
Purchases were only eligible for the analysis of the magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
channel if the consumers used the same type of channel in the information and evaluation phase
when searching explicitly for information. After applying all these filters, we screened out about 61%
of total purchases/consumers in the category consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
in our sample. 233 The results for the remaining 39% of purchases are displayed in table below. In
total, for about 64% of those 39% of eligible purchases, consumers searched for information via the
same type of online channel compared to the one form which they made the purchase (upper
boundary). 56% of these consumers selected the retail outlet solely because it offered the best price
or the best retail service.
In total, the free-rider problem within the same types of online channels is relevant for at least 22%
of the purchases considered (lower boundary, based solely on the best price). Since the figure is

233

Weighted data.
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based on only 39% of all purchases in the category consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances, the proportion of purchases relevant for free-riding in all purchases is substantially lower.
Table 3-33: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Potential magnitude of free-riding
behaviour within the same type of information/sales channel – Type 3
Information search
– used another
channel of the
same type

Information search online stores of
brands/manufacturers
or retailer selling only
one brand

Purchase – online retailer
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Purchase – online marketplace
Total

23%
13%
28%

7%
14%
15%

Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons

15%

8%

2%

4%

3%

9%

11%

10%

5%

18%

10%

5%

3%

4%

6%

9%

8%

5%

4%

22%

11%

Purchase – online retailer solely due to price
offered

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely
due to price offered

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to price
offered
Purchase – online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

Purchase – online retailer solely due to retail
services offered

Purchase – online retailer due to other reasons

Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store solely
due to retail services offered
Purchase – physical (brick-and-mortar) store due to
other reasons
Purchase – online marketplace solely due to retail
services offered
Purchase – online marketplace due to other
reasons
Total

18%

Total

100%

6%

100%

4%

100%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2584. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following
channels in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and
online marketplace.

The following table summarises the potential magnitude of free-riding within the same type of
information/sales channel with respect to different strata of consumers and product characteristics.
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Table 3-34: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Potential magnitude of free-riding
behaviour within the same type of information/sales channel with respect to different strata of
consumers/product characteristics – Type 3
Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition –
also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

43%

62%

35%

36%

60%

31%

33%

77%

48%

39%

65%

39%

42%

68%

36%

37%

69%

40%

39%

64%

34%

39%

64%

38%

41%

65%

25%

39%

62%

35%

36%

63%

39%

38%

63%

38%

41%

70%

41%

40%

61%

34%

44%

71%

40%

37%

61%

34%

31%

44%

24%

39%

65%

37%

41%

64%

36%

32%

59%

31%

32%

61%

34%

P
r
i
c
e

Frequency

Involvement

Age

Gender

Country

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

France
(N=1091)
Germany
(N=1016)
Hungary
(N=1203)
Italy
(N=1234)
Poland
(N=1038)
Sweden
(N=1151)
Male
(N=4042)
Female
(N=2691)

18-24 years
(N=758)
25-34 years
(N=1167)
35-44 years
(N=1194)
45-54 years
(N=1187)
55-64 years
(N=1148)
65-100 years
(N=1278)
High
(N=2317)
Medium
(N=3953)
Low
(N=391)

First purchase
(N=2175)
At least every six
months and more rarely
(incl. don’t know)
(N=4014)
At least every three
months and more often
(N=409)
0-10 EUR

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type
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Among those purchases …

Upper Boundary

Share of purchases
satisfying the
additional condition –
also selecting sales
outlet solely because
it offered the best
price/best retail
service quality

36%

56%

34%

40%

65%

38%

43%

69%

38%

40%

67%

35%

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

(N=347)
10,01-50 EUR
(N=1256)
50,01-100 EUR
(N=808)
100,01-500 EUR
(N=2739)
>500 EUR
(N=802)

Share of purchases
satisfying the
condition – used
another channel of
the same type

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the information and evaluation phase, and purchase phase: (online/offline) retailer/brands/manufacturers, and online
marketplace.

3.3.4.6

Overall shopping experience

About 96% of the consumers were satisfied with the shopping experience. 10% of the consumers
indicated that the purchase was completely spontaneous.
Figure 3-121: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Purchase experience

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 6733. “Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole
when you last bought a large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device?”
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Figure 3-122: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances - Time spent

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N= 6733. “For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea
to purchase the large household appliance/small household appliance/entertainment appliance/mobile device to the final
purchase?”
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Impact of purchase frequency on consumer behaviour – repeated vs.
non repeated purchases
As indicated in some sections above, frequency may have an impact on purchasing behaviour. The
majority of consumers indicated that they have been purchasing the product frequently or at least
once before (Table 3-35).
Table 3-35: Frequency of purchase among consumers in the respective product categories

Cosmetics and hair care
Clothing and shoes
House and garden
equipment
Consumer electronics
and large electrical
appliances

Product purchase occurred
for the first time
24%
21%

Product purchase occurred at
least once before
73%
77%

No answers

35%

62%

3%

31%

67%

2%

2%
2%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Cosmetics and hair care: N=7959; Clothing and shoes: N=8136; House and garden
equipment: N=6497; Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: N=6733.

The customer journeys of both types of purchases within each product category are provided in
Annex II. Among those consumers who stated that they bought the product for the first time, the
proportion of those who initiated the purchase on their own is lower (18-28%) than among those
who have bought the product before (34-39%) in every product category. The same applies to the
shares of those who did not seek further information (6-18% vs. 7-26%). Furthermore, the data
indicated that consumers who conducted the same purchase in each product category before are
more likely:


to be less involved in the purchasing process 234



to gather less information 235 in general and if they search for information they use less
sources 236

234
Share of highly involved consumers – Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair care: 31% (N=1937); Clothing and
shoes: 24% (N=1837); House and garden equipment: 29% (N=2349); Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 33%
(N=2175). Share of highly involved consumers – Purchase occurred at least once before: Cosmetics and hair care: 26% (N=5857);
Clothing and shoes: 25% (N=6139); House and garden equipment: 20% (N=3954); Consumer Electronics and large electrical
appliances: 28% (N=4423).

235
Share of consumers indicated to have looked for any sort of information – Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair
care: 86% (N=1937); Clothing and shoes: 79% (N=1837); House and garden equipment: 88% (N=2349); Consumer Electronics and
large electrical appliances: 91% (N=2175). Share of consumers indicated to have looked for any sort of information – Purchase
occurred at least once before: Cosmetics and hair care: 70% (N=5857); Clothing and shoes: 67% (N=6139); House and garden
equipment: 79% (N=3954); Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 91% (N=4423). [Channels counted: 1) Brick-andmortar store, 2) salesperson in store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat, 5) consumers’ social circle (family,
friends, co-worker etc.), 6) offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement, 9) app, website, or online store of
a retailer selling multiple brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand,
11) app, website of an online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14) rating / product test / customer
review app or website, 15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18) general offline media outlet, 19)
general online media outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline media outlet. We also took into
account responses where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements, internet websites and applications
as well as media outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating ‘I don’t know’..]

Number of sources used in the information and evaluation phase – Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair care:
2.5 (N=1703); Clothing and shoes: 2.3 (N=1473); House and garden equipment: 2.6 (N=2098); Consumer Electronics and large
electrical appliances: 2.8 (N=2012). Number of sources used in the information and evaluation phase – Purchase occurred at least
once before: Cosmetics and hair care: 2.2 (N=4233); Clothing and shoes: 2.0 (N=4228); House and garden equipment: 2.4 (N=3197);
236
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to search for the best price 237



to spend less time for the purchase 238



to purchase offline. 239

Furthermore, switching between channel types – offline and online – is less pronounced when the
product has been bought before, as the following table indicates.
Table 3-36: Channel switching behaviour

Product
purchase
occurred at
least once
b f

Product
purchase
occurred
for the first
ti

Cosmetics and hair care
Clothing and shoes
House and garden equipment
Consumer electronics and
large electrical appliances
Cosmetics and hair care
Clothing and shoes
House and garden equipment
Consumer electronics and
large electrical appliances

Research
Online –
Purchase
Online

Research
Offline –
Purchase
Offline

Research
Online –
Purchase
Offline

Research
Offline –
Purchase
Online

24%
38%
35%

20%
15%
13%

5%
3%
4%

9%
7%
5%

Research
Online and
Offline –
Purchase
Online or
Offline
41%
37%
43%

35%
23%
42%
33%

7%
35%
24%
23%

3%
5%
3%
5%

7%
7%
6%
4%

47%
31%
24%
35%

41%

11%

4%

5%

40%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels
in the inspiration phase and information and evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales channel
the purchase was finalised (online or offline). Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation
with friends, family, co-worker etc., information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet,
product-specific offline media outlet. Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general
online media outlet, product-specific online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands,
app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online
marketplace, search engine, price comparison app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social
Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 2.6 (N=4063). [Channels counted: 1) Brick-and-mortar store, 2) salesperson in
store, 3) sales person on the phone, 4) sales person via online chat, 5) consumers’ social circle (family, friends, co-worker etc.), 6)
offline advertisement, 7) online advertisement, 8) direct advertisement, 9) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands, 10) app, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, 11) app, website of an
online marketplace, 12) search engine, 13) price comparison app or website, 14) rating / product test / customer review app or website,
15) social network, 16) online new site, 17) online forum, chatroom, blog, 18) general offline media outlet, 19) general online media
outlet, 20) product-specific online media outlet, and 21) product-specific offline media outlet. We also took into account responses
where consumers indicated that they had used conversations, advertisements, internet websites and applications as well as media
outlet, but did not specify the channel afterwards.–i.e. those consumers indicating ‘I don’t know’..]

Share of consumers looking for the best price – Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair care: 55% (N=1937);
Clothing and shoes: 60% (N=1837); House and garden equipment: 72% (N=2349); Consumer Electronics and large electrical
appliances: 76% (N=2175). Share of highly involved consumers – Purchase occurred at least once before: Cosmetics and hair care:
45% (N=5857); Clothing and shoes: 51% (N=6139); House and garden equipment: 62% (N=3954); Consumer Electronics and large
electrical appliances: 77% (N=4423).

237

238
Share of consumers spending less than an hour to make the purchase – Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair
care: 46% (N=1937); Clothing and shoes: 40% (N=1837); House and garden equipment: 30% (N=2349); Consumer Electronics and
large electrical appliances: 26% (N=2175). Share of consumers spending less than an hour to make the purchase – Purchase occurred
at least once before: Cosmetics and hair care: 53% (N=5857); Clothing and shoes: 48% (N=6139); House and garden equipment: 34%
(N=3954); Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 21% (N=4423).

Share of consumers indicating to have purchased offline – Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair care: 41%
(N=1937); Clothing and shoes: 28% (N=1837); House and garden equipment: 31% (N=2349); Consumer Electronics and large electrical
appliances: 23% (N=2175). Share of consumers indicating to have purchased offline – Purchase occurred at least once before:
Cosmetics and hair care: 55% (N=5857); Clothing and shoes: 34% (N=6139); House and garden equipment: 43% (N=3954); Consumer
Electronics and large electrical appliances: 27% (N=4423).

239
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network, online news site, online forum, chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for any
information or did not provide an explicit answer were excluded. Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair care:
N=1645; Clothing and shoes: N=1407; House and garden equipment: N=2046; Consumer Electronics and large electrical
appliances: N=1945. Purchase occurred at least once before: Cosmetics and hair care: N=4064; Clothing and shoes: N=4009;
House and garden equipment: N=3118; Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: N=3955.

In three out of four product categories, there was no substantial difference in the share of consumers
among first-time and non-first-time buyers who were drawn to a specific brand or retailer prior to
the purchase. 240 An analysis of the relevance of free-riding with respect to purchase frequency can
be found in sections 3.3.1.5, 3.3.2.5, 3.3.3.5, and 3.3.4.5.

Brand primacy – Purchase occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair care: 35% (N=1937); Clothing and shoes: 32% (N=1837);
House and garden equipment: 19% (N=2349); Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 34% (N=2175). Brand primacy –
Purchase occurred at least once before: Cosmetics and hair care: 49% (N=5857); Clothing and shoes: 31% (N=6139); House and
garden equipment: 17% (N=3954); Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 37% (N=4423). Store primacy – Purchase
occurred for the first time: Cosmetics and hair care: 38% (N=1937); Clothing and shoes: 36% (N=1837); House and garden equipment:
28% (N=2349); Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 34% (N=2175). Store primacy – Purchase occurred at least once
before: Cosmetics and hair care: 48% (N=5857); Clothing and shoes: 38% (N=6139); House and garden equipment: 28% (N=3954);
Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: 36% (N=4423).241 They survey did not specifically investigate whether consumers
used their search engine’s advertised results/sponsored links, or unsponsored search results.
240
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Importance of search engine, online marketplaces and price
comparison tools throughout the customer journey
This section takes a closer look at the relevance of search engines, 241 online marketplaces, and price
comparison tools in the customer journey. For that, we identify the share of consumers who used
any of these three channels in the inspiration phase, information and evaluation phase, and the
purchase phase.
Cosmetics and hair care
We found that among all consumers who purchased cosmetics and hair care products, 35% used at
least one of these three channels. Among consumers who purchased online the share is even higher
(59%) (Table 3-37).
Table 3-37: Use of search engines, online marketplaces, and price comparison tools throughout the
customer journey – Cosmetics and hair care

All consumers (online
and offline purchases)
(N=7959)
Consumers who
purchased online
(N=3971)

Share of consumers using … in at least one of the three phases of the customer
journey (inspiration, information & evaluation, purchase)
Search engine
Price comparison
Online
At least one of
tools
marketplaces
those channels
(search engine,
price comparison
tool, online
marketplace)
16%
8%
23%
35%
23%

13%

43%

59%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Consumers might have used other channels in parallel as well.

Furthermore, 20% of all consumers purchasing cosmetics and hair care products who reported to
have used at least two different types of channels in the pre-purchase phase indicated that search
engines, price comparison tools, and/or marketplaces were the sources that had the strongest
impact on their final purchase decision. 242 The share among consumers that purchased online was
26%. 243
Clothing and shoes
We found that among all consumers who purchased clothing and shoes items, 39% used at least
one of these three channels – i.e. search engine, price comparison tool, or online marketplace.
Among consumers who purchased online, the share is even higher (53%) (Table 3-38).

They survey did not specifically investigate whether consumers used their search engine’s advertised results/sponsored links, or
unsponsored search results.
241

242
243

N=3606.
N=2169.
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Table 3-38: Use of search engines, online marketplaces, and price comparison tools throughout the
customer journey – Clothing and shoes

All consumers (online and offline
purchases)
(N=8136)
Consumers who purchased online
(N=5370)

Share of consumers using … in at least one of the three phases of the
customer journey (inspiration, information & evaluation, purchase)
Search
Price
Online
At least one of
engine
comparison
marketplaces
those channels
tools
(search engine,
price comparison
tool, online
marketplace)
14%
8%
28%
39%
18%

10%

40%

53%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Consumers might have used other channels in parallel as well.

In addition, 24% of all consumers purchasing clothing items or shoes who reported to have used at
least two different types of channels in the pre-purchase phase indicated that search engines, price
comparison tools, and/or marketplaces were the sources that had the strongest impact on their final
purchase decision. 244 The share among consumers that purchased online was 28%. 245
House and garden equipment
Among all consumers who purchased house and garden equipment, 60% used at least one of these
three channels – i.e. search engine, price comparison tool, or online marketplace. Among consumers
who conducted an online purchase, the share is higher (84%) (Table 3-39).
Table 3-39: Use of search engines, online marketplaces, and price comparison tools throughout the
customer journey – House and garden equipment

All consumers (online and offline
purchases)
(N=6497)
Consumers who purchased online
(N=3786)

Share of consumers using … in at least one of the three phases of the
customer journey (inspiration, information & evaluation, purchase)
Search
Price
Online
At least one of
engine
comparison
marketplaces
those channels
tools
(search engine,
price comparison
tool, online
marketplace)
24%
16%
47%
60%
31%

21%

71%

84%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Consumers might have used other channels in parallel as well.

In addition, 34% of all consumers purchasing house and garden equipment who reported to have
used at least two different types of channels in the pre-purchase phase indicated that search engines,
price comparison tools, and/or marketplaces were the sources that had the strongest impact on their
final purchase decision. 246 The share among consumers that purchased online was 42%. 247
Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

244
245
246
247

N=3096.
N=2298.
N=3490.
N=2299.
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We found that among all consumers who purchased consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances, 68% used at least one of these three channels – i.e. search engine, price comparison tool,
or online marketplace. Among consumers who purchased online the share is even higher (80%)
(Table 3-40).
Table 3-40: Use of search engines, online marketplaces, and price comparison tools throughout the
customer journey – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

All consumers (online and offline
purchases)
(N=6733)
Consumers who purchased online
(N=4866)

Share of consumers using … in at least one of the three phases of the
customer journey (inspiration, information & evaluation, purchase)
Search
Price
Online
At least one of
engine
comparison
marketplaces
those channels
tools
(search engine,
price comparison
tool, online
marketplace)
28%
21%
50%
68%
31%

25%

63%

80%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Consumers might have used other channels in parallel as well.

In addition, 32% of all consumers purchasing consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
who reported to have used at least two different types of channels in the pre-purchase phase
indicated that search engines, price comparison tools, and/or marketplaces were the sources that
had the strongest impact on their final purchase decision. 248 The share among consumers that
purchased online was 38%. 249
In summary, search engines, online marketplaces, and price comparison tools are particularly
important for online consumers. 250 Moreover, the more complex the purchase, the greater the
importance of these channels appears to be. For purchases of cosmetic and hair care products or
clothing items and shoes, the percentage of those who use these services is lower than for purchases
of house and garden equipment or consumer electronics and large electrical appliances.

Behaviour of price sensitive consumers
This section provides insight about the behaviour of price sensitive consumers – i.e. consumers who
explicitly check for the best price. We investigate which type of channels they use to check for the
best price.
Cosmetics and hair care
As indicated in Section 3.3.1.2 about 66% of consumers gathered information on price in general
and about 47% stated that they were actively checking for the best price. In this section, we take a
closer look at those consumers who actively checked for the best price during the purchasing
process.
Consumers in Hungary (59%) and Italy (59%), especially, tended to check for the best price while
purchasing cosmetics and hair care products compared to consumers located in the other countries
(Table 3-41).
Table 3-41: Cosmetics and hair care – Consumers checking the best price by country
248
249
250

N=4331.
N=3216.

Consumers who purchased online.
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France
36%

Germany
42%

Hungary
59%

Italy
59%

Poland
53%

Sweden
51%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=7595. France: N=1389; Germany: N=1315; Hungary: N=1207; Italy: N=1254;
Poland: N=1410; Sweden: N=1384.

In addition, consumers who conducted an online purchase were more likely to check for the best
price (59%) compared to consumers purchasing offline.
Table 3-42: Cosmetics and hair care – Consumers checking the best price by online and offline purchases
Online Purchase
59%

Offline Purchase
38%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=3971; Offline Purchases: N=3854.

With respect to the channels used for checking the best price, consumers who purchased cosmetics
and hair care products and checked for the best price most notably tended to search engines (26%),
online marketplaces (18%), or price comparison apps or websites (18%). Also, online and offline
stores of retailers selling multiple bands are used by at least 15% and 14% of the consumers,
respectively. There are some differences in channel usage by consumers between countries.

Germany

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

Total

Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a sales assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a friend, family member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)
Product-specific media outlet focusing on
cosmetics and hair care (online or offline)
Other

France

Table 3-43: Cosmetics and hair care – Consumer channel usage for checking the best price by country
and total

11%

18%

15%

16%

10%

12%

14%

7%

7%

5%

8%

6%

6%

7%

4%

3%

5%

4%

5%

3%

4%

8%
4%
4%
8%

5%
6%
5%
4%

7%
5%
7%
4%

7%
5%
7%
5%

9%
7%
8%
5%

6%
3%
7%
5%

7%
5%
6%
5%

16%

12%

14%

12%

22%

15%

15%

15%
17%
25%
11%

7%
12%
25%
17%

10%
15%
25%
32%

11%
22%
22%
13%

13%
23%
31%
25%

10%
5%
34%
36%

11%
18%
26%
18%

13%
8%
3%
5%
2%

5%
4%
1%
3%
4%

7%
13%
5%
6%
7%

11%
6%
3%
2%
3%

18%
14%
8%
10%
7%

9%
7%
3%
5%
4%

10%
7%
3%
5%
4%

5%
7%

4%
9%

12%
5%

4%
6%

11%
3%

7%
3%

6%
6%
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Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

3%

6%

1%

3%

2%

3%

Total

Germany

I don’t know

France
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4%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3946. France: N=492; Germany: N=543; Hungary: N=711; Italy: N=740; Poland:
N=764; Sweden: N=696.

The following table presents the channels used to check for the best price by the type of purchases
the consumers made – online or offline. Consumers who purchased online and checked for the best
price were more likely to check prices on search engines, marketplaces or price comparison apps or
websites than consumer who made an offline purchase.
Table 3-44: Cosmetics and hair care – Consumer channel usage for checking the best price by online
and offline purchases
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
selling multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
selling only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales
assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend,
family member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple
brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one
brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)
Product-specific media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair
care (online or offline)
Other
I don’t know

Online Purchase

Offline Purchase

7%

25%

4%

12%

3%

5%

6%
3%
6%
5%

8%
9%
6%
6%

18%

10%

13%
24%
33%
23%
12%
8%
4%
4%
4%

8%
8%
15%
10%
8%
6%
3%
5%
4%

7%
4%
2%

5%
10%
6%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=2431; Offline Purchases: N=1476.

Clothing and shoes
In total, about 53% of consumers who purchased clothing items and shoes stated that they were
actively checking for the best price.
Consumers in Hungary (61%) and Italy (68%), especially, tended to check for the best price while
purchasing clothing items and shoes compared to consumers located in the other countries (Table
3-41).
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Table 3-45: Clothing and shoes – Consumers checking the best price by country
France
42%

Germany
47%

Hungary
61%

Italy
68%

Poland
57%

Sweden
47%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=8136. France: N=1439; Germany: N=1469; Hungary: N=1214; Italy: N=1249;
Poland: N=1304; Sweden: N=1461.

In addition, consumers who conducted an online purchase were again more likely to check for the
best price (59%) compared to consumers purchasing offline.
Table 3-46: Clothing and shoes – Consumers checking the best price by online and offline purchases
Online Purchase
59%

Offline Purchase
41%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=5370; Offline Purchases: N=2640.

With respect to the channels used for checking the best price, consumers who purchased clothing
items and shoes and checked for the best price most notably tended to use search engines (25%) or
online marketplaces (22%). Physical (brick-and-mortar) stores of retailers selling multiple brands
were less widely mentioned by consumers as a channel used to check for the best prices, compared
to consumers who bought cosmetics and hair care products. There are some differences in channel
usage by consumers between countries.

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

9%

9%

11%

13%

8%

9%

10%

6%

6%

5%

11%

6%

5%

7%

2%

2%

4%

4%

4%

1%

3%

5%
3%
6%
5%

3%
4%
5%
3%

6%
4%
8%
4%

6%
3%
6%
5%

5%
3%
10%
5%

6%
3%
7%
4%

5%
3%
6%
4%

16%

15%

18%

21%

24%

19%

18%

14%
21%
32%
12%

12%
19%
24%
14%

9%
17%
26%
35%

15%
24%
21%
12%

15%
27%
28%
19%

16%
9%
27%
30%

14%
22%
25%
15%

8%
5%
2%
2%
3%

4%
3%
1%
1%
2%

5%
12%
4%
3%
6%

7%
7%
3%
3%
3%

13%
12%
8%
7%
7%

7%
4%
2%
2%
3%

7%
6%
3%
3%
3%

Total

Germany

Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a sales assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a friend, family member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)

France

Table 3-47: Clothing and shoes – Consumer channel usage for checking the best price by country and
total
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Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

5%
7%
5%

4%
11%
10%

11%
4%
2%

4%
5%
3%

10%
4%
4%

6%
5%
4%

Total

Germany

Product-specific media outlet focusing on
cosmetics and hair care (online or offline)
Other
I don’t know

France
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5%
7%
6%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4295. France: N=603; Germany: N=701; Hungary: N=743; Italy: N=839; Poland:
N=741; Sweden: N=668.

The following table presents the channels used to check for the best price by the type of purchases
the consumers made – online or offline. Consumers who purchase online are more likely to check
prices on search engines, marketplaces or price comparison apps or websites than consumers who
made an offline purchase.
Table 3-48: Clothing and shoes – Consumer channel usage for checking the best price by online and
offline purchases
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
selling multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
selling only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales
assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend,
family member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand
or of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)
Product-specific media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair
care (online or offline)
Other
I don’t know

Online Purchase

Offline Purchase

6%

24%

4%

16%

2%

6%

4%
2%
7%
5%
22%

5%
6%
5%
3%
8%

15%
26%
28%
18%
8%
7%
3%
3%
3%

9%
8%
16%
8%
4%
4%
3%
3%
4%

5%
6%
4%

6%
10%
10%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=3187; Offline Purchases: N=1048.

House and garden equipment
In total, about 64% of consumers who purchased house and garden equipment stated that they
were actively checking for the best price. This share is higher than among consumers purchasing
cosmetics and hair care products or clothing items and shoes.
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Such as in the product categories discussed above, consumers in Hungary (75%) and Italy (71%)
were more likely to check for the best price while purchasing house and garden equipment
compared to consumers located in the other countries (Table 3-49).
Table 3-49: House and garden equipment – Consumers checking the best price by country
France
55%

Germany
64%

Hungary
75%

Italy
70%

Poland
68%

Sweden
59%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6497. France: N=1068; Germany: N=1000; Hungary: N=1158; Italy: N=1059;
Poland: N=1212; Sweden: N=1000.

In addition, consumers who conducted an online purchase were again more likely to check for the
best price (75%) compared to consumers purchasing offline.
Table 3-50: House and garden equipment – Consumers checking the best price by online and offline
purchases
Online Purchase
75%

Offline Purchase
51%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=3786; Offline Purchases: N=2589.

With respect to the channels used for checking the best price, consumers who purchased house and
garden equipment and checked for the best price most notably tended to use search engines (34%),
online marketplaces (25%), or price comparison apps or websites (29%). In contrast to the other
product categories, review pages also seem to play a role here. There are some differences in channel
usage by consumers between countries.

Germany

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

Total

Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a sales assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a friend, family member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site

France

Table 3-51: House and garden equipment – Consumer channel usage for checking the best price by
country and total

16%

11%

13%

13%

12%

13%

13%

6%

6%

3%

8%

7%

7%

7%

5%

3%

5%

6%

8%

5%

5%

8%
4%
6%
8%

4%
4%
6%
3%

6%
4%
9%
3%

7%
5%
8%
4%

8%
7%
8%
5%

7%
4%
11%
5%

6%
5%
7%
5%

13%

12%

12%

9%

15%

12%

12%

11%
27%
39%
20%

10%
29%
34%
30%

3%
23%
35%
53%

10%
34%
29%
17%

16%
30%
36%
24%

12%
9%
33%
37%

11%
29%
34%
25%

11%
4%
4%

10%
4%
2%

10%
11%
6%

14%

19%

14%

13%

8%
5%

9%
12%

7%
2%

6%
5%
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Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

4%
5%

2%
5%

6%
7%

3%
4%

13%
9%

6%
7%

5%
6%

6%
4%
1%

5%
8%
3%

13%
2%
0%

5%
3%
2%

12%
2%
3%

7%
2%
2%

7%
4%
2%

Total

Germany

Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)
Product-specific media outlet focusing on
cosmetics and hair care (online or offline)
Other
I don’t know

France
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Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4228. France: N=588; Germany: N=636; Hungary: N=865; Italy: N=738; Poland:
N=827; Sweden: N=574.

The following table presents the channels used to check for the best price by the type of purchases
the consumers made – online or offline. Consumers who purchase online are more likely to check
prices on search engines, marketplaces or price comparison apps or websites than consumers who
made an offline purchase.
Table 3-52: House and garden equipment – Consumer channel usage for checking the best price by
online and offline purchases
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling
multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling
only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend, family
member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or
of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)
Product-specific media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair care
(online or offline)
Other
I don’t know

Online Purchase

Offline Purchase

7%

26%

5%
4%

11%
8%

5%
3%
7%
3%
12%

10%
9%
7%
7%
11%

11%
36%
37%
29%
14%

11%
14%
27%
17%

6%
5%
5%
5%

10%
6%
5%
4%
7%

7%
3%
2%

8%
6%
3%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=2895; Offline Purchases: N=1300.

Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
In total, about 76% of consumers who purchased consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances stated that they were actively checking for the best price. This share is higher than among
consumers purchasing products form any of the other product categories.
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Similar to the product categories discussed above, consumers in Hungary (85%) and Italy (81%) were
more likely to check for the best price while purchasing consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances compared to consumers located in the other countries (Table 3-53).
Table 3-53: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Consumers checking the best price by
country
France
69%

Germany
73%

Hungary
85%

Italy
81%

Poland
78%

Sweden
74%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6733. France: N=1091; Germany: N=1016; Hungary: N=1203; Italy: N=1234;
Poland: N=1038; Sweden: N=1151.

In addition, consumers who conducted an online purchase were again more likely to check for the
best price (80%) compared to consumers purchasing offline.
Table 3-54: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Consumers checking the best price by
online and offline purchases
Online Purchase
80%

Offline Purchase
66%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=4866; Offline Purchases: N=1735.

With respect to the channels used for checking the best price, consumers who purchased consumer
electronics and large electrical appliances and checked for the best price most notable tended to
use search engines (36%), online marketplaces (30%), or price comparison apps or websites (29%).
Again, review pages also seem to play a role here. Differences among countries in the usage of
channels to check for the best price are less pronounced than for the other product categories, at
least with regards to the Top 5 used channels.

Germany

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

Total

Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-andmortar) store selling only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a sales assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation
with a friend, family member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network

France

Table 3-55: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Consumer channel usage for
checking the best price by country and total

12%

9%

11%

13%

9%

10%

11%

4%

5%

4%

7%

7%

6%

6%

6%

5%

6%

6%

8%

6%

6%

6%
3%
4%
4%

6%
5%
7%
3%

8%
3%
8%
2%

7%
4%
8%
4%

10%
3%
8%
3%

9%
4%
8%
5%

7%
4%
7%
3%

27%

23%

28%

23%

30%

19%

25%

12%
31%
39%
21%

10%
27%
38%
36%

5%
23%
34%
60%

14%
35%
32%
20%

13%
31%
36%
29%

11%
6%
35%
50%

12%
30%
36%
29%

17%

12%

12%

17%

21%

16%

16%

3%

4%

9%

8%

8%

5%

6%
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Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

4%
4%
3%

2%
4%
5%

5%
6%
6%

6%
5%
3%

9%
11%
8%

3%
5%
5%

5%
6%
5%

6%
3%
1%

8%
6%
2%

10%
2%
1%

6%
2%
1%

15%
1%
1%

8%
3%
2%

8%
3%
1%

Total

Germany

Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)
Product-specific media outlet focusing on
cosmetics and hair care (online or offline)
Other
I don’t know

France
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Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5197. France: N=754; Germany: N=737; Hungary: N=1030; Italy: N=1004;
Poland: N=811; Sweden: N=861.

The following table presents the channels used to check for the best price by the type of purchases
the consumer made – online or offline. Consumers who purchase online are more likely to check
prices on search engines, marketplaces or price comparison apps or websites than consumer who
made an offline purchase.
Table 3-56: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Consumer channel usage for
checking the best price by online and offline purchases
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling
multiple brands
Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling
only one brand
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales assistant
Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend, family
member, co-worker etc.
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands
App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or
of the manufacturer/brand
App, website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparison app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
General media outlet (online or offline)
Product-specific media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair care
(online or offline)
Other
I don’t know

Online Purchase

Offline Purchase

7%

24%

4%
4%

11%
12%

6%
2%
7%
3%
26%

10%
10%
8%
6%
23%

12%
34%
38%
31%
17%

10%
16%
28%
20%
13%

8%
3%
1%

9%
6%
2%

5%
5%
5%
4%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. Online Purchases: N=3993; Offline Purchases: N= 1157.

7%
5%
7%
7%
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Reachability of online consumers
This section deals with the reachability of online consumer. We analyse whether some strata of
consumers can only be reached via certain channels. For that, we investigate which channels online
consumers used in the pre-purchase phase and the purchase phase.
Cosmetics and hair care
Overall, more than half of consumers who purchased cosmetics and hair care products online were
reached via online advertisements as they were using this channel in the pre-purchase phase
(inspiration phase and/or information and evaluation phase). 43% of consumers who purchased
cosmetics and hair care products online used online marketplaces in the pre-purchase or purchase
phase. More than 30% used either the online store of manufacturers or retailers. Additionally, about,
26% used physical (brick-and-mortar) stores during the purchasing process. There are some slight
differences across countries.

Germany

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

Total

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

France

Table 3-57: Cosmetics and hair care – Channel usage of online consumers by country and total

22%
6%
1%
2%
14%
5%
49%
3%

27%
7%
3%
4%
14%
5%
61%
4%

23%
5%
4%
3%
22%
6%
70%
4%

28%
9%
2%
7%
17%
9%
43%
6%

24%
9%
3%
4%
20%
8%
56%
5%

25%
8%
2%
2%
15%
3%
66%
5%

26%
8%
2%
4%
16%
7%
53%
5%

34%

35%

35%

24%

48%

67%

36%

43%
32%
20%
8%

25%
47%
22%
14%

38%
26%
21%
24%

30%
55%
24%
12%

32%
39%
26%
17%

31%
10%
28%
21%

32%
43%
23%
13%

9%
11%
2%
3%
3%
4%
5%
4%

10%
7%
3%
4%
4%
6%
5%
4%

11%
16%
4%
7%
5%
7%
9%
6%

13%
13%
4%
6%
6%
6%
10%
7%

17%
15%
7%
10%
7%
7%
8%
6%

12%
10%
2%
7%
3%
6%
8%
5%

12%
11%
4%
6%
5%
6%
7%
5%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3971. France: N=557; Germany: N=542; Hungary: N=626; Italy: N=687; Poland:
N=737; Sweden: N=822.

With regards to the different age groups, we found that especially consumers in the age group 1844 years were more likely to be reached by online advertisements than consumers in the age group
of 45+ years, as they indicated to have used online advertisements during the purchasing process.
Across all age groups online marketplaces and online stores also played an important role in the
purchasing process.
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35 – 44
years

45 – 54
years

55 – 64
years

30%
10%
4%
5%
18%
8%
62%
6%

27%
9%
3%
5%
18%
8%
56%
5%

24%
7%
2%
5%
15%
6%
53%
5%

27%
6%
2%
4%
14%
6%
48%
5%

23%
7%
2%
3%
17%
5%
44%
4%

24%
7%
2%
3%
15%
6%
47%
3%

42%

38%

34%

34%

38%

29%

34%
42%
21%
10%

33%
47%
26%
15%

32%
42%
28%
14%

28%
45%
22%
15%

34%
39%
22%
13%

30%
41%
18%
12%

12%
24%
5%
10%
8%
9%
10%
8%

17%
17%
5%
9%
6%
8%
9%
7%

12%
9%
5%
6%
5%
5%
8%
5%

10%
9%
3%
5%
4%
6%
6%
4%

11%
6%
3%
3%
4%
4%
6%
3%

9%
4%
3%
1%
4%
3%
6%
5%

65 –
100
years

25 – 34
years

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

18 – 24
years

Table 3-58: Cosmetics and hair care – Channel usage of online consumers by age

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3971. 18-24 years: N=446; 25-34 years: N=788; 35-44 years: N=716; 45-54
years: N=699; 55-64 years: N=664; 65-100 years: N=658.

Clothing and shoes
Overall, almost 60% of consumers who purchased clothing items and shoes online were reached via
online advertisements as they were using this channel in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase
and/or information and evaluation phase). 40% of consumers who purchased clothing items and
shoes online used online marketplaces in the pre-purchase or purchase phase. More than 30% used
either the online store of manufacturers or retailers. Additionally, about, 19% used physical (brickand-mortar) stores during the purchasing process. There are some slight differences across
countries.
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Germany

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

Total

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

France

Table 3-59: Clothing and shoes – Channel usage of online consumers by country and total

20%
3%
1%
1%
8%
2%
64%
3%

14%
2%
1%
2%
7%
3%
53%
4%

20%
2%
2%
3%
11%
3%
74%
5%

26%
6%
2%
5%
11%
4%
58%
6%

21%
5%
2%
3%
8%
5%
59%
5%

17%
4%
1%
2%
9%
2%
62%
5%

19%
4%
1%
2%
9%
3%
58%
5%

29%

42%

41%

42%

42%

57%

40%

38%
40%
20%
6%

27%
39%
14%
9%

29%
32%
23%
25%

32%
49%
21%
10%

38%
39%
21%
13%

43%
12%
20%
13%

33%
40%
18%
10%

4%
7%
2%
1%
1%
2%
4%
2%

3%
4%
1%
2%
1%
2%
3%
2%

6%
18%
4%
5%
4%
5%
6%
3%

10%
8%
3%
2%
5%
5%
6%
5%

11%
12%
6%
5%
4%
4%
7%
3%

8%
10%
2%
4%
2%
4%
6%
3%

6%
7%
3%
2%
3%
3%
4%
3%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5370. France: N=880; Germany: N=1047; Hungary: N=801; Italy: N=775; Poland:
N=992; Sweden: N=875.

With regards to the different age groups, we found that especially consumers in the age group 1844 years were more likely to be reached by online advertisements than consumers in the age group
45+ years, as they indicated to have used online advertisements during the purchasing process.
Across all age groups online marketplaces and online stores also played an important role in the
purchasing process.
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25 – 34
years

35 – 44
years

45 – 54
years

55 – 64
years

65 – 100
years

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

18 – 24
years

Table 3-60: Clothing and shoes – Channel usage of online consumers by age

23%
8%
2%
5%
16%
5%
65%
7%

23%
5%
3%
4%
7%
5%
66%
5%

17%
4%
1%
2%
7%
3%
55%
3%

18%
3%
0%
2%
8%
3%
56%
3%

18%
2%
1%
2%
8%
1%
51%
4%

18%
3%
1%
1%
8%
3%
49%
5%

46%

41%

40%

37%

39%

41%

43%
37%
24%
11%

38%
41%
18%
12%

36%
40%
18%
9%

30%
42%
18%
12%

27%
42%
16%
9%

26%
38%
16%
8%

7%
16%
5%
4%
4%
5%
8%
4%

7%
12%
3%
4%
3%
5%
7%
5%

7%
7%
3%
2%
3%
4%
3%
2%

6%
5%
2%
2%
2%
3%
4%
2%

5%
3%
2%
1%
2%
2%
2%
2%

6%
4%
2%
1%
3%
2%
4%
2%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5370. 18-24 years: N=578; 25-34 years: N=835; 35-44 years: N=1014; 45-54
years: N=1044; 55-64 years: N=958; 65-100 years: N=941.

House and garden equipment
Almost 60% of consumers who purchased house and garden equipment online were reached via
online advertisements as they were using this channel in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration phase
and/or information and evaluation phase). Even more consumers who purchased house and garden
equipment online used online marketplaces in the pre-purchase or purchase phase (71%). This
indicated that a vast majority of consumers were solely reached via this type of channel. Furthermore,
31% used online comparison apps or websites during the purchasing process. Additionally, about
25% used physical (brick-and-mortar) stores during the purchasing process. There are some
differences across countries.
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Germany

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

Total

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

France

Table 3-61: House and garden equipment – Channel usage of online consumers by country and total

26%
7%
2%
3%
11%
3%
63%
4%

19%
4%
2%
3%
15%
5%
56%
5%

24%
6%
3%
4%
11%
4%
71%
5%

29%
8%
5%
7%
13%
7%
61%
6%

30%
10%
5%
6%
10%
9%
57%
8%

30%
10%
5%
9%
12%
8%
56%
8%

25%
7%
4%
5%
13%
6%
59%
6%

18%

27%

33%

13%

29%

50%

23%

21%
70%
37%
16%

18%
72%
28%
21%

16%
50%
36%
52%

21%
82%
29%
18%

25%
65%
33%
21%

44%
21%
33%
32%

21%
71%
31%
21%

11%
6%
4%
4%
3%
4%
7%
4%

11%
6%
2%
2%
5%
5%
6%
3%

11%
12%
6%
6%
4%
7%
8%
6%

13%
11%
6%
3%
5%
7%
9%
5%

18%
12%
8%
9%
6%
9%
10%
5%

19%
11%
6%
8%
5%
9%
11%
7%

13%
9%
5%
4%
5%
6%
8%
4%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3786. France: N=504; Germany: N=644; Hungary: N=732; Italy: N=680 ; Poland:
N=748 ; Sweden: N=478.

With regards to the different age groups, we found that especially consumers in the age group 1844 years were more likely to be reached by physical (brick-and-mortar) stores than consumers in the
age group 45+ years, as they indicated to have used this channel during the purchasing process.
Furthermore, consumers in the age group 35+ were more likely to use online marketplaces than
consumer in the age group 18-34 years. Across all age groups, online advertsiments also played an
important role in the purchasing process.
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25 – 34
years

35 – 44
years

45 – 54
years

55 – 64
years

65 – 100
years

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

18 – 24
years

Table 3-62: House and garden equipment – Channel usage of online consumers by age

31%
16%
7%
11%
19%
11%
56%
15%

34%
11%
5%
7%
13%
10%
56%
8%

26%
6%
5%
6%
12%
6%
64%
5%

20%
5%
2%
4%
12%
5%
60%
4%

21%
3%
1%
2%
12%
3%
62%
2%

21%
3%
2%
2%
13%
3%
59%
4%

26%

26%

25%

23%

21%

20%

29%
59%
25%
17%

28%
68%
28%
20%

21%
74%
36%
26%

19%
71%
33%
21%

17%
73%
32%
23%

15%
76%
30%
19%

12%
13%
8%
10%
9%
12%
15%
8%

13%
13%
7%
6%
7%
10%
12%
7%

14%
11%
5%
5%
5%
7%
6%
5%

11%
8%
4%
3%
3%
5%
8%
2%

12%
4%
4%
2%
4%
3%
4%
2%

14%
4%
2%
2%
3%
3%
5%
3%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3786. 18-24 years: N=378; 25-34 years: N=707; 35-44 years: N=691; 45-54
years: N=657; 55-64 years: N=648; 65-100 years: N=705.

Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
61% of consumers who purchased consumer electronics and large electrical appliances online were
reached via online advertisements as they were using this channel in the pre-purchase phase
(inspiration phase and/or information and evaluation phase). Slightly more consumers who
purchased consumer electronics and large electrical appliances online used online marketplaces in
the pre-purchase or purchase phase (63%). Furthermore, 31% used online comparison apps or
websites during the purchasing process. Another 44% indicated to have used the website, app or
online store of a retailer selling multiple brands. There are some slight differences across countries.
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Germany

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Sweden

Total

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

France

Table 3-63: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Channel usage of online consumers
by country and total

24%
6%
2%
3%
16%
3%
48%
3%

20%
4%
3%
4%
20%
5%
64%
4%

20%
7%
4%
4%
18%
5%
72%
4%

31%
8%
4%
7%
18%
6%
60%
5%

23%
9%
4%
5%
16%
8%
62%
4%

26%
9%
3%
6%
20%
7%
60%
6%

24%
7%
4%
5%
18%
5%
61%
4%

43%

44%

56%

33%

56%

66%

44%

20%
66%
30%
18%

18%
63%
32%
29%

14%
45%
32%
57%

18%
74%
30%
18%

20%
51%
29%
24%

32%
23%
37%
41%

19%
63%
31%
25%

20%
4%
4%
5%
2%
4%
5%
4%

20%
6%
5%
4%
3%
4%
5%
4%

16%
9%
6%
7%
5%
7%
9%
6%

16%
10%
5%
6%
5%
7%
10%
7%

23%
9%
8%
9%
4%
8%
9%
5%

23%
9%
5%
11%
5%
8%
12%
7%

19%
7%
5%
6%
4%
6%
7%
5%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4866. France: N=703; Germany: N=780; Hungary: N=932; Italy: N=943; Poland:
N=759; Sweden: N=749.

With regards to the different age groups, we found that across all age groups, online advertisements,
online retailers selling multiple brands, and online marketplaces played important roles in the
purchasing process.
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25 – 34
years

35 – 44
years

45 – 54
years

55 – 64
years

65 – 100
years

Physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
Salesperson via online chat
Another person (friends, family, co-worker etc)
Offline advertisement
Online advertisement
Direct advertisement
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
multiple brands
App,website, or online store of a retailer selling
only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand
App,website of an online marketplace
Search engine
Price comparision app or website
Rating / product test / customer review app or
website
Social network
Online news site
Online forum, chatroom, blog etc
General offline media outlet
General online media outlet
Product-specific online media outlet
Product-specific offline media outlet

18 – 24
years

Table 3-64: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances – Channel usage of online consumers
by age

30%
12%
6%
9%
26%
10%
61%
10%

28%
9%
4%
7%
18%
7%
68%
5%

24%
6%
5%
6%
14%
6%
52%
5%

21%
6%
3%
4%
17%
4%
59%
4%

21%
5%
2%
2%
18%
3%
61%
1%

23%
6%
3%
3%
19%
4%
58%
2%

47%

45%

46%

42%

45%

40%

28%
65%
35%
30%

21%
60%
32%
23%

22%
57%
29%
26%

18%
65%
31%
26%

16%
66%
31%
26%

13%
66%
28%
20%

28%
18%
8%
9%
7%
10%
12%
8%

19%
12%
7%
10%
6%
8%
9%
8%

21%
8%
5%
7%
4%
4%
7%
4%

18%
3%
4%
5%
2%
5%
7%
4%

19%
4%
4%
4%
2%
3%
4%
3%

14%
4%
4%
2%
4%
5%
7%
3%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4866. 18-24 years: N=514; 25-34 years: N=844; 35-44 years: N=879; 45-54
years: N=881; 55-64 years: N=864; 65-100 years: N=884.

Key findings
This section summarises the main results of our product-specific customer journey analysis. The
behaviour of consumers when buying products of the four product categories under consideration
differs in a number of respects.
In the methodology section, we categorised the products into two dimensions of involvement.
Purchases of cosmetics and hair care products as well as clothing and shoes were classified as low
involvement purchases, whereas purchases of house and garden equipment as well as consumer
electronics and large electrical appliances were classified as high involvement purchases. This
categorisation was supported by the assumption that purchases in the last two categories would
take place less frequently and involve larger investments than purchases in the first two categories.
The result of the involvement scale, however, did not provide clear results in this respect. The share
of highly involved consumers did not differ significantly across product categories (Cosmetics and
hair care: 25%; Clothing and shoes: 22%; House and garden: 26%; Consumer electronics and large
electrical appliances: 32%).
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Particularly noteworthy, however, is the high share of highly involved consumers among consumers
who purchased consumer electronics and large electrical appliances. The difference in the shares of
low involvement consumers across product categories were, however, much greater. This means
there were more low involvement consumers in the last two product categories than in the first two.
This somewhat supports our initial classification, especially when other factors are taken into account
as well: In principle, consumers spent more effort and were more highly involved in the purchase
when they were about to spend more money and have been conducting purchases less frequently.
Consumers who bought consumer electronics and large electrical appliances on average spent about
265 Euros. Thus, consumers who bought consumer electronics and large electrical appliances spent
more money than consumers who bought cosmetic and hair care products, clothing items and shoes,
or house and garden equipment. Therefore, consumers who bought consumer electronics and large
electrical appliances not only considered a wider range of information in the decision-making
process, but these consumers even consulted a greater number of different types of channels to
obtain the relevant information. Especially consumers who bought a clothing item or shoes and
cosmetics and hair care products showed contrary behaviour: On average, they spent less on their
products, were particularly uninvolved, and indicated a lower number of channels used to find
information.
As far as the general search for information is concerned, it appeared that, irrespective of the product
purchased, relatively more consumers in Hungary and Italy carried out research before buying than
in the other countries. By comparison, fewer German consumers looked for information in advance.
Another characteristic that consumers of all product groups share is that younger consumers were
more likely to look for information.
Regardless of the type of product purchased, most consumers looked for price information or
product information. Although this suggests that, for all four product categories, product and price
information were more relevant than brand and retailer information, the shares of consumers who
searched for brand and retailer information were not much lower. This indicates that each type of
information may be a decisive factor in the purchasing process. However, checking the best price
was particularly common for very expensive products like those purchased from the categories
house and garden equipment as well as consumer electronics and large electrical appliances.
Furthermore, for each product category, consumers located in Hungary and Italy were more likely to
check for the best price compared to consumers located in the other countries (France, Germany,
Poland, Sweden). Likewise, consumers who bought online stated more widely that they had checked
for the best price.
Consumers who checked for the best price on cosmetics and hair care products, or clothing items
and shoes, or house and garden equipment, or consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
most notably indicate to have used online marketplaces, search engines and price comparison apps
or websites. The three channels are also of importance for consumers throughout the customer
journey in general and not only for checking the price. The share of consumers using any of these
three channels in at least one of the three phases of the customer journey (inspiration, information
& evaluation, purchase) for all product categories is above 30%. Among online consumers
(consumers who purchases online) the percentage is even higher (50%).
In detail, the share of consumers using any of these three channels (online marketplaces, search
engines and price comparison apps/ websites) in at least one of the three phases of the customer
journey (inspiration, information, & evaluation, purchase) is distributed as follows:
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Cosmetics and hair care: All consumers: 35%, Online consumers: 59%



Clothing and shoes: All consumers: 39%, Online consumers: 53%



House and garden equipment: All consumers: 60% Online consumers: 84%



Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances: All consumers: 68%, Online consumers:
80%

Online channels play a major role in the information and evaluation phase, regardless of the product
category. About 65% (consumers that purchased cosmetic or hair care product) to 85% (consumers
that purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances) indicated to have used online
sources to gather information. Internet websites and applications were used most widely.
It can be assumed that online channels are especially important for those consumers who actually
purchase online. In this context, we have investigated the channels through which these online
consumers can be reached. For both the lower-priced and low involvement product categories
(cosmetics and hair care as well as clothing and shoes), we found that consumers most widely
mentioned to have used online advertisements, online marketplaces, or online stores of retailer and
brands/manufacturer. For both of higher-priced and high involvement product categories (house
and garden equipment and consumer electronics and large electrical appliances), we found that a
somewhat higher proportion of consumers also mentioned to have used search engines, or price
comparison apps or websites.
Nevertheless, there are at least 20% of consumers in each product category that stated to have used
physical (brick-and-mortar) stores at some point of the customer journey. The information and
evaluation phase has a demonstrable effect on the purchase phase. If a consumer searches online,
that consumer will more likely purchase online as well. Thus, consumers purchasing house and
garden equipment or consumer electronics or large electrical appliances were more likely to conduct
an online purchase than consumers purchasing cosmetics or hair care and clothing and shoes.
However, which channels consumers used to make their final purchases, regardless of being an
online or offline channels, differs between product categories. Consumers who bought different
types of products behaved differently in the final phase:

251



73% of consumers that bought cosmetics and hair care products offline made the purchase
from either a supermarket/hypermarket or a retailer selling multiple brands.



65% of consumers that bought clothing items or shoes offline made the purchase from
retailers selling multiple brands or brand/manufacturer or a retailer selling only one brand.



64% of consumers that bought house and garden equipment offline made the purchase
from retailers selling multiple brands or a supermarket/hypermarket 251.



50% consumers that bought house and garden equipment offline made the purchase from
retailers selling multiple brands.



50% of consumers that bought cosmetic and hair care products online made the purchase
via the online store of a manufacturer or an online retailer selling either one brand or
multiple brands.

These include mostly small household items.
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56% of consumers buying clothing and shoes online indicated to have used the online store
either of the manufacturer/brand or of a retailer (selling only one brand or selling multiple
brands). 32%, turned to an online marketplace to finalise the purchasing process.



The majority of consumers that bought house and garden equipment or consumer
electronics and large electrical appliances online indicated to have used an online
marketplace (64%, 54%).

Especially, consumer behaviour in Hungary and Sweden differed in respect to the general selection
of sales channels, regardless of whether the purchase was made online or offline.
In general, consumers tend to switch between or use different types of channels throughout the
customer journey. However, with regard to the use of online and offline channels in general, we also
notice that consumers remain with only one of the two types of channels throughout the entire
purchasing process. For instance, about 55% of consumer who purchased cosmetics and hair care
gathered information in the pre-purchase phase (inspiration, information, and evaluation) exclusively
online (offline), finally purchased online (offline) as well. In the product category clothing and shoes,
63% of consumers exclusively used online (offline) channels to gather information and also
conducted the purchase online (offline). 52% and 49% of consumers who purchased house and
garden equipment or consumer electronics and large electrical appliances, respectively, proceed in
the same way. The remaining shares of consumers in each product category used both online and
offline channels throughout the purchase process. Furthermore, in each product category,
consumers who were younger, higher involved and purchased expensive items were more likely to
use a mixture of both online and offline channels. 252
In order to approximate the share of consumers that behave consistent with free-riding, hence, the
potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour, we have examined three types of free-riding
behaviour:
1) free-riding between online and offline channels in general (Type 1);
2) free-riding between different types of online channels (retailer, manufacturer/brand,
and marketplace) (Type 2); and
3) free-riding within the same type of online channel (retailer, manufacturer/brand,
and marketplace) (Type 3).
For each type we calculated an upper boundary for the proportion of consumers for whom freeriding could be relevant and a corresponding lower boundary.

In order to conduct this analysis we had to exclude certain shares of purchases/consumers from our sample. The figures are based
on 75% to 90% of consumers in our sample depending on the product category.

252
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Cosmetics and hair
care
(N=7959)

Table 3-65: Summary results – free-riding issue

Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel

Consumer
electronics and large
electrical appliances
(N=6733)

House and garden
equipment
(N=6497)

Clothing and shoes
(N=8136)

Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel
Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel
Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results.

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

Among those purchases …
Upper Boundary

Lower Boundary

51%

25%

7%

14%

31%

9%

23%

44%

12%

56%

17%

4%

24%

28%

8%

28%

45%

15%

66%

22%

4%

24%

25%

9%

34%

53%

16%

76%

20%

5%

31%

30%

9%

39%

64%

22%

The figures in the table above are based on a fraction of all purchases. If we relate those purchases
(relevant for free-riding behaviour) to all purchases from the survey, the share of purchases
consistent with free-riding behaviour of distributors is as follows:


Cosmetics and hair care:
o
o
o



Type 1: 4-13%;
Type 2: 1-4%;
Type 3: 3-10%.

Clothing and shoes:
o
o
o

Type 1: 2-10%;
Type 2: 2-7%;
Type 3: 4-13%.
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House and garden equipment:
o
o
o



Type 1: 3-15%;
Type 2: 2-6%;
Type 3: 5-18%.

Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances:
o
o
o

Type 1: 4-15%;
Type 2: 3-9%;
Type 3: 9-25%.

Among younger, higher involved, and first time buyers, free-riding is generally more relevant than
for the other groups of consumers. The magnitude of free-riding behaviour appears to be higher for
expensive products.
In general, the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour of Type 2 is the least prominent. The
highest proportions of consumers/purchases, which would be affected by free-riding from
producers, result for type 3.
These figures present our best avaialbe approximations. As we conducted a consumer survey, we
did not collect any direct information regarding free-riding behaviours of distributors, for instance
by identifying free-riding attempts by distributors. However, our survey of the purchasing journey
of consumers identifies consumers’ behaviours which are consistent with free-riding attempts by
distributors, and thus offers indications for the magnitude of free-riding. 253
While we find that the percentage of consumers who gathered important information offline and
purchased online and vice versa was about the same in each product category, this does not
necessarily imply that distributors’ incentives to invest in service factors are intact. However, it
indicates that consumers, during their customer journeys, switch channels from online to offline and
vice versa to a broadly comparable extent.

253
Necessarily, a consumer survey observes behaviour in equilibrium. This may mean that the possibility of free-riding has created
incentives for distributors not to invest, and thus limited the choices avaialbe to consumers in the survey, compared to a world with
different competition rules).
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3.4 Customer journey under ‘brand primacy’ condition
Cheng (2017) 254 defines three different models of consumer behaviour, one of which is the so called
brand primacy model. Cheng (2017) explains that under the brand primacy model, “consumers are
assumed first to choose the brand of product to purchase in a differentiated product market, and
then to shop among the different retailers carrying the product for the best deal.” 255 The decision
making process is, according to the model, divided into two stages – inter-brand and intra-brand.
At the first stage “the inter-brand stage”, consumers focus on different product characteristics, like
price, product quality, brand reputation and retail services. Cheng (2017) goes on and explains that
“some of these attributes are within the manufacturer’s direct control, such as product quality and
brand reputation. Some of them are not, such as final product price (in the absence of RPM) and the
provision of certain retail services such as product demonstration and in store promotion.” 256 In the
second stage, called intra-brand stage, consumers already know which product they are going to
buy and look for the best place to buy the product. At this stage, consumers primarily focus on price.
According to Cheng (2017) brand primacy usually takes place in markets where brands have high
visibility. When designing the questionnaire and selecting the product categories, we assumed that
the markets for clothing and shoes as well as consumer electronics and large electrical appliances in
particular are characterised by strong brands and the markets for cosmetics and hair care products
and house and garden equipment are characterised by weak brands. However, the data show that
the largest share of consumers who knew which brand they would choose before they made the
purchase were among those who bought cosmetics and hair care products.
Table 3-66: Brand primacy
Cosmetics and hair care
Clothing and shoes
House and garden equipment
Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Yes
45%
31%
18%
36%

No
48%
63%
74%
59%

I don’t know
7%
6%
9%
5%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. : Cosmetics and hair care: N=7959; Clothing and shoes: N=8136; House and garden
equipment: N=6497; Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: N=6733. “For the […] product you most recently
purchased, did you know from the beginning which brand you were going for?”

The Cheng (2017) paper strongly emphasises the importance of spillover effects and horizontal
externalities in relation to the brand-primacy model. Because of these two effects and potential freeriding behaviour of single parties in the market, it is theoretically possible that companies focus more
on price competition than on competition in terms of quality and service. Therefore, certain
agreements could be justified by the fact that they might correct retailers’ bias toward price
competition.
Table 3-67 summarises some key findings of consumers who knew which brand they would choose
prior to the purchase. We compare the results to those of the remaining consumers. The figures
indicate that the behaviour in the purchasing process of consumers with brand primacy did not differ
considerably from other consumers.

254
255
256

Cheng, T. K. (2017). A Consumer behavioral approach to resale price maintenance. Virginia Law & Business Review. Vol. 12. No.1
Cheng (2017), p.15.

Cheng (2017), p.15-16.
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The only differences in behaviour can be detected for the last three evaluation elements in Table 314. However, due to the relatively small number of cases, no firm and clear conclusions can be drawn
in this respect. At best, the shares of consumers who had been looking for information on a
marketplace, or at an brick-and-mortar store, or at an online store other than the one from which
they made the purchase provides an indication that consumers with brand primacy tended to
consider more retail outlets of the same type for the purchase. Depending on the product purchased,
about 31% to 72% of consumers with brand primacy tended to look for information on marketplaces,
brick-and-mortar stores, or online stores other than the one from which they made the purchase.
However, based on these results, we cannot derive any conclusions about the potential of free-riding
behaviour of retail outlets of the same type, because we do not know whether information had been
sought exclusively on other marketplaces, brick-and-mortar stores, or online stores in addition to
the one from which consumers made the purchase.
Table 3-67: Brand primacy – Key findings
Brand Primacy
(BP)/No Brand
Primacy (No BP)
BP
Information search

Price information search
(among consumers looking
for information)
Product information search
(among consumers looking
for information)
Brand information search
(among consumers looking
for information)
Retailer information search
(among consumers looking
for information)

Cosmetics
and hair care

Clothing
and shoes

House and
garden
equipment

Consumer
electronics
and large
electrical
appliances

71%
(N=3638)
77%
(N=3733)

75%
(N=2533)
67%
(N=5068)

86%
(N=1159)
82%
(N=4740)

93%
(N=2442)
90%
(N=3908)

BP

87%
(N=2697)

89%
(N=1911)

93%
(N=1017)

95%
(N=2281)

No BP

90%
(N=2913)

90%
(N=3503)

93%
(N=3932)

95%
(N=3574)

BP

85%
(N=2697)

86%
(N=1911)

94%
(N=1017)

94%
(N=2281)

No BP

91%
(N=2913)

85%
(N=3503)

91%
(N=3932)

95%
(N=3574)

BP

78%
(N=2697)
81%
(N=2913)

76%
(N=1911)
71%
(N=3503)

82%
(N=1017)
78%
(N=3932)

84%
(N=2281)
84%
(N=3574)

68%
(N=2697)
73%
(N=2913)

69%
(N=1911)
70%
(N=3503)

79%
(N=1017)
75%
(N=3932)

80%
(N=2281)
78%
(N=3574)

7%
(N=2697)
4%
(N=2913)

6%
(N=1911)
8%
(N=3503)

2%
(N=1017)
4%
(N=3932)

2%
(N=2281)
2%
(N=3574)

2.2
(N=2697)
2.3
(N=2913)

2.2
(N=1911)
2.0
(N=3503)

2.9
(N=1017)
2.4
(N=3932)

2.9
(N=2281)
2.6
(N=3574)

No BP

No BP
BP
No BP

Price information search
only
(among consumers looking
for information)

BP

Number of Sources used in
the information and
evaluation phase (among
consumers looking for
information)

BP

No BP

No BP
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Brand Primacy
(BP)/No Brand
Primacy (No BP)
BP
Best price

No BP

Share consumers looking for
information on a
marketplace other than the
one from which they made
the purchase
Share consumers looking for
information at an brick-andmortar store other than the
one from which they made
the purchase
Share consumers looking for
information at an online
store other than the one
from which they made the
purchase

BP
No BP
BP
No BP
BP
No BP

Cosmetics
and hair care

Clothing
and shoes

Consumer
electronics
and large
electrical
appliances

House and
garden
equipment

48%
(N=3638)
47%
(N=3733)

58%
(N=2533)
51%
(N=5068)

73%
(N=1159)
64%
(N=4740)

81%
(N=2442)
74%
(N=3908)

51%
(N=122)
41%
(N=201)

46%
(N=152)
46%
(N=375)

55%
(N=160)
54%
(N=699)

66%
(N=350)
62%
(N=620)

31%
(N=673)
24%
(N=201)

34%
(N=307)
30%
(N=375)

47%
(N=206)
36%
(N=699)

52%
(N=285)
44%
(N=620)

47%
(N=471)
60%
(N=333)

47%
(N=541)
45%
(N=711)

68%
(N=126)
61%
(N=292)

72%
(N=375)
74%
(N=559)

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. *Research exclusively online and purchase offline/research exclusively offline and
purchase online. **Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels in the information and
evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline).
Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc.,
information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet.
Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific
online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison
app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit
answer were excluded.

With regards to the free-riding issue, the following table summarizes the thresholds for which freeriding behaviour might be relevant with respect to consumers with brand primacy.

Cosmetics and hair
care
(N=3638)

Table 3-68: Brand primacy – Potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour between online and offline
channels with respect to different strata of consumers/product characteristics (free-riding types 1-3)1

Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

Among those purchases …
Upper Boundary

Lower Boundary

47%

26%

15%

14%

31%

19%

22%

44%

24%
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Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel
Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel
Type 1 – free-riding
between online and
offline channels
Type 2 – free-riding
between different
online channels
Type 3 – free-riding
within the same type of
channel

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results.

Share of total
purchases in the
sample eligible
for analysis

Among those purchases …
Upper Boundary

Lower Boundary

60%

20%

12%

28%

30%

19%

31%

47%

28%

67%

21%

11%

27%

21%

10%

39%

55%

28%

78%

23%

14%

32%

36%

20%

38%

65%

37%
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3.5 Customer journey under ‘retailer primacy’ condition
The second model Cheng (2017) refers to is called retailer primacy model. Under this model, the
sequence of choices by consumers is reversed. Consumers first decide on the retailer, and then
choose from the product portfolio available in the store. The model, however, only works with retailer
selling multiple brands, because if the consumers are of the retailer primacy kind, they are unlikely
to be attracted to switch retailers. Instead, they will be attracted by competing brands in the same
store. Price increase by a retailer does not result in increased sales of the same product by a different
retailer, but rather results in a loss of sales to a competing manufacturer altogether within the store.
Therefore, product prices have little impact on retailer competition under the retailer primacy model.
Under the retailer primacy model, Cheng (2017) explains there is no “under-supply of price increase
by retailers. Likewise, it is no longer clear that there will be an under-supply of retail services. If
consumers choose a retailer before selecting the product, the provision of product-specific retail
services only affects the consumer’s brand choice within the store.” 257 Therefore, free-riding
behaviour is not relevant in this model. However, comparing the results between consumers with
retailer primacy and consumers with no retailer primacy will provide some insights regarding market
structures.
Table 3-69: Retailer primacy
Cosmetics and hair care
Clothing and shoes
House and garden equipment
Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Yes
45%
37%
27%
34%

No
48%
56%
64%
59%

I don’t know
7%
6%
8%
6%

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results: Cosmetics and hair care: N=7959; Clothing and shoes: N=8136; House and garden
equipment: N=6497; Consumer Electronics and large electrical appliances: N=6733. “For the […] product you most recently
purchased, did you know from the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going for?”

Table 3-70: Retailer primacy – Key findings
Retailer
Primacy
(RP)/No
retailer
Primacy (No
RP)
RP
Information search

Price information search
(among consumers looking for
information)
Product information search
(among consumers looking for
information)

Cosmetics
and hair
care

Clothing
and shoes

House and
garden
equipment

Consumer
electronics
and large
electrical
appliances

70%
(N=3586)
77%
(N=3798)

69%
(N=3034)
69%
(N=4543)

81%
(N=1755)
83%
(N=4202)

90%
(N=2187)
92%
(N=4083)

RP

86%
(N=2593)

87%
(N=2148)

92%
(N=1442)

93%
(N=1993)

No RP

91%
(N=3022)

92%
(N=3240)

93%
(N=3551)

96%
(N=3789)

RP

87%
(N=2593)
91%
(N=3022)

84%
(N=2148)
85%
(N=3240)

93%
(N=1442)
91%
(N=3551)

94%
(N=1993)
95%
(N=3789)

No RP

No RP

257
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Retailer
Primacy
(RP)/No
retailer
Primacy (No
RP)

Brand information search
(among consumers looking for
information)
Retailer information search
(among consumers looking for
information)
Price information search only
(among consumers looking for
information)
Number of Sources used in
the information and
evaluation phase (among
consumers looking for
information)
Best price
Share consumers looking for
information on a marketplace
other than the one from which
they made the purchase

Share consumers looking for
information at an brick-andmortar store other than the
one from which they made the
purchase
Share consumers looking for
information at an online store
other than the one from which
they made the purchase

RP

Cosmetics
and hair
care

Clothing
and shoes

House and
garden
equipment

Consumer
electronics
and large
electrical
appliances

79%
(N=2593)
81%
(N=3022)

73%
(N=2148)
73%
(N=3240)

78%
(N=1442)
79%
(N=3551)

85%
(N=1993)
84%
(N=3789)

RP

69%
(N=2593)

69%
(N=2148)

77%
(N=1442)

81%
(N=1993)

No RP

72%
(N=3022)

70%
(N=3240)

75%
(N=3551)

78%
(N=3789)

RP

6%
(N=2593)

7%
(N=2148)

3%
(N=1442)

2%
(N=1993)

No RP

5%
(N=3022)

8%
(N=3240)

4%
(N=3551)

2%
(N=3789)

RP

2.2
(N=2593)
2.4
(N=3022)

2.0
(N=2148)
2.1
(N=3240)

2.5
(N=1442)
2.5
(N=3551)

2.7
(N=1993)
2.7
(N=3789)

44%
(N=3586)
51%
(N=3798)

52%
(N=3034)
53%
(N=4543)

66%
(N=1755)
66%
(N=4202)

75%
(N=2187)
78%
(N=4083)

46%
(N=150)
46%
(N=150)
26%
(N=761)
29%
(N=761)

34%
(N=200)
52%
(N=200)
30%
(N=388)
31%
(N=704)

40%
(N=292)
61%
(N=292)
35%
(N=380)
39%
(N=759)

58%
(N=375)
67%
(N=375)
42%
(N=330)
50%
(N=490)

RP

45%
(N=448)

38%
(N=628)

59%
(N=127)

66%
(N=286)

No RP

63%
(N=354)

54%
(N=612)

66%
(N=291)

76%
(N=654)

No RP

No RP
RP
No RP
RP
No RP
RP
No RP

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. *Research exclusively online and purchase offline/research exclusively offline and
purchase online. **Respondents considered that reported to have used any of the following channels in the information and
evaluation phase and also provide an answer on via which type of sales channel the purchase was finalised (online or offline).
Offline channels: Conversation with salesperson (in store, phone), Conversation with friends, family, co-worker etc.,
information displayed in store, offline advertisement, general offline media outlet, product-specific offline media outlet.
Online Channels: Conversation with salesperson (chat), online advertisement, general online media outlet, product-specific
online media outlet, app, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands, app, website, or online store of a retailer
selling only one brand or of the manufacturer/brand, app, website of an online marketplace, search engine, price comparison
app or website, rating / product test / customer review app or website, social network, online news site, online forum,
chatroom, blog, etc. Direct advertisement and consumer that did not search for any information or did not provide an explicit
answer were excluded.
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3.6 Long-term trends of search term usage
This section presents analysis of search terms on Google drawn from Google Trends as described in
the Methodology section. For each search term, we selected the largest time window possible,
reaching back to 2004. The results represent monthly aggregates of the relative weight of each
search term as described in the Methodology section. We compiled search term corpuses for product
keywords (N around 100 depending on the translation), fashion brands (N=100) and fashion stores
(N=100). The data gathering process took around 3 hours for each country and category 258 with
sufficiently large pauses to ensure a responsible use of the API, resulting in a total of 36 hours of
runtime.
To make a change in user behaviour visible, we first aggregate all results with the help of anchor
search terms. Since the absolute value of this aggregation only considers relative values provided by
Google Trends and also depends heavily on the choice of said anchors, it does not hold any
information. To make a visual comparison easier, we scale all aggregations to range 0-100. Instead
of looking at single Google Trends time series
The results, after scaling and aggregation are displayed in the figures below.
Figure 3-123: Germany – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

258

Given that no errors occurred and no rate limit was reached.
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Figure 3-124: Italy – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-125: France – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-126: Poland – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.
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Figure 3-127: Hungary – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-128: Sweden – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

The results of the Google Trends analysis for the category consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances clearly show a seasonal pattern in the search intensity for the category in general. This
can be seen from the peaks, which commonly happen in December each year. Probably around
Christmas, consumers across Europe seem to be intensively searching online for products in this
category. At the same time, in all countries except Hungary, searches increasingly rely on productspecific keywords rather than on individual brand or retailer names. This change occurs around the
time between 2011 and 2012. From this point onwards, consumers are no longer looking for brands
or retailers as much as before.
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Figure 3-129: Germany – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-130: Italy – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-131: France – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.
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Figure 3-132: Poland – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-133: Hungary – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-134: Sweden – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

A somewhat weaker trend can also be found for the house and garden equipment. Especially in the
summer months the search intensity seems to decrease. This trend is not as pronounced as the
seasonal pattern for electronics, as it is not the case in all countries and not every year. But what is
much clearer here is the increase in searches using product-specific keywords. In countries like Italy
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and Sweden, the picture has almost reversed over the observed time from 2004 to 2020. While brand
and store specific search terms dominated during the early phase of the analysis, product specific
search terms are now significantly more important.
Figure 3-135: Germany – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-136: Italy– Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-137: France – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.
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Figure 3-138: Poland – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-139: Hungary – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-140: Sweden – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

For cosmetics and hair care, consumers do not show any discernible pattern in terms of search
behaviour. There are also hardly any comparable patterns of behaviour between countries. However,
it is noticeable that the dominance of the particular keyword search fluctuates over time. This can
be seen particularly evident in Italy. From 2004 to 2007 mainly product specific keywords are used
for research purposes in Italy. After that, in the period 2007 to 2015, consumers seem to use store
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specific keywords more commonly. From 2015 onward, consumers primarily use brand specific
keywords. Similar but less pronounced changes can also be found in the other countries.
Figure 3-141: Germany – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-142: Italy – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-143: France – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.
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Figure 3-144: Poland – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-145: Hungary – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

Figure 3-146: Sweden – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of the analysis of Google Trends Data.

It is noteworthy that in four of the six countries considered, the keyword types seem to become
equally important in the past 3 to 4 years. The two exceptions are Germany and Hungary. In Germany,
once the main store and brand names were used for searches, but now product specific keywords
are mostly used. The peculiarity about Hungary is that the product research is decreasing rapidly in
the summer months.
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3.7 Long-term trend of information and channel usage
Complementary to the information provided in the other segments of this study, this section
provides time series insights about consumers’ search and purchase behaviour across several EU
Member States and the United Kingdom 259. Most of the data processed here is based on the data
provided by the GlobalWebIndex (GWI).
The following sections mimic each stage of a customer journey - from initiation to search to
purchase. The first three subchapters primarily address the changes of search behaviour of
consumers. In these subchapters we will examine how consumers use channels to find new goods
or services and/or how they are introduced to new goods and services. This is the equivalent of
inspiration phase. Attention can actually give the first impulse to buy a product. As we will see, the
two channels, TV and word of mouth, are still strongly represented in this phase. However,
considerably more people claim to find new products via search engines. In chapter 3.7.2, the
question of which channels consumers actively use to search for information is examined in more
detail. Search engines are also used by many consumers to look for specific information. In fact, the
percentage of users seems to be increasing over the last few years. It can also be observed that the
online equivalence of word of mouth, namely consumer reviews, is also an important information
channel. In addition to these, two other channels stand out. Although in terms of absolute user
numbers, social networks as well as apps were used for searching by far less consumers in Europe in
2019 than search engines or consumer reviews, the number of users has increased visibly in recent
years. This may be due to the increased use of mobile devices and the enormous and increasing
presence of social media in society today. The first can be explained in chapter 3.7.3. In this chapter,
the change in the use of devices in the purchasing process is examined. It becomes apparent that
the search for information and the purchase are increasingly being carried out via mobile devices.
Commerce apps are gaining more and more users. Chapter 3.7.4 gives an overview of the purchasing
process for three specific categories over time. The following chapter examines the retailers from
whom consumers purchase and thus the last phase of the consumer journey.

Finding new products and services
As described above, consumers can choose and match different information and sales channels –
online and offline channels accessed via different devices – in order to gather information and / or
complete the purchasing process.
The most crucial phase of the purchasing process is the inspiration phase, in which consumers’ get
the first impulse to purchase certain goods or services. In the pre-internet area, the stimuli originated
predominantly from advertising or word-of-mouth communication. However, as the internet has
become a more popular place to look for goods and services, more and more internet users reported
finding or discovering new products and brands through various internet sources. In 2019, at least
40% of the internet users in Europe indicated that they find out about new brands and products
through an online channel. Commonly, a search engine leads costumers to new products or brands.
Online advertising in general or advertisements seen before online videos or TV shows are also a
source of inspiration for an increasing number of internet users. With the increased use of mobile
devices, the influence of mobile apps on the discovery of new products also increases. In spite of the
We will use the term ‘across Europe’ repeatedly across this section. By this term, we will only refer to Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
259
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seemingly growing importance of these channels for triggering purchases, traditional TV advertising
and word of mouth is not to be neglected even in 2019. At least 35% of internet users have indicated
these two channels as a source of product and brand discovery.
Figure 3-147: Sources of brand and product discovery – EU Member States and the United
Kingdom (in %)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020). Some items did not exist in previous
waves or were dropped in recent years, those data points are missing in the figure above. The figure includes services with at
least 15% user share.

Between the individual countries, there are no major differences at least in the top 5 most mentioned
sources for finding new products and brands. Among the top five named sources in the Western,
Northern and Southern European countries, at least according to the data in the second half of 2019,
are search engines, word-of-mouth recommendation, and TV ads. The two Eastern European
countries in the sample are exceptions. Internet users from Poland or Romania mainly attribute the
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finding of new brands and products to different online channels and less to traditional channels like
TV, radio, or word of mouth.
Based on this, it can be concluded that over time, Internet sources have become more prominent in
customer journeys, at least in the initial phase of the purchase.

Online research channels
The most popular source for finding information is the search engine. About 60% of internet users
in Europe indicated to use search engines when they actively search for additional information on
brands, products or services. This percentage seems to be increasing, if only marginally, since 2015.
The other two most important sources are customer reviews and price comparison tools. Two other
sources that have become more important in recent years are social networks and apps. Even though
they are not used by as many internet users as the other channels mentioned so far, the increase in
the number of users is particularly noticeable.
Figure 3-148: Sources used to actively look for information on brands, products, and services
– EU 27 and the United Kingdom (in %)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020).

The differences between countries are very small and, overall, consumers appear to use the sources
in a similar way. Search engines, customer reviews, and comparison tools are the sources of
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information used by most users in all countries. Interestingly, for many Spanish and Romanian
internet users, social networks are among the top sources of information retrieval.
The next section focuses on the last stage of the purchasing process and addresses the question of
where users buy. The following chapter provides a description of the retailers from whom consumers
purchase.

Changes in device usage
An essential factor influencing current and future consumer behaviour is the current importance of
mobile devices in everyday life. The following figure shows the information search and purchase
behaviour for different devices - mobile devices or Tablets and PCs or Laptops. While in the last 2.5
years the percentage of internet users across Europe who use PCs and laptops to make online
purchases or research products online has been decreasing, the percentage of internet users who
carry out these activities on mobile devices has been increasing.
The latter thus play an increasingly important role in the purchasing process of internet users. At the
same time, the applications on these mobile devices seem to be becoming more crucial or are
already very relevant. The apps of marketplaces such as Amazon, eBay, Wish and AliExpress
Shopping have been growing steadily in terms of their user numbers over the past few years.
Figure 3-149: Search for and purchase of products within the last month – EU 27 and the
United Kingdom (in%)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020).

There are substantial differences between countries in terms of commerce app usage. In Belgium, in
particular, only a small number of users are using these apps. For instance, the Amazon app, which
is still used by most internet users, has a user share of just 20%. With regard to AliExpress Shopping,
eBay and, Wish, only 10 % of the internet users indicated that they were using them at least in the
second half of 2019. Similar usage patterns can be found in Denmark and the Netherlands, although
Wish and AliExpress Shopping seems to be particularly popular in those countries. Overall, in four of
the countries considered, these two non-European services are ranked first. Polish users, on the other
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hand, are increasingly using the Poland-based service Allegro. In the second half of 2019, about 60%
of the internet users in Poland stated that they had used Allegro in the last month. Within two years
the share has increased by 10 percentage points.
In all countries and for all apps, no significant decline in usage can be observed. The user shares are
either largely constant or increasing.
Figure 3-150: Commerce Apps used in the past month – EU 27 and the United Kingdom (in
%)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020).

Purchase and research behaviour by product category
Purchasing online and/or searching online for products and brands are among several activities that
consumers pursue on the internet. Many of the internet users across Europe, therefore, state that
they have performed these two activities in the past month. In the second half of 2019 about 78%
of those internet users indicated that they have purchased a product online within the last month.
Even more – about 86% – internet users across Europe have indicated that they had been searching
for brands and products using various online channels in general in the same period. Polish internet
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users stand out. About 90% of them claim to have searched for products or brands online in the last
month. 260
Figure 3-151: Share of internet users who purchased a product online in the last month and
searched for a product or service intended to purchases in the last month

For comparison, one can refer to Eurostat data [Individuals using the internet for ordering goods and services – within the last 12
month] and research conducted on behalf of DG CONNECT on cross-border online shopping: Niederprüm A, Bender C, Hillebrand A,
Arnold R, Thiele S, et al. 2019. Development of cross-border e-commerce through parcel delivery, European Commission, Brussels

260
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Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020). No data available for the first half
of 2018 for Romania.

If these two observations are put in relation to each other, it can be assumed that about 80% of
those who searched for products or services online in the period under consideration purchased any
type of product in the same period. The extent to which online channels are used to obtain
information on specific products prior to purchase for different product categories will be discussed
in more detail in the following section.

3.7.4.1

Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

According to the classification in Table 2-3 the product category consumer electronics is
characterised by the presence of strong brands and require high involvement of the customer.
Usually purchases in this product category are less frequently compared to the other product
categories considered for the present report; particularly because electronic items tend to and can
be quite expensive and usually have relatively long product durability. Only one-fourth of internet
users have bought at least one of the products in this category in the last three to six months, either
online or offline. This is considerably less than for cosmetic and hair care, for example, which are less
durable (see Chapter 3.7.4.1).
Likewise, the data indicate that it is likely that a large proportion of purchases must have taken place
in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores. The illustration in Figure 3-152 depicting online purchases
depicts the share of internet users who have bought each item online. In general, across almost all
items, 25% to 35% of internet users who purchased one of these items used an online channel. The
exceptions are smart wearables as well as computer and video games. In the latter category, almost
half of the buyers in the available sample across Europe purchased that item online.
Beside the difference between online and total purchases, the data also provide some insight about
prior research behaviour. The third illustration in Figure 3-152 depicts the share of internet users
conducting research prior to the actual purchase. Regardless of which item was purchased by the
internet users, an average of 30 to 40% of the buyers stated that they had conducted internet
research beforehand. Again, it is apparent that especially for the purchase of smart wearables as well
as computer and video games an above average percentage of buyers inform themselves on the
internet before the purchase is made.
There are some small but subtle differences in consumer behaviour between the individual countries.
Austria stands out above all in that while the shares of internet users are not substantially different
from the EU average for those who buy items, the share of online users and those who have
previously researched on the internet are considerably higher than the average. A glance at the data
in the Annex reveals that, on average, 35% of internet users in Austria purchase their products online
and that, on average, of 40% of users who purchase those items have also researched them online.
The share of internet users conducting research is also high in Germany and Denmark. An additional
point that stands out among Danish internet users and consumers is the high percentage of
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broadband contracts concluded online: 44% of the internet users entering a broadband subscription
in the last three to six month stated that they have conducted the purchase online in the second half
of 2019.
Besides these, internet users in Belgium, Italy, Portugal and Poland are characterised by a low use of
online channels for either research or purchase of electronic items.
Figure 3-152: Electronics – EU 27 and the United Kingdom (in%)

of whom …

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020).

3.7.4.2

Home and furniture items

Similar to the product category discussed in the previous chapter, home and furniture items tend to
be more on the expensive side and have generally a long durability. Items in this category are not
bought regularly and, therefore, request high consumer involvement.
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This assumption can also be derived from the data given below. Across Europe, an average of 10%
of internet users have stated in the second half of 2019 that they have purchased one of the items
in the last three to six months. The percentage of customers who make purchases online or even
obtain information online is even slightly lower than in the previous product category. Regardless of
the product category, only 20 to 30% of internet users buy these items online. Furthermore, a
similarly low share of internet users stated to have conducted online research prior to actually buying
the product.
In comparison to the other countries, Poland and the United Kingdom stand out in particular (see
Annex IV). In those two countries, an above-average share of internet users stated that they had
purchased items online. These are also the two countries in which more internet users tend to do
online research before purchasing an item.
Figure 3-153: Home and furniture items– EU 27 and the United Kingdom (in %)

of whom …

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020).
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3.7.4.3

Cosmetics and hair care

This product category requires less involvement in general. In addition, this product category is
characterised by the fact that purchases likely take place regularly, due to regular use of the products.
For this reason, the following figure shows the purchases within one month.
Depending on the item, 15 to 72% of internet users in the second half of 2019 reported having
bought the respective product. Nevertheless, the percentage of internet purchases and internet
searches for the respective products remains very low compared in relation to the generally high
share of internet users purchasing those items. This indicates the presumed low level of involvement
on the part of consumers for this product category. In the sector of cosmetics and hair care, it can
be assumed that consumers generally use one and the same product over a long period of time.
Therefore, information search is not necessary for many purchases. Especially the items bought by
most internet users, such as deodorant, conditioner, and shampoo are products that consumers
usually simply purchase at the local drugstore and online purchases are not yet widespread. The
largest share of online purchases and online research efforts, as a percentage of total purchases, can
be observed for make-up and beauty products. Among all these products in this category, those are
mainly the products that stand out in terms of price and show a high share of large high-end brands.
The differences between the countries overall are marginal. It is particularly apparent that an aboveaverage share of internet users and buyers of products in this category in Romania tend to conduct
online research prior to purchasing the item or even complete the purchasing process online. In the
case of Germany and Austria, the opposite is more likely to be the case. In Sweden, mainly beauty
products are purchased online. About 40% of the internet users who bought beauty products said
they did so online.
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Figure 3-154: Cosmetics and hair care – EU 27 and the United Kingdom (in %)

of whom …

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020).

3.7.4.4

Clothing, shoes and fragrance

The second product category with products being purchased relatively frequently is clothing and
shoes. At least half of the internet users in Europe indicated that they have bought at least one of
these items in the last month in the second half of 2019. A large proportion also stated that they
had bought the products online and/or conducted online research regarding the item they wanted
to purchase. Online buying and searching plays a particularly important role here compared to the
items in the other product categories considered so far. This might be due to the combination of
frequent purchases and the presence of strong brands, where consumers are eager to get a good
deal.
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In general, there are no significant differences between the individual countries. Exceptions are the
behaviour of internet users in Poland and Romania. The majority of internet users in those countries
are active in online shopping. Spain stands out in the share of online researchers.
Figure 3-155: Personal items – EU 27 and the United Kingdom (in %)

of whom…

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020).

Although the data described in the opening section of Chapter 3.7.2 shows that about 80% of
internet users across Europe tend to search for products and goods they are planning to buy online,
the share of those who conducted online research directly before buying a product is much lower,
at least for the products considered in this section. Depending on the product category and the
specific item, an average of 5 to 40% percent of internet users and buyers claim to have done prior
research on the internet. In general, the share of internet searchers is higher for expensive products
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with a long durability than for slightly cheaper and less durable items. The following section outlines
some of the most popular channels for online research, in general.

(Online and Offline) Retailer
The figures below show retailers where consumers have shopped in the past three months. In the
illustrations, only retailers are displayed, with at least 3% of the European sample stating that they
have purchased products there, whether online or offline.
Overall, it becomes apparent that the two company’s H&M as well as IKEA dominate the market in
their respective segment. Both make their products available for purchase online and offline. While
the same applies to the other retailers in segment clothing and shoes, which are listed below, the
same does not apply to the competitors of IKEA. Those only make their products available offline.
Cosmetics seem to be mainly bought in drugstores, which are sold both online and offline, the same
applies to electronics.
Figure 3-156: Retailer shopped from in the last 3 month – Clothing and shoes (EU 27 and UK)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020). Only retailers with a consumer share
of at least 3% are considered.
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Figure 3-157: Retailer shopped from in the last 3 month – Cosmetic, hair care, and fragrance
(EU 27 and UK)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020). Only retailers with a consumer share
of at least 3% are considered.

Figure 3-158: Retailer shopped from in the last 3 month – Home and furniture items (EU 27
and UK)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020). Only retailers with a consumer share
of at least 3% are considered.
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Figure 3-159: Retailer shopped from in the last 3 month – Consumer electronics and
electrical appliances (EU 27 and UK)

Source: WIK-Consult. Own representation of calculations based on GWI data. GWI (2020). Only retailers with a consumer share
of at least 3% are considered.
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4 Conclusions
The main objective of this study is to provide support to the Directorate General for Competition
(DG COMP) in the evaluation of the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints. The aim was to
assess if the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints still meet their objectives, taking into
account new market developments since the adoption of the current rules in 2010 (Commission
Regulation (EU) Mo 330/2010). This chapter, therefore, not only provides conclusions of the analysis
carried out for this study, but also answers two evaluation questions related to the the effectiveness
and the relevance of the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints:
1. What is the consumer behaviour when purchasing goods or services, notably with regard to their
decision on which sales channel to use and possible interactions between different sales channels
(in particular between online and offline channels)? 261
2. How has consumer behaviour when purchasing goods or services evolved over time during the
period of application of the current vertical rules? 262
The way consumers interact with businesses has evolved significantly in the past two decades. The
marketing literature shows that suppliers use a vast number of different distribution or sales channels
to promote their products to a wide range of consumers. This multi-channel sales approach has a
positive effect, according to the literature, on the quality perception of consumers, on purchase
decisions and on consumers' experiences. This can be explained by the fact that the presence of
multiple sales channels satisfies consumers’ shopping needs better as they can choose those
channels which are most convenient for them and fit their needs. But suppliers can benefit from the
fragmentation of sales channels as well. By adopting several sales channels, retailers and suppliers
can achieve economics of scale and scope. At the same time, they can stimulate increases in sales
(see, for instance, Flavián et al. 2020). For that, however, the suppliers must enter into several vertical
relationships with distributors that compete with each other.
Despite the positive effects of the multi-channel environment described above, policy-makers,
businesses, and researchers are increasingly discussing the free-riding problem in this context.
Increased free-riding can be a negative consequence of today's multi-channel sales environment.
Consumer can take advantage of free-riding behaviour since they can access “product information
from one retailer, than placing an order with another […] retailer” (Heitz-Spahn 2013, p.570). This
behaviour can simply be traced back to the classic evaluation of benefits and costs associated with
the respective sales channel (Heitz-Spahn 2013, Rejón-Guardia and Luna-Nevarez 2017, Gensler et
al. 2017, Flavián et al. 2020). Thus, free-riding takes place when a distributor or group of distributors
benefit from the investments and efforts of others.
Generally, distributors undertake investments in activities that increase demand, which may include
services such as marketing, advertising, advice, presale display, and product-specific information.
These activities help to promote the supplier's product and its brand (Ezrachi 2016) 263. However,
these additional costs may be passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices. Assuming that
price is the only factor that matters for the consumer's decision, the consumer will always buy the
261
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product from the distributor who offers the lowest price, regardless of the additional services. If the
distributors are not obliged to provide additional services and can set the price freely, then no
distributor, or the supplier, has the incentive to offer additional services, as this would reduce their
profit margin, because they cannot increase the price despite the additional costs. This would result
in a market failure and under-supply of retail and promotional services, which ultimately harms
consumers. The parties, therefore, have an increased interest in contractual arrangements that
prevent the exploitation of varying investments by suppliers and their distributors. 264 Two vertical
restrictions that are often mentioned as potential solutions to the free-riding problem are 1) Resale
Price Maintenance and 2) Most-Favoured-Nation Clauses (parity clauses). “Resale price maintenance
refers to situations in which the manufacturer designates a price at which, or the minimum price
above which its retailers are allowed to sell the product.” (Cheng 2017). Agreements which have the
direct or indirect objective of fixing the minimum resale price are treated as serious (‘by object’)
restriction in EU competition law and as hard-core restrictions for the purpose of the VBER. 265 In the
Guidelines on Vertical Restraints, however, it is further explained that RPM would only be permitted
under Article 101 (3), if at all, if the parties convincingly demonstrate that the RPM agreement can
be expected to not only provide the means but also the incentive to overcome possible free-riding
and that the pre-sales services overall benefit consumers. 266 MFN clauses have played a significant
role in the relationship between online platforms and their suppliers in recent years. The aim of MFN
clauses is “to provide assurance to the downstream online platform that […] received goods or
services from the supplier, at [price and] terms that are at least as favourable as those offered to any
other buyers.” (Ezrachi 2016).
Today, consumers tend to make parallel and complementary use of several online as well as offline
sales and information channels during the entire purchasing process, which is divided into three
main stages – inspiration, information and evaluation, and purchase. In the first and second phase,
the consumer will recognise a need, get inspired and eventually narrow down the choice of purchase
by searching for information about price, physical attributes, and availability and sales channels
(Wolny and Charoensuksai 2014). In the purchase phase, the consumer ultimately selects brand and
retailer and finalises the buying process. How exactly consumers behave in the purchasing process
can depend on a variety of factors. These factors include but are not limited to the following: product
characteristics, frequency of purchase, consumer involvement, order value (price), type of consumer
(consumer with brand or retail primacy), socio-demographic characteristics, or just personal
preferences. Since consumer behaviour can depend on various different elements, it is difficult to
make generalised statements.
The survey has helped us to investigate the behaviour of consumers buying four different types of
products within a sample of six EU Member States: France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, and
Sweden as representatives for all EU Member States.
We not only observed that consumers who bought different types of products behaved differently,
but also that the behaviour of individual groups of consumers who bought the same product varied
considerably. For instance, we found that consumers tended to spend more effort and were more
264
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highly involved in the product and purchasing process when they were about to spend more money.
The same applies to less frequent purchases. According to the information provided by the
respondents, consumers who bought consumer electronics and large electrical appliances spent, on
average 265 euros. Thus, consumers who bought consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances spent more money than consumers who bought cosmetic and hair care products,
clothing items and shoes, or house and garden equipment. Possibly as a result of this, consumers
who bought consumer electronics and large electrical appliances not only considered a wider range
of information in the decision-making process, but these consumers also consulted a greater
number of different types of channels to obtain the relevant information. Consumers who bought a
clothing item and shoes or cosmetics and hair care products showed a different behaviour. They
spent less on their products, were particularly less involved, and indicated a lower number of
channels used to find information. Even among consumers who bought the same type of product,
we repeatedly found that those consumers who paid the least for their product, or who have been
less involved, were more likely to invest less effort in the buying process. Bronnenberg et al. (2016)
derived similar conclusions. In their study, the authors made an assessment of the way customers
search for camera products in the context of online shopping. Bronnenberg et al. (2016) found that
before making a purchase decision to purchase a camera, almost all panellists performed extensive
research and, on average, each customer made a total of 14 searches prior to making a purchase.
This study also found that in the context of online shopping for electronic or expensive products in
general, customers utilise their ability to search for alternative products extensively to make a more
informed purchase.
Regardless of the type of product purchased, most consumers gathered price information or product
information. A slightly smaller percentage of consumers gathered information about retail outlet
services or the brand. Nonetheless, the differences between product categories in the shares of
consumers that gathered price information, product information, brand information, or information
about retail outlet services were only minor, which leads to the assumption that all these types of
information were decisive in the purchasing process. This assumption has been confirmed by other
studies. Recent studies found that although price has a significant influence on which channel is
ultimately used for purchase, product quality, delivery times, information, and support are just as
important in the decision-making process (Rejón-Guardia and Luna-Nevarez 2017, Gensler et al.
2017). Vogel and Paul (2015) even pointed out, that channel-related price differentiation by the same
retailer or manufacturer might have negative effects as this leads to perceptions of price unfairness,
which negatively affects customer retention. However, in our survey, checking the best price was
particularly common for very expensive products like those purchased from the categories house
and garden equipment as well as consumer electronics and large electrical appliances. Consumers
who checked for the best price on cosmetics and hair care products, or clothing items and shoes, or
house and garden equipment, or consumer electronics and large electrical appliances most notably
indicate to have used online marketplaces, search engines and price comparison apps/ websites.
We also had a look at the reasons why consumers chose a specific retail outlet or brand. The brand
was chosen mainly for the quality of its products or for the combination of price and quality. In
general, more consumers in the individual product groups tended to cite price as the reason for their
choice of retailer. However, this was not their only reason. To be precise, 70-77% of the consumers
who bought products in the respective product groups did not consider price as a decisive citerion
for selecting the retail outlet, or at least not as the only decisive criterion.
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Online channels play a major role in the information and evaluation phase, regardless of the product
category. About 65% (consumers that purchased cosmetic or hair care product) to 85% (consumers
that purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances) used online sources to gather
information. Internet websites and application were among the most widely used. The usage pattern
of specific internet websites and applications varied depending on the products that consumers
purchased. In response to the question as to which internet websites or apps were used to search
for information, consumers who bought cosmetics and hair care, clothing and shoes, or consumer
electronics and large electrical appliances mainly mentioned the following services: app, website, or
online store of a retailer selling multiple brands; app, website of an online marketplace; search
engine. In addition, we found that consumers who bought house and garden equipment or
consumer electronics and large electrical appliances were more likely to name price comparison
tools as a source of information than consumers who bought cosmetics and hair care or clothing
and shoes.
The results of the secondary data showed that consumers integrate online marketplaces, price
comparison tools and search engine strongly into the purchasing process. In our analysis the share
of consumers using any of these three channels in at least one of the three phases of the customer
journey (inspiration, information & evaluation, purchase) for all product categories is above 30%.
Among online consumers (consumers who purchases online) the percentage is even higher (50%).
In detail, the share of consumers using any of these three channels (online marketplaces, search
engines and price comparison apps/ websites) in at least one of the three phases of the customer
journey (inspiration, information, & evaluation, purchase) is distributed as follows:


Cosmetics and hair care: All consumers: 35%, Online consumers: 59%



Clothing and shoes: All consumers: 39%, Online consumers: 53%



House and garden equipment: All consumers: 60% Online consumers: 84%



Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances: All consumers: 68%, Online consumers:
80%

The share of individuals using these services has increased steadily over the years, according to the
secondary data analysis. Furthermore, social media, messaging services and voice assistants
gradually start to play a role in consumer purchase journeys as well. According to Chen et al. (2017),
the trend of social commerce has been making significant changes in the way a typical customer
makes purchase decisions. Their findings revealed that in the context of social commerce, the
purchase intention of the participants relied most notably on two prime predictors – affective
appraisals from others and cognitive appraisal. 267 They found out that in social commerce, product
rating and reviews from other customers played a vital role in defining the cognitive appraisal among
customers, while the forums and in-app communities had a direct influence on affective appraisal.
These findings strongly suggested that the social commerce paradigm highly influences the
purchasing intentions of customers as they seek to get approval and appraisal from others.

The authors followed the theory that the attitude of an individual towards a specific object is composed on the basis of both
cognitive and affective components. They elaborate that when consumers interact with, for example, a website, they form an attitude
about it, and this attitude ultimately influences the decision to buy. In principle, “[c]ognitive appraisals refer to the utilitarian aspect
of attitude, while affective appraisals are evaluations based on feelings, emotions and gut reactions […]”.(Chen et al. (2017).
267
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Today, mobile devices also play an important role in the purchasing process. In recent years, the
proportion of consumers making purchases via their mobile devices has increased, while the share
of consumers making purchases via PCs and Laptops decreased. Rodríguez-Torrico et al. (2017)
found that the two factors - need for touch and impulsiveness - may determine which device is
ultimately preferred by the consumer during purchase. According to their findings, consumers who
are most prone to impulsive urges to make a purchase generally prefer to use mobile devices as
their prioritised sales channel while consumers who have a high need for touch are highly likely to
be predisposed to stationary devices 268 (e.g. computers) and an omni-channel process of purchasing.
The second group of consumers are characterised by being evaluative and contemplative when
making purchase decisions. Stationary devices allow them to obtain more detailed information due
to better visuals. Nonetheless, Kaatz et al. (2019) found that desktop users still account for the
majority of conversions (63%) versus 51% for mobile devices.
According to the data provided by GWI, the most used channels for product discovery today are
search engines. The keywords used when searching with search engines also give an indication of
which information is important to consumers. According to the survey results, consumers
predominantly used keywords containing product names, brand names, or used product description
(keywords). 269 The analysis of Google Trend data yielded similar results. For several years now,
consumers have been using more product-specific search queries compared to brand or retail
related searches for almost all types of products considered. It should also be emphasised that
research via search engines is strongly influenced by information consumers perceive through other
sorts of media. Several researchers found that TV advertising or eWOM (review sites or social
networks) has an effect on keyword usage but also on click- and conversion rates. Moreover, search
engine advertisements and sponsored links also affect the ensuing purchasing stage. Jerath et al.
(2015) researched how consumers respond to the search results of a search engine and if there are
patterns in click behaviour. The authors were able to show that highly involved consumers, click 10
times more often on search results than low involvement consumers. Furthermore, the authors also
found that consumers who have a low level of involvement use more popular keywords when
searching via a search engine and click on more sponsored links displayed in the search results.
Highly involved consumers, however, tend to use less popular and more specific keywords and
ultimately click on more organic links.
The information and evaluation phase has an effect on the purchase phase. A high share of
consumers who search online suggests that a high share of consumers purchase online as well, and
vice versa. Thus, consumers who bought house and garden equipment or consumer electronics or
large electrical appliances were more likely to conduct an online purchase than consumers
purchasing cosmetics or hair care and clothing and shoes. 37 to 51% of consumers, depending on
the product category, used both online and offline channels throughout the purchase process.
Furthermore, in each product category, consumers who were younger, higher involved and
purchased an expensive item were more likely to use a mixture of both online and offline channels. 270
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This study has estimated the potential magnitude of free-riding. Despite the fact that results of a
consumer survey cannot offer direct insights on actual free-riding behaviour of distributors, the
study approximates the percentage of consumers or purchases that could be affected by free-riding
activities of distributors by identifying specific behaviour which are consistent with free-riding. For
this purpose, we calculated the share of purchases for which consumers gathered information via
one channel but purchase from a completely different channel because of the lower price primarily
and secondarily in order to provide further insight of better service quality. 271 In total, we examine
the potential magnitude of three types of free-riding behaviour:
1) free-riding between online and offline channels in general (Type 1);
2) free-riding between different types of online channels (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 2); and
3) free-riding within the same type of online channel (retailer, manufacturer/brand, and
marketplace) (Type 3).
For each type we calculated an upper boundary for the proportion of consumers for whom freeriding could be relevant and a corresponding lower boundary. In order to investigate these potential
magnitudes of free-riding behaviour, we consequently excluded spontaneous purchases which were
conducted instantaneously and only considered valid answers.
The proportions of purchases for which free-riding behaviour of distributors might be relevant,
compared to all purchases in the survey, are as follows:


Cosmetics and hair care: Type 1: 4-13%; Type 2: 1-4%; Type 3: 3-10%.



Clothing and shoes: Type 1: 2-10%; Type 2: 2-7%; Type 3: 4-13%.



House and garden equipment: Type 1: 3-15%; Type 2: 2-6%; Type 3: 5-18%.



Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances: Type 1: 4-15%; Type 2: 3-9%; Type 3:
9-25%.

In general, the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour of Type 2 is the least prominent. The
highest proportions of consumers/purchases, which would be affected by free-riding from
producers, are result for type 3. Overall, however, these figures must be considered as approximates,
as the survey did not investigate whether consumers have acted in this way intentionally or whether
it was a natural result of the purchasing process. We also are not able to determine whether the
specific services consumers have chosen provided different levels of information (or levels of service).
Finally, a consumer survey cannot offer insights about the actual impact of consumer behaviour on
businesses, i.e. we cannot assess the extent of the free-riding problem from a supplier perspective.
While we find that the percentage of consumers who gathered important information offline and
purchased online and vice versa was about the same in each product category, this does not imply
that distributors’ incentives to invest in service factors are intact. However, it indicates that
consumers, during their customer journeys, switch channels from online to offline and vice versa to
a broadly comparable extent.
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The consumer survey studied the current status quo, which means that the results are based on the current market and legal
framework. The results represent evidence about market equilibria, and cannot describe unmet demand, or alternative supplies that
may emerge under different market/legal frameworks.
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With respect to Cheng (2017), consumers with brand primacy should be the most prone to use online
(offline) channels to gather information and than purchase offline (online) and to focus on price.
However, we did observe that consumers of this kind systematically behave differently from the
other consumers. They did not exclusively gather price information but gathered other information
as well. Furthermore, they used about the same number of channels for information search. Those
consumers also did not differ from the general consumer in terms of the share of consumers who
might be affected by free-riding behaviour of distributors.
The channels consumers use to make their final purchases differ between product categories.
Consumers purchasing different products behave differently in the last phase.
Among consumers who purchased cosmetics and hair care products 272:









21% of consumers purchased cosmetics and hair care products in a
supermarket/hypermarket (physical store).
18% of consumers purchased cosmetics and hair care products on an online marketplace.
15% of consumers purchased cosmetics and hair care products from a
manufacturer’s/brand’s own online/physical store or a (online) retailer selling only one
brand.
4% of consumers purchased cosmetics and hair care products in a department store
(physical store).
2% of consumers purchased cosmetics and hair care products via a membership of an online
shopping club.
30% of consumers purchased cosmetics and hair care products from another retailer selling
multiple brands (online or offline).
8% of consumers purchased cosmetics and hair care products via any other online/offline
sales channel.

Among consumers who purchased clothing items and shoes:








25% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes from a manufacturer’s/brand’s own
online/physical store or a (online) retailer selling only one brand.
22% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes on an online marketplace.
6% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes in a department store (physical store).
4% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes in a supermarket/hypermarket
(physical store).
3% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes via a membership of an online
shopping club.
34% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes from another retailer selling multiple
brands (online or offline).
7% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes via any other online/offline sales
channel.

Among consumers who purchased house and garden equipment:
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40% of consumers purchased house and garden equipment on an online marketplace.

Only valid answers counted.
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13% of consumers purchased house and garden equipment in a supermarket/hypermarket
(physical store).
12% of consumers purchased house and garden equipment from a manufacturer’s/brand’s
own online/physical store or a (online) retailer selling only one brand.
7% of consumers purchased house and garden equipment in a department store (physical
store).
2% of consumers purchased house and garden equipment via a membership of an online
shopping club.
13% of consumers purchased house and garden equipment from another retailer selling
multiple brands (online or offline).
4% of consumers purchased house and garden equipment via any other online/offline sales
channel.

Among consumers who purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances:









40% of consumers purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances on an
online marketplace.
8% of consumers purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances from a
manufacturer’s/brand’s own online/physical store or a (online) retailer selling only one
brand.
5% of consumers purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances in a
supermarket/hypermarket (physical store).
4% of consumers purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances in a
department store (physical store).
2% of consumers purchased consumer electronics or large electrical appliances via a
membership of an online shopping club.
36% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes from another retailer selling multiple
brands (online or offline).
4% of consumers purchased clothing items and shoes via any other online/offline sales
channel.

Finally, it should be mentioned that those who shop online are overrepresented in the data (because
it was created using a CAWI survey). This means that the relevance of online channels in reality is
probably lower than stated in this report. Nevertheless, the results of the survey reflect results from
other sources, so that it can be reasonably concluded that the trends in consumer behaviour
presented in this report are relevant and informative.
Table 4-1: Evaluation question 1 – Short summary
What is the consumer behaviour when purchasing goods or services, notably with regard to their decision
on which sales channel to use and possible interactions between different sales channels (in particular
between online and offline channels)?
The investigation shows that consumers and consumer groups can sometimes behave completely differently.
The customer journey is influenced by a number of different factors such as product characteristics,
frequency of purchase, consumer involvement, order value (price), type of consumer (consumer of brand or
retail primacy kind), socio-demographic characteristics or just personal preferences. In principle, we observe
that consumers use both online and offline channels for purchases, whereby online channels are playing an
increasingly important role in the purchasing process. At the same time, we observe that behaviour in the
pre-purchase phase has an impact on the behaviour in the purchase phase. This means that consumers who
are exclusively searching online will not suddenly buy from an offline channel and vice versa. The consumer
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survey offers approximations of the consumers/purchases that are relevant for free-riding behaviour among
distributors, and thus indicate the potential magnitude of free-riding behaviour.

Source: WIK-Consult.

Table 4-2: Evaluation question 2 – Short summary
How has consumer behaviour when purchasing goods or services evolved over time during the period of
application of the current vertical rules?
During the period of application of the current rules on vertical restrictions, consumer behaviour when
purchasing goods or services has evolved substantially. Consumers no longer have to rely solely on their
local suppliers but can purchase the desired products through a variety of different channels such as offline
and online shops, marketplaces and other online platforms. Both in the information search and in buying,
online channels play an increasingly important role. Channels such as marketplaces and price comparison
tools are now used more widely than a few years ago. In addition, the suppliers constantly try to establish
new sales channels and touchpoints with consumers. The interaction with consumers via messenger services,
and social commerce are two results of some of the suppliers’ endeavours. We also found an increasing
relevance of mobile devices in the online shopping process. Our survey results provide evidence that
considerable shares of consumers actually make use of those diverse channels across their customer
journeys.

Source: WIK-Consult.
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5 Abstract
Purpose – The main objective of this study is to provide support to the Directorate General for
Competition (DG COMP) in the evaluation of the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints. To
contribute to that objective, this study provides qualitative and quantitative evidence on the
relevance of the VBER and the Guidelines on Vertical Restraints. The study investigates consumer
purchase patterns and choices for selected product categories across EU Member States along the
entire customer journey. Thereby, the main task for the study is to explore the interrelations of each
of the purchasing stages and give insights to the Commission about if and how offline and online
channels were used by the consumers.
Methodology - The overall methodological approach covers three perspectives: (1) Antitrust
economic perspective, (2) Antitrust law perspective, and (3) Evaluation perspective. Therefore, any
evaluation is based on several methods: We drew on desk research for a deep and broad literature
review. In order to evaluate consumers' current omni-channel purchasing behaviour, we conducted
primary research using a large consumer survey that traces reported customer journeys of
consumers in six EU Member States referring to four product categories. Lastly, external third-party
datasets are utilised to present long-term trends of consumers’ purchase patterns and to understand
how search terms used by consumers online have evolved over time for the selected four product
categories
Findings - Purchase patterns have changed significantly over the past decade. We found that
consumers actively switch between different types of channels when looking for information on
price, product, brand and retail services. Moreover, the data and literature show that although the
price of the product is a key factor in the decision-making process of consumers, it is not the only
information that consumers take into account when making decisions and choosing a retailer or
brand. The consumer survey offers approximations of the consumers/purchases that are relevant for
free-riding behaviour among distributors, and thus indicate the potential magnitude of free-riding
behaviour.
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ANNEXES
I Questionnaire
SURVEY OVERVIEW
Data Collection Method

CAWI

Multi countries

France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Sweden

Languages required for

English [Questionnaire MASTER]; French, German,
Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Swedish

fieldwork
Interview duration

20’

Total sample size

n=2500/country (total N=15,000)

Target group
Quota

B2C, 18+ (population online with purchases / information
search in the required product categories)
See below

Planned test link

TBC

Objectives

1)

Actual customer journeys for the four indicated
product categories – particular focus on ROPO
effect

2)

Actual device usage when purchasing in store

3)

Consumer use of online and offline information
sources including purpose of their use
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I. SAMPLE VARIABLES = information for scripter

Background
Create hidden variable COUNTRY:
Country
Code
France
1
Germany
2
Hungary
3
Italy
4
Poland
5
Sweden
6

Create hidden variable LANGUAGE:
Language
Code
French
1 (if country =1)
German
2 (if country =2)
Hungarian
3 (if country =3)
Italian
4 (if country =4)
Polish
5 (if country =5)
Swedish
6 (if country =6)
Screener: age, gender and domestic usage patterns
II. QUOTA

Per country
Count_PRODCAT=1
Count_PRODCAT >1
PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
PRODCAT_SELECTED=4

Max 250 = hard quota
Min 2250
Min 1000
Min 1000
Min 1000
Min 1000
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III. SCREENER
Base: all respondents

[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
YEAR/MONTH. What is your date of birth?


















YEAR
_1910 1910
...
_2015 2015
MONTH
_1 January
_2 February
_3 March
_4 April
_5 May
_6 June
_7 July
_8 August
_9 September
_10 October
_11 November
_12 December

Base: all respondents

[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
RESP_AGE [Hidden]. Hidden Question - RESP_AGE "this is a dummy question that will hold age"
 USE RESP_AGE [Hidden] response list
QUOTAGERANGE [Hidden]. Hidden Question - QUOTAGERANGE "this is a dummy question that
will hold age breaks" for the quotas







_18_24 "18-24",
_25_34 "25-34",
_35_44 "35-44",
_45_54 "45-54",
_55_64 "55-64",
-65 AND OLDER "65 and older"

PROG: IF RESP_AGE <18: SCREENOUT
Base: all respondents

[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
RESP_GENDER. Are you…?
 _1 Male
 _2 Female
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Base: all respondents
QMktSize
IF COUNTRY=1 (France): ask QMKTSIZE_FR and add hidden recodes FRREGION1; FRSTDREGION
FR02REGION2; FRREGION3; FRREGIONUDA5; FRMKTSIZE; FRINSEEMKTSIZE; FRSTDMKTSIZE;
FRDEGURBA; FRAGGLO.
IF COUNTRY=2 (Germany): ask QMktSize_DE and add hidden recodes: GERSTDREGION;
GERREGION1; GERREGION2; GERREGION3; GERSTDMKTSIZE; GERDEGURBA; GERMKTSIZE1;
GERMKTSIZE2;
IF COUNTRY=3 (Hungary): ask QMktSize_HU and add hidden recodes: HUSTDREGION;
HU02REGION1; HU02REGION2; HUMKTSIZE; HUSTDMKTSIZE; HUMKTSIZE1; HUMKTSIZE2;
HUREGION3; HU02DEGURBA;
IF COUNTRY=4 (Italy): ask QMktSize_IT and add hidden recodes: ITSTDREGION; ITREGION1;
ITREGION2; ITSTDMKTSIZE; ITMKTSIZE; ITMKTSIZE1; ITDEGURBA;
IF COUNTRY=5 (Poland): ask QMktSize_PL and add hidden recodes: PLSTDREGION; PLREGION1;
PLREGION2; PLMKTSIZE; PLSTDMKTSIZE; PLDEGURBA; PLREGION3; PLMKTSIZE1; PLNIELSEN;
IF COUNTRY=6 (Sweden): askQMKTSIZE_SE and add hidden recodes: SESTDREGION;
SESTDMKTSIZE; SEREGION1; SEREGION2; SEMKTSIZE; SEDEGURBA;
Base: all respondents

' Ask: France
[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
FR02EDU. Select your highest level of education attained.
Select only one









_1 Primary education
_2 Lower secondary education
_3 Vocational upper secondary education
_4 Upper secondary education
_5 Higher education (2 years)
_6 Higher education (3,4 years / Bachelor, Master 1)
_7 Higher education (5 years / Master 2, Doctorate)

' Ask: Germany
[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
GER01EDU. What is the highest level of education you have achieved?
Select only one








_1 Primary education
_2 Lower secondary education, no direct access to general upper secondary
_3 Lower secondary education, with direct access to general upper secondary
_4 Vocational upper secondary education, without certificate to access higher education
_5 Vocational upper secondary education, with certificate to access higher education
_6 General upper secondary education
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 _7 Practical/technical/occupational higher education
 _8 Theoretically based/research higher education
' Ask: Hungary
[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
HU01EDU. What is your highest level of education attained?







_1 7 grade or less
_2 8 primary school grades
_3 Trade school (without graduation)
_4 High school, secondary school, vocational school (with graduation)
_5 College degree, high-level vocational school, BA
_6 University degree, MA

' Ask: Italy
[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
IT05EDU. What is the highest level of education you have achieved?
If you are enrolled at the university, but have not yet graduated, please select "High school diploma" education









_1 No education
_2 Primary education
_3 Lower secondary education
_4 General upper secondary education (High school)
_5 1st level of university degree (short cicle) - 3 years
_6 Specialized university degree / old degree
_7 Post-graduate diploma

' Ask: Poland
[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
PL01EDU. What is the highest level of education you have achieved?








_1 Primary education
_2 Lower Secondary education
_3 Upper secondary vocational A
_4 Upper secondary vocational B
_5 Upper secondary general education
_6 Post-secondary non-tertiary education
_7 Higher education

' Ask: Sweden
[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
SE01EDU. What is the highest level of education you have achieved?





_1 Compulsory education
_2 General upper secondary education
_3 Post-secondary non-tertiary education
_4 Technical / Practical / Occupational / Theoretically based / Research higher education
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Base: all respondents

[Standard Screener: DO NOT MODIFY OR TRANSLATE]
[PN: First 8 codes are shown everywhere. Codes from 9 to 12 are shown only in some countries, as mentioned in the
following. Wherever they are hidden, will be mentioned as "N/A". Code 9 is shown in US, Canada, Russia, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Turkey - hidden everywhere else. Code 10 is shown in US and Canada, hidden
everywhere else. Code 11 is shown in Russia, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon,Kuwait, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United
Arab Emirates, Japan, Hungary, Poland, Romania - hidden everywhere else. Order is changeable on ad-hoc basis, but
as default code 11 is placed between codes 3 and 4. Code 12 is shown in Hungary only, hidden everywhere else. Order
is changeable on ad-hoc basis, but as default code 12 is placed between codes 6 and 7.]

EMP01. What is your current employment status?
Select only one

_1 Employed full-time
_2 Employed part-time
_3 Self employed
_4 Unemployed but looking for a job
_5 Unemployed and not looking for a job/Long-term sick or disabled
_6 Full-time parent, homemaker
_7 Retired
_8 Student/Pupil
_9 Military [SHOW IF COUNTRY=6 (SWEDEN)]
_11 Own business manager / employer [SHOW IF COUNTRY=3 (HUNGARY) or 5
(POLAND)]
 _12 On maternity benefit [SHOW IF COUNTRY=3 (HUNGARY)











Base: all respondents
SC1: When did you last buy or order goods or services for private use over the internet?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

Within the last 3 months

3.

More than 1 year ago

2.

4.

Between 3 months and a year ago

Never bought or ordered over the Internet

Base: all respondents
SC3: Over the past 12 months, have you purchased any goods from one of the following
product categories for use in your household (i.e. not as a gift for someone else)? This may
have been online or offline.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID - SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[COLUMNS: product categories]
[RANDOMISE COLUMNS 1-4]
1. [BOLD: Cosmetics and hair care] (skin care products, make up, hair care products or tools
like brushes and sponges etc.)
2. [BOLD: Clothing and shoes] (tops like blouses, shirts or sweaters, trousers, dresses, skirts,
underwear, shoes and sports clothing)
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3.

4.

[BOLD: House and garden equipment] (indoor or outdoor furniture, garden equipment like
hedge trimmer or lawn mower, small household items like light bulbs, and tools like
screwdriver, hammer, drill etc.)
[BOLD: Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances] (large household appliances
like washing machine or tumble dryer, small household appliances like blender or
microwave, entertainment appliances like TV, speaker or player, and mobile devices like
smartphones, tablets and notebooks etc.)

[ROWS: time frame]
1. Yes, within the last month.
2.

Yes, within the last 6 months.

4.

No, I have not made any purchase in this product category within the past 12 months.

3.

Yes, within the last 12 months.

999. I don’t know/I don’t remember.

PROG: IF ALL SC3 = 999 OR 4: SCREENOUT
Base: SC3 = 1 AND TIME FRAME 1-3
H_Q1:
You said that you have purchased a good in the product category [UNDERLINE: cosmetics
and hair care], please indicate the type of good that you [UNDERLINE: last purchased] within
this product category. If you are unsure, select the product you best remember.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Skin care product (e.g. mask, oil, serums, creams, wash etc.)
2.

3.

4.
5.

Make-up

Hair care product (e.g. oil, conditioner, colour & tint, mask etc.)

Tool for Make-up, skin, or hair care (e.g. brush, sponge etc)
I did not purchase any of the above in the past 12 months.

Base: SC3 = 2 AND TIME FRAME 1-3
S_Q1:
You said that you have purchased a good in the product category [UNDERLINE: clothing and
shoes], please indicate the type of good that you [UNDERLINE: last purchased] within this
product category. If you are unsure, select the product you best remember.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Top (e.g. blouse, shirt, jacket, coat, blazer, sweater, cardigan, sports top etc.)
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trousers, dress & skirt (e.g. jeans, leggings, shorts, skirt, dress, sports trunk etc.)
Underwear (e.g. shirt, slip, bra, sports underwear
Shoes (e.g. sneaker, pumps, high heels, dress shoes, boots, sports shoes etc.)
I did not purchase any of the above in the past 12 months.
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Base: SC3 = 3 AND TIME FRAME 1-3
G_Q1:
You said that you have purchased a good in the product category [UNDERLINE: house and
garden equipment], please indicate the type of good that you [UNDERLINE: last purchased]
within this product category. If you are unsure, select the product you best remember.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Indoor or outdoor furniture (e.g. table, chair, sofa, bed, lamp etc.)
2.

Garden equipment (e.g. hedge trimmer, lawn mower, leaf blower etc.)

4.
5.

Tool (e.g. screwdriver, hammer, drill etc)
I did not purchase any of the above in the past 12 months.

3.

Small household item (e.g. light bulb etc.)

Base: SC3 = 4 AND TIME FRAME 1-3
E_Q1:
You said that you have purchased a good in the product category [UNDERLINE: consumer
electronics and large electrical appliances], please indicate the type of good that you
[UNDERLINE: last purchased] within this product category. If you are unsure, select the
product you best remember.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Large household appliance (e.g. washing machine, tumble dryer, dishwasher, stove, fridge
2.

3.

4.
5.

etc.)

Small household appliance (e.g. blender, microwave, toaster etc.)

Entertainment appliance (e.g. TV, music and video player, headphones, speaker etc.)

Mobile devices (e.g. smartphone, tablet, laptop, notebook etc.)
I did not purchase any of the above in the past 12 months.

PROG: IF H_Q1=5 AND S_Q1=5 AND G_Q1=5 AND E_Q1=5: SCREENOUT
PROG: COMPUTE hidden variable COUNT_PRODCAT= count number of categories where H_Q1
AND S_Q1 AND G_Q1 AND E_Q1=1-4
PROG: COMPUTE hidden variable PRODCAT
1 Cosmetics and hair care: IF H_Q1=1-4
2 Clothing and shoes: IF S_Q1=1-4
3 House and garden equipment: IF G_Q1=1-4
4 Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances: IF E_Q1=1-4
PROG: Select maximum 2 product categories based on at least filled logic PER COUNTRY;
priority to the product categories with the most recent purchase (SC3_rows = 1) 
PRODCAT_SELECTED; randomly show the questions for the max 2 product categories
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IV. INTRODUCTION
Base: all respondents
[Introduction]
Ipsos is conducting this survey for the European Commission. Thank you very much in advance for
completing this questionnaire which will take about 20 minutes.
All the answers to this questionnaire will remain confidential, so the answers will in no way be linked
to your personal details. The answers will only be used for research on the topic of how consumers
select and purchase goods and services in four major product categories.
According to your responses in the previous question, you will be asked to reply to questions
regarding your most recent [IF COUNT_PRODCAT = 1: purchase] [IF COUNT_PRODCAT>1: purchases]
of
[IF PRODCAT_SELECTED=1] Cosmetics and hair care

[IF PRODCAT_SELECTED=2] Clothing and shoes care

[IF PRODCAT_SELECTED=3] House and garden equipment

[IF PRODCAT_SELECTED=4] Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances
V. MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE
MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE: COSMETICS AND HAIR CARE [PRODCAT_SELECTED= 1]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
[Introduction]
[IF FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE] In the following we invite you to answer some questions regarding
your most recent purchase from the product group [BOLD: cosmetics and hair care].
[IF SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE] Thanks for answering the questions so far. Now, we would like to
learn more about your most recent purchase form the product group [BOLD: cosmetics and hair
care].

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q1a:
[IF H_Q1 = 1] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the skin care product you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF H_Q1 = 2] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the Make-Up you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping costs
or any other additional service cost.
[IF H_Q1 = 3] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the hair care product you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
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[IF H_Q1 = 4] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently purchased? Please indicate the
price without shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

[OPEN TEXT BOX] [PROG: NUMERIC, MAX 8 DIGITS NUMBER, TWO DECIMALS] AND ADD

2.

[IF H_Q1=1] I do not remember what I paid for the skin care product.

CURRENCY SYMBOL IN THE END: IF COUNTRY=1, 2, OR 4 - (EUR); IF COUNTRY=3 - (HUF);

IF COUNTRY=5 - (PLN); IF COUNTRY=6 - (SEK);

[IF H_Q1=2] I do not remember what I paid for the Make-Up.
[IF H_Q1=3] I do not remember what I paid for the hair care product.
[IF H_Q1=4] I do not remember what I paid for the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q_PI:
Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID - SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. I have a strong interest in cosmetics and/or hair care products.
2. I spend a lot of time to gather relevant information when purchasing cosmetics and/or hair
care products.
3. I am very selective about which cosmetics and/or hair care products I purchase.
[ROWS:]
1. Strongly agree
2.

Tend to agree

4.

Tend to disagree

3.
5.

Neither agree nor disagree
Strongly disagree

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q2:
[IF H_Q1=1] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the skin
care product you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF H_Q1=2] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the MakeUp you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF H_Q1=3] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the hair
care product you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF H_Q1=4] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the tool for
Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently bought? Please select the response that best
applies.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
I saw the product in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
Internet/apps (e.g. online store, marketplace, social network, search engine, comparison
site, rating/product test website)
5. Media outlets online or offline (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no
advertisements)
[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF H_Q1=1] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the skin care product.
[IF H_Q1=2] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the Make-Up.
[IF H_Q1=3] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the hair care product.
[IF H_Q1=4] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin,
or hair care.
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q3:
[IF H_Q1=1] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of skin care product?
[IF H_Q1=2] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of Make-Up?
[IF H_Q1=3] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of hair care product?
[IF H_Q1=4] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of tool for Make-Up, skin,
or hair care?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q3 = 2
H_Q4:
[IF H_Q1=1] How often do you typically buy this kind of skin care product in general?
[IF H_Q1=2] How often do you typically buy this kind of Make-Up in general?
[IF H_Q1=3] How often do you typically buy this kind of hair care product in general?
[IF H_Q1=4] How often do you typically buy this kind of tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care
in general?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Daily
2. At least once a week (but not every day)
3. At least once a month
4. At least once every three months
5. At last once every six months
6. At least once a year
7. Less than once a year
999.
I don’t know
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q5:
[IF H_Q1=1] For the skin care product you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF H_Q1=2] For the Make-Up you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF H_Q1=3] For the hair care product you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF H_Q1=4] For the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently purchased, did
you know from the beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the
brand below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to purchase from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q6:
[IF H_Q1=1] For the skin care product you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert
the retailer’s name below.
[IF H_Q1=2] For the Make-Up you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert
the retailer’s name below.
[IF H_Q1=3] For the hair care product you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert
the retailer’s name below.
[IF H_Q1=4] For the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently purchased, did
you know from the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from?
If yes, please insert the retailer’s name below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to buy from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q7:
[IF H_Q1=1] Did you check for the best price for the skin care product you most recently
purchased?
[IF H_Q1=2] Did you check for the best price for the Make-Up you most recently purchased?
[IF H_Q1=3] Did you check for the best price for the hair care product you most recently
purchased?
[IF H_Q1=4] Did you check for the best price for the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you
most recently purchased?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
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1. Yes
2. No
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q7 = 1
H_Q8:
Which sources did you use to check for the best price?
[PROG: Multiple RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-18]
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling multiple brands

Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling only one brand

Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales assistant

Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend, family member, co-worker
etc.

Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Nocibé, Marionnaud etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Douglas, Flaconi, Sephora etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g
Krém mania, Douglas Shop, Pink Panda etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Douglas, Notino, Marionnaud etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Notino, hebe etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Kicks, luxplus etc.)
9. [IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of
the manufacturer/brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, L’Occitane etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Rituals, Nivea, MAC Cosmetics etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, Body Shop, Avon etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, Nivea etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Avon, MAC Cosmetics, Body Shop etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Yves Rocher, Rituals, Body Shop etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
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[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
17. General media outlet online or offline (e.g. traditional TV, radio, newspaper as well as
their online websites)
18. Product-specific media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair care online or offline
19. Other
999. I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q2 = 1
H_Q2a:
[IF H_Q1=1] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial
idea] to purchase the skin care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=2] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial
idea] to purchase the Make-Up you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=3] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial
idea] to purchase the hair care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=4] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial
idea] to purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
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[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. Salesperson in a store
2. Salesperson on the phone
3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q2 =3
H_Q2b:
[IF H_Q1=1]Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the skin care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=2] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the Make-Up you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=3] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the hair care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=4] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 5-7]
5. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
6. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
7. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q2 = 4
H_Q2c:
[IF H_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the skin care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the Make-Up you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the hair care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Nocibé, Marionnaud etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Douglas, Flaconi, Sephora etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g Krém
mania, Douglas Shop, Pink Panda etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Douglas, Notino, Marionnaud etc.)
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9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Notino, hebe etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Kicks, luxplus etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, L’Occitane etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Rituals, Nivea, MAC Cosmetics etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, Body Shop, Avon etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, Nivea etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Avon, MAC Cosmetics, Body Shop etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Yves Rocher, Rituals, Body Shop etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
[IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
Rating / product test / customer review app or website
Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
[IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
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[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q2 =5
H_Q2d:
[IF H_Q1=1] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the skin care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=2] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the Make-Up you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=3] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the hair care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=4] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the [BOLD:
initial idea] to purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)
18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)
19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair care
20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair care
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
[Info]
Thank you for your answers so far. Now, we would like to learn more about whether and
how you searched for, obtained and compared specific information about [IF H_Q1=1] the
skin care product prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF H_Q1=2] the MakeUp prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF H_Q1=3] the hair care product
prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF H_Q1=4] the tool for Make-Up, skin,
or hair care prior to your most recent purchase of the product.
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q9:
[IF H_O1=1] From what sources have you learned more about the skin care product you
most recently bought?
[IF H_O1=2] From what sources have you learned more about the Make-Up you most
recently bought?
[IF H_O1=3] From what sources have you learned more about the hair care product you most
recently bought?
[IF H_O1=4] From what sources have you learned more about the tool for Make-Up, skin, or
hair care you most recently bought?
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – MULTIPLE RESPONSES PER COLUMN]
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[ROWS:]
1. Price information
2. Product information
3. Brand information
4. Information about retail outlet services
[Mouseover: payment options, delivery options, delivery speed etc.]
COLUMNS:
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
1. Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
2. Displayed information in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
3. Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
4. Internet/apps (e.g. online stores, social network, search engine, comparison site, rating or
product test website, online marketplaces)
5. Media outlet/article (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no advertisements)
[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF H_Q1=1] I bought the skin care product immediately without any further information
search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF H_Q1=2] I bought the Make-Up immediately without any further information search.
[EXCLUSIVE]
[IF H_Q1=3] I bought the hair care product immediately without any further information
search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF H_Q1=4] I bought the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care immediately without any further
information search. [EXCLUSIVE]
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =1
H_Q9a:
[IF H_Q1=1] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the skin care product you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=2] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the Make-Up you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=3] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the hair care product you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=4] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1.
2.

Salesperson in a store
Salesperson on the phone
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3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =3
H_Q9b:
[IF H_Q1=1] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the skin care product you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=2] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the Make-Up you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=3] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the hair care product you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=4] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 5-7]
5. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
6. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
7. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =4
H_Q9c:
[IF H_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the skin care product you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the Make-Up you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the hair care product you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Nocibé, Marionnaud etc.)
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[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Douglas, Flaconi, Sephora etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g
Krém mania, Douglas Shop, Pink Panda etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Douglas, Notino, Marionnaud etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Notino, hebe etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Sephora, Kicks, luxplus etc.)
9. [IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, L’Occitane etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Rituals, Nivea, MAC Cosmetics etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, Body Shop, Avon etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, Nivea etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Avon, MAC Cosmetics, Body Shop etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g Yves Rocher, Rituals, Body Shop etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
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[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]CTED=1
IF H_Q9c =11
H_Q10:
[IF H_Q1=1] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a skin care product, what type of search terms did you use in the search
engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_:Q1=2] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of Make-up, what type of search terms did you use in the search engine
query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=3] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a hair care product, what type of search terms did you use in the search
engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=4] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care, what type of search terms did you
use in the search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Product name
2. Brand name
3. Retailer name
4. Product description (keywords)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =5
H_Q9d:
[IF H_Q1=1] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the skin care product your most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=2] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the Make-Up your most recently bought?
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Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=3] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the hair care product your most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF H_Q1=4] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care your most
recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)
18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)
19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair care
20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on cosmetics and hair care
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND ((H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR H_Q9a ≠
999 OR H_Q9b ≠ 999 OR H_Q9c ≠ 999 OR H_Q9d ≠ 999)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
H_Q11:
[PROG: RANK]
[IF H_Q1=1] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the skin care product you most recently
bought.
[IF H_Q1=2] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the Make-Up you most recently bought.
[IF H_Q1=3] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the hair care product you most recently
bought.
[IF H_Q1=4] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care
you most recently bought.
[Display item if H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if H_Q9a=1]
[Display item if H_Q9a=2]
[Display item if H_Q9a=3]
[Display item if H_Q9a=4]
[Display item if H_Q9b=5]
[Display item if H_Q9b=6]
[Display item if H_Q9b=7]
[Display item if H_Q9c=8]
[Display item if H_Q9c=9]
[Display item if H_Q9c=10]
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[Display item if H_Q9c=11]
[Display item if H_Q9c=12]
[Display item if H_Q9c=13]
[Display item if H_Q9c=14]
[Display item if H_Q9c=15]
[Display item if H_Q9c=16]
[Display item if H_Q9d=17]
[Display item if H_Q9d=18]
[Display item if H_Q9d=19]
[Display item if H_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND ((H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR H_Q9a ≠
999 OR H_Q9b ≠ 999 OR H_Q9c ≠ 999 OR H_Q9d ≠ 999 OR H_Q2a ≠ 999 OR H_Q2b ≠ 999 OR
H_Q2c ≠ 999 OR H_Q2d ≠ 999 OR H_Q2 ≠ 999 or 6)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
H_Q12:
[PROG: RANK]
[IF H_Q1=1] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the skin care product you most recently
bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF H_Q1=2] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the Make-Up you most recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF H_Q1=3] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the hair care product you most recently
bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF H_Q1=4] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care
you most recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[Display if (H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =2) or (H_Q2=2)] Displayed information in a
physical (brick-and-mortar) store
[Display item if H_Q9a=1 or H_Q2a=1]
[Display item if H_Q9a=2 or H_Q2a=2]
[Display item if H_Q9a=3 or H_Q2a=3]
[Display item if H_Q9a=4 or H_Q2a=4]
[Display item if H_Q9b=5 or H_Q2b=5]
[Display item if H_Q9b=6 or H_Q2b=6]
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[Display item if H_Q9b=7 or H_Q2b=7]
[Display item if H_Q9c=8 or H_Q2c=8]
[Display item if H_Q9c=9 or H_Q2c=9]
[Display item if H_Q9c=10 or H_Q2c=10]
[Display item if H_Q9c=11 or H_Q2c=11]
[Display item if H_Q9c=12 or H_Q2c=12]
[Display item if H_Q9c=13 or H_Q2c=13]
[Display item if H_Q9c=14 or H_Q2c=14]
[Display item if H_Q9c=15 or H_Q2c=15]
[Display item if H_Q9c=16 or H_Q2c=16]
[Display item if H_Q9d=17 or H_Q2d=17]
[Display item if H_Q9d=18 or H_Q2d=18]
[Display item if H_Q9d=19 or H_Q2d=19]
[Display item if H_Q9d=20 or H_Q2d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q12 ≠ 999
H_Q13:
[IF H_Q1=1] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
skin care product, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
[IF H_Q1=2] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of
Make-Up, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
[IF H_Q1=3] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
hair care product, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
[IF H_Q1=4] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care, please select the statement that best explains why you
used those sources.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[ROWS:]
[PROG insert the top 5 ranked in H_Q12]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.
I have used this source because of previous overall positive experiences of using
this source for gathering information.

2.

I have used this source because it usually provides very comprehensible

3.

I have used this source because it usually provides the most accurate information.

4.

information.

I have used this source, as it informs me reliably about where to find the cheapest
prices.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND ((H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR H_Q9a ≠
999 OR H_Q9b ≠ 999 OR H_Q9c ≠ 999 OR H_Q9d ≠ 999)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
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H_Q14:
[IF Q1=1] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the skin care product.
[IF Q1=2] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the Make-Up.
[IF Q1=3] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the hair care product.
[IF Q1=4] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[Display item if H_Q9_1 or H_Q9_2 or H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if H_Q9a=1]
[Display item if H_Q9a=2]
[Display item if H_Q9a=3]
[Display item if H_Q9a=4]
[Display item if H_Q9b=5]
[Display item if H_Q9b=6]
[Display item if H_Q9b=7]
[Display item if H_Q9c=8]
[Display item if H_Q9c=9]
[Display item if H_Q9c=10]
[Display item if H_Q9c=11]
[Display item if H_Q9c=12]
[Display item if H_Q9c=13]
[Display item if H_Q9c=14]
[Display item if H_Q9c=15]
[Display item if H_Q9c=16]
[Display item if H_Q9d=17]
[Display item if H_Q9d=18]
[Display item if H_Q9d=19]
[Display item if H_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q15:
[IF H_Q1=1] Where did you purchase the skin care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=2] Where did you purchase the Make-Up you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=3] Where did you purchase the hair care product you most recently bought?
[IF H_Q1=4] Where did you purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care you most
recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Offline
2. Online
999.
I don’t know
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q15= 1
H_Q15a:
[IF H_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a skin care product.
[IF H_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of Make-Up.
[IF H_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a hair care product.
[IF H_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

A retailer selling multiple brands

2.

Manufacture’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand

4.

Supermarket/hypermarket

1.

I don’t know

3.

5.

Department store

Other

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q15 = 2
H_Q15b:
[IF H_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a skin care product.
[IF H_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of Make-Up.
[IF H_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a hair care product.
[IF H_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

[IF Country = 1] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only
one brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, L’Occitane etc.)

[IF Country = 2] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one
brand (e.g Rituals, Nivea, MAC Cosmetics etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one
brand (e.g. Yves Rocher, Body Shop, Avon etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one
brand (e.g Yves Rocher, KIKO Cosmetics, Nivea etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one
brand (e.g. Avon, MAC Cosmetics, Body Shop etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only one
brand (e.g Yves Rocher, Rituals, Body Shop etc.)
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2.

[IF Country = 1] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Sephora, Nocibé,
Marionnaud etc.)

[IF Country = 2] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Douglas, Flaconi, Sephora etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g Krém mania, Douglas Shop, Pink
Panda etc.)
[IF Country = 4] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Sephora, Douglas, Notino,
Marionnaud etc.)
[IF Country = 5] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Sephora, Notino, hebe etc.)
[IF Country = 6] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Sephora, Kicks, luxplus etc.)
3. [IF Country = 1] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay, Ali Express,
Cdiscount etc.)

[IF Country = 2] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, Wish, eMAG
etc.)
[IF Country = 4] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express etc.)
4. Online shopping club for members only
5.

Other

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND ([H_Q15 = 2 & H_Q15b =1 or 2] & [H_Q9c = 8 or 9])
H_Q15c:
[IF H_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a skin care product, did you search for
information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[IF H_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of Make-Up, did you search for information
on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you made the
purchases?
[IF H_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of a hair care product, did you search for
information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[IF H_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care, did
you search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one
from which you made the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q15 = 2 AND H_Q15b =3 AND H_Q9c = 10
H_Q15d:
[IF H_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a skin care product, did you search for
information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
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[IF H_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of Make-Up, did you search for information
on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?
[IF H_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of a hair care product, did you search for
information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[IF H_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care, did
you search for information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from
which you made the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1 AND H_Q15 = 1 AND (H_Q9_1 H_Q9_2 H_Q9_3 or H_Q9_4 =2)
H_Q15e:
[IF H_Q1=1]Prior to your most recent purchase of a skin care product, did you search for
information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[IF H_Q1=2]Prior to your most recent purchase of Make-Up, did you search for information
in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the
purchases?
[IF H_Q1=3]Prior to your most recent purchase of a hair care product, did you search for
information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[IF H_Q1=4]Prior to your most recent purchase of a tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care, did
you search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from
which you made the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q16a:
[IF H_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the skin care product from that specific physical (brickand mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF H_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the Make-Up from that specific physical (brick-and
mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF H_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the hair care product from that specific physical (brickand mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF H_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care from that specific
physical (brick-and mortar) or online store/ marketplace and not another one?
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
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1.

This retail outlet offered the best price.

3.

[Mouseover: advice, product demo etc.]
This retail outlet offered the best post-purchase service.

2.

This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service

4.

[Mouseover: delivery, return, installation, guarantee services etc.]
This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the

5.

This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.

7.

The retail outlet was not of importance.

6.

8.

purchase)

Ambiance of the retail outlet.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q16b:
[IF H_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the skin care product from the brand you chose and not
another one?
[IF H_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the Make-Up from the brand you chose and not another
one?
[IF H_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the hair care product from the brand you chose and not
another one?
[IF H_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care from the brand
you chose and not another one?
[PROG MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

This brand was the cheapest.

This brand offered the best value for money.

This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.
This brand offered the best quality.

This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.

The brand has the best image.

The brand was not of importance.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q17:
[IF H_Q1=1] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the skin care product to the final purchase?
[IF H_Q1=2] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the Make-Up to the final purchase?
[IF H_Q1=3] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the hair care product to the final purchase?
[IF H_Q1=4] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care to the final purchase?
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[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

2.

I saw the item and I instantly bought it

Less than an hour

3.

Less than a day

5.

Less than a month

7.

More than three months

4.

6.

Less than a week

Less than three months

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=1
H_Q18:
[IF H_Q1=1] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a skin care product?
[IF H_Q1=2] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought Make-Up?
[IF H_Q1=3] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a hair care product?
[IF H_Q1=4] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a tool for Make-Up, skin, or hair care?
[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

Very satisfied

2.

Fairly satisfied

4.

Not at all satisfied

3.

999.

Not very satisfied

I don’t know
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MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE: CLOTHING AND SHOES [PRODCAT_SELECTED = 2]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
[Introduction]
[IF FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE] In the following we invite you to answer some questions regarding
your most recent purchase from the product group [BOLD: clothing and shoes].
[IF SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE] Thanks for answering the questions so far. Now, we would like to
learn more about your most recent purchase form the product group [BOLD: clothing and shoes].
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q1a:
[IF S_Q1 = 1] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
top you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping costs or any
other additional service cost.
[IF S_Q1 = 2] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF S_Q1 = 3] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
underwear you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping costs or
any other additional service cost.
[IF S_Q1 = 4] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
shoes you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping costs or any
other additional service cost.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

2.

[OPEN TEXT BOX] [PROG: NUMERIC, MAX 8 DIGITS NUMBER, TWO DECIMALS] AND

ADD CURRENCY SYMBOL IN THE END: IF COUNTRY=1, 2, OR 4 - (EUR); IF COUNTRY=3 -

(HUF); IF COUNTRY=5 - (PLN); IF COUNTRY=6 - (SEK);

[IF S_Q1=1] I do not remember what I paid for the top.

[IF S_Q1=2] I do not remember what I paid for the trousers, dress, or skirt.
[IF S_Q1=3] I do not remember what I paid for the underwear.
[IF S_Q1=4] I do not remember what I paid for the shoes.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q_PI:
Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID - SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. I have a strong interest in clothing and/or shoes.
2. I spend a lot of time to gather relevant information when purchasing clothing and/or
shoes
3. I am very selective about which clothing and/or shoes I purchase.
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[ROWS:]
1. Strongly agree
2.

Tend to agree

4.

Tend to disagree

3.
5.

Neither agree nor disagree
Strongly disagree

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q2:
[IF S_Q1=1] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the top you
most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF S_Q1=2] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the
trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought? Please select the response that best
applies.
[IF S_Q1=3] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the
underwear you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF S_Q1=4] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the shoes
you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
I saw the product in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
Internet/apps (e.g. online store, marketplace, social network, search engine, comparison
site, rating/product test website)
5. Media outlets online or offline (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no
advertisements)
[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF S_Q1=1] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the top.
[IF S_Q1=2] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt.
[IF S_Q1=3] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the underwear.
[IF S_Q1=4] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the shoes.
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q3:
[IF S_Q1=1] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of top?
[IF S_Q1=2] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of trousers, dress, or skirt?
[IF S_Q1=3] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of underwear?
[IF S_Q1=4] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of shoes?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.
2.

Yes
No
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999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q3 = 2
S_Q4:
[IF S_Q1=1] How often do you typically buy this kind of top in general?
[IF S_Q1=2] How often do you typically buy this kind of trousers, dress or skirt in general?
[IF S_Q1=3] How often do you typically buy this kind of underwear in general?
[IF S_Q1=4] How often do you typically buy this kind of shoes in general?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Daily
2. At least once a week (but not every day)
3. At least once a month
4. At least once every three months
5. At last once every six months
6. At least once a year
7. Less than once a year
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q5:
[IF S_Q1=1] For the top you most recently purchased, did you know from the beginning
which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF S_Q1=2] For the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently purchased, did you know from
the beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF S_Q1=3] For the underwear you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF S_Q1=4] For the shoes you most recently purchased, did you know from the beginning
which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to purchase from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q6:
[IF S_Q1=1] For the top you most recently purchased, did you know from the beginning
which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert the
retailer’s name below.
[IF S_Q1=2] For the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently purchased, did you know from
the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please
insert the retailer’s name below.
[IF S_Q1=3] For the underwear you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert
the retailer’s name below.
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[IF S_Q1=4] For the shoes you most recently purchased, did you know from the beginning
which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert the
retailer’s name below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to buy from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q7:
[IF S_Q1=1] Did you check for the best price for the top you most recently purchased?
[IF S_Q1=2] Did you check for the best price for the trousers, dress, or skirt you most
recently purchased?
[IF S_Q1=3] Did you check for the best price for the underwear you most recently
purchased?
[IF S_Q1=4] Did you check for the best price for the shoes you most recently purchased?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q7 = 1
S_Q8:
Which sources did you use to check for the best price?
[PROG: Multiple RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-18]
1. Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling multiple brands
2. Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling only one brand

3. Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales assistant

4. Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend, family member, co-worker
5.
6.
7.
8.

etc.

Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Asos, Galeries Lafayette, JD Sports etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Breuniger, Peek & Cloppenburg, JD Sports, Zalando etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Office Shoes, Deichmann, Asos etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, Asos, QVC etc.)
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[IF Country = 5] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, eobuwie.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, Asos, Footway etc.)
9. [IF Country = 1] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Zara, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Nike, C&A, H&M etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Zara, Orsay, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Zara, H&M, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Orsay, ZARA etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Lindex. Zara etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
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[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
17. General media outlet online or offline (e.g. traditional TV, radio and newspaper as well as
their websites)
18.
Product-specific media outlet focusing on clothing and shoes online or offline
19. Other
999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q2 = 1
S_Q2a:
[IF S_Q1=1] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the top you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=2] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the trousers, dress or skirt you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=3] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the underwear you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=4] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the shoes you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]

initial
initial
initial
initial

1. Salesperson in a store
2. Salesperson on the phone
3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q2 =3
S_Q2b:
[IF S_Q1=1]Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase
the top you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=2] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=3] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the underwear you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=4] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the shoes you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 5-7]
1. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
2. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
3. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q2 = 4
S_Q2c:
[IF S_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the top you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the underwear you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the shoes you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

9.

[IF Country = 1] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.

Asos, Galeries Lafayette, JD Sports etc.)

[IF Country = 2] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Breuniger, Peek & Cloppenburg, JD Sports, Zalando etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Office Shoes, Deichmann, Asos etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, Asos, QVC etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, eobuwie.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, Asos, Footway etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Zara, Nike etc.)

[IF Country = 2] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Nike, C&A, H&M etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Zara, Orsay, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Zara, H&M, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Orsay, ZARA etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Lindex. Zara etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)

[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
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[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)

12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)

[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)

15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)

[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q2 =5
S_Q2d:
[IF S_Q1=1] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the top you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=2] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=3] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the underwear you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=4] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the shoes you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)
18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)
19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on clothing and shoes
20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on clothing and shoes
999.
I don’t know
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
[Info] Thank you for your answers so far. Now, we would like to learn more about whether
and how you searched for, obtained and compared specific information about [IF S_Q1=1]
the top prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF S_Q1=2] the trousers, dress, or
skirt prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF S_Q1=3] the underwear prior to
your most recent purchase of the product. [IF S_Q1=4] the shoes prior to your most recent
purchase of the product.
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q9:
[IF S_O1=1] From what sources have you learned more about the top you most recently
bought?
[IF S_O1=2] From what sources have you learned more about the trousers, dress, or skirt you
most recently bought?
[IF S_O1=3] From what sources have you learned more about the underwear you most
recently bought?
[IF S_O1=4] From what sources have you learned more about the shoes you most recently
bought?
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – MULTIPLE RESPONSES PER COLUMN]
[ROWS:]
1. Price information
2. Product information
3. Brand information
4. Information about retail outlet services
[Mouseover: payment options, delivery options, delivery speed etc.]
COLUMNS:
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
1. Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
2. Displayed information in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
3. Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
4. Internet/apps (e.g. online stores, social network, search engine, comparison site, rating or
product test website, online marketplaces)
5. Media outlet/article (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no advertisements)
[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF S_Q1=1] I bought the top immediately without any further information search.
[EXCLUSIVE]
[IF S_Q1=2] I bought the trousers, dress, or skirt immediately without any further information
search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF S_Q1=3] I bought the underwear immediately without any further information search.
[EXCLUSIVE]
[IF S_Q1=4] I bought the shoes immediately without any further information search.
[EXCLUSIVE]
999.
I don’t know[EXCLUSIVE]
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND (S_Q9_1 S_Q9_2 S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =1)
S_Q9a:
[IF S_Q1=1] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the top you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=2] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=3] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the underwear you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=4] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the shoes you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. Salesperson in a store
2. Salesperson on the phone
3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND (S_Q9_1 S_Q9_2 S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =3)
S_Q9b:
[IF S_Q1=1] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the top you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=2] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=3] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the underwear you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=4] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the shoes you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 5-7]
5. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
6. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
7. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND (S_Q9_1 S_Q9_2 S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =4)
S_Q9c:
[IF S_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the top you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the underwear you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the shoes you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

[IF Country = 1] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Asos, Galeries Lafayette, JD Sports etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Breuniger, Peek & Cloppenburg, JD Sports, Zalando etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Office Shoes, Deichmann, Asos etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, Asos, QVC etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, eobuwie.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Zalando, Asos, Footway etc.)
9. [IF Country = 1] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Zara, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Nike, C&A, H&M etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Zara, Orsay, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Zara, H&M, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Orsay, ZARA etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. H&M, Lindex. Zara etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
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[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q9c =11
S_Q10:
[IF S_Q1=1] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a top, what type of search terms did you use in the search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_:Q1=2] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a pair of trousers, a dress, or skirt, what type of search terms did you use
in the search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=3] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of underwear, what type of search terms did you use in the search engine
query?
Please check all that apply.
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[IF S_Q1=4] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a pair of shoes, what type of search terms did you use in the search
engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Product name
2. Brand name
3. Retailer name
4. Product description (keywords)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND (S_Q9_1 S_Q9_2 S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =5)
S_Q9d:
[IF S_Q1=1] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the top your most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=2] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the trousers, dress, or skirt your most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=3] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the underwear your most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF S_Q1=4] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the shoes your most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)

18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)

19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on clothing and shoes

20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on clothing and shoes
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND ((S_Q9_1 or S_Q9_2 or S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR S_Q9a ≠
999 OR S_Q9b ≠ 999 OR S_Q9c ≠ 999 OR S_Q9d ≠ 999)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
S_Q11:
[PROG: RANK]
[IF S_Q1=1] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the top you most recently bought.
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[IF S_Q1=2] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the trousers, dress, or skirt you most
recently bought.
[IF S_Q1=3] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the underwear you most recently
bought.
[IF S_Q1=4] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the shoes you most recently bought.
[Display item if S_Q9_1 or S_Q9_2 or S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if S_Q9a=1]
[Display item if S_Q9a=2]
[Display item if S_Q9a=3]
[Display item if S_Q9a=4]
[Display item if S_Q9b=5]
[Display item if S_Q9b=6]
[Display item if S_Q9b=7]
[Display item if S_Q9c=8]
[Display item if S_Q9c=9]
[Display item if S_Q9c=10]
[Display item if S_Q9c=11]
[Display item if S_Q9c=12]
[Display item if S_Q9c=13]
[Display item if S_Q9c=14]
[Display item if S_Q9c=15]
[Display item if S_Q9c=16]
[Display item if S_Q9d=17]
[Display item if S_Q9d=18]
[Display item if S_Q9d=19]
[Display item if S_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND ((S_Q9_1 or S_Q9_2 or S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR S_Q9a ≠
999 OR S_Q9b ≠ 999 OR S_Q9c ≠ 999 OR S_Q9d ≠ 999 OR S_Q2a ≠ 999 OR S_Q2b ≠ 999 OR
S_Q2c ≠ 999 OR S_Q2d ≠ 999 OR S_Q2 ≠ 999 or 6)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
S_Q12:
[PROG: RANK]
[IF S_Q1=1] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the top you most recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF S_Q1=2] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the trousers, dress, or skirt you most
recently bought.
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Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF S_Q1=3] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the underwear you most recently
bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF S_Q1=4] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the shoes you most recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[Display if (S_Q9_1 or S_Q9_2 or S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =2) or (S_Q2=2)] Displayed information in a
physical (brick-and-mortar) store
[Display item if S_Q9a=1 or S_Q2a=1]
[Display item if S_Q9a=2 or S_Q2a=2]
[Display item if S_Q9a=3 or S_Q2a=3]
[Display item if S_Q9a=4 or S_Q2a=4]
[Display item if S_Q9b=5 or S_Q2b=5]
[Display item if S_Q9b=6 or S_Q2b=6]
[Display item if S_Q9b=7 or S_Q2b=7]
[Display item if S_Q9c=8 or S_Q2c=8]
[Display item if S_Q9c=9 or S_Q2c=9]
[Display item if S_Q9c=10 or S_Q2c=10]
[Display item if S_Q9c=11 or S_Q2c=11]
[Display item if S_Q9c=12 or S_Q2c=12]
[Display item if S_Q9c=13 or S_Q2c=13]
[Display item if S_Q9c=14 or S_Q2c=14]
[Display item if S_Q9c=15 or S_Q2c=15]
[Display item if S_Q9c=16 or S_Q2c=16]
[Display item if S_Q9d=17 or S_Q2d=17]
[Display item if S_Q9d=18 or S_Q2d=18]
[Display item if S_Q9d=19 or S_Q2d=19]
[Display item if S_Q9d=20 or S_Q2d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q12 ≠ 999
S_Q13:
[IF S_Q1=1] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
top, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
[IF S_Q1=2] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
pair of trousers, a dress, or skirt, please select the statement that best explains why you used
those sources.
[IF S_Q1=3] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of
underwear, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
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[IF S_Q1=4] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
pair of shoes, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[ROWS:]
[PROG insert the top 5 ranked in S_Q12]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.
I have used this source because of previous overall positive experiences of using
2.
3.

4.

this source for gathering information.

I have used this source because it usually provides very comprehensible
information.

I have used this source because it usually provides the most accurate information.

I have used this source, as it informs me reliably about where to find the cheapest
prices.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND ((S_Q9_1 or S_Q9_2 or S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR S_Q9a ≠
999 OR S_Q9b ≠ 999 OR S_Q9c ≠ 999 OR S_Q9d ≠ 999)
S_Q14:
[IF Q1=1] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the top.
[IF Q1=2] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the trousers, dress, or skirt.
[IF Q1=3] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the underwear.
[IF Q1=4] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the shoes.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[Display item if S_Q9_1 or S_Q9_2 or S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if S_Q9a=1]
[Display item if S_Q9a=2]
[Display item if S_Q9a=3]
[Display item if S_Q9a=4]
[Display item if S_Q9b=5]
[Display item if S_Q9b=6]
[Display item if S_Q9b=7]
[Display item if S_Q9c=8]
[Display item if S_Q9c=9]
[Display item if S_Q9c=10]
[Display item if S_Q9c=11]
[Display item if S_Q9c=12]
[Display item if S_Q9c=13]
[Display item if S_Q9c=14]
[Display item if S_Q9c=15]
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[Display item if S_Q9c=16]
[Display item if S_Q9d=17]
[Display item if S_Q9d=18]
[Display item if S_Q9d=19]
[Display item if S_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q15:
[IF S_Q1=1] Where did you purchase the top you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=2] Where did you purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=3] Where did you purchase the underwear you most recently bought?
[IF S_Q1=4] Where did you purchase the shoes you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Offline
2. Online
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q15= 1
S_Q15a:
[IF S_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a top.
[IF S_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a pair of trousers, a dress, or skirt.
[IF S_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of underwear.
[IF S_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a pair of shoes.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

A retailer selling multiple brands

Manufacture’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand

Department store

Supermarket/hypermarket
Other

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q15 = 2
S_Q15b:
[IF S_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a top.
[IF S_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a pair of trousers, a dress, or skirt.
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[IF S_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of underwear.
[IF S_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a pair of shoes.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

[IF Country = 1] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only

one brand (e.g. H&M, Zara, Nike etc.)

[IF Country = 2] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store
one brand (e.g. Nike, C&A, H&M etc).
[IF Country = 3] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store
one brand (e.g. Zara, Orsay, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store
one brand (e.g. Zara, H&M, Nike etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store
one brand (e.g. H&M, Orsay, ZARA etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store
one brand (e.g. H&M, Lindex. Zara etc.)
[IF Country = 1] An online retailer selling multiple brands

JD Sports etc.)

or an online retailer selling only
or an online retailer selling only
or an online retailer selling only
or an online retailer selling only
or an online retailer selling only
(e.g. Asos, Galeries Lafayette,

[IF Country = 2] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Breuniger, Peek &
Cloppenburg, JD Sports, Zalando etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Office Shoes, Deichmann,
Asos etc.)
[IF Country = 4] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Zalando, Asos, QVC etc.)
[IF Country = 5] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Zalando, eobuwie.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Zalando, Asos, Footway etc.)
[IF Country = 1] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay, Ali Express,

Cdiscount etc.)

[IF Country = 2] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, real.de
etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, Wish,
eMAG etc.)
[IF Country = 4] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, Wish
etc.)
[IF Country = 5] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express,
Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express etc.)
Online shopping club for members only
Other

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q15 = 2 AND (S_Q15b =1 or 2) AND S_Q9c = 8 or 9
S_Q15c:
[IF S_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a top, did you search for information on
websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you made the
purchases?
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[IF S_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of a pair of trousers, a dress, or skirt, did you
search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from
which you made the purchases?
[IF S_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of underwear, did you search for information
on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you made the
purchases?
[IF S_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a pair of shoes, did you search for
information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q15 = 2 AND S_Q15b =3 AND S_Q9c =10
S_Q15d:
[IF S_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a top, did you search for information on
websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?
[IF S_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of a pair of trousers, a dress, or skirt, did you
search for information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF S_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of underwear, did you search for information
on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?
[IF S_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a pair of shoes, did you search for
information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2 AND S_Q15 = 1 AND (S_Q9_1 or S_Q9_2 or S_Q9_3 or S_Q9_4 =2)
S_Q15e:
[IF S_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a top, did you search for information in
physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the purchases?
[IF S_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of a pair of trousers, a dress, or skirt, did you
search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF S_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of underwear, did you search for information
in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the
purchases?
[IF S_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a pair of shoes, did you search for
information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
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1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q16a:
[IF S_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the top from that specific physical (brick-and mortar) or
online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF S_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt from that specific physical
(brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF S_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the underwear from that specific physical (brick-and
mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF S_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the shoes from that specific physical (brick-and mortar)
or online store/ marketplace and not another one?
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
1.

This retail outlet offered the best price.

3.

[Mouseover: advice, product demo etc.]
This retail outlet offered the best post-purchase service.

2.

This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service

4.

[Mouseover: delivery, return, installation, guarantee services etc.]
This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the

5.

This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.

6.

7.

8.

purchase)

Ambiance of the retail outlet.

The retail outlet was not of importance.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q16b:
[IF S_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the top from the brand you chose and not another one?
[IF S_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt from the brand you chose and
not another one?
[IF S_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the underwear from the brand you chose and not another
one?
[IF S_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the shoes from the brand you chose and not another
one?
[PROG MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
1.

2.

3.

This brand was the cheapest.

This brand offered the best value for money.

This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

This brand offered the best quality.

This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.

The brand has the best image.

The brand was not of importance.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q17:
[IF S_Q1=1] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the top to the final purchase?
[IF S_Q1=2] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the trousers, dress, or skirt to the final purchase?
[IF S_Q1=3] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the underwear to the final purchase?
[IF S_Q1=4] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the shoes to the final purchase?
[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

2.

I saw the item and I instantly bought it

Less than an hour

3.

Less than a day

5.

Less than a month

7.

More than three months

4.

6.

Less than a week

Less than three months

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=2
S_Q18:
[IF S_Q1=1] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a top?
[IF S_Q1=2] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought trousers, a dress, or a skirt?
[IF S_Q1=3] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought underwear?
[IF S_Q1=4] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought shoes?
[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

Very satisfied

2.

Fairly satisfied

4.

Not at all satisfied

3.

999.

Not very satisfied

I don’t know
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MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE: HOUSE AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT [PRODCAT_SELECTED=3]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
[Introduction]
[IF FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE] In the following we invite you to answer some questions regarding
your most recent purchase from the product group [BOLD: house and garden equipment].
[IF SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE] Thanks for answering the questions so far. Now, we would like to
learn more about your most recent purchase form the product group [BOLD: house and garden
equipment].

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q1a:
[IF G_Q1 = 1] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price
without shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF G_Q1 = 2] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the garden equipment you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF G_Q1 = 3] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the small household item you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF G_Q1 = 4] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for
the tool you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping costs or
any other additional service cost.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

2.

[OPEN TEXT BOX] [PROG: NUMERIC, MAX 8 DIGITS NUMBER, TWO DECIMALS] AND
ADD CURRENCY SYMBOL IN THE END: IF COUNTRY=1, 2, OR 4 - (EUR); IF COUNTRY=3 -

(HUF); IF COUNTRY=5 - (PLN); IF COUNTRY=6 - (SEK);

[IF G_Q1=1] I do not remember what I paid for the indoor or outdoor furniture.

[IF G_Q1=2] I do not remember what I paid for the garden equipment.
[IF G_Q1=3] I do not remember what I paid for the small household item.
[IF G_Q1=4] I do not remember what I paid for the tool.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q_PI:
Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID - SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. I have a strong interest in house and/or garden products.
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2.
3.

I spend a lot of time to gather relevant information when purchasing house and/or garden
products.
I am very selective about which house and/or garden products I purchase.

[ROWS:]
1. Strongly agree
2.

Tend to agree

4.

Tend to disagree

3.

5.

Neither agree nor disagree
Strongly disagree

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q2:
[IF G_Q1=1] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the indoor
or outdoor furniture you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF G_Q1=2] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the garden
equipment you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF G_Q1=3] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the small
household item you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF G_Q1=4] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the tool
you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
I saw the product in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
Internet/apps (e.g. online store, marketplace, social network, search engine, comparison
site, rating/product test website)
5. Media outlets online or offline (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no
advertisements)
[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF G_Q1=1] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the indoor or outdoor
furniture.
[IF G_Q1=2] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the garden equipment.
[IF G_Q1=3] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the small household item.
[IF G_Q1=4] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the tool.
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q3:
[IF G_Q1=1] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of indoor or outdoor
furniture?
[IF G_Q1=2] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of garden equipment?
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[IF G_Q1=3] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of small household item?
[IF G_Q1=4] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of tool?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q3 = 2
G_Q4:
[IF G_Q1=1] How often do you typically buy this kind of indoor or outdoor furniture in
general?
[IF G_Q1=2] How often do you typically buy this kind of trousers, dress or skirt in general?
[IF G_Q1=3] How often do you typically buy this kind of small household item in general?
[IF G_Q1=4] How often do you typically buy this kind of tool in general?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Daily
2. At least once a week (but not every day)
3. At least once a month
4. At least once every three months
5. At last once every six months
6. At least once a year
7. Less than once a year
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q5:
[IF G_Q1=1] For the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF G_Q1=2] For the garden equipment you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF G_Q1=3] For the small household item you most recently purchased, did you know from
the beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF G_Q1=4] For the tool you most recently purchased, did you know from the beginning
which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to purchase from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q6:
[IF G_Q1=1] For the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes,
please insert the retailer’s name below.
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[IF G_Q1=2] For the garden equipment you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert
the retailer’s name below.
[IF G_Q1=3] For the small household item you most recently purchased, did you know from
the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please
insert the retailer’s name below.
[IF G_Q1=4] For the tool you most recently purchased, did you know from the beginning
which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert the
retailer’s name below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to buy from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q7:
[IF G_Q1=1] Did you check for the best price for the indoor or outdoor furniture you most
recently purchased?
[IF G_Q1=2] Did you check for the best price for the garden equipment you most recently
purchased?
[IF G_Q1=3] Did you check for the best price for the small household item you most recently
purchased?
[IF G_Q1=4] Did you check for the best price for the tool you most recently purchased?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q7 = 1
G_Q8:
Which sources did you use to check for the best price?
[PROG: Multiple RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-18]
1. Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling multiple brands
2.

3.

Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling only one brand

Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales assistant

4.

Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend, family member, co-worker

5.
6.
7.
8.

Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
matelpro, Top Office etc.)

etc.
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[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Wayfair, XXXLutz, Bauhaus etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
XXXLutz, Leiner, Innoshop etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
CUCINE LUBE, Domo Salotti etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
sfmeble.pl, edinos.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Wayfair, FURNITUREBOX etc.)
9. [IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of
the manufacturer/brand (e.g. vitra., calligaris, vogel’s, Stokke etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. IKEA etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. KARE, MATERIA, etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. calligaris, dorelan, Stokke etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. SELSEY, IKEA, witek.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. IKEA, Stokke etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
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[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
17. General media outlet online or offline (e.g. traditional TV, radio and newspaper as well as
their websites)
18. Product-specific media outlet focusing on house and garden equipment online or offline
19. Other
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q2 = 1
G_Q2a:
[IF G_Q1=1] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:: initial
idea] to purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=2] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial
idea] to purchase the garden equipment you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=3] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial
idea] to purchase the small household item you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=4] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial
idea] to purchase the tool you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. Salesperson in a store
2. Salesperson on the phone
3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q2 =3
G_Q2b:
[IF G_Q1=1]Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=2] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the garden equipment you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=3] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the small household item you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=4] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the tool you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
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[RANDOMISE 5-7]
5. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
6. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
7. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q2 = 4
G_Q2c:
[IF G_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the garden equipment you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the small household item you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the tool you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.

matelpro, Top Office etc.)

[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Wayfair,
XXXLutz, Bauhaus etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. XXXLutz,
Leiner, Innoshop etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. CUCINE
LUBE, Domo Salotti etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. sfmeble.pl,
edinos.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Wayfair,
FURNITUREBOX etc.)
9. [IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. vitra., calligaris, vogel’s, Stokke etc.)

[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. IKEA etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. KARE, MATERIA, etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. calligaris, dorelan, Stokke etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. SELSEY, IKEA, witek.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. IKEA, Stokke etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
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[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali
Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali
Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali
Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali
Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali
Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)

[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping, Ceneo,
Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)

15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)

[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q2 =5
G_Q2d:
[IF G_Q1=1] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently
bought?
[IF G_Q1=2] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the garden equipment you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=3] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the small household item you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=4] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the tool you most recently bought?
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[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)
18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)
19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on house and garden equipment
20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on house and garden equipment
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
[Info] Thank you for your answers so far. Now, we would like to learn more about whether
and how you searched for, obtained and compared specific information about [IF G_Q1=1]
the indoor or outdoor furniture prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF
G_Q1=2] the garden equipment prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF
G_Q1=3] the small household item prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF
G_Q1=4] the tool prior to your most recent purchase of the product.
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q9:
[IF G_O1=1] From what sources have you learned more about the indoor or outdoor
furniture you most recently bought?
[IF G_O1=2] From what sources have you learned more about the garden equipment you
most recently bought?
[IF G_O1=3] From what sources have you learned more about the small household item you
most recently bought?
[IF G_O1=4] From what sources have you learned more about the tool you most recently
bought?
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – MULTIPLE RESPONSES PER COLUMN]
[ROWS:]
1. Price information
2. Product information
3. Brand information
4. Information about retail outlet services
[Mouseover: payment options, delivery options, delivery speed etc.]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
1. Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
2. Displayed information in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
3. Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
4. Internet/apps (e.g. online stores, social network, search engine, comparison site, rating or
product test website, online marketplaces)
5. Media outlet/article (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no advertisements)
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[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF G_Q1=1] I bought the indoor or outdoor furniture immediately without any further
information search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF G_Q1=2] I bought the garden equipment immediately without any further information
search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF G_Q1=3] I bought the small household item immediately without any further information
search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF G_Q1=4] I bought the tool immediately without any further information search.
[EXCLUSIVE]
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND (G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =1)
G_Q9a:
[IF G_Q1=1] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=2] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the garden equipment you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=3] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the small household item you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=4] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the tool you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. Salesperson in a store
2. Salesperson on the phone
3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND (G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =3)
G_Q9b:
[IF G_Q1=1] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=2] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the garden equipment you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=3] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the small household item you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
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[IF G_Q1=4] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the tool you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 5-7]
5. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
6. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
7. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND (G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =4)
G_Q9c:
[IF G_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the garden equipment you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the small household item you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the tool you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

9.

[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
matelpro, Top Office etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Wayfair, XXXLutz, Bauhaus etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
XXXLutz, Leiner, Innoshop etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
CUCINE LUBE, Domo Salotti etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
sfmeble.pl, edinos.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Wayfair, FURNITUREBOX etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. vitra., calligaris, vogel’s, Stokke etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. IKEA etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. KARE, MATERIA, etc.)
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[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. calligaris, dorelan, Stokke etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. SELSEY, IKEA, witek.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. IKEA, Stokke etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. [IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q9c =11
G_Q10:
[IF G_Q1=1] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of an indoor or outdoor furniture, what type of search terms did you use in
the search engine query?
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Please check all that apply.
[IF G_:Q1=2] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of garden equipment, what type of search terms did you use in the search
engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=3] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a small household item, what type of search terms did you use in the
search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=4] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a tool, what type of search terms did you use in the search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Product name
2. Brand name
3. Retailer name
4. Product description (keywords)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND (G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =5)
G_Q9d:
[IF G_Q1=1] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture your most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=2] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the garden equipment your most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=3] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the small household item your most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF G_Q1=4] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the tool your most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)

18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)

19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on house and garden equipment
20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on house and garden equipment
999.
I don’t know
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND ((G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR G_Q9a ≠
999 OR G_Q9b ≠ 999 OR G_Q9c ≠ 999 OR G_Q9d ≠ 999)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
G_Q11:
[PROG: RANK]
[IF G_Q1=1] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture you
most recently bought.
[IF G_Q1=2] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the garden equipment you most recently
bought.
[IF G_Q1=3] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the small household item you most
recently bought.
[IF G_Q1=4] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the tool you most recently bought.
[Display item if G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if G_Q9a=1]
[Display item if G_Q9a=2]
[Display item if G_Q9a=3]
[Display item if G_Q9a=4]
[Display item if G_Q9b=5]
[Display item if G_Q9b=6]
[Display item if G_Q9b=7]
[Display item if G_Q9c=8]
[Display item if G_Q9c=9]
[Display item if G_Q9c=10]
[Display item if G_Q9c=11]
[Display item if G_Q9c=12]
[Display item if G_Q9c=13]
[Display item if G_Q9c=14]
[Display item if G_Q9c=15]
[Display item if G_Q9c=16]
[Display item if G_Q9d=17]
[Display item if G_Q9d=18]
[Display item if G_Q9d=19]
[Display item if G_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND ((G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR G_Q9a ≠
999 OR G_Q9b ≠ 999 OR G_Q9c ≠ 999 OR G_Q9d ≠ 999 OR G_Q2a ≠ 999 OR G_Q2b ≠ 999 OR
G_Q2c ≠ 999 OR G_Q2d ≠ 999 OR G_Q2 ≠ 999 or 6)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
G_Q12:
[PROG: RANK]
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[IF G_Q1=1] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the indoor or outdoor furniture you
most recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF G_Q1=2] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the garden equipment you most recently
bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF G_Q1=3] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the small household item you most
recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF G_Q1=4] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the tool you most recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[Display if (G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =2) or (G_Q2=2)] Displayed information in a
physical (brick-and-mortar) store
[Display item if G_Q9a=1 or G_Q2a=1]
[Display item if G_Q9a=2 or G_Q2a=2]
[Display item if G_Q9a=3 or G_Q2a=3]
[Display item if G_Q9a=4 or G_Q2a=4]
[Display item if G_Q9b=5 or G_Q2b=5]
[Display item if G_Q9b=6 or G_Q2b=6]
[Display item if G_Q9b=7 or G_Q2b=7]
[Display item if G_Q9c=8 or G_Q2c=8]
[Display item if G_Q9c=9 or G_Q2c=9]
[Display item if G_Q9c=10 or G_Q2c=10]
[Display item if G_Q9c=11 or G_Q2c=11]
[Display item if G_Q9c=12 or G_Q2c=12]
[Display item if G_Q9c=13 or G_Q2c=13]
[Display item if G_Q9c=14 or G_Q2c=14]
[Display item if G_Q9c=15 or G_Q2c=15]
[Display item if G_Q9c=16 or G_Q2c=16]
[Display item if G_Q9d=17 or G_Q2d=17]
[Display item if G_Q9d=18 or G_Q2d=18]
[Display item if G_Q9d=19 or G_Q2d=19]
[Display item if G_Q9d=20 or G_Q2d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q12 ≠ 999
G_Q13:
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[IF G_Q1=1] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of
an indoor or outdoor furniture, please select the statement that best explains why you used
those sources.
[IF G_Q1=2] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of
garden equipment, please select the statement that best explains why you used those
sources.
[IF G_Q1=3] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
small household item, please select the statement that best explains why you used those
sources.
[IF G_Q1=4] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
tool, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[ROWS:]
[PROG insert the top 5 ranked in G_Q12]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.
I have used this source because of previous overall positive experiences of using
this source for gathering information.

2.

I have used this source because it usually provides very comprehensible

3.

I have used this source because it usually provides the most accurate information.

4.

information.

I have used this source, as it informs me reliably about where to find the cheapest
prices.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND ((G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR G_Q9a ≠
999 OR G_Q9b ≠ 999 OR G_Q9c ≠ 999 OR G_Q9d ≠ 999)
G_Q14:
[IF Q1=1] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the indoor or outdoor furniture.
[IF Q1=2] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the garden equipment.
[IF Q1=3] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the small household item.
[IF Q1=4] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the tool.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[Display item if G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if G_Q9a=1]
[Display item if G_Q9a=2]
[Display item if G_Q9a=3]
[Display item if G_Q9a=4]
[Display item if G_Q9b=5]
[Display item if G_Q9b=6]
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[Display item if G_Q9b=7]
[Display item if G_Q9c=8]
[Display item if G_Q9c=9]
[Display item if G_Q9c=10]
[Display item if G_Q9c=11]
[Display item if G_Q9c=12]
[Display item if G_Q9c=13]
[Display item if G_Q9c=14]
[Display item if G_Q9c=15]
[Display item if G_Q9c=16]
[Display item if G_Q9d=17]
[Display item if G_Q9d=18]
[Display item if G_Q9d=19]
[Display item if G_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q15:
[IF G_Q1=1] Where did you purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture you most recently
bought?
[IF G_Q1=2] Where did you purchase the garden equipment you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=3] Where did you purchase the small household item you most recently bought?
[IF G_Q1=4] Where did you purchase the tool you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Offline
2. Online
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q15= 1
G_Q15a:
[IF G_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of an indoor or outdoor furniture.
[IF G_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of garden equipment.
[IF G_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a small household item.
[IF G_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a tool.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

A retailer selling multiple brands

2.

Manufacture’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand

4.

Supermarket/hypermarket

3.

Department store
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5.

Other

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q15 = 2
G_Q15b:
[IF G_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of an indoor or outdoor furniture.
[IF G_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of garden equipment.
[IF G_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a small household item.
[IF G_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a tool.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

[IF Country = 1] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only

2.

[IF Country = 2] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only
one brand (e.g. IKEA etc).
[IF Country = 3] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only
one brand (e.g. KARE, MATERIA, etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only
one brand (e.g. calligaris, dorelan, Stokke etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only
one brand (e.g. SELSEY, IKEA, witek.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only
one brand (e.g. IKEA, Stokke etc.)
[IF Country = 1] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. matelpro, Top Office etc.)

3.

one brand (e.g. vitra., calligaris, vogel’s, Stokke etc.)

[IF Country = 2] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Wayfair, XXXLutz, Bauhaus
etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. XXXLutz, Leiner, Innoshop
etc.)
[IF Country = 4] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. CUCINE LUBE, Domo
Salotti etc.)
[IF Country = 5] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. sfmeble.pl, edinos.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Wayfair, FURNITUREBOX
etc.)
[IF Country = 1] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay, Ali Express,

Cdiscount etc.)

[IF Country = 2] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express,
real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express,
Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, Wish
etc.)
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[IF Country = 5] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express,
Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
4.

5.

Online shopping club for members only
Other

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q15 = 2 AND (G_Q15b =1 or 2) AND (G_Q9c = 8 or 9)
G_Q15c:
[IF G_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of an indoor or outdoor furniture, did you
search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from
which you made the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of garden equipment, did you search for
information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of a small household item, did you search
for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a tool, did you search for information on
websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you made the
purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q15 = 2 AND G_Q15b =3 AND G_Q9c = 10
G_Q15d:
[IF G_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of an indoor or outdoor furniture, did you
search for information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of garden equipment, did you search for
information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of a small household item, did you search
for information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a tool, did you search for information on
websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3 AND G_Q15 = 1 AND (G_Q9_1 or G_Q9_2 or G_Q9_3 or G_Q9_4 =2)
G_Q15e:
[IF G_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of an indoor or outdoor furniture, did you
search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of garden equipment, did you search for
information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of a small household item, did you search
for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[IF G_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a tool, did you search for information in
physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q16a:
[IF G_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture from that specific
physical (brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF G_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the garden equipment from that specific physical (brickand mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF G_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the small household item from that specific physical
(brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF G_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the tool from that specific physical (brick-and mortar) or
online store/ marketplace and not another one?
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
1.

This retail outlet offered the best price.

3.

[Mouseover: advice, product demo etc.]
This retail outlet offered the best post-purchase service.

2.

This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service

4.

[Mouseover: delivery, return, installation, guarantee services etc.]
This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the

5.

This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.

6.

7.

8.

purchase)

Ambiance of the retail outlet.

The retail outlet was not of importance.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q16b:
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[IF G_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture from the brand you
chose and not another one?
[IF G_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the garden equipment from the brand you chose and not
another one?
[IF G_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the small household item from the brand you chose and
not another one?
[IF G_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the tool from the brand you chose and not another one?
[PROG MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
1.

This brand was the cheapest.

2.

This brand offered the best value for money.

4.

This brand offered the best quality.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.

This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.

The brand has the best image.

The brand was not of importance.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q17:
[IF G_Q1=1] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the indoor or outdoor furniture to the final purchase?
[IF G_Q1=2] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the garden equipment to the final purchase?
[IF G_Q1=3] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the small household item to the final purchase?
[IF G_Q1=4] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the tool to the final purchase?
[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

2.

I saw the item and I instantly bought it

Less than an hour

3.

Less than a day

5.

Less than a month

7.

More than three months

4.

6.

Less than a week

Less than three months

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=3
G_Q18:
[IF G_Q1=1] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought an indoor or outdoor furniture?
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[IF G_Q1=2] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought garden equipment?
[IF G_Q1=3] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a small household item?
[IF G_Q1=4] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a tool?
[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

Very satisfied

2.

Fairly satisfied

4.

Not at all satisfied

3.

999.

Not very satisfied

I don’t know
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MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE: CONSUMER ELECTRONICS [PRODCAT_SELECTED=4]
[Introduction]
[IF FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE] In the following we invite you to answer some questions regarding
your most recent purchase from the product group [BOLD: consumer electronics and large
electrical appliances].
[IF SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE] Thanks for answering the questions so far. Now, we would like to
learn more about your most recent purchase form the product group [BOLD: consumer electronics
and large electrical appliances].
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED = 4
E_Q1a:
[IF E_Q1 = 1] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
large household appliance you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF E_Q1 = 2] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
small household appliance you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF E_Q1 = 3] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
entertainment appliance you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without
shipping costs or any other additional service cost.
[IF E_Q1 = 4] If you still remember, please indicate approximately how much you paid for the
mobile device you most recently purchased? Please indicate the price without shipping costs
or any other additional service cost.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

2.

[OPEN TEXT BOX] [PROG: NUMERIC, MAX 8 DIGITS NUMBER, TWO DECIMALS] AND

ADD CURRENCY SYMBOL IN THE END: IF COUNTRY=1, 2, OR 4 - (EUR); IF COUNTRY=3 -

(HUF); IF COUNTRY=5 - (PLN); IF COUNTRY=6 - (SEK);

[IF E_Q1=1] I do not remember what I paid for the large household appliance.

[IF E_Q1=2] I do not remember what I paid for the small household appliance.
[IF E_Q1=3] I do not remember what I paid for the entertainment appliance.
[IF E_Q1=4] I do not remember what I paid for the mobile device.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q_PI:
Please indicate your agreement to the following statements.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID - SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. I have a strong interest in consumer electronics and/or large electrical appliances.
2. I spend a lot of time to gather relevant information when purchasing consumer electronics
and/or large electrical appliances.
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3.

I am very selective about which consumer electronics and/or large electrical appliances I
purchase.

[ROWS:]
1. Strongly agree
2.

Tend to agree

4.

Tend to disagree

3.
5.

Neither agree nor disagree
Strongly disagree

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q2:
[IF E_Q1=1] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the large
household appliance you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF E_Q1=2] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the small
household appliance you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[IF E_Q1=3] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the
entertainment appliance you most recently bought? Please select the response that best
applies.
[IF E_Q1=4] Who or what gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] for purchasing the mobile
device you most recently bought? Please select the response that best applies.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
I saw the product in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
Internet/apps (e.g. online store, marketplace, social network, search engine, comparison
site, rating/product test website)
5. Media outlets online or offline (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no
advertisements)
[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF E_Q1=1] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the large household
appliance.
[IF E_Q1=2] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the small household
appliance.
[IF E_Q1=3] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the entertainment
appliance.
[IF E_Q1=4] No one, it was completely my own idea to purchase the mobile device.
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q3:
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[IF E_Q1=1] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of large household
appliance?
[IF E_Q1=2] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of small household
appliance?
[IF E_Q1=3] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of entertainment appliance?
[IF E_Q1=4] Was this the first time that you purchased that kind of mobile device?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q3 = 2
E_Q4:
[IF E_Q1=1] How often do you typically buy this kind of large household appliance in
general?
[IF E_Q1=2] How often do you typically buy this kind of small household appliance in
general?
[IF E_Q1=3] How often do you typically buy this kind of entertainment appliance in general?
[IF E_Q1=4] How often do you typically buy this kind of mobile device in general?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Daily
2. At least once a week (but not every day)
3. At least once a month
4. At least once every three months
5. At last once every six months
6. At least once a year
7. Less than once a year
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q5:
[IF E_Q1=1] For the large household appliance you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF E_Q1=2] For the small household appliance you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF E_Q1=3] For the entertainment appliance you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[IF E_Q1=4] For the mobile device you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which brand you were going for? If yes, please insert the brand below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to purchase from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
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Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q6:
[IF E_Q1=1] For the large household appliance you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes,
please insert the retailer’s name below.
[IF E_Q1=2] For the small household appliance you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes,
please insert the retailer’s name below.
[IF E_Q1=3] For the entertainment appliance you most recently purchased, did you know
from the beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes,
please insert the retailer’s name below.
[IF E_Q1=4] For the mobile device you most recently purchased, did you know from the
beginning which retailer (online or offline) you were going to buy from? If yes, please insert
the retailer’s name below.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes, I knew I was going to buy from [OPEN TEXT BOX]
2. No
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q7:
[IF E_Q1=1] Did you check for the best price for the large household appliance you most
recently purchased?
[IF E_Q1=2] Did you check for the best price for the small household appliance you most
recently purchased?
[IF E_Q1=3] Did you check for the best price for the entertainment appliance you most
recently purchased?
[IF E_Q1=4] Did you check for the best price for the mobile device you most recently
purchased?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q7 = 1
E_Q8:
Which sources did you use to check for the best price?
[PROG: Multiple RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-18]
1. Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling multiple brands

2.

3.

Information displayed in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store selling only one brand

Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a sales assistant
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Face-to-face, telephone or online conversation with a friend, family member, co-worker
etc.

Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
boulanger, Darty etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
MediaMarkt, Saturn etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
AQUA, Media Markt etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media World, unieuro etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media Markt, mediaexpert etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media Markt etc.)
9. [IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of
the manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g., Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
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[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
17. General media outlet online or offline (e.g. traditional TV, radio and newspaper as well as
their websites)
18. Product-specific media outlet focusing on consumer electronics and large electrical
appliances online or offline
19. Other
999. I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q2 = 1
E_Q2a:
[IF E_Q1=1] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the large household appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=2] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the small household appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=3] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the entertainment appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=4] In the personal conversation, who exactly gave you the [UNDERLINE:
idea] to purchase the mobile device you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]

initial
initial
initial
initial

1. Salesperson in a store
2. Salesperson on the phone
3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q2 =3
E_Q2b:
[IF E_Q1=1] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the large household appliance you most recently bought?
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[IF E_Q1=2] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the small household appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=3] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the entertainment appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=4] Which type of advertisement gave you the [UNDERLINE: initial idea] to
purchase the mobile device you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 5-7]
5. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
6. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
7. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q2 = 4
E_Q2c:
[IF E_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the large household appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the small household appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the entertainment appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application gave you the [UNDERLINE:
initial idea] to purchase the mobile device you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

9.

[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
boulanger, Darty etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
MediaMarkt, Saturn etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
AQUA, Media Markt etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media World, unieuro etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media Markt, mediaexpert etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media Markt etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
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[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g., Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
10. [IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
11. Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
12. [IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
13. Rating / product test / customer review app or website
14. Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
15. IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q2 =5
E_Q2d:
[IF E_Q1=1] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the large household appliance you most recently
bought?
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[IF E_Q1=2] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the small household appliance you most recently
bought?
[IF E_Q1=3] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the entertainment appliance you most recently
bought?
[IF E_Q1=4] Which type of traditional media outlet (online and offline) gave you the
[UNDERLINE: initial idea] to purchase the mobile device you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)
18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)
19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on consumer electronics and/or large
electrical appliances
20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on consumer electronics and/or large
electrical appliances
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
[Info] Thank you for your answers so far. Now, we would like to learn more about whether
and how you searched for, obtained and compared specific information about [IF E_Q1=1]
the large household appliance prior to your most recent purchase of the product. [IF
E_Q1=2] the small household appliance prior to your most recent purchase of the product.
[IF E_Q1=3] the entertainment appliance prior to your most recent purchase of the product.
[IF E_Q1=4] the mobile device prior to your most recent purchase of the product.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q9:
[IF E_O1=1] From what sources have you learned more about the large household appliance
you most recently bought?
[IF E_O1=2] From what sources have you learned more about the small household appliance
you most recently bought?
[IF E_O1=3] From what sources have you learned more about the entertainment appliance
you most recently bought?
[IF E_O1=4] From what sources have you learned more about the mobile device you most
recently bought?
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – MULTIPLE RESPONSES PER COLUMN]
[ROWS:]
1. Price information
2. Product information
3. Brand information
4. Information about retail outlet services
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[Mouseover: payment options, delivery options, delivery speed etc.]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-5]
1. Conversation (face-to-face/telephone/online chat) with friends, family, sales personnel, etc.
2. Displayed information in a physical (brick-and-mortar) store
3. Advertisement (e.g. TV or radio commercial, online advertising, poster)
4. Internet/apps (e.g. online stores, social network, search engine, comparison site, rating or
product test website, online marketplaces)
5. Media outlet/article (e.g. newspaper, magazine, TV show – no internet, no advertisements)
[Mouseover: This item only points to media outlets available online and offline, not to
advertisement or internet sources in general.]
6. [IF E_Q1=1] I bought the large household appliance immediately without any further
information search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF E_Q1=2] I bought the small household appliance immediately without any further
information search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF E_Q1=3] I bought the entertainment appliance immediately without any further
information search. [EXCLUSIVE]
[IF E_Q1=4] I bought the mobile device immediately without any further information search.
[EXCLUSIVE]
999.
I don’t know[EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND (E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =1)
E_Q9a:
[IF E_Q1=1] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the large household appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=2] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the small household appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=3] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the entertainment appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=4] Who exactly shared information with you in a face-to-face/telephone/online
conversation prior to purchasing the mobile device you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-3]
1. Salesperson in a store
2. Salesperson on the phone
3. Salesperson via online chat
4. Another person (friends, family, co-workers, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND (E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =3)
E_Q9b:
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[IF E_Q1=1] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the large household appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=2] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the small household appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=3] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the entertainment appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=4] Which type(s) of advertisements did you use to gather information prior to
purchasing the mobile device you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 5-7]
5. Offline advertisement (e.g. billboard, brochure, TV or radio commercial)
6. Online advertisement (e.g. display ad, search engine advertisement)
7. Direct advertisement (direct email, direct letter, etc.)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND (E_Q9_1 E_Q9_2 E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =4)
E_Q9c:
[IF E_Q1=1] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the large household appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=2] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the small household appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=3] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the entertainment appliance you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=4] Which type of website / smartphone application did you use to gather
information prior to purchasing the mobile device you most recently bought?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 8-16]
8.

[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
boulanger, Darty etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
MediaMarkt, Saturn etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
AQUA, Media Markt etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media World, unieuro etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media Markt, mediaexpert etc.)
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9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling multiple brands (e.g.
Media Markt etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc).
[IF Country = 3] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 4] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g., Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website, or online store of a retailer selling only one brand or of the
manufacturer/brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple etc.)
[IF Country = 1] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay,
Ali Express, Cdiscount etc.)
[IF Country = 2] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Wish etc.)
[IF Country = 5] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express, Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo!)
[IF Country = 1] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo
Shopping, fnac, leGuide.com, Idealo etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Check24.de, Idealo, günstiger.de, geizhals.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Árukeresö, Olcsóbbat.hu, ÁRGÉP etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Trovaprezzi, bizrate.com, Twenga etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
Ceneo, Radar etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Price comparison app or website (e.g. Google Shopping, Yahoo Shopping,
PriceRunner, Idealo etc.)
Rating / product test / customer review app or website
Social network (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat)
IF Country = 1] Online news site (e.g. lefigaro.fr, lemonde.fr etc.)
[IF Country = 2] Online news site (e.g. Bild.de, Focus online, stern.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Online news site (e.g. index.hu, origo.hu, blikk.hu etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Online news site (e.g. repubblica.it, libero.it etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Online news site (e.g. wp.pl, onet.pl, interia.pl etc.)
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[IF Country = 6] Online news site (e.g. aftonbladet.se, expressen.se/etc.)
16. Online forum, chatroom, blog, etc.
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q9c =11
E_Q10:
[IF E_Q1=1] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a large household appliance, what type of search terms did you use in the
search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_:Q1=2] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a small household appliance, what type of search terms did you use in the
search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=3] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of an entertainment appliance, what type of search terms did you use in the
search engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=4] If you used a search engine to gather information about as part of your most
recent purchase of a mobile device, what type of search terms did you use in the search
engine query?
Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1. Product name
2. Brand name
3. Retailer name
4. Product description (keywords)
999.
I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND (E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =5)
E_Q9d:
[IF E_Q1=1] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the large household appliance your most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=2] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the small household appliance your most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=3] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the entertainment appliance your most recently
bought?
Please check all that apply.
[IF E_Q1=4] Which type(s) of traditional media outlet(s) (press, TV, radio) did you use to
gather information prior to purchasing the mobile device your most recently bought?
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Please check all that apply.
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 17-20]
17. General offline media outlet (e.g. TV, radio, newspaper)

18. General online media outlet (e.g. online websites of TV Channels, radio streams and
newspapers)

19. Product-specific online media outlet focusing on consumer electronics and/or large
electrical appliances
20. Product-specific offline media outlet focusing on consumer electronics and/or large
electrical appliances
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND ((E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR E_Q9a ≠
999 OR E_Q9b ≠ 999 OR E_Q9c ≠ 999 OR E_Q9d ≠ 999)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
E_Q11:
[PROG: RANK]
[IF E_Q1=1] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the large household appliance you most
recently bought.
[IF E_Q1=2] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the small household appliance you most
recently bought.
[IF E_Q1=3] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the entertainment appliance you most
recently bought.
[IF E_Q1=4] Please indicate the sequence in which you used the sources selected by you
during your information search prior to purchasing the mobile device you most recently
bought.
[Display item if E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if E_Q9a=1]
[Display item if E_Q9a=2]
[Display item if E_Q9a=3]
[Display item if E_Q9a=4]
[Display item if E_Q9b=5]
[Display item if E_Q9b=6]
[Display item if E_Q9b=7]
[Display item if E_Q9c=8]
[Display item if E_Q9c=9]
[Display item if E_Q9c=10]
[Display item if E_Q9c=11]
[Display item if E_Q9c=12]
[Display item if E_Q9c=13]
[Display item if E_Q9c=14]
[Display item if E_Q9c=15]
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[Display item if E_Q9c=16]
[Display item if E_Q9d=17]
[Display item if E_Q9d=18]
[Display item if E_Q9d=19]
[Display item if E_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND ((E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR E_Q9a ≠
999 OR E_Q9b ≠ 999 OR E_Q9c ≠ 999 OR E_Q9d ≠ 999 OR E_Q2a ≠ 999 OR E_Q2b ≠ 999 OR
E_Q2c ≠ 999 OR E_Q2d ≠ 999 OR E_Q2 ≠ 999 or 6)
ALL TOGETHER IF > 1 item selected
E_Q12:
[PROG: RANK]
[IF E_Q1=1] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the large household appliance you most
recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF E_Q1=2] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the small household appliance you most
recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF E_Q1=3] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the entertainment appliance you most
recently bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[IF E_Q1=4] Below we list again all the information sources that you stated to have used as
part of your information search prior to purchasing the mobile device you most recently
bought.
Please rank them, starting with the source that had the strongest impact on your final
purchase decision.
[Display if (E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =2) or (E_Q2=2)] Displayed information in a
physical (brick-and-mortar) store
[Display item if E_Q9a=1 or E_Q2a=1]
[Display item if E_Q9a=2 or E_Q2a=2]
[Display item if E_Q9a=3 or E_Q2a=3]
[Display item if E_Q9a=4 or E_Q2a=4]
[Display item if E_Q9b=5 or E_Q2b=5]
[Display item if E_Q9b=6 or E_Q2b=6]
[Display item if E_Q9b=7 or E_Q2b=7]
[Display item if E_Q9c=8 or E_Q2c=8]
[Display item if E_Q9c=9 or E_Q2c=9]
[Display item if E_Q9c=10 or E_Q2c=10]
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[Display item if E_Q9c=11 or E_Q2c=11]
[Display item if E_Q9c=12 or E_Q2c=12]
[Display item if E_Q9c=13 or E_Q2c=13]
[Display item if E_Q9c=14 or E_Q2c=14]
[Display item if E_Q9c=15 or E_Q2c=15]
[Display item if E_Q9c=16 or E_Q2c=16]
[Display item if E_Q9d=17 or E_Q2d=17]
[Display item if E_Q9d=18 or E_Q2d=18]
[Display item if E_Q9d=19 or E_Q2d=19]
[Display item if E_Q9d=20 or E_Q2d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q12 ≠ 999
E_Q13:
[IF E_Q1=1] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
large household appliance, please select the statement that best explains why you used
those sources.
[IF E_Q1=2] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
small household appliance, please select the statement that best explains why you used
those sources.
[IF E_Q1=3] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of
an entertainment appliance, please select the statement that best explains why you used
those sources.
[IF E_Q1=4] As regards the information sources you used for your most recent purchase of a
mobile device, please select the statement that best explains why you used those sources.
[PROG: PROGRESSIVE GRID – SINGLE RESPONSE PER COLUMN]
[ROWS:]
[PROG insert the top 5 ranked in E_Q12]
[COLUMNS:]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.
I have used this source because of previous overall positive experiences of using
this source for gathering information.

2.

I have used this source because it usually provides very comprehensible

3.

I have used this source because it usually provides the most accurate information.

4.

information.

I have used this source, as it informs me reliably about where to find the cheapest
prices.

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 ((E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 ≠ 999) OR E_Q9a ≠ 999 OR
E_Q9b ≠ 999 OR E_Q9c ≠ 999 OR E_Q9d ≠ 999)
E_Q14:
[IF Q1=1] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the large household appliance.
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[IF Q1=2] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the small household appliance.
[IF Q1=3] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the entertainment appliance.
[IF Q1=4] Please select the last source you used to inform yourself before you finally
purchased the mobile device.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[Display item if E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =2]
[Display item if E_Q9a=1]
[Display item if E_Q9a=2]
[Display item if E_Q9a=3]
[Display item if E_Q9a=4]
[Display item if E_Q9b=5]
[Display item if E_Q9b=6]
[Display item if E_Q9b=7]
[Display item if E_Q9c=8]
[Display item if E_Q9c=9]
[Display item if E_Q9c=10]
[Display item if E_Q9c=11]
[Display item if E_Q9c=12]
[Display item if E_Q9c=13]
[Display item if E_Q9c=14]
[Display item if E_Q9c=15]
[Display item if E_Q9c=16]
[Display item if E_Q9d=17]
[Display item if E_Q9d=18]
[Display item if E_Q9d=19]
[Display item if E_Q9d=20]
999. I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q15:
[IF E_Q1=1] Where did you purchase the large household appliance you most recently
bought?
[IF E_Q1=2] Where did you purchase the small household appliance you most recently
bought?
[IF E_Q1=3] Where did you purchase the entertainment appliance you most recently bought?
[IF E_Q1=4] Where did you purchase the mobile device you most recently bought?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Offline
2. Online
999.
I don’t know
Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q15= 1
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E_Q15a:
[IF E_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a large household appliance.
[IF E_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a small household appliance.
[IF E_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of an entertainment appliance.
[IF E_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of physical (brick-and-mortar) store where you
made your most recent purchase of a mobile device.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

A retailer selling multiple brands

2.

Manufacture’s/brand’s own store or a retailer selling only one brand

4.

Supermarket/hypermarket

3.

5.

Department store

Other

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q15 = 2
E_Q15b:
[IF E_Q1=1] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a large household appliance.
[IF E_Q1=2] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a small household appliance.
[IF E_Q1=3] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of an entertainment appliance.
[IF E_Q1=4] Please indicate the specific type of online store/retailer where you made your
most recent purchase of a mobile device.
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-4]
1.

2.

[IF Country = 1] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling only

one brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)

[IF Country = 2] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling
one brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 3] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling
one brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 4] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling
one brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 5] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling
one brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 6] Manufacture’s/brand’s own online store or an online retailer selling
one brand (e.g. Samsung, Apple, etc.)
[IF Country = 1] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. boulanger, Darty etc.)

only
only
only
only
only

[IF Country = 2] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. MediaMarkt, Saturn etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. AQUA, Media Markt etc.)
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3.

4.

5.

[IF Country = 4] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Media World, unieuro etc.)
[IF Country = 5] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Media Markt, mediaexpert
etc.)
[IF Country = 6] An online retailer selling multiple brands (e.g. Media Markt etc.)
[IF Country = 1] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, eBay, Ali Express,

Cdiscount etc.)

[IF Country = 2] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express,
real.de etc.)
[IF Country = 3] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express,
Wish, eMAG etc.)
[IF Country =4] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express, Wish
etc.)
[IF Country = 5] An online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay, Ali Express,
Allegro etc.)
[IF Country = 6] App, website of an online marketplace (e.g. Amazon marketplace, e-Bay,
Ali Express etc.)
Online shopping club for members only
Other

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q15 = 2 AND (E_Q15b =1 or 2) AND (E_Q9c = 8 or 9)
E_Q15c:
[IF E_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a large household appliance, did you
search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from
which you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of a small household appliance, did you
search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from
which you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of an entertainment appliance, did you
search for information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from
which you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a mobile device, did you search for
information on websites, apps or in stores of retailers other than the one from which you
made the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q15 = 2 AND E_Q15b =3 AND E_Q9c = 10
E_Q15d:
[IF E_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a large household appliance, did you
search for information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
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[IF E_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of a small household appliance, did you
search for information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of an entertainment appliance, did you
search for information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a mobile device, did you search for
information on websites of online marketplaces other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4 AND E_Q15 = 1 AND (E_Q9_1 or E_Q9_2 or E_Q9_3 or E_Q9_4 =2)
E_Q15e:
[IF E_Q1=1] Prior to your most recent purchase of a large household appliance, did you
search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=2] Prior to your most recent purchase of a small household appliance, did you
search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=3] Prior to your most recent purchase of an entertainment appliance, did you
search for information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which
you made the purchases?
[IF E_Q1=4] Prior to your most recent purchase of a mobile device, did you search for
information in physical (brick-and-mortar) stores other than the one from which you made
the purchases?
[PROG: SINGLE RESPONSE]
1. Yes
2. No
999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q16a:
[IF E_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the large household appliance from that specific physical
(brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF E_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the small household appliance from that specific physical
(brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF E_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the entertainment appliance from that specific physical
(brick-and mortar) or online store/marketplace and not another one?
[IF E_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the mobile device from that specific physical (brick-and
mortar) or online store/ marketplace and not another one?
[PROG: MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
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1.

This retail outlet offered the best price.

3.

[Mouseover: advice, product demo etc.]
This retail outlet offered the best post-purchase service.

2.

This retail outlet had the best pre-purchase service

4.

[Mouseover: delivery, return, installation, guarantee services etc.]
This retail outlet was the most convenient for me (e.g. the quickest way to make the

5.

This retailer offered my preferred method of payment.

7.

The retail outlet was not of importance.

6.

8.

purchase)

Ambiance of the retail outlet.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q16b:
[IF E_Q1=1] Why did you purchase the large household appliance from the brand you chose
and not another one?
[IF E_Q1=2] Why did you purchase the small household appliance from the brand you chose
and not another one?
[IF E_Q1=3] Why did you purchase the entertainment appliance from the brand you chose
and not another one?
[IF E_Q1=4] Why did you purchase the mobile device from the brand you chose and not
another one?
[PROG MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMISE 1-7]
1.

This brand was the cheapest.

2.

This brand offered the best value for money.

4.

This brand offered the best quality.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

This brand has been my favourite brand anyhow.

This brand was the most environmentally sustainable choice.

The brand has the best image.

The brand was not of importance.

Other reason(s).

999.

I don’t know [EXCLUSIVE]

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q17:
[IF E_Q1=1] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the large household appliance to the final purchase?
[IF E_Q1=2] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the small household appliance to the final purchase?
[IF E_Q1=3] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the entertainment appliance to the final purchase?
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[IF E_Q1=4] For your most recent purchase, how long did it take from the initial idea to
purchase the mobile device to the final purchase?
[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

2.

I saw the item and I instantly bought it

Less than an hour

3.

Less than a day

5.

Less than a month

7.

More than three months

4.

6.

Less than a week

Less than three months

999.

I don’t know

Base: PRODCAT_SELECTED=4
E_Q18:
[IF E_Q1=1] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a large household appliance?
[IF E_Q1=2] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a small household appliance?
[IF E_Q1=3] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought an entertainment appliance?
[IF E_Q1=4] Overall, how satisfied were you with the purchase experience as a whole when
you last bought a mobile device?
[PROG SINGLE RESPONSE]
1.

Very satisfied

2.

Fairly satisfied

4.

Not at all satisfied

3.

999.

Not very satisfied

I don’t know
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II Customer Journey – Frequency
Figure II-1: First purchase – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1937. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure II-2: Not first purchase – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5857. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure II-3: First purchase – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1837. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure II-4: Not first purchase – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=6139. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure II-5: First purchase – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2349. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure II-6: Not first purchase – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3954. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure II-7: First purchase – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2175. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure II-8: Not first purchase – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4423. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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III Customer Journey – Brand primacy
Figure III-1: Brand primacy – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3638. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure III-2: No brand primacy – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3733. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure III-3: Brand primacy – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2533. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure III-4: No brand primacy – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=5068. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure III-5: Brand primacy – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1159. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure III-6: No brand primacy – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4740. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure III-7: Brand primacy – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2442. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure III-8: No brand primacy – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3908. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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IV Customer Journey – Retailer primacy
Figure IV-1: Retailer primacy – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3586. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure IV-2: No retailer primacy – Cosmetics and hair care

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3798. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure IV-3: Retailer primacy – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=3034. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure IV-4: No retailer primacy – Clothing and shoes

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4543. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure IV-5: Retailer primacy – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=1755. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure IV-6: No retailer primacy – House and garden equipment

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4202. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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Figure IV-7: Retailer primacy – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=2187. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.

Figure IV-8: No retailer primacy – Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Source: WIK-Consult/Ipsos. Survey results. N=4083. The figures exclude those respondents who indicated "I don’t know” for
each phase.
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V Google Trends Search Terms
1.

Cosmetics and hair care

Brands:
Eyeko, Hej Organic, Ciaté, Tweezerman, Ouai, Man Cave, Curaprox, Embryolisse, My Magic Mud,
Eucerin, Yes to Shop, V Fau, OPI, Steambase, L'Oréal Paris Stylista, Löwengrip, Mr Bear Family, Le
Masque Switzerland, Urban Apothecary, Perricone MD, Percy & Reed, Rituals, Philip Kingsley, Seche
Vite, Topshop Shop, I WANT YOU NAKED, The Piu, Benamor, Zew for Men, Gallivant, Wella EIMI,
Smashbox, Daniel Sandler, PureHeals, DEWYTREE, COMME DEUX, The Lotus, Balance ME, YARD ETC,
Coola, too cool for school, AMELIORATE, L'Oréal Paris Botanicals Fresh Care, Blind Barber, loreal, the
Balm, Missguided, Weleda, Lipstick Queen, Pai skincare, ELLIS FAAS, Tommy Hilfiger Fragrance,
RapidLash, Lumene, Aromatherapy Associates, Mimitika, DKNY Fragrance, Salt & Stone, Selahatin,
Barber Pro, INARI Arctic Beauty, Ardell, Raaw by Trice, Maybelline New York, Dr. Bronner´s, L'Oréal
Paris Colovista, Hershesons, Scotch & Soda Shop, L'Oréal Paris, Bruno Banani Shop, Clarisonic, Grow
Gorgeous, Hawaiian Tropic, Models Own, First Aid Beauty, Omorovicza Budapest, Paul & Joe Beaute,
Edible Beauty Australia, Girl Smells, StriVectin, Wilkinson Sword, HELLO JO BEAUTY, Thomas Clipper,
Sarah Chapman, VERSO skincare, JACKS beauty line, MAC, Bobbi Brown, Travalo, Estée Lauder, Sally
Hansen, NA-KD Shop, The Library of Fragrance, Hylamide, Tommy Hilfiger Shop, SHAN RAHIMKHAN,
The Perfect V, L'OCCITANE, fine, Emma Hardie, Jack & Jones Shop
Stores:
netkobiety, glamma, avene, larocheposay, horex, szepsegcikk, pomagam, pascalcoste-shopping,
innenaussen, viva, onatera, fodraszkellekek, tendance-parfums, sunpoint, makeuplaza,
mesaudacosmetics, givenchybeauty, gouiran-beaute, kicks, clarins, beautynailhairsalons, btru,
ghdhair, czasgentlemanow, dermashop, kremmania, maczfit, jordklok, dermastore, parfym-klick,
helia-d, langhaarnetzwerk, hairgallery, stylingagenten, eau-thermale-avene, bestproducts,
cosmopolitan, harmoniq, clicrdv, babor, yves-rocher, beautyjunkies, dm-drogeriemarkt, drlifestyle,
kobietamag, guerlain, parfumcenter, bleulibellule, sephora-info-it, theordinary, bodyvisualizer,
blackbeards, cliniqueitaly, marykayintouch, glossybox, drhauschka, kiehls, cosibella, hajvarazs, ulta,
parfum-zentrum, mueller, maccosmetics, donnabeauty, zblogowani, harupplysningen, babyface,
beauty, ybpn, mukoromplaza, monvanityideal, tattooscout, illatmuhely, love, yamuna, parfumhaz,
olivianatural, astramakeup, herbeauty, kobietapo30, beautecherie, armanibeauty, parfimo,
naobcasach, chillys-europe, judithwilliams, papilot, ohmycream, protein, niche-beauty, olfastory,
bioderma, fragrantica, triny, beautifulboxbyaufeminin, ohmybrush, youniqueproducts, nivea,
gurugossiper, parfumblog, vitolog
Products:
żel do włosów, schampo, pianka do włosów, cire pour les cheveux, Haarfärbemittel, Hairgel,
shampoo, lacca per capelli, Haarglanzspray, odcień włosów, wosk do włosów, hair cream, hajszérum,
hår glans spray, hårfärg, hår deodrant, oil, deodorante per capelli, teinture pour cheveux, maska do
włosów, masque capillaire, spray brillance cheveux, Haar Serum, Haar deodrant, shine spray,
hårkräm, hair tint, hårvax, cheveux désodorisant, crème pour les cheveux, gel per capelli, olio per
capelli, hair wax, cera per capelli, hair deodrant, Haar Wachs, Haj viasz, Haargel, huile pour cheveux,
Balsamo per capelli, Hair conditioner, hår serum, hair dye, hårton, gel pour les cheveux, hårbalsam,
hajárnyalat, poudre pour cheveux, Hair mask, farba do włosów, sérum capillaire, polvere per capelli,
szampon, hajkondícionáló, Haar Öl, serum do włosów, hajfényes spray, proszek do włosów,
Haarmaske, hårpulver, hårgelé, serum, hajkrém, Hair tint, hajpor, hajzselé, haj maszk, hårmask, haj
olaj, olejek do włosów, hajfesték, Haarspülung, haj dezodor, siero per capelli, tinta per capelli, après385
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shampooing, hår olja, maschera per capelli, dezodorant do włosów, odżywka do włosów,
Haartönung, shampooing, crema per capelli, sampon, lakier do włosów w sprayu, shampoo,
Haarcreme, Haarpuder, hair powder

2.

Clothing and Shoes

Brands:
Simply Be Shop, BLANCHE, Miss Green, TH&TH, Cordwainer, GTA, James Read, Mammut, Kenzo,
COMME DEUX, PIECES Tall, Miss Selfridge Wide Fit, WAL G., TFNC Curve, Kronstadt, Undress Code,
BOSS, Ardell, Cotton On Curve, MANÉ, Gossard, Ouai, Converse, True Decadence Tall, Remonte,
Slydes, Cath Kidston, YOURTURN Shop, Levi's®, Stratic, Scoredraw, Paco Gil, Les Girls Les Boys,
Cotton On Body, Foxiedox, Daniel Sandler, RVLT, MAERZ Muenchen, Toral Shop, Falke, NOP, Won
Hundred, Versace Shop, White Mountaineering, Vossen, Molo, Emporio Armani, Skins, Stripe + Stare,
Lacoste LIVE, 81 hours Shop, Marjo, Aveda, Kids ONLY, Fratelli Russo, Codello, Original Penguin,
PYRENEX, Calvin Klein, Q/S designed by, IZOD, Good American, Lost Ink, Kurt Geiger London, Love
Copenhagen, Swarovski, OYSHO, nike, Loeffler Randall, Bianca Di, MOSCHINO, Evans, Blend, Bardot
Shop, Skagen Shop, LOVE2WAIT, Natural World, IKKS, JUST FEMALE, Skullcandy, Noppies, Burton,
Dr. Bronner´s, Bergans, Marco Tozzi Shop, ONLY Shop, Arnette, MWM, Good For Nothing,
Birkenstock Shop, Zalando Essentials, Donna Carolina, Roberto Cavalli, Call it Spring, Expatrié, Armor
lux, Bruuns Bazaar, TOM TAILOR MEN PLUS, Free People, Noose & Monkey, St. Tropez
Stores:
ivet, pullandbear, scarpescarpestore, zappos, born2be, massimodutti, footway, dorko, wolczanka,
garnstudio, qwertee, mecshopping, brillbird, terranovastyle, wojas, goertz, fashion24, quiosque,
mangooutlet, bibloo, apprl, urban-babe-hu, ecco, kiabi, adlermode, pakuten, originalmarines,
dstreet, diversesystem, snipes, falconeri, campadre, wittchen, zoovillage, bettyfashion, zszywka,
hadawebshop, peterhahn, avanti24, zalando, graffitishop, bigstar, lamoda, butopea, frankonia,
butlers, starshiners, stayhard, calzedonia, mohito, veromoda, johnells, zalando-lounge, modanoemi,
bebio, vitkac, bw-online-shop, na-kd, sheego, fashiola, piazzaitalia, orsay, qvc, ae, macys, sportisimo,
uniqlo, deezee, jcpenney, jdsports, footlocker, vogue, eobuwie, gebrueder-goetz, rylko, dress-forless, glami, herrenausstatter, sellpy, limango, deichmann, storyinsta, mirapodo, pittarello, geox,
dockyard, proteinbolaget, narvar, calvinklein, aw-lab, bokadirekt, depop, engelbert-strauss,
campdavid-soccx, adj, boozt, nelly, kappahl, glamour, booztlet, jack&jones
Products:
chemise, Hemd, skirts, sneaker, baskets, trunkar, scivola, feuillets, manteau, shorts, kardigán, soutiengorge, camicia, coat, gonne, bottes, Gamaschen, giacca, szorty, Robes, pompe, sztylpy, Hemden,
Sportschuhe, bluza, Farmer, jupes, pulóver, veste, camicetta, Pumps, blúz, ingek, stivali, camicie,
settenkedő, ghette, koszula, Kleider, stövlar, Sneaker, tronchi, shirts, chemises, Sportoberteil, ruhák,
sports top, sukienki, chandail, dresses, sweter rozpinany, maglione, vestiti, behå, kabát, sportskor,
melltartó, kurze Hose, haut de sport, les troncs, biustonosz, Strickjacke, shirt, leggings, sport felső,
sport shoes, pantaloncini, top sportowy, ing, reggiseno, chaussures de sport, kurtka, cappotto, scarpe
sportive, slips, Jeans, Tröja, csizma, Stiefel, trunks, pumps, cardigan, Bluse, täcka, glider, dzseki, buty,
klänningar, kjolar, alsónadrág, kąpielówki, damasker, sweater, dżinsy, płaszcz, megcsúszik, chemisier,
gymnastiksko, rövidnadrág, blus, boots, rutscht aus, sportcipő, lakierki, Stämme, Jacke, top sportivo,
die Röcke, sporttopp, pompes, jacket, szivattyúk, Sweatshirt, Mantel, bokavédő, bra, spódnice, BH,
skjorta, buty sportowe, jeans, jacka, sweter, tenisówka, short, blouse, koszule, szoknyák

3.

House and garden equipment

Brands:
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Grattify, Karman, Ravensberger, Babyhoot, PLAYBOY, Powerful Vision Ltd, BelleFierté, Pinolino, Profi
Power, fatboy, Sciae, Urban Facettes, OurHouse, Frozen, Balette, Safetots, Zumaline, Clarissa Hulse,
Willa Arlo Interiors, Allermuir, Oliver Gal, Rothenberger, MONKEY MACHINE, SGreenandSons,
Isabelline, Belfry Kitchen, Belfry Heating, Wellemöbel, Royal Brierley, Limelight, Miele, Ultimate Home
Living Group, Bo-Camp, Way Basics, Schoengeist & Petersen, Casa Selección, Caso Design, Alcott
Hill, Silent Night, Berndes, COZZ, Indian Hub, Garten Living, Dreamland, Salter, DURAMAXX, MTD,
Sparks Gift, GillmoreSPACE, Stapelgoed, Derry's, Mesana, Zyliss, Baby Bites, Belfry Bathroom, The
Sharon Nowlan Collection, Atelier Pfister, Sansibar Home, Vitavia, JB Kind Doors, Zwilling, Nkuku,
KÖGL Wohnlicht, Brayden Studio, Gallery M, Neudorff, Maine Furniture Co., Capt´n Sharky, Evviva,
Disney Britto, Nomon, Hailo, Candellana, Integral LED, Somcasa, Pieles Pipsa, Artistar, Americanflat,
Spode, KalaMitica, Buttercup of London, ArteFocus, Hometex, Lifestyle Appliances, Blanco, Diana
Cowpe, Soda Trend, Latkowski, Sygonix, Maja, Gannon's Furniture, Beautiful You, Forestdream,
Vierhaus, Yatas Europe GmbH, Happy Larry, Boltze, Lafuma, Lay-Z-Spa, BLUE SHAKER,
SQProfessionalLtd
Stores:
zurbrueggen, hertz247, designaddict, more2home, sleepadvisor, scandicsofa, pamono, nest,
musterring, massivmoebelshop, doimocityline, meblezet, doimosalotti, moebelheinrich,
mebletkaniny, moebel-rieger, savoirbeds, tempur, meble-diana, boxspring-welt, devon-devon, flos,
marmex, top-office, sofy24, livingdivani, mokana, kika, westelm, magniflex, wakefit, colunex,
holzconnection, juliagrup, dorelan, meble-focus, moebelix, aquaclean, structube, classicdesignitalia,
almidecor, poliform, simbasleep, innovationliving, midj, cattolicaeracleaonline, gama-sklep,
ostermann, lepukka, malodesign, grosfillex, moebel-boss, brunobett, slf24, schoener-wohnen,
workbrands, stylowy-mebel, stockholmfurniturelightfair, stolab, stokke, asplundstore, go-2b-planer,
ciatdesign, stolpluskrzesla, segmueller, normann-copenhagen, ditreitalia, italyclassics, iddesign,
swiat-krzesel, guru-shop, johansondesign, meblekryspol, karinameble, infinitidesign, sixay, pianca,
westwingnow, miliashop, matratzen-concord, ashleyfurniture, sitzdesign, article, vitra, lamurrina,
meblepumo, moebel, lemamobili, meble-bogart, multipolster, plana, zespoke, arancucine, nova68,
thebrick, theoriginalscrapbox, bett1, giorgiocollection, fischers-lagerhaus, samoadivani, pedrali
Products:
Tabelle, taille-haie, chair, izzókörte, Laubbläser, Srewdriver, żarówka, soffa, asztal, dmuchawadoliści,
lampa, lampe, drill, hammare, kanapé, fúró, lövblås, Schraubenzieher, bohren, table, marteau, tavolo,
lamp, percer, Lampe, fűnyíró, lampada, lámpa, Kosiarka, ampoule, lawnmower, tabell, hedgetrimmer,
leafblower, sofa, tagliaerba, letto, sedia, nożycedożywopłotu, stol, tournevis, bed, lightbulb,
levélfúvó, kalapács, szék, chaise, borra, wiercić, Heckenschere, häcksax, krzesło, młotek, divano,
hammer, glödlampa, ágy, sövényvágó, martello, Rasenmäher, dieGlühbirne, srewdriver, Stuhl,
gräsklippare, Sofa, stół, säng, łóżko, lit, Bett, soffiatoreperfoglie, tagliasiepi, Hammer, lampadina,
tondeuseàgazon, souffleurdefeuilles, canapé

4.

Consumer electronics and large electrical appliances

Brands:
L'OR , Morphy Richards, GRAEF , SANUS , REFLECTION , CLATRONIC , ROBOMOW , BaByliss, ALECTO
, PROMATE , OTL , VISTRON , VILEDA , JAY-TECH , ENDERS , COMPULOCKS , Rapoo, Nikon, Metz,
SEBO , MIDEA EUROPE , MOULINEX , Sony, Playstation, DYSON , ALCATEL , RITTER , APC, HP, ISY ,
UNOLD , IPV , GEFU , Arnova, Tefal, SCHREYÖGG , BONECO , PanzerGlass, HONEYWELL , Telekom,
INTENSO , NILCO , Liebherr, HTC , HOOVER , KÄFER , MELITTA , BLACK ROCK , KARCHER , XAVAX ,
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LANDMANN , TITANIUM , DS PRODUCTS , KENWOOD , LAVAZZA , TECHNAXX , KITCHENAID ,
LOGITECH , SBS-MOBILE , HP , Misfit, IDEAL , AUGUST , LA PAVONI , MOTOROLA , INFRARED4YOU ,
JVC , YAMAHA , ASUS , SERENE HOUSE , FUJITSU , Panasonic, PEAQ , REALPOWER , AIR WICK , Style
`n Cook, LEIFHEIT , apple, MEDION , Brother, BEATS , Caterpillar, DALLMAYR , INNOGY , MAZZER ,
GIGASET , ALCATEL ONETOUCH, WÖHRLEIN , EIO , Casio, Artwizz, EXQUISIT , WEMOOVE , Bosch, EL
FUEGO , Emsa, beanarella, PANASONIC , ECM , Parrot, MIDEA
Stores:
hoeffner, darty, auchan, byggmax, eprice, mediamarkt, amazon, obi, marketworld, markabolt, pcland,
poco, tretti, alza, bygghemma, conforama, kitchentime, electro, emag, home24, leroymerlin,
monclick, cervera, philips, hornbach, fnac, skapiec, onlinestore
Products:
orateur, hörlurar, Waschmaschinen, caffettiera, microonde, porszívó, Machinesàlaver, Lavatrici,
fourmicroonde, cuffie, tv, lettoremusicale, videoplayer, Staubsauger, ugn, mobilny, bärbardator,
tvättmaskin, videospelare, doublemachineàlaver, grawideo, zenelejátszó, machineàcafé,
konyhairobotgép,
hűtőszekrények,
mélynyomó,
notatnik,
écouteurs,
télévision,
Doppelwaschmaschinen, congélateurs, mobil, Tieftöner, robotdacucina, asciugatrice, altoparlante,
Steamers, Cookers, Kuchenki, Lavasciuga, Verstärker, tablette, piekarnik, radio, videolejátszó,
telewizja, torktumlare, Gefrierschränke, Lecteurdemusique, diskmaskin, mobile, wzmacniacz,
fejhallgató, piroscafi, réfrigérateurs, Musikspieler, videojáték, kylskåp, Mosógépek, zamrażarki, Ofen,
aspirapolvere, four, kávéfőző, odkurzacz, lavastoviglie, kuchenkamikrofalowa, mosogatógép,
notebook, Videospiel, Lautsprecher, rádió, erősítő, sütő, Mobil, duplamosógépek, frysar,
lettorevideo, kaffebryggare, Mikrowelle, Torktumlare, lecteurvidéo, sütőGőzölők, Cuisinières, doppie,
televízió, Fernsehen, congelatori, Szárítógépek, Lave-vaisselle, Herd, zmywarka, odtwarzaczmuzyki,
Kaffeemaschine, robotculinaire, tabletta, Handy, ångfartyg, Mobiltelefon, läsplatta, tablet,
fagyasztók, szárítógép, słuchawki, amplificateur, ekspresdokawy, mikrovågsugn, carnet,
robotkuchenny, Trockner, Kopfhörer, woofer, musikspelare, dammsugare, frigoriferi, Fornelli, laptop,
hangszóró, laveusesécheuse, jeuvidéo, högtalare, torktumlaretvättmaskiner, mikrohullámú, Suszarki,
ilcomputerportatile, Küchenmaschine, matberedare, televisione, Asciugatrici, forno, Kühlschränke,
Radio, videogame, Pralki, sèche-linge, lodówki, portable, Wäschetrockner, bashögtalare, pralkosuszarka, podwójnelavatricipralki, Laptop, odtwarzaczwideo, séchoir, anteckningsbok, amplificatore,
głośnik, förstärkare, Dampfer, Geschirrspüler, TV-spel, spisar, głośnikniskotonowy, aspirateur,
suszarka, Parowce, Tvättmaskiner
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VI Systematic Literature Review
Full reference

Type of
research

Method

Last, F. Year. “Title of the article.”
Journal/Conference, Volume (No): Page(s).

Qualitative vs. Survey, focus
quantitative groups,
research
interviews,
experiment
etc.

Sampling

Sample size

Countries

representative
sample, self-selected
sample, small
samples, student
sample etc.

N

BE, BG, CZ, DK, DE, Short description of the key results (about two
EE, IE, EL, ES, FR, HR, sentences).
IT, CY, LV, LT, LU,
HU, MT, NL, AT,
PL,PT, RO, SI, SK, SE,
UK
and others
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A
B
C
D
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UK
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25

Benn, Yael, Thomas L. Webb, Betty P. I. Chang, & Quantitative
John Reidy. 2015. "What information do
consumers consider, and how do they look for it,
when shopping for groceries online?" Appetite
89:265-273.

Experiment

Small sample and/or
self-selected sample

N = 40

Boardman, Rosy, & Helen McCormick. 2018.
Qualitative
"Shopping channel preference and usage
motivations." Journal of Fashion Marketing and
Management: An International Journal 22 (2):270284.

Interview
method

Non-probability,
purposive sample

N = 50

Bronnenberg, Bart J., Jun B. Kim, & Carl F. Mela.
2016. "Zooming In on Choice: How Do
Consumers Search for Cameras Online?"
Marketing Science 35 (5):693-712.

Dataset
analysis
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N = 12,700
dataset contains data
from different
sources; no survey
data as such. Instead
3 sources were used:
comScore tracking
data, camera product
pages, and price
histories from price
tracking tools

Quantitative

UK

Key results

Ranking
(Journal/
Conference)

Number
of
citations
N

According to the findings of this study, almost all of Not ranked 24
the participants (95%) made use of the virtual
according to
departments on the website (categories) while 80% ABS
customers felt the need to make use of the search
box on the website to find the grocery product they
needed. 60% of the candidates were even found to
be making use of the special offers page on the
marketplace before finalizing their shopping
decision for groceries.
E-commerce is growing in popularity due to
consumer motivation factors like ease of access,
convenience, high range of selection, and idea
shopping. Younger people opt for mobile
commerce while physical stores are preferred by
people over 60

Mostly US panelists Consumers who are looking for an expensive
product in consumer electronics category, the
product search process usually includes over a
dozen search queries before making a purchase
decision.
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Chen, Aihui, Yaobin Lu, & Bin Wang. 2017.
Quantitative
"Customers’ purchase decision-making process in
social commerce: A social learning perspective."
International Journal of Information Management
37 (6):627-638.
Farah, Maya F., & Zahy B. Ramadan. 2017.
Quantitative
"Disruptions versus more disruptions: How the
Amazon dash button is altering consumer buying
patterns." Journal of Retailing and Consumer
Services 39 (C):54-61.

Survey

Self-selected sample N = 243
that ought be a
representative sample

Probably mostly CN Researchers found that in the context of social
commerce, consumer purchase intention usually
relies on two predictors of purchase - cognitive
appraisal and affective appraisal.

**

26

Survey

No clear information
provided; probably a
simple random
sampling or selfselected sample

N = 630

US

Amazon Dash buttons achieve high engagement
with the customers and drive high sales by
appealing to the impulsiveness behaviour of the
customers.

**

9

Representative
sample

N = 1,533

UK, ES

24

Representative
sample

N = 771

ES

The authors found that certain intrinsic and extrinsic **
motivational factors influences sales channel usage
differently at each purchasing stage and for each
product category. Furthermore, the authors
conclude that multichannel shoppers are not a
homogeneous group. There are many types of
multi-channel shoppers across the entire spectrum
from exclusively online shoppers to exclusively
offline shoppers, depending on general preferences
and product categories.

In case of products or services that consumers have ***
purchased before repeatedly, their sales journey
gets impacted by prior knowledge and experiences.
There are four criteria that influence future purchase
journey of consumers when shopping for
repeatedly purchased products, including - number
of criteria, number of alternatives available to the
consumer, duration of purchase, and number of
cycles repeated.

34

Frasquet, Marta, Alejandro Descals, & Maria Ruiz- Quantitative
Molina. 2015. "Identifying patterns in channel
usage across the search, purchase and post-sales
stages of shopping." Electronic Commerce
Research and Applications 14 (6):654-665

Survey

Herrando, Carolina, Julio Jimenez-Martinez, & M. Quantitative
Jose Martin de Hoyos. 2018. "Surfing or flowing?
How to retain e-customers on the Internet."
Spanish Hournal of Marketing - ESIC 22 (1):2-21.

Survey

Karimi, Sahar, K. Nadia Papamichail, &
Christopher P. Holland. 2015. "The effect of prior
knowledge and decision-making style on the
online purchase decision-making process: A
typology of consumer shopping behaviour."
Decision Support Systems 77:137-147

Experiment, No information
interview,
provided
questionnaire

N=55; Video No information
recording
provided
and verbal
protocols
yield a large
amount of
data

Survey

N = 258

Mixed
method

Li, Yang, Hefu Liu, Qian Huang, Feng Yang, &
Quantitative
Matthew Lee. 2018. "Consumer Decision Making
in Multi-channel Retail: the Effects of Online
Channel Media Richness and Cross-channel
Integration." 51st Hawaii International Conference
on System Sciences, Hawaii.

No clear information
provided; probably a
simple random
sampling or selfselected sample

CN

According to the results of this study, consumers
Not ranked 102
who are passionate are more prone to getting
according to
significantly impacted by the social state of flow
ABS
(positive social responses) and become more easily
trusting on the brand, leading to a higher
probability of such customers making a purchase.

Businesses having multi-channel environment for
the consumer increases the convenience for the
consumers while also generate a higher credibility
of the brand. A multi-channel environment helps
alleviate some privacy concerns as well as the
possibility of deception.

Not ranked 56
according to
ABS
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Neslin, Scott A., Kinshuk Jerath, Anand Bodapati, Qualitative
Eric T. Bradlow, John Deighton, Sonja Gensler,
Leonard Lee, Elisa Montaguti, Rahul Telang, Raj
Venkatesan, Peter C. Verhoef, & Z. John Zhang.
2014. "The interrelationships between brand and
channel choice." Marketing Letters 25 (3):319330.

Logical
reasoning

Not applicable; it is a
qualitative paper

Not
Not applicable; it is
applicable; it a qualitative paper
is a
qualitative
paper

Nölle, Nikolai, & Frank Wisselink. 2019. "Pushing Qualitative
the Right Buttons: How the Internet of Things
Simplifies the Customer Journey." In Future Telco:
Successful Positioning of Network Operators in
the Digital Age, edited by Peter Krüssel, 319-328.

Discussion

Not applicable; it is a
qualitative paper

Not
Not applicable;; it is
applicable; it a qualitative paper
is a
qualitative
paper

Park, Sangkyu, & Dongwon Lee. 2017. "An
empirical study on consumer online shopping
channel choice behavior in omni-channel
environment." Telematics and Informatics 34
(8):1398-1407.

Multivariate Transaction data from N=21,182
probit model a South Korean
home-shopping
retailer

KR

Ramadan, Zahy B., Maya F. Farah, & Danielle
Quantitative
Kassab. 2019. "Amazon's approach to consumers’
usage of the Dash button and its effect on
purchase decision involvement in the U.S.
market." Journal of Retailing and Consumer
Services 47:133-139.

Survey

No clear information N = 630
provided; probably a
representative sample
or simple random
sampling

US

Rodríguez-Torrico, Paula, Rebeca San José
Cabezudo, & Sonia San-Martín. 2017. "Tell me
what they are like and I will tell you where they
buy. An analysis of omnichannel consumer
behavior." Computers in Human Behavior
68:465-471.

Survey

Self-selected sample N = 284

Probably mostly ES The intent of purchase often decides the type of
***
sales channel used by the customers. Impulsiveness
purchases are often driven on mobile devices and
internet commerce platforms.

Quantitative

Quantitative

Following the argumentation of the authors,
Not ranked 25
consumers do not simply prefer one sales channel according to
over another when purchasing in general. However, ABS
based on personal experience and classical
economic benefit theory, the authors emphasize
that consumers' channel choices are based on
several criteria that influence each other.
Specifically, they assume that the consumer
chooses the channel that provides the greatest
utility for a given combination of brand and sales
channel availability. Furthermore, the benefits will
include factors such as the positioning of the
retailer or manufacturer, the consumer's
information search process and past experience.
The IoT devices will bring more simplication to the
process of making a purchase decision for
customers. The researchers found that AI
technology will help the IoT devices learn the
shopping behaviour and patterns among the
consumers for better shopping experience.
Consumers prefer to use mobile or e-commerce
channels when looking for credence goods or
experience goods as it leads to having access to
reviews from other customers.

Not ranked 15
according to
ABS

Not ranked 11
according to
ABS

The success of Amazon Dash button has many
*
internal factors that have contributed to the success
of the button because consumers are already in a
position to trust a reputed brand like Amazon and
the limited major brands that have Dash buttons.
The researchers argued that it would be difficult to
replicate this success by other retailers.

3

11
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Sondhi, Parikshit, Mohit Sharma, Pranam Kolari, & Quantitative
ChengXiang Zhai. 2018. "A Taxonomy of Queries
for E-commerce Search." SIGIR '18 The 41st
International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research
& Development in Information Retrieval, Ann
Arbor.

Dataset
analysis

Data on search
queries on an ecommerce site

Not
applicable;
the authors
analysed 3
million
unique
queries

Probably mostly US By making an analysis of search queries used by the Not ranked 5
consumers on e-commerce platforms, the
according to
researcher found that search queries can be
ABS
indicative of consumer purchase behaviour and
intent. The authors distinguish between five
categories of E-Commerce queries, each
corresponding to distinctive search behaviours: 1)
Shallow Exploration Queries (short and vague
queries used for an initial exploration of the product
space), 2) Targeted Purchase Queries (queries used
for familiar items), 3) Major-Item Shopping Queries
(queries used to shop for major and relatively
expensive items that require intensive exploration),
4)Minor-Item Shopping Queries (queries used to
shop for minor and relatively inexpensive items that
still requires exploration), and 5)Hard-Choice
Shopping Queries (used by consumers that want to
deeply explore all possibilities).

Su, Ning, Jiyin He, Yiqun Liu, Min Zhang, &
Quantitative
Shaoping Ma. 2018. "User Intent, Behaviour, and
Perceived Satisfaction in Product Search." WSDM
'18 Proceedings of the Eleventh ACM
International Conference on Web Search and
Data Mining, Marina Del Rey.

Questionnair Simple random
e survey,
sampling or selfdataset
selected sample
analysis

van der Veen, Gerrita, & Robert van
Quantitative
Ossenbruggen. 2015. "Mapping Out the
Customer's Journey: Customer Search Strategy as
a Basis for Channel Management." Journal of
Marketing Channels 22 (3):202-213.

Mixed
method
combining
surveys and
interviews

No clear information N = 3,184
provided; probably a
simple random
sampling or a
representative sample

NL

Wang, Yu-Min, Hsin-Hui Lin, Wei-Chun Tai, & Yi- Quantitative
Ling Fan. 2016. "Understanding multi-channel
research shoppers: an analysis of Internet and
physical channels." Information Systems and eBusiness Management 14 (2):389-413.

Survey
method

Probably a selfselected sample or
simple random
sampling

No information
provided

Survey: N = No information
295;
provided
Dataset: N =
1,000.

N = 191

The researchers conclude that there is a possibility Not ranked 6
of reliably predicting user satisfaction from product according to
search, most notably in the cases where search is
ABS
either decision making intent or target finding
intent. Using this information, e-commerce
marketplace can better adjust their search
algorithms to target customer satisfaction in a
reliable manner

Multichannel sales environment is suitable for a
Not ranked 28
large consumer groups as different age groups
according to
have priority for a variety of different sales channels. ABS
In selecting a sales channel, consumers look for
three factors - peace-of-mind, reassurance, and
convenience.
According to the findings, the characteristics of the **
sales channels make a lot of difference for the
consumers and these characteristics vary
significantly between physical and online channels.
Hence, consumers will opt for multi-channel sales
experience based on the characteristics of the
channel that are important to them.
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Wolny, Julia, & Nipawan Charoensuksai. 2014.
"Mapping customer journeys in multichannel
decision-making." Journal of Direct, Data and
Digital Marketing Practice 15 (4):317-326.

Qualitative

Zhang, Kem, & Morad Benyoucef. 2016.
"Consumer behavior in social commerce: A
literature review." Decision Support Systems 86
(C):95-108.

Qualitative

Flavián, Carlos, Raquel Gurrea, & Carlos Orús.
2020. "Combining channels to make smart
purchases: The role of webrooming and
showrooming." Journal of Retailing and
Consumer Services 52. Forthcoming.

Quantitative

MultiSmall sample
method,
interviews
and personal
diary
collection

N = 16

No information
provided

Not ranked 26
according to
ABS

Literature
review

Not applicable; it is a
qualitative paper

Experiment

No clear information
provided; probably a
simple sampling

N =210

ES

Heitz-Spahn, Sandrine. 2013. "Cross-channel free- Quantitative
riding consumer behavior in a multichannel
environment: An investigation of shopping
motives, sociodemographics and product
categories." Journal of Retailing and Consumer
Services 20 (6):570-578.

Mix method
combing
experiment
and survey

No information
N =741
provided, probably
simple random
sampling or
representative sample

FR

The results indicate that cross-channel free-riders
Not ranked 166
mainly seek to fulfil price comparison, convenience according to
and flexibility needs.
ABS
The likelihood of cross-channel free-riding differs
across products.

Survey

Stratified
non-probabilistic
sampling

N =176

ES

According to the results perceived control, website Not ranked 14
compatibility, and subjective
according to
norms impact online purchases.
ABS

Gensler, Sonja, Scott A. Neslin, & Peter C. Verhoef. Quantitative
2017. "The Showrooming Phenomenon: It's More
than Just About Price." Journal of Interactive
Marketing 38:29-43.

Survey

No clear information N =556
provided; Probably
representative sample
or sample random
sampling

US

Nesar, Sana, & Lamay Bin Sabir. 2016. "Evaluation Quantitative
of Customer Preferences on Showrooming and
Webrooming: An Empirical Study." Al-Barkaat
Journal of Finance & Management 8 (1):50-67.

Survey

No information
provided, probably
simple random
sampling

IN

The authors found that expected average price
B
savings from showrooming are positively associated
with showrooming. They also found that non-price
factors play a key role in consumers' showrooming
decisions. For instance, online search or time
pressure that consumers might face is negatively
associated with their propensity to showroom.
Furthermore, factors like waiting times in brick- and
mortar stores as well as perceived gains in quality of
the product is positively associated with
showrooming.

Rejón-Guardia, Francisco, & Cuauhtemoc Luna- Quantitative
Nevarez. 2017. "“Showrooming” in Consumer
Electronics Retailing: An Empirical Study." Journal
of Internet Commerce 16 (2):174-201.

Not
Not applicable; it is
applicable; it a qualitative paper
is a
qualitative
paper

Consumer purchase journey is divided by the
researchers into three types - impulsive journey,
balanced journey, and considered journey.

N = 330

According to the research study findings, the
***
consumer purchase behaviour in the case of social
commerce can be summed up as a combination of
the stimulus-organism-response model and the
five-stage consumer decision making framework.
The results indicate that webrooming leads to
smarter shopping decisions than showrooming.
Webrooming also leads to higher personal
attribution than showrooming,
meaning that consumers feel responsible and in
control of their purchase outcomes

92

Not ranked 0
according to
ABS

76

The results indicate that socio-demographic factors Not ranked 18
influence sales channel selection.
according to
ABS
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Vogel, Julia, & Michael Paul. 2015. "One firm, one Quantitative
product, two prices: Channel-based price
differentiation and customer retention." Journal
of Retailing and Consumer Services 27:126-139..
Dotson, Jeffrey P., Ruixue Rachel Fan, Elea
Quantitative
McDonnell Feit, Jeffrey D. Oldham, & Yi-Hsin Yeh.
2017. "Brand Attitudes and Search Engine
Queries." Journal of Interactive Marketing
37:105-116.
Ai, Qingyao, Yongfeng Zhang, Keping Bi, Xu
Chen, & W. Bruce Croſt. 2017. "Learning a
Hierarchical Embedding Model for Personalized
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40th International ACM SIGIR Conference on
Research and Development in Information
Retrieval, Shinjuku.

Quantitative

Lali, Muhammad Ikram, Raza Mustafa, Kashif
Quantitative
Saleem, M. Saqib Nawaz, Tehseen Zia, & Basit
Shahzad. 2016. "Finding Healthcare Issues with
Search Engine Queries and Social Network Data."
International journal on Semantic Web and
information systems 13 (1):48-62.

Experiment

Representative
sample

N = 2,135

GE

Results show that channel-based price
differentiation harms retention through price
unfairness and limited self-determination.

C

30

Mixed
Sample from a panel
methods
of consumers
combing
survey and
search query
data analysis

N = 1.511

US

Users search for specific brands when shopping
3
online after conducting extensive search queries in
a specific category of products.

19

Experiment
and data
analysis

Amazon product
dataset

Several
thousand
data points,
(see Table 1
on page 6)

Probably mostly US The findings of this study indicated that an
embedded hierarchical model can predict product
search baselines effectively in real-time. This
suggested that consumer search queries are
predictable and based on a hierarchy.

Dataset
analysis

Google and Twitter
data

Several data
points (see
Table 1 on
page 52)

No information
Their research study showed that use of
Not ranked 19
provided; probably classification tasks can help detecting product
according to
worldwide
search queries from users based on social media
ABS
posts, most notably on Twitter. A methodology has
been proposed by the researchers to identify this
first-hand information.

Amaldoss, Wilfred, Kinshuk Jerath, & Amin
Qualitative
Sayedi. 2015. "Keyword Management Costs and
“Broad Match” in Sponsored Search Advertising."
Marketing Science 35 (2):259-274.

Gametheoretic
model

Becker, Ingo, Marc Linzmajer, & Florian Quantitative
Wangenheim. 2017. "Cross-Industrial User
Channel Preferences on the Path to Online
Purchase: Homogeneous, Heterogeneous, or
Mixed?" Journal of Advertising 46:1-21.

Cookie
Self-selected sample
tracking data

4 sets of
clickstream
data (N
between
405,343 and
1,184,582

n.a.

Not ranked 35
according to
ABS

Investigation of the strategic role of keyword
SJR Ranking
management costs and a tool called broad match, 6.895 Q1, H
which enables automated bidding for keywords, in index 113
sponsored search advertising. It is observed that
broad match makes participation in keyword
auctions easier, hence increasing the competition
among advertisers and thereby the bidding prices.
In an online environment, users in general select
SJR Ranking
their preferred channels on the path to purchase;
2.080 Q1, H
being clicks on afﬁliates, branded paid and branded index 89
unpaid search, social media, and retargeting clicks.
The study also confirmed that customers who are
likely to purchase a product, use a limited set, rather
than a multitude, of channels. Other channels are
industry speciﬁc, such as price comparison websites.
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Becker, Ingo Frank. 2016. Three Essays based on Quantitative
Clickstream Data: Analyzing, Understanding and
Managing Online Customer Behavior – Doctorial
Thesis.

Cookie
Self-selected sample
tracking data

Carbonell, Guillermo, 2018. „Decisions based on
ratings, reviews, and recommendations – The
cognitive processing of online information”.

Meta-analysis

Qualitative

N= 1,184,582 n.a.

Chesnes, Matthew, & Ginger Zhe Jin. 2019.
Quantitative
"Direct-to-consumer advertising and online
search." Information Economics and Policy 46:122.

Search and
self-selected sample
click-through
data

Dellaert, Benedict G. C. 2019. "The consumer Qualitative
production journey: marketing to consumers as
co-producers in the sharing economy." Journal of
the Academy of Marketing Science 47 (2):238-254.

Conceptual
framework

Du, Rex Yuxing, Linli Xu, & Kenneth C. Wilbur.
2019. "Immediate Responses of Online Brand
Search and Price Search to TV Ads." Journal of
Marketing 83 (4):81-100.

Quantitative

Search data

representative sample 750,672 ad
spots

US

Consumers, Health, Agriculture and Food
Quantitative
Executive Agency (Chafea). 2018. Behavioural
Study on the Transparency of Online Platforms. A
study for the European Commission, DirectorateGeneral for Justice and Consumers. Brussels:
European Commission.

Experiment

Combined
N=40
observation tasks/ indepth interview
methodology

DE, PL, UK, ES

Følstad, Asbjørn, & Knut Kvale. 2018. "Customer
journeys: a systematic literature review." Journal
of Service Theory and Practice 28.

Meta-analysis

Qualitative

N = 13,358

US

Investigation of customer browsing behavior aimed to extract hidden purchase intention manifested in
the users browsing traits. Based on flow theory,
Becker conceptualized “focused attention” as a
browsing pattern where subsequent clicks are
closely in time, the so called micro-journey. Microjourneys seem to be well-suited to predict
conversion (the customer purchasing).
User-generated content is the most influential type of information on the purchase, even more so than
objective information about the product.
Study on direct-to-consumer-advertising (DTCA)
and search engine click-through. Based on data
related to a television advertisement on a
prescription drug referring to detailed information
on the internet. The study shows that consumers
seek information online and that their behavior is
influenced by online and offline advertising to
which they are exposed.

1

Impact
12
Factor: 1.245

Consumer production (of ad content) are becoming Impact
17
important for the total firm’s value. Important there Factor: 10.791
is that companies effectively use (big) data through
advanced analytics to provide consumers with
insights and support.
Investigation of effects of TV ad spots on online
SJR Ranking
activities. Both brand search and price search show 9.198 Q1, H
detectable spike immediately after a regular ad
index 218
insertion. Additionally, TV ad insertion also leads to
significant competitor-brand search.
Study on impact of transparency of online
platforms on consumer trust and behavior when
searching and selecting goods online. Clarity on the
identity of contractual parties and information that
the third-party trader ensures consumer rights in
case of problems, increases the probability of
product selection by almost 50%. High prominence
of user reviews or receiving the highest user review
leads to a 200% increase.

Across reviewed literature, customer journeys are
H index 73
described not only as a means to take the viewpoint
of the customer, but also to reach insight into their
experiences. Company decisions concerning
particular aspects of a service are often made

6

3

68
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Gundlach, Gregory, Joseph Cannon, & Kenneth
Manning. 2010. "Free Riding and Resale Price
Maintenance: Insights from Marketing Research
and Practice." The Antitrust Bulletin 55:381-422.

Qualitative

without considering their effect on the total
customer experience. The customer journey
perspective may do so. It is seen as a key
competitive advantage in the service sector.

Meta-analysis

Gundlach, Gregory T. 2010. "Overview and
Qualitative
Contents of the Special Issue: Antitrust Analysis of
Resale Price Maintenance after Leegin." The
Antitrust Bulletin 55 (1):1-24.

Literature
review

US

Jerath, Kinshuk, Liye Ma, & Young-Hoon Park.
Quantitative
2013. "Consumer Click Behavior at a Search
Engine: The Role of Keyword Popularity." Journal
of Marketing Research 51.

Korean
search engine
data

Total number South Korea
of searches:
1,631,336
across 120
keywords

Penela, Carlos Gonzalo, Patrizia de Luca &
Quantitative
Giovanna Pegan. 2017. “Insights from Google
search user-generated data: a study on European
Wine in the US Market.” – Working Paper

Search data

73,852,180
searches

US

Research to understand the primary justification for n.a.
Resale Price Maintenance (RPM) —the so-called
free rider explanation. Over time, consumers and
manufacturers have increased their use of multiple
channels of distribution resulting in conditions
favorable to the occurrence of free riding.
Consumers have different demand preferences
leading to channel preferences across purchase
occasions and across stages of their purchase
decisions.
Two “economics” of RPM: One imposed by
n.a.
manufacturers to achieve increased sales and
higher profits and another one coerced by large
distributors. The first may lead to enhanced
consumer welfare; if the manufacturer uses the
increased profits for further innovation and better
support of the product. The second leads invariably
to reduced competition and thereby to diminished
consumer welfare.
More popular keywords have proportionally more
clicks on sponsored links, while less popular
keyword searches have more clicks on organic
results. Additionally, consumers can be grouped
into segments that correlate with how high or low
their involvement is with their product or service
search. Segments with lower-involved consumers
are usually focused on more popular keywords.
Segments with more highly-involved consumers
typically have more clicks per search, as well as
more clicks on sponsored links

21

9

SJR Ranking
6.895 Q1, H
index 147

133

The results emphasize the need for European
wineries and wine operators to better educate and
connect with consumers by developing positioning
strategies and marketing programs that are as
informative as they are findable via search engines.
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Raff, Horst, & Nicolas Schmitt. 2003. "Exclusive
Dealing as a Barrier and as a Catalyst to
International Trade."

Qualitative

Conceptual
framework

Schär, Armando, & Katarina Stanoevska-Slabeva. Qualitative
2019. Application of Digital Nudging in Customer
Journeys – A Systematic Literature Review.

Literature
review

Schultz, Carsten D. 2016. "An Overview of Search Qualitative
Engine Advertising Research." In Encyclopedia of
E-Commerce Development, Implementation, and
Management, 310-328. Hershey, PA, USA: IGI
Global.

Literature
review

Stephen, Andrew T. 2016. "The role of digital and Qualitative
social media marketing in consumer behavior."
Current Opinion in Psychology 10:17-21.

Literature
review

Yang, Yanwu, Xin Li, Daniel Dajun Zeng, & Jim
Jansen. 2018. "Aggregate effects of advertising
decisions: A complex systems look at search
engine advertising via an experimental study."
Internet Research 28:00-00.

Simulated
experiment

Qualitative

Investigation of contractual choice between
exclusive dealing and common agency in an
international oligopoly model. Find that exclusive
dealing promotes trad and completion when trade
costs are low, but acts as a barrier to trade when
trade costs are high.
In customer journey, choice architectures can be
purposefully designed to guide people’s behavior
towards a favorable outcome. Existing research
concentrates mainly on the purchase stage. Also,
the application of nudging along customer journeys
is just emerging and relatively immature

4

From the consumer perspective, search engine
advertising is a useful form of advertising because
the keywords and the ad message are matched
according to the search terms entered. For
advertisers, search engine advertising represents an
attractive opportunity to selectively reach potential
customers at a point in time when the prospects are
already thematically involved and activated.

6

Both the market profit and advertising indexes
H Index 71
when the eWOM effect is present, meaning social
media has some effect on search engine advertising
outcomes, the competition level has a monotonic
increasing effect on the market performance, thus
search engines have an incentive to encourage
both the eWOM among search users and
competition among advertisers, and given the
market-level effect of the percentage of advertisers
employing a dynamic greedy bidding strategy,
there is a cut-off point for strategic bidding
behaviors.

3

Five themes are identified: (i) consumer digital
culture, (ii) responses to digital advertising, (iii)
effects of digital environments on consumer
behavior, (iv) mobile environments, and (v) online
word of mouth (WOM).

Impact
197
Factor: 3.430
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Yang, Yanwu, Jim Jansen, Yinghui Yang, Xunhua Qualitative
Guo, & Daniel Dajun Zeng. 2019. "Keyword
Optimization in Sponsored Search Advertising: A
Multilevel Computational Framework." IEEE
Intelligent Systems 34:32-42.

Simulated
experiment

Kaatz, Christopher, Christian Brock, & Lilli Figura.
2019. "Are you still online or are you already
mobile? – Predicting the path to successful
conversions across different devices." Journal of
Retailing and Consumer Services 50:10-21.

Quantitative

Clickstream
data,
interview

Kakalejčík, Lukáš, Jozef Bucko, & Martin Vejačka.
2018. "Differences in Buyer Journey between
High-and Low-Value Customers of E-Commerce
Business." Journal of Theoretical and Applied
Electronic Commerce Research 14:47-58.

Quantitative

clickstream
data

Random sample of
customer data

Number of
journeys:
81.803;
Survey
participants:
230

DE

16,330
transactions

n.a.

Ieva, Marco, & Cristina Ziliani. 2018. "Mapping
Quantitative
touchpoint exposure in retailing: Implications for
developing an omnichannel customer
experience." International Journal of Retail
&amp; Distribution Management 46 (3):304-322.

Survey

Representative
N=4,068
sample (Shoppers for
at least one category
of product or service)

Schultz, Carsten D. 2018. "The impact of ad
positioning in search engine advertising: a
multifaceted decision problem." Electronic
Commerce Research: 1-24.

Dataset
analysis

Data on search
engine advertisement
activities of a
company (20062009).

Quantitative

IT

20 million ad n.a.
impressions,
400,000
clicks, 13,000
conversions,
800 contracts

Proposition of a multilevel and closed-form
Impact Factor 4
computational framework for keyword optimization 5.01 H index
(MKOF) to support various keyword decisions. This 111
method can approach the optimal solution in a
steady way, and it outperforms two baseline
keyword strategies commonly used in practice. The
proposed MKOF framework also provides a valid
experimental environment to implement and assess
various keyword strategies insponsored search
advertising.
User-speciﬁc clickstream data provided by a fashion H index 65
retailer in Germany in 2016 reveals that desktop
users still accounted for the majority of conversions
(63%) versus 51% for mobile devices. desktop users'
purchase decisions are mainly driven by cognitive
components, whereas users on smartphones mainly
relied on aﬀective and behavioral experiences.
The strongest contribution of conversions is direct
traffic, hence it is crucial for companies to build
brand awareness and positive word-of-mouth.

3

H index 25

1

The authors conducted the statudy to identify any H Index - 67
patterns between consumer exposure to
touchpoints and consumers’ loyalty and sociodemographic characteristics. The authors found six
consumer segments – based on the intensity of
frequency of exposure and the types of touchpoints
consumers were exposed to. They also found a
relationship between type of exposure and
consumers’ loyalty.
The authors analysed the correlation between the
ranking on the highest position and profit. They
found that the highest profit is made on the third
rank.

H Index - 34

17

1
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Schultz, Carsten D. 2020. "Informational,
Quantitative
transactional, and navigational need of
information: relevance of search intention in
search engine advertising." Information Retrieval
Journal 23 (2):117-135.

Dataset
analysis

Performance data of a
search engine
advertisement
campaign (20112015)

37 million ad n.a
impressions,
1.8 million
clicks, 20,000
information
request,
1,489 service
contracts, 321
different
keywords

Joo, Mingyu, Kenneth C. Wilbur, & Yi Zhu. 2016. Quantitative
"Effects of TV advertising on keyword search."
International Journal of Research in Marketing 33
(3):508-523.

Dataset
analysis

Chandrasekaran, Deepa, Raji Srinivasan, & Debika Quantitative
Sihi. 2018. "Effects of offline ad content on online
brand search: insights from super bowl
advertising." Journal of the Academy of
Marketing Science 46 (3):403-430.

Online search data
N=64,000
from AOL.com
(March-May 2006)
Television advertising
data from Katar
Media’s “Stradegy”
database.

Quasin.a.
experimental
study

N=293

The authors analysed the correlation between the H Index - 25
performance of a search engine campaign and
search intentions (informational, transactional, and
navigational). They found that the performance of
search engine advertisement is influenced by search
intention.

1

US

The authors tested the impact of TV advertising
H Index -89
campaigns on online search behaviour of
consumers. They found that TV advertisements
have an positive effect on the use of brand-related
keywords.

51

US

The authors investigated the impact of TV ad
content during the Super Bowl (2004 to 2012) on
brand searches. They found that informational
content increases brand search, while attentional
content decreased brand searches. Furthermore,
the authors found no evidence of the effects of
emotional ad content.

H Index - 148 18
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